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Preface

This reference publication contains the hardware operation

and programming requirements of the IBM 3704 and the

IBM 3705 Communications Controllers. The information

applies to the IBM 3704, IBM 3705-1 and 3705-11 except

where specifically noted.

The publication is intended for any user of a communi-

cations controller who is attempting to write or modify a

3704/3705 control program. The reader should have an

understanding of basic data communication and a thorough

knowledge of IBM System/360 and System/370 channel

operations. The Introduction to the IBM 3704 and 3705-11

Communications Controllers (GA27-3051) is a prerequisite

publication. Related publications are the IBM 3705

Communications Controller Assembler Language manual

(GC30-3003), the Synchronous Data Link Control General

Information manual (GA27-3093), the Guide to Using the

IBM 3704 Communications Controller Control Panel

(GA27-3086), and the Guide to Using the IBM 3705

Communications Controller Control Panel (GA27-3087).

Other IBM publications concerning the communications

controllers are identified and described in the IBM System/

370 Bibliography, GC20-0001

.

This manual is divided into eleven chapters and three

appendixes.

Chapter 1 : Introduction

Provides a general description of the 3704, 3705-1,

and 3705-H.

Chapter 2: System Structure

Describes the registers, interrupt scheme, and levels of

the control program.

Chapter 3 : Storage and Line Addressing

Describes the basic storage addressing procedure

and the format for addressing the individual com-

munication lines.

Chapter 4: Instruction Set

Describes each of the 3704/3705 machine instructions

with their format and condition codes.

Chapters 5 through 10:

Describe the operation and programming requirements

of the Central Control Unit, the Types 1 , 2, 3, and 3HS

Communication Scanners, and the Types 1 , 2, 3, and 4

Channel Adapters.

Chapter 1 1 : Remote Communications Controller

Describes the hardware and programming required to

support a communications controller at a remote

location.

The appendixes contain (A) External register functions,

(B) Input/Output instruction bit definitions, and (C) Input/

Output instruction summary.

Seventh Edition (October 1979)

This is a major revision of and makes obsolete GC30-3004-5 , and TNL GN30-3081.

The Summary ofChanges section describes the changes made in this edition.

Changes are periodically made to the information herein; before using this

publication in connection with the operation of IBM systems or equipment

consult the latest IBM System/370 Bibliography (GC20-0001) and associated

Technical Newsletters, for the editions that are applicable and current.

It is possible that this material may contain reference to, or information

about, IBM products (machines and programs), programming, or services that

are not announced in your country. Such references or information must not

be construed to mean that IBM intends to announce such IBM products,

programming, or services in your country.

Publications are not stocked at the address given below; requests for IBM

publications should be made to your IBM representative or to the IBM branch

office serving your locality.

A form for reader's comments is provided at the back of this publication. If

the form has been removed, comments may be addressed to IBM Corporation,

Information Development, Department E02, P.O. Box 12195, Research

Triangle Park, North Carolina, U.S.A. 27709. IBM may use or distribute any

of the information you supply in any way it believes appropriate without

incurring any obligation whatever. You may, of course, continue to use the

information you supply.

©Copyright International Business Machines Corporation 1972, 1973, 1974, 1976,
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ABAR attachment buffer address register

ACR add character register instruction

ACR abandon call and retry

ACU automatic calling unit

AHR add halfword register instruction

ALU arithmetic logic unit

AR add register instruction

ARI add register immediate instruction

ATT attention

B branch instruction

BAL branch and link instruction

BALR branch and link register instruction

BB branch on bit instruction

BCL branch on C latch instruction

BCT branch on count instruction

BSC binary synchronous communication

BZL branch on Z latch instruction

CA channel adapter

CACHK.R channel adapter check register

CACR channel adapter control register

CADB channel adapter data buffer or

channel adapter diagnostic busy

CAMR channel adapter mode register

CASNSR channel adapter sense register

CASTR channel adapter status register

CBODR channel bus out diagnostic register

CCR compare character register instruction

CCU central control unit

CE channel end

CHR compare halfword register instruction

CMDR channel adapter command register

COS call originate status

CPU central processing unit

CR compare register instruction

CRC cyclic redundancy check

CR1 compare register immediate instruction

CRQ call request

CSAR cycle steal address register

CTDR channel tag diagnostic register

CTRL control

CUCR cycle utilization counter register

CW control word

CWAR control word address register

CWCNTR control word byte count register

DBAR diagnostic buffer address register

DE device end

DLO data line occupied

DPR digit present

DTR data terminal ready

EB extended-buffer (mode)

EC Engineering Change

ESC emulator subchannel

EXIT exit instruction

FDX full duplex

HDX half duplex

HEX hexadecimal

HIO halt I/O

IAR instruction address register

IC insert character instruction

ICT insert character and count instruction

ICW interface control word

IN input instruction

INCWAR in-bound control word address register

I/O input/output

IPL initial program load

IPR interrupt priority register

L load instruction

LA load address instruction

LAR lagging address register

LCD line control identifier

LCOR load character with offset

register instruction

LCR load character register instruction

LH load halfword instruction

LHOR load halfword with offset

register instruction

LHR load halfword register instruction

LIB line interface base

LOR load with offset register instruction

LR load register instruction

LRI load register immediate instruction

NCR AND character register instruction

NHR AND halfword register instruction

NR AND register instruction

NRI AND register immediate instruction

NSC native subchannel

OCR OR character register instruction

OHR OR halfword register instruction

OR OR register instruction

ORI OR register immediate instruction

OUT output instruction

OUTCWAR out-bound control word address register

PCF primary control field

PCI program controlled interrupt

PDF parallel data field

PND present next digit

RA register and immediate address operation

RE register and external register operation

RI register and immediate operand operation

ROS read-only-storage

RR register to register operation

RS register and storage operation

RSA register and storage with count operation

RT branch operation

RTS request to send

SAR storage address register

SCF secondary control field

SCR subtract character register instruction

SDF serial data field

SDLC synchronous data link control
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SDR storage data register TAR

SHR subtract halfword register instruction TIC

SIO start I/O TIO

SM status modifier TRM

SR subtract register instruction UC

SRI subtract register immediate instruction UE

ST store instruction XCR

STC store character instruction XHR

STCT store character and count instruction XR

STH store halfword instruction XRI

SVC supervisor call

temporary address register

transfer in channel

test I/O

test register under mask instruction

unit check

unit exception

exclusive OR character register instruction

exclusive OR halfword register instruction

exclusive OR register instruction

exclusive OR register immediate instruction

viii



Summary of Changes-Seventh Edition

The seventh edition contains the following changes:

• Information on the Type 3HS Communication Scanner,

which operates at line speeds up to 230,600 bps, has

been incorporated into Chapter 8.

• Appendixes B and C are updated to include information

on the Type 3HS Communication Scanner.

Other minor clarifications and corrections appear in this

edition. Technical changes are denoted by a vertical line at

the left of the revised text or illustration.

Summary of Changes- Sixth Edition

The sixth edition contains the following changes:

• Models J, K, and L have been added to the IBM 3705-11

product line, and descriptions of each model are

included in Chapter 1 . The 3705-II Models J -L include

as standard features (1) a cycle utilization counter

register (CUCR), (2) a cycle time of 900 nanoseconds,

and (3) a maximum storage capacity of 512K bytes.

• Appendixes B and C are updated to include the new
Input and Output instructions and bit definitions for the

cycle utilization counter register, and to show changes

resulting from the introduction of 3705-H Models J-L.

• TNLGN30-3081 is incorporated into this. That TNL
contained information on multiple Type 4 channel

adapters and on the remote program loader.

Other minor clarifications and corrections appear in this

edition. Technical changes are denoted by a vertical line

at the left of the revised text or illustration.



Chapter 1: Introduction

The IBM 3704 and 3705 Communications Controllers

are transmission control units with processing capabili-

ties that offer advantages not available in other IBM
transmission control units. A control program residing

in the controller storage performs many of the functions

previously performed by the central processing unit.

The assumption of these functions by the controller

increases the availability of the processor unit to process

other programs and to perform more involved message-

processing functions for the data communication system.

The controller is priority-interrupt driven. This allows

Jhe control program to handle service requests at five

different priority levels.

The communications controller performs, under

program control, the normal transmission control unit

functions such as line-control, control character recogni-

tion, line time-out, character assembly and disassembly,

and redundancy checking. The control program can also

(1) handle all polling and addressing of communications

lines to determine if a line is ready to send or receive data,

(2) take over data link control, (3) add framing characters

to the beginning and end of blocks of data and (4) translate

from line code into code recognizable to a message-

processing program, and vice versa. Most error recovery

procedures can be handled by the communications

controller, thus relieving the processor unit of a time-

consuming and storage-consuming data communication
function. The control program can also provide dynamic
buffering for incoming data and basic message-processing

functions.

Host System Interface

The communications controllers may be attached, via the

proper channel adapter (discussed later in this chapter) to a

System/360 Model 30, 40, 50, 65, 67 (in 65 mode), 75, or

195, or System/370 Models 125 through 3031 . A 3705
with a Type 2, Type 3, or Type 4 Channel Adapter requires

only one subchannel address, and the adapter may be con-

nected to a byte multiplexer, block multiplexer, or selector

channel. (Operation of a Type 4 Channel Adapter in

emulation mode requires that the adapter be on a byte

multiplexer channel.) The Type 3 Channel Adapter enables

the 3705 to be attached to tightly-coupled multiprocessor

systems as a shared symmetrical I/O unit, and to a uni-

processor as an I/O unit with an alternate path capability.

The Type 1 Channel Adapter in a 3704 or 3705 operates

only on a byte multiplexer channel. The channel may
require more than one subchannel address, depending on
the mode of operation (2701 , 2702, or 2703 emulation

requires a range of subchannel addresses).

Note: A remote communications controller that does

not interface with the host system has no channel adapter.

System Support Programs
Licensed and nonlicensed control programs are available

from IBM for scheduling and controlling 3704 and 3705

Communications Controller system resources. Also

available are system support programs. These are host

processor programs used primarily to generate or assemble

a user's control program and to provide IPL and dump
facilities for the controller. The support programs operate

under control of the host supervisor.

3704 Description

The 3704 is a low-entry control unit that is upward and
downward compatible with a 3705 without Extended
Addressing. It is available in four models that are defined

by the amount of storage installed. Figure 1-1 lists the

models of the 3704 and the storage capacity of each model.

Model
Maximum Number of

L ines A ttachable

Storage

Size (K)

IBM 3704

A1 32 16
A2 32 32
A3 32 48
A4 32 64

Figure 1-1. Line Attachment Capacity and Storage
Size by Model

The 3704 consists of a single module that can contain a

Central Control Unit, a control panel, 16K bytes of storage,

a channel adpater, and a communication scanner. Either a

Type 1 or a Type 2 Scanner can be installed, but the chan-

nel adapter is limited to a Type 1 Channel Adapter. The
maximum number of communication lines is 32 when the

Type 1 Scanner is installed and 10 (26 with additional

capability) when the Type 2 Scanner is installed. Figure 1-2

shows the maximum configuration of the 3704 hardware.

3705 Description

The 3705-1 and 3705-H are available in 20 and 44 models,
respectively. The different models provide varying combin-
ations of storage size and maximum line attachment capac-

ity. All models of the 3705-1 and 3705-11, with their

respective line attachment capacities and storage sizes, are

shown in Figures 1-3 and 14. The actual number of lines

the controllers can support depends on such factors as the

line speeds (data rates) used and the throughput capacity

of the control program.

Chapter 1: Introduction 1-1
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Figure 1-2. Maximum Hardware Configuration of the 3704 Communications Controller

The 'A' and 'F models of the 3705 consist of a 3705

basic frame containing a central control unit (CCU), a con-

trol panel, at least 16K bytes (3705-1) or 32K bytes

(3705-H) of storage, and provisions for line interface bases

(LIB) and line sets to accommodate up to 64 half-duplex

lines. Each LIB can have up to eight line sets (depending

on line set type), each capable of accommodating one or

two half-duplex lines. The 'A' and 'E' models also contain

adapters for attaching the controller to communication

lines and to the host system. Each higher letter designation

(B,C,D,F,G,H,J,K,L) indicates that the controller consists

of a basic 3705 frame and one or more attached expansion

frames that provide additional storage and line attachment

capacity. (Storage increments in a 3705-1 may extend into

the first, second, or third expansion frame, depending on

amount; storage increments in a 3705-11, depending on the

model, may extend into the first expansion frame only.)

All 'B\ 'F', and 'J' models consist of a basic 3705 frame

and one expansion frame; all 'C, 'G' and 'K' models con-

sist of a basic 3705 frame and two expansion frames; and

all 'D', 'H' and 'L' models consist of a basic 3705 frame

and three expansion frames.

Note: The second and third expansion frames of a 3705-11

provide additional line attachment capability only.

The basic frame of a 3705-1 contains 16K or 48K bytes

of storage and a Type 1 or Type 2 Communication Scanner

capable of supporting up to four line interface bases (LIB).

Each expansion frame of a 3705-1 can contain 0, 32K,

or 64K bytes of additional storage and (1) a Type 2 Com-
munication Scanner capable of supporting up to six LIBs,

or (2) a Type 3 Communication Scanner and up to four

LIBs. The first expansion frame can also contain a Type 2

,

3, or 4 Channel Adapter and a two-channel switch.
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Basic

3705 Frame

First

Expansion Frame

Second

Expansion Frame

Third

Expansion Frame

Line Interface Bases

Communication Scanner

Attachment Base

Channel Adapter

Remote Program Loader
onf rr\l Portal

Line Interface Bases

Communication Scanner

Channel Adapter

Line Interface Bases
/"* r\mm i iniratinn ^if*5*nnPrLiUI IllllUllll_.dl.HJIl i_TL>Cll 11 ICI

Line Interface Bases

Communication Scanner

Core Storage (additive) (additive) (additive) (additive)

16K j 32K 32K j 32K 32K | 32K 32K | 32K

2

2 3

111

Model D 8
t iiiiiiiilllili lllllllllll 4 6 1

Accumulated

Storage

Capacity

16K 48K 80K 112K 144K 176K 208K 240K

Maximum number of half-duplex

lines per model

Model A = 64

Model B = 160

Model C = 256

Model D = 352

Figure 1-3. IBM 3705-1 Line Attachment and Storage Capacity by Model

Storage

The communications controllers, like most central process-

ing units, contain their own internal storage array. This

storage provides a residence for the control program and a

temporary storage area for data as it is being assembled or

disassembled in preparation for transfer to the host pro-

cessor or a terminal.

3705-1 storage ranges from 16K to 240K bytes, in

increments of 32K bytes. The read/write storage cycle

time is 1 .2 microseconds.

3705-II storage ranges from 32K to 256K bytes, in

increments of 32K bytes for Models E-H; for Models J-L,

3705-II storage ranges from 320K to 512K bytes in

increments of 64K bytes. The read/write storage cycle

time is 1 .0 microsecond for Models E-H, and 900 nano-

seconds for Models J—L.

3704 storage ranges from 16K to 64K bytes in incre-

ments of 16K bytes. The read/write storage cycle time is

600 nanoseconds.

Bytes of storage are handled separately or grouped

together in fields. A halfword is a group of two consecu-

tive bytes and is the basic building block of instructions.

A word is a group of four consecutive bytes. The location

of any field or group of bytes is specified by the address

of its leftmost byte.

Central Control Unit

The Central Control Unit (CCU) contains the circuits and

data flow paths to execute the instruction set, and to

control storage, the communication scanners, and the

channel adapters. The CCU operates under control of the

programs residing in storage.

Adapters

Two different adapters are required within the communica-

tions controller to connect the Central Control Unit with

the host channel and the communication lines. These are

the communication scanner (connection between CCU and

communication line), and the channel adapter (connection

between CCU and host channel). The abbreviation CA is

used in this manual to represent channel adapter.

The communication scanners for the communications

controllers come in four versions, and the channel adapters

come in four versions. Type 1 Scanners, Type 1 CAs, or
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Basic

3705 Frame
First

Expansion Frame
Second

Expansion Frame

Third

Expansion Frame

Line Interface Bases

Communication Scanner

Attachment Base

Channel Adapter/s

Remote Program Loader

Monolithic Storage

Control Panel

addivitive

k| 32k| 32K [32k| 32K

I

3: | 32K |
32K

L4

El. F1

m, P2.

F3 <

£4, F4, <

Line Interface Bases Line Interface Bases Line Interface Bases

Communication Scanner Communication Scanner Communication Scanner
Channel Adapter/s

iviutluuin ic oiorage

(additive)

64K
|
64K

|
64K

j
64K

32K
64K

65, F5, G5, H5
£6. F6. G6, H6
E7, F7,

68, F8,

J1, K1,

J2, K2,

J3, K3,

G7, H7
G8, H8
L1

ifca

L4 '

:

t28K
160K

192K
224K
256K
320K
384K
448K
512K

Model E = Frame 1 only

Model F » Frame 1 and 2

Model 6 » Frame 1, 2, and 3

Model H = Frame 1 , 2, 3.md4

Model J = Frame 1 and 2

Model K » Frame 1, 2, and 3

Model L = Frame 1, 2, 3, and 4

Maximum number of half-duplex

lines per model

Model E =64
Models F and J =160
Models G and K = 256
Models H and L = 352

Figure 14. IBM 3705-11 Line Attachment and Storage Capacity by Model

Type 4 CAs used in Type 1 CA mode or extended buffer

mode have low functional hardware capabilities and require

more program control than the Type 2, Type 3, and Type 3HS
Scanners, Type 2 and Type 3 CAs, or Type 4 CAs used in

cycle steal mode. The latter have more functional hardware
capabilities and therefore require less program control while

providing increased performance as compared to the Type
1 Scanner and Types 1 and 4 Channel Adapters.

Figures 1-5 through 1-8 show all possible combinations
of communications scanners and channel adapters, in-

cluding the maximum number that can be installed for each
model of the 3705 controller. The channel adapter in a

3704 is always a Type 1 CA; the scanner may be Type 1 or

Type 2.

Channel Adapters

Four types of channel adapters (CAs) are available. The
Type 1 and Type 4 CA provide for local attachment to a

System/360 or System/370 byte multiplexer channel.

These adapters contain the hardware circuits necessary to

assist the program in emulating an IBM 2701 , 2702, or

2703 as well as to allow operation of the controller in

native mode. To operate in emulation mode, the controller

requires multiple subchannel addresses: one for each line

address and one for native mode IPL.

The Type 1 CA transmits data to and from the byte-

multiplexer channel in bursts of up to four bytes. The
Type 4 CA transmits data in bursts of up to 32 bytes, if

operating in extended buffer mode. When not in this

mode, the Type 4 CA transmits to and from the channel

in bursts of up to four bytes.

The Type 2 and Type 3 CAs, which are available for the

3705 only, provide for local attachment to a System/370
byte multiplexer, block multiplexer, or selector channel.

With the Type 2 or Type 3 CA, the 3705 appears as a single

control unit on the host processor channel and uses a

single subchannel address. The Type 2 and Type 3 CAs
operate in the native (one host subchannel address) mode
only.
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Channel Adapter Locations on a 3705-1

1st

CA
Type

2nd

CA
Type

1st

CA

Frame Location

2nd

CA

1

1

rial' >c i

2 Frame 1 Frame 2

1 3 Frame 1 Frame 2

2

2 2

Frame 1

Frame 1 Frame 2

2 3 Frame 1 Frame 2

3
rranie i

3 2 Frame 1 Frame 2

3 3 Frame 1 Frame 2

4
4 2

Frame 1

Frame 1 Frame 2

4 3 Frame 1 Frame 2

4 4 Frame 1 Frame 2

Limitations

1 . The first frame of a 3705-I can contain one Type 1 , 2, 3, or 4

Channel Adapter.

2. The second frame of a 3705-I can contain one Type 2, 3, or 4

Channel Adapter.

Figure 1-5. Channel Adapter Locations on a 3705-1

All data transfer between 3705 storage and the Type 2

and Type 3 Channel Adapters is by cycle steal operation.

That is, when the CA has data to put in storage, it pre-

empts (under hardware control) the necessary machine

cycles to transfer the data. Data transfers from storage

to the channel adapter also use the cycle steal technique.

A cycle steal operation by a Type 2 or 3 Channel Adapter

is accomplished by hardware circuits and does not affect

the logical operation of the program. With a Type 4 CA,

cycle steal operations can be accomplished by hardware

circuits only, or under program control.

A 3705 can contain up to two (for 3705-1) or up to four

(for 3705-11) channel adapters in various combinations of

CA types. The 3705 basic frame and the first expansion

frame can each contain one or two CAs. The 3705 basic

frame can alternatively contain a remote program loader

(RPL) (see "Remote Communications Controller" in

this chapter) or both a channel adapter and a RPL.

Figures 1-5 through 1-8 show the possible combinations.

Two-Channel Switch Feature

A two-channel switch can be installed for the Type 1

,

Type 2 and Type 4 Channel Adapters. With this feature,

the communications controller can be attached to two

3. No channel adapters are allowed in the third or fourth frame

of a 3705-1.

4. No channel adapters are allowed in a 3705-1 with a Remote

Program Load Feature.

host processor channels through a single channel adapter.

(Both channels can be on the same host processor, or

they can be on two different host processors.) However,

only one of the channels can be enabled for operation at

a time. The enabled channel is selected by means of a

manual switch on the control panel.

If two channel adapters are installed, both can have a

two-channel switch. This allows the controller to be

attached to four host processor channels. The two-channel

switch can be installed in a 3705-11 having two channel

adapters only if the adapters are located in separate

frames. The switch is not available if two CAs are installed

in the same frame.

Communication Scanners

The communication scanners provide the connection

between the communication-line attachment hardware

(line interface bases and line sets) and the Central Control

Unit via the appropriate attachment base. The primary

function of the scanner is to periodically scan the hardware

associated with each communication line for service

requests.

Four types of communication scanner are available.
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Channel Adapter Locations on a 3705-11

1st 2nd 3rd 4th Frame Location

CA CA CA CA 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Type Type Type Type CA CA CA CA

1 nidi lit? I

1 2 - - Frame 1 Frame 2 - -
1 3 — — Frame 1 Frame 2 — —

2 Frame 1

2 2 - - Frame 1 Frame 2 - -
2 3 — — Frame 1 Frame 2 — —

3 Frame 1 — — —
3 2 r lafllc 1 Frame 2

3 3 - - Frame 1 Frame 2 - -

4 — — — Frame 1 — — —
4 2 — — Frame 1 Frame 1 — —
4 2 Frame 1 Frame 2 — —
4 3 Frame 1 Frame 2

4 4 Frame 1 Frame 1

4 4 Frame 1 Frame 2
4 4 4 Frame 1 Framel Frame 2
4 4 4 Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 2
4 4 4 4 Frame 1 Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 2

Limitations:

1. For the 3705-II, if two channel adapters are in the same frame,

then no two-channel switch feature is allowed.

2. If two channel adapters are in the first frame of 3705-I

I

at least one of the adapters must be a Type 4 CA.

3. For the 3705-11, the Remote Program Load feature can

co-exist with a channel adapter in frame 1.

Figure 1-6. Channel Adapter Locations on a 3705-11

4. No channel adapters are allowed in the third or fourth frame

of a 3705-11.

5. For the 3705-11, only Models E—H can contain a Type 1

Channel Adapter.

Type 1 Scanner: When installed in a 3705 , the Type 1

Scanner supports four line interfaces (LIB) with a

maximum capability of 64 half-duplex lines and can

transfer only one bit at a time to the CCU. The LIBs

within this scanner are specified as LIB-1, LIB-2, LIB-3,

and LIB-4. Only one Type 1 Scanner can be installed in

a 3705 , which also prohibits installation of a Type 2

Scanner. This limits the communications controller to a

maximum of 64 lines. LIBs are described below under

Line Interface Bases and Line Sets.

When installed in a 3704, the Type 1 Scanner is capable

of supporting only two LIBs (LIB position 1 and LIB

position 2). This limits the controller to a maximum of

32 lines.

Type 2 Scanner: The Type 2 Scanner in a 3705 supports

either four or six LIBs with a maximum capability of 64

or 96 half-duplex lines, respectively. This scanner transfers

a full byte to or from the CCU. Depending on the model

of 3705, from one to four Type 2 Scanners can be installed.

These scanners are specified as Scanner-1
,
Scanner-2,

Scanner-3, and Scanner-4. Scanner-1 is located in the base

module and can support up to four LIBs with 64 lines.

Scanners-2, -3, and -4 are located in the expansion modules,

and each can support up to six LIBs with 96 lines. The
LIBs are specified as LIB-1

,
LIB-2, LIB-3, LIB-4, LIB-5,

and LIB-6 in each scanner, with the exception of Scanner-I,

which has only four LIBs.

When installed in a 3704, the Type 2 Scanner is

capable of supporting one LIB Type A 1, which limits the

controller to a maximum of ten lines. Additional capability

is available that enables the scanner to support two LIBs

in any combination with the exception of two Type 1 LIBs.

With this additional capability, the maximum number of

lines supported is increased to 26.
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Type 3 Scanner: The Type 3 Scanner in a 3705 supports

either three or four LIBs with a maximum capacity of 48 or

64 half-duplex lines, respectively. Depending upon

program buffering options used, the Type 3 Scanner trans-

fers up to 255 bytes of data to or from the Central Control

Unit (CCU) before interrupting the control program for

more data or buffers.

Up to four Type 3 Scanners can be installed in a 3705-11.

These are specified as Scanner- 1, Scanner-2, Scanner-3, and

Scanner-4;the base module contains Scanner- 1 and the

third expansion module contains Scanner-4.

Channel Communication

Adapter Type Scanner Type 37051

and Quantity and Quantity Model #

12 3 4 1 2 3 ABC D

1 1
* X X X

1 1
* X X X

2 * X X

3
* X

4
#

1 1
* X X X

2 * X X

3
* X

4
*

2 1
* X X

2 * X X

3 X

4
tt

1 1 1
* X X

1 2
* x !

1 3
*

*? 1
* x

2 2

3 1

2 1 1
* X X

1 2 X

1 3
*

2 1 X

2 2

3 1
*

1 1
* X X X

2 * X X

3
* X

4 *

2 1 * X X

2 * X X

3 * X

4

(Note 6)

(Note 6)

Up to three Type 3 Scanners can be installed in a 3705-1.

These are specified as Scanner-2, Scanner-3, and Scanner-4;

installation of Type 3 Scanners in these positions requires

that the Scanner- 1 position (base module) contain a Type 2

Scanner.

Scanner-1 can support up to three LIBs and 48 lines; each

of the remaining scanners can support up to four LIBs and

64 lines. The LIBs within each scanner are designated

LIB-1
,
LIB-2, LIB-3, and LIB-4 (the latter is not available

in a Type 3 Scanner in the Scanner-1 position).

Type 3HS Scanner: The Type 3HS Scanner allows only two

line interfaces on a Type 1 LIB. Up to four Type 3HS

Scanners can be installed in a 3705-11 (the Type 3HS Scanner

is not available for the 3705-1 or 3704). A Type 3HS Scanner

operates at line speeds up to 230,400 bps.

Figure 1-7. Channel Adapter and Communication Scanner Combinations

Channel Communications

Adapter Type Seenner Type 3705-1

and Quantity and Quantity IVlCHJtZt if

12 3 4 1 2 3 ABC D

1
1 1 * X J(

1 0
1 z

*

I O
*

X

2 2
*

3 1

2 1 1
* VX

#

1 3
*

2. i

2 2
*

3 1
#

1 1
* X X X

2 * X X

3
# X

4
*

2 1
* X X

2 * X X

3
* X

4

1 1 1
* X X

1 2 X

1 3
*

2 1
* X

2 2
*

3 1
*

2 1 1
« X X

1 2
* X

1 3
*

2 1
* X

2 2
*

3 1
*
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Channel Communication
Adapter Type Scanner Twne 3705-!

and Quantity and Quantity Model #

12 3 4 1 2 3 ABC D

1 1 1 * X X

1 1 1 * X X

2 * X X

3 X

4 *

1 1 1 * X X

1 1 1 * X X

2 * X X

3 * X

4 *
I

1 1 1 * X X

2 * X X

3 * X

4 #

1 1 1 1 * X X

1 2 X

1 3 »

2 1
* X

2 2

3 1
*

(Note 1)

(Note 1)

(Note 6)

Channel Communication
A ~J * T.,-~ Scanner Type
and Quantity and Quantity Model #

12 3 4 1 2 3 ABC D

1 1 1 * X x

2 * X x
* x

4 #

1 1 1 1 * X X

1 2 # X

1
•> *

2 1
* X

2 2 *

3 1
*

1

1 1 1 * X x

2 * X x

3 *

4 *

1 1 1 1 * X X

1 2 X 1

1 3 *

2 1 * X

2 2 *

3 1
*

(Note 4)

(Notes 1,

4, and 6)

(Notes 1

and 4)

(Notes 1,

4. and 6)

#A 3705-1 can contain a remote program loader (RPL) if it does not contain any channel adapters. See Note 5.

•Indicates, for a 3705-1, the smallest model of 3705 required to accommodate the number of channel adapters and communication
scanners shown at left.

xlndicates other models of 3705-1 that can accommodate the number of channel adapters and communication scanners shown
at left; the larger model so indicated may be required if the storage size required exceeds the capacity of the model indicated
by *.

Note 1
:
Communication over both CAs can occur only when the control program is performing emulation subchannel

operations over the Type 1 or 4 CA and native subchannel operations over the other CA.

Note 2: A 3705-I cannot contain only Type 3 Scanners; it can contain Type 3 Scanners in each expansion frame if the
basic frame contains a Type 2 Scanner.

Note 3: Communication over both Type 4 CAs can occur when the control program performs (1 ) native subchannel
operations over both CAs or (2) native subchannel operations over one CA and Emulation subchannel operations over
both CAs.

Note 4: The Type 4 CA must be installed in the basic frame when the controller contains a Type 4 and a Type 2 CA or a
Type 4 and a Type 3 CA.

Note 5: The RPL in a 3705-I can co-reside with any combination of Type 1 or Type 2 communication scanners but
not with a Type 3 scanner or any channel adapter.

Note 6: The Type 2 Scanner must be in frame 1

.

Figure 1-7. Channel Adapter and Communication Scanner Combinations for the 3705-1 (Part 2 of 2)
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Channel Adapter and Communication Scanner Com

Channel Communication 1

Adapter Type Scanner Type 3705-11 1

and Quantity and Quantity Model # f

12 3 4 2 3/3HS *
1

1 1 E

2 F

3 g 1 (r

4 H
j

1 1 E and J 1

2 F and J

3 G and K

4 H and L
\

2 1 F and J 1

2 F and J

3 G and K
4 H and L

|

1 1 E and J

2 F and J
|

3 G and K 1

4 H and L
|

2 1 FandJ \

2 F and J <

3 GandK
4 H and L

j

1 1 1 F and J

1 2 G and K

1 3 H and L
j

2 1 Gand K
2 2 H and L

j

3 1 H and L
|

2 1 1 F and J 1

1 2 G and K

1 3 H and L
j

2 1 G and K

2 2 H and L

3 1 H and L
j

1 1 E and J

2 F and J

3 G and K
4 H and L

j

2 1 F and J 1

2 F and J
j

3 Cj and is.

4 H and L

1 1 E and J 1

2 F and J I

3 G and K
4 H and L

j

2 1 F and J
]

2 F and J
j

3 GandK
4 H and L

1 1 1 F and J

1 2 G and K

1 3 H and L

2 1 G and K

2 2 H and L

3 1 H and L

1 of 2)

(Note 5)

Channel Communication

Adapter Type Scanner Type 3T/1C IfJ/UO-ll

and Quantity and Quantity

12 3 4 2 3/JHb *

2 1 1 F and J

1 2 G and K

1 3 H and L

2 1 G and K
2 2 H and L

3 1 H and L

1 1 E and J

2 F and J

3 G and K
4 H and L

2 1 E, F r
and J

o F and J

3 G.and K
4 H and L

3 1 F and J

2 Fand J

3 Gand K
4 H and L

4 1 F and J

2 F and J

3 Gand K
4 H and L

1 1 E and J

P.

2 F and J

3 G and K
4 H and L

2 1 E, F, and J

2 F and J

3 G and K
4 H and L

3 1 F and J

2 F and J

3 G and K
4 H and L

4 1 F and J

2 F and J

3 G and K

4 H and L

1 1 1 F and J

1 2 G and K

1 3 H and L

2 1 G and K
2 2 H and L

3 1 H and L

2 1 1 Fand J

1 2 Gand K

1 3 H and L

2 1 G and K

2 2 H and L

3 1 H and L

Figure 1-8. Channel Adapter and Communication Scanner Combinations for the 3705-II (Part 1 of 2)
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Channel Adapter and Communication Scanner Combinations for the 3705-11 (Part 2 of 2)

Channel Communication
Adapter Type Scanner Type "i7Hfi.ll*}f UZj 1

1

and Quantity and Quantity Mnriftl it

1 2 3 4 2 3/3HS *

3 1 1 F and J

1 2 G and K
1 3 H and L
2 1 G and K
2 2 H and L
3 1 H and L

4 1
i F and J

1 2 Gand K
1 3 H and L
2 1 Gand K
2 2 H and L
3 1 n ana l

1 1 1 F

2 F

3 G
4 l-l

1 1 1 F

2 F

3 G
4 H

1 1 1 F and J

2 F and J

3 G and K
4 H and L

1 1 1 F and J

2 F and J

3 G and K
4 H and L

{Note 4)

(Notes 1

and 5)

(Note 5)

Channel Communication
Adapter Type Scanner Type 3705-11

and Quantity and Quantity Model #

12 3 4 2 3/3HS *

1 1 1 1 F and J

1 2 G and K
1 3 H and L

2 1 G and K
2 2 H and L
3 1 H and L

1 1 1 E F and J

2 F and J

3 G.and K
4 H and L

1 1 1 E, F, and J

2 F and J

3 G, and K
4 H and L

1 1 1 1 F and J

1 2 Gand K
1 3 H and L
2 1 G and K
2 2 H and L

3 1 H and L

1 1 1 Fand J

2 F and J

3 G and K
4 H-L

1 1 1 F and J

2 F and J

3 G and K
4 H and L

1 1 1 1 F and J

1 2 Gand K
1 3 H and L
2 1 Gand K
2 2 H and L
3 1 H and L

(Notes 1

and 3)

(Notes 1

and 3)

(Notes 1

and 3)

(Notes 1

and 3)

(Notes 1

and 3)

(Notes 1

and 3)

* For allowable configurations and attachment capability of Type 3HS Communication Scanners
contact your I BM Marketing Representative.

#Any model of 3705-11 may contain a remote program loader (RPL) in addition to channel adapters
shown except as indicated by note 4. (The RPL is always located in the first frame of the 3705-11.)

Note 1: Communication over both CAs can occur only when the control program is performing
emulanon subchannel operations over the Type 1 or 4 CA and native subchannel operations over
the other CA.

Note 2: Communication over both Type 4 CAs can occur when the control program performs (1

)

nauve subchannel operations over both CAs or (2) native subchannel operations over one CA and
emulation subchannel operations over both CAs.

Note 3: The Type 4 CA must be installed in the base module when the controller contains a Type
4 and a Type 2 CA or a Type 4 and and a Type 3 CA.

Note 4: Remote program loader (RPL) for this configuration (four channel adapters) not available.

Note 5: Type 1 CAs cannot be installed on 3705-11, Models J, K, and L.

Figure 1-8. Channel Adapter and Communication Scanner Combinations for the 3705-II (Part 2 of 2)
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Type 1 and Type 2 scanners support both synchronous

and asynchronous communication lines. Type 3 and Type

I3HS scanners support only synchronous lines (SDLC and

BSC). The line type (SDLC, BSC, start-stop), character

length, bit clocking mechanism (business machine or

modem), installed business machine clock speed, and

interrupt priority are selected by the program for each

line interface.

Attachment Bases

An attachment base is a required feature for support of the

3705 adapters. Two types of attachment bases are available

:

the Type 1 Attachment Base and the Type 2 Attachment

Base. The 3704 does not require an attachment base.

The Type 1 Attachment Base provides common controls

to the Central Control Unit for the Type 1 Scanner and the

Type 1 Channel Adapter. The Type 2 Attachment Base

provides common controls to the Central Control Unit and

I

line addressing controls for the Type 2, Type 3, and Type

3HS Scanners.

One or both of the attachment bases are required,

depending on the type of scanner and channel adapter

installed in the 3705. The requirements are as follows:

Hardware Installed Attachment Base Required

Type 1 Scanner/Type 1 CA
Type 2 Scanner/Type 1 CA

Type 2, 3, or 3HS Scanner/

Type 2, 3, or 4 CA

Type 1 Attachment Base

Type 1 & Type 2 Attach-

ment Base

Type 2 Attachment Base

Line Interface Bases and Line Sets

Communication lines to and from the teleprocessing stations

are attached to the communications controller through a

line interface base (LIB). The primary functions of the LIB

are to drive and terminate all signals between the communi-

cation scanners and the line sets and to provide bit clocking.

The line interface base is transparent to the data trans-

ferred and has no effect on the control program except for

bit clock control.

Several different LIB types are available to meet the

needs of a wide variety of line and terminal types. Each LIB

type operates identically and is controlled by the communi-

cation scanner to which it is attached. However, the design

of the various LIB types differs in order to support the many

line sets and line configurations that can be attached to

them. Refer to Introduction to the 3704 and 3705 Com-

munications Controllers (GA27-3051) for a description of

the individual LIB -nd line set types.

The line set is the hardware connection between the LIB

and the communication line. A given line set type may sup-

port attachment of many different terminals and devices;

therefore, different data sets or modems may be required.

A single line set provides the interface for one or two half-

duplex communication lines, depending on the type of inter-

face.

Remote Communications Controller

A controller may be attached directly to a host pro-

cessor channel via a channel adapter, or it may be

located many miles distant from the host processor. In

the latter case, the controller (called a remote commu-

nications controller) requires a remote program loader

instead of a channel adapter. The remote controller is

connected by a local/remote communication link to

another controller that is attached to a host processor

channel. The same controller (3705-II only) may be

equipped with both a remote program loader and one or

more channel adapters, allowing it to function either as a

local or a remote controller.

Remote Program Loader

The remote program loader consists of a read-only-storage

bootstrap program, and an IBM disk storage drive and disk

controller that provides the remote controller with an IPL

capability. Chapter 11 describes the remote program

loader and its capabilities.

SDLC
Synchronous data link control (SDLC) is the line discipline

required for the local/remote communication link. The

|
Type 2, Type 3, and Type 3HS Communication Scanners

are capable of handling SDLC communications channels.

The Type 1 Scanner, with proper program support, can

emulate the Type 2 Scanner's SDLC capability. More

information on SDLC can be obtained from Chapter 7 of

this mannal and from the Synchronous Data Link Control

General Information manual.

General Programming Concepts

The control program that resides in 3704/3705 stor-

age controls the transfer of data as it passes through

the controller between the stations in the teleprocess-

ing network and the host processor.

The primary functions of the control program are

related to transmitting and receiving data. But it can

also edit and process the data as it passes through the

controller.
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System Data Flow

In performing its functions, the control program interacts

with the communication scanners and the channel adapters

to control the flow of data through the data communica-
tion system.

Data entered at a terminal is received by the line set

and line interface base. The communication scanner

recognizes that service is required and receives data from

the LIB. The program places the data in storage, where it

is then available to the channel adpater to be sent to the

host processor channel.

When data is to be transmitted from the host processor

to a terminal, the process is reversed. The host channel

sends the data to the controller's channel adapter which,

under hardware or program control depending on the type

of adapter, places the data in storage. An interrupt request

to send the data to the LIB and finally to the terminal is

then signaled to the control program.

Some processing of the data may be accomplished while

the data is in storage. Interaction between the controller

adapters is through interrupts and input/output instruc-

tions. Figure 1-9 illustrates the data flow to and from the

terminal and the host processor through the various parts

of the controller.

Input/Output Instructions

The 3704 and 3705 use input and output instructions

as the primary link between the hardware and the con-

trol program.

All control information and data as it enters or exits

the controller passes through the CCU and adapter external

registers. These external registers are not directly accessible

by the control program; therefore, input and output

instructions are used to obtain or change the external

register contents. When the control program executes an

input instruction, the contents of the specified external

register are loaded into a general register. The program
then has direct access to that information and can act

accordingly.

In the same manner, the control program can load a

general register with control information or data for a

particular adapter. When that general register is used

with the specified external register and an output instruc-

tion is executed, the contents of the general register are

transferred into the external register. The subject adapter

can then take the action specified by the settings of the

register bits.

Any data-transfer and adapter-control operations that

the control program can perform within the controller

are accomplished through input and output instructions.
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communication
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Figure 1-9, System Data Flow
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Chapter 2: System Structure

This chapter describes the registers, interrupt scheme,
and program levels used in the 3704 and the 3705.
The user needs a thorough understanding of these

facilities in order to program the controller efficiently.

Note: Except for Extended Addressing, the text of this

chapter applies to the 3704, 3705-1, and 3705-11 controllers.

The Extended Addressing feature is not available in the

3704.

Registers

The controller has two types of registers—general and exter-

nal. These registers vary in size and location according to

how they are used. They can range from one bit to twenty

bits. The following paragraphs briefly describe the types,

size, and usage of the registers.

General Registers

Thirty-two general registers are available in the con-
troller for program use. These registers are located in

a local storage array so as not to occupy usable storage

locations. The basic size of each register is one half-

word (16 bits). The bits are designated from left to

right as byte 0, bits 0-7 and byte 1, bits 0-7. In a 3705
with Extended Addressing (see Chapter 3), each register

contains up to four addtional information bits. The

information bits are designated from left to right as byte

X, bits 4-7
; byte 0, bits 0-7 ; and byte 1 , bits 0-7. Without

Extended Addressing, byte X is not present, and any
reference to it is ignored.

As shown in Figure 2-1 , the 32 general registers are

divided into four groups of eight registers each. Each
group is assigned to a specific program level, except
for group 0, which is shared by program levels 1 and 2.

(See Program Levels in this chapter.) This allows the
control program at one level to be interrupted by an-
other level without the need to save registers. The
general registers are numbered 0-7 within each group.
Only one group of general registers is active at a
time—the group associated with the active program
level. The registers within the currently active group
are directly addressable with program instructions.

The control program can gain access to the general

registers in a nonactive group by specifying them as

external registers in input and output instructions.

Instruction Address Register

General register 0 in each group is the instruction ad-
dress register (IAR). This register is an implied base
register and contains the address of the next instruc-

tion to be executed for the associated program level.

Byte X
(See
note)

ByteO
1

"
1

Byte 1

456 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Reg o
1 *

Group 0
(Program

Levels

2

3 * *

4

1 and 2)
5 *

6
.7 • *

Reg 0
1 * *

Group 1 2

(Program J • •

Level 3)
4
5 • •

6
7 • *

neg U
1
1 * *

Group 2 2

(Program 3 •

Level 4) 4

o * •
6

.7 * *

Reg 0
1 * *

Group 3 2
(Program 3 • •

Level 5) 4

5 * •

6
7 * •

'Indicates selectable bytes of general registers

Note: This byte present only in a 3705 with 18 or 20-bit

Extended Addressing

Figure 2-1. General Register Groups

Register 0 of the active group is always incremented to

point to the next sequential instruction before the
current instruction is executed. In most cases, the next
halfword is the next instruction to be executed. Some-
times, however, the contents of the instruction address
register are changed as the result of the instruction

being executed. Execution of a branch instruction, for

example, can cause the IAR to be loaded with a stor-

age address other than the one immediately following
the current instruction. Refer to the individual in-

struction definitions in Chapter 4 for the precautions
and results of the use of register 0.
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External Registers

Each functional unit of the communications controller

(Central Control Unit, communication scanner, chan-

nel adapter) has a number of hardware registers that

are used to store information required for communica-

tion between the control program and hardware cir=

cuits. These registers are called external registers.

Many of the external registers contain information

pertinent to the operation of the hardware and/or the

program. By using an input instruction, the control

program can load the contents of an external register

into a general register where it can operate on the

data. Output instructions load an external register

with the contents of the general register specified in

the instruction.

The external registers that the control program can

use are described in the Central Control Unit chapter

and in each of the communication scanner and channel

adapter chapters in this publication. Appendix A con-

tains a summary of the external register addresses and

functions and/or operations associated with each reg-

ister.

Program Levels

The controller hardware has five operational program

levels. Each program level operates similarly to a

subroutine and is responsible for particular phases of

the system operation. Figure 2-2 shows (1) the pro-

gram levels in order of priority, (2) the interrupt re-

quests causing entry, and (3) the general register

group associated with each level. Program level 1 has

the highest priority, and program level 5 has the low-

est. Program levels 1, 2, 3, and 4 (referred to as inter-

rupt program levels) provide the program interface

between the hardware functional units and program

level 5 (referred to as the background program level).

The following is a brief description of each of the

five program levels.

. Background Program Level 5: This level is the low-

est priority level and is normally active when none

of the other four levels requires program cycles.

Functions performed by this level should normally

include (1) line management (host command inter-

pretation, control of polling and addressing), (2)

data and message handling, and (3) control com-

mand decoding and execution. This level cannot

interrupt another program level.

• Interrupt Program Level 4: The functions per-

formed by this level should normally include (1)

overall management of the system resources, (2)

buffer management, (3) queue manipulation, and

(4) the dispatching of program level 5 tasks. Cer-

tain program-controlled interrupt requests and the

supervisor call request (generated when the Exit

instruction is executed at level 5) are assigned to

this program level.

. Interrupt Program Level 3: Level 3 should be used

for most of the host processor/channel adapter

interaction. This level handles interrupt requests

from the channel adapter(s), Lhe interval timer, the

control panel Interrupt push button, and the com-

munication processing that can be deferred from

level 2. In addition to hardware interrupts, level 3

can be called by program controlled interrupts

(PCI) for initiating I/O and for any other services

desired by the user. Level 3 interrupts are less crit-

ically time-dependent than those assigned to pro-

gram level 2.

• Interrupt Program Level 2: Because of its high priority,

this level services only interrupts from the communica-

tion lines for buffer, character or bit service. The control

program can request a level 2 interrupt, but for the most

part, it is entirely hardware interrupt driven. Normal

operational interrupt requests from the communication

scanner include (l)Type 1 Scanner bit service interrupts,

(2) Type 1 Scanner character service interrupts, (3) Tyne

|
2 Scanner character service interrupts and (4) Type 3 or

|
Type 3HS Scanner buffer service interrupts. Only critical-

ly time-dependent processing should be done at this level.

. Interrupt Program Level 1: This is the highest-priority

program level. It can be masked for channel adapter and

scanner checks only when the Central Control Unit is in

the test mode. A level 1 interrupt is invoked mainly to

service "trouble" indications and is hardware-interrupt

driven. Conditions that cause a level 1 request include

all critical check conditions, such as (1) program checks,

(2) addressing exceptions, (3) Central Control Unit (CCU)

checks, and (4) scanner and channel adapter checks.

Initial program load (IPL) procedures and address com-

pare interrupts are also handled in this level.

Because the same group of general registers is used for

both level 1 and level 2, the level 1 program should take

precautions to save the group 0 registers. A Store instruc-

tion with register 0 specified in the R field must be the

first instruction executed in program level 1. For this

special case, the Store instruction is modified (by hard-

ware) to allow the contents of register 0 to be stored at

the second operand location.

Interrupts

The communications controller operates in response to

requests from either the control program or the hard-

ware. Since these requests may have varying degrees

of urgency, a priority system is used. Each program,

CCU, and adapter request is assigned a particular pri-

ority level. A request for use of the controller by the
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Level 1 Interrupt Requests

IPL LI

Address Exception Check LI

Input/Output Check LI

Protection Check LI

Invalid Op Check LI

Type 1, 2, or 3 Scanner LI

Type 2. 3, or 3HS Scanner 2 L1

Type 2. 3, or 3HS Scanner 3 L1

Type 2. 3. or 3HS Scanner 4 L1

Type 1, 2, 3, or 4 CA-1 LI

Type 2, 3, or 4 CA-2 LI

Remote Program Loader LI

Level 2 Interrupt Requests

Type I Scanner Char. Service L2

Type 1 Scanner Bit Service L2

Type 2 Scanner Char. Service L2

Type 3 Scanner Buffer Service L2

Type 3HS Scanner Buffer Service L2

/Program Level \'/

/ (Highest Priority)/

C and Z
Latches

for L2

General

Registers

Group 0

Register

Addresses

X'OO' to X'OV

Level 3 Interrupt Requests

PCI L3

Type 1, 2, 3, or 4 CA-1 L3

Type 2, 3, or 4 CA-2 L3

Interval Timer L3

Interrupt Push Button L3

Remote Program Loader L3

General

Registers

Group 3

Register

Addresses

X'18' to X' IF'

Figure 2-2. Program Levels
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control program or hardware functions is called an

interrupt request.

Each interrupt request is assigned to a program

level. These program levels are numbered from one to

five and determine the priority structure. Program

level 1 has the highest priority, and the priority level

decreases as the program number increases.

The machine priority controls determine when an

interrupt can occur. If the interrupt request is to be

allowed, the change from the active program level to

the interrupting program level takes place immediately

after completion of the current instruction. If several

interrupt requests having different priorities are pre-

sent at the same time, the one with the highest priority

obtains use of the controller. When an interrupt re-

quest is granted use of the controller, it can be inter-

rupted in that use by another request having a higher

priority.

When an interrupt occurs, instruction execution at

the lower-priority program level is suspended until

instruction execution is completed at the higher-

priority level. An interrupt to a specific program level

prevents future interrupt requests assigned to either

that level or to lower-priority program levels from

causing another interrupt until the servicing of the first

interrupt is complete.

The controller does not allow a particular interrupt if

any of the following conditions exist.

• A higher-priority interrupt request is present.

• The program level to be interrupted is already entered

('interrupt entered' latch is on).

• The interrupt request or the program level to be inter-

rupted is masked.

• A cycle-steal request exists for a Type 2, 3, or 4 Channel

Adapter or a Type 3 or 3HS Communication Scanner.

At the time an interrupt is honored, the 'interrupt

entered' latch for that program level is turned on. The

'interrupt entered' latch is a hardware latch that signals

the controller that the associated program level has

been entered. As long as this latch is on, no other

interrupt requests to that level are honored. This pro-

hibits interrupts that could destroy necessary informa-

tion. The 'interrupt entered' latch is not turned off

when its associated program level is interrupted by a

higher priority level. It is turned off only by an Exit

instruction or by a reset condition to the controller.

For an example of the interrupt facility, refer to

Figure 2-3. The program at level 4 is being executed,

and a level 2 interrupt request occurs (1). The con-

troller hardware forces a branch to the starting address

of program level 2 (2), and the program at that level

begins servicing the interrupt. A level 3 interrupt re-

quest occurs (3), but it is not honored because pro-

gram level 2 has a higher priority. When the level 2

interrupt has been serviced, the program executes an

Exit instruction (4). The controller now allows the

next highest-priority interrupt to be serviced. In this

example, control is passed to program level 3 at its

starting address (5). If, before the level 3 interrupt

has been completely serviced another level 3 interrupt

request occurs (6), no action is taken because the level

3 'interrupt entered' latch is on. However, as soon as

program level 3 executes an Exit instruction (7), sig-

naling the completion of processing and turning off its

'interrupt entered' latch, the controller can honor the

second level 3 interrupt request and return control to

the starting address of program level 3 (8). When
servicing of the latest interrupt is complete and the

Exit instruction is executed (9), control is again passed

to the highest-priority level that is able to execute. In

this case program level 4 is the highest-priority level

requiring service (10), so control is returned to it at

the instruction following the point of interruption.

At times it may be desirable not to interrupt a par-

ticular operation by a higher-priority request. For

such cases, a mask can be set to prevent interrupts to a

particular program level. See Masking Program

Level Priorities in Chapter 5.

When an interrupt occurs, instruction execution at

that level begins with the instruction located at the

starting address of that level. The starting address of

each interrupt level is a permanently assigned storage

location. The instruction(s) beginning at these fixed

locations must direct the control program to the cor-

rect routine(s) to handle the particular interrupt. The

remainder of the instructions for a particular program

level need not be located in any specific storage area.

In addition, some routines may be used by more than

one program level. However, in this case, the execu-

tion of that routine will be at the priority level of the

currently active program level.

The starting addresses for the four program levels

that can cause an interrupt are:

Level Starting Address (Hex)

Program Level 1 X'00010'

Program Level 2 X'00080'

Program Level 3 X'00100'

Program Level 4 X'00180'

When a program level has completed its interrupt servic-

ing,, it must execute an Exit instruction. The Exit instruc-

tion causes the 'interrupt entered' latch for that level to be

reset and allows control to be passed to the next higher-

priority program level requiring service.

When the Exit instruction is executed at program level 5,

a supervisor call interrupt request for level 4 (SVC L4) is set.

This is the only manner in which program level 5 can gen-

erate an interrupt request.
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Chapter 3: Storage and Line Addressing

This chapter describes the storage addressing scheme
and the format for addressing the individual communi-
cation lines.

Storage Addressing
Byte locations in storage are consecutively numbered
starting with 0; each number is considered the address

of the corresponding byte. A group of bytes in storage

is addressed by the high-order byte of the group. The
number of bytes in the group is either implied or ex-

plicitly defined by the operation.

The basic addressing scheme uses a 1 6-bit binary

address to accommodate a maximum byte address of

65,535. The two bytes of the halfword used for ad-
dressing are specified from left to right as byte 0 and
byte 1. The bits within these two bytes are numbered
left to right from 0 to 7. All general registers and the

CCU external registers involved in addressing storage

are two bytes in length and the bit positions corre-

spond to the basic addressing scheme.

Figure 3-1 shows the storage address bit positions

as they are used in the basic addressing scheme.

ByteO Byte 1

Bit pos 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 3-1. Storage Address Bit Positions

(Without Extended Addressing)

Storage addressing wraps at the maximum byte

address of 65,535. This means that if, in the forma-
tion of a storage address, the binary representation of
the address is greater than 16 bits in length, the actual

address used will be only the address formed in the

low-order 16 bits. For example, if the formation of a
storage address uses a base address of X'A080' and a

displacement of X'6010', the combined address does
not include the carry of the high-order bit and there-*

fore generates an effective address of X'0090'.
An addressing exception is recognized if the storage

address is greater than the number of installed storage loca-

tions but less than the point of storage wrap. For example,
in the 3705-1 controller, any attempt to address storage

between 16,384 (or 49,152, whichever model is installed)

and 65,535 results in an addressing exception. See Program
Checks in Chapter 5.

Instructions and halfword operands must be located

on integral halfword boundaries in storage. A
boundary is called integral for a unit of information
when its storage address is a multiple of the length of
the unit in bytes. For example, a word (four bytes)

must be located in storage so that its address is a mul-
tiple of the number 4. A halfword (two bytes) must
have an address that is a multiple of the number 2.

Storage addresses are expressed in binary form. In
binary, integral boundaries for halfwords and words
can be specified only by an address in which one or
two low-order bits, respectively, are zero. For exam-
ple, the integral boundary for a word is a binary ad-
dress in which the two low-order positions are zero.

Extended Addressing

When a controller contains more than 64K bytes of storage,

the basic 16-bit address structure is not sufficient. To
address the storage positions above 64K, additional address

bits are required. Two bits, designated as byte X, bits 6 and

7, allow address generation up to the maximum of 245,760

bytes, for a 3705-1, or 262,144 bytes, for 3705-H,

Models E-H. In addition (for 3705-11, Models J-L only) ,

byte X, bit 5 allows address generation up to the maximum
of 524,288 bytes. The use of byte X is referred to as

Extended Addressing. Figure 3-2 illustrates the storage

address bit positions used by the affected registers with

Extended Addressing.

ByteX ByteO Byte 1

Bit pos 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 701234567

Figure 3-2. Storage Address Bit Positions

(With Extended Addressing)

With Extended Addressing, the Central Control Unit

data flow registers and all general registers are expanded to

18 bits (20 bits for 3705-11, Models J-L). The additional

bits (byte X, bits 4-7) must be handled as an integral part

of the register regardless of the address being operated on.

The only exceptions are: (1) byte X is ignored for output

instructions not involved in addressing storage and can be

set to either 1 or 0, and (2) byte X is set to zeros for input

instructions not involved in addressing storage.

Storage wrap and addressing exception also apply to

Extended Addressing. However, with 18-bit Extended

Addressing, the point of storage wrap is 262,144, and a

carry from the value wraps back to zero. The range of

addresses that cause an addressing exception is from the

maximum of storage locations installed to the point of

storage wrap. For example, if the storage installed in a

3705-1 is 180,224 bytes, then any address generated

between 180,224 and 262,144 causes an addressing

exception. Addressing exceptions also apply to the 3705-11.
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Note: This manual is based primarily on the basic

16-bit addressing scheme. However, any exceptions

in operation due to Extended Addressing are point-

ed out and explained by programming notes. The

3704 does not have the Extended Addressing

capability.

Interface Addressing

The lines attached to a communication scanner are assigned

interface addresses when the machine is installed. The inter-

face address assigned to a given line is determined by the

physical location of the line interface hardware and by the

type of scanner (Type 1, Type 2, Type 3, or Type 3HS)

installed in the controller.

Sixteen interface addresses are assigned to each line

Interface Base position, permitting a total of 352 lines on

the 3705 with the maximum configuration. To uniquely

address each of these lines requires nine address bits.

Figures 3-3 and 3-4 show the address bits and their interpre-

tation. The S field specifies which scanner the interface is

attached to and is used when one or more Type 2, Type 3,

or Type 3HS Scanners are installed. The S field is not

used with a Type 1 Scanner, since only one Type 1 Scanner

can be installed in a controller. The L field specifies the

Line Interface Base number within the specified scanner.

Only two bits of the L field (bits 3 and 4) are used with

a Type 1 Scanner since four is the maximum number

of LIBs that can be installed in a Type 1 Scanner. The

I field is the position of the interface attachment in the

specified LIB.

Whether all 16 interface addresses assigned to a given LIB

position are usable depends on the type of LIB installed in

that LIB position, and the type and number of line sets

installed in that LIB.

With a Type 1 Scanner: When an interface address is passed

to the program by an Input X'4T instruction, the interface

address bits 3-8 are placed in byte 0, bits 6-7, and byte 1,

bits 0-3, of the general register specified in the instruction.

Byte 0, bit 4 is set to 1, and the remaining bits are set to 0.

This alignment associates a specific 2-byte storage address

with each interface address. These storage addresses point

to consecutive 16-byte blocks in storage. This area of stor-

age can be directly addressed and contains a control block

for control information and data handling routine addresses

required for servicing an interface. Figure 3-5 shows the

specific storage address associated with each interface

position.

For consistency, when the program provides an interface

address to the Type 1 Scanner via an Output X'47' instruc-

tion, the same alignment must be maintained.

j
With a Type 2, 3, or 3HS Scanner: When an interface add-

ress is passed to the program by an Input X'40' instruction,

the interface address bits 0-8 are placed in byte 0, bits 6-7,

and byte 1 , bits 0-6, of the specified general register. Byte

0, bit 4 is set to 1 and the remaining bits of the register are

set to 0.

This alignment associates a specific 2-byte storage address

with each interface address. These storage addresses are

aligned on halfword boundaries and are arranged so that

this area in storage can be used as a vector table to direct

the control program to a routine that is designed to service

the particular interface type. Figure 3-5 shows the storage

address for each specific interface position.

For consistency, when the program provides an interface

I

address to the Type 2, 3, or 3HS Scanner via an Output

X'40' instruction, the same alignment must be maintained.

Note: Interface addressing in the 3704 with a Type 2 Scan-

ner follows the same addressing scheme as a 3705 Type 2

Scanner-1, LIB position 1. Interface address bits 5, 6, 7,

and 8 specify lines 0-F in LIB Type Al. However,

addresses 0 and 2 are reserved for high-speed line sets only,

and addresses 1,3,C, D, E, and Fare not used.

LIB and Line Addressing

Each line or autocall interface must be addressable for the

following:

1. Scan addressing

2. Program addressing

Scan addressing and program addressing are performed

differently for the Type 1 , Type 2, Type 3, or Type 3HS

Communication Scanners. These functions are described in

detail in the communication scanner chapters.
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ByteO Byte 1

External

negister x 41
0 1 z 3 4 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Bit Positions 0 0 0 0 1 0 X X X X X X 0 0 0 0

Field

l 1

* L
i 1

i

i

Address Bits 0 1

!

2 ! 3 4 5 6 7 8

Not Used

0O=LIB pos 1

01=LIB pos 2
10=LIB pos 3
11=LIB pos 4

Interface

X'O' - X'F'

Figure 3-3. Type 1 Scanner Interface Address Bits

External

Register X*40'

Bit Positions

Field

Address Bits

ByteO

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

00=Scanner-1

01 =Scanner-2

10=Scanner-3

1 1=Scanner-4

*010 is the only valid LIB address for

a Type 3HS Scanner

"Invalid for Type 3 Scanner-1

•••Invalid for any Type 3 Scanner

Byte 1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

000=Not Used

001=Not Used

010=LIB pos 1*

011 =LIBpos2
100=LIBpos3
101=LIBpos4**
110=LIBpos5***
111=LIB pos6***

Interface

X'O' - X'F'

Figure 3-4. Types 2, 3, and 3HS Scanner Interface Address

Bits
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INTERFACE ADDRESS ASSIGNMENTS (HEX)

Type 1, 2, and 3 Communication SA I

Scanners (HEX) I- o
|

1 7 1 3 4 s
1

6
|

7 1
s

1

9 A B
!

c D
1

E F

STORAGE ADDRESSES (HEX *

Type 1
i ct AM« ; » ; An 1 00 800 810 820 830 840 850 860 870 S80 890 8A0 8B0 SCO 8D0 8E0 8F0

Scanner
Lit) pOSi ti On 1

01 900 910 920 930 940 950 960 970 980 990 9A0 9B0 9C0 9D0 9E0 9F0

3 02 A00 A10 A20 A30 A40 A50 A60 A70 A80 A90

4 03 — BOO BIO B20 B30 B40 B50 860 670 B80 B90 BAO B60 BCO BDO BtO BFG

Type 2
3705 BASIC FRAME STORAGE ADDRESSES (HEX)

i-IB OO&ltlOri ^ 02 840 842 844 846 848 84A 84C B4E 850 852 854 856 858 85A 85C 85E

Type 3 03 860 862 864 866 868 86A 86C 86E 870 B72 874 876 878 87A 87C 87E

Scanner-

1

04 880 882 884 886 888 SBA 88C 88E 890 892 894 896 898 89A 89C 89E

4** 05 - 8A0 8A2 8A4 8A6 8A8 8AA 8AC 8AE 8B0 8B2 864 866 BBS 88A 86C SBE

FIRST EXPANSION FRAME STORAGE ADDRESSES (HEX)

.

Type 2
LIB petition 1 OA 940 948 94A 94C 94 E 950 952 954 956 958 95A 95C 95E

or
2 0B 960 962 964 966 968 96A 96C 96 E 970 972 974 976 978 97A 97C 97E

Type 3
3 0C 980 982 984 986 988 98A 98C 98E 990 992 994 996 998 99A 99C 99E

Scanner-2
4 0D 9A0 9A2 9A4 9A6 9A8 9AA 9AC 9AE 9B0 9B2 9B4 9B6 9B8 9BA 96C 9BE

0E 9C0 9C2 9C4 9C6 9C8 9CA 9CC 9CE 9D0 9D2 9D4 9D6 9D8 9DA 9DC 9DE

A** OF - 9E0 9E2 9E4 9E6 9E8 9EA 9EC 9EE 9F0 9F2 9F4 9F6 9F8 9 FA 9FC 9FE

SECOND EXPANSION FRAME STORAGE ADDRESSES (HEX)

Type 2
LIB position 1 A40 A48 A4A A4C A4E A50 A52 A54 A56 A58 ASA A5C A5E

2 13 A60 A62 A64 A66 A68 A6A A6C A6E A70 A72 A74 A76 A78 A7A A7C A7E

Type 3
14 ABO A82 A84 A86 A88 A8A A8C A8E A90 A92 A94 A96 A98 A9A A9C A9E

Scanner-3
15 AA0 AA2 AA4 AA6 AA8 AAA AAC AAE ABO AB2 AB4 AB6 ABB ABA A6C ABE

16 AC0 AC2 AC4 AC6 AC8 ACA ACC ACE ADO AD2 AD4 AD6 AD8 ADA ADC ADE

6 17 - AE0 AE2 AE4 AE6 AE8 AEA A EC AEE AF0 AF2 AF4 AF6 AF8 A FA AFC AFE

THIRD EXPANSION FRAME STORAGE ADDRESSES (HEX)

Type 2
LIB position I 1

A

B40 B42 B44 B48 B4A B4C B4E B50 B52 654 B56 B5B B5A B5C 65 E

or
2 IB B60

B80

B62 864 B66 868 B6A B6C B6E B70 B72 674 676 67B B7A B7C B7E

Type 3
3 1C 682 B84 686 B88 B8A B8C B8E B90 B92 B94 896 B98 B9A- B9C B9E

Scanner-4 4 ID BA0 BA2 BA4 BA6 BA8 BAA BAC BAE BB0 BB2 BB4 BB6 BBS «A BBC BBE

5** IE BC0 BC2 BC4 6C6 6C8 BCA BCC BCE BDO BD2 BD4 6D6 8DB BDA 8DC BDE

6" IF BE0 BE2 BE4 6E6 6E8 BEA BEC BEE BF0 BF2 BF4 6F6 Bf6 8FA 6FC BFE

• Storage address X'6F0' is used for character service "Type 2 Scanner only

Type 3HS
Communication Scanner

INTERFACE ADDRESS ASSIGNMENTS (HEX)

S/L

(HEX)I^O 1 2

Scanner-1

3705 BASIC FRAME
LIB position 1

STORAGE ADDRESSES (HEX)

02 - 840 N/A 844

Scanner-2

FIRST EXPANSION FRAME
LIB position 1 OA - 940 N/A 944

Scanner-3

SECOND EXPANSION FRAME
LIB position 1 12 - A40 N/A A44

Scanner-4

THIRD EXPANSION FRAME
LIB position 1 1A - B40 N/A B44

Figure 3-5. Storage Address Assignments
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Chapter 4: Instruction Set

The communications controller contains 51 executable

instructions that can be used to tailor a control program

to meet the specific needs of the data communication

system. The instruction set provides the greatest pos-

sible program flexibility within a minimum amount of

storage.

This chapter gives the general instruction formats,

and describes each individual instruction.

Note: Except for the functions provided by the

Extended Addressing feature, the instruction and
operand descriptions in this chapter apply to both

the 3704 and the 3705.

Figure 4-1 shows the op code bit structures, operand

fields, and instruction execution times (in number of storage

cycles). A storage cycle for the 3704 (read or write) is 600

nanoseconds, for the 3705-1 (read and write) is 1 .2 micro-

seconds. The 3705-11 storage cycle time (read and write) is

1 .0 microsecond or 900 nanoseconds. The asterisks in the

C, Z column designate the instructions that can alter the

C and Z condition latches.

Figure 4-2 shows the basic mnemonic designations

and assembler operand field designations for the vari-

ous instructions.

Any attempt at program levels 2, 3, 4, or 5 to exe-

cute an operation code other than one of the 5 1 speci-

fied instructions results in a level 1 interrupt with the

invalid op check bit set on in the CCU interrupt re-

quest group 1 register. An attempt to execute an in-

valid op code in program level 1 sets the program
check in LI bit in the CCU check register along with

the invalid op check bit and is handled as a CCU
check. In all cases, instruction execution is sup-

pressed. See CCU Checks in Chapter 5.

Instruction Format
The instruction length can be either one or two half-

words. All instructions must be located in storage on
integral halfword boundaries.

The eight basic instruction formats are denoted by

the format codes RR, RS, RT, RA, RSA, RE, RI and

EXIT. The format codes express, in general terms, the

operation to be performed. RR denotes a register-to-

register operation; RS, a register-storage operation;

RSA, a register-to-storage with addition operation;

RT, a branch operation; RA, a register-to-immediate

address operation; RE, a register-to-external register

operation; RI, a register-to-immediate operand opera-

tion; and EXIT, a program level exit operation.

To help describe the execution of instructions, op-

erands are designated as either first or second ope-

rands. For RR format instructions, the first and sec-

ond operands are denoted by the number following the

name of the field (for example RI, R2).

Instruction Operand Fields

Instruction operands are in four classes: (1) immediate
operands in the instructions themselves, (2) operands
in external registers, (3) operands in the active group
of general registers, and (4) explicitly addressed ope-
rands in storage.

The following fields represent the operands in the

instruction format.

Immediate Operands

I Field: The I field in RI format instructions contains

an 8-bit immediate data field.

A Field: With Extended Addressing, the A field in RA
format instructions contains an 18-bit (20-bit for 3705-11,

Models J-L) immediate data field. Without Extended

Addressing, the A field is treated as a 16-bit immediate data

field, and bits 12,13,14, and 15 of the instruction are

ignored.

External Register Operands

E Field: The E field in RE format instructions specifies

the hexadecimal address of an external register ope-

rand. This field is used only for input and output in-

structions. Throughout this text, many references are

made to input and output instructions. These refer-

ences specify the value of the E field in the form XW,
where nn is the hexadecimal address of the external

register. Appendix A shows the external register ad-

dresses and functions.

General Register Operands

R Field: The R field in RI, RS, RE, RR, RA, RSA and some
RT format instructions specifies the general register in the

active group that contains the first operand. For byte oper-

ations, the register specified by this field must be an odd-

numbered register. For all other operations, any one of the

eight general registers in the active group may be specified.

For STH and ST instructions, if the R field is zero, a con-

stant of all zeros is selected as the operand, rather than the

contents of register 0.

Notes:

1. Use 18-bit operands when addressing storage locations

above 64K bytes up to and including 256K bytes.

2. Use 20-bit operands when addressing storage locations

above 256K byte up to and including, 512K bytes.

(3705-11Models J-L only.)

Chapter 4: Instruction Set 4-1



FOIMAT

Instructton

SZL

LRI

AIM

SKI

cm

XRI

OKI

NX I

TftM

LOt

ACR

set

cat

xat

oa

NCR

LCOt

ICT

STa

IC

STC

LM

STH

I

ST

LHf

AHR

SHR

chr

XHR

Oh*

Nht

LMC*

I*

AR

LOR

IALR

OUT

BAL

Branch on C Latch

ftronch on 1 Latch

Kronen on Count

Branch on oil

Load Register Immediate

Add Register Immediate

Subtract Register

Immediate

Compare Register

Immediate

Exclusive O*
Reg iste< Immediote

0> Register Immediate

And Regiiler Immediotc

Test Register under Mask

Load Character Register

Add Character Register

Subtract Chora cter

Register

Compere Character

Regiiler

Exclusive Or Character

Register

OR Character Register

And Character Register

Load Character with

Offset Register

Insert Character and

Count

Store Character ond

Count

Insert Character

Store Character

Load Ha Ifword

Store Holfword

Store

Load Ha Ifword Regiiler

Add Holfword Register

Subtract Holfword

Register

Compere Holfword

Register

Exclusive Or Holfword

Register

OR Holfword Register

And Holfword Register

Load Holfword with

Offset Register

Load Register

Add Register

Subtract Register

Compare Register

Exclusive Or Register

OR Register

And Register

Load with Offset Register

ranch & Link Register

Input

Output

ranch & Link

Load Address

Extt

3704 3705

Cycles Cycles 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10 II 12 13 14 15

I 0 1 0 I

I 0 0 1 I

10 0 0 1

I 0 I I t

1 I M M I

10 0 0 0

I 0 0 I 0

I 0 I 0 0

10 110
I I 0 0 0

110 10

I I I 0 0

1 1 I I 0

0

0

0

0

2

2'

2'

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 I

0 0 I

I 0

0 1 0

1 I

0 1 I

0 0 0

0 0 1

0

I

0

1 1

I 1

1 0 0

0 0

I 0 I

II 0 0 0 0 1

* » Instructions that can alter condition letches.

«l = -

0=- +
' = 3 Cycles with Extended Addressing

Figure 4-1. Instruction Bit Structure
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Instruction Format Code Mnemonic Operand Field Format

Add Character Register

Add Halfword Register

Add Register

Add Register Immediate
AND Character Register

AND Halfword Register

AND Register

AND Register Immediate
Branch
Branch and Link

Branch and Link Register

Branch on Bit

Branch on Count
Branch on C Latch

Branch on Z Latch

Compare Character Register

Compare Halfword Register

Compare Register

Compare Register Immediate
Exclusive OR Character Register

Exclusive OR Halfword Register

Exclusive OR Register

Exclusive OR Register Immediate
Exit

Input

Insert Character

Insert Character and Count
Load
Load Address

Load Character Register

Load Character with Offset Reg.

Load Halfword
Load Halfword Register

Load Halfword with Offset Reg.

Load Register

Load Register Immediate
Load with Offset Register

OR Character Register

OR Halfword Register

OR Register

OR Register Immediate
Output

Store

Store Character

Store Character and Count
Store Halfword
Subtract Character Register

Subtract Halfword Register

Subtract Register

Subtract Register Immediate
Test Register Under Mask

RR
RR
RR
RI

RR
RR
RR
RI

RT
RA
RR
RT
RT
RT
RT
RR
RR
RR
RI

RR
RR
RR
RI

EXIT
RE
RS
RSA
RS
RA
RR
RR
RS
RR
RR
RR
RI

RR
RR
RR
RR
RI

RE
RS
RS
RSA
RS
RR
RR
RR
RI

RI

ACR
AHR
AR
ARI
NCR
NHR
NR
NRI
B
BAL
BALR
BB
BCT
BCL
BZL
CCR
CHR
CR
CRI
XCR
XHR
XR
XRI
EXIT
IN
IC

ICT
L

LA
LCR
LCOR
LH
LHR
LHOR
LR
LRI
LOR
OCR
OHR
OR
ORI
OUT
ST
STC
STCT
STH
SCR
SHR
SR
SRI
TRM

R1(N1),R2(N2)
R1.R2
R1,R2
R(N),I

R1(N1),R2(N2)
R1,R2
R1.R2
R(N),I

T
R,A
R1,R2

R(N,M),T
R(N),T
T
T
R1(N1),R2(N2)
R1,R2
R1.R2
R(N),I

R1(N1),R2(N2)
R1,R2
RI.R2
R(N),I

R,E
R(N),D(B)

R(N),B
R,D(B)

R,A
R1(N1),R2(N2)

R1(N1),R2(N2)

R,D(B)
R1,R2
R1.R2
R1,R2
R(N),I

R1.R2
R1(N1),R2(N2)
R1.R2
R1,R2
R(N),I

R,E
R,D(B)
R(N),D(B)

R(N),B

R,D(B)

R1(N1),R2(N2)
R1.R2
R1.R2
R(N),I

R(N),I

Figure 4-2. Instruction Format
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Rl Field: The Rl field in RR format instructions speci-

fies the general register containing the first operand.

For byte operations, the register specified by this field

must be an odd-numbered register. For all other oper-

ations, any one of the eight general registers in the

active group may be specified.

R2 Field: The R2 field in the RR format instructions

specifies the general register containing the second

operand. For byte operations, the register specified by

this field must be an odd-numbered register. For all

other operations, any one of the eight general registers

in the active group may be specified.

N Field: Except for ARI, SRI, and BCT instructions,

the N field in RS, Rl, and RT format instructions spec-

ifies whether byte 0 (N=0) or byte 1 (N=l) of the

register specified in the R field is to be treated as the

eight-bit first operand. For ARI, SRI and BCT in-

structions, the N field specifies whether byte 0 (N=0),

or both byte 0 and byte 1 (N=l) are to be treated as

the operand.

Programming Note

With Extended Addressing, byte X is also part of the

first operand in an ARI or SRI instruction.

Nl Field: Except for ACR and SCR instructions, the

Nl field in RR format instructions specifies whether

byte 0 (N 1=0) or byte 1 (Nl = l) of the register speci-

fied in the Rl field is to be treated as the eight-bit

operand. For ACR and SCR instructions, the Nl field

specifies whether byte 0 (N1=0), or both byte 0 and

byte 1 (Nl = l) are to be treated as the operand.

Programming Note

With Extended Addressing, byte X is also part of the

first operand in an ACR or SCR instruction.

N2 Field: The N2 field in RR format instructions spec-

ifies whether byte 0 (N2=0) or byte 1 (N2=l) of the

register specified in the R2 field is to be treated as the

eight-bit operand.

M Field: The binary value of the three-bit M field in

the Branch on Bit instruction (BB) specifies the bit

(bit 0-7) to be tested in the byte operand selected by

the R and N fields of the instruction.

Explicitly Addressed Operands in Storage

B Field: The B field in RS and RSA format instructions

specifies a general register in the active group that

contains a base address. The base address is used to

address second operand locations in storage. For RS

format instructions, the storage address is formed by

the addition of the base address (contained in the reg-

ister specified by the B field) and a positive displace-

ment specified in the D field of the instruction.

For ICT and STCT (RSA format) instructions, the

base address contained in the register specified by the

B field is used without modification for the storage

address.

For RS format instructions, if the 3-bit B field is

zero, a fixed address constant is used for the base ad-

dress instead of the contents of register 0. This per-

mits direct access to system parameters at preassigned

storage locations. The address constants for the vari-

ous instructions are:

Instruction Address Constant

IC and STC

LH and STH

L and ST

X'0680'

X'0700'

X'0780'

D Field: The D field in RS format instructions contains

the displacement that is added to the base address to

form the storage address of the second operand. The

D field is treated as a positive binary number that rep-

resents a byte displacement for IC and STC instruc-

tions, a halfword displacement for LH and STH in-

structions, and a fullword displacement for L and ST

instructions. The displacement ranges that can be

specified are:

Instruction Displacement

IC and STC

LH and STH

L and ST

0 to 127 bytes

0 to 126 bytes in multiples of two

0 to 124 bytes in multiples of four

T Field: The T field in the RT format instructions is

treated as a signed binary number. The number repre-

sents a halfword displacement from the address in

register 0 of the active group of registers. Before the

RT format instructions are executed, register 0 is in-

cremented to point to the next sequential instruction

(as is done for all instructions). This means that the

displacement is with respect to the address of the next

sequential instruction after the branch instruction.

The low-order bit of the T field (instruction bit 15) is

used as the sign bit. When this bit is zero, the dis-

placement is positive. If the bit is a one, the displace-

ment is negative. Thus, the following displacement

44



ranges are allowed in the formation of the branch ad-
dress:

register are treated as a contiguous 18 or 20-bit binary

Instruction

T Field range

in halfwords

Displacement

from Branch

instruction

in halfwords

BCL,BZL,B

BB, BCT

+ 1023 to -1023

+63 to -63

+ 1024 to -1022

+64 to -62

Condition Latches
A condition latch is a hardware latch that may be set

or reset by instruction execution. Each of the five

program levels has its own set of two condition latch-

es. These condition latches are designated C and Z.
The results of many instructions set the C and Z latch-
es of the active group to 1 or 0. The states of these
latches are described in the following instruction de-
scription sections. These condition latches can be
inspected for decision making by Branch on C Latch
(BCL) and Branch on Z Latch (BZL) instructions. A
branch instruction never alters a condition latch.How-
ever, the program level 5 condition latches can be
altered by executing an Output X'79' instruction. The
state of these latches may be used as input via an Input
X'79' instruction.

Programming Note

Since there is a separate set of C and Z condition
latches for each of the five program levels, the state of
the condition latches used by an interrupted program is

not affected by other interrupting programs.

General Register Usage
Any register in the active group may be specified as
containing an operand. However, in a byte operation,
only the odd-numbered registers (that is, 1, 3, 5 and 7)
in the active group may be specified as containing the
byte operand. This is because only a two-bit field is

allocated within the machine bit structure of the in-

struction to specify the register. Therefore, when the
hardware decodes an instruction that contains a byte
operation, a low-order one bit is added to access an
odd-numbered register.

When a general register is specified for a halfword
operation, byte 0 and byte 1 of the register are treated
as a contiguous 16-bit binary operand. With Extended
Addressing, byte X of the register is not used in a half-

word operation and does not affect the setting of the
condition latches.

When a general register is specified for an Extended
Addressing operation, byte X, byte 0, and byte 1 of the

When a general register is specified for a single byte
operand, either byte 0 or byte 1 of the register may be
specified as the operand. The other bytes in the regis-
ter do not affect the setting of the condition latches.
For ARI, SRI, ACR, SCR, and BCT instructions, byte
0 or both byte 0 and byte 1 can be specified as the
first operand in the general register to contain the
result of the arithmetic operation. For example, for
the Add Character Register (ACR) instruction, the
operand in R2 is added to the operand in Rl, and the
result is placed in Rl. Since Rl is to contain the re-
sult, byte 0 or both bytes 0 and 1 of Rl could be speci-
fied as an operand, whereas only a single byte (0 or 1

)

of R2 can be specified as an operand.

Programming Note

With Extended Addressing, byte X is included with the
selected byte of the first operand in an ACR, ARI,
SCR, or SRI instruction but does not affect the setting
of the condition latches.

Instruction Descriptions
The following is a description of each of the
3704/3705 instructions.

BRANCH
B T [RT]

4 5 15

This instruction causes an unconditional branch to the
branch address. The branch address is formed by
adding the displacement value in the T field to the
address of the next sequential instruction. Therefore,
the branch address is always calculateJrelafive to the
next sequential instruction. The T field allows a dis-

placement of +1023 to -1023 halfwords.

The low-order bit position (bit 15) of this instruc-

tion indicates whether the displacement is positive or
negative. A 0 in bit 15 indicates that the displacement
is in a positive direction, and a 1 indicates a negative
direction.

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

BRANCH ON C LATCH
BRANCH ON Z LATCH
BCL T [RT]

10 0 11
15
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BZL [RT] Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

1 0 0 0 1

15

These instructions test the state of the C and Z condi-

tion latches associated with the active group of regis-

ters. If the tested latch is not set (0), the next sequen-

tial instruction is executed. If the tested latch is set

(1), the next instruction to be executed is at the

branch address. The branch address is formed by

adding the displacement value in the T field to the

address of next sequential instruction. Therefore, the

branch address is always calculated relative to the next

sequential instruction. The T field allows a displace-

ment of +1023 to -1023 halfwords.

The low-order bit position (bit 15) of this instruc-

tion indicates whether the displacement is positive or

negative. A 0 in bit 15 indicates that the displacement

is in a positive direction, and a 1 indicates a negative

direction.

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

BRANCH ON COUNT
BCT R(N),T [RT]

BRANCH ON BIT

BB R(N,M),T [RT]

1 1 M M 1 R N M T

0 4 5 6 7 8 9 15

This instruction tests the state of a specified bit in a

general register. If the bit tested is a zero, the next

sequential instruction is executed. If the bit tested is a

one, then the next instruction to be executed is at the

branch address. The branch address is formed by

adding the displacement value in the T field to the

address of the next sequential instruction. Therefore,

the branch address is always calculated relative to the

next sequential instruction. The T field allows a dis-

placement of -63 to +63 halfwords. The M field

specifies which one of the eight bits of byte 0 (if N=0)

or byte 1 (if N= 1) of R is to be tested. The register

specified by R must be an odd-numbered register.

The low-order bit position (bit 15) of this instruc-

tion indicates whether the displacement is positive or

negative. A 0 in bit 15 indicates that the displacement

is in a positive direction, and a 1 indicates a negative

direction.

|l 0 1 1 1 R N 1 T +

0 4 5 6 7 8 9 15

The count value in the register specified by R is decre-

mented by one and then tested for zero. If the result is

zero, the next sequential instruction is executed. If the

result is nonzero, the next instruction to be executed is

at the branch address. The count is contained in byte

0 (if N=0) or in both bytes 0 and 1 (if N=l) of the

register. The branch address is formed by adding the

displacement value in the T field to the address of the

next sequential instruction. Therefore, the branch

address is always calculated relative to the next se-

quential instruction. The T field allows for a displace-

ment of -63 to +63 halfwords. The register specified

by R must be an odd-numbered register.

The low-order bit position (bit 15) of this instruc-

tion indicates whether the displacement is positive or

negative. A 0 in bit 15 indicates that the displacement

is in a positive direction, and a 1 indicates a negative

direction.

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

Programming Note

If, before execution of this instruction, the count value

(byte 0 or bytes 0 and 1) in the register is zero, the

effective count value is 256 or 65,536, respectively.

BRANCH AND LINK
BAL R,A [RA]

0 0 0 0

7 8 11 12 -"St

This instruction is a 32-bit instruction that causes an

unconditional branch. The address of the next se-

quential instruction is stored as link information in the

register specified by R. Subsequently, the instruction

address in register 0 is replaced by the branch address

(address contained in the A field), and the branch is

executed.

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged
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Programming Notes

1. Since register 0 is the LARw 7 O"*" f1 w ' "*VVl 1

1

it is specified in the R field.

2. Bits 12, 13, 14, and 15 in the A field are used only

with Extended Addressing.

BRANCH AND LINK REGISTER
BALR R1,R2 [RR]

|0 |

R2 0 «1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The address of the next sequential instruction is stored
as link information in the register specified by Rl.
Subsequently, the instruction address in register 0 is

replaced by the branch address (address in the register
specified by R2), and the branch is executed. The
branch address is obtained from R2 before the link

information is stored in Rl.

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

Programming Note

Since register 0 is the IAR, no linkage is provided if it

is specified in the Rl field, and no branch occurs if it is

specified in the R2 field.

ADD REGISTER
AR R1,R2 [RR]

Ann I A I mirz-irin _J\ULI Il/M-r WVJKU KtAjrIS 1 t>R
AHR R1,R2 [RR]

0 R 2 0 Rl X'90'

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The second operand (R2, bytes 0 and 1) is added to
the first operand (Rl, bytes 0 and 1), and the sum is

placed in the first operand location. Addition of the
register operands is performed logically without regard
to a sign, and the appropriate condition latches are set.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C An overflow occurred from byte 0 of Rl
Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl =0

Programming Note

If register 0 is specified as Rl, a branch results to the
address formed in register 0, and the condition latches
remain unchanged.

ADD CHARACTER REGISTER
ACR R1(N1),R2(N2) [RR]

0 R2 N 2 0 R1 N

1

X'18'

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 15

0 R 2 0 R,
X'98'

|

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The second operand (R2) is added to the first operand
(Rl), and the sum is placed in the first operand loca-
tion. Addition of all bits in the register operands is

performed logically without regard to a sign, and the
appropriate condition latches are set.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C An overflow occurred from Rl
Z The result in Rl = 0

Programming Notes

1. If register 0 is specified by Rl, a branch to the ad-
dress formed in register 0 results, and the condition
latches remain unchanged.

2. With Extended Addressing, this instruction operates
on all 18 or 20 bit positions (bytes X, 0, and 1) of the
registers. Without Extended Addressing, operation
is the same as for the Add Halfword Register in-

struction.

The second operand (R2, byte 0 if N2=0 or byte 1 if

N2=l) is added to the first operand (Rl, byte 0 if

N1=0 or bytes 0 and 1 if Nl = l). The sum is placed
in the first operand location. If Nl = 0, byte 1 of Rl
remains unchanged. The registers specified by Rl and
R2 must be odd-numbered registers.

Resulting Condition Latches:

Nl = 0

C An overflow occurred from byte 0 of Rl
Z The result in byte 0 of Rl =0

Nl = 1

C An overflow occurred from bytes 0
and 1 of Rl

Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl = 0

Programming Note

With Extended Addressing, the first operand includes
byte X of the register specified by Rl. However, byte
X does not affect the setting of the condition latches.
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ADD REGISTER IMMEDIATE
ARI R(N),I [Rl]

10 0 1 0 R N I

0 4 5 6 7 8 15

The second operand (I field) is added to the first ope-

rand (byte 0 if N=0 or bytes 0 and 1 if N= 1 of the

register specified by R). The sum is then placed in the

first operand location. The register specified by R
must be an odd-numbered register. If N=0, byte 1 of

R remains unchanged.

Resulting Condition Latches:

N = 0

C An overflow occurred from byte 0 of R
Z The result in byte 0 of R = 0

N = 1

C An overflow occurred from bytes 0 and 1 of R
Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of R = 0

Programming Note

With Extended Addressing, the first operand includes

byte X of the register specified by R. However, byte

X does not affect the setting of the condition latches.

SUBTRACT REGISTER
SR R1,R2 [RR]

0 R 2 0, R1

0 1 3 4 5 7

The second operand (R2) is subtracted from the first

operand (Rl), and the result is placed in the first op-

erand location.

Subtraction is performed by adding the two's com-

plement of the second operand to the first operand and

setting the appropriate condition latch. If the differ-

ence is less than zero, the result is in the two's comple-

ment form.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in Rl < 0

Z The result in Rl = 0

Programming Notes

1. If register 0 is specified by Rl, a branch results to

the address formed in register 0, and the condition

latches remain unchanged.

2. With Extended Addressing, this instruction operates

on all 18 or 20 bit positions (bytes X, 0, and 1) of the

registers. Without Extended Addressing, the opera-

tion is the same as for the Subtract Halfword Regis-

ter instruction.

SUBTRACT HALFWORD REGISTER
SHR R1,R2 [RR]

0 R2 0 R1 X'AO'

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The second operand (R2, bytes 0 and 1) is subtracted

from the first operand (Rl, bytes 0 and 1), and the

result is placed in the first operand location.

Subtraction is performed by adding the two's com-

plement of the second operand to the first operand and

setting the appropriate condition latch. If the differ-

ence is less than zero, the result is in the two's comple-

ment form.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl < 0

Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl =0

Programming Note

If register 0 is specified by Rl, a branch results to the

address formed in register 0, and the condition latches

remain unchanged.

SUBTRACT CHARACTER REGISTER
SCR R1(N1),R2(N2) [RR]

0 R 2 N2 0 Rl Nl X'28'

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 15

The second operand (R2, byte 0 if N2=0 or byte 1 if

N2= 1) is subtracted from the first operand (Rl, byte

0 if N1=0 or bytes 0 and 1 if Nl = l). The result is

placed into the first operand location. The registers

specified by Rl and R2 must be odd-numbered regis-

ters.

Before the subtraction is performed, the second

operand is expanded with high-order zeros to equal the

size of the first operand. Subtraction is performed by

adding the two's complement of the second operand to

the first operand and setting the appropriate condition

latch. If the difference is less than zero, the result is in

the two's complement form.

Resulting Condition Latches:

Nl = 0

C The result in byte 0 of Rl < 0

Z The result in byte 0 of Rl =0
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Nl = 1

C The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl < 0

Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl = 0

Programming Note

With Extended Addressing, the first operand includes

byte X of the register specified by Rl. However, byte

X does not affect the setting of the condition latches.

SUBTRACT REGISTER IMMEDIATE
SRI R(N),I [Rl]

10 10 0 R N I

0 4 5 6 7 8 15

The second operand (I field) is subtracted from the

first operand (byte 0 if N=0 or bytes 0 and 1 if N=l
of the register specified by R). The result is placed in

the first operand location. The register specified by R
must be an odd-numbered register.

Before the subtraction is performed, the second

operand is expanded with high-order zeros to equal the

size of the first operand. Subtraction is performed by

adding the two's complement of the second operand to

the first operand and setting the appropriate condition

latch. If the difference is less than zero, the result is in

the two's complement form.

Resulting Condition Latches:

N = 0

C The result in byte 0 of R < 0

Z The result in byte 0 of R = 0

N = 1

C The result in bytes 0 and 1 of R < 0

Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of R = 0

Programming Note

With Extended Addressing, the first operand includes

byte X of the register specified by R. However, byte

X does not affect the setting of the condition latches.

INSERT CHARACTER
IC R(N),D(B) [RS]

0 B 1 R N 0 D

0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 15

The eight-bit character at the second operand address

is placed into byte 0 (if N=0) or byte 1 (if N= 1) of

the register specified by R. The remaining bits of the

register are unchanged. The storage address of the

second operand is formed by adding the displacement

value in the D field to the contents of the base register

specified by the B field. The D field allows for a dis-

placement of 0 to +127 bytes. The register specified

by R must be an odd-numbered register.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The selected byte of R contains an even

number of 1 bits or R = 0

Z The selected byte of R = 0

Programming Note

If the B field is 0, address X'0680' is used as the base

address instead of the contents of register 0. This

permits direct addressing of the 1 28 bytes starting at

address X'0680' without having to load a base register.

INSERT CHARACTER and COUNT
ICT R(N),B [RSAJ

0 B 0 R N X'10'

0 1 3 4 5 6 1 8 15

The eight-bit character at the second operand address

is placed into byte 0 (if N=0) or byte 1 (if N= 1) of

the register specified by R. After the storage address

has been obtained from the base register (B), the con-

tents of the base register are incremented by 1.There-

fore, after the execution of this instruction, the register

specified by the B field normally contains an address

one byte greater than before execution. (See note 2

below.) The register specified by R must be an odd-

numbered register.

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

Programming Notes

1 . Register 0 should not normally be specified in the B field,

because it contains the instruction address.

2. If R and B specify the same (odd) register, its contents

are incremented by one before the character is inserted

into the selected byte of the register.

LOAD
L R,D(B) [RS]

0 B 0 R 0 D 1 0

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 9 13 14 15
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This instruction loads the data (second operand) from

a four-byte field in storage into the first operand

(register specified by R). The four-byte field contain-

ing the second operand must be on a halfword bound-

ary. Since the general registers are not a fullword (32

bits) in length, only the low-order bits of that storage

location are used. (See note 4 below.) The storage

address is formed by adding the displacement value in

the D field to the contents of the base register speci-

fied by B. The D field allows for a displacement of 0

to 124 bytes in multiples of 4 (31 fullwords).

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in R # 0

Z The result in R = 0

Programming Notes

1 . The low-order bit of the storage address is ignored

since storage is addressed on halfword boundaries

with this instruction.

2. If register 0 (IAR) is specified in the R field, this

instruction results in an unconditional branch to the

address loaded in register 0, and the condition

latches remain unchanged.

3. If the B field is 0, address X'0780' is used as the

base address instead of the contents of register 0.

This permits direct addressing of the 32 fullwords

starting at address X'0780' without having to load a

base register.

4. With Extended Addressing, this instruction loads the

18 or 20 low-order bits from the four-byte field ad-

dressed by the second operand into bytes X, 0, and 1

of R. The 12 or 14 high-order bits in storage are ig-

nored. Without Extended Addressing, the low-

order 16 bits of the addressed four-byte field are

loaded into bytes 0 and 1 of R, and the 16 high-

order bits in storage are ignored.

LOAD HALFWORD
LH R,D(B) [RS]

0 B 0 R 0 D 1

01 345 789 14 15

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in bytes 0 and 1 of R # 0

Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of R = 0

Programming Notes

1 . For all Load Halfword instructions, the halfword

obtained from storage is loaded into both the speci-

fied general register and the old-CRC register. See

Cyclic Redundancy Check in Chapter 5. For nor-

mal operations (non-CRC), the loading of data into

the old-CRC register serves no function.

2. The low-order bit of the storage address is ignored

since storage is addressed on halfword boundaries

with this instruction.

3. If register 0 (IAR) is specified in the R field, this

instruction results in an unconditional branch to the

address formed in register 0, and the condition

latches remain unchanged.

4. If the B field is 0, address X'0700' is used as the

base address instead of the contents of register 0.

This permits direct addressing of the 64 halfwords

starting at address X'0700' without having to load a

base register.

5. With Extended Addressing, byte X of the register

specified by R is set to zero during the load opera-

tion.

LOAD REGISTER
LR R1,R2 IRR]

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The second operand (R2) is loaded into the first op-

erand (Rl). All bits of the register specified by R2
are moved into the register specified by Rl and are not

changed. Condition latches are set according to the

result in the first operand.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in Rl #0
Z The result in Rl =0

This instruction loads a halfword from storage into

bytes 0 and 1 of the register specified by R. The stor-

age address is formed by adding the displacement val-

ue in the D field to the contents of the base register

(B). The D field allows for a displacement of 0 to 126

bytes in multiples of 2 (63 halfwords).

Programming Notes

1. If register 0 is specified by Rl, a branch results to

the address formed in register 0, and the condition

latches remain unchanged.

2. With Extended Addressing, this instruction operates

on all 18 or 20 bit positions (bytes X, 0, and 1) of the

registers. Without Extended Addressing, operation
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is the same as for the Load Halfword Register in-

LOAD HALFWORD REGISTER
LHR Rt,R2 [RR]

0 R 2 0 «1 X'80'

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The second operand (R2, bytes 0 and 1) is loaded into

the first operand (Rl, bytes 0 and 1). The second
operand is not changed, and the condition latches are

set according to the result of the first operand.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl # 0
Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl = 0

Programming Note

If register 0 is specified by Rl, a branch results to the

address formed in register 0, and the condition latches

remain unchanged.

LOAD CHARACTER REGISTER
LCR R1(N1),R2(N2) [RR]

1° R2 N2 0 Ri N
1 X'08'

Page of GC30-3004-4
Revised September 15, 1977
ByTNL: GN30-3081

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in the selected byte of R ?t 0
Z The result in the selected byte of R = 0

LOAD ADDRESS
LA R,A [RA]

1 1

4 5

0 0 1

12 *5

This instruction is a 32-bit instruction. The second
operand (A field) is treated as an immediate operand
and is loaded into the first operand (R).

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

Programming Notes

1 . With Extended Addressing instruction bits 12,13,14,
and 15 in the A field are loaded into byte X of R. With-

out Extended Addressing, these bits are ignored.

2. If register 0 is specified by R, a branch results to the
address contained in the A field.

LOAD with OFFSET REGISTER
LOR R1,R2 [RR]

0 R2 0 Ri X'F8' .

The second operand (R2, byte 0 if N2=0 or byte 1 if

N2= 1) is loaded into the first operand (Rl, byte 0 if

N1=0 or byte 1 if Nl = l). The registers specified by
Rl and R2 must be odd-numbered registers.

The second operand (R2) is shifted right one bit posi-

tion, and the result is loaded into the first operand
(Rl). A zero bit is inserted in the high-order bit posi-

tion of Rl.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The selected byte of Rl contains an even
number of 1 bits or Rl = 0

Z The selected byte of Rl =0

LOAD REGISTER IMMEDIATE
LRI R(N),I [RI]

1 0 0 0 0 R N I

0 4 5 6 7 8 15

The second operand (I field) is loaded into the first

operand (byte 0 if N=0 or byte 1 if N= 1 of the regis-

ter specified by R). The non-selected byte(s) of the
register remain unchanged. The register specified by
R must be an odd-numbered register.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C A 1 bit shifted out of byte 1, bit 7

Z The result in Rl = 0

Programming Notes

1. If register 0 is specified by Rl, a branch results to

the address formed in register 0, and the condition
latches remain unchanged.

2. With Extended Addressing, this instruction operates

on all 18 or 20 bit positions (bytes X, 0, and 1) of the

registers. Without Extended Addressing, the opera-
tion is the same as the Load Halfword with Offset

Register instruction.
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LOAD HALFWORD with OFFSET REGISTER
LHOR R1,R2 [RR]

0 R 2 0 Ri

0 1 3 4 5 7

X'FO'

15

The second operand (R2, bytes 0 and 1) is shifted

right one bit position, and the result is loaded into the

first operand (Rl, bytes 0 and 1). A zero bit is insert-

ed into the high-order bit position of Rl, byte 0.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C A 1 bit shifted out of byte 1, bit 7

Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl = 0

Programming Note

If register 0 is specified by Rl, a branch results to the

address formed in register 0, and the condition latches

remain unchanged.

LOAD CHARACTER with OFFSET REGISTER
LCOR R1(N1),R2(N2) [RR)

0 R2 N 2 0 Ml X'78'

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 15

The second operand (R2, byte 0 if N2=0 or byte 1 if

N2= 1) is shifted right one bit position, and the result

is loaded into the first operand (Rl, byte 0 if N=0 or

byte 1 if N= 1). A zero bit is inserted into the high-

order bit position of the selected byte of Rl. The

non-selected byte(s) of Rl remain unchanged. The

registers specified by Rl and R2 must be odd-

numbered registers.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C A 1 bit shifted out of the selected byte

Z The result in the selected byte of Rl = 0

fected. (See note 5 below.) The storage address is

formed by adding the displacement contained in the D
field to the contents of the base register specified by

the B field. The D field allows for a displacement of 0

to 124 bytes in multiples of 4 (31 fullwords).

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

Programming Notes

1 . The low-order bit of the storage address is ignored

because storage is addressed on halfword bounda-

ries with this instruction.

2. If the B field is 0, address X'0780' is used as the

base address instead of the contents of register 0.

This permits direct addressing of the 32 fullwords

starting at address X'0780' without having to load a

base register.

3. If the R field is 0, zeros are stored, instead of the

contents of register 0 (with the exception of note 4

below).

4. A Store instruction must be located at storage loca-

tion X'0010' so that when a program level 1 inter-

rupt occurs, this instruction is the first to be execut-

ed at that level. The normal function of the store

instruction is modified in this special case to permit

storing the contents of register 0. See the program-

ming note under Program Levels in Chapter 2.

5. With Extended Addressing, the contents of the register

(bytes X, 0, and 1) are stored into the low-order 18 or

20 bits of the four-byte field addressed in storage.

The 12 or 14 high order bits remain unchanged.

Without Extended Addressing, bytes 0 and 1 of the

register are stored into the low-order 1 6 bits of the

four-byte field in storage, and the 16 high-order bits

remain unchanged.

STORE HALFWORD
STH R,D(B) [RS]

0 B 0 R 1 D 1

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 9 14 15

STORE
ST R,D(B) [RS]

0 B 0 R 1 D 1 0

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 9 13 14 15

This instruction stores the contents of the first operand

(the register specified by R) into the second operand

in storage. The address of the second operand must be

on a halfword boundary. Since the general registers

are not a fullword (32 bits) in length, only the low-

order bits of the four-byte field in storage will be af-

This instruction stores bytes 0 and 1 of the register

specified by R into the second operand in storage.

The storage address of the second operand is formed

by adding the displacement value in the D field to the

contents of the base register specified by B. The D
field allows for a displacement of 0 to 126 bytes in

multiples of 2 (63 halfwords).

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged
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Programming Notes

because storage is addressed on halfword bounda-

ries with this instruction.

2. If the R field is zero, X'0000' is stored at the stor-

age address instead of the contents of register 0.

3. If the B field is 0, address X'0700' is used as the

base address instead of the contents of register 0.

This permits direct addressing of the 64 halfwords
starting at address X'0700' without having to load a

base register.

STORE CHARACTER
STC R(N),D(B) [RS]

0 B 1 R N 1 D

0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 15

The first operand (byte 0 if N=0 or byte 1 if N= 1 of

the register specified by R) is stored into the second

operand in storage. The storage address of the second

operand is formed by adding the displacement value

specified by the D field to the contents of the base

register specified by B. The D field allows for a dis-

placement of 0 to 127 bytes. The register specified by
R must be an odd-numbered register.

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

Programming Note

If the B field is 0, address X'0680' is used as the base

address instead of the contents of register 0. This

permits direct addressing of the 128 bytes starting at

address X'0680' without having to load a base register.

STORE CHARACTER and COUNT
STCT R(N),B [RSA]

Programming Notes

1 Rpoistpr fl «hrm1/1 nr\i nrtrnrtolli/ hp Qna^ifi&A .*« fUa D" IIU1 1
1

J IJ irf U|^V111VU All 1 1 1V LJ

field, because it contains the instruction address.

2. If R and B specify the same (odd) register, its contents

are incremented by one before the selected byte of that

register is stored.

COMPARE REGISTER
CR R1,R2 [RR]

0 R2 0 R
1 X'B8'

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The second operand (R2) is compared to the first

operand (Rl), and the result sets the appropriate con-
dition latch. This instruction performs a logical com-
pare without regard to a sign bit. All bits of each ope-
rand participate in the comparison. The contents of

the registers are not changed.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C Value in Rl < value in R2
Z Value in Rl = value in R2

Programming Note

With Extended Addressing, this instruction operates on all

18 or 20 bit positions (bytes X, 0, and 1) of the regis-

ters. Without Extended Addressing, operation is the

same as the Compare Halfword Register instruction.

COMPARE HALFWORD REGISTER
CHR R1.R2 [RR]

0 R 2 0 Ri X'BO'

15

0 B 0 R N X'30'

0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 15

The first operand is placed in the second operand in

storage. The storage address of the second operand is

contained in the register specified by the B field. The
byte stored is byte 0 (if N=0) or byte 1 (if N= 1) of

the register specified by R. After the storage address

has been obtained from the base register (B field), the

contents of the register are incremented by 1.There-

fore, at the completion of the execution of this instruc-

tion, the base register contains an address one byte

greater than before execution. The register specified

by R must be an odd-numbered register.

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

The second operand (R2, bytes 0 and 1) is compared
to the first operand (Rl, bytes 0 and 1), and the result

sets the appropriate condition latch. This instruction

performs a logical compare without regard to a sign

bit. All bits of each operand participate in the com-
parison. The contents of the registers are not changed.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C Bytes 0 and 1 of Rl < bytes 0 and 1 of R2
Z Bytes 0 and 1 of Rl = bytes 0 and 1 of R2

COMPARE CHARACTER REGISTER
CCR R1(N1),R2(N2) [RR]

0 R 2 N 2 0 «1 X'38'

012345678 15
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The second operand (R2, byte 0 if N2=0 or byte 1 if

N2= 1), is compared with the first operand (Rl ,
byte 0

if N1=0 or byte 1 if Nl = l), and the appropriate con-

dition latch is set. This instruction performs a logical

compare without regard to a sign bit. All bits of each

operand participate in the comparison. The registers

specified by Rl and R2 must be odd-numbered regis-

ters. The contents of the registers are not changed.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The selected byte of Rl < the selected

byte of R2
Z The selected byte of Rl = the selected

byte of R2

COMPARE REGISTER IMMEDIATE
CRI R(N),I [Rl]

10 110 R N I

0 4 5 6 7 8 15

The second operand (I field) is compared with the first

operand (byte 0 if N=0 or byte 1 if N= 1 of the regis-

ter specified by R), and the appropriate condition latch

is set. This instruction performs a logical compare

without regard to a sign bit. All bits of each operand

participate in the comparison. The register specified

by R must be an odd-numbered register, and its con-

tents are not changed.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The value in the selected byte of R < I

Z The value in the selected byte of R = I

AND REGISTER
NR R1,R2 [RR1

0 R 2 0 Rl X'E8'

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The second operand (R2) is ANDed with the first

operand (Rl), and the result is placed in the first op-

erand location.

Operands are treated as unstructured logical quanti-

ties, and the connective AND is applied bit by bit. A
bit position in the result is set to one if the correspond-

ing bit positions in both operands contain a one; other-

wise, the result bit is set to zero. All bits of each op-

erand participate in the operation. Any value in the

operands or result is valid.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in Rl # 0

Z The result in Rl =0

Programming Notes

1. If register 0 is specified by Rl, a branch results to

the address formed in register 0, and the condition

latches remain unchanged.

2. With Extended Addressing, this instruction operates

on all 18 or 20 bit positions (bytes X, 0, and 1) of the

registers. Without Extended Addressing, the opera-

tion is the same as for the And Halfword Register

instruction.

AND HALFWORD REGISTER
NHR R1,R2 [RR]

0 R 2 0 Rl X'EO'

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The second operand (R2, bytes 0 and 1) is ANDed
with first operand (Rl, bytes 0 and 1), and the result

is placed in the first operand location.

The operation is performed in the same manner as

the AND Register instruction except that only the

low-order 16 bits (bytes 0 and 1) of the registers are

used.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl * 0

Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl = 0

Programming Note

If register 0 is specified by Rl, a branch results to the

address formed in register 0, and the condition latches

remain unchanged.

AND CHARACTER REGISTER
NCR R1(N1),R2(N2) [RR]

0 R2 N 2 0 Rl N1 X'68'

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 15

The second operand (R2, byte 0 if N2=0 or byte 1 if

N2=l) is ANDed with the first operand (Rl, byte 0 if

Nl =0 or byte 1 if Nl = 1). The operation is per-

formed in the same manner as the AND Register in-

struction, and the result is placed in the first operand

location. The registers specified by Rl and R2 must

be odd-numbered registers. The nonselected byte(s)

of Rl remain unchanged.
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Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in the selected byte of Rl # 0
Z The result in the selected byte of Rl = 0

AND REGISTER IMMEDIATE
NRI R(N),I [RI]

1 0 0

6 7 8 15

The second operand (I field) is ANDed with the first

operand (byte 0 if N=0 or byte 1 if N= 1 of the regis-

ter specified by R). The result is placed into the first

operand location with the remaining byte(s) of the
register unchanged. The operation is performed in the
same manner as the AND Register instruction. The
register specified by R must be an odd-numbered reg-
ister.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in the selected byte of R * 0
Z The result in the selected byte of R = 0

OR REGISTER
OR R1,R2 [RR]

0 R 2 0 Ri X'D8'

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The second operand (R2) is ORed with the first op-
erand (Rl), and the result is placed in the first ope-
rand location. All bits of each operand participate in
the operation.

Operands are treated as unstructured logical quanti-
ties, and the connective inclusive OR is applied bit by
bit. A bit position in the result is set to one if the cor-
responding bit position in either one or both of the
operands contains a one. Otherwise, the result bit is

set to zero. Any value in the operands or result is

valid.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in Rl #0
Z The result in Rl =0

Programming Notes

1. If register 0 is specified by Rl, a branch to the ad-
dress formed in register 0 results, and the condition
latches remain unchanged.

2. With Extended Addressing, this instruction operates
on nil 1 8 nr 9H Kit «ncitmnc /'Viv+ae V r» i n. „w ^waiuuaa \uj IVJ A, U, iUlU 1 ) OI Hie
registers. Without Extended Addressing, the opera-
tion is the same as the Or Halfword Register in-

struction.

OR HALFWORD REGISTER
OHR R1.R2 [RR]

0 R2 0 Ri X'DO'

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The second operand (R2, bytes 0 and 1) is ORed with
the first operand (Rl, bytes 0 and 1), and the result is

placed in the first operand location.

The operation is performed in the same manner as
the OR Register instruction with the exception that
only the low-order 16 bits (bytes 0 and 1) of the regis-
ters are used.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl ? 0
Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl =0

Programming Note

If register 0 is specified by Rl, a branch results to the
address formed in register 0, and the condition latches
remain unchanged.

OR CHARACTER REGISTER
OCR R1(N1),R2(N2) [RR]

0 R 2 N2 0 Ri N
1 X'58'

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 15

The second operand (R2, byte 0 if N2=0 or byte 1 if

N2=l) is ORed with the first operand (Rl, byte 0 if

Nl =0 or byte 1 if Nl = 1 ). The operation is per-
formed in the same manner as the OR Register in-

struction, and the result is placed in the first operand
location. The registers specified by Rl and R2 must
be odd-numbered registers. The nonselected byte(s)
of Rl remain unchanged.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in the selected byte of Rl #0
Z The result in the selected byte of Rl =0
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OR REGISTER IMMEDIATE
ORI R(N),I [RI]

EXCLUSIVE OR HALFWORD REGISTER

XHR R1,R2 [RR]

110 10 R N I

5 6 1b

0 R 2 0 R1 X'CO'

15

The second operand (I field) is ORed with the first

operand (byte 0 if N=0 or byte 1 if N=l of the regis-

ter specified by R). The result is placed into the first

operand location with the remaining byte(s) of R un-

changed. The operation is performed in the same

manner as the OR Register instruction. The register

specified by R must be an odd-numbered register.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in the selected byte of R * 0

Z The result in the selected byte of R = 0

EXCLUSIVE OR REGISTER
XR R1,R2 [RR]

0 R2 0 «1 X'C8'

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 15

The second operand (R2) is exclusive ORed with the

first operand (Rl), and the result is placed in the first

operand location. All bits of each operand participate

in the operation.

Operands are treated as unstructured logical quanti-

ties, and the connective exclusive OR is applied bit by

bit. A bit position in the result is set to one if the cor-

responding bit positions in the two operands are un-

like; otherwise, the resulting bit is set to zero.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in Rl / 0

Z The result in Rl =0

Programming Notes

1 . If register 0 is specified by Rl , a branch results to

the address formed in register 0, and the condition

latches remain unchanged.

2. With Extended Addressing, this instruction operates

on all 18 or 20 bit positions (bytes X, 0, and 1) of the

registers. Without Extended Addressing, the opera-

tion is the same as the Exclusive OR Halfword Reg-

ister instruction.

The second operand (R2, bytes 0 and 1) is exclusive ORed

with the first operand (Rl , bytes 0 and 1), and the result is

placed in the first operand location.

The operation is performed in the same manner as the

Exclusive OR Register instruction except that only the low-

order 16 bits (bytes 0 and 1) of the registers are used.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl 0

Z The result in bytes 0 and 1 of Rl = 0

Programming Note

If register 0 is specified by Rl , a branch results to the

address formed in register 0, and the condition latches

remain unchanged.

EXCLUSIVE OR CHARACTER REGISTER

XCR R1(N1),R2(N2) [RR]

0 R2 N 2 0 R1 N1 X'48'

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 15

The second operand (R2, byte 0 if N1=0 or byte 1 if N2=l)

is exclusive ORed with the first operand (Rl , byte 0 ifN 1=0

or byte 1 if Nl=l). The result is placed in the first operand

location, and the appropriate condition latch is set. The

operation is performed in the same manner as the Exclusive

OR Register instruction. The registers specified by Rl and

R2 must be odd-numbered registers.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result in the selected byte of Rl ^ 0

Z The result in the selected byte of Rl = 0

EXCLUSIVE OR REGISTER IMMEDIATE
XRI R(N),I [RI]

1 1

4 5 6 7 8 15

The second operand (I field) is exclusive ORed with the

first operand (byte 0 if N=0 or byte 1 if N=l of the register

specified by R). The resulting byte is placed in the first

operand location, and the appropriate condition latch is set.

The operation is performed in the same manner as the

Exclusive OR Register instruction. The register specified by

R must be an odd-numbered register.
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Resulting Condition Latches: Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

C The result in the selected byte of R / 0

Z The result in the selected byte of R = 0

TEST REGISTER UNDER MASK
TRM R(N),I [RI]

11110 R N I

0 4 5 6 7 8 15

The state of the first operand bits selected by a mask is

used to set the appropriate condition latch. The byte

of immediate data (I field) is used as an eight-bit

mask. The bits of the mask are made to correspond

one for one with the bits of the first operand (byte 0 if

N=0 or byte 1 if N= 1 of the register specified by R).

A mask bit of one indicates that the register bit is to be

tested. When the mask bit is zero, the register bit is

ignored. Testing is done by ANDing the selected byte

of the register with the immediate operand. The con-

tents of R are not altered. The register specified by R
must be an odd-numbered register.

Resulting Condition Latches:

C The result # 0

Z The result = 0

EXIT
EXIT [EXIT]

1 1 100001000000
7 8 15

The Exit instruction is used to exit from the active

program level. The interrupt-priority logic then deter-

mines which group of general registers to select as the

active group for the next program operation. If execu-

ted at program level 5, the level 4 supervisor call inter-

rupt request (SVC L4) is set. Then the next instruc-

tion executed is normally the instruction at the starting

address for program level 4. However, if other inter-

rupt requests are present, the next instruction executed

is the instruction at the starting address of the highest

priority program level requesting an interrupt.

This instruction also resets the 'interrupt entered'

latch for the program level that executes it.

INPUT
IN R,E [RE]

0 E 0 R E 110 0

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 11 12 15

This instruction loads the register specified by R with the

contents of one of 128 input-addressable external registers,

specified by the E field. Throughout this text the input

instructions are referred to in the form: InputXW where
nn is the hexadecimal address of the external register.

Appendix A shows the hexadecimal addresses of the exter-

nal registers. The 32 general registers can also be addressed

as external registers. Appendixes B and C show the bit defi-

nitions for the external registers.

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

Programming Notes

1 . If register 0 is specified by R, this instruction results

in a branch to the address formed in register 0.

2. This instruction is a privileged instruction executa-

ble only at program levels 1, 2, 3 or 4. Any attempt

to execute this instruction at program level 5 causes

the level 1 input/output check interrupt request

(In/Out Check LI) to be set.

3. The input/output check request is set when the

instruction is executed at program level 1, 2, 3, or 4
if the external register address either is not assigned

or is not recognized by any adapter or the CCU.
4. The input/output check request is set if incorrect

parity is detected on the CCU inbus when an input

instruction is executed. This can occur for some
input instructions if they are executed at an improp-

er time. See the individual input instruction de-

scriptions for details.

5. With Extended Addressing, byte X of the register

specified by R is set to zeros with the following

exceptions: (1) the E field is X'00' through X'lF'
(signifying a general register), (2) the E field is

X'74' (lagging address register), or (3) the E field is

X'71' (panel address/data entry digits).

OUTPUT
OUT R,E [RE]

0 E 0 R E 0 10 0

0 1 3 4 5 7 8 11 12 15
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This instruction loads one of 128 output-addressable

external registers specified by the E field with the con-

tents of the register specified by R. Throughout this

text the output instructions are referred to in the form:

Output X'nn\ where nn is the hexadecimal address of

the external register. Appendix A shows the hexadeci-

mal addresses of the external registers. The 32 general

registers can also be addressed as external registers.

Appendixes B and C show the bit definitions for the

external registers.

Resulting Condition Latches: Unchanged

Programming Notes

1 . If register 0 of the active group of general registers

is addressed as the external register, this instruction

results in a branch to the address formed in register

0.

2. This instruction is a privileged instruction

executable at program levels 1 , 2, 3 or 4 only. Any

attempt to execute this instruction at program level

5 causes the level 1 input/output check interrupt

request (In/Out Check LI) to be set.

3. The input/output check request is set when this

instruction is executed at program levels 1 , 2, 3 or 4

and if the external register address either is not as-

signed or is not recognized by the CCU or any

adapter.

4. If the R field is 0, and an external register from

X'00' through X'lF' is specified in the E field, the

parity bits of the external register are regenerated,

but the data is not changed.

5. If any output instruction is executed at program

levels 1, 2, 3, or 4, the output also causes the CRC
data register in the CCU to be loaded with the con-

tents of byte 1 of the register specified by R. See

Cyclic Redundancy Check in Chapter 5.

6. With Extended Addressing, byte X of the register

specified by R is ignored with the following excep-

tions: (1) the E field specifies an external register

from X'00' through X'lF' (signifying a general reg-

ister) or (2) the E field is X'71' or X'72' (display

register 1 or 2).
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Chapter 5: Central Control Unit

This chapter is intended to give the reader a basic un-

derstanding of the operation of the Central Control

Unit and the requirements necessary to program its

operation.

The Central Control Unit (CCU) contains the cir-

cuits and data flow paths needed ( 1 ) to execute the

instruction set, (2) to address storage, (3) to perform

arithmetic and logical processing of data, and (4) to

control the attached adapters. Operation of the CCU
is under control of the programs in storage.

The data flow in the CCU is of a general hardware

nature. Data flow for a particular operation is deter-

mined by the instruction, cycle steal, or control opera-

tion being executed.

CCU Registers

The CCU contains the 32 general registers used by the

control program for instruction execution and data

handling. It also contains various hardware registers

that are used to store and pass information essential to

the controller operation. Some of these hardware

registers are available to the control program as exter-

nal register addresses through the use of input and

output instructions. These registers are described in

the following paragraphs.

CRC Register

When an Input X'7B' or X'7C instruction is executed,

this register is loaded with the new Cyclic Redundancy
Check character and is loaded into the general register

specified by the input instruction. The contents of the

general register is a current CRC character that is the

combination of the old-CRC register and the CRC
data register. See the Cyclic Redundancy Check
section of this chapter for a complete description of its

use.

CRC Data Register

The CRC Data register is loaded with the next data

character to be included in the calculation of a Cyclic

Redundancy Check character. The contents of this

register are then combined (by hardware) with the

contents of the old-CRC register to form the new
CRC character. See the Cyclic Redundancy Check
section of this chapter for a complete description of its

use.

Display Register 1 (DR1)
Display Register 1 is used as temporary storage for

data to be displayed in the Display A lights on the

control panel. The register is displayed on a 3705
whenever the Display/Function Select switch is in the

STORAGE ADDRESS, REGISTER ADDRESS, or

any of the FUNCTION 1-6 positions. On a 3704, the

Display Register 1 and 2 push button must be active.

This register can be loaded by pressing the Store or Set

Address/Display push button on the control panel; or

it can be loaded with data by executing an Output
X'71' instruction. See the 3704 or 3705 Control Pan-
el Guide for information on the operations that set

this register.

Display Register 2 (DR2)
Display Register 2 is used as temporary storage for

data to be displayed in the Display B lights on the

control panel. The register is displayed on a 3705
whenever the Display/Function Select switch is in the

STORAGE ADDRESS, REGISTER ADDRESS, or

any of the FUNCTION 1-6 positions. On a 3704, the

Display Register 1 and 2 push button must be active.

This register can be loaded by pressing the Store or Set

Address/Display push button on the control panel; or

it can be loaded with data by executing an Output
X'72' instruction. See the 3704 or 3705 Control Pan-
el Guide for information on the operations that set

this register.

Lagging Address Register (LAR)
The Lagging Address Register is a "came from" regis-

ter. It normally contains the address of the last in-

struction executed prior to the instruction that is cur-

rently being executed. The LAR is loaded from the

storage address register each time an instruction is

executed in program levels 2, 3, 4, and 5. A program
level 1 interrupt prevents setting the LAR until the

Exit instruction is executed and no other requests for

level 1 are outstanding. This action preserves the ad-

dress of the last instruction executed before a level 1

request. Since level 1 interrupts are caused primarily

by the detection of an error condition, this register

becomes extremely important for error recovery pro-

cedures. Figure 5-1 shows the contents of LAR after

a check condition or a control panel operation other

than normal instruction execution.

The control program can load the contents of LAR
into a general register by executing an Input X'74'

instruction. The control program can then either ex-

amine the contents of the general register or display

the address on the control panel by using the general

register as input to the display registers.

Cycle Utilization Counter Register (CUCR)
The Cycle Utilization Counter Register is a 15-bit binary

counter that operates in conjunction with a licensed IBM
program, ACF/NCP/VS, to count utilized machine cycles.
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CONDITION LAR CONTENTS

Invalid Op Code Check

Protection Check or

Address Exception

Check

In/Out Check at

Level 2, 3, or 4

In/Out Check at

Level 5

IPL (including CCU
check)

Address of last instruction executed

before the one that caused the

check (see note)

Address of last instruction executed

before the one that caused

the check

(see note)

Address of the instruction that

caused the check

Address of the input or output

instruction that caused the check

Address of last instruction executed

before the one that caused the

check (see note)

Address of last instruction executed

before IPL phase 1

Adapter Check Unpredictable

— Control Panel Operations -

LOAD ADDRESS
COMPARE,
PROGRAM STOP or

INTERRUPT

LOAD or STORE,
ADDRESS
COMPARE, PROGRAM
STOP
or INTERRUPT

Address of last instruction

executed before the one whose

address is set in switches A to E
(3705) or B to E (3704) (see note)

Address of instruction

that was loaded from or

stored into the location set

in switches A to E (3705) or

B to E (3704)

INSTRUCTION STEP Address of last instruction executed

STOP Push Button Address of last instruction executed

Note: The last instruction may have been an Exit instruction

executing at a higher priority program level than the level

executing at the time the condition occurred. Therefore, LAR

contains the address of that Exit instruction.

Figure 5-1. Lagging Address Register (LAR)

Utilized machine cycles consist of the 3705 cycles used

for instruction execution, cycle steal operations, or

maintenance.

The counter advances once for each 8 utilized cycles.

Cycle Utilization Counter data may be accessed using an

Input X'7A' instruction and reset with an Output X*7A'

instruction. The Cycle Utilization Counter Feature is

available for 3705-11, Models J-L only. For information

about starting, stopping, and resetting the counter from

the operator panel, refer to Guide to Using the IBM 3705

Communications Controller Control Panel, GA27-3087.

Old-CRC Register

The Old-CRC accumulation register is used as a tem-

porary storage register in the calculation of a Cyclic

Redundancy Check (CRC) character. When an Input

X'7B' instruction is executed, the contents of this reg-

ister are combined with the character in the CRC data

register to form a new CRC character. This register is

loaded by any Load Halfword instruction. See the

Cyclic Redundancy Check section of this chapter for

a complete description of its use.

Operation Register (OP Reg)

The Operation Register is used to hold the first 16 bits

of the instruction being executed. This register can be

displayed in the Display B lights on the control panel.

Storage Address Register (SAR)

The Storage Address Register contains the storage

address currently used by the program to read or write

data to and from storage. This register is loaded from

the temporary address register for instruction execu-

tion or from the cycle-steal address bus for cycle-steal

operations. The contents of SAR are displayed on the

3704 control panel when the SAR and Op Register

push button is active.

Temporary Address Register (TAR)

The Temporary Address Register holds the storage

addresses pertaining to instruction execution until the

storage address register can be changed. This register

normally contains the address of the next instruction

to be executed. The contents of TAR are displayed in

the DISPLAY A lights on the 3705 control panel when

the Display/Function Select switch is in the TAR/OP
REGISTER position.

Setting/Resetting Interrupt Requests

A particular interrupt request latch can be set as a

result of a hardware-detected condition or, in some

cases, by the program through the execution of an

output instruction. The latch can be reset by either an

input or an output instruction, depending upon the

specific interrupt request. The procedures for setting

and resetting individual adapter interrupt requests are

described in the adapter sections.

For special service requests, program levels 1, 2, 3,

and 4 may issue a program-controlled interrupt (PCI)

request to program levels 3 and 4. Output instructions

X'7C (set PCI level 3) and X'7D' (set PCI level 4) set

the PCI interrupt requests. (See Appendix B, Output

X'7C and X'7D'.) Certain bits in Output X'77'

(miscellaneous control) reset the PCI requests and
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other Central Control Unit interrupt requests such as

the interval timer level 3 request and the SVC level 4
request.

Determining the Cause of an Interrupt
The priority of simultaneous interrupt requests as-

signed to the same interrupt program level is resolved

by the order in which the program tests the set/reset

condition of the CCU and adapter interrupt request

latches.

Interrupt requests from the CCU and the adapters

are grouped together according to their source for ease

of identification. The set/reset condition of a specific

interrupt request latch can be determined by checking

the interrupt request group to which it is assigned.

Inputs X'76' and X'77' indicate the interrupt requests

that are set by the adapters. A request for level 1 sets

a bit in Input X'76', and a request for levels 2 or 3 sets

a bit in Input X'77'. The CCU interrupt requests for

level 1 or levels 2, 3, and 4 are set in Inputs X'7E' and

X'7F' respectively. These inputs load the contents of

the appropriate interrupt request group into an active

general register. (See Appendix B for input instruction

bit definitions of interrupt request groups.) The pro-

gram may then test the general register to identify the

request.

Masking Program Level Priorities

Programs at program levels 1, 2, 3, or 4 can selectively

mask program levels 2, 3, 4, or 5, and level 1 adapter

checks. Level 1 adapter checks, however, can be

masked only while the CCU is in the test mode. (See

CCU Diagnostic Facilities in this chapter.) The nor-

mal operational priority structure can be changed by
Output instructions X'7E' and X'7F' (set/reset mask
register). Refer to Appendix B for the mask register

bit assignments.

When a program level is masked, use of machine
cycles for instruction execution at that program level is

suppressed until it is unmasked. Masking is normally

used to prevent a higher-priority program level from

interrupting a lower-priority level during execution of

a time or data dependent routine. For example, if

program level 3 contains a routine that should not be

interrupted, the level 3 program can mask level 2 inter-

rupts before entering this routine to ensure contiguous

instruction execution. When the routine is completed,

level 2 should be unmasked to allow interrupts.

If program level 2, 3, or 4 has already been entered,

instruction execution at that level is allowed to finish

before the masking of that level is effective. For ex-

ample, if program level 2 interrupts program level 3

and subsequently masks level 3 interrupts, control can

return to the level 3 program at the end of level 2

processing. However, once the level 3 program exe-

cutes an Exit instruction, interrupts to level 3 cannot
occur until it is unmasked. If program level 5 is inter-

rupted by another level that sets the level 5 mask, con-
trol cannot be returned to level 5 until it is unmasked.

To selectively mask one or more program levels,

one of the active general registers is loaded with the

bits corresponding to those program levels to be
masked. Output instruction X'7E' (set mask register)

is then executed using the general register as input to

the mask register. To selectively unmask one or more
program levels, the same procedure is followed except

that the Output X'7F' (reset mask register) instruction

is executed.

Important: Masking and subsequent unmasking should

be handled with extreme caution to avoid disrupting the

normal priority structure. If not used carefully, masking

could cause overrun conditions or delay of hardware error

indications.

Storage Protect

Storage Protect is a means of notifying the control pro-

gram whenever the contents of storage are accessed for

unauthorized modification. This facility monitors all

attempts to modify storage and execute instructions. How-
ever, due to hardware restrictions, storage protection is

effective only in program level 5 and for cycle-steal opera-

tions for Type 2, 3, and 4 Channel Adapters and Type 3
Communication Scanners.

Protection is achieved by a hardware comparison of

separate keys assigned to the program and to storage.

A user's ability to modify storage is identified by a

3-bit protect key. Each program level and cycle-steal

mechanism is considered a user, and each has its own
protect key. Storage is divided into blocks of 2048
bytes, and each block is assigned a 3-bit storage key.

When a protected area of storage is addressed, the

storage key for that location is compared with the

protect key associated with the user. Access to the

location, for operands and instructions, is granted only
when the two keys match. For attempts to execute an
instruction, the two 3-bit keys must be equal. If the

keys do not match, a protection exception LI interrupt

request is set. For attempts to modify a storage loca-

tion, the keys match when (1) the keys are equal, (2)
the protect key is X'O', or (3) the storage key is X'7'

(unprotected storage).

The protect keys for program levels 1, 2, 3, and 4
are fixed at 0 and cannot be changed. The protect

keys for the remaining users are set by the control

program with an Output X'73' (set key) instruction.

Byte 1, bit 3 of an Output X'73' instruction must be 0
to indicate protect key selection. The protect key
address of the desired user is placed in byte 0, bits 4-6,
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and the protect key is placed in byte 1, bits 5-7.Fig-

ure 5-2 shows the protect key addresses and the users

they apply to.

To set any key, byte 1, bit 4 (set key) must also be

1 . The set-key bit allows execution of the Output
X'73' instruction to access either a storage or protect
key without changing the key.

The Output X'73' instruction also sets the storage keys.

The storage key of an area is determined by dividing

storage into 2K blocks. Each block is then given a storage

block address, from 0 to 128 (0 to 256 for 3705, Models

J-L), relative to its position in storage. Figure 5-3 shows

the storage block address that is assigned to the storage

blocks. To set a storage key , the storage block address

and the storage key must be placed in a general register.

Byte 1 , bit 3 (key address select) and bit 4 (set key) of

the general register must be 1 to select the storage key

and allow it to be set when an Output X'73' is executed.

See Appendix B for a definition of the bits used in the

Output X'73' instruction.

Protect Key
Address (PKA j

*

Applies to

Bits

0 1 2

000 Protect Key - Program Level 5

0 0 1 Protect Key - CA-1 Cycle Stealsf

0 1 0 Protect Key - CA-2 Cycle Stealsf

0 1 1 Reserved

1 0 0 Protect Key-Type 3 Scanner

Cycle Stealsf

1 0 1 Reserved

1 1 0 Reserved

1 1 1 Reserved

* Output X'73', byte 0, bits 4-6

t Does not apply to the 3704

Note: The protect key address is not an actual storage ad-

dress. This key address is only a reference pointer for assign-

ing a key to a user.

Figure 5-2. Protect Key Address Bits

The Input X'73' instruction (insert key) can be used

to determine the key (storage or protect) that must be

used for storage access. When executed, this input

instruction places the key that was addressed by the

last Output X'73' instruction into byte 1, bits 5-7 of

the register specified by the R operand. Therefore, the

program must know what type of key and what ad-

dress was used in the preceding Output X'73'. When
an Output X'73' is executed with byte 1, bit 4 (set key
bit) off, no keys are changed. However, this allows

the address portion of the register to be used by an
Input X'73'. Byte 1, bit 3 (key select bit) of the out-

put instruction must also be known in order to deter-

mine the type of key (storage or protect) being ac-

cessed. See Appendix B for a definition of the bits

used in the Input X'73' instruction.

Resetting the Central Control Unit disables storage

protection. Therefore, any instruction fetch is valid,

and any attempt to modify storage is permitted. The
first Output X'73' instruction to be executed after a

reset enables storage protect. This output instruction

must set a storage key of 0 at the key address that

corresponds to the storage block where the instruction

execution is taking place. Otherwise a protection

check occurs unless the storage key is already 0.

When the controller is powered on, the bits in all

the protect keys except program levels 1-4 and all the

storage keys assume a random bit pattern. Therefore,

each key must be initialized by an Output X'73' con-

taining its key address and key type (storage or pro-

tect). Until each key is fully initialized, caution must
be exercised in the control of program levels and I/O
activity that may depend on storage protection.

Interval Timer
The interval timer provides a program level 3 interrupt

request (Interval Timer L3) approximately once every

100 milliseconds. The time interval is derivedlrom
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3705 Models A-H and the 3704

SKA SKA Bits 3 to 6
Bits

0 to 2 0000 0001 001

0

001

1

01 00 01 01 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 101

1

1100 1 101 1 110 1111

000 uuuu 0800 1 800 2000 2800 3000 3800 4000 4800 5000 5800 6000 6800 7000 7800
|

001 8000 8800 9000 9800 AOOO A800 B000 B800 COOO C800 D000 D800 E0O0 E800 F000 F800
}

01(T~ "
10000 ~~ibiocT 7iooo~"moo "2000"" 12800 ~3000 ~3800 ~~14o6o ~4800 ~iooo ~5800~ 1665b

-
16800 "77000" rraob

-1

011 18000 18800 19000 19800 1AOO0 1A800 1B000 1B800 1C000 1C800 1D000 1D800 1E000 1E800 1F000 1F800
100 20000 20800 21000 21800 22000 22800 23000 23800 24000 24800 25000 25800 26000 26800 27000 27800
101 28000 28800 29000 29800 2A000 2A800 2B000 2B800 2C000 2C800 2D000 2D800 2E000 2E8O0 2F000 2F800
110 30000 30800 31000 31800 32000 32800 33000 33800 34000 34800 35000 35800 36000 36800 37000 37800
111 38000 38800 39000 39800 3A000 3A800 38000 3B800

|

3C000 3C800 3D000 3D800 3E000 3E800 3F000 3F800
j;

3704 and 3705

.3705 only

•Applicable to 3705-II Models E— H only -

3705 Models J— L only

SKA
Bits

3 to 6 0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110

SKA Bits 7 to 10

0111 1000 1001 1010 101

1

1100 1101 1110 1111

0000 0000 0800 1000 1800 2000 2800 3000 3800 4000 4800 5000 5800 6000 6800 7000 7800
0001 8000 8800 9000 9800 AOOO A800 B000 B80O COOO C800 000 D800 EOOO E800 F000 F800
0010 10000 10800 11000 11800 12000 12800 13000 13800 14000 14800 15000 15800 16000 16800 17000 17800
0011 18000 18800 19000 19800 1A000 1A800 1B000 1B800 1C0O0 1C800 1D000 1D800 1EOOO 1E800 1F000 1F800
0100 20000 20800 21000 21800 22000 22800 23000 23800 24000 24800 25000 25800 26000 26800 27000 27800
0101 28000 28800 29000 29800 2A000 2A800 2B000 2B800 2COOO 2C800 2D000 2D800 2EOOO 2E800 2F000 2F800
0110 30000 30800 31000 31800 32000 32800 33000 33800 34000 34800 35000 35800 36000 36800 37000 37800
0111 38000 38800 39000 39800 3A0OO 3A800 3B000 3B800 3CO0O 3C800 3D000 3D800 3EOOO 3E800 3F000 3F800
1000 40000 40800 41000 41800 42000 42800 43000 43800 44000 44800 45000 45800 46000 46800 47000 47800
1001 48000 48800 49000 49800 4A000 4A800 4B000 4B800 4C000 4C800 4D000 4D800 4EOOO 4E800 4F000 4F800
1010 50000 50800 51000 51800 52000 52800 53000 53800 54000 54800 55000 55800 56000 56800 57000 57800
1011 58000 58800 59000 59800 5A000 5A800 5B000 5B800 5COO0 5C800 5D000 5D80O 5EOOO 5E800 5F000 5F800
1100 60000 60800 61000 61800 62000 62800 63000 63800 64000 64800 65000 65800 66000 66800 67000 67800
1101 68000 68800 69000 69800 6A000 6A800 6B000 6B800 6C000 6C800 6D000 6D800 6E0OO 6E800 6F000 6F800
1110 70000 70800 71000 71800 72000 72800 73000 73800 74000 74800 75000 75800 76000 76800 77000 77800
1111 78000 78800 79000 79800 7A000 7A800 7B000 7B800 7COOO 7C800 7D000 7D800 7 EOOO 7E800 7F000 7F800

Notes:

1. Storage addresses are shown in hexadecimal.

2. Storage addresses shown are beginning addresses of block.

3. Storage Key Address (SKA) bits correspond to Output X'73' instruction byte 0, bits 0 to 6.

Figure 5-3. Storage Key Addresses
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the 50/60 Hertz power line frequency, and its accuracy

depends on the stability of the power source.

The interval timer may be used to maintain a real-time

clock in storage, perform long and short I/O time-outs, and

perform supervisory functions on a periodic basis. The

interval timer interrupt request can be reset by executing an

Output X'77' (miscellaneous control) instruction with

byte 1 , bit 1 set to 1

.

Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)
Although any cyclic redundancy check (CRC) can be

performed by a program algorithm, the communica-

tions controller has special hardware to speed the

CRC accumulation function required for binary-

synchronous (BSC) EBCDIC and Synchronous Data

Link Control (SDLC) communications.

For all Load Halfword instructions executed at

program levels 1, 2, 3, or 4, the halfword obtained

from storage is loaded into both the specified general

register and a register called the old-CRC register.

For normal operations (non-CRC), the loading of data

into the old-CRC register serves no function.Howev-

er, when a CRC update is to be performed, an addi-

tional instruction is not required, because the old CRC
accumulation is automatically loaded into the old-CRC

register.

To generate a new CRC accumulation, a Load

Halfword instruction should be used to load the old-

CRC register. The next character to be included in the

CRC accumulation should then be placed in the low-

order byte of one of the active general registers. Any
output instruction can then be executed using the gen-

eral register as the source of output. This places the

character from the general register into a register

called the CRC data register.

Note: When updating the CRC accumulation, the output

instruction executed also performs its normal functions.

Therefore, caution must be taken not to execute an Out-

put instruction that can alter the status or state of either an

adapter or an interface.

After a character to be added is in the CRC data

register and the old-CRC accumulation is in the old-

CRC register, one of the following input instructions

should be used to load the new CRC character accu-

mulation to a general register.

• Input X'7B' (BSC CRC) - This instruction is used

for interface lines defined as BSC. It stores the new

CRC in bytes 0 and 1 of the specified general regis-

ter.

. Input X'7C (SDLC CRC) - This instruction is used

for interface lines defined as SDLC. It stores the

new CRC in the low-order byte (byte 1). bits 0-7 of

the specified general register. During execution of

the input instruction, the character to be included in

the CRC accumulation and the old-CRC are com-

bined by hardware circuits, and the new-CRC is

stored in bytes 0 and 1 of the general register speci-

fied in the input instruction. With Extended Ad-

|
dressing, bits 4-7 of byte X are reset to 0. The

new CRC accumulation may then be placed in stor-

age by the program.

Programming Note

The Load Halfword instruction that loads the old-

CRC accumulation, the output instruction that loads

the character into the CRC data register, and the input

instruction (X'7B' or X'7C) that loads the new CRC
into a general register do not have to be consecutive

instructions. However, there must not be another

Load Halfword instruction (executed at program levels

1, 2, 3, or 4) between loading the old CRC in the old-

CRC register and loading the new CRC to a general

register. Also, another output instruction must not be

executed between loading the CRC data register and

storing the new CRC.

Initial Program Load (IPL)

The initial program load (IPL) mechanism controls the

loading of an initial program into the controller via a

channel adapter (1) when the system is first powered up,

(2) when further processing is not possible due to an error

condition, or (3) when the channel adapter decodes a

Write IPL command. Three phases of the IPL program

(IPL Phase 1 -3) control the loading operation. IPL is

accomplished by successful completion of all three phases.

See Chapter 1 1 for a description of remote communica-

tions controller IPL.

Phase 1 of the IPL operation is a general reset to

the controller. During phase 2, a small bootstrap pro-

gram is automatically loaded into storage from the

controller's read-only-storage (ROS) array, and con-

trol passes to this program. Execution of the boot-

strap program (phase 3) then controls channel opera-

tions until the first load module from the host is suc-

cessfully transferred into storage under a Write IPL

channel command (X'05')-

After successful transfer of the first program seg-

ment into storage, the initial program loading opera-

tion performed by the bootstrap program is complete.

The controller is initialized, and the bootstrap program

passes control to the loaded program segment. This

program segment then controls the loading of what-

ever additional load modules are required to complete

the program load operation.

The two lights on the control panel labeled IPL

Phase, indicate the three phases of IPL. These lights
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are a binary representation of the phase number. That
is, 01 = phase 1, 10 = phase 2, and 11 = phase 3.

The Load iight on the control panel comes on when
IPL is initiated. It does not go off when IPL Phase 3 is

completed. It must be turned off by executing an Out-
put X'79' instruction when the program determines

that the controller has been completely loaded.

IPL starts when either of the following occurs:

• The Diagnostic Control switch is in the PROCESS,
CCU CHECK HARD STOP or BYPASS CCU
CHECK STOP position and either (1) the Load
push button is pressed; (2) a power-on occurs; (3) a

channel adapter decodes a Write IPL command, and
the controller is either not already in IPL phase 1, 2,

or 3 or not in a hard stop condition; or (4) the con-

trol program executes an Output X'79' instruction

with byte 0, bit 2 (set IPL) set to 1 in the register

specified by the R operand.

• The Diagnostic Control switch is in the PROCESS
position, a Central Control Unit check occurs, and
the controller is not in IPL phase 1, 2, or 3.

IPL Phase 1 - Reset: During this phase the Load light

is turned on, the CCU is placed in the test mode and a

general reset occurs in the controller. Unless the IPL
is initiated by a power-on sequence, the phase 1 reset

does not affect the state of the channel adapter(s).

The reset in the CCU:

• Sets the mask bits for program levels 2-5 and level 1

adapter requests.

• Resets all 'interrupt entered' latches.

• Resets all CCU interrupt requests.

• Resets program stop and hard stop.

• Prohibits storage references and instruction execu-

tion.

• Disables the storage protect facility until an Output
X'73' instruction is executed.

• Turns on the Test light on the control panel.

IPL Phase 2 - Bootstrap Load: In this phase the bootstrap

program is automatically loaded into storage from readonly-
storage (ROS). Different ROS arrays are installed for differ-

ent types or combinations of types of channel adapters

installed. The bootstrap program for either channel

adapter begins loading at address XWOO' and is 512 bytes

long. When two channel adapters are installed, the boot-

strap program is 1024 bytes to handle IPL from either

channel adapter.

When the bootstrap load operation is complete, the IPL

LI interrupt request is set, and the controller enters IPL
phase 3 (bootstrap execution).

IPL Phase 3 - Bootstrap Execution: The bootstrap

program begins execution at address X'0010' as a

result of the IPL level 1 interrupt request set by phase

2 and operates entirely at program level 1.

The bootstrap program is divided into two sections.

The first section:

1 . Saves the general registers of group 0 starting at

storage location X'0780'. Each register location

starts on a fullword boundary.

2. Verifies the operation of the controller instructions

to be used in the second section of the bootstrap

program.

3. If the program is allowed to continue, it saves exter-

nal registers X'76', X'7D', and X'7E' at storage

locations X'0702', X'0704\ and X'0706' respec-

tively.

4. Resets the test mode and turns the Test light on the

control panel off.

The second section of the bootstrap program con-

trols the channel adapter operations until the first pro-

gram load module is successfully transferred from the

host processor.

If no outstanding command or final status is pend-

ing in the channel adapter, it generates an asynchro-

nous status of Device End and Unit Check. If any
command other than Write IPL is pending, the channel

adapter generates a final status of Channel End, De-
vice End, and Unit Check. In either case, sense bit 6

(Not Initialized) is set for the subsequent Sense com-
mand. A Write IPL command normally follows the

Sense command. The Not Initialized bit is reset after

the first program segment is successfully transferred

into storage from the host processor.

The Write IPL command causes the transfer of the

first load module from the host processor into control-

ler storage. Under the Write IPL command, the load

module is stored in sequential locations starting at

storage location X'0400'. The maximum size of this

load module cannot exceed 768 bytes. After success-

ful completion of this transfer, the bootstrap program
executes an Output X'77' instruction with byte 0, bit 0
(reset IPL LI) on in the register specified by the R
operand. This resets the IPL LI interrupt request and
turns off the IPL Phase lights on the control panel.

The bootstrap program then turns control over to the

load module at program level 1 by branching to stor-

age location X'0404'.

The IPL operation is complete when the IPL LI
interrupt request is reset and the IPL Phase lights are

turned off. However, the Load light on the control

panel remains on until reset by byte 1 , bit 1 of Output
X'79'. The program just loaded from the host should

execute the Output X'79' when it is determined that

the controller is completely loaded.
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Programming Note

The first two halfwords of the load module must con-

tain an IPL source identification (host processor ID)

and the number of bytes in the load module (including

the source ID and count bytes).

Check Conditions During IPL

Central Control Unit (CCU) checks are prohibited

during IPL phase 1 since that phase performs a reset.

If a CCU check occurs during IPL phase 2 or IPL

phase 3, a hard stop occurs.

If the bootstrap program does not reach completion

for any of the following reasons, the controller either

comes to a hard stop or enters a loop and attempts to

display the cause of the check condition in the control

panel display lights.

• CCU check hard stop condition.

• Improper operation of an instruction during instruc-

tion verification in the first section of phase 3.

• Program continuity check (Type 2 and Type 3 CA
only). This check ensures that all instructions in the

bootstrap program have been executed in the cor-

rect sequence.

• Channel adapter disabled.

• Channel adapter hardware malfunction.

• Byte count in the second halfword of the load

module does not compare with the number of bytes

transferred from the host.

Input/Output Instructions

The control program uses input and output instruc-

tions to control and monitor the status of the CCU
and the installed adapters. Appendix B defines the

bits for each of the input and output instructions.

Input Instructions

The Central Control Unit has 16 external registers that

can be accessed by executing input instructions. With

these input instructions, the control program monitors

the status of the CCU, the communication scanners,

the channel adapters, and the control panel, and is

informed of any error conditions. Two of the input

instructions (X'75' and X'78') are not used, and if

executed, the bits in the general register are set to

zero. The other thirteen instructions set the bits of

the general register according to the particular external

register value. (Appendix B defines the bits within

each input instruction.)

Input X'70' (Storage Size): This instruction loads a

general register with a combination of bits that indi-

cates the amount of storage installed.

Input X'71' (Panel Address/Data Entry): This instruc-

tion loads a general register with a combination of bits

to indicate the storage or register address or data to be

used in a control panel function. These bits corre-

spond to the Address/Data switches on the 3705 or

the Hexadecimal Display switches B-E on the 3704.

Through the use of this instruction, the program can

accept information from the operator.

Input X'72' (Panel Display/Function Select Control):

This instruction loads a general register with a combi-

nation of bits to indicate the position of the control

panel Display/Function Select switch. Through the

use of this instruction, the program can accept infor-

mation from the operator.

Note: The STATUS and the TAR & OP REGIS-
TER positions of the 3705 Display/Function Select

switch are not included in the register.

Input X'73' (Insert Key): This instruction loads a gen-

eral register with the storage key or protect key ad-

dressed by the last Output X'73' instruction executed.

The program must know the bit setting of the the key

address bits set in the last Output X'73' instruction

before this input is meaningful.

Input X'74' (Lagging Address Register): This instruc-

tion loads a general register with the contents of the

lagging address register. When this input is executed

at program levels 2, 3, or 4, the address transferred

into the general register is that of the last instruction

executed before the input instruction.

When Input X'74' is executed in program level 1

,

the address transferred into the general register is that

of the last instruction executed at the program level

that was active before the level 1 interrupt.

Input X'76' (Adapter Level 1 Interrupt Requests): This

instruction loads a general register with information

that can be used to determine which channel adapter

or communication scanner caused a level 1 interrupt.

In a remote communications controller, this instruction

is also used to determine if the interrupt was from the

remote program loader.

Input X'77' (Adapter Level 2 or 3 Interrupt Requests):

This instruction loads a general register with informa-

tion that can be used to determine which channel

adapter or communication scanner caused a level 2 or

level 3 interrupt.

Input X'79' (Utility): This instruction loads a general

register with utility information. When it is executed

in program level 1, byte 1, bits 0-3 designate the pro-

gram level that was operating before the level 1 inter-
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rupt. When it is executed in program levels 2, 3, or 4

(or level 1 if level 1 is re-entered immediately after a

level 1 Exit), byte 1, bits 0-3 have no significance and

are set to zero. When Input X'79' is executed at any

level, byte 0, bits 6 and 7 indicate the state of the pro-

gram level 5 C and Z condition latches.

Input X7A' (Cycle Utilization Counter Register): This

instruction provides access to an accumulated count of

the 3705 machine cycles used for cycle steal operations,

instruction execution, and maintenance. The counter,

operating under a release of ACF/NCP/VS (a licensed IBM
program), allows a user to measure 3705 utilization. The
Cycle Utilization Counter is a standard feature for 3705
Models J—L only.

Input X'7B' (BSC CRC Register): This instruction

loads a general register with the new binary synchro-

nous CRC character from the BSC CRC register.

Input X'7C (SDLC CRC Register): This instruction

loads a general register with the new synchronous data

link control CRC character from the SDLC CRC reg-

ister. Seethe Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) sec-

tion of this chapter.

Input X'7D' (CCU Check Register): This instruction

loads a general register with the contents of the CCU
check register. The program can test this register to

determine the cause of a program level 1 interrupt due

to a CCU check condition.

Input X'7E' (CCU Level 1 Interrupt Requests ): This

instruction loads a general register with a configura-

tion of bits to indicate the cause of a program check or

a program level 1 interrupt due to an address compare
or IPL. When a program check occurs, Input X'7D',

byte 0, bit 3 should also be tested to determine if the

check occurred while in program level 1 or in one of

the other program levels.

Input X'7F' (CCU Level 2, 3, or 4 Interrupt Requests):

This instruction loads a general register with a combina-
tion of bits to indicate the cause of various interrupts.

Certain interrupt requests from program levels 2-4 set

a bit associated with the type of request presented.

Output Instructions

The Central Control Unit has 1 6 external registers that

can be loaded by executing output instructions to con-

trol its operation and data flow. However, the Output

X'74', X'75\ X'76', X'7A\ and X'7B' instructions are

not used, and if executed, the bit settings of the regis-

ter specified by the R operand are ignored. The in-

structions that have an effect on an external register

are as follows. (Appendix B defines the bits within

each output instruction.)

Output X'70' (Hardstop): This instruction turns the

'hardstop' latch in the CCU on. This stops all machine

activity and requires a reset and IPL to continue oper-

ation. Since this instruction performs a function and

not an operation, the bit settings of the general register

are ignored.

Output X'71' (Display Register 1): This instruction

loads the contents of the general register into display

register 1 . Whenever the Display Register 1 and 2

push button on the 3704 control panel or the

Display/Function Select switch on the 3705 control

panel is in the STORAGE ADDRESS, REGISTER
ADDRESS, or any of the FUNCTION 1-6 positions,

the bits of the register are displayed in the Display A
lights on the control panel.

The Program Display light on the control panel also

comes on to inform the operator that information has

been placed in the display register.

Output X'72' (Display Register 2): This instruction

causes the contents of the general register to be loaded

into display register 2. Whenever the Display Register

1 and 2 push button on the 3704 control panel or the

Display/Function Select switch on the 3705 control

panel is in the STORAGE ADDRESS, REGISTER
ADDRESS, or any of the FUNCTION 1-6 positions,

the bits of the register are displayed in the Display B
lights on the control panel.

The Program Display light on the control panel also

comes on to inform the operator that information has

been placed in the display register.

Output X'73' (Set Key): This instruction causes the

contents of the general register to be used to address

and/or set the storage and protect keys.

Output X'77' (Miscellaneous Control): This instruction

causes the contents of the specified general register to

be used to set or reset various interrupt requests.

Output X'78' (Force CCU Checks): This instruction

provides the means for testing the CCU check circuits

under diagnostic control. It causes the contents of the

general register to be used to force certain error condi-

tions in the CCU data flow. This instruction is valid

only while the CCU is in the test mode. Refer to the

CCU Diagnostic Facilities section of this chapter for

details on forcing check conditions.
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Output X'79' (Utility): This instruction causes the con-

tents of the specified general register to set and/or

reset various hardware latches and lights.

Output X7A' (Cycle Utilization Counter Reset): When

this instruction is issued, the bits in the Cycle Utilization

Counter Register are reset to zero. The general register

bits of the Output X'7A' instruction are ignored.

Output X'7C (Set PCI L3): This instruction causes a

Program Controlled Interrupt request to be set for

program level 3 (PCI L3). This allows a program level

to transfer a processing requirement to a different

priority program level. Since this instruction performs

a function, the bit settings of the general register are

ignored.

Output X'7D' (Set PCI L4): This instruction causes a

Program Controlled Interrupt request to be set for

program level 4 (PCI L4). This allows a program level

to transfer a processing requirement to a lower priority

level. Since this instruction performs a function, the

bit settings of the general register are ignored.

Output X'7E' (Set Mask Bits): This instruction causes

the mask bits of the program levels to be set according

to the contents of the general register. When a mask

bit is set on, interrupts for the program level that cor-

responds to that bit are not permitted.

Output X'7F' (Reset Mask Bits): This instruction caus-

es the mask bits of the program levels to be reset ac-

cording to the contents of the general register.

CCU Checks
The Central Control Unit performs various hardware

checks on the program operation and hardware circuits

in the controller to ensure proper operation. When a

check condition is detected, bits set in the CCU check

register indicate the type of check. The control pro-

gram can then execute an Input X'7D' instruction to

load a general register with the information available

in the check register.

The first occurrence of a check condition sets the

CCU check register. Subsequent checks are not al-

lowed to enter the check register until it is reset. The

check register is reset by executing an Output X'77'

instruction with byte 0, bit 1 set to 1 , or by pressing

the CCU Check Reset or Reset push button on the

control panel.

When a CCU check condition is detected and the

Diagnostic Control switch on the control panel is in

the PROCESS position, an automatic IPL is initiated.

If the check condition persists after the IPL sequence

is initiated, the 'hard stop' latch is set, and the machine

stops. Reset and re-IPL are the only means of reset-

ting a hard stop condition.

If the Diagnostic Control switch is not in the

PROCESS position, the action taken for a particular

switch position is described in the 3704 or 3705

Control Panel Guide.

Program Checks
The Central Control Unit hardware monitors the con-

trol program operation for proper instruction execu-

tion and indicates to both the control program and the

operator when a program check is detected.

Detection of a program check causes a level 1 inter-

rupt request to be set. If the Display/Function Select

switch is in the STATUS position, the type of check is

indicated in the Display B lights on the control panel.

The control program can determine the cause of the

check by executing an Input X'7E' instruction and

testing the register bits. Program action may vary

according to the type of check detected; see the de-

scriptions of each check (below) for appropriate ac-

tion.

If error recovery for the program check is success-

ful, the control program can reset the interrupt request

by executing an Output X'77' instruction

(miscellaneous control) with byte 1 , bit 5 set to 1

.

A program check while level 1 is active is indicated

in the CCU check register (Input X'7D') by byte 0, bit

3 being set to 1 , and the type of check is indicated in

Input X'7E'. This condition causes an automatic IPL

unless the Diagnostic Control switch on the control

panel is in one of the check-control positions or the

controller is in IPL Phase 3.

Below is a description of each of the four program

checks.

In/Out Check

Input and output instructions are privileged instruc-

tions that can be executed only in program level 1, 2,

3, or 4. Any attempt to execute an input or output

instruction at program level 5 causes a level 1 interrupt

and sets the In/Out Check bit in the CCU interrupt

request group 1 register (Input X'7E').

The In/Out Check bit is set when an input or out-

put instruction is executed at program level 1, 2, 3, or

4 with an external register address that is either not

assigned or not recognized by any adapter. For exam-

ple, issuing an Input X'38' instruction (nonexistent) or

an Output X'52' (for Type 2 Channel Adapter only)

when a Type 1 Channel Adapter is installed sets the

In/Out Check bit. An In/Out check is also set if an

Inbus parity check is detected by the CCU during

execution of an input instruction.
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If an In/Out Check is detected while in program
level 1, a no-op is performed, and the Program Check
in Level 1 bit in the CCU check register is set along
with the In/Out Check LI interrupt request. The
In/Out check is then handled as a CCU check.

Protection Exception

Whenever the control program attempts to modify a

storage location that is protected and does not have a

matching protect key, the result is a protection excep-
tion. A protection exception sets the Protection

Check LI interrupt request and suppresses storage

access.

When a protection exception is detected during a cycle-

steal operation, it is signaled to the Type 2, 3, or 4 Channel

Adapter or Type 3 Communication Scanner involved as an

addressing error. The adapter immediately terminates its

cycle-steal operation and sets its check-interrupt request

bit assigned to program level 1

.

If a protection exception occurs when storage is

accessed to execute an instruction, an effective no-op
is performed, and the instruction address register

(IAR) is not updated. If the exception occurs in pro-

gram level 2, 3, 4, or 5, a level 1 interrupt request is

set. The control program can normally determine the

address of the last instruction executed by examining
the contents of the lagging address register (LAR).
A protection exception caused by an instruction

attempting to modify a storage location can occur only

when program level 5 is active. (The protect keys for

the other program levels are fixed at 0 by the hardware
design.) Such a protection violation causes the in-

struction to be suppressed and sets the level 1 inter-

rupt request. The address of the instruction that

caused the exception can be determined by examining

the contents of the lagging address register (LAR).
If a protection exception is detected while in pro-

gram level 1, the result is a no-op, and the Program
Check in Level 1 bit in the CCU check register is set

along with the Protection Check LI interrupt request.

The protection exception is then handled as a CCU
check.

Invalid Op-Code Check
The communications controller is limited to the 5

1

instructions described in Chapter 4. Each instruction

has its own operation code bit structure. Whenever an
attempt is made to execute an instruction with an op
code that does not compare to any of the 5 1 valid op
codes, the Invalid Op Check level 1 interrupt request is

set and instruction execution is suppressed.

If an attempt is made at program level 2, 3, 4, or 5

to execute an invalid op code, an interrupt occurs to

program level 1

.

If an attempt is made at program level 1 to execute
an invalid op code, the instruction execution is sup-
pressed, and the Program Check in Level 1 bit in the

CCU check register is set along with the Invalid Op
Check LI request. The invalid op code check is then
handled as a CCU check.

Address Exception

An address exception occurs whenever an attempt is

made to gain access to an uninstalled storage location
for the given machine. For example, addressing stor-

age location 52,304 when the controller contains only
49,152 bytes of storage causes an address exception.

When an address exception is recognized, an effec-

tive no-op is performed for the machine cycle in which
it is detected. An Address Exception Check level 1

interrupt is then requested to inform the control pro-
gram of the error.

An address exception during a cycle-steal operation
is signaled to the adapter involved as an address check.

Upon the detection of an address check, the adapter
immediately terminates its cycle-steal operation and
sets its check interrupt request assigned to program
level 1

. This informs the control program of the error.

The following checks for address exceptions are

made during instruction execution.

a. A check is made in the first cycle of each instruction

as the storage address register (SAR) is loaded with
the address of the instruction. If an address excep-
tion is detected, an effective no-op is performed and
the instruction address register (IAR) is not updat-
ed. If an address exception occurs during the first

cycle of an instruction executing at program level 2,

3, 4, or 5, a level 1 interrupt is taken and the ad-

dress of the instruction last executed in that pro-
gram level can normally be determined by examin-
ing the contents of the lagging address register

(LAR).

b. A check is made in each subsequent cycle of multi-

cycle instructions as the SAR is loaded with the

address of the storage location to be accessed. If an
address exception is detected, the operation in that

cycle is suppressed. If an addressing exception oc-
curs during the second or third cycle of an instruc-

tion executing at program level 2, 3, 4, or 5, a level

1 interrupt is taken, and the address of the instruc-

tion that caused the error can be determined by
examining the contents of the lagging address regis-

ter.

If an address exception is detected while program
level 1 is active, the Program Check in Level 1 bit in

the CCU check register and the Address Exception
Check LI bits are set to 1. The address exception is

then handled as a CCU check.
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CCU Diagnostic Facilities

The communications controller has diagnostic facilities

designed to allow the control program to perform test

procedures on the controller hardware. The diagnostic

test routines can be either part of the online control

program or a standalone control program used for

testing purposes only. If these test routines are part of

the online control program, the communication lines

and adapters not being tested are allowed to continue

operating.

To use the CCU diagnostic facilities of the control

program, the CCU must be in the test mode. This

mode of operation allows the use of certain bits and

external registers that are not otherwise available to

the control program. The test mode is entered by ex-

ecuting an Output X'79' instruction with byte 1 , bit 2

(set test mode) set to 1 in the register specified by the

R operand. Upon completion of testing, the control

program should reset the test mode by executing an

Output X'79' with byte 1, bit 3 (reset test mode) on.

While in the test mode, the following operations are

available for program use:

1. Set and reset diagnostic L2 - Output X'77\ byte 0,

bit 6 sets a level 2 interrupt request that allows the

program to execute a user diagnostic routine during

normal program execution. When a level 2 inter-

rupt occurs, the control program should test byte 1

,

bit 0 of the CCU interrupt request group 2 (Input

X'7F') to determine if the interrupt is for diagnostic

purposes. On completion of the diagnostic routine,

the diagnostic L2 interrupt request must be reset by

executing an Output X'77' with byte 0,bit 7 (reset

diagnostic L2) set to 1

.

2. Set and reset the bypass CCU check stop mode -

Output X'79', byte 1, bit 4 set to 1 allows CCU
check stops to be bypassed. If the Diagnostic Con-

trol switch on the control panel is in the PROCESS

or the CLOCK STEP position, the bypass CCU
check stop mode forces the check control hardware

to operate as if the panel switch were in the BY-

PASS CCU CHECK STOP position. If the Diag-

nostic Control switch is in any other position, this

operation is ignored. To reset the bypass mode, the

control program must execute an Output X'79' in-

struction with byte 1 , bit 5 set to 1

.

3. Set and reset LI adapter mask - Program level 1

interrupt requests caused by a check condition in an

adapter (scanner or CA) can be masked by using an

Output X'7E', byte 1, bit 1. This operation per-

forms the same functions for the level 1 adapter

checks as those described in the section on

Masking Program Level Priorities in this chapter.

To unmask the level 1 requests, the control program

must execute an Output X'7F' (reset mask bits)

with byte 1 , bit 1 set to 1

.

4. Force CCU checks - While in test mode, the control

program can use the Output X'78' instruction.

When used in a 3705, the setting of bits in byte 0 of

this output instruction complements bits in the

bytes being directed to the Arithmetic Logic Unit

(ALU) to cause parity checks. The bits in byte 1

are used to complement storage and Z bus parity,

and cause A-register or INDATA bus checks.

When used in a 3704, setting bits 5,6, and 7 of

byte 0 selects the instruction cycle in which the

selected error occurs. Bits 0-4 of this byte are not

used by the 3704. The bits in byte 1 are used to

complement storage and Z bus parity, cause A-

register checks, and cause B-register, SAR, and Op
Reg parity errors.
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Chapter 6: Type 1 Communication Scanner

This chapter is intended to give the reader a basic un-
derstanding of the operation of the Type 1 Communi-
cation Scanner and the requirements necessary to pro-
gram the scanner.

The Type 1 Communication Scanner (Type 1 Scan-
ner) permits the control program to communicate with
a line or autocall interface. This communication is

done through the use of input and output instructions

executed by the control program to the interface ad-
dressed by the communication scanner. The Type 1

Scanner makes data, status, and control information
pertaining to each of the installed communication lines

available to the program.

Most of the scanner functions are under direct con-
trol of the level 2 interrupt program and of processing
routines that may be in other program levels. This
permits increased flexibility by decreasing the number
of restrictions caused by requirements of fixed hard-
ware. The control program must assume the responsi-
bility of the assembly and disassembly of characters,
control character recognition, translation, and line

control. Character assembly and disassembly are re-

quired of the program because the Type 1 Scanner
transfers only one information bit at a time to or from
the interface.

The Type 1 Scanner differs slightly, depending on
whether it is installed in a 3704 or a 3705. In a 3705,
the scanner supports four LIBs with a maximum of 64
lines. When installed in a 3704, the Type 1 Scanner
supports two LIBs with a maximum of 32 lines.

Operation and Data Flow
The Type 1 Communication Scanner hardware oper-
ates asynchronously with the other functional compo-
nents of the controller. See Figure 6-1 for the Type 1

Scanner general hardware operation.

A scan counter sequentially addresses each inter-

face in search of a service request. If a bit service
request is detected, the scanner stops on that interface
and requests a level 2 interrupt. All data and informa-
tion for that interface is then made available to the
control program through input instructions. When the
program executes the proper output instructions, the
scanner hardware passes information to the interface
hardware.

When a character service request is detected, the
control program is notified by a level 2 interrupt re-
quest. The scanner does not stop for a character ser-
vice interrupt, but continues generating addresses in
search of a bit service request.

Programming for the Type 1 Scanner should nor-
mally be done in the level 2 interrupt program because

Start

Scanner

Step Scan Counter

and Priority Counter

or 'Accept Low Pri-

ority' Latch

Figure 6-1. Type 1 Communication Scanner Operation
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of the high priority placed on communication lines.

However, the transferred bits and characters may be

processed in a lower priority program level. See Fig-

ure 6-2 for a general flow of the Type 1 Scanner level

2 program.

When a level 2 interrupt occurs, an Input X'41'

(interface address) instruction should be the first in-

struction executed to determine the cause of the inter-

rupt. A branch can then be taken to the bit service or

character service routine to handle the request.

No

Execute Bit-

Service Routine

for Scanned

Interface

<

Execute

Character -

Service Routine

1

(
E<

" )

Character yet
Service

Set Character

Service Pending and

Start Scanner

Output X'46'

Start

Scanner

i
( Ex

" )

Execute Remainder

of Bit Service

Routine

Figure 6-2. Level 2 Program Flow (Type 1 Communication

Scanner)

The bit service routine determines if a bit has actu-

ally been received or must be transmitted. If a bit has

been received, the routine places the received bit in

the proper storage location allocated for the character

to be received. If a bit is to be transmitted, the routine

must remove a bit from the character and pass it to the

interface. When the last bit of a character has been

received or transmitted, the bit service routine must

request a character service interrupt from the scanner

hardware.

Before exiting the level 2 bit service routine, the

program must restart the scanner by executing the

proper output instruction (Output X'41' or Output

X'46').

Interface Scanning
All interface addresses (both used and unused) as-

signed to the LIB positions are scanned sequentially.

These lines are physically addressed by stepping a

scan counter that generates an interface address. As

the scan counter steps through each interface address,

a check is made to see if that interface has a request

for service. If a service request is present, the scanner

checks the service priority and mode of the interface.

If interrupts are allowed, the scanner determines

whether the request is for bit service or character

service. If bit service is required, the scanner stops on

the interface and causes a level 2 interrupt request. If

the request is for character service, the scanner signals

the control program by requesting a level 2 interrupt.

When the bit service routine has obtained all neces-

sary information pertaining to that line, it must exe-

cute an Output X'41' (or Output X'46' to request

character service). These output instructions reset the

level 2 bit service interrupt request and restart the scan

counter.

Note: The scan counter, when not stopped to allow

a particular interface to be serviced, is stepped at

a rate of 400 nanoseconds per interface in a 3705

and at a rate of 600 nanoseconds per interface in

a 3704.

Bit-Service Priority

Higher-speed communication lines should be serviced

more frequently than lower-speed lines. To do this,

the Type 1 Scanner allows the program to assign one

of two (high or low) bit service priorities to each inter-

face. An Output X'42' (control A) instruction is used

to set the service priority for a particular interface.

When an interface is scanned, its assigned service

priority is checked to determine whether it has high or

low priority. If the service priority is high, and the

interface requires service on this scan, the scanner

stops and causes a level 2 bit service interrupt request.
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This permits the program to service that interface. A
high-priority interface is serviced each time the line is

scanned and bit service is required.

If the service priority is low, and the interface re-

quires service, the scanner stops only if the interface

being addressed is the first low-priority line encoun-
tered on that cycle of the scan counter. (Refer to Fig-

ure 6-3.) To simplify this concept, Figure 6-3 shows
only the first ten lines, and all are assumed to have a

bit service request each time the scanner addresses

them. Also assume for this example that a cycle is one
complete scan of all interface addresses.

In a 3705, when the scanner addresses the first low
priority interface requiring service and the control

program executes an Input X'41' instruction, the prior-

ity counter is reset to zero. The priority counter then

adds a one to its count for each interface scanned

(high or low priority) following the reset. As the scan-

ner encounters the next and any other low priority

interface, the priority counter is checked to see if a low
priority interrupt is allowed. Low priority interrupts

are not allowed until the counter reaches 65 . When
the scanner stops on the next low-priority interface

and the control program executes an Input X'41' in-

struction, the priority counter is reset to zero and
again, low-priority interrupts are not allowed until the

counter reaches 65.

In a 3704, when a service request from a low priori-

ty line is honored by the scanner, that line address is

stored in the address remember register and the

'accept low priority' latch is reset. When the scanner

is restarted by an Output X'41' instruction, it will con-

tinue to honor service requests from lines assigned

high priority but will service no further low priority

lines until the address in the scan counter is one great-

er than that in the address remember register, at which
time the 'accept low priority' latch is set again. The
scanner has then passed the address that caused the

last low priority bit service interrupt and is able to stop

on the next low priority line requesting service.

Programming Note

All interfaces are set to high priority by a power-on-
reset, IPL, machine reset, or a scanner disable (Output
X'45' byte 0, bit 2).

Interrupt Requests
The Type 1 Scanner can initiate interrupt requests for

either level 1 or level 2 service. Level 1 requests occur
when the scanner detects an error condition affecting

interface or scanner operation. Two different types of

level 2 interrupt requests can occur for the purpose of

handling normal service requests: the level 2 bit ser-

vice request and the level 2 character service request.

The following paragraphs describe the bit service and
character service interrupt requests.

Bit Service Interrupt Request

The Type 1 Scanner level 2 bit service interrupt re-

quest occurs when the scanner stops on the address of

an interface requesting service. Once the scanner has
stopped on an interface, the program can identify the

interface by executing an Input X'41' (interface ad-

dress) instruction. Input X'41' loads a general register

with the storage address associated with the interface

requesting service. (See Figure 3-5 to determine the

interface address and storage address association.)

With the scanner stopped and the interrupting inter-

face identified, a bit service routine can gain access to

various control latches and status signals in the inter-

face hardware to allow servicing of the bit request.

When enough information has been exchanged
between the program and the interface hardware, the

program must execute an output instruction to restart

the scanner. An Output X'41' instruction is used to

reset the interrupt request and start the scanner when
the bit received is not the last bit of a character. An
Output X'46' instruction sets the character service

pending indication in addition to resetting the interrupt

request and starting the scanner when character ser-

vice is required.

Programming Note

The instruction to start the scanner should be executed
as early as possible in the bit servicing program so the

scanner delay (the time required to address another
interface) can be overlapped with bit service process-

ing.

Character Service Interrupt Request

When a bit service routine detects that character ser-

vice is required, it should execute an Output X'46'

instruction to set the 'character service pending' latch,

reset the level 2 bit service interrupt request, and start

the scanner.

Once the 'character service pending' latch is set, the

scanner allows a character service interrupt request to

be set when either of the following conditions is satis-

fied.

1
. The scanner passes four enabled high-priority inter-

faces that do not request bit service.

2. The scanner makes four complete cycles, addressing

all interfaces without detecting a bit service request.

When a character service interrupt is set, the ad-

dress provided by the Input X'41' instruction

(interface address) is forced to X'06F0'. This ad-

dress identifies the interrupt as being caused by a

character service request and can be used to direct
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Priority H H L H L H H L L H

1st Cycle X X X# X X X X

2nd Cycle X X • • X X* X X X

3rd Cycle X X X • • X X X* X

4th Cycle X X X A x * * X* X

5th Cycle X X X X X • * X

6th Cycle X X X* X X X X

X = Request honored.

* = Priority circuits prevent further low priority interrupts.

** = Priority circuits allow low priority interrupts.

Figure 6-3. Interfaces Serviced According to Priority
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the control program to a character service routine.

The Type 1 Scanner has only one 'character serv-
Irta. ~~ .-l : „ 1 l . . * u . tU r . u „ • i
iv*v pointing laii^n, uiti^iuic, uic wuiiuui piugiiijii

should ensure that this latch remains set until the

character service routine processes all pending char-

acter service requests. The control program should

then execute an Output X'44' instruction with byte

1, bit 4 set to 1 to reset the 'character service

pending' latch and the level 2 interrupt request.

Programming Note

A character service interrupt request does not stop the

scanner; therefore, during the processing of a charac-

ter, a bit service interrupt request can also be set.

However, the request is not honored until an Exit in-

struction is executed in level 2 character service.

Scanner and Interface Initialization

Initialization is required to place the Type 1 Scanner
and the attached interfaces into the proper mode for

operation. This must be done any time the Type 1

Scanner has become disabled so that all interfaces

have been reset and no interrupts occur.

Conditions such as 'power on reset' and 'initial pro-
gram load' cause the Type 1 Scanner and the attached

interfaces to be disabled. The control program can
also cause the same condition by executing an Output
X'45' instruction with byte 0, bit 2 set to 1.

In the reset or disabled state, the scanner and all

interfaces are reset to a nonoperational state. The
scan counter continues to run, but no interrupts are

permitted, and all interfaces are set to high bit service

priority. A minimum delay of 30 microseconds is re-

quired before the program can enable the scanner.

The control program can enable the scanner and all

the LIB positions by executing an Output X'45' in-

struction with byte 0, bit 1 set to 1 and byte 0, bits 4-7

set to 0.

Each interface address to be used for communica-
tions must be initialized. Once the scanner has been
enabled, an individual interface may be enabled or
disabled at any time.

When an interface is disabled, normal service inter-

rupts for that interface are prohibited. To enable an
interface, the control program must execute an Output
X'47' (force bit service) with the associated storage

address set in byte 0, bits 6-7 and byte 1, bits 0-3.

This causes the scanner to stop when it reaches that

interface address and to set a level 2 interrupt request.

With the scanner stopped, the interface can be initial-

ized for operation with an Output X'42' (control A)
instruction.

The Output X'42' is a control instruction and in-

cludes (1) setting the interface mode, (2) selecting

high or low priority, (3) selecting start-stop or

synchronous/business machine or modem clocking,

(4) selecting data rate, and (5) selecting an oscillator.

(See Appendix B for Output X'42' bit definitions.)

When the mode bits (byte 0, bits 6-7) are set to a
nonzero value, the interface is enabled to accept inter-

rupts. (See Interface Modes of Operation in this

chapter.) The interface is then ready to send or receive
data. If the mode is set to 1 1 , an interrupt request is

set for the interface at each bit interval when that in-

terface is addressed by the scan counter.

Programming Considerations
When the control program has a record or message to

send to a teleprocessing device, it may request a bit

service interrupt by executing an Output X'47' instruc-

tion containing the storage address associated with
that line interface. This causes that interface to set a
level 2 bit service request. The next time the scanner
services this interface, it stops, and the level 2 inter-

rupt is requested. The bit service routine must then
disassemble the character to be sent and execute a

series of output instructions to transmit the bits. For
each bit to be transmitted, the program must execute
an Output X'43' (control B) instruction with byte 1,

bit 4 set to 1 to indicate a transmit operation, and byte
1, bit 7 set to the proper bit value (mark or space).
The Output X'43' is executed once each time a level 2
interrupt occurs for the particular interface until the

complete character is transmitted.

Interface Modes of Operation
The Type 1 Scanner provides four modes of operation
for the interface. The modes are set by the combina-
tion of bits 6 and 7 of byte 0 in the Output X'42' in-

struction. The setting of these bits are:

Bit 6 Bit 7 Mode

0 0 Level 2 interrupts disabled.

0 1 Monitor ring-indicator or

data-set-ready.

1 0 Monitor Receive-Data-Space.
1 1 Allow level 2 interrupts.

In the disabled mode (00), no interrupts are al-

lowed from the interface until an Output X'47' (force

bit service request) is executed or mode bit override

(Output X'40') is set. This generates the first bit

service interrupt request. When the interrupt occurs,

the mode can then be changed to allow interrupts (11)
for normal operation. This applies to all transmit and
receive operations.

The monitor ring-indicator or data-set-ready mode
(01) allows the scanner to monitor for ring-indicator

or data-set-ready on a low-priority interface without
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causing an interrupt each bit time. This mode is valid

only when the line is set to low priority. When either

the ring-indicator lead or the data-set-ready lead be-

comes active, a bit service interrupt is requested.

When the scanner stops on this interface to honor the

request, the program should set the mode to allow

interrupts (1 1) for normal operation. When the pro-

gram has determined that the interface has completed

the required action, the mode should be returned to a

monitor mode to wait for the next request.

If the interface service priority is high, that interface

is disabled from causing a level 2 interrupt in the mon-

itor ring-indicator or data-set-ready mode. A force bit

service (Output X'47') or a diagnostic bit service

(Output X'44' byte 1 , bit 0) is required to override the

mode setting and cause a level 2 interrupt.

The monitor receive-data-space mode (10) allows

the interface to remain idle in a 'mark' state without

causing an interrupt each bit time. However, when the

line changes to a 'space' level, signaling the start of

activity, a bit service is requested. When the scanner

stops on this interface to honor the request, the pro-

gram should set the allow interrupt mode (11) for

normal operation. When the program has determined

that the interface has completed the required action,

the mode should be returned to a monitor mode to

wait for the next request.

The allow interrupt mode ( 1 1 ) permits interrupt

requests to be serviced at each bit interval when the

scanner addresses that interface.

The mode bit override function is initiated by

executing an Output X'40' instruction. Setting the

'mode bit override' latch overrides all mode settings

except mode 01 at high-priority. When this latch is

set, all interfaces set to any mode other than 01 and to

high-priority request a level 2 interrupt each bit-

interval regardless of that interface's mode setting.

This function allows the control program to force bit

service on multiple interfaces without requiring an

Output X'47' instruction for each interface address.

Programming Note for a 3705

When in the monitor ring-indicator or data-set-ready

mode, the scanner hardware does not service bit ser-

vice requests. Therefore, a bit overrun/underrun may

be indicated when a level 2 interrupt is forced. The bit

overrun/underrun indication should be ignored and

reset by the control program. When in the monitor for

receive data space mode, the hardware services bits

while monitoring for a space. Therefore, the control

program should always test for a bit overrun/underrun

indication.

The Type 1 Scanner hardware services interface bit

service requests in accordance with the state of the

'enable scanner' latch and the mode bit setting for

each line. When a bit service request is to be ignored,

as in the case of mode 01 or 10 conditions not being

satisfied, or the line interface or the entire scanner

being disabled, the interface service request is reset by

the scanner hardware before the next line is scanned.

Lines attached through a disabled LIB cannot be ser-

viced by the program or hardware.

Unless its LIB is disabled, a line interface bit over-

run indication (Input X'43', byte 1, bit 7) is always

valid regardless of the setting of the interface mode

bits or the 'enable scanner' latch. When a LIB is disa-

bled, all lines attached through it will overrun until the

LIB is reenabled, and indications of overrun should be

ignored.

Business Machine Clocks

The Type 1 Scanner must have at least one business

machine clock installed and may have as many as four.

If modem clocking is used with any of the lines, a

business machine clock must be installed in the scan-

ner with a speed less than one-half that of the lowest

speed modem clock. Figure 6-4 lists the business ma-

chine clocks available.

Power On Warm Up

Clock Speed Period (Seconds)

45.5 bps 5

50.0 bps 4

56.89 bps 20

74.2 bps 5

75.0 bps 5

100.0 bps 4

110.0 bps 3

134.5 bps 2

150.0 bps less than 1

200.0 bps less than 1

300.0 bps less than 1

600.0 bps less than 1

950.0 bps less than 1

1200.0 bps less than 1

2000.0 bps less than 1

2400.0 bps less than 1

Figure 6-4. Business Machine Clocks and Warm Up Period

Modems attached to a 3705 must provide clock pulses

for line speeds above 2400 bps. Some line sets can operate

with a business machine clock or a modem clock and some

can operate only with a business machine clock. Refer to the

Introduction to the IBM 3704 and 3705 manual for a description
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of the individual LIB and line set types and their clocking

requirements.

The installed business machine clock used for a

given line is selected under program control by execut-

ing an Output X'42' (control A) instruction with byte

1 , bits 6 and 7 set to indicate the desired clock. Figure

6-5 shows the proper setting of the oscillator select

bits to assign an installed oscillator to a given inter-

face.

Bit

6

0

1

0

1

Selected Business Machine Clock

Lowest speed clock (OSCO)
Next higher speed clock (OSC 1

)

Next higher speed clock (OSC2)
Highest speed clock (OSC3)

Figure 6-5. Type 1 Scanner Business Machine Clock Selection

No business machine clock is selected if the Output
X'42' bits are set to select an uninstalled oscillator (for

example, bits 6 and 7 set to 1 1 when only two or three

oscillators are installed).

Every interface must have a business machine clock

assigned whether it is specified to be business machine
or modem clocked. For autocall interfaces and for line

interfaces that are to use modem clocking, the assigned

business machine clock is used to ensure that the inter-

face is periodically accessed. The lowest speed oscilla-

tor is always used for an autocall interface.

The oscillator select bits are set to 0 by a reset to

the scanner. Therefore, the lowest speed clock is ini-

tially selected, and unless an Output X'42' is executed
to select another clock for a given interface, the lowest

speed clock is used.

After a power-on reset occurs, there is a warm-up
period associated with the different clocks. (Refer to

Figure 6-4.) During this warm-up period, a business

machine clock cannot provide bit service requests.

Programming Notes

1. The oscillator select bits for a line interface can be
changed without causing a switched network con-

nection to be broken, if data terminal ready is up
when the Output X'42' is executed.

2. The business machine clock selected for a modem-
clocked line interface must be less than one-half the

rate of the modem clock.

Autocall Interface Operation
Programming the Type 1 Scanner for an autocall inter-

face is essentially the same as for a line interface. The
major difference is in the bit settings of Input instruc-

tions X'42' and X'43' and Output instructions X'42'
and X'43'. Appendix B defines the affected instruc-

tions and the differences in the bit definitions.

Input/Output Instructions

The Type 1 Communication Scanner and the line in-

terface bases it supports are controlled through the use
of input and output instructions. These instructions

allow the program to (1) control the attached inter-

faces, (2) send and receive data, and (3) monitor the

status of the scanner and line interfaces to ensure

proper operation. Appendix B defines the bits within

each input and output instruction.

Certain input and output instructions should be
executed only when the scanner is stopped. If an In-

put X'41\ X'42', or X'43' instruction is executed

when the scanner is running, the result in the general

register specified in the instruction pertains to the

interface addressed at the time of execution. How-
ever, there is no way to determine which interface was
addressed. If an Output X'41', X'42', X'43' is execut-

ed when the scanner is running, the mode or status of

an unknown interface may be changed, and an error

condition may result. Input X'41' and X'43' may be
executed when a character service interrupt is pending
with the scanner running.

Input Instructions

Four functional input instructions (Input X'4T, X'42',

X'43', and X'44') are used with the Type 1 Communi-
cation Scanner. With these instructions, the control

program receives data from the lines, monitors the

status of the lines, and is informed of any error condi-

tions. Execution of Input instructions X'40', X'45',

X'46', and X'47' sets the bits in the general register to

zero. (Appendix B defines the bits within each input

instruction.)

Input X'41' (Interface Address): This instruction loads

a general register with the storage address associated

with the interface the scanner is addressing. Each time

the scanner stops because of a bit service interrupt,

this input may be issued to determine which interface

caused the request.

If the level 2 interrupt is the result of a character

service request, the address loaded into the register

will be X'06F0'. This address identifies the interrupt

as being caused by a character service request and can
be used to direct the control program to a character

service routine.

Programming Note

An Input X'41' instruction should normally be the first

scanner instruction executed in program level 2.
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Input X'42' (Control A): This instruction loads a gener-

al register with the 'control A' information as set by an

Output X'42' instruction. An Input X'42' instruction

is used to check the state of the control A bits. It is a

direct bit-for-bit reflection of the last Output X'42'

instruction to that interface.

The Input X'42' instruction should be executed only

when the scanner is stopped.

Input X'43' (Control B/C): This instruction can be

executed in either a bit service or a character service

routine. However, an Input X'41' instruction must be

executed between the level 2 interrupt and execution

of the Input X'43' instruction.

Executing an Input X'43' instruction as a result of a

bit service interrupt loads a general register with the

control B/C information. Data received from the

interface, along with error information and line status,

is set for the interface that caused the service request.

If an Input X'43' is executed as the result of a charac-

ter service interrupt, the specified general register (R)

will contain X'0000'.

An Input X'43' instruction must not be executed if

there is not a bit service or character service level 2

interrupt pending. Execution without an interrupt

pending may cause a CCU In/Out level 1 check due to

incorrect input parity.

Programming Note

This instruction cannot be executed immediately following

an Output X'43' for feedback checking. However, it can be

executed after Output X'43' to obtain other status

indications.

Input X'44' (Status Register): This instruction loads a

general register with the contents of the Type 1 Scan-

ner status register. This register contains (1) indica-

tions of level 1 check interrupt requests from the scan-

ner, (2) the scanner enable/disable condition, (3)

character service pending information, and (4) mode

bit override and override remember indications.

Output Instructions

Eight output instructions are used with the Type 1

Communication Scanner to control its operation and

data transfer. (Appendix B defines the bits within

each output instruction.)

Output X'40' (Set Mode Bit Override and Override

Remember): This instruction sets the 'mode bit

override' latch and the 'override remember' latch. The

function of the 'mode bit override' latch is described in

the Interface Modes of Operation section of this

chapter. The 'override remember' latch performs no

hardware function but is available for use by the con-

trol program. Since this instruction performs a func-

tion, the bit settings of the register are ignored.

Output X'41' (Reset Bit Service Level 2 Request and

Start Scanner): This instruction resets the level 2 bit

service interrupt request and starts the scanner. The

bit service routine should issue this output after deter-

mining that all the information required to service the

interface has been obtained or sent. An Output X'41'

instruction should be the last instruction executed in

the level 2 routine before exiting to a lower priority

level for continued bit service processing. Since this

instruction performs a function, the bit settings of the

register are ignored.

The Output X'41' instruction should be executed

only when the scanner is stopped.

Output X'42' (Control A): This instruction sets the

mode of an interface according to the bit setting of the

specified general register. In addition to setting the

mode, it can also set service priority, clocking, data

rate, oscillator selection, and diagnostic mode for the

interface.

The Output X'42' instruction should be executed

only when the scanner is stopped.

Output X'43' (Control B): This instruction sets the

interface into a transmit or receive mode and can acti-

vate or deactivate various line and autocall-interface

leads as required. When the line is transmitting, byte

1 , bit 7 of the general register must be loaded with the

mark or space to be sent to the interface terminal.

The Output X'43' instruction should be executed

only when the scanner is stopped.

Output X'44' (General Control): This instruction sets

or resets the diagnostic bit service request and resets

(1) the mode bit override and override remember, (2)

character service pending, and (3) outstanding error

indications.

Output X'45' (Scanner Control): This instruction ena-

bles or disables the scanner and/or the line interface

bases (LIBs). Normally, this instruction is used only

during initialization or when an error has occurred that

requires a LIB to be disabled.

Programming Note

Output X'45' can disable interrupts from any LIB

attached to the Type 1 Scanner. This can be particu-

larly useful when a bit-clock error occurs in a LIB and

causes a level 1 interrupt. The failing LIB, including

all lines attached to that LIB, can be disabled to pre-

vent further error conditions while the remaining LIBs

continue normal operation.
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Output X'46' (Set Character Service Pending, Start

Scanner, and Reset Level 2 Bit Service Request): This

instruction is normally used at the end of bit service

processing when character service is required for that

interface. It sets the 'character service pending' latch

to signal the scanner that a character service interrupt

is required. The instruction then resets the level 2 bit

service interrupt request and starts the scanner. Since

this instruction performs a function, the bit settings of

the register are ignored.

The Output X'46' instruction should be executed

only when the scanner is stopped.

Output X'47' (Force Bit Service Request): This instruc-

tion forces a bit service interrupt request for the inter-

face address that is specified in the general register.

This instruction stops the scanner on an interface and
requests a bit service interrupt so that the program can
enable the interface or access it to transmit a bit.

Programming Notes

1. Forced bit service cannot be stacked. If an Output X'47'

is executed before the previous Output X'47' has been

serviced, the second address overlays the first.

2. When bit service is forced to a line interface attached to

a LIB that has been disabled, the line adapter is not

accessed even though the scanner is stopped at that inter-

face address. Also, except for the mode bits and the feed-

back check bit, all bit settings in Inputs X'42' and X'43'

may be invalid. The execution of Output X'42' or X'43'

will either be ineffective or cause scanner checks.

Error Indications

Error conditions detected by the Type 1 Scanner are in

one of two groups, depending on the type of error and
the impact on the overall system operation. The first

and most critical group (level 1 errors) causes a level 1

interrupt request and must be handled with high priori-

ty because the error may involve many lines. The
second group (interface errors) can be handled at a

lower-priority interrupt level because the errors have
less system impact. The following paragraphs describe

these errors and their detection.

Level 1 Errors

Failures in the Type 1 Communications Scanner or in

a line interface base can affect all communication lines

attached to the controller or at least a group of lines

within a particular LIB. The detection of one or more
of these failures by the hardware check circuits causes

a Type 1 Scanner LI interrupt request (Input X'76',

byte 0, bit 1). The level 1 interrupt routine, after de-
termining that the interrupt request came from the

Type 1 Scanner, should execute an Input X'44' (status

register) instruction to further identify the error.

The error condition that caused a level 1 interrupt is

indicated in byte 1, bits 2-7 of the Type 1 Scanner
status register (Input X'44'). Bits 2-5 correspond to

LIB positions 1-4 and are turned on respectively as a
result of a LIB bit clock parity error. Bit 6 is turned on
by the detection of a LIB select error. Bit 7 is turned
on by a parity error on the CCU outbus, which is an
internal interface between the Central Control Unit
and the Type 1 Scanner. See Appendix B, Input X'44'
for a description of these bits and the error conditions.

If the level 1 interrupt routine can handle the error

condition and processing can continue, the routine

should then issue an Output X'44' instruction with
byte 1 , bit 5 on to reset the level 1 request. When the
error is permanent, the LIB can be disabled via an
Output X'45' so that processing can continue on the

remaining LIBs.

Interface Errors

Line interface errors indicate intermittent or perma-
nent internal logic faults and most problems with com-
munication facilities. The failure is detected at the

interface level, but if failures are detected in a group of
interfaces, the fault may be in either the (1) LIB logic,

(2) Type 1 Scanner logic, (3) CCU input/output
mechanism, or (4) program logic.

Interface errors normally are not critical enough to

interrupt the entire system. Therefore, the Type 1

Scanner does not generate a level 1 interrupt when this

type of error is detected. Instead, certain bits are set

in the control B/C register to indicate the failure. By
issuing an Input X'43' instruction when an interface

requests service, the program can test for error condi-
tions on that line without disrupting normal process-
ing.

Byte 0, bit 2 of the Input X'43' instruction is a par-
tial summary of interface errors. This interface-error

summary bit is set on whenever the Type 1 Scanner
detects (1) a feedback check, (2) bit overrun or under-
run, or (3) that the 'data set ready' line is not up. If

the control program checks this bit first, considerable

time can be saved in detecting errors.

A feedback check (byte 0, bit 1 ) is set on when the

hardware circuits detect that the bit actually sent to

the line set does not compare to the bit as it appears in

byte 1, bit 7 of Output X'43'. This error is also set if

the interface bit service failed to be reset. A feedback
check must be reset before the scanner can be restart-

ed.

Bit overrun/underrun (byte 1, bit 7) is set when the

Type 1 Scanner determines that a bit has been lost
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because of improper timings between the control pro-

gram and the bit rate used by an interface.

Telegraph Echo Check (byte 1, bit 4) is set when

the telegraph interface detects that an echo check has

occurred.

In addition to monitoring byte 0, bit 2 of Input

X'43\ which is a summary of several error conditions,

the bit servicing routine should also monitor byte 1 , bit

3 of the same input. Monitoring these bits provides a

higher level of security on switched lines. This only

applies for start-stop, half-duplex units that require

duplex facilities (for transmission interruption ability).

Diagnostic Functions

The Type 1 Communication Scanner provides for

three internal diagnostic functions: (1) diagnostic bit

service, (2) diagnostic wrap mode, and (3) IBM mo-

dem wrap test. These tests run under the control of

the scanner program and can provide online testing as

described in the following sections. Diagnostic bit

service can be issued to an autocall interface, but the

diagnostic wrap and the modem wrap test cannot.

Diagnostic Bit Service

The Type 1 Scanner diagnostic bit service provides a

means for forcing level 2 bit service interrupt requests.

This facility allows the control program, through the

use of a diagnostic routine, to exercise program and/or

hardware functions in a test environment. The diag-

nostic routine performed must be part of the control

program. Diagnostic bit service causes continuous

level 2 bit service requests for all 64 interface address-

es whether the interface is used or not. An Output

X'44' instruction with byte 1 , bit 0 set to 1 indicates

the diagnostic bit service function. When an Output

X'44' is executed with this bit off (0), the diagnostic

requests are terminated.

Diagnostic Wrap Mode
The Type 1 Scanner diagnostic wrap provides a means

of testing and locating defects in the line control logic

and in the line-interface transmit and receive logic.

Diagnostic wrap can be performed online without af-

fecting normal program operation or the lines not in

diagnostic mode. The test requires one line interface

to act as a transmit line and one or more line interfaces

to act as receive lines. Any line can be a transmit or a

receive line; however, only one diagnostic wrap trans-

mit line may be present at any one time.

Diagnostic wrap is initiated by executing an Output

X'42' instruction to each line to be tested with the

following bits set in the register specified by the R
operand.

Byte 0, bits 6-7: (Mode Bits 1 and 2)—These bits

select the appropriate bit setting for the desired mode.

See Interface Modes of Operation in this chapter for

the mode options.

Byte /, bit 0: (Bit Service Priority)—This bit se-

lects the appropriate service priority. See Output

X'42' for service priority options.

Byte 1, bit 1: (Diagnostic Mode)—This bit must be

1.

Byte 1, bit 2: (Data Terminal Ready)—This bit

must be 0.

Byte 1, bit 3: (Synchronous Clock)—This bit must

be set according to the type of communication line to

be tested. A 1 is set in this position for binary syn-

chronous lines, and a 0 for start-stop lines.

Byte 1, bit 4: (External Clock)—This bit must be

0.

Byte 1, bit 5: (Data Rate Select)—This bit may be

either 0 or 1. However, the same type line sets must

use the same data rate.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: (Oscillator Select 1 & 2)—These

bits select an available line oscillator (business ma-

chine clock). For bit clock options, see Business Ma-

chine Clocks in this chapter. All wrap-test lines must

select the same oscillator.

After the Output X'42' instructions are executed,

the affected lines can be used through any sequence of

point-to-point or multipoint operations.

Diagnostic wrap mode simulates 'data set ready' as

active. 'Clear to send' is simulated active if 'request to

send' is active.

Programming Notes

1 . Only one line may be in a diagnostic wrap transmit

state at any given time during the operation.

2. The line used for transmit should be the last line to

be issued the Output X'42' instruction.

Modem Wrap Test

Modem wrap test tests the scrambler circuits of IBM

3872, 3874, and 3875 modems under program control.

The modem test can be performed online without

affecting the normal operation of other lines. This test

may also be performed simultaneously on any or all

lines for which the test function is initiated.

Modem wrap test is initiated by executing an Out-

put X'42' (control A) instruction with the following

bits set in the register specified by the R operand to

each line to be tested.
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Byte 0, bits 6-7: (Mode Bits 1 and 2)—These bits

select the appropriate bit setting for the desired mode.
See Interface Modes of Operation in this chapter for

mode options.

Byte 1, bit 0: (Bit Service Priority)—This bit se-

lects the appropriate service priority. See Output
X'42' for service priority options.

Byte 1, bit 1: (Diagnostic Mode)—This bit must be
1.

Byte 1, bit 3: (Synchronous Clock)—This bit must

be 0.

Byte 1, bit 4: (External Clock)—This bit must be 1

if the modem provides the clock, and it must be 0 if

the modem does not provide the clock.

Byte 1, bit 5: (Data Rate Select)—This bit may be

either 0 or 1

.

Byte 1, bit 2: (Data Terminal Ready)—This bit

must be 1 to cause the 'data terminal ready' latch to be
set in the line interface. When this bit, together with

diagnostic mode, is set on, the modem wrap test is

performed instead of the diagnostic wrap test.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: (Oscillator Select 1 and 2)—These

bits must select an internal oscillator whose speed is

less then one-half the clock speed if modem clocking is

used. If modem clocking is not used, the internal oscil-

lator must match the modem speed. For the proper

setting, see Business Machine Clocks in this chapter.
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Chapter 7: Type 2 Communication Scanner

This chapter is intended to give the reader a basic un-

derstanding of the operation of the Type 2 Communi-
cation Scanner and the requirements necessary to pro-

gram the scanner.

The Type 2 Communication Scanner ( 1 ) scans the

interface addresses assigned to the LIB positions it

supports, (2) performs character assembly/

disassembly, (3) provides character buffering, and (4)

causes program interrupts when character service is

required.

Up to four Type 2 Communication Scanners can be

installed in the 3705 (Type 2 Scanner- 1 through Type
2 Scanner-4). Type 2 Scanner- 1 supports attachment

of up to four LIBs with 64 half-duplex (HDX) lines.

Type 2 Scanner-2, Type 2 Scanner-3, and Type 2

Scanner-4 can each support attachment of up to six

LIBs with 96 HDX lines; thus, up to 352 HDX lines

can be attached to the 3705 using four Type 2 Scan-

ners. The Type 2 Scanners can be installed with either

the Type 1, Type 2, or Type 3 Channel Adapter fea-

tures.

The 3704 is limited to one Type 2 Scanner, which is

operationally equivalent to and program compatible

with the 3705 Type 2 Scanner. The 3704 Type 2

Scanner supports one Type Al LIB, which provides a

maximum of ten lines. Additional capability is availa-

ble that enables the scanner to support two LIBs and a

maximum of 26 half-duplex lines. These LIBs can be

in any combination (except two Type 1 LIBs).

The number of lines supported depends on:

• How lines are used.

• Line disciplines.

• Mix of line speeds.

For information about LIBs and their capacities, refer

to the 3 704 and 3 705 Introduction manual.

Operation and Data Flow
The interface addresses for all installed Type 2 Com-
munication Scanners in the 3705 are generated from a

common Type 2 Attachment Base. The 3704 does not

have a Type 2 Attachment Base. All necessary hard-

ware functions that would be provided by the Type 2

Attachment Base are integrated within the 3704 Type
2 Scanner. Figure 7-1 shows the basic operation of

the Type 2 Scanner. A continuously running scan

counter in the attachment base places the generated

interface address on an address bus that goes to all

scanners simultaneously. This address can be modi-

fied, under program control, by the attachment base or

the scanner.

The interface address is then used to address an
interface control word (ICW), which is loaded into the

ICW work register where the scanner hardware deter-

mines if any action is to be performed for that inter-

face. If no action is required, the ICW is replaced in

local store and the next addressed ICW is loaded into

the work register. If the scanner determines that pro-

gram intervention is required, it requests a level 2 in-

terrupt and loads the interface address into an inter-

rupt priority register.

When the level 2 interrupt actually occurs, the ad-

dress in the highest-priority interrupt priority register

that is active is loaded into the attachment buffer ad-

dress register (ABAR) and is then available to the

control program along with the ICW in the ICW input

register.

Type 2 Scanner Registers

The Type 2 Scanner contains various hardware regis-

ters that are used to store and pass information and
data within the scanner and between the scanner and
the control program. Some of these hardware registers

are available to the control program as external regis-

ter addresses through input and output instructions.

The external registers required for control program

access are described in the following paragraphs.

Local Storage

Each Type 2 Scanner contains a local storage array to

store the interface control words when not being used

by the scanner hardware or the control program. This

storage array holds 96 control words of 48 bits each

(46 information bits and 2 parity bits). The 3704 local

storage is limited to 16 interface control words (only

10 are used). If the scanner supports two LIBs, the

3704 local storage is increased to 32 interface control

words (a maximum of 26 can be used).

ICW Work Register

The Type 2 Scanner control logic uses the ICW work
register to access, monitor, and modify an interface

control word (ICW). This register is loaded each time

an ICW is read out of local storage.

ICW Input Register

The control program uses the ICW input register for

access to the interface control words. This register is

loaded from the ICW work register and reflects the

status of the ICW at the time when it was read out of

local storage.
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Attachment Base Communication Scanner

LIB & Address Select

Step

Scan
Counter

Modify
Interface

Address if

Required

Interface Address from

Control Program

Address to CCU

Load Interface

Address into

ABAR

Load I nterface

Address into

I nterrupt

Priority Register

Figure 7-1. Type 2 Communication Scanner Operation

Attachment Buffer Address Register

The attachment buffer address register (ABAR) is

physically located in the Type 2 Attachment Base and

supplies the interface addresses to the control pro-

gram. See I/O Programming Considerations in this

chapter for a description of loading the ABAR.

Programming Note

The ABAR must be initialized by an Output X'40'

instruction with an interface address associated with

an installed Type 2 Scanner. The Output X'40' must

be executed after the controller is powered on and

before any other input or output instructions to the

scanner are executed.

To LIB

Load Addressed

ICW into ICW
Work Register

Send or Receive

Data, Modify ICW
if Required

Data Out

To LIB

Request

Level 2

Interrupt

Replace ICW
in Local Store)

Display Register

The display register is a temporary storage register that

can contain interface control information that the pro-

gram can use. If bit 38 (display request) of an inter-

face control word is on, control information for that

interface is loaded into the display register each time

that interface is scanned. The control program can

then obtain this information by executing an Input

X'46' instruction.

There is only one display register for each Type 2

Scanner; therefore, only one ICW at a time should

have its display request bit set to 1. Otherwise, the

control program cannot determine which interface was

the last one to cause the display register to be loaded.
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Type 2 Scanner Addressing
The Type 2 Communication Scanner scan-addressing

and program-addressing mechanism is controiled by
the Type 2 Attachment Base. The attachment base

generates the basic scan address and places it on a 'line

address bus' for availability to all installed Type 2

Communication Scanners. Refer to the Interface

Addressing section of Chapter 3 for a detailed discus-

sion of each interface address bit.

Scan Addressing

For scan addressing, an interface in each installed

Type 2 Scanner is addressed simultaneously. Each
scanner derives the address of the interface it is scan-

ning from the 8 -bit address that the Type 2 Attach-

ment Base places on a 'line address bus'. The line

address bus is an internal bus that carries the scan

address from the attachment base to each of the com-
munication scanners. This address, as modified by
each scanner (see upper scan limit), is used not only to

select a particular interface but also to address the

associated interface control word (ICW) that the scan-

ner maintains in local storage. (See Interface Control

Word in this chapter.) The Type 2 Scanner examines

this ICW and, when an interface service function is

required, performs that function; or, when a character

service requires programming action, the Type 2 Scan-

ner signals the attachment base that it needs a program
level 2 interrupt.

Scan Counter

The 3705 Type 2 Attachment Base scan counter out-

put provides the basic scan addresses for each Type 2

Scanner. If the scan counter output is not modified,

each Type 2 Scanner sequentially scans 96 interface

addresses. Under these circumstances, the Type 2

Scanner cannot handle line speeds higher than 4800
bps without having the possibility of undetected bit

overrun/underrun conditions. However, the ability to

substitute some interface addresses (address substitu-

tion) and set a limit on the number of interfaces scan-

ned (scan limit), greatly extends the capability of han-

dling higher-speed lines. These mechanisms cause the

scan counter output to be modified to allow certain

interface addresses to be scanned at a different rate.

The scan counter in the 3704 continuously steps

through 16 different interface addresses at a rate of

1.2 microseconds per address and completes one scan

of all addresses in 19.2 usee. However, because the

LIB Type Al can support only ten lines, interface

addresses 1, 3, C, D, E, and F are not available for

use. Addresses 1 and 3 are modified to addresses 0

and 2 respectively. This allows line speeds up to

56,000 bps to be scanned on addresses 0 and 2.Inter-

face addresses C, D, E, and F are ignored.

If the Type 2 Scanner supports two LIBs, the scan

counter steps through 32 different interface addresses

during a 38.4 microsecond scan period. With this ex-

panded capability, all interface addresses (0-F) of

both LIBs are scanned. Although 32 different ad-

dresses are available, the maximum number of lines

supported is 26.

Upper Scan Limit

The Type 2 Scanners have an upper scan limit that can
be set and reset under program control by an Output

X'42' instruction. Each scanner maintains its own
upper scan limit and is independent of the limits set by
any of the other installed scanners. Based on the state

of its 'upper scan limit' latches, a Type 2 Scanner may
modify the 'scan counter' output from the Type 2 At-

tachment Base in such a way as to limit the number of

interface addresses scanned.

The actual modification of the scan address is done
by the Type 2 Scanner hardware as the line address

bus enters the scanner from the attachment base.Fig-

ure 7-2 shows the number of interfaces scanned and

the LIB position affected for each setting of the upper

scan limit. When the upper scan limit is set to any

value other than binary 00, the scanner modifies the

addresses above the limit to start at the first address

again. For example, if the upper scan limit is set to

allow only 16 interface addresses to be scanned, the

address is modified to scan the first address again

when the scan counter output to that scanner reaches

the 17th address. This decreases the period of time

between successive scans of the remaining interface

addresses to accommodate higher-speed lines. In this

case, the scanner with an upper scan limit of binary 1

1

scans the first 16 interfaces four times in the same
period of time as another scanner with no limit scans

96 interfaces. Unless the 3704 scanner can support

two LIBs, modification of the upper scan limit is re-

stricted to binary 01 in byte 1, bits 6 and 7 of Output

X'42'. A binary 01 sets the limit to eight; any other

value sets the scan limit to 16.

If the 3704 scanner supports two LIBs, a binary 1

1

in bits 6 and 7 causes 1 6 lines to be scanned twice

during the scan period (38.4 microseconds). A binary

01 causes 8 lines to be scanned four times during the

same scan period. Values of binary 00 and 10 allow

all 32 addresses to be scanned (see Figure 7-2).
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Upper

Scan

Limit (Note 1)

Number of

Interfaces

Scanned

Interface

Addresses

Scanned

in iGiidCt?

Addr&sses

Not Scanned

Scan

Period

(p.sec)

3704
38.4uu 32 (Note 2) Addr 0-F.LIB 1-2

10 32 (Note 2) Addr O F, LIB 1-2 - 38.4

11 16 Addr 0-F.LIB 1 Addr 0-F.LIB2 19.2

01 8 Addr 0-7, LIB 1 Addr 0-r,LIB2 and 9.6

Addr 8-F
f
LIB 1

3705 (Note 4) (Note 5) (Note 6}

00 96 (Note 3) Addr 0-F,LIB 1-6 153.6 192 172.8

10 48 Addr 0-F.LIB 1-3 Addr 0-F.LIB 4-6 76.8 96 86.4

11 16 Addr 0-F.LIB 1 Addr 0-F.LIB 2-6 25.6 34 28.8

01 8 Addr 0-7, LIB 1 Addr 8-F.LIB 1 and 12.8 16 14.4

Addr O F, LIB 2-6

Notes:

1 . Set by Output X'42' by te 1 , bits 6-7

2. Applies only for a 3704 Type 2 Scanner with the capability of supporting two LIBs.

3. Scanner-1 contains 96 address but only used the first 64.

4. Scan periods for a 3705-I only (1.2 microsecond CCU clock).

5. Scan periods for a 3705-11 having a 1 .0 microsecond CCU clock.

6. Scan period for a 3705-II having 900 nanosecond CCU clock.

Figure 7-2. Upper Scan Limit

Address Substitution

The output of the scan counter can be modified to

cause certain addresses assigned to LIB position 1 to

be substituted on the 'line address bus' in place of

normal scan addresses. As a result, those addresses

that are substituted are scanned by the Type 2 Scanner

more frequently than the other addresses. Address

substitution affects all installed scanners in the same

manner. (Address substitution is ignored in the 3704

unless the Type 2 Scanner can support two LIBs.)

When operating with address substitution, each scan-

ner in the 3705 scans the substituted address or ad-

dresses, every 12.8, 14.4, or 16.0 microseconds (9.6 micro-

seconds for a 3704 Type 2 Scanner with a two-LIB capa-

bility), because address substitution occurs every eighth

time the scan counter changes state. This allows the substi-

tution address or addresses in each scanner to handle

higher line speeds independent of the state of the scan

limit.

Address substitution is controlled by a four-bit reg-

ister called the substitution control register. The bits

of this register may be set under program control by

Output X'41' byte 1, bits 2, 3, 4, and 5. Each bit of

this substitution control register corresponds to one of

four substitution addresses assigned to LIB position 1

.

Programming Note

Any combination of the four substitution control regis-

ter bits may be turned on to produce the desired sub-

stitutions. If address substitution is not used, Output

X'41' must be executed with byte 1, bits 2 through 5

off in the register specified by the R operand.

When a given substitution control register bit is on,

a corresponding address is substituted on the 'line

address bus' every eighth time the scan counter

changes state. Combinations of bits on in the substitu-

tion control register result in fixed-address substitution

for each corresponding bit. Figure 7-3 shows which

address is substituted and which addresses are not

scanned as a result of that substitution when the dif-

ferent substitution control register bits are on.

Output Fixed Address

X'4V Substituted in Addresses Not Scanned

Byte 1, Each Type 2 Scanner In Each Type 2 Scanner

Bit: If Substitution Bit ON If Substitution Bit ON

2 Adr 0 LIB position 1 Adr E in LIB positions 1-6

Adr F in LIB positions 1-6

3 Adr 2 LIB position 1 Adr C in LIB positions 1-6

Adr D in LIB positions 1-6

4 Adr 4 LIB position 1 Adr A in LIB positions 1-6

Adr B in LIB positions 1-6

5 Adr 6 LIB position 1 Adr 8 in LIB positions 1-6

Adr 9 in LIB positions 1-6

Figure 7-3. Address Substitution Control
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Program Addressing

Various input and output instructions exist that allow the

program to control the operation of the Type 2 Scanners,

Type 2 Attachment Base, and the individual interfaces.

However, before the program can examine or modify

fields in a interface control word (ICW) associated with a

particular interface, the address of that interface, must be

placed in the attachment buffer address register (ABAR)
of the attachment base. Similarly, before the program can

access certain registers in a particular Type 2 Scanner or

perform control functions in that Scanner, the interface

address in the ABAR must be one of those assigned to that

scanner. Two events can cause the contents of the ABAR
to be changed: (1) a program level 2 interrupt, and

(2) execution of an Output X'40' instruction.

When a program level 2 interrupt occurs, the contents of

the ABAR are automatically set by the Type 2 Attachment

Base with the interface address from the highest interrupt

priority register that is occupied. The control program can

determine which interface address is in the ABAR by exe-

cuting an Input X'40' instruction. The program can then

examine and/or modify fields in the ICW associated with

this interface. In the other interrupt program levels (1, 3,

and 4), the program may find it necessary to gain access to

the ICW associated with a specific interface. By executing

Output X'40' under such circumstances, the program can

set the ABAR according to the interface address in the reg-

ister specified by the R operand.

To avoid conflicts with the automatic mechanism that

sets the ABAR when a program level 2 interrupt occurs,

programs executing at program level 3 or 4 should mask

program level 2 interrupts before executing Output X'40'.

(Program level 1 should save the value of the ABAR, change

it to select the desired interface, and then restore the origi-

nal value to the ABAR.) If more than one program level is

likely to execute an Output X'40', additional interlocking

conventions must be established within the control program.

Interface Control Word (ICW)
The Interface Control Word (ICW) provides the nor-

mal means by which the control program communi-
cates with the Type 2 Scanner and the interface hard-

ware.

The ICW is made up of 46 information bits and 2

parity bits and is physically located in the scanner local

storage. Each scanner contains one ICW for each
possible interface. However, even though the scanner

contains the maximum number of ICWs (32 for a

3704, 96 for a 3705), only those ICWs associated with

an attached and active interface are used.

ICW Access

The Type 2 Scanner hardware gains access to an ICW
by using the interface address provided by the inter-

rupt priority register in the Type 2 Attachment Base.

When the level 2 interrupt occurs, the address from
the interrupt priority register is loaded into the attach-

ment buffer address register (ABAR). The program
can then execute an Input X'40' instruction to get the

storage address associated with the interface. Once
the control program obtains the interface address, it

has access to the various fields of the ICW through

input and output instructions.

Programming Note

ICW access at program level 3 or 4 should be per-

formed only when program level 2 interrupts are

masked off; otherwise, the result is unpredictable.

ICW Modification

Program access to the various fields in the ICW is

through the use of input and output instructions.

When the Input X'44\ X'45\ and X'47' instructions

are executed, the ICW bits assigned to those inputs are

placed in the register specified in the R operand. See

Appendix B for the input/output instruction bit defini-

tions.

The information obtained by the input instructions

comes from the ICW input register. There is one ICW
input register in each communication scanner. This

register is automatically loaded from the ICW work
register when a level 2 interrupt occurs or when an

Output X'40' instruction is executed in any program
level other than level 1 or 2.

The ICW input register does not necessarily reflect

the current state of the ICW associated with the inter-

face address in ABAR. The actual ICW may have

been modified by the Type 2 Scanner during scan ad-

dressing after the ICW input register was set.

Also, the actual ICW may have been altered by the

execution of an Output X'43', X'44', X'45\ X'46', or

X'47' instruction. Subsequent input instructions do
not include these alterations because the ICW input

register had been set by a previous Output X'40' in-

struction or Type 2 Scanner level 2 interrupt. In the

event that an output instruction and scan addressing

both occur during the same scan cycle, the output in-

struction is executed first; then the scanner performs

its modification, if needed. This ensures that the latest

modifications to the actual ICW will be included dur-

ing the next scan addressing operation.

Refer to Interface Control Word Format in this

chapter for a complete description of the individual

ICW fields and the 1/O instructions associated with

each field.
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Programming Note

Since the interface control words are asynchronously

interrogated and modified by both the scanners and

the control program, caution should be observed to

ensure the ICW integrity when the program issues an

output instruction. The Type 2 Scanner cannot check

whether the control program has modified the ICW
correctly. Therefore, errors in the modification itself

may be difficult to isolate. To prevent control pro-

gram modifications to the ICW (via output instruc-

tions) from being destroyed by the scanner, program

modifications are not permitted during that portion of

a scan when the Type 2 Scanner fetches, modifies, and

restores the ICW for the line being scanned.

Interface Control Word Format

The following paragraphs describe the ICW fields and

their bit meanings. (See Figure 7-4.) For descriptions

of ICW fields and their bit meanings when used for

Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) lines, refer to

the SDLC section of this chapter.

ICW Bits 0-7 (Secondary Control Field): The second-

ary control field (SCF) is used as a sense, status, and

operation modifier field between the control program

and the communication scanner. Bits 0-4 are set by

the Type 2 Scanner hardware according to the condi-

tions described below. Bits 6 and 7 are program con-

trolled. This field may be tested by using the Input

X'44' instruction. An Output X'44' instruction is used

to reset bits 0-3 and 5 and to set and reset bits 6 and

7. Refer to Appendix B, Input/Output Instruction

Bit Definitions.

Bit 0 — Stop Bit Check/Receive Break: For start-

stop lines in PCF state X'7', the receive data bit buffer

is checked after each character is received. If the bit

buffer contains a (space) instead of a (mark), the Type

2 Scanner signals this condition to the control routine

by setting this bit.

For start-stop lines during transmit operations (PCF

state X'9'), the 'receive data' line is checked for a

space (0) condition every time the first bit of a charac-

ter is placed in the transmit buffer. If a space condi-

tion is detected, this bit is set on. When the control

program detects that this bit is set for two consecutive

characters, it should be interpreted as a receive break

signal.

If this bit is 1 , the service request interlock (ICW
bit 1) will be 0.

For autocall interfaces and binary synchronous line

interfaces, this bit is 0.

Bit 1 — Service Request Interlock: This bit is set

when the Type 2 Scanner detects that data transfer or

control servicing is required between the control pro-

gram and the 'parallel data field'. The control program

must reset this bit after the interrupt is honored and all

bits or bytes of the ICW have been modified. If this

bit is already set when the scanner is prepared to set it

on, and the PCF state is X'7' through X'A', a charac-

ter overrun/underrun flag is set (ICW bit 2).

If this bit is 1 , the stop bit check/receive break,

character overrun/underrun, and modem check bits

are 0.

Programming Note

The control program should reset the service request

interlock before setting the PCF state to monitor mo-

dem or autocall unit control lines.

Bit 2 — Character Overrun/ Underrun: This bit is

set when the Type 2 Scanner attempts to set the ser-

vice request interlock (ICW bit 1) and finds it already

set. This error is normally caused by an instantaneous

peak overload situation. Errors of this type should not

occur in the average installation and should occur only

infrequently in high throughput installations.

If a character overrun occurs, the next character

received is placed into the PDF field overlaying the

character that was to have been serviced. Thus, if an

overrun occurs, a character is lost.

In the event of an underrun, the same character is

transmitted until the program changes the PDF field to

another character or the primary control field is

changed from the transmit state.

If this bit is 1, the service request interlock (ICW
bit 1) isO.

Bit 3 — Modem Check: During each bit interval

(bit service time), the Type 2 Scanner checks the line

interface for the proper modem conditions. This bit is

set to 1 to indicate the following conditions:

1 . The 'data set ready' line is inactive when the PCF
field of the ICW is in states X'5\ X'7', X'8', X'9',

X'A', X'B' or X'D'.

2. The 'clear to send' line is inactive when the PCF
field of the ICW is in states X'9', X'A', X'B', or

X'D'.

3. A TTY echo check has been detected.

4. The 'receive line signal detect' line is inactive, the

interface is start-stop, ICW bit 7 (pad flag) is on,

and the PCF of the ICW is in state X'7' (receive).

If this bit is 1, the service request interlock (ICW

bit 1) isO.

Bit 4 — Received Line Signal Detector: This bit is

set when the line interface indicates that the data com-

munication equipment is receiving a carrier signal that
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! °

OUTPUT X'44'
1 OUTPUT X'45' OUTPUT X46' 1

OUTPUT X'47'

1 5
1
16 23 24 33

|
34 -4

INPUT X'44
'

INPUT X'45' INPUT X'47'

0 12345678
15)16

15 16 19 20 23 24

$ 4 Ipad i

;
IDISAI

I
PROGRA

PCF

31 | 32 45

33 34 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

FLAG
SABLE ZERO-INSERT CONTROL (SDLCI

PROGRAM FLAG
|FLAG DETECTION/DISABLE ZERO
1INSERT REMEMBRANCE (SDLCI

' RECEIVE LINE SIGNAL DETECTOR
MODEM CHECK

— CHARACTER OVERRUN/UNDERRUN

SERVICE REQUEST INTERLOCK
STOP BIT CHECK/RECEIVE BREAK
RECEIVE ABORT (SDLC)

I PR
NRZI MODE (SDLCI

PRIORITY 2

• PRIORITY 1

L2 INTERRUPT PENDING
RESERVED

RESERVED
DISPLAY REQUEST

LAST LINE STATE (SDLCI
- ONES COUNTER (SDLC)

PRIMARY CONTROL FIELD (PCF)

HEX START-STOP BSC SDLC AUTOCALL
0 NO-OP NO-OP NO-OP IDLE
1 SET MODE SET MODE SET MODE NOT USED
2 MON DATA SET READY ON MON DATA SET READY ON MON DATA SET READY ON NOT USED
3 MON RI/DATA SET READY ON MON RI/DATA SET READY ON MON RI/DATA SET READY ON NOT USED
4 NOT USED MON PHASE DATA SET

READY CHECK OFF
MON FLAG, BLOCK DSR ERR. MON CALL UNIT ACR COS

PND
5 NOT USED MON PHASE DATA SET

READY CHECK ON
MON FLAG, ALLOW DSR ERR. MON CALL UNIT ACR COS

6 NOT USED NOT USED RECEIVE INFORMATION,
INHIBIT DATA INTERRUPTS

NOT USED

7 RECEIVE RECEIVE IN PHASE RECEIVE INFORMATION,
ALLOW DATA INTERRUPTS

NOT USED

8 TRANSMIT INITIAL TRANSMIT INITIAL TRANSMIT INITIAL DIGIT VALID
9 TRANSMIT DATA TRANSMIT DATA TRANSMIT NORMAL NOT USED
A TRANSMIT BREAK TRANSMIT DATA WITH NEW

SYNC
TRANSMIT NORMAL WITH
NEWS/NC

NOT USED

B PREPARE TO TURN NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED
C TRANSMIT TURNAROUND

REQUEST TO SEND OFF
TRANSMIT TURNAROUND
REQUEST TO SEND

TRANSMIT TURNAROUND
REQUEST TO SEND OFF

NOT USED

D TRANSMIT TURNAROUND
REQUEST TO SEND ON

TRANSMIT TURNAROUND
REQUEST TO SEND ON

TRANSMIT TURNAROUND
RFQUEST TO SEND ON

NOT USED

E NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED
F DISABLE DISABLE DISABLE DISABLE

SERIAL DATA FIELD (SDFI

BIT MODE SET AUTOCALL
24(0) NOT USED INTERRUPT REMEMBER
25(1) NOT USED POWER INDICATOR IPWII

26(2) NOT USED CALL REQUEST (CRQ)
27(3) DIAGNOSTIC WRAP MODE DATA LINE OCCUPIED (DLOI
28(4) SET/RESET DATA

TERMINAL READY
PRESENT NEXT DIGIT (PNDI

29(5) SYNC BIT CLOCK DIGIT PRESENT (DPR) 1

30(6) EXTERNAL CLOCK DATA SET STATUS (DSSI/CALL
ORIGINATE STATUS (COS)

31(7) DATA RATE SELECT ABANDON CALL & RETRY (ACR)

32(8) OSC SELECT BIT 1 NOT USED
33(9) OSC SELECT BIT 2 NOT USED

PARALLEL DATA FIELD (PDFI

* ICW BIT 38 SET BY OUTPUT X'43'

# ICW BIT 44 SET BY OUTPUT X'46'

Figure 7-4. Interface Control Word-Type 2 Scanner

meets its requirement for receiving data. The program

has no control over this bit.

AUTOCALL 0 SS 9/6

4 DIGIT NBR 8 1 Not Used

5 DIGIT NBR 4 2 SS8/5

6 DIGIT NBR 2 3 AUTOCALL
7 DIGIT NBR 1 4 SS9/7

5 SS 10/7

6 SS 10/8

7 SS 11/8

8 MONITOR FLAG
9 SDLC 8-BIT BYTE

A NOT USED

B NOT USED

C BSC EBCDIC

D BSC ASCII

E NOT USED

F FEEDBACK CHECK

Bit 6 — Program Flag: This bit provides a flag in

the ICW that can be used by the program.

Bit 5 — This bit is reserved. Bit 7 — Pad Flag: For start-stop transmission, this

bit is turned on by the control program when it wants
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the Type 2 Scanner to hold the output data line at a

mark condition for one complete line-transmission

character-time. This operation employs the normal

transmit character serializing actions except that the

start bit is sent as a mark in place of the normal space.

The remainder of the character is serialized as normal,

and the control program must ensure that the PDF is

loaded with X'7F' if the LCD is X'2' or X'FF' if the

LCD is not X'2'. Any number of pad characters may
be sent by leaving the pad flag on and leaving the PDF
set to X'7F' (if LCD is X'2') or X'FF'. When pad

transmission is to end, the control program must turn

off the pad flag and resume placing normal characters

in the PDF. For start-stop receive, this bit is turned

on by the control program to cause the Type 2 Scanner

to set ICW bit 3 (modem check) when 'receive line

signal detect' is inactive. This use of the pad flag pro-

vides a higher level of security on switched lines than

is attained by monitoring only 'data set ready'. This

should only be used on lines with full-duplex facilities.

For autocall and binary synchronous interfaces, this

bit is 0.

ICW Bits 8-15 (Parallel Data Field): The parallel data

field (PDF) is used as a character buffer. For a trans-

mit operation, the characters to be sent to a terminal

are placed in this field by the program with an Output

X'44' instruction. Hardware circuits then transfer the

character to the serial data field and transmit it to the

interface. The format of the character loaded into the

PDF depends on the state of the line control definer

(LCD).

For receive operations, the character is assembled

in the SDF from the line interface and then transferred

to the PDF under hardware control. An Input X'44'

instruction must then be executed to retrieve the char-

acter from this field for program use. The format of

the character loaded into the PDF field and how it is

used for various line control definer values can be

found in the LCD States section in this chapter.

For an autocall interface, the digit number must be

placed in the PDF as shown in Figure 7-4.

ICW Bits 16-19 (Line Control Definer): The line con-

trol definer (LCD) field defines the type of interface

associated with the ICW. The LCD, set under pro-

gram control by an Output X'45' instruction, must be

in agreement with the installed interface type and the

common carrier or IBM equipment physically attached

to the interface. The LCD field definition must also

be in agreement with the basic line control procedures

to be executed. An LCD is generally set at IPL time

and remains static throughout normal operation.

The values of the LCD field are defined in detail

along with its effect on the PDF and SDF fields in the

section describing LCD states in this chapter.

The LCD field is also used to indicate that a feed-

back check has occurred. When the scanner sets the

LCD field to XT', it indicates an improper mode set

or a hardware failure in either the Type 2 Scanner or

the interface hardware.

Programming Note

During a diagnostic wrap operation, the LCD of the

line or lines in diagnostic receive must agree with the

LCD of the line in diagnostic transmit regardless of

the common carrier or IBM equipment physically at-

tached to the line.

ICW Bits 20-23 (Primary Control Field): The primary

control field (PCF) defines the state of the interface at

any particular time. The interpretation of this field

depends on the state of the LCD field. Figure 7-4

shows the PCF states for start-stop, BSC, and SDLC
line control. See the section on Autocall Interface

Operation for a description of the autocall PCF states.

The Output X'45' instruction can be used to set the

state of the PCF. Also, an Input X'45' can be execut-

ed to test the state of this field. Refer to Appendix B
for bit definitions of input/output instructions.

ICW Bits 24-33 (Serial Data Field): The serial data

field (SDF) is primarily used as a character

deserializer/serializer field. On receive operations, the

data coming in from a line is placed in this field bit-by-

bit to assemble a character. When a character has

been assembled, it is transferred, under hardware con-

trol, to the PDF for program access. For transmit

operations, a character from the PDF is transferred

into the SDF under hardware control and then trans-

ferred to the line interface hardware a bit at a time.

The SDF is also used for line interface mode^etting

and autocall operations. Its format depends on the

values in the LCD and PCF fields. See Interface

Mode Set and Autocall Interface Operation in this

chapter for further definitions.

Program access to this field is through the Input

X'45' and Input X'47' instructions and Output X'46'

instruction. Refer to Appendix B for bit definitions of

input/output instructions.

ICW Bits 34-36 (SDLC Ones Counter): This counter is

used for SDLC lines only.

ICW Bit 37 (SDLC Last Line State): This bit is used

only by SDLC lines.

ICW Bit 38 (Display Request): This bit allows the state
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of certain latches or signals to be loaded into the Type
2 Scanner display register when the interface associat-

ed with this ICW is scanned. The bit may be set and
reset by an Output X'43' instruction when the inter-

face address for that ICW is in the attachment buffer

address register (ABAR) in the Type 2 Attachment
Base.

The contents of the display register in a particular

Type 2 Scanner can be accessed by an Input X'46'

instruction when that scanner is selected.

Because only one display register is in each Type 2
Scanner, the program should ensure that the display

request bit is never on in more than one ICW in each

scanner. Only in this way can the information in the

display register be meaningful.

Before executing an Input X'46', the program must
also ensure that enough time has elapsed to guarantee

that the interface has been scanned after setting the

display request bit in the ICW associated with the

interface.

ICW Bits 39-40: These bits are reserved.

ICW Bit 41 (Level 2 Interrupt Pending): This bit is set

when the interrupt priority register (IPR) assigned to

this interface is already occupied by another interface.

This stacks the new interrupt until the next time the

line is scanned and the IPR is not occupied.

ICW Bits 42-43 (Priority Select Bits 1 and 2): These
bits assign one of the four interrupt priority registers in

the attachment base to the ICW for the interface. All

combinations are valid with X'O' designating the low-

est priority register and X'3' the highest priority regis-

ter.

ICW Bit 44 (SDLC NRZI Control): This bit is used
only by SDLC lines.

ICW Bit 45: This bit is reserved.

Line Control Definer (LCD) States

This section describes the various LCD (line control

definer) states. The LCD field is used during normal
transmit and receive operations to define the hardware
line control required by the line set type. The varia-

tions in the PDF field due to different line set require-

ments are shown with each LCD state. The first in-

formation bit of a transmitted or received character is

designated as XI, the second bit as X2, and the nth

and last bit as Xn. For start-stop transmissions, the

start and stop bits are not regarded as information bits

and are inserted or deleted by the Type 2 Scanner
hardware.

LCD State X'O' (Start-Stop 9/6 Bit Control): This
state should be set for start-stop transmission with a

9/6 format (that is, one start bit, six data bits, and two
stop bits). When a character is sent to an interface,

the six data bits must be placed into bits 2-7 of the

PDF field as shown below. Characters received from
the interface are in the same format when the scanner
requests a character service interrupt.

PDF bit positions 0 12 3 4 5 6 7

Character bits 0 0 X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 X1

LCD State XT: (Reserved)

LCD State X'2' (Start-Stop 8/5 Bit Control): This
state is for start-stop interfaces with an 8/5 format
(that is, one start bit, five data bits, and two stop bits).

When a character is sent to an interface, the five data
bits must be placed into bits 3-7 of the PDF field as

shown below. Characters received from the interface

are in the same format when the scanner requests a

character service interrupt.

PDF bit positions 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Character bits 0 0 0 X5 X4 X3 X2 X1

LCD State X'3' (Autocall): This state is for autocall

interfaces. See the Autocall Interface Operation sec-

tion in this chapter.

LCD State X'4' (Start-Stop 9/7 Bit Control): This

state is for start-stop interfaces with a 9/7 format
(that is, one start bit, seven data bits, and one stop
bit). When a character is sent to an interface, the

seven data bits are placed into bits 1-7 of the PDF
field as shown below. Characters received from the

interface are in the same format when the scanner

requests a character service interrupt.

PDF bit positions 0 12 3 4 5 6 7

Character bits 0 X7 X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 X1

LCD State X'5' (Start-Stop 10/7 Bit Control): This

state is for start-stop interfaces with a 10/7 format
(that is, one start bit, seven data bits, and two stop
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bits). When a character is sent to an interface, the

seven data bits must be placed into bits 1-7 of the PDF
field as shown below. Characters received from the

interface are in the same format when the scanner

requests a character service interrupt.

PDF bit positions 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Character bits 0 X7 X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 XI

LCD State X'6' (Start-Stop 10/8 Bit Control): This

state is for start-stop interfaces with a 10/8 format

(that is, one start bit, eight data bits, and one stop bit).

When a character is sent to an interface, the eight

data bits must be placed into bits 0-7 of the PDF field

as shown below. Characters received from the inter-

face are in the same format when the scanner requests

a character service interrupt.

PDF bit positions 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Character bits X8 X7 X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 X1

LCD State X'7' (Start-Stop 11/8 Bit Control): This

state is for start-stop interfaces with an 11/8 format

(that is, one start bit, eight data bits, and two stop

bits). When a character is sent to an interface, the

eight data bits must be placed into bits 0-7 of the PDF
field as shown below. Characters received from the

interface are in the same format when the scanner

requests a character service interrupt.

PDF bit positions 0 12 3 4 5 6 7

Character bits X8 X7 X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 X1

LCD States X'8' through X4B' (SDLC Byte Length):

These states are for SDLC lines only.

LCD State X'C (BSC EBCDIC Line Control): This

state is for binary synchronous interfaces using the

EBCDIC SYN character. When a character is sent to

an interface, the data bits must be placed into bits 0-7

of the PDF field as shown below. The SYN character

(X'32') provides for automatic detection of the first

phase character during a receive operation.

PDF bit positions 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Character bits X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8

LCD State X'D' (BSC USASCII Line Control): This

state is for binary synchronous interfaces using the

USASCII SYN character. When a character is sent to

the interface, the data bits must be placed into bits 0-7

of the PDF field as shown below. The SYN character

(X'16') provides for automatic detection of the first

phase character during a receive operation.

PDF bit positions 0 12 3 4 5 6 7

Character bits X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8

LCD State X'E': (Reserved)

LCD State X'F (Feedback Check): This state is set by

the Type 2 Scanner whenever a feedback check is

detected ( 1 ) during scan addressing on any of the

scanner 'data in' lines from the selected line interface

base, or (2) when a bit service reset error is detected

on the line from the selected LIB. A set mode to an

interface that has been configurated incorrectly also

sets this state.

Primary Control Field (PCF) States

This section describes the PCF states for start-stop

and BSC line control. See the Autocall Interface

Operation section in this chapter for a description of

the autocall PCF states. For a description of SDLC
line control, see the SDLC section of this chapter.

PCF State X'0' (No-Op) : This PCF state causes the

Type 2 Scanner to take no action (active or passive)

upon subsequent scans. The scanner hardware can

request a Type 2 Scanner L2 interrupt and set this

PCF state for an interface if it determines that new
control information is required from the control pro-

gram. This PCF state can be set by the control pro-

gram; however, no interrupts are generated by the

interface.

PCF State XT (Set Mode) : This PCF state causes the

scanner to set and reset certain mode latches in the

line interface hardware. These latches are specified by

the SDF field. When setting this PCF state, the con-

trol program must ensure the integrity of the entire

ICW. This may be done by first setting the PCF to

state X'0' (no-op) so that the ICW will not be modi-
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fied by a possible interrupt. The SDF can then be set

to the proper value. Finally, state X' 1
' (set mode) can

be set into the PCF field. Execution of a set mode
does not require a bit service request from the ad-

dressed interface. However, a bit service request must

occur to allow the scanner to request a Type 2 Scanner

L2 interrupt to end the set mode operation. The set

mode operation ends when the scanner hardware sets

the PCF state to X'O' (no-op).

A set mode can be executed to change the state of

the data rate selector bit and the oscillator select bits

without requiring a disable. However, data terminal

ready must remain on.

PCF State X'2' (Monitor Data Set Ready): This PCF
state places the interface in a wait-for-incoming-call

condition. For switched lines, this state should nor-

mally be set by the control program following a PCF
state X'F' (disable) and PCF state XT (set mode with

data terminal ready bit = 1). When an interface is in

this state, the Type 2 Scanner tests the 'data set ready'

lead from the common carrier or IBM line adapter for

an active condition when the ICW is fetched. When
data set ready is on, indicating that a call is estab-

lished, the Type 2 Scanner sets PCF state X'O' (No-

Op) for start-stop or PCF state X'4' (monitor

phase—data set ready check off) for binary synchro-

nous transmission and requests an L2 interrupt.

Though not necessary, this state can also be used

for leased lines. Data set ready should be on at the

first bit service request when the interface is scanned.

PCF State X'3' (Monitor Ring Indicator or Data Set

Ready): This PCF state, when set by the control pro-

gram, places the line interface in a wait-for-incoming-

call (ring indicator on) or wait-for-manual-call-out-

connection condition (data set ready on). This state

must be preceded by setting PCF state X'F' (disable),

or a set mode that resets data terminal ready. When
the PCF state is set to X'3', the Type 2 Scanner tests

the 'ring indicator' and 'data set ready' leads from the

common carrier equipment for an active condition of

either lead. When 'ring indicator' is active, a call is

coming in and a pending connection is to be estab-

lished. When either of these conditions occurs, the

Type 2 Scanner sets PCF state X'O' (no-op) and

places the line in a L2 interrupt pending state. This

PCF state must be followed by PCF state XT (set

mode) from the control program to set the 'data termi-

nal ready' latch. After the Type 2 Scanner executes

the set mode, it sets PCF state X'O' (no-op) and places

the line in a L2 interrupt pending state. The interrupt

handling program must then place the line in PCF
state X'2' (monitor data set ready on), after which the

operation proceeds as described in PCF state

X'2'—Monitor Data Set Ready.

PCF State X'4' (Monitor Phase—Data Set Ready

Check Off): This PCF state is identical to PCF state

X'5' (BSC—monitor phase-data set ready check on)

except that the inactive condition of 'data set ready'

does not signal a check condition. PCF X'4' is intend-

ed to initialize the first receive operation after a

switched network call connection has been established.

PCF State X'5' (Monitor Phase—Data Set Ready
Check On): This PCF state places a BSC line into a

hunt for phase condition. The SDF field is shifted

each bit interval time, and the contents are examined

by the scanner hardware for a comparison with the bit

configuration of the 8-bit SYN character. If a com-
pare is successful, PCF state X'7' is set, and the tag bit

is inserted in the SDF. An L2 interrupt request, how-
ever, is not generated at this time. The first interrupt

request is at the next subsequent character time.

When this interrupt request is presented, the control

program must examine the character in the PDF to

determine if the second SYN character has been re-

ceived. If so, the PCF is left in state X'7'. If the sec-

ond SYN has not been received, the program returns

the PCF to state X'5'. The Type 2 Scanner also sets

PCF state X'5' after completing a transmit turnaround

(PCF state X'C or X'D').

PCF State X'6' (Receive—Inhibit Data Interrupts):

This state is used only for SDLC lines.

PCF State X'7' (Receive): Start-Stop: In this PCF
state, the Type 2 Scanner monitors for start bits (as

described in the Line Control Definer section) ac-

cording to the setting of LCD X'O', X'2', X'4'-X'7'.

This state remains in effect until changed by the con-

trol program and is set by the Type 2 Scanner after the

completion of a transmit turnaround (PCF state X'C
or X'D').

BSC: In this PCF state, the Type 2 Scanner frames

consecutive 8-bit characters (as described in the Line

Control Definer section) according to the setting of

the LCD X'C and X'D'. This state remains in effect

until changed by the control program and is set by the

Type 2 Scanner after one SYN character has been

detected in PCF states X'4' or X'5' for BSC.

PCF State X'8' (Transmit Initial): This PCF state is set

by the control program. The Type 2 Scanner places

the interface hardware into a transmit condition and
transmitting begins when the 'clear to send' lead is

activated from the carrier equipment. In addition to
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setting this state, the control program must perform

the following sequence.

1. Set PCF state X'O' (no-op). This step may have

been performed on any previous interrupt.

2. Set the SDF to the first character to be transmitted.

3. Store the second character to be transmitted into

the PDF.
4. Set PCF state X'8' (transmit initial).

For start-stop initialization, the first character to be

transmitted (set in the SDF) must be X'FF' and the

second character (set in the PDF) must be the first

information character.

For BSC initialization, when business machine

clocking is used, 16 transitions of the 'received data'

lead are required to ensure bit synchronization be-

tween the transmitting and receiving stations. There-

fore, SDF Bits 1-9 must be set to an initial pad of

X'355\ and the PDF must be set to X'AA'. The next

character to be transmitted must be a pad character of

X'AA' followed by two SYN characters to enable

character synchronization to be established.

BSC specification requires that the first character

transmitted be an initial pad character. Therefore,

when modem clocking is used, SDF bits 1-9 must be

set to X'355'. Since the next two characters must be

SYN characters, the PDF must be set to a SYN char-

acter. All characters stored into the SDF are assumed

to be right-justified.

When the Type 2 Scanner begins transmitting (clear

to send on), the hardware changes the PCF control

state to X'9' (transmit data).

Note: It may be desirable in certain applications

(contention) to test the PCF state in order to deter-

mine if a transmit operation should be started.

For example, a line may have just set PCF state

X'7' (receiving-in-phase), and its subsequent interrupt

has not been handled by the control program.

PCF State X'9' (Transmit Data): This PCF state is set

by the Type 2 Scanner after completion of PCF state

X'8' (transmit initial). Data is transmitted in this state

until one of the transmit turnaround states (PCF X'B',

X'C or X'D') is set by the control program. PCF
state X'A' (transmit data with new sync) should be

used in place of state X'9' for synchronous modem
equipment containing a 'new sync' lead.

All control and non-information characters must be

supplied by the control program because the scanner

does not perform character decoding, encoding, or

insertion of any kind during a transmit operation. The

scanner detects and signals underruns, but the control

program has to take corrective action, (for example,

BSC abort sequence).

For BSC transmission on a line with business ma-

chine clocking, the first two characters transmitted in

the transmit data states (PCF states X'9' and X'A')

must be X'AA' followed by two SYN characters. For

BSC transmission on a line with modem clocking, the

first character transmitted in PCF state 9 (transmit

data) must be X'AA' followed by two SYN characters.

Note, this may have already been done under PCF
state X'8' (transmit initial).

After all information characters (EOB, EOT, ENQ,
ACK, check characters, etc.) have been transmitted

under the transmit data states (PCF states X'9' or

X'A'), the control program must complete the transmit

operation by setting one of the transmit turnaround

states (PCF state X'B', X'C or X'D').

PCF State X'A' (Transmit Break—Start-Stop): This

state is set by the control program instead of PCF
state X'9' (Transmit Data) when transmitting a break

signal to the remote destination. The following se-

quences of PCF states should be set by the control

program for transmitting a break signal:

SDF PDF Pad Flae

Transmit Initial

(PCF State X'8')

Transmit Break

Transmit Turnaround

(PCF X'B' or X'C)

X'FF X'FF

X'OO'

X'FF

1

0

1

After the completion of this sequence, the break

signal (continuous spacing) continues for n character

times. The stop bits for the spaces (X'OO') are inhibit-

ed from being transmitted as a mark so that the break

signal is continuous spacing.

Note: Two character-time delays exist before the

actual break signal is transmitted.

PCF State X'A' (Transmit Data with New Sync): This

state is identical to PCF state X'9' (transmit data)

except that the 'new sync' line to the modem equip-

ment is active. It must be used only with 4-wire du-

plex, multipoint leased-line modem equipment where

the associated interface is designated as the master

station. The control program must change PCF state

X'A' to PCF state X'9' (transmit data) in the charac-

ter service routine that places the last character to be

transmitted into the PDF.

PCF State X'B' (Prepare to Turn for Start-Stop): This

state is set by the control program on the interrupt

following the interrupt that placed the last character

(pad or information) to be transmitted into the PDF.

While bits are being transmitted, this state is the same

as PCF state X'9' (transmit data).
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When the character is completely transmitted, PCF
state X'C (transmit turnaround—request to send off)

is set by the scanner. The SDF is set to X'OO', and the

line interface transmit data buffer is left in the 'mark'

state. This action delays completion of the transmit

operation to ensure that the stop bit remains on the

interface transmit data output at least one bit time

before 'request to send' can be turned off. At the next

bit interval, if 'clear to send' is off, the line is placed in

an interrupt pending condition as the final interrupt of

the transmit operation. PCF state X'7' (Receive

—

Start-Stop) is set by the Type 2 Scanner, and the SDF
is left at X'OO'. If 'clear to send' is on, the scanner

loops, and there is no change in the PCF state or no

interrupt generated until 'clear to send' drops.

PCF State X'C (Transmit Turnaround—Request to

Send Off): For BSC line control (LCD=X'C\ or

X'D') this PCF state is set by the control program on

the interrupt following the interrupt that placed the

last pad character to be transmitted into the PDF.

While bits are being transmitted, this state is the same

as state X'9' (transmit data).

When the character is completely transmitted,

'request to send' is reset along with the 'transmit

mode' latch in the interface hardware. PCF State X'C
is not changed until 'clear to send' is off. After 'clear

to send' is off, PCF state X'5' (monitor phase - data

set ready check on) is set, and the line is placed in an

interrupt pending state. The control program should

make sure 'clear to send' is off before the background

time-out elapses. For a description of this state under

start-stop line control, see PCF state X'B'.

When the control program wants to close a line that

normally transmits with 'request to send' on, it must

notify the scanner that 'request to send' is to be turned

off by a PCF state X'C. This must be done by send-

ing a pad message using PCF state X'B' for start-stop,

or PCF state X'C for BSC, instead of PCF state X'D'.

The pad message should result in a continuous mark-

ing condition on the line (for Start-Stop, see SCF Pad

Flag). An alternative is to ensure that final outgoing

transmissions use PCF state X'C.

Programming Note

Some modems do not turn 'clear to send' off under the

above conditions. Therefore, the control program

should test this condition and may be required to set

the PCF to X'D' and operate with 'request to send' on.

PCF State X'D' (Transmit Turnaround—Request to

Send On): This state is set by the control program on

the interrupt following the interrupt that placed the

last character (pad or information) to be transmitted

into the PDF. While the bits are being serialized in the

SDF, this state is the same as PCF state X'9' (transmit

data).

When the character is fully serialized, the interface

transmit control (not including 'request to send') is

reset and the final interrupt request is set for the trans-

mit operation. The PCF is set by the Type 2 Scanner

to PCF state X'5' (monitor phase - data set ready

check on) for BSC or to PCF state X'7' (receive) for

start-stop.

The significance of 'request to send' on (PCF state

X'D') is:

Start-Stop: 'Request to send' on is to be used with all

common carrier equipment that provides duplex facili-

ties and for IBM line adapter/modem equipment on
duplex communication facilities.

BSC: 'Request to send' on is to be used on point-to-

point 4-wire duplex and multipoint 4-wire duplex com-

munication facilities where the controller serves as the

master station. All BSC switched network communi-

cation facilities are half-duplex.

BSC and Start-Stop Local Attachments: Equivalent

to 4-wire point-to-point communication facility.

PCF State X'F' (Disable): This state is set by the con-

trol program and causes the Type 2 Scanner to turn off

data terminal ready. A disable resets all control in-

formation in the line that was provided by the last set

mode (PCF state XT). The scanner hardware then

causes the interface to be placed in an interrupt pend-

ing state when the 'data set ready' lead and the

'receive line signal detector' lead are deactivated. For

auto-dial applications, other conditions on the auto-

matic calling unit must be satisfied before another dial

operation can be attempted. Before the interrupt is

requested, PCF state X'O' (no-op) is set by the scan-

ner. Because all control information in the line set is

reset, the control program must set up the proper con-

trol information again by a set mode (PCF state X' 1
')

in the interrupt after the disable.

Interface Mode Set-SDF Values

The interface hardware latches are set and reset ac-

cording to the value in the SDF field during PCF state

XT. The following paragraphs define the SDF values

for a set mode.

SDF bits 0-2: ICW Bits 24-26 - Not Used
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SDF bit 3: This bit is set to 1 to place the addressed

interface in the diagnostic mode.

SDF bit 4: Data Terminal Ready - This bit controls

the 'data terminal ready' lead, which must be set to

enable the line interfaces provided by all line sets ex-

cept those used for autocall operation.

SDF bit 5: Synchronous Bit Clock - This bit deter-

mines whether synchronous or start-stop clocking is

used for the addressed interface when business ma-

chine clocking is specified. If SDF bit 6 is 1 (external

clock), this bit is ignored.

A feedback check occurs if this bit is on when the

program executes a set mode for interfaces provided

by all line sets that support start-stop lines only.

SDF bit 6: External Clock - This bit determines

whether business machine or modem clocking is used

for the addressed interface. A 1 = modem clock, and

0 = business machine clock.

A feedback check occurs if this bit is on when the

program executes a set mode for interfaces provided

by line sets that allow business machine clock control

only.

SDF bit 7: Data Rate Selector - This bit selects a high

speed or low speed data rate for the attached modem.

A 1 = high data rate, and 0 = low data rate. If mo-

dem clocking is specified, this bit selects which of the

two clock speeds in the modem is to provide the clock

pulses. The low rate usually equals one-half of the

high rate. In this case the business machine clock se-

lected by the oscillator select bits must not exceed

one-half the clock speed selected in the modem.

A feedback check occurs if this bit is on when the

program executes a set mode to a line interface provid-

ed by line sets that allow only one data rate.

SDF bits 8 and 9: OSC Select Bits 1 and 2 - The

state of these two bits selects the business machine

clock to be used by the addressed line interface. At

least one business machine clock must be installed in

each Type 2 Scanner. See the following section,

Business Machine Clocks.

Programming Note

The oscillator select bits can be changed without caus-

ing a switched network connection to be broken if

SDF Bit 4 (Data Terminal Ready) is set when the set

mode is executed.

Business Machine Clocks

Each Type 2 Scanner must have at least one business

machine clock installed and may have as many as four.

If modem clocking is used with any of the lines, a

business machine clock must be installed with a speed

less than one-half that of the lowest speed modem
clock. Figure 6-4 lists the business machine clocks

available.

Modems attached to a 3705 must provide clock pulses for

line speeds above 2400 bps. Some line sets can operate with

either a business machine clock or a modem clock, and

some can operate only with a business machine clock.

Refer to the 3 704 and 3 705 Introduction manual for

a description of the individual LIB and line set types.

The installed business machine clock used for a

given line is selected under program control by execut-

ing a set mode (PCF state X'l') with SDF bits 8 and 9

set to indicate the desired clock. Figure 7-5 shows the

proper setting of the oscillator select bits to assign an

installed oscillator to a given interface.

SDF Bits

8 9 Selected Business Machine Clock

0 0

0 1

1 0

1 1

Lowest speed clock (OSC0)

Next higher speed clock (OSC 1

)

Next higher speed clock (OSC2)
Highest speed clock (OSC3)

Figure 7-5. Type 2 Communication Scanner Business Machine

Clock Selection.

No business machine clock is selected if the oscilla-

tor select bits are set to select an uninstalled oscillator

(for example, bits 8 and 9 set to 1 1 when only two or

three oscillators are installed).

Every interface must have a business machine clock

assigned whether it is specified to be business machine

or modem clocked. For autocall interfaces and for line

interfaces that are to use modem clocking, the assigned

business machine clock is used to ensure that the inter-

face is periodically accessed. The lowest speed oscilla-

tor must always be used for an autocall interface.

The oscillator select bits are set to 0 by a reset to

the scanner. Therefore, the lowest speed clock is ini-

tially selected, and unless a set mode is executed to

select another clock for a given interface, the lowest

speed clock is used.

After a power-on-reset occurs, there is a warm-up

period associated with the different clocks. (Refer to

Figure 6-4.) During this warm-up period, a business

machine clock cannot provide service requests.
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Programming Notes

1. The oscillator select bits for a line interface can be

changed without causing a switched network con-

nection to be broken, if 'data terminal ready' is up

when the set mode is executed.

2. The business machine clock selected for a modem-
clocked line interface must be less than one-half the

rate of the modem clock.

I/O Programming Considerations

As a general rule, input/output instructions should be

issued only when the status of the attachment buffer

address register (ABAR) and the particular Type 2

Scanner ICW input register is known. An understand-

ing of how those registers are set or loaded is needed

for correct execution.

The ABAR is set under the following conditions:

1 . The interface address in the highest priority pro-

gram level 2 interrupt register located in the attach-

ment base is loaded into ABAR just before program

level 2 becomes the current program level.

Therefore, if an Input X'40' is executed as the

first instruction in program level 2, the register

specified by the R operand contains the interface

address for that interrupt.

2. When the program executes an Output X'40', the

interface address in the register specified by the R
operand is placed in ABAR.

The ICW input register of the selected Type 2 Scan-

ner is loaded with the contents of the ICW associated

with the interface address in the ABAR when:

1. The ABAR is loaded after a program level 2 inter-

rupt occurs.

2. The Output X'40' instruction is executed in pro-

gram level 3 or 4. This enables the level 3 or 4 rou-

tines to access any portion of the selected ICW as-

sociated with the interface address in the ABAR.

Figure 7-6 summarizes which program levels can set

the ABAR in the attachment base and set the ICW
input register in the selected scanner.

Program ABAR ICW Input

Level Register

1 Output X'40' Cannot be set

2 L2 Interrupts L2 Interrupt

3 or 4 Output X'40' Output X'40'

Figure 7-6. Setting ABAR and ICW Input Register

The following considerations are recommended for

executing input/output instructions in the different

program levels.

Program Level 1 (Error Routines)

Input X'40' can be executed to obtain the interface

address from the attachment buffer address register

(ABAR) in the Type 2 Attachment Base. This old

interface address should be saved if a different address

is required to select the Type 2 Scanner that has its LI
interrupt request set.

Output X'40' can be executed to select the appro-

priate Type 2 Scanner if needed. Only the selected

Type 2 Scanner can decode the input/output instruc-

tions. However, the scanner input register is not

changed if an Output X'40' is executed at program

level 1 or 2.

After the Type 2 Scanner is selected, other input

and output instructions may be executed as needed.

Output instructions may be executed in any order, but

all output instructions (Outputs X'42', X'43\ X'44\
X'45', X'46', and X'47') that set a portion of the ICW
must be separated by at least one cycle. This is re-

quired because the output register in the Type 2 Scan-

ner buffers the data from the general register and re-

quires time to store the data in the ICW.
Before exiting from program level 1 , the program

may execute an Output X'40' to place the old interface

address back in ABAR if it had been saved. However,
one instruction cycle must separate it from any Output

X'42'-X'47'. The selected Type 2 Scanner ICW input

register is not changed as a result of Output X'40'.

At least one instruction cycle must separate the last

output instruction and an Exit instruction.

Program Level 2 (Character Service)

Input X'40' may be executed immediately to obtain

the interface address. When Input X'40' is issued

while in program level 2, the 'priority register

occupied' latch associated with the interface address in

ABAR is reset. This indicates that the character ser-

vice request is being serviced and that the program
level 2 interrupt priority register from which the

ABAR was loaded is now available for another level 2

interrupt of the same priority. If all the 'priority regis-

ter occupied' latches are reset, the Type 2 Scanner L2
interrupt request is reset.

Inputs X'44', X'45', or X'47' may be executed

whenever necessary to obtain a portion of the ICW
from the Type 2 Scanner ICW input register. Outputs

X'43', X'44', X'45', X'46', or X'47' may be executed

whenever necessary to set a portion of the ICW.
Output instructions may be executed in any order,

but all subsequent Output X'43', X'44', X'45', X'46',
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or X'47' instructions must be separated by at least one

cycle.

At least one instruction cycle must separate the last

output instruction and an Exit instruction.

Programming Note

Subsequent Input X'40' instructions within the same

character service interrupt do not reset the 'priority

register occupied' latches.

Program Levels 3 and 4 (Lower Level Routines)

Output X'7E' may be executed with a 1 in byte 1, bit 2

of the register specified by the R operand. This will

'mask off program level 2 interrupts that could change

the contents of the attachment buffer address register

(ABAR) in the Type 2 Attachment Base by a charac-

ter service L2 interrupt.

Output X'40' may be executed to load ABAR with

the interface address of a line to be acted upon. The

contents of the ICW associated with this interface

address are placed in that Type 2 Scanner ICW input

register.

After the Type 2 Scanner is selected, (1) Output

X'43\ X'44\ X'45\ X'46\ or X'47' may be executed

(to alter the associated portion of the ICW), followed

by some other instruction, or (2) some other instruc-

tion must be executed, followed by Input X'44', X'45\

X'46', or X'47' (to obtain the associated portion of the

ICW that was loaded by the Output X'40' into the

ICW input register).

If Output X'43', X'44', X'45', X'46', or X'47' was

executed as in (1) above, the ICW content was al-

tered, but the ICW input register still contains the

contents of the ICW as it was before the alteration.

Output instructions may be executed in any order,

but all subsequent Output X'43', X'44', X'45', X'46',

or X'47' instructions must be separated by at least one

cycle.

It is recommended that all lines in the addressed

Type 2 Scanner be disabled before executing an Out-

put X'42' to change the upper scan limit.

Output X'7F' may be executed with a 1 in byte 1,

bit 2 of the register specified by the R operand. This

unmasks the program level 2 interrupts. This output

instruction must be separated by at least one instruc-

tion cycle from the last Output X'43', X'44', X'45',

X'46', or X'47' instruction.

Autocall Interface Operation

The Type 2 Communication Scanner supports opera-

tion of an autocall interface when the interface is at-

tached to Line Set IE and the line control definer

(LCD) field of the associated ICW is set to X'3'. The

primary control field (PCF) of the ICW is used to

control the interface operation. Whenever an autocall

interface that has a service request is scanned, the

scanner interprets the PCF to determine what commu-

nication should occur between the scanner and the

interface hardware. The scanner also determines,

from the PCF, whether the interface should be placed

in a level 2 interrupt pending state. The lowest speed

business machine clock installed in each scanner is

used to generate service requests for all autocall inter-

faces installed in that scanner. Service requests are

generated at the same rate as the clock speed.

Interface Control Word for Autocall Operation

The following bits/fields are used for autocall opera-

tion.

ICW bit 1

ICW bits 12-15

ICW bits 16-19

ICW bits 20-23

ICW bits 24-31

ICW bit 38

ICW bit 41

ICW bits 42-43

Service Request

PDF bits 4-7

LCD
PCF
SDF bits 0-7

Display Request

L2 Interrupt Pending

Service Priority

Programming Note

A reset to the scanner sets the PCF state of each ICW
to X'O' and resets ICW bits 34-38 and 41 when the

interface is scanned. However, when power is turned

on in the controller, all other ICW bits are unpredict-

able. Therefore the program must ensure that during

initialization ICW bits 0-3 are reset.

Primary Control Field for Autocall Operation

Five primary control field (PCF) states are available

for autocall operation. Setting the PCF to an unde-

fined value may result in improper operation. Each

time the control program changes the PCF state, it

should also set the LCD to X'3'. Figure 7-4 shows the

PCF states for this LCD value. The following PCF
states are valid for autocall interfaces.

PCF State X'O': Idle - This state resets the call re-

quest and digit present indications in the autocall in-

terface each time the interface is scanned and a bit

service is present. If the control program sets this

state, no interrupt requests result from that interface

until the program changes the PCF to one of the other

valid states. If the scanner sets this state as a result of

ending a PCF state XT' (disable), the interface is

placed in a level 2 interrupt pending state.

PCF State X'4': Monitor Call ACR, COS, PND -

When the Type 2 Scanner fetches an ICW for an auto-

call interface in this PCF state, the autocall interface is

monitored for the active state of the following leads:
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ACR—Abandon Call and Retry

COS—Call Originate Status

PND—Present Next Digit

When any of these leads are found to be active, the

appropriate SDF bit is set, and the interface is placed

in a level 2 interrupt request pending state.

PCF State X'5': Monitor Call ACR, COS - This state

is the same as PCF state X'4' except the active condi-

tion of present next digit (PND) does not generate a

level 2 interrupt request.

This PCF state can only be set by the control pro-

gram.

Programming Note

The control program must ensure that the interrupt

remember bit (SDF bit 0) is reset when it places the

interface in this state. Otherwise no interrupt request

can be generated because of active control leads.

PCF State X'8': Digit Valid - This state is set by the

control routine after it has placed the next dial digit

into the PDF. This digit is continuously presented to

the ACU interface until PND falls; the scanner sets

the PCF to X'4', and no interrupt is requested.

PCF State X'F: Disable - This state is used to reset

the dial interface at the end of the data transfer opera-

tion. After all the control leads from the Autocall unit

(ACU) have been reset, the Type 2 Scanner sets the

PCF to X'O' and places the interface in a level 2 inter-

rupt request pending state.

Serial Data Field for Autocall Operation

The control program can monitor the autocall interface

by interrogating the serial data field in the interface

control word. Figure 7-4 shows the SDF for ACU
interfaces. The serial data field is updated with the

current status of the autocall interface each time the

interface is scanned and a bit service request is pres-

ent. SDF bits 1-9 reflect the state of certain autocall

control signals and have no effect on the interface

operation. Bit 0 is the only SDF bit that affects opera-

tion. The following paragraphs describe each SDF bit

and its meaning.

SDF Bit 0: Interrupt Remember (IR) - This bit is set

by the scanner to indicate a level 2 interrupt pending

state. In PCF state X'4' or X'5', the scanner monitors

the respective autocall interface leads for an active

condition. When one of the monitored leads becomes
active, the scanner sets the interrupt remember bit to

prevent further interrupts from that interface until the

first interrupt has been serviced. This bit must be

reset by the control program each time an interrupt is

serviced in order to allow the next interrupt to be rec-

ognized.

Programming Note

The program should not reset the interrupt remember
bit before changing the PCF state from X'4' or X'5' to

some other state because an unexpected interrupt re-

quest may result.

SDF Bit 1: Power Indicator (PWI) - When this bit is

0, the automatic calling equipment is inoperative be-

cause of the lack of power.

SDF Bit 2: Call Request (CRQ) - A 1 in this position

indicates a request to originate a call to the autocall

interface. The scanner sets the CRQ in the autocall

interface whenever (1) the interface is scanned, (2) a

bit service request is present, and (3) the PCF State is

X'4', X'5', or X'8'. If the condition of this bit does
not agree with the state defined for the active PCF
state, the LCD is set to X'F' to indicate a feedback
check.

SDF Bit 3: Data Line Occupied (DLO) - A 1 in this

position indicates that the autocall interface is in use.

The program should not attempt to originate a call

until this lead becomes inactive.

SDF Bit 4: Present Next Digit (PND) - A 1 in this

position indicates that the autocall unit is ready to

accept the next digit. The PND lead is used by the

autocall unit to control the presentation of digits to the

unit during a dialing operation.

When the 'present next digit' lead is active and the

PCF state is X'4', the scanner sets the interrupt re-

member bit if it is not already on. If the PND lead is

inactive and the PCF state is X'8', the scanner changes
the PCF state to X'4'.

SDF Bit 5: Digit Present (DPR) - A 1 in this position

indicates that a valid digit is present on the digit leads

to the autocall unit. The scanner sets DPR via PCF
state X'8' after present next digit comes on and the

next dial digit has been placed into the parallel data

field, bits 4-7. When the autocall unit turns PND off,

the scanner changes the PCF state to X'4' and resets

DPR. The scanner resets DPR when the PCF state is

changed to X'O', X'4', X'5', or XT'. If the condition

of this bit does not agree with the state defined for the

active PCF state, the LCD field is set to X'F' to indi-

cate a feedback check.

SDF Bit 6: Data Set Status (DSS)/Call Originate

Status (COS) - A 1 in this position indicates that a

connection has been established and that the modem is
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in data mode and can be used for data communica-

tions. In PCF state X'4\ the scanner sets the interrupt

remember bit when the DSS/COS lead becomes ac-

tive.

SDF Bit 7: Abandon Call and Retry (ACR) - A 1 in

this position indicates that a preset time interval in the

autocall unit has elapsed since the last change of the

present next digit lead. This bit only alerts the control

program to the time-out condition; it does not auto-

matically abandon the call and retry. The control pro-

gram is responsible for abandoning the call and retry-

ing. In PCF state X'4', the scanner sets the interrupt

remember bit when the ACR lead becomes active.

SDF Bits 8 and 9: These bits are not used.

Parallel Data Field for Autocall Operation

For autocall operation the parallel data field is used to

present the dial digits to the automatic calling unit.

When the autocall interface is in PCF state X'8\ the

parallel data field bits 4-7 must contain a valid digit.

In any PCF state other than X'8', the PDF is treated

as if it contained all zeros. The valid digits that can be

loaded into the PDF are from X'O' to X'9' and X'C
and X'D'. X'O' to X'9' represent the value of the dial

digit and X'C is an end of number bit configuration

used to inform the autocall unit that the last digit of

the called number has been provided. X'D' is a

separator bit configuration used to inform the auto-

calling unit to wait for a second dial tone.

Note: The external automatic calling unit (ACU)

must have the appropriate features to use X'C and

X'D'.

Input/Output Instructions

The Type 2 Scanner input/output instructions enable

the program to communicate between line interface

bases (LIBs), program interrupt levels, interface con-

trol words (ICWs), and Type 2 Scanner registers.

Some of the major functions of the 1/O instructions

are to:

• Determine the interface address that caused a pro-

gram level 2 interrupt.

• Determine the cause of a program level 1 interrupt

once the scanner causing the interrupt has been

identified (Input X'76' has been executed).

• Determine the status of a particular ICW.
• Determine the status of a Type 2 Scanner display

register.

• Set the attachment buffer address register (ABAR)
with the interface address required for:

a) addressing a particular ICW in program levels 3

or 4.

b) restoring an old ABAR address that had been

saved while in the error routines of a program

level 1 interrupt. This allows the program to re-

sume normal operation with the same interface

address in the ABAR as when the program level

1 interrupt occurred.

c) addressing a particular scanner in program level

1, 3, or 4.

• Set and reset bits in a particular ICW.
• Set scan limits in a particular scanner while setting

the substitution control register (SCR) in the Type

2 Attachment Base.

• Set control bits in a particular scanner.

Programming Note

Input/Output instructions are privileged instructions

executable only at program level 1, 2, 3 or 4. Any
attempt to execute these instructions improperly caus-

es a program level 1 interrupt request by setting the

'input/output check LI' latch. Refer to Input/Output

Check description in Chapter 5 for the conditions that

cause the check to be set.

Input Instructions

Six input instructions allow the program to obtain the

status of the ICW input register, display register, and

error register in the Type 2 Scanner, and the interface

address in the attachment base ABAR. (Appendix B
defines the bits within each input instruction.)

Programming Notes

1 . With Extended Addressing, byte X of all input in-

structions and external registers is set to zero.

2. When an autocall interface is used, some of the

input instructions have different bit definitions.

Refer to the individual instruction descriptions for

these differences.

Input X'40' (Interface Address): This instruction is

used to obtain the line interface address from the

ABAR in the attachment base. Conditions that set the

ABAR are described in the I/O Programming

Considerations section in this chapter.

If Input X'40' is issued during program level 2, the

'priority register occupied' latch associated with the

interface address in the ABAR is reset. This indicates

that the character service request is being serviced and

that the program level 2 interrupt priority register from

which the ABAR was loaded is now available for an-

other level 2 interrupt of the same priority. If all the

'priority register occupied' latches are reset, the Type

2 Scanner L2 interrupt request is reset.
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Programming Note

Subsequent Input X'40' instructions within the same
character service interrupt do not reset the 'priority

register occupied' latches.

Input X'43' (Check Register): This instruction may be

used to obtain the status of the check register of a

scanner. Since it is possible for four Type 2 scanners

to be installed in the controller, the check register

selected is determined by the interface address in the

ABAR at time of instruction execution.

Programming Note

If any of the check register bits in the Type 2 Scanner

are set to 1, the Type 2 Scanner LI interrupt request is

set.

Input X'44' (ICW Input Register - Bits 0-15): This

instruction may be used to determine the state of the

secondary control field (SCF) and the parallel data

field (PDF) in the ICW that is set in the ICW input

register. The interface address in the ABAR selects

the proper scanner. Refer to I/O Programming

Considerations for conditions that set the ICW input

register. The SCF and PDF fields and bit definitions

are described in the Interface Control Word Format

section of this chapter. Synchronous Data Link Con-
trol (SDLC) uses certain bits of the SCF differently.

Input X'45' (ICW Input Register - Bits 16-31): This

instruction may be used to determine the state of the

LCD and PCF fields and SDF bits 0-7 in the ICW that

is set in the ICW input register. The interface address

in the ABAR selects the proper scanner. Refer to

//O Programming Considerations in this chapter for

conditions that set the ICW input register. The LCD,
PCF, and SDF fields and bit definitions are described

in the Interface Control Word Format section of this

chapter. The LCD and PCF fields are used differently

for SDLC lines.

Input X'46' (Display Register): This instruction may be

used to determine the state of the display register in

the Type 2 Scanner selected by the interface address in

ABAR.
The program, under control of the display request

(ICW bit 38), can cause status information for a par-

ticular interface to be placed into the Type 2 Scanner

display register when the interface is scanned. Input

X'46' can then be used to examine this status informa-

tion.

Input X'47' (ICW Input Register - Bits 32-45): This

instruction may be used to determine the state of SDF
bits 8-9, display request bit, L2 interrupt pending bit,

and priority bits 1-2. The ones counter, the last line

state, and the NRZI control bit, all of which are used

by SDLC, can also be examined by using this instruc-

tion. The interface address in the ABAR selects the

proper scanner and associated ICW. See I/O Pro-

gramming Considerations in this chapter for condi-

tions that set the ICW input register. For an interpre-

tation of these bits, see the Interface Control Word
Format and the SDLC sections of this chapter.

Output Instructions

Seven output instructions allow the program to set the

status of the ICW and to set the upper scan limit and
certain other controls in the Type 2 Scanner. The
interface address in the ABAR and the substitution

control register in the Type 2 Attachment Base may
also be set. (Appendix B defines the bits within each

output instruction.)

Programming Note

With Extended Addressing, byte X of all output in-

structions and external registers has no significance

and can be ignored.

Output X'40' (Interface Address): This instruction may
be used to set an interface address in the attachment

buffer address register (ABAR) of the Type 2 Attach-

ment Base. When this instruction is executed, byte 0,

bit 6 through byte 1, bit 6 in the register specified by
the R operand are placed in the ABAR.

The interface address placed in ABAR selects the

Type 2 Scanner and the ICW associated with that

address. Each CCU clock time, the 46 bits of the

ICW are placed in the ICW work register. If Output
X'40' is executed in program level 3 or 4 the contents

of the ICW work register are placed in the ICW input

register where it is available for Inputs X'44', X'45',

and X'47'.

Output X'41' (Scan Substitution Control): This instruc-

tion must be used to set the substitution control regis-

ter in the Type 2 Attachment Base. See Address

Substitution in this chapter for the description and
coding of the SCR bits.

Output X'42' (Upper Scan Limit Control): This instruc-

tion must be used to set the upper scan limit in the

selected Type 2 Scanner. At least one Output X'42'

must be executed for each Type 2 Scanner available.

The Scanner selected is determined by the interface

address in the attachment buffer address register

(ABAR) of the attachment base at the time of execu-

tion.
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Output X'43' (Control): This instruction may be execu-

ted to set or reset various control functions in a Type 2

Scanner. The Type 2 Scanner is selected by the inter-

face address in the attachment buffer address register

(ABAR) of the attachment base.

Output X'44' (ICW Bits 0-3 and 5-15): This instruc-

tion may be used to reset secondary control field

(SDF) bits 0-3 and 5 (5 is for SDLC use only), and to

set or reset bits 6-7 of the SCF. It is also used to set

or reset the parallel data field (PDF). For a detailed

description of these bits, see the Interface Control

Word Format section in this chapter and, for Synch-

ronous Data Link Control (SDLC), refer to the SDLC
section of this chapter. The PDF field is used as a

character buffer. The interface address in the attach-

ment buffer address register (ABAR), located in the

Type 2 Attachment Base, selects the Type 2 Scanner

and the ICW associated with this address. Refer to the

secondary control field of the ICW for an interpreta-

tion of the SCF bits (byte 0, bits 0-7). See Interface

Control Word Format for the PDF format as it relates

to various line control definer states, and for SDLC
variations of the PDF format, refer to the SDLC sec-

tion of this chapter.

Output X'45' (ICW Bits 16-23): This instruction may

be used to set the bits of the line control definer

(LCD) and the primary control field (PCF) in the

ICW. The interface address in the ABAR at execution

time selects the proper scanner and the associated

ICW. For a detailed interpretation of these bits, see

the Interface Control Word Format section in this

chapter. See the SDLC section of this chapter for a

detailed description of these bits when they are used to

define SDLC lines.

Output X'46' (ICW Bits 24-33 and 44): This instruc-

tion is used to set the bits (24-33) of the serial data

field (SDF) and bit 44, NRZI Control (SDLC only).

The interface address in the ABAR at execution time

selects the proper scanner and the associated ICW.

For a detailed interpretation of the SDF bits, see the

Interface Control Word Format section in this chap-

ter. For a description of bit 44, NRZI Control, refer

to the SDLC section of this chapter.

Output X'47' (ICW Bits 34-43): This instruction is

used to set the state of ICW bits 34-43. The interface

address in the ABAR at execution time selects the

proper scanner and the associated ICW. For a de-

tailed interpretation of these bits, see the Interface

Control Word Format and the SDLC sections of this

chapter.

SDLC
The following paragraphs describe the Type 2 Scanner

as it applies to Synchronous Data Link Control

(SDLC). The differences between SDLC lines and

other line types center upon the use of the Interface

Control Word (ICW). Some ICW bits are used exclu-

sively for SDLC and some bits, which are common to

other line types, are used differently for SDLC. The

control program must recognize the line as an SDLC
line and interpret the ICW bits accordingly. For a

description of the SDLC line discipline, refer to the

Synchronous Data Link Control General

Information manual.

ICW Bits 0-7 (Secondary Control Field): The second-

ary control field (SCF) is used as a sense, status, and

operation modifier field between the control program

and the Type 2 Scanner. Bits 0-5 are set by the Type 2

scanner hardware according to conditions received

from the line. Bits 6 and 7 are program controlled.

This field may be examined by using the Input

X'44' instruction. An Output X'44' instruction is used

to reset bits 0-3 and 5 and to set and reset bits 6 and

7.

Bit 0—Abort: The Type 2 Scanner sets this bit to 1

when it detects seven consecutive 1 bits in the received

data stream while the PCF state is X'6' or X'7'. If this

bit is 1, the service request interlock (ICW bit 1) is

forced to 0. Bit 0 must be reset by the control pro-

gram using an Output X'44' instruction.

This bit has no significance during a transmit opera-

tion.

Note: A transmitted abort sequence consists of

eight contiguous 1 bits. However, if the scanner

detects seven contiguous 1 bits while receiving data,

it will set the abort bit (ICW bit 0) to 1.

Bit 1—Service Request Interlock: The scanner sets

this bit to 1 as described in the ICW Format section

of this chapter, except that the scanner is prevented

from setting this bit if an SDLC flag or SDLC abort is

detected. This bit is reset as previously described in

this chapter and also by detection of SDLC abort.

Bit 2—Character Overrun /Underrun: This bit oper-

ates as previously described and has one additional

function. If the PCF state is X'7' and the flag is de-

tected at other than the predicted position, this bit is

set to one.

Bit 3—Modem Check: This bit is the same for all

ICWs. See ICW Format in this chapter.
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Bit 4—Receive Line Signal Detector: This bit is the

same for all ICWs. See ICW Format in this chapter.

Bit 5—Flag Detection/Disable Zero Insert Remem-
brance: During a receive operation (LCD X'8' or

X'9'), this bit is set to 1 when the scanner detects a

flag character in the received data. An interrupt re-

quest is not set because ICW bit 5 is set to 1 , but an

interrupt request may be set by a change of the PCF
state due to detection of the flag. This bit must be

reset to 0 by the control program when the scanner is

in a receive operation.

During a transmit operation, this bit is set to 1 as a

character is being transferred from the PDF to the

SDF, provided ICW bit 7 is set to 1. ICW bit 5 set to

1 prevents insertion of a 0 after five contiguous 1 bits

are transmitted. If ICW bit 7 is 0, ICW bit 5 is set to 0
as a character is transferred from the PDF to the SDF.
With ICW bit 5 set to 0, a 0 bit is inserted into the

data stream after five contiguous 1 bits are transmit-

ted.

Bit 6—Program Flag: This bit provides a flag in the

ICW that can be used by the program.

Bit 7

—

Disable Zero Insert Control: For a transmit

operation, this bit should be turned on by the control

program at the same time a flag or an abort character

is set into the PDF. When this bit is 0, the scanner

inserts a 0 bit into a transmitted character after five

contiguous 1 bits are sent. When this bit is 1 , the in-

sertion of a 0 bit is blocked after the five 1 bits, and
the sixth bit transmitted is not changed.

As a character is transferred from the PDF to the

SDF for transmission, the state of ICW bit 7 is trans-

ferred to ICW bit 5. This bit has no significance dur-

ing a receive operation.

ICW Bits 8-33 (Parallel Data Field): These bits form
the parallel data field (8-15), the line control definer

(16-19), the primary control field (20-23), and the

serial data field (24-33). The PDF and the SDF pro-

vide the same functions as described in the ICW
Format section of this chapter. The changes in the

states of the LCD and the PCF for support of Synch-

ronous Data Link Control are described in the follow-

ing sections.

ICW Bits 34-36 (Ones Counter): These three bits are

used as an SDLC ones counter. This counter is

stepped and reset by the Type 2 Scanner hardware.

During a receive operation, this counter is used to

detect:

• Inserted 0's that are to be deleted from the bit

stream while in PCF states X'6' and X'7'.

• Flag sequences (X'7E') while in PCF states X'5',

X'6', and X'7'.

/ %, jt^HVi.wvo \JV » vn WllJVCUUVC I Ulli3; Willie 111

PCF states X'6' and X'7'.

During a transmit operation, this counter is used to

insert a 0 bit after each five consecutive 1 bits trans-

mitted when ICW bit 5 is set to 0. This applies to PCF
states X'8', X'9', X'A', X'C, and X'D' only.

ICW Bit 37 (Last Line State): This bit retains the

state of the last bit transacted between the scanner and
the LIB during an SDLC operation.

ICW Bits 38-43: These bits have the same definition

for SDLC as for other line disciplines.

ICW Bit 44 (NRZI Control): When ICW bit 44 is on

and the PCF state is X'9', X'C, or X'D', the data that

is transmitted is in NRZI mode (non-return-to-zero-

inverted). When this bit is off the data is transmitted

in a normal mode (0 and 1 bits). In NRZI mode the

line level is complemented when a 0 is transmitted and
unchanged when a 1 bit is transmitted. NRZI mode
and zero insertion (ICW bit 7) after five consecutive 1

bits ensure a line transition every six bits regardless of

the data pattern. NRZI is used to ensure bit synchron-

ization of modems that do not provide received data

timing.

Line Control Definer (LCD) States for SDLC
This section describes the LCD (line control definer)

states X'8' and X'9' that apply to SDLC lines. These
states are added to the states described previously in

this chapter, and unlike the other LCD states, the

LCD for an SDLC line can be changed by the Type 2

Scanner. The control program sets the desired LCD
state by executing an Output X'45' instruction.

When a flag character is detected in the receive data

stream and the LCD state is X'8', the Type 2 Scanner

hardware resets the existing LCD state and sets an

LCD X'9' to receive that character. This is the only

case in which the scanner sets the LCD. Returning the

state to the proper setting for the next character is the

responsibility of the control program.

The variations in the PDF field due to the different

LCD states are shown with each state.

LCD State X'8' (SDLC Monitor Flag): This LCD
state along with PCF state X'5' is set by the control

program to monitor the received information for an
SDLC flag sequence. For a description of what hap-

pens when a flag is detected, see PCF State X'5' in

this section of Chapter 7.

LCD State X'9' (SDLC 8 Bit Byte): This LCD state is
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used for transferring SDLC 8-bit characters. This state

must be set by the control program for transmitting on

SDLC lines. When a character to be transmitted is sent

to the PDF, the eight data bits must be placed into bits

0-7 of the PDF as shown below.

PDF bit positions 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Character bits XI X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8

Characters received from the interface are in the

same format when the scanner requests a character

service interrupt. All address, control, and flag char-

acters are 8 -bit bytes.

This field is set by scanner hardware when a flag is

detected in the received information while LCD state

X'8' is set.

This is the only LCD state that can be set by the

scanner. It is set by the scanner when a flag is re-

ceived while LCD state X'8' is set.

Primary Control Field for (PCF) States SDLC

This section describes the PCF states for support of SDLC

lines in the Type 2 Communication Scanner.

PCF states X'O', XT, X'2', X'3\ X'A', and X'F' are the

same as for BSC and start-stop lines, as given elsewhere in

this chapter.

PCF State X'4' (Monitor Flag—Block Data Set Ready

Error): This PCF state is identical to PCF state X'5'

(monitor flag—allow data set ready error) except that

the inactive condition of 'data set ready' does not sig-

nal a check condition.

PCF State X'5' (Monitor Flag—Allow Data Set Ready

Error): This PCF state is used in conjunction with

LCD state X'8' to monitor for an SDLC flag after a

half-duplex turnaround or after an inactive period on

the communication channel. Each bit interval time,

the SDF is shifted one bit and the counter located in

ICW bits 34-36 is updated. The counter is used to

detect the flag character. When a flag character is

detected, the following actions are taken by the scan-

ner:

. The contents of the SDF are zeroed out and a tag

bit is inserted in the ICW.
. The flag detection bit (ICW bit 5) is set on in the

SCF.
• The PCF state is set to X'6'.

. The LCD state is set to X'9'.

• A level 2 interrupt is requested.

The flag character is not transferred to the PDF and

the service request bit (ICW bit 1) is not turned on.

PCF State X'6' (Receive Information—Inhibit Inter-

rupts): This state is entered when a flag is detected

while in state X'4', X'5', or X'7'. During this state the

scanner monitors the receive data stream. Inserted

zeros are deleted and 8-bit characters are assembled.

If contiguous flags are received:

• Flag detection (ICW bit 5) is set in the SCF every

character time.

• Transfer from SDF to PDF is inhibited.

• Service request (ICW bit 1) is not set.

• No interrupt is requested.

When a non-flag character is assembled:

. The PCF state is set to X'7'.

• The character is transferred from SDF to PDF.

• Service request (ICW bit 1) is set to initiate data

transfer between the control program and the PDF.

PCF State X'7' (Receive Information—Allow Data

Interrupts): This state can be entered from PCF state

X'6' when a non-flag character is detected. This state

is used in conjunction with LCD state X'9' to assemble

consecutive bits into 8-bit SDLC characters. The scan-

ner remains in this state until a flag sequence is detect-

ed, or until the state is changed by the control pro-

gram. When a flag sequence is detected, the scanner

changes to PCF state X'6' and requests a level 2 inter-

rupt.

PCF State X'8' (Transmit Initial): PCF state X'8' is

used to initiate a transmit operation on an SDLC inter-

face when the LCD is set to X'9'. This state disables

the NRZI mode and forces the 'send data' lead to a

mark state as long as 'clear to send' is not active.

When 'clear to send' becomes active, the NRZI mode

and the 'send data' lead are allowed to operate normal-

ly.

If business machine clocking is used, the first char-

acters transmitted must be X'00' (if using NRZI
mode) or X'AA' (if not using NRZI mode) so that the

remote clock can get in synchronization. If modem
clocking is used, the two leading characters (X'00' or

X'AA') are not required, and the first two characters

and the tag bit should be set in the SDF and PDF.

When a flag is placed in the PDF for transmission,

the disable zero insert control bit (ICW bit 7) must be

turned on by the control program. When the Type 2

Scanner begins transmission ('clear to send' on), the

scanner hardware changes the PCF state to X'9'

(transmit data).

Note: When operating on a half-duplex line, the

control program should not set the PCF state to

X'8' until ICW bit 4 (receive line signal detector)

is turned off.
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PCF State X'9' (Transmit Normal): This PCF state is

set by the Type 2 Scanner after completion of PCF
state X'8\ Data is transmitted in this state until one of
the transmit turnaround states (PCF X'C or X'D') is

set by the control program.

During transmission of characters over the SDLC
line, the control program must maintain the proper

state of the LCD. For example, when a flag character

is placed into the PDF, the LCD must be set to X'9'

and ICW bit 7 (disable zero insert control) must be set

to 1 . This allows transmission of more than five con-

secutive 1 bits for control purposes. For non-flag

characters the disable zero insert control bit must be

off.

PCF State X'C (Transmit Turnaround—Request to

Send Off): This PCF state is set by the control pro-

gram on the interrupt following the interrupt that

placed the last flag character to be transmitted into the

PDF. While bits are being transmitted, this state is the

same as PCF state X'9'.

When the character is completely transmitted,

'request to send' is reset along with the 'transmit

mode' latch in the interface hardware.

PCF State X'D' (Transmit Turnaround—Request To
Send On): This PCF state is set by the control pro-

gram when the ending flag character for a message is

placed in the PDF and the disable zero-insert control

bit (7) is set on. In this state, the scanner transfers the

flag character from the PDF to the SDF and sets the

flag detection/disable zero insert remembrance bit (5)

to the current state of the disable zero-insert control

bit (7) every flag character transfer. Continuous flag

characters will be serialized to the LIB without further

interrupts until PCF state X'D' is ended by the control

program.

The control program normally ends this state by
setting PCF state X'9'. When changing from PCF
state X'D' to PCF state X'9', the first character to be
transmitted in the X'9' state is loaded into the PDF
and the disable zero-insert control bit (7) is reset if

that character is not a flag. Subsequent characters are

supplied by normal data servicing requests.

Programming Note

When changing from state X'D' to state X'9', the pro-

gram should check that the zero insert remembrance
bit (5) is 1 to ensure that at least one flag character

has been sent since state X'D' was set.

Diagnostic Functions

The Type 2 Communication Scanner has two diagnos-

tic functions available to the control program: (1) the

diagnostic wrap and (2) the IBM modem wrap test.

These two tests are run under the control of the scan-

ner program and provide online testing as described in

the following sections. These diagnostics cannot be
issued to an autocall interface.

For line interfaces attached through any one scan-

ner, either a diagnostic wrap operation or a modem
wrap test can be performed, but not simultaneously.

However, these tests can be performed on two differ-

ent scanners simultaneously.

Diagnostic Wrap Test

The Type 2 Scanner diagnostic wrap provides a means
of testing and locating defects in the line control logic

and line-interface transmit and receive logic. It also

provides a method of online program testing.Diagnos-

tic wrap can be performed online without affecting the
normal program operation or the lines not in diagnos-
tic mode. The test requires one line interface to act as
a transmit line and one or more line interfaces in the
same scanner to act as receive lines. Any line in the
Type 2 Scanner can be a transmit or a receive line;

however, there may be only one diagnostic transmit
line per scanner at any one time.

The diagnostic wrap is initiated under program con-
trol by executing Output X'45' and Output X'46' in-

structions to all lines to be tested. The Output X'45'
instruction is executed with byte 1 , bits 0-3 set for

proper line control and byte 1, bit 7 set to 1 to indicate

PCF state XT (set mode). The remaining bits of this

output are set to 0. See PCF state XT in this chapter
for further information on set mode.

Output X'46' must be set as follows:

Byte 0, bits 0-7: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 0: This bit is 0.

Byte 1, bit 1: Diagnostic Mode (ICW bit 27) - This
bit must be set to 1

.

Byte 1, bit 2: Data Terminal Ready (ICW bit 28) -

This bit must be set to 0.
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Byte 1, bit 3: Synchronous Clock (ICW bit 29) -

This bit must be set according to the type of Line Set

tested. A 1 is placed in this position for binary syn-

chronous lines, and a 0 for start-stop lines.

Byte 1, bit 4: External Clock (ICW bit 30) - This

bit must be set to 0 to select a business machine clock.

Byte 1, bit 5: Data Rate Select (ICW bit 3 1 )- This

bit may be either 1 or 0.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: Oscillator Select 1 & 2 (ICW bits

32-33) - These bits are set to select an available line

oscillator (business machine clock). For proper set-

ting, see Business Machine Clocks in this chapter.

All wrap test lines must select the same oscillator.

After the set modes are issued, the affected line

interfaces can be exercised through any sequence of

point-to-point or multipoint operations.

During diagnostic wrap operations both the 'data

set ready' lead and the 'clear to send' lead are simulat-

ed active to prevent the Type 2 Scanner from setting a

modem check (ICW bit 3). The 'clear to send' lead is

not simulated active if the PCF is set to X'C and the

Type 2 Scanner detects that it has completely serial-

ized the character in the SDF. This is to allow either

the PCF state X'B' or X'C to be used during a diag-

nostic wrap.

Programming Note

1. Only one interface per Type 2 Scanner may be in a

transmit state at any given time during the opera-

tion.

2. The line used for transmit should be the last line to

be issued the mode set.

3. Diagnostic wrap cannot be executed on an autocall

interface.

4. During a diagnostic wrap operation, the line control

definer (LCD) of the line or lines in diagnostic re-

ceive must agree with the LCD of the line in diag-

nostic transmit regardless of the common-carrier or

IBM equipment physically attached to the line.

Modem Wrap Test

Modem wrap test tests the scrambler circuits of IBM

3872, 3874, and 3875 modems under program control.

The modem test can be performed online without

affecting the normal operation of other lines. This test

may also be performed simultaneously on any or all

interfaces for which the test function is defined.

To execute the modem wrap test, the LCD field of

the ICW for the interface to be tested must be X'8',

X'9', X'C, or X'D'. The control program must then

execute an Output X'46' instruction to set the inter-

face control word SDF as follows:

SDF bits 0-2: These bits are not used and should be

0.

SDF bit 3: This bit must be set to 1 to cause the

'diagnostic mode' latch to be set in the line interface

hardware, which conditions the modem for testing.

SDF bit 4: This bit must be set to 1 to cause 'data

terminal ready'. When this is set, together with the

diagnostic mode, it enables a modem wrap test opera-

tion to be performed instead of a diagnostic wrap.

SDF bit 5: This bit must be set to 1 to provide syn-

chronous clocking.

SDF bit 6: This bit must be set to 1 if the modem

provides the clock and to 0 if the modem does not

provide the clock.

SDF bit 7: This bit may be either 0 or 1

.

SDF bits 8 and 9: These bits must select an internal

oscillator whose speed is less than one-half the clock

speed if the IBM modem provides the clock. If the

modem does not provide the clock, the bits must select

an internal oscillator whose speed matches that of the

modem. For the proper setting, see Business Machine

Clocks in this chapter.

After the set mode is executed, the interface should

be put in PCF state X'8' (transmit initial) to cause

'request to send' to be raised. Before this is done, the

PDF and SDF fields should be set to X'FF' and the

pad flag (ICW bit 7) turned on to cause continuous

marks to be transmitted. When the first interrupt oc-

curs in PCF state X'9', the PCF should be changed to

X'D' to cause the interface to turn around with

'request to send' on. When the turnaround is com-

plete, the interface is in PCF state X'5', and a mark is

sent.

The program can now test the operation of the mo-

dem scrambler circuits by setting the PCF to X'7'

(receiving in-phase) and checking the received data for

all marks for a period of at least one second.
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Chapter 8: Type 3 and Type 3HS Communication Scanners

This chapter is intended to give the reader a basic understand-

ing of the operation of the Type 3 and Type 3HS Com-
munication Scanners and the requirements necessary to

program these scanners.

Because the Type 3 and Type 3HS Communication

Scanners are similar in operation, only the differences are

identified. Unless otherwise noted, the information in

this chapter refers to both the Type 3 and Type 3HS
Scanners.

The Type 3 or Type 3HS Communication Scanner (1)

scans the interface addresses assigned to the LIB positions

it supports. (2) performs character assembly/disassemly.

(3) provides buffering of message characters within local

storage-up to eight characters for Type 3 Scanners and up

to sixteen characters for Type 3HS Scanners, and (4) causes

program interrupts when program service is required to

obtain another program buffer or to handle an end-

of-message condition.

Up to four Type 3 Communication Scanners can be

installed in the 3705 (Type 3 Scanner-1 through Type 3

Scanner-4). Type 3 Scanner-1 supports attachment of up to

three LIBs with 48 half-duplex (HDX) lines. Type 3

Scanner-2, -3, and -4 can each support attachment of up to

four LIBs with 64 HDX lines; thus, up to 240 HDX lines can

be attached to the 3705 using four Type 3 Scanners. The

Type 3 Scanners can be installed with the Type 2, Type 3, or

Type 4 Channel Adapter features.

The number of lines supported by a Type 3 Scanner

depends on:

• How lines are used.

• Line disciplines.

• Mix of line speeds.

Up to four Type 3HS Communication Scanners can be

installed in a3705-II (the Type 3HS Scanner is not available

for the 3705-1 or 3704).

The Type 3HS Communication Scanner allows only

two line interface addresses on a Type 1 LIB. For duplex

SDLC operation, line set 1TA is available for attachment

to the Type 3HS Scanner. This line set provides a single

line with a transmit address of zero and a receive address

of two. For half-duplex BSC or SDLC operation, line set

1GA is available for attachment to the Type 3HS Scanner.

Two 1GA line sets (maximum allowed for each scanner)

provides two half-duplex lines — one line interface address

is zero and the other is two. The Type 3HS Scanner can be

installed only with a Type 2, Type 3, or Type 4 Channel

Adapter Feature.

For information about LIBs and their capacities, refer to the

Introduction to the IBM 3704 and 3705 manual.

Operation and Data Flow

| The interface addresses for all installed Type 3 or Type 3HS
Communication Scanners in the 3705 are generated from a

common Type 2 Attachment Base. A continuously run-

ning scan counter in the attachment base places the generated

interface address on an address bus that goes to all scan-

ners simultaneously. This address can be modified, under

program control, by the attachment base or the scanner.

The interface address is then used to address an interface

control word (ICW), which is loaded into the ICW work
register where the scanner hardware determines if any action

is to be performed for that interface. If no action is required

the ICW is replaced in local store and the next addressed ICW
is loaded into the work register. If the scanner determines

that program intervention is required, it requests a level 2

interrupt and loads the interface address into an interrupt

priority register.

When the level 2 interrupt actually occurs, the address in

the highest-priority interrupt priority register that is active is

loaded into the attachment buffer address register (ABAR)
and is then available to the control program along with the

ICW in the ICW input register.

Note: The notation "bit 0.1 ", "bit 1.5", etc., is used

throughout this chapter to refer to the bytes and bits of the

ICW and registers. For example, "bit 1.5" refers to byte 1,

bit 5.

Local Storage

Each Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner contains a local storage

array to store the interface control words when not being

used by the scanner hardware or the control program.

This storage array holds 64 interface control words of 1

6

bytes each for the Type 3 Scanner and two interface control

words of 16 bytes each for the Type 3HS Scanner. (A

parity bit is associated with each byte.)

I Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner Registers

I The Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner contains various hard-

ware registers that are used to store and pass information

and data within the scanner and between the scanner and

the control program. Some of these hardware registers

are available to the control program as external register

addresses through input and output instructions. The

external registers required for control program access are

described in the following paragraphs.

ICW Work Register

| The Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner control logic uses the

ICW work register to access, monitor, and modify an inter-

face control word (ICW). This register is loaded each time

an ICW is read out of local storage.
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ICW Input Register

The control program uses the ICW input register for access to

the interface control words. This register is loaded from the

ICW work register and reflects the status of the ICW at the

time when it was read out of local storage.

The ICW is loaded into the input register by level 2 inter-

rupt from the scanner for the associated line or by an Output

X'40' instruction in program level 3 or 4. when the address

of the line is in the ABAR.

Attachment Buffer Address Register (ABAR)

The attachment buffer address register is physically located

in the Type 2 Attachment Base and supplies the interface

addresses to the control program. See I/O Programming Con-

siderations in this chapter for a description of loading the

ABAR.

Programming Note

The ABAR must be initialized by an Output X'40' instruc-

tion with an interface address associated with an installed

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner. The Output X'40' must be

executed after the controller is powered on and before any

other input or output instructions to the scanner are exe-

cuted.

Display Register

The display register is a temporary storage register that can

contain interface control information that the program can

use. If bit 4.6 (display request) of an interface control word

is on, control information for that interface is loaded into

the display register each time that interface is scanned. (This

bit is turned on via an Output X'43' instruction in which

bit 0.2 is on; the instruction must be executed after the

address of the line for which the information is to be dis-

played has been loaded in the ABAR via an Output X'40'

instruction.) The control program can then obtain this

information by executing an Input X'46' instruction.

There is only one display register for each Type 3 or

|

Type 3HS Scanner; therefore, only one ICW at a time

should have its display request bit (4.6) set to 1. Other-

wise, the control program cannot determine which inter-

face was the last one to cause the display register to be

loaded. The display register normally contains the status of

the clear to send, ring indicator, data set ready, receive

line signal detect, receive data bit buffer, diagnostic wrap

mode, bit service request, and ICW diagnostic mode indi-

cators for the line interface (or contains the Autocall unit

indicators, for an Autocall interface). Alternatively, the

display register contains the status of the scanner-to-line

set data out lines (if the scanner is in diagnostic 0 mode

[ICW bit 5.5 is on]) or the line set-to-scanner data in lines

(if a feedback check has occurred for the line interface

[LCD state is X'7' or XT']).

A feedback check error occurs when the state of any data

in line does not match the state of the corresponding data out

line (which indicates that the line interface hardware is not

in the state intended to be set by the control program). The

display register bit corresponding to the non-matching data

out/data in line pair is set to 0; all other bits are 1

.

Scanner Output Register

The scanner output register buffers the bits received from

the CCU outbus until the next CCU time occurs, allowing

the ICW bits or control latch settings to be altered. This

register is loaded from the CCU outbus via Output

X'41'-X'4F' instructions.

Scanner Check Register

The scanner check register comprises 21 check latches,

each associated with the detection of a specific error

condition in the Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner. The con-

trol program may access the check register after an inter-

face address specifying a Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner is

placed in the attachment buffer address register (ABAR)

via an Output X'40' instruction. The current state of the

check register may be determined by an Input X'42' and

and an Input X'43' instruction.

The scanner issues a level 1 interrupt request to the CCU

when any of the check register latches is set. These latches

may be reset by an Output X'43' instruction. The reset

bit (byte 0, bit 1) of the instruction must be on and the

scanner request bit (byte 1, bit 5) of the register speci-

fied by the R field of the instruction must be on.

Diagnostic Buffer Address Register (DBAR)

Bits 1 .0-1 .5 of an Input X'42' instruction will contain the

failing ICW address (in binary for any ICW, work register

parity check, PDF array parity check, or LIB select error).

The control program can use this address to determine the

line for which the error occurred.

Cycle Steal Buffer Address Register (CBAR)

The scanner loads this register with the current address of

main storage into which data is to be stored or from which

data is to be fetched with a cycle steal operation, -The-

current address is obtained from ICW bytes 6, 8, and 9.

PDF Array Format

Associated with each ICW is a set of addressable buffers

called parallel data fields (PDF). Eight buffers are asso-

ciated with the Type 3 Scanner and 16 buffers are asso-

ciated with the Type 3HS Scanner. Each set is called a PDF

array. Each PDF in the array contains eleven bits (plus a

parity bit) and is used to hold a data character or control and

status information pertaining to the receive or transmit opera-

tion in which the scanner is currently engaged.

The format of each PDF is shown in Figure 8-1

.

Each PDF array buffers message data between main con-

troller storage and the communication line interface with

which the array is associated via the interface control word

(ICW). The format and content of the interface control

word appears later in this chapter.
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Type3HS
Communication Scanner

Type 3

Communication Scanner

Main Storage SDF

PDF Array

Cycle Steal ^a- 000
PDF Array Ptr

001

ICW 12.0 - 12.3 010

1

011

100

101

110

111

\

PDF Array Ptr

ICW 12.4-12.7

/

Parallel Data Field (PDF)

PDF Array
Bit 0.5 0.6 0.7 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 P

0 0 \ 0

DATA

3
I

4
P

1 0 ^
P

1 1 \"* — STATUS »- P

PDF Control Register

Bit SDLC BSC
0.7 Set ICW 0.0

((Abort Detect)

Reserved

1.0 Set ICW 14.1

(Idle Detect)

Set ICW 14.1

1.1 Set ICW 0.3

(reserved)

Set ICW 0.3

(reserved)

1.2 Set ICW 14.3

(Data check) CRC
Set ICW 14.3

(Data check) VRC/CRC
1.3 Set ICW 14.4

(Flag off boundary)

Set ICW 14.4

(Bad Pad)

1.4 Set ICW 0.5

(End of Message)

Set ICW 0.5

(End of Message)

1.5 (Reserved) Set ICW 14.6

(Invalid DLE sequence)

1.6 Set ICW 14.7

(Length Check)

Set ICW 14.7

(Length Check)

1.7 Set L2 Interrupt Set L2 Interrupt

PDF Status Register

Bit SDLC BSC
0.7 Set ICW 15.0

(Control Exception)
0

1.0 0 0

1.1 0 0

1.2 0 0

1.3 0 BSC Ending

Character/T.O.

Received

1.4 0

1.5 0

1.6 0

1.7 Reserved Reserved

FINAL STATUS BSC RECEIVE

Bit 1.3

0 0

0

0

1

1

1.6

0 Timeout

ITB

ENQ
ETX
ETB

Figure 8-1. PDF Array Format
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Two pointers within the ICW select the PDF to be used in

the current receive or transmit operation. The cycle steal

PDF array pointer selects the PDF into which a cycle steal

operation is to transfer data from main storage (during a

transmit operation) or from wliich a cycle steal operation is

to transfer data to main storage (during a receive operation).

The PDF array pointer selects the PDF into which the

received data from the SDF is placed, or from which data to

be transmitted via the SDF is placed.

During a transmit operation, the scanner places data char-

acters from main storage into the PDFs, in succession via a

cycle steal operation. Data transfer continues until all

PDFs in the array are full, or until all the data to be trans-

mitted has been placed in the PDF array. The scanner con-

currently removes, in succession, data characters from the

PDFs that the cycle steal operation has filled and passes them

to the line interface hardware via the serial data field (SDF).

The SDF serializes the bits to the line interface hardware.

(The serial data field is located in byte 3 of the ICW.) The

scanner increments the cycle steal PDF array pointer as each

byte is transferred from main storage, and increments the

PDF array pointer as each data byte is transferred from the

PDF to the SDF.

The scanner normally transfers data via cycle steal opera-

tion two bytes at a time. The scanner initiates a cycle steal

operation each time two PDFs associated with the ICW have

been emptied (that is, transmitted). The scanner compares

the cycle steal PDF array pointer and the PDF array pointer

to determine when two bytes are empty.

During a receive operation, the opposite action occurs.

The scanner transfers data characters in succession from the

line interface (via the SDF, which deserializes the bits into

characters) to the PDF array until all data has been received

(as indicated by ending characters) or the PDF array is full.

Concurrently, the scanner transfers received characters from

the PDF to main storage using a cycle steal operation until

all PDFs filled during the receive operation are empty or the

scanner detects ending characters.

The scanner increments the cycle steal PDF array pointer

as each byte is transferred to main storage, and increments

the PDF array pointer as each data byte is transferred from

the SDF to the PDF.

For BSC receive operations, the scanner initiates a cycle

steal operation whenever two or more PDFs in the array have

been filled from the line interface (via the SDF). The scanner

compares the cycle steal PDF array pointer and the PDF array

pointer to determine when at least two PDFs have been

filled. For SDLC receive operations, the scanner initiates a

cycle steal operation when the content of the cycle steal

message counter (ICW bits 13.6, 13.7) has been incremented

to a non-zero value.

For either a transmit or a receive operation, the PDF array

acts as a wraparound eight or sixteen-byte buffer. During

a transmit operation the PDF array pointer (which

"empties" the PDF) logically follows the cycle steal PDF

array pointer (which "fills" the PDFs) in succession

through the array. During a receive operation, on the other

hand, the cycle steal PDF array pointer (which "empties"

the PDF) follows the PDF array pointer (which "fills" the

PDFs). (See Figure 8-1.)

Ending the Cycle Steal Operation

For a transmit operation, the cycle steal operation that

transfers data from main storage to the PDF array continues

until the 'cycle steal valid' bit in the ICW (bit 6.5) is reset.

This occurs when (1) the cycle steal byte count reaches zero,

or (2) the scanner detects an ETB, ETX, or ENQ character

in the received data (for BSC line only).

After transmitting all of the data characters to be sent, the

scanner transmits the ending character or sequence and then

causes a program level 2 interrupt.

For a receive operation, the cycle steal operation that

transfers data from the PDF array to main storage continues

until the 'cycle steal valid' bit in the ICW (bit 6.5) is reset

to 0. This occurs when (1) the cycle steal byte count reaches

zero, or (2) the scanner detects a control byte in the PDF

array when the 'end of message' bit (ICW bit 0.5) is on.

During a receive operation, the scanner transfers status and

control bits to the PDF array following the last message data

character received. The specific status and control informa-

tion placed in the PDF array depends on the current states of

the line control definer (LCD), primary control field (PCF),

and extended primary control fields of the ICW. These fields

are described later in this chapter. Unlike data bytes, which

the cycle steal operation transfers to main storage, status bytes

are transferred from the PDF to ICW byte 15 (BSC/SDLC

control status) and control bits are used to set bits in ICW

bytes 0 (secondary control field [SCF] ) and 14 (status excep-

tion). Storing of status and control bits follows storing of

the data bytes.

Upon detecting an ending character or sequence in

received data, the scanner causes a program level 2 interrupt.

PDF-Full and PDF-Empty Conditions

The cycle steal PDF array pointer bits and the PDF array

pointer bits determine when the PDF is full or empty.

Type 3 Communication Scanner: The PDF array is empty

when (1) the low-order bits of both the cycle steal PDF

array pointer (ICW bits 12.1 - 12.3) and the PDF array

pointer (ICW bits 12.5 - 12.7) are equal, and (2) the

high-order bits (bits 12.0 and 12.4) are equal.

The PDF array is full when (1) the low-order bits of

both the cycle steal PDF array pointer (ICW bits 12.1 —

12.3) and the PDF array pointer (ICW bits 12.5 - 12.7)

are equal, and (2) the high-order bits (bits 12.0 and 12.4)

are unequal.
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Type 3HS Communication Scanner: The PDF array is

empty when (1) the low-order bits of both the cycle steal

PDF array pointer (ICW bits 12.0 - 12.3) and the PDF
array pointer (ICW bits 12.4 - 12.7) are equal, and (2)

the high-order bits (bits 17.0 and 17.1) are equal.

The PDF array is full when (1) the low-order bits of

both the cycle steal PDF array pointer (ICW bits 12.0 -
12.3) and the PDF array pointer (ICW bits 12.4 - 12.7)

are equal, and (2) the high-order bits (bits 17.0 and 17.1)

are unequal.

Scanner Initialization

The scanner and its associated line interfaces (LIB) are

placed in a disable state (1) during a power-on sequence,

(2) during an initial program load (IPL) of the 3705,

(3) when the controller is reset from its control panel , or

(4) during the execution of an Output X'43' instruction

(discussed later in this chapter) when the general register

specified by the R field of the instruction contains appro-

priate bits. The control program must enable each scanner

in the controller by executing an Output X'43' instruction

for which register bits 0.1 and 1 .6 are 1 before initializing

each ICW and the associated line or autocall interface. This

initialization must occur before the interface can operate.

PDF Array Reset

ft is important to note that when 3705 power is turned off,

the PDF array is not automatically reset upon restoration of

power. Therefore, the programmer, when loading the con-

troller via IPL, must clear the array by issuing, for each line

address to be used, four Output X'4D' instructions, (eight

Output X'4D' instructions for the Type 3HS Scanner)
followed by one Output X'4E' instruction. Only those add-

resses to be used by the control program being loaded need

have these instructions issued.

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner Addressing

The scanner scan-addressing and program-addressing mech-

anism is controlled by the Type 2 Attachment Base. The
attachment base generates the basic scan address and places it

on a 'line address bus' for availability to all installed Type
3 or Type 3HS Communication Scanners. Refer to the

Interface Addressing section of Chapter 3 for a detailed

discussion of each interface address bit.

Scan Addressing

For scan addressing, an interface in each installed Type 3 or

Type 3HS Scanner is addressed simultaneously. Each scan-

ner derives the address of the interface it is scanning from

the 8-bit address that the Type 2 Attachment Base places

on a 'line address bus'. The line address bus is an internal

bus that carries the scan address from the attachment base

to each of the communication scanners. This address,

possibly modified by a Type 3 Scanner (see "Upper Scan

Limit" and "High Speed Select"), is used not only to select

a particular interface but also to address the associated

interface control word (ICW) that the scanner maintains in

local storage. (See Interface Control Word in this chapter.)

The scanner examines this ICW and, when an interface

service function is required, performs that function; or,

when a character service requires programming action, the

scanner signals the attachment base that it needs a program
level 2 interrupt.

Scan Counter

The 3705 Type 2 Attachment Base scan counter output

provides the basic scan addresses for each Type 3 or Type
3HS Scanner.

Type 3 Communication Scanner: If the scan counter out-

put is not modified, each Type 3 Scanner sequentially scans

96 interface addresses. Under these circumstances, the

Type 3 Scanner cannot handle line speeds higher than 4800
bps without having the possibility of undetected bit over-

run/underrun conditions. However, the ability to substitute

some interface addresses (high speed select or address

substitution) and set a limit on the number of interfaces

scanned (scan limit), greatly extends the capability of hand-

ling higher-speed lines. These mechanisms cause the scan

counter output to be modified to allow certain inter-

face addresses to be scanned at higher rates than others.

Type 3HS Communication Scanner: The scanner output

is modified by each Type 3HS Scanner to allow sequential

scanning of only two interface addresses. Consequently,

the Type 3HS Scanner is capable of operating at line speeds

up to 230,400 bps. High speed select or address substitu-

tion and scan limit are not applicable to Type 3HS
Scanner operations.

Upper Scan Limit (Type 3 Scanner Only)

The Type 3 Scanners have an upper scan limit that can be set

and reset under program control by an Output X'42' instruc-

tion. Each scanner maintains its own upper scan limit and is

independent of the limits set by any of the other installed

scanners. Based on the state of its upper scan limit latches,

a Type 3 Scanner may modify the scan counter output from
the Type 2 Attachment Base in such a way as to limit the

number of interface addresses scanned.

The actual modification of the scan address is done by the

Type 3 Scanner hardware as the line address bus enters the

scanner from the attachment base. Figure 8-2 shows the

number of interfaces scanned and the LIB position affected

for each setting of the upper scan limit. When the upper scan

limit is set to any value other than binary 00, the scanner

modifies the addresses above the limit to start at the first

address again. For example, if the upper scan limit is set to

allow only 16 interface addresses to be scanned, the address

is modified to scan the first address again when the scan

counter output to that scanner reaches the 17th address.
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Upper

Scan

Limit (Note I)

Number of

Interfaces

Scanned

Interface

Addresses

Scanned

Interface

Addresses

Not Scanned

Effective Scan

Period

(lisec)

00

10

11

01

96 (Note 2)

48

16

8

AddrO-F, LIB 1-6

Addr 0-F, LIB 1-3

Addr 0-F, LIB 1

Addr 0-7, LIB 1

Addr 0-F, LIB 4-6

Addr 0-F, LIB 2-6

Addr 8-F, LIB 1 and

Addr 0-F, LIB 2-6

(Note 3)

153.6

76.8

25.6

12.8

(Note 4)

192

96

32

16

(Note 5)

172.6

86.4

28.8

14.4

Notes:

1. Set by Output X'42' byte 1, bits 6-7

2. Scanner-1 contains 64 ICWs in local storage but only uses the first 48.

3. Scan periods for a 3705-I only (1.2 microsecond CCU clock).

4. Scan periods for a 3705-11 having a 1.0 microsecond CCU clock.

5. Scan period for a 3705-1 1 having 900 nanosecond CCU clock.

Figure 8-2. Upper Scan Unit (Not applicable to Type 3HS Scanners)

This decreases the period of time between successive scans

of the remaining interface addresses to accommodate

higher-speed lines. In this case, the scanner with an upper

scan limit of binary 1 1 scans the first 16 interfaces four

times in the same period of time as another scanner with no

limit scans 96 addresses.

J
Address Substitution (Type 3 Scanner Only)

The output of the scan counter can be modified to cause

certain addresses assigned to LIB position 1 to be substituted

on the 'line address bus' in place of normal scan addresses.

As a result, those addresses that are substituted are scanned

by the Type 3 Scanner more frequently than the other

addresses. Address substitution affects all installed scanners

in the same manner. When operating with address substitu-

tion, each scanner in the 3705 scans the substituted address

or addresses, every 12.8 microseconds (3705-1) or 16 micro-

seconds (3705-11), because address substitution occurs every

eighth time the scan counter changes state. This allows the

substitution address or addresses in each scanner to handle

higher line speeds independent of the state of the scan limit.

Address substitution is controlled by a four-bit register

called the substitution control register. The bits of this

register may be set under program control by Output X'41

'

byte 1 , bits 2,3,4, and 5 . Each bit of this substitution con-

trol register corresponds to one of four substitution addresses

assigned to LIB position 1

.

Programming Note

Any combination of the four substitution control register

bits may be turned on to produce the desired substitutions.

If address substitution is not used, Output X'41' must be

executed with byte 1 , bits 2 through 5 off in the register

specified by the R operand.

When a given substitution control register bit is on, a

corresponding address is substituted on the 'line address bus'

every eighth time the scan counter changes state. Combina-

tions of bits on in the substitution control register result in

fixed-address substitution for each corresponding bit. Figure

8-3 shows which address is substituted and which addresses

are not scanned as a result of that substitution when the

various substitution control register bits are on.

Output Fixed Address

X'41' Substituted in Addresses Not Scanned

Byte 1, Each Type 3 Scanner In Each Type 3 Scanner

Bit: If Substitution Bit ON If Substitution Bit ON

2 Adr 0 LIB position 1 Adr E in LIB positions 1-6

Adr F in LIB positions 1-6

3 Adr 2 LIB position 1 Adr C in LIB positions 1-6

Adr D in LIB positions 1-6

4 Adr 4 LIB position 1 Adr A in LIB positions 1-6

Adr B in LIB positions 1-6

5 Adr 6 LIB position 1 Adr 8 in LIB positions 1-6

Adr 9 in LIB positions 1-6

Figure 8-3. Address Sut- tution Control (Not applicable to Type

3HS Scanners)

High Speed Select Option (Type 3 Scanner Only)

The high speed select option is similar to address substitution

in that bit settings within a register alter the scanning pattern

so that a predetermined address is scanned several times per

scanning cycle, at the expense of not scanning other addresses.

This option differs from address substitution, however, in

that up to eight addresses serviced by the Type 3 Scanner

can receive the increased scanning frequency, and high speed

select masks are individually specified for each of the installed

Type 3 Scanners. Because the mask specified affects only one

scanner, it has no influence on the selection of addresses

scanned by other installed scanners. This independence

allows more flexibility in selecting addresses to receive

the increased scanning. No line interfaces associated with

the unscanned addresses can be active while the high

speed select option is in effect.

High speed select operation is controlled by an eight -bit

scan substitution control register. The bits of this register

may be set under program control by Output X'41' byte 0,

bits 0-7. Figure 8-4 shows which address is substituted and
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which addresses are not scanned as a result of that substitu-

tion when the various high speed select register bits are on.

Output

X'4V
Byte 0,

Bit:

Fixed Address

Selected in Addressed

Type 3 Scanner IfHigh

Speed Select Bit On

Adr 0 LIB position 1

Adr 2 LIB position 1

Adr 4 LIB position 1

Adi 6 LIB position 1

Adr 8 LIB position 1

Adr A LIB position 1

Adi C LIB position 1

Adr E LIB position 1

Addresses Not Scanned

in Addressed Scanner

IfHigh Speed Select Bit On

Adi 1 in LIB position 1

Adr 0 & 1 in LIB positions 2-6

Adr 3 in LIB position 1

Adr 2 & 3 in LIB positions 2-6

Adr 5 in LIB position 1

Adr 4 & 5 in LIB positions 2-6

Adr 7 in LIB position 1

Adr 6 & 7 in LIB positions 2-6

Adr 9 in LIB position 1

Adr 8 & 9 in LIB positions 2-6

Adr B in LIB position 1

Adr A & B in LIB positions 2-6

Adr D in LIB position 1

Adr C & D in LIB positions 2-6

Adr F in LIB position 1

Adr E & F in LIB positions 2-6

Figure 8-4. High Speed Select Control

(Not applicable to Type 3HS Scanners)

Program Addressing

Various input and output instructions exist that allow the

program to control the operation of the Type 3 or Type
3HS Scanners, Type 2 Attachment Base, and the individual

interfaces.

However, before the program can examine or modify
fields in an interface control word (ICW) associated with a

particular interface, the address of that interface must be

placed in the attachment buffer address register (ABAR) of

the attachment base. Similarly, before the program can

access certain registers in a particular Type 3 or Type 3HS
Scanner or perform control functions in that Scanner, the

interface address in the ABAR must be one of those assigned

to that scanner. Two events can cause the contents of the

ABAR to be changed: (1) a program level 2 interrupt, and

(2) execution of an Output X'40' instruction.

When a program level 2 interrupt occurs, the contents of

the ABAR are automatically set by the Type 2 Attachment
Base with the interface address from the highest interrupt

priority register that is occupied. The control program can

determine which interface address is in the ABAR by exe-

cuting an Input X'40' instruction. The program can then

examine and/or modify fields in the ICW associated with

this interface. In the other interrupt program levels (1,3,

and 4), the program may find it necessary to gain access to

the ICW associated with a specific interface. By executing

Output X'40' under such circumstances, the program can

set the ABAR according to the interface address in the

register specified by the R operand.

To avoid conflicts with the automatic mechanism that

sets the ABAR when a program level 2 interrupt occurs, pro-

grams executing at program level 3 or 4 should mask program
level 2 interrupts before executing Output X'40'. (Program

level 1 should save the value of the ABAR, change it to

select the desired interface, and then restore the original

value to the ABAR.) If more than one program level is

likely to execute an Output X'40', additional interlocking

conventions must be established within the control program.

Interface Control Word (ICW)
The Interface Control Word (ICW) provides the normal

means by which the control program communicates with the

scanner and the interface hardware.

Each ICW is 16 bytes long (17 bytes for Type 3HS
Scanners) and is located in scanner local storage. Associated

with the ICW is an array of eight parallel data fields (16
PDFs for Type 3HS Scanners), each eleven bits (plus parity

bit) long. One of the PDFs is logically associated with the

ICW at any moment via pointers in byte 12 of the ICW.
Figure 8-5 shows the format of the ICW and the input/

output instructions by which the ICW fields are set

or accessed. Byte 0 and bytes 2-16 (2-17 for Type 3HS
Scanners) are the bytes of the ICW proper. Byte 1

is the parallel data field which, though not actually part of

the ICW, is shown because it is logically part of the ICW for

the purpose of the associated Input/Output instructions.

Each scanner contains one ICW for each possible interface.

However, even though the scanner contains the maximum
number of ICWs (96) only those ICWs associated with an
attached and active interface are used.

ICW Access

The Type 3 Scanner hardware gains access to an ICW by
using the interface address provided by the interrupt prior-

ity register in the Type 2 Attachment Base. When the level 2

interrupt occurs, the address from the interrupt priority

register is loaded into the attachment buffer address register

(ABAR). The program can then execute an Input X'40'

instruction to get the interface address associated with the

interface. Once the control program obtains the interface

address, it has access to the various fields of the ICW through
input and output instructions.

Programming Note

ICW access at program level 3 or 5 should be performed only

when program level 2 interrupts are masked off; otherwise,

the result is unpredictable.
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SECONDARY CONTROL FIELD

BSC
SDLC

PARALLEL DATA FIELD LINE CONTROL
DEFINER

PRIMARY CONTROL
FIELD

SERIAL DATA FIELD

1.0 ' I.I
1

1.2 ' 1.3 '1.4 1

1.5 '1.6

EE

one element of array

For Type 3HS
Scanner Only

' 2.1 ' 2.2 ' 2.3 ' 2.4
1

2.5. ' 2.6 ' 2.7

I M I I

3.2 ' 3.3 ' 3.4 ' 3 5 ' 3.6 ' 3.7

(hex! Meaning

0 Ireserved)

1 (reserved!

2 (reserved)

3 Dial (EPI

4 BSC EBCDIC (EPI

5 BSC ASCII (EPI

6 BSC Transparent ASCII (EPI

7 (reserved!

8 (reserved!

9 SDLC 8-bit INCP)
A (reserved)

B Dial (NCP)
C BSC EBCDIC (NCP)
D BSC ASCII (NCP!
E BSC Transparent ASCII (NCP)

F Feedback Check

a E
S3 =0

<3H

ITS !1 I

as lo le

as

ss as

„ in „ m

S3 S3
-S3 ^3

s.=

^ £^

S 3
^3

4.2 4.3 4.4

Interval

Timer
(BSC!
Ones

Counter
(SDLC)

Interval

(BSC I

Ones
Counter
(SDLC)

23

CYCLE STEAL CYCLE STEAL CYCLE STEAL BYTE COUNT
ADDRESS CONTROL

6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3

Cycle Steal

Address Byte X

' 7.1
' 7.2 ' 7.3 " 7.4 ' 7.5 ' 7.6 ' 7.7

Cycle Steal Bvte Count

BSC

SDLC

CYCLE STEAL ADDRESS BLOCK CHECK CHARACTERS

8.0 '
8.1 ' 8.2 ' 8.3

' 8.4 ' 8.5
'

8.6
' 8.7

Cycle Steal Address Byte 0

r-f- - 4—4—4—

9.0 "

9.1
* 9.2 ' 9.3 ' 9.4 ' 9.5 ' 9.6 ' 9.7

Cycle Steal Address Byte 1

-+^4 .Ill

10.0' 10.1 ' 10.2 ' 10.3 ' 10.4 ' 10 5" 10.6 ' 10.7

BCC-1

MINI

11.0 '11.1 '11.2' 11.3 ' 11.4 '11.6 '11.6 ' 117

BCC-2

~1~T TTTTl '

BSC
SDLC

Figure 8-5. Interface Control Word Type 3 and Type 3HS

Scanner (Part 1 of 2)
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o -

OS

ICW CONTROLS STATUS EXCEPTION BSC/SDLC CONTROL STATUS

12.0 12.1 12.2 12.3

Cvcle Steal PDF Array
Pointer

12.4 ' 12.5 ' 12.6 ' 12.7 I 13.0 1 13.1 I 13.2

PDF Array
Pointer

M i ll

Message
Counter

14.0 14.1 14.2 15.0 ' 15.1 ' 15.2

Initial

Status

(BSC)

15.3 '15.4 ' 15.5 "15.6

Final

Status
(BSC)

BSC
SDLC

Control exception-received data in control frame—

(reserved)—

(reserved)-

Program requests L2 interrupt upon line idle state—
or flag detected

1 = transmit extra ftag

0 = do not transmit extra flag
ahead of SDLC test frame

0 = transmit idle }
a,ter transrni8Sion if no line turnaround-

EXTENDED PCF
EXTENDED
ICW CONTROLS

Transmit pad (8 consecutive 1 's) before turnaround-

Line turnaround after transmission

—

BSC
SDLC

16.3 M6.4 '16.5 "16.6 '16.7
17.0,17.1

• L."

0) >

Si

OUTPUT
X'44' X'45'

OUTPUT
X'46'

OUTPUT
X 43 OUTPUT

OUTPUT
X'48'

7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0

OUTPUT
X'49'-----

SCF PDF LCD PCF SDF CS CS
CS BYTE CT CS ADDRESS

ADDR CTL

I
INPUT
X'44'

INPUT
X'47'

f
INPUT
X'49'

INPUT
X'45'

INPUT
X'48'

ICW FIELDS AND INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS

OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT
X'4A' X'4E' X'4F' X'4E'

0 7 0 7 0 7 0 70 7 0 7 0 3 4

BLOCK CHECK CHARACTERS
1

ICW CONTROLS STATUS
EXCEPTION

BSC/SDLC
CONTROL STATUS

XPCF

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

INPUT INPUT INPUT l NF>UT INPUT
X'4A' X '4E' X'4F' X'4B' x .4r

Figure 8-5. Interface Control Word Type 3 and Type 3HS
Scanner (Part 2 of 2)
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ICW Modification

Program access to the various fields in the ICW is through

the use of input and output instructions. When the Input

X'44'-X'4F' instructions are executed, the ICW bits assigned

to those inputs are placed in the register specified in the R

operand. See Appendix B for the input/output instruction

bit definitions.

The information obtained by the input instructions

comes from the ICW input register. There is one ICW input

register in each communication scanner. This register is

automatically loaded from the ICW work register when a

level 2 interrupt occurs or when an Output X'40' instruc-

tion is executed in any program level other than level 1 or 2.

The ICW input register does not necessarily reflect the

current state of the ICW associated with the interface

address in ABAR. The actual ICW may have been modified

by the scanner during scan addressing after the ICW input

register was set.

Also, the actual ICW may have been altered by the exe-

cution of an Output X'43'-X'4F' instruction. Subsequent

input instructions do not include these alterations because

the ICW input register had been set by a previous Output

X'40' instruction or scanner level 2 interrupt. In

the event that an output instruction and scan addressing

both occur during the same scan cycle, the output instruc-

tion is executed first; then the scanner performs its modifi-

cation, if needed. This ensures that the latest modifications

to the actual ICW will be included during the next scan

addressing operation.

Refer to Interface Control Word Format in this chapter

for a complete description of the individual ICW fields and

the I/O instructions associated with each field.

Programming Note

Since the interface control words are asynchronously inter-

rogated and modified by both the scanners and the control

program, caution should be observed to ensure the ICW

integrity when the program issues an output instruction.

The scanner cannot check whether the control pro-

gram has modified the ICW correctly. Therefore, errors in

the modification itself may be difficult to isolate. To pre-

vent control program modifications to the ICW (via output

instructions) from being destroyed by the scanner, program

modifications are not permitted during that portion of a scan

when the scanner fetches, modifies, and restores the

ICW for the line being scanned.

Interface Control Word Format
This section describes the ICW fields and their bit meanings.

(See Figure 8-5.)

ICW Bits 0.0-0.7 (Secondary Control Field): The secondary

control field (SCF) is used as a sense, status, and operation

modifier field between the control program and the commu-

nication scanner. Bits 0.0-0.5 are set by the scanner

hardware according to the conditions described below. Bits

0.6 and 0.7 are program controlled. This field may be tested

by using the Input X'44' instruction. An Output X'44'

instruction is used to reset bits 0.0-0.3 and 0.5, to set bit

0.4, and to set and reset bits 0.6 and 0.7. Refer to Appen-

dix B for bit definitions of Input/Output instructions.

Bit 0. 0-Abort Detected: The scanner sets this bit

to 1 when it detects seven consecutive 1 bits in the received

data stream while the PCF state is X'6' or X'7'. If this bit

is 1, the service request interlock (ICW bit 0-1) is forced

to 0. Bit 0 must be reset by the control program using an

Output X'44' instruction.

This bit has no significance during a transmit operation.

Note: A transmitted abort sequence consists of eight consec-

utive 1 bits. However, if the scanner detects seven consecu-

tive 1 bits while receiving data, it will set the abort bit (ICW

bit 0.0) to 1.

Bit 0.1 -Normal Service Request Interlock: This bit is set

when the scanner detects that buffer servicing or

control servicing is required between the control program

and the addressed ICW. The control program must reset

this bit after the interrupt is honored and all bits or bytes

of the ICW have been modified. If this bit is already set

when the scanner is prepared to set it on, and the scanner

is in a transmit or receive state, a character overrun/underrun

flag is set (ICW bit 0.2).

If this bit is 1,ICW bits 0-0, 0.2,0.3, 14.1, 14.3, 14.4,

14.6, and 14.7 are 0.

Programming Notes

1 . The control program should reset the normal service

request interlock before setting the PCF state to monitor

modem or autocall unit control lines.

2. For level 2 interrupt routines that change the cycle steal

address and count, the cycle steal valid bit should be set

before the normal service request interlock bit is reset.

3. An Output X'44' instruction that resets the normal ser-

vice request interlock and/or EOM bits should be the last

Output instruction executed for the scanner in program

level 2.
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Bit 0.2-Character Overrun/Undemrn: This bit is set when

the scanner attempts to set the service request inter-

iock \\\Jrt bn u-i) aim imus n aireauy set. irus error is

normally caused by an instantaneous peak overload situation.

Errors of this type should not occur in the average installa-

tion and should occur only infrequently in high-throughput

installations.

If a character overrun occurs, the next character received

overlays the previously received character in the PDF array.

Thus, one or more characters are lost. When this occurs, the

flush bit (ICW bit 14.2) is set, the PDF array is reset, and all

subsequent data received is discarded until an ending

sequence is received. At that point, the EOM bit (0.5) and

the character overrun/underrun bit (0.2) are set.

If an underrun occurs (possible only on an SDLC transmit

line), an Abort character is transmitted and the EOM and

overrun/underrun bits are set.

An underrun condition cannot occur on a BSC line

because the scanner automatically transmits SYN characters

(non-transparent text) or DLE SYN sequences (transparent

text) until the control program sets up another cycle steal

operation.

If this bit is 1 , the service request interlock (ICW bit 0.1)

isO.

Bit 0.3—Modem Check: During each bit interval (bit service

time), the scanner checks the line interface for the

proper modem conditions. This bit is set to 1 to indicate the

following conditions:

1 . The 'data set ready' line is inactive when the PCF field of

the ICW is in states X'5', X'6', XT, X'8\ X'9\ X'A\ or

X'B'.

2. The 'clear to send' line is inactive when the PCF field of

the ICW is in states X'9' or X'B'.

If this bit is 1, the service request interlock (ICW bit 0.1)

isO.

Bit 0.4-Not Level 2 Bid: This bit is set whenever an Output

X'44' instruction is executed, regardless of the contents of

the register specified by R. It is reset by the scanner

when a level 2 bid is accepted by the interrupt priority

register of the Type 2 Attachment Base. When reset, this bit

prevents the scanner from making another level 2 interrupt

request for the line.

Bit 0.5-End-of-Message Interrupt: This bit is set to 1 by the

scanner to indicate the end of a received or trans-

mitted message. If both this bit and bit 0.1 are 1, the receive

or transmit operation ended normally. The operation ended

abnormally if both this bit and bit 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, 14.1, 14.3,

14.4, 14.6, or 14.7 are 1.

During an SDLC receive operation, the scanner sets this

bit after storing the received data and checking the block

check characters (BCC). During an SDLC transmit opera-

tion, the scanner sets this bit after sending an ending control

character.

During a BSC receive operation, the scanner sets this bit

upon detecting an ending sequence after the received data is

stored and the BCC is checked. During a BSC transmit opera-

tion, the scanner sets this bit after transmitting the ending

characters and BCC.

Bit 0.6-Program Flag: This bit provides a flag in the ICW
that can be used by the control program for any desired

purpose. It is not used by the scanner.

Bit 0. 7-Line Trace Active: The control program sets this bit

(SDLC only) to indicate to the scanner that the line

represented by the ICW is to be traced. When this bit

is set, the scanner stores the received BCC characters.

ICW Bits 1.0-1.7 (ParallelData Field): The parallel data

field (PDF) provides a path for diagnostic programs to alter

the contents of the PDF array. An Output X'44' instruction

in which bit 0.4 is on will store byte 1 of the register speci-

fied by R at the location specified by the PDF array pointer

(ICW bits 12.4-12.7 for Type 3 Scanners, and 17.1 and

12.4-12.7 for Type 3HS Scanners). (Bit 0.4 need not be on

to write autocall dial digits into the PDF (LCD state

X'3' or X'B'.) The PDF array is normally loaded and

unloaded automatically by the scanner in a manner that

provides bytes of buffering between a cycle-steal operation

to or from storage for receiving or transmitting data over

the line. (See Note)

For an autocall interface, a dial digit must be placed in

the PDF as shown in Figure 8-5.

Note: Although referred to as ICW bits 1.0-1. 7, the PDF
for Type 3 Scanners is actually one of the eight elements

(PDFs) of the PDF array. For Type 3HS Scanners, the PDF
array consists of16 elements.

ICW Bits 2. 0-2. 3 (Line Control Definer): The line control

definer (LCD) field defines the type of interface associated

with the ICW. The LCD, set under program control by an

Output X'45' instruction, must be in agreement with the

installed interface type and the common-carrier or IBM

equipment physically attached to the interface. The LCD
field definition must also agree with the basic line control

procedures to be executed. An LCD is generally set at

initial program load (IPL) time and remains the same

throughout normal operation.

The values of the LCD field are defined in detail, along

with the effect of the LCD on the PDF and SDF fields, in

the section describing LCD states.
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ICWBits 2.4-2. 7 (Primary Control Field): The primary con-

trol field (PCF) defines the state of the interface at any

particular time. An extended PCF is located in ICW bits

16.4-16.7; the extended PCF allows further differentiation

of the basic PCF states. The interpretation of the PCF and

extended PCF fields depends on the state of the LCD. (See

the section Autocall Interface Operation for a description

of the PCF states for an autocall interface.)

The Output X'45' instruction can be used to set the state

of the PCF and extended PCF. Also, an Input X'45' instruc-

tion can be executed to test the state of the PCF fields; an

Input X'4B' can be used to test the extended PCF. Refer

to Appendix B for bit definitions of Input and Output

instructions.

ICW Bits 3.0-3. 7, 4.0-4.1 (Serial Data Field): The serial data

field (SDF) is primarily used as a character deserializer/seri-

alizer field. On receive operations, the data arriving from a

line is placed in this field bit by bit to assemble a character.

Once assembled, the character is transferred, under hardware

control, to the PDF for transfer to 3705 storage via a cycle

steal operation. For transmit operations, a character from

the PDF is transferred into the SDF under hardware control

and then transferred bit by bit to the line interface hardware.

The SDF is also used for autocall operations and for

setting certain ICW bits using the Set Mode command. The

SDF format depends on the values in the LCD and PCF

fields. See Interface Mode Set and Autocall Interface Opera-

tion in this chapter for further definitions. Program access

to the SDF is through Input X'45' and X'47' instructions.

The SDF can be modified by an Output X'46' instruction.

Refer to Appendix B for bit definitions of Input and Out-

put instructions.

ICW Bits 4.2-4.4, 4. 7, 5.0 (Ones Counter/Interval Timer):

For SDLC, these five bits are used as a ones counter. This

counter is incremented and reset by the scanner

hardware. During a receive operation, this counter is used

to detect:

• Inserted 0's that are to be deleted from the received bit

stream while in PCF states X'6' and X'7'.

• Flag sequences (X'7E') occurring while in PCF states X'5'

X'6', and X'7'.

• Abort sequences (seven consecutive 1 bits) received while

in PCF states X'6' and X'7'.

• Idle sequences (fifteen consecutive 1 bits).

During a transmit operation, this counter is used to:

• Insert a 0 bit after each five consecutive 1 bits transmitted.

This applies to PCF states X'9' and X'B' under certain

extended PCF states.

• Generate a minimum of fifteen consecutive 1 bits for a

line idle state.

For BSC, these five ICW bits are used as an interval timer

to provide standard one- and three-second BSC timeouts.

ICW Bit 4.5 (Last Line State/Timeout Control): During an

SDLC operation, this ICW bit retains the state of the last

data bit transmitted or received between the scanner

and the LIB. For BSC, this ICW bit is compared to the timer

change latch and, if it is found to be different, causes the

interval timer bits of the ICW (bits 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.7, 5.0) to

be incremented. This ICW bit is set to the same value as

that of the timer change latch.

ICW Bit 4. 6 (Display Request): This bit allows the state

latches in the interface hardware and certain modem (or

Autocall unit) signals to be loaded into the scanner

display register when the interface associated with this ICW

is scanned. The bit may be set and reset by an Output X'43'

instruction when the interface address for that ICW is in the

attachment buffer address register (ABAR) in the Type 2

Attachment Base.

The contents of the display register in a particular

Scanner can be accessed by an Input X'46' instruction when

that scanner is selected.

Because each scanner has only one display register,

the program should ensure that the display request

bit is never on in more than one ICW in each scanner. Only

in this way can the information in the display register be

meaningful.

Before executing an Input X'46', the program must also

ensure that enough time has elapsed to guarantee that a bit

service has occurred for the interface after setting the display

request bit in the ICW associated with the interface. (See

also the section Display Register earlier in this chapter.)

ICW Bits 4. 7, 5. 0: (See ICW Bits 4.2-4. 4).

ICW Bit 5. 1 (Level 2 Interrupt Pending): This bit is set

:

• When the interrupt priority register (IPR) assigned to the

interface is already occupied by another interface. This

stacks the new interrupt until the next time the line is

scanned and the IPR is not occupied.

• When the scanner wishes to interrupt the program

to obtain another data buffer or a control byte is detected

in the PDF array.

ICW Bits 5.2-5. 3 (Priority Select Bits 1 and 2): These bits

assign to the ICW for the interface one of the four interrupt

priority registers inthe attachment base. All bit combinations

are valid, with X'O' designating the lowest priority register

and X'3' the highest.

ICW Bit 5.4 (NRZI Control/Transparent Text): For SDLC,

when this bit is on and the PCF state is X'9' or X'B', the data

that is transmitted is in NRZI mode (non-return-to-zero-

inverted). When this bit is off, the data is transmitted in

normal mode (with 0 and 1 bits unchanged by the scanner).
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(In NRZI mode, the line level is complemented when a 0 is

transmitted and unchanged when a 1 bit is transmitted.

NRZI mode and zero insertion after five consecutive 1 bits

ensure the occurrence of a line transition [that is, from 0 to

1 or 1 to 0] at least once every six bits regardless of the data

pattern. NRZI mode is used to ensure bit synchronization

when using modems that do not provide clocking for

received data (or modems that are bit sensitive).

For BSC, this bit is turned on when transparent text

transmission begins and is turned off when transparent text

transmission ends. While transmission is in transparent text

mode, normal BSC control characters are not recognized by

the scanner.

This bit is set or reset from bit 0 of the serial data field

(SDF) when a set mode operation is executed. SDF bit 0

is set by an Output X'46' instruction in which bit 0.0 is set.

The control program should not set this bit for a BSC line.

ICW Bits 5.5-5. 6 (Diagnostic Bits 0 and 1): These bits are set

from SDF bits 1 and 2 when a set mode operation is exe-

cuted. SDF bits 1 and 2 are set by an Output X'46' instruc-

tion in which bits 0. 1 and 0.2 are on.

Diagnostic bit 0 is used to place a line interface in scanner

wrap mode. Diagnostic bit 1 is used to inhibit the insertion

and deletion of control characters for a line address, as

follows. When bit 1 is on for a transmit operation, the scan-

ner is inhibited from inserting SYN characters, 0-bits, and

flag characters. When bit 1 is on for a receive operation, the

scanner is inhibited from deleting all control characters and

0-bits.

These bits are on only for diagnostic operations; for nor-

mal data transmission they should be off.

ICW Bit 5. 7 (External Clock): This bit is set from SDF bit 6

(ICW bit 3.6) when a set mode operation is executed. The

bit in the SDF is set by an Output X'46' instruction in which

bit 1.4 is on.

This bit is used by the scanner to control the type of bit

synchronization to be used for the modem attached to the

line interface associated with the ICW.

ICW Byte 6: (Cycle Steal Control): This byte contains con-

trol and addressing information for cycle steal operations of

the scanner.

Bits 6.0-6.3 (Cycle Steal Address Byte X): These four bits

contain the four high-order bits of the cycle steal address.

Bit 6.4 (ETB/ETX/ENQ in data): This bit is used as an

internal control by the scanner. The scanner sets

this bit while cycle stealing data from storage upon detecting

an ETB, ETX, or ENQ character in transmitted data. If

this bit is on when the scanner enters transparent text mode
(setting bit 5.4), the cycle steal valid bit (6.5) is set because

the ETB, ETX, or ENQ is actually transparent text and not

an ending control character. The control program must reset

this bit when the next interrupt for the line occurs.

Bit 6.5 (Cycle Steal Valid): This bit is set by the control

program to signal the scanner that the cycle steal

address, byte count, and transmit data chain bits are valid

for use by the scanner. The program must update the cycle

steal address bytes before setting this bit.

The scanner resets this bit when:

• The byte count reaches 0.

• An end-of-message character has been received and the

scanner detects an EOM control byte in the PDF array.

• An end-of-message character is detected in the data stream

when fetched from the CCU storage via a cycle-steal

operation.

Note: An Output X'48 ' that sets cycle steal valid should

always be followed by an Output X'44 ' to reset the SCF bits

in order to prevent possible double interrupts. This sequence

normally occurs just prior to exiting from a program level 2

interrupt service.

Programming Note

Care must be exercised to ensure that this bit is off before

any modification is made to the LCD and PCF fields.

Bit 6. 6 (Transmit Data Chain Flag): This bit is set by the

control program when additional data is to be transmitted

from another buffer. If this bit is off and the byte count

reaches 0, indicating that the last byte of the message has

been transferred to the scanner, the scanner examines the

final status byte to determine which ending sequence to

initiate. The level 2 interrupt is delayed until the ending

sequence is completed.

Bit 6. 7 (SDLC Transmit Message Chain Flag): This bit is

set by the control program (for SDLC transmission only)

when the buffer currently being transmitted represents the

end of the message but another message is in the transmit

queue. The scanner transmits the CRC and flag characters

after all message data in the parallel data fields (PDF) have

been transmitted. A level 2 interrupt is made for the cycle

steal address to start transmission of the next message.
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ICW Byte 7 (Cycle Steal Byte Count): This eight-bit field

contains the data byte count of the buffer currently allocated

to the ICW. In receive mode, the control program allocates

a new storage buffer as needed by setting the cycle steal

count to the number of character spaces the control program

has made available.

In transmit mode, the program must set the cycle steal

byte count to the number of data characters to be trans-

mitted from the storage buffer. The maximum byte count

is 255 bytes. The byte count should be set equal to the

buffer size if the number of characters remaining to be

transmitted exceeds the buffer size; the count should be set

equal to the remaining number of bytes, if this value is less

than the buffer size.

When the count reaches zero, the scanner issues a level 2

interrupt request according to the setting of the data chain

and message chain flags. (Bit 7.0 is the high-order bit of the

counter.)

During a transmit operation, the byte count is decre-

mented by one for each data character fetched from storage

and placed in the PDF array. During a receive operation, the

counter is decremented by one for each character transferred

from the PDF array to CCU storage.

ICW Bytes 8 and 9 (Cycle Steal Address): These two bytes

contain the low-order sixteen bits of the cycle-steal address.

This address (together with ICW bits 6.0-6.3) contains the

current address for data to be fetched from or stored into

main storage. As each byte is stored or fetched, the address

is incremented by one. The scanner normally trans-

fers two bytes at a time to or from storage.

ICW Bytes 10 and 11 (Block Check Characters [BCC] ): The

block check characters are accumulated in these two bytes

for SDLC operation or for BSC operation using either the

EBCDIC or ASCII codes.

Byte 12 (ICW Controls)

Bits 12. 0-12.3 (Cycle Steal PDF Array Address): This field

of four bits points to the PDF array address currently associ-

ated with the cycle steal data registers. In a transmit PCF

state, this address is the next address to be used when trans-

ferring data from the cycle steal data register to the PDF

array. An Output X'4D' instruction stores byte 0 at the

location addressed by the cycle steal PDF counter and byte 1

at that location plus one. The addressed location plus two

is stored back in ICW bits 12.0-12.3 for the next operation.

For information pertaining to Type 3HS Scanner

operations, refer to "Byte 17 (ICW Controls Extended)"

later in this chapter.

Bits 12.4-12. 7 (PDFAddress): This field of four bits points

to the PDF array address currently associated with the serial

data field (SDF). In a receive PCF state, this is the next

address to be used when transferring data from the SDF to

the PDF. An Output X'44' instruction in which bit 0.4 is on

stores byte 1 at the location specified by the PDF array

counter. An Output X'4C instruction stores eleven bits at

the location specified by the PDF array counter. Neither

instruction increments the counter.

When a fetch buffer signal is generated (entering level 2

or executing Output X'40' in level 3 or 4), the input

register is loaded with the contents of the PDF array address

pointed to by the PDF array counter. Input X'44' or

X'4C instructions are used to read byte 1 or all eleven bits

of this PDF address, respectively.

For information pertaining to Type 3HS Scanner

operations refer to "Byte 17 (ICW Controls Extended)"

later in this chapter.

ICW Byte 13 (ICW Controls)

Bit 13.0 (Sequence 0): This bit is used by the scan-

ner for additional control within an extended PCF state.

This bit is normally set for the first character of a two-char-

acter sequence and reset for the second character.

Bit 13.1 (Sequence 1): For SDLC receive operations, the

scanner sets this bit to enable the cycle steal inter-

face. This bit is not used for SDLC transmit operations.

For BSC receive operations, this bit is set when an ITB

is received as the text ending character. When set, this bit

prevents storing of the BCC characters when trace bit (ICW

bit 0.7) is on. For BSC transmit operations, this bit is set

when an ITB is transmitted as the text ending character.

When this bit is set and the ending status byte (ICW byte 15)

indicates skip after ITB, the scanner increments the

PDF pointer so that the byte following the ITB is not

transmitted.

Bit 13.2 (RTS Turnaround Control): The control program

sets or resets this bit, which is used by the scanner

to control the Request-to-Send (RTS) lead in the modem
interface when changing from a transmit state to a receive

state. When this bit is off, the RTS lead becomes inactive

when the transition occurs. The control program must

exercise caution when changing this bit; it should be set or

reset only when the line is in a "no-op" state (PCF state 0).

Bit 13.3 (Sequence 2): For SDLC receive operations, the

scanner sets the bit upon detecting an ending Flag

character for a supervisory or non-sequence frame if no data

bytes were received. This action allows the PDF array

pointer to be decremented by two so that the BCC characters

are not stored. At the next bit service, this bit causes the

BCC to be checked and the EOM and BCC check result to

be set in the PDF array as a control byte. At this time the

scanner resets the bit. This bit is not used for SDLC transmit

operations.

For BSC receive operations, the scanner sets this

bit upon receiving the first data character after an SOH or

STX character. If the LCD state for the line is for NCP mode
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this bit causes a level 2 interrupt request for a data buffer

when the first non-control character is received. The bit is

then reset. If the LCD state is for emulation mode (bit 2.0

is 0), the level 2 interrupt request is not made.

This bit is also set when the last BCC character is received.

At the next bit service, the BCC is checked and the EOM and

BCC check results are set in the PDF array as a control byte.

Then the bit is reset.

This bit is unused for BSC transmit operations.

Bits 13.4-13.5 (Reserved)

Bits 13.6-13. 7 (Message Counter): The scanner uses

these bits to keep track of multiple SDLC messages that may

be queued in the PDF array during a receive operation. The

counter is incremented by one when the scanner detects an

information or control frame. So long as the counter is not

equal to zero, a cycle steal operation can be activated. When

an EOM (end-of-message) status is set in the ICW, the

counter is decremented by one.

The message counter is not used for SDLC transmit or for

BSC operations.

ICW Byte 14 (Status Exception)

Bit 14.0 (Receive Line Signal Detected): The scanner

sets this bit to 1 at bit service time when the CF (carrier

detect) lead from the modem is active and is reset when the

CF lead becomes inactive.

Bit 14.1 (SDLC Idle Detect/BSC Format Exception): For

SDLC receive operations the scanner sets this bit

upon detecting an idle-line condition while receiving a frame.

ICW bit 0.0 (Abort Detect) is also set in this case. Bit 14.1

is also set if the scanner is in PCF/EPCF state X'7'/'7\ ICW

bit 15.3 is on, and a line-idle condition is detected. A level 2

interrupt request is also generated.

This bit is unused for SDLC transmit operations.

For BSC receive operations, this bit is set when the

scanner is in PCF/EPCF state X'57'01' and an ITB, ETB, or

ETX character is received, or in PCF/EPCF state X'T/'OT

and an ITB, ETB, ETX, SOH, or STX character is received,

or in PCF/EPCF state X'7'/'03' and an SOH character is

received.

For BSC transmit operations, this bit is set when the Type

3 Scanner is in PCF/EPCF state X'9'/'02' or X'9'/'04' and the

initial or final control sequence should be set in the SDF but

is not specified by ICW byte 15. If this bit is on, ICW bit 0.1

is reset.

This bit is reset by an Output X'4F' instruction in which

bit 0. 1 is set.

Bit 14.2 (BSC Flush): This bit is set by the control program

to inform the scanner to flush the received data.

When this bit is on, the scanner discards data received from

the line until it detects an ending control sequence.

Bit 14.3 (Data Check): This bit is set on by the scan-

ner upon detecting a bad BCC character in the received data

stream. If this bit is on, ICW bit 0.1 is reset. The data check

bit is reset by an Output X'4F' instruction in which bit 0.3

is on.

Bit 14.4 (Bad Pad/Flag OffBoundary): For BSC, this bit

is set when the next character received after an ending

sequence is not a valid pad character. This bit is not set,

however, if the ending sequence includes BCC characters.

For SDLC, this bit is set when a flag byte detected in

received data is not on a character boundary. If this bit is

on, ICW bit 0.1 is reset. This bit (14.4) is reset by an Out-

put X'4F' instruction in which bit 0.4 is set.

Bit 14.5 (Ack Expected): For SDLC, the control program

sets this bit to indicate to the scanner to expect

multiple control (C) bytes. When this bit is on, the scanner

expects two control bytes to follow the address (A) byte.

For BSC, the control program sets this bit to indicate

which BSC Ack response is expected. If the bit is 0, an

Ack-0 is expected; if it is 1 , an Ack-1 is expected. An Out-

put X'4F' instruction is used to set or reset this bit; the

state of bit 0.5 of the instruction determines the state to

be placed in bit 14.5.

Bit 14.6 (DLE Sequence Error): The scanner sets

this bit upon receiving an invalid control character following

a DLE character (for example, SOH or STX following a

DLE character are considered invalid control characters

when receiving a leading graphics sequence.) This bit is

set by the scanner and reset by an Output X'4F' instruc-

tion in which bit 0.6 is on. (This bit is not used for

SDLC operations.)

Bit 14. 7 (Length Check): For SDLC, the scanner

sets this bit upon detecting an ending flag after the address

and control (AC) characters are received but before two

more characters have been received.

For BSC, the scanner sets this bit upon detecting

an ETB or ETX character in the transmitted data stream, if

the LCD state does not indicate operation in emulation mode.

(This bit is not set if the scanner detects ETB or ETX as part

of a leading graphics sequence.) This bit is set by the scanner

(when set, it forces the scanner to reset ICW bit 0.1) and is

reset by an Output X'4F' instruction in which bit 0.7 is on.

ICWByte 15 (Status Byte): For BSC, the scanner

uses this byte during a transmit operation to determine the

correct starting and ending control sequence to send, and

during a receive operation to indicate to the program the

control sequence that has been received. See the section
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ICW Status Byte later in this chapter for the meanings of

the status byte states.

For SDLC transmit operation, the control program sets

the status byte to specify the action the scanner is to per-

form at the end of an SDLC frame:

Bits 15.0-15.3: (not used in transmit operations)

Bit 15.4 (Extra Flag): When this bit is set, the scanner

transmits an extra flag ahead of an SDLC frame. The

extra flag is not transmitted when this bit is off.

Bit 15.5 (Flag): When this bit is set, the scanner transmits

consecutive flag characters at the end of the SDLC frame if

no line turnaround is to be executed. When the bit is reset,

the scanner transmits an ending flag followed by idle

characters.

Bit 15. 6 (Transmit Pad): When this bit is set, the scanner

sends an all-ones character (eight consecutive one bits)

before turning the line around. (See also bit 15.7.)

Bit 15. 7 (Line Turnaround after Transmission): When this

bit is set, the scanner changes from a transmit to a receive

state after sending the frame.

For SDLC receive operation, the scanner sets the

status byte to inform the control program of unusual

conditions:

Bit 15.0 (Control Exception): The scanner sets this bit wher

a control frame was indicated by the C (control) byte but

the flag character was not received three bytes later.

Bit 15.1: (reserved)

Bit 15.2: (reserved)

Bit 15.3 (Idle): The control program sets this bit to request a

level 2 interrupt if the receive line enters an idle state or the

scanner detects a flag character.

Bits 15.4-15.7: (not used in receive operations)

ICW Byte 16

Bit 16.0 (New Sync): The scanner uses this bit to

control the 'new sync' lead in the attached modem. The

scanner sets this bit immediately after transmitting the first

SYN character (BSC) or a flag character (SDLC) if the PCF

state is X'B'. The scanner resets the bit upon transmitting

the second BCC character if the PCF state is X'B'. (The pro-

gram should use this bit only when the scanner is in ICW

diagnostic mode.)

Bit 16.1 (Data Terminal Ready [DTR] ): This bit is set or

reset in accordance with the setting of ICW bit 3.4 (set/reset

DTR) when a Set Mode command is executed. When this bit

is on, the scanner does not force the clear-to-send condition

when the line is in diagnostic mode. This bit can also be set

with an Output X'45' instruction if bits 0.0 and 0.1 are set.

Bit 1 6.2 (OLTTDiagnostic): This bit is set or reset with an

Output X'45' instruction according to the state of byte 0,

bit 2 of the instruction if byte 0, bit 0 is set. When this bit

(16.2) is set, the scanner does not reset the BCC characters

before accumulating a new BCC. This action permits the

OLTT program to transmit a message having a bad BCC

value.

Bit 16.3: (reserved)

Bits 1 6.4-1 6. 7 (Extended PCF): These bits contain the

extended PCF field; the meanings of the states of this field

are given under PCF/EPCF States later in this chapter.

Byte 17 (ICW Controls Extended - Type 3HS Scanner Only)

Bit 17.0 (Cycle StealPDF Array Address): This bit, when

combined with bits 12.0-12.3 of the ICW controls field,

points to the PDF array address currently associated with

the cycle steal data registers. This bit is used only for

Type 3HS Scanner operations. In a transmit PCF state, this

address is the next address to be used when transferring

data from the cycle steal data register to the PDF array.

An Output X'4D' instruction stores byte 0 at the location

addressed by the cycle steal PDF counter and byte 1 at that

location plus one. The addressed location plus two is

stored back in ICW bits 17.0 and 12.0-12.3 for the next

operation.

For information on ICW controls for Type 3 Scanner

operations, refer to Byte 12 (ICW Controls) and Byte 13

(ICW Controls) earlier in this chapter.

Bit 1 7.1 (PDFAddress): This bit, when combined with bits

12.4-12.7 of the ICW controls field, points to the PDF
array address currently associated with the serial data field

(SDF). This bit is used only for Type 3HS Scanner

operations. In a receive PCF state, this address is the next

address to be used when transferring data from the SDF to

the PDF. An Output X'44' instruction, in which bit 0.4 is

on, stores byte 1 at the location specified by the PDF array

counter. An Output X'4C instruction stores eleven bits at

the location specified by the PDF array counter. Neither

instruction increments the counter.

When a fetch buffer signal is generated (entering level 2

or executing Output X'40' in level 3 or 4), the input register

is loaded with the contents of the PDF array address pointed

to by the PDF array counter. Input X'44' or X'4C' instruc-

tions are used to read byte 1 or all eleven bits of this PDF

address, respectively.
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For information on ICW controls for Type 3 Scanner

operations, refer to Byte 12 (ICW Controls) and Byte 13

(ICW Controls) earlier in this chapter.

Line Control Definer (LCD) States

This section describes the various states of the line control

definer (LCD) field. This field is used during normal transmit

and receive operations to define the hardware line control

required by the type of line set associated with the interface

control word.

Where the LCD states are shown in pairs, for example,

X'5' and X'D', the first state applies to operation of the inter-

face in emulation mode and the second applies to operation

in network control mode.

LCD States X'O', X'l
',
X'2', X'T, X'8', X'A ', X'B', andX'E':

(Reserved)

LCD State X'9': This state causes the scanner to

block all characters into eight-bit bytes and to search for

SDLC control characters (Flag, Abort, Idle).

LCD State X'3': This state is for Autocall interfaces only.

See the Autocall Interface Operation section in this chapter.

LCD States X'4'and X'C (BSCEBCDIC Line Control):

These states provide for serializing and deserializing eight -bit

characters and searching for EBCDIC line control characters.

LCD state X'4' is used for emulation mode operation in which

initial and final control characters are stored in or fetched

from data buffers.

LCD States X'5 'and XV ' (BSCASCII Line Control}: These

states have the same purpose as states X'4' and X'C except

that the scanner searches for ASCII control characters.

LCD State X'6' (BSC Transparent ASCII Line Control): This

state has the same purpose as state X'5' except that it accom-

modates transmission of transparent text. The scanner accu-

mulates a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) character instead

of the longitudinal redundancy check (LRC) character.

LCD State X'F' (Feedback Check): The scanner sets

this state in the LCD upon detecting a feedback check error

(1) during scan addressing on any of the scanner 'data in' lines

from the selected LIB, or (2) when a bit service reset error is

detected on the line from the selected LIB. A set mode opera-

tion for an interface that has been incorrectly configured also

sets this state.

Primary Control Field (PCF) States

This section describes the states of the primary control field

(PCF) and extended PCF (EPCF) for BSC and SDLC lines.

PCF State X'O' (No-Op): This PCF state causes the

Scanner to take no action (active or passive) upon subsequent

scans. The scanner hardware can request a Type 3 Scanner

L2 interrupt and set this PCF state for an interface if it

determines that new control information is required from the

control program. This PCF state can be set by the control

program; however, no interrupts are generated by the

interface.

PCF State X'l ' (Set Mode): This PCF state causes the scan-

ner to set and reset certain mode latches in the line interface

hardware. These latches are specified by the SDF field. When
setting this PCF state, the control program must ensure the

integrity of the entire ICW. This may be done by first setting

the PCF to state X'O' (no-op) so that the ICW will not be

modified by a possible interrupt. The SDF can then be set

to the proper value via Output X'46'. Finally, state XT
(set mode) can be set into the PCF field. Execution of a set

mode does not require a bit service request from the

addressed interface. However, a bit service request must
occur to allow the scanner to request a L2
interrupt to end the set mode operation. The set mode
operation ends when the scanner hardware sets the PCF state

to X'O' (no-op).

A set mode can be executed to change the state of the

data rate selector bit and the oscillator select bits without

requiring a disable. However, 'data terminal ready' must

remain on.

PCF State X'2' (Monitor Data Set Ready): This PCF state

places the interface in a wait-for-incoming-call condition.

For switched lines, this state should normally be set by the

control program following a PCF state X'F' (disable) and

PCF state X'l' (set mode with data terminal ready bit = 1).

When an interface is in this state, the scanner tests

the 'data set ready' lead from the common carrier or IBM
line adapter for an active condition when the ICW is fetched.

When data set ready is on, indicating that a call is established,

the scanner sets PCF state X'4' (monitor phase-data

set ready check off) and requests an L2 interrupt.

Though not necessary, this state can also be used for

leased lines. Data set ready should be on at the first bit ser-

vice request when the interface is scanned.

PCF State X'3' (Monitor Ring Indicator or Data Set Ready):

This PCF state, when set by the control program, places the

line interface in a wait-for-incoming-call (ring indicator on)

or wait-for-manual-call-out-connection condition (data set

ready on). This state must be preceded by setting PCF state

X'F' (disable), or a set mode that resets data terminal ready.

When the PCF state is set to X'3', the Scanner tests

the 'ring indicator' and 'data set ready' leads from the

common carrier equipment for an active condition of either

lead. When 'ring indicator' is active, a call is coming in and

a pending connection is to be established. When either of

these conditions occurs, the Scanner sets PCF state

X'O' (no-op) and places the line in a L2 interrupt pending

state. This PCF state must be followed by PCF state XT
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(set mode) from the control program to set the 'data termi-

nal ready' latch. After the scanner executes the set

mode, it sets PCF state X'O' (no-op) and places the line in a

L2 interrupt pending state. The interrupt handling program

must then place the line in PCF state X'2' (monitor data set

ready on), after which the operation proceeds as described in

PCF State X'2'-Monitor Data Set Ready.

PCF State X'4'/EPCF State X'O' (Monitor Phase-Data Set

Ready Check Off): This PCF state is identical to PCF state

X'5' (BSC-monitor phase-data set ready check on) except

that the inactive condition of 'data set ready' does not signal

a check condition. PCF X'4' is intended to initialize the first

receive operation after a switched network call connection

has been established.

PCF/EPCF States-BSC

This section contains the PCF states X'5' through X'B'

and associated EPCF states for BSC lines.

PCF/EPCF State X'5'/'0' (Monitor Phase-Data Set Ready

Check On): This PCF/EPCF state places a BSC line into a

hunt for phase condition. The SDF field is shifted each bit

interval time, and the contents are examined by the scanner

hardware for a comparison with the bit configuration of the

8-bit SYN character. If a compare is successful, PCF/EPCF

state X'5'/'l' is set, the tag bit is inserted in the SDF, and the

sequence 0 bit (ICW bit 13.0) is set.

PCF/EPCF State X'5'/'l ' (Character Phase): In this state,

with the Sequence 0 bit (ICW bit 13.0) set, character phase

is monitored to detect a second SYN character. Upon

detecting this character, the scanner hardware resets the

Sequence 0 bit. The scanner then decodes the next character

assembled in the SDF. Depending upon the character re-

ceived the PCF/EPCF state changes to X'7'/'2' (Receive

Leading Graphics), X'77'3' (Receive Control), X'7'/'4'

(Receive Data), or (with the Sequence 0 bit off) X'7'/'6'

(Receive Ending Pad).

PCF State X'7' (Receive Data): In this state, the

scanner is in phase and is receiving control (C) and data

characters. The scanner encodes the control characters and

stores them in ICW byte 15 , and stores data characters in

main storage under cycle steal control. If the cycle steal

byte count reaches zero or the scanner detects an ending

control condition, the scanner generates a level 2 interrupt.

PCF/EPCF State X7V2' (Receive Leading Graphics): This

state is entered from state X'5'/T when the first character

that is not a SYN or control character is assembled in the

SDF. ICW bit 15.7 is set to indicate receipt of leading

graphics. The scanner remains in this state, transferring

characters from the SDF to the PDF at each character

transfer time until it detects an ending character sequence.

Upon detecting a single ending character, the scanner sets

PCF/EPCF state X'7'/'6' (Receive Pad) and sets the appro-

priate final status bits (ICW bits 15.3-15.6). Upon detecting

the DLE character of a two-character ending sequence, the

scanner sets PCF/EPCF state X'77'5' (Received DLE in

Leading Graphics) (with Sequence bit 0 on).

PCF/EPCF State X'7 7'3' (Receive Control Sequence): This

state is entered from state X'5 '/T when the first non-SYN

character assembled in the PDF is a DLE. The scanner change;

states at the next character transfer time unless it receives

another DLE. If the second character of an ACK, WACK,

RVI, DISC, or Stick sequence is received, the scanner sets

PCF/EPCF state X'77'6' (Receive Pad) (with Sequence

bit 0 off) and sets the appropriate final status bits (ICW

bits 15.3-15.6). If the second character is a STX,the scanner

sets PCF/EPCF state X'77'4' (Receive Text) (with Sequence

bit 0 off), resets the BCC, sets Initial status (ICW bits 1 5 .0-

15.2), and sets the transparent mode bit (ICW bit 5.4).

PCF/EPCF State X'77'4' (Receive Text): In this state, the

scanner transfers data characters from the SDF to

the PDFs in the PDF array, and accumulates the block check

characters (BCC). When the cycle steal byte count reaches

zero, the scanner makes a level 2 interrupt request to obtain

the next data buffer. This state is used for both normal and

transparent text transmission.

If the scanner detects a DLE in normal text, it sets Sequence

bit 0 on, transfers the character to the PDF, and accumulates

the BCC. If the scanner detects a DLE in transparent text,

the scanner sets Sequence bit 0 and deletes the DLE. If the

scanner detects an ITB, ETB, or ETX ending sequence, the

scanner sets PCF/EPCF state X'7'/'5' (Receive Ending)

(with Sequence bit 0 off), sets the appropriate final status

(ICW bits 15.3-15.6), and accumulates the BCC. If it receives

an ENQ character, the scanner sets PCF/EPCF state X'77'6'

(Receive Pad) (with Sequence bit 0 off), and sets final status.

If it detects a time-out condition, the scanner sets PCF/EPCF

state X'5 7*0' (Monitor Phase), sets final status, sets End of

Message (ICW bit 0.5), and makes a level 2 interrupt request.

PCF/EPCF State X'77'5' (Receive Ending): In this state,

the scanner is either completing the DLE sequence

of a leading graphics sequence or receiving the check

character of a text ending sequence.

If Sequence bit 0 is on, a DLE was received as the first

ending character of a leading graphic sequence. If the

second character of an ACK, WACK, RVI, DISC, or Stick

sequence is received, the scanner sets PCF/EPCF state

X'77'6' (Receive Pad) (with Sequence bit 0 off) and sets

the appropriate final status (ICW bits 15.3-15.6).

If Sequence bit 0 is off, either an LRC check character

(for normal ASCII transmission) or the first BCC (for

EBCDIC or transparent ASCII transmission) is being
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received. Upon receipt of the character, the scanner sets

PCF/EPCF state X'77'6' (Receive BCC) (with sequence

bit 0 on). If the LCD state is X'5' or X'D' (BSC ASCII
line control), sequence bit 2 is set.

PCF/EPCF State X'77'6' (Receive BCC): In this state, the

scanner is receiving either the second character of

a BCC or (after a non-text ending) an ending pad character.

If sequence bit 0 is on (indicating a text ending), the next

PCF/EPCF state entered is determined by the state of the

sequence 1 bit. If this bit is on (indicating an ITB character),

the next PCF/EPCF state will be X'77'4'. If sequence bit 1

is off (indicating an ETB or ETX ending), the next

PCF/EPCF state will be X'57 <
0'. The sequence bit 2 is

set when the last BCC character is received. For an ASCII
line, this occurs on entering EPCF state X'6'; for an

EBCDIC line, this occurs one character time after the last

BCC character is received. On the next bit service, the BCC
is checked, an EOM and BCC result control byte is written

into the PDF array, sequence bit 2 is reset, and the new
EPCF state is entered.

If sequence bit 0 is off, indicating a non-text ending, the

scanner determines if the next four bits are all ones, indicat-

ing a Pad character. If so, an EOM control byte is written

into the PDF array PCF/EPCF state X'57*0' is set, and a

level 2 interrupt request is generated. If not, the scanner

accepts the next character, sets a bad pad status indication

in the PDF array, and sets PCF/EPCF state XT/'2\

PCF/EPCF State X'77'8' (Receive Sync Idle): In this state,

the scanner detects the SYN SYN or DLE SYN
sequence to reset the three-second timeout (for receive

operations). In this state the scanner also detects continuous

SYN characters or DLE SYN sequences received for more

than three seconds. The scanner then sets PCF/EPCF state

X'5 7*0' (Monitor Phase), sets the appropriate final status

(ICWbits 15.3-15.6), sets the end-of-message bit (ICW bit

0.5), and makes a level 2 interrupt request.

PCF/EPCF State X'77'C (Receive Diagnostic Mode): In

this state, the scanner stores all characters received,

including SYN and DLE characters. This state is for use by
diagnostic routines as a "do-nothing" state to test the scanner

hardware. The scanner does not change the PCF/EPCF
state while in the diagnostic mode; the control program must

make any state changes required.

PCF/EPCF State X'87'0' (Transmit Initial): This state is set

by the control program to turn on the request to send

(RTS) latch and initiate text transmission. The program
must initialize the following ICW fields:

• Transmit control (ICW byte 1 5)

• LCD (ICW byte 2)

• PCF/EPCF (ICW bytes 2 and 16)

• The low order cycle steal address (ICW byte 9)

• The cycle steal control (ICW byte 6) and cycle steal byte

count (ICW byte 7). The cycle steal valid bit (ICW bit 6.5;

must be set in order for the scanner to initiate a text

transmission. (The cycle steal byte count should be set

to zero if no data is to be transmitted.)

PCF State X*9' (Transmit Data): This PCF state is used to

transmit message data and control characters, the specific

kinds of characters being specified by the EPCF states. The
scanner enters this state from PCF state X'87'0' when the

'clear to send' line of the modem interface becomes active.

PCF/EPCF State X^'/'O* (Transmit Pad): In this serial

state the scanner serializes the leading Pad character from

the serial data field (SDF) to the line adapter. After the

serializing is completed, the scanner sets the first clock sync

or SYN character in the SDF.

PCF/EPCF State X'9'/'l ' (Transmit Clock Sync): In this

state the scanner serializes the clock sync characters from

the SDF to the line adapter. After serializing two such

characters, the first SYN character is placed in the SDF and

the PCF/EPCF state is changed.

PCF/EPCF State X'9'/'2' (Transmit SYN): In this state the

scanner serializes the initial SYN characters from the SDF to

the line adapter. After doing so, the scanner places the first

character to be transmitted in the SDF. This character is

either obtained from the PDF array or generated by the

scanner logic according to the current LCD state and ICW
byte 15. The PCF/EPCF state is then changed to the appro-

priate state for the character placed in the SDF.

PCF/EPCF State X'9'/'3' (Transmit Control): In this state

the scanner serializes a DLE character from the SDF to the

line adapter. After serializing the character, the scanner

places the next character to be transmitted in the SDF; the

character is either obtained from the PDF array or genera-

ted by the scanner logic, as determined by the ICW control

bits. The PCF/EPCF state is then set to serialize the char-

acter now in the SDF.

PCF/EPCF State X'9'/'4' (Transmit Text): In this state the

scanner transmits message text. The scanner trans-

fers each character from the PDF array to the SDF, from

which it is serialized to the line adapter. The scanner accu-

mulates the BCC for all characters except SYN or the first

DLE character (in transparent mode). After all text char-

acters to be transmitted have been serialized, the scanner

sets the ending sequence by setting the appropriate char-

acter in the SDF and changing the PCF/EPCF state. Ending

characters that the scanner detects in the data stream also

cause the PCF/EPCF state to change and the ICW byte 15

to be set to indicate what ending sequence was detected.
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PCF/EPCF State X'97'5' (Transmit End Sequence): In

this state the scanner serializes the ending sequence from the

SDF to the line adapter. Upon doing so, the scanner places

the first BCC character or a line pad character in the SDF

and changes the PCF/EPCF state.

PCF/EPCF State X'9'/'6' (Transmit BCC): In this state the

scanner serializes the accumulated BCC character from the

SDF to the line adapter. If the ending sequence is ITB, the

last BCC character is serialized when the scanner is in

PCF/EPCF state (XVT4'). If the ending sequence is not

ITB, an all l's pad character is placed in the SDF after the

BCC is serialized and the PCF/EPCF state is changed.

PCF/EPCF State X*9'/7' (Transmit Final Pad): In this

state the scanner serializes a Pad character comprising all

l's from the SDF to the line adapter. After transmission

of this character, the scanner changes the PCF/EPCF state

to X'57'0'. Bit 13.2 of the ICW determines when the

change in state occurs. If ICW bit 13.2 is on, the scanner

immediately changes the PCF/EPCF state to X'57'0'. If

ICW bit 13.2 is off, however, the change in state does not

occur until clear-to-send becomes inactive. After changing

the PCF/EPCF state to X'57'0', the scanner sets the end-

of-message bit (ICW bit 0.5) on and requests a level 2

interrupt.

PCF/EPCF StateWW (Transmit SYN Idle): In this state

the scanner serializes the first character of a SYN Idle

sequence from the SDF to the line adapter. This state is

entered when a one-second transmit timeout occurs in text

mode. When the SYN character is set in the SDF the

PCF/EPCF state is changed to X^'/'-l' and the one-second

transmit timeout is started again.

PCF/EPCF State X^'/'C' (Transmit Diagnostic Mode): In

this state the scanner inhibits recognition of characters and

insertion of control characters. Data from the PDF array is

transmitted to the SDF to be serialized to the line adapter.

After all data has been transmitted, the scanner places the

line in 'mark' state before changing the PCF/EPCF state to

xw.
PCF State X'A' (Transmit Initial with New Sync): This

state is identical to PCF state X'8' (transmit initial) except

that the 'new sync' interface lead to the modem will be con-

trolled. This state must be used only with four-wire, duplex,

multipoint leased-line modems where the associated inter-

face is the master station. All of the EPCF states described

for PCF state X'8' are valid for PCF state X'A'.

PCF State X'B' (Transmit Data with New Sync): This state

is identical to PCF state X*9' (transmit data) except that the

"new sync' interface lead to the modem is activated when the

second SYN character is transmitted and deactivated when

the trailing pad character is transmitted. Activation and

deactivation are controlled by the scanner's setting of ICW

bit 16.0 (new sync). This state must be used only with

four-wire, duplex, multipoint leased-line modems where the

associated interface is the master station. All of the EPCF

states described for PCF state X'P' are valid for PCF state

X'B'.

PCF/EPCF States-SDLC

This section contains the PCF states X'5' through X'F' and

the associated EPCF states for SDLC lines.

PCF/EPCF State X'5'/'0' (Monitor Flag-Allow Data Set

Ready Check): This state is used in conjunction with LCD
state X'9' to monitor received data for an SDLC flag char-

acter. To do so, the scanner uses the three low-order bits

of the ones counter (ICW bits 4.24.4). Upon detecting a

flag character, the scanner sets a tag bit in the SDF to

block the next character into eight bits and enters

PCF/EPCF state X'67'l'. If diagnostic bit 1 is set, the

PCF/EPCF state is instead changed to X'7'/'C\

PCF State X'6' (Receive Initiated): The scanner sets

this state upon receiving a flag. In this state the scanner

receives the address (A), control (C), and first two data

characters. The scanner examines the control character to

determine whether the frame is information or supervisory.

If the frame is information, the scanner stores the data.

(Normally the control program has a two-byte area set up

to receive the A and C characters; when these are stored,

the scanner makes a level 2 interrupt to obtain a data buffer.)

If the scanner does not receive four characters, the length

check (ICW bit 14.7) and the EOM (ICW bit 0.5) or Abort

Detect (ICW bit 0.0) bit is set and a level 2 interrupt is

made.

If the frame is supervisory, on the other hand, the scanner

waits for the two BCC characters and the flag that follow

the control character before storing the A and C characters.

If the Flag or Abort occurs before the fifth character is

received in the PDF array, the scanner returns to monitoring

for the flag character and does not set any error bits in the

ICW. If the fifth character (not including the initial flag) is

not a flag, the scanner sets the Control exception bit (ICW

bit 15.0) and continues to receive data as if the frame being

received were an information frame. If ICW bit 14.5 is on,

the scanner adjusts the number of bytes expected to accom-

modate two control (C) characters.

PCF/EPCF State X'6'/'l' (Receiving Flags): In this state the

scanner has received one or more consecutive flag characters.

If the character assembled in the SDF is a flag, the scanner

remains in this state. The first non-flag character it receives

causes the scanner to change the state. Unless an abort con-

dition is detected, the state becomes X i

6
,

l
i2' (Receive

Address) the character in the SDF is transferred to the PDF
and the BCC is accumulated.
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PCF/EPCF State X'67'2' (Received Address): In this state,

the scanner has received the address character and the con-

trol character is currently being received into the SDF.

When the character is assembled in the SDF, the scanner

changes to PCF/EPCF state X'67'3' (Receive Control),

transfers the contents of the SDF to the PDF and accumu-

lates the BCC. The scanner interrogates the control byte

and if an information (I) frame is indicated, sets sequence

bit 1 (ICW bit 13.1) and increments the cycle steal message

counter (ICW bits 13.6-13.7), allowing cycle steal operation

to be activated. If a supervisory (S) frame is indicated, the

scanner waits for an ending flag character before allowing

cycle steal operation to begin. If a flag character or an abort

condition is detected, the scanner does not set sequence bit 1

or increment the message counter.

The scanner decrements the PDF pointer by one, erasing

the A character, and sets the PCF/EPCF state to X'6'/'l'

(if a flag character was received) or X'57'0' (if an abort

condition was detected).

PCF/EPCF State X'6'/'3' (Received Control): The scanner

enters this state from state X'67'2'- In this state the scanner

has received the control character and the next character

expected is either data or the first BCC character. (If ICW

bit 14.5 is on, indicating that two control characters are

expected, sequence bit 0 is set upon entering this state and

the second control character is received before the

PCF/EPCF changes to a new state.) After the character is

assembled in the SDF, the scanner changes to state X'67'4'

(receive data/BCC) with sequence bit 0 on unless a flag

character or an abort condition is detected. The scanner

transfers the contents of the SDF to the PDF and accumu-

lates the BCC characters.

Upon detecting a flag character, the scanner sets

PCF/EPCF state X'67'l'. If sequence bit 1 is off (indicat-

ing a supervisory frame), the PDF array pointer is decre-

mented to erase the 'AC characters from the PDF array.

If sequence bit 1 is on, the scanner sets end-of-message and

length check indicators (ICW bits 0.5 and 14.7) into a control

byte in the PDF array for a level 2 EOM interrupt request.

Upon detecting an abort condition, the scanner sets

PCF/EPCF state X'77'3' (if sequence bit 1 is on) or

X'57'0' (if sequence bit 1 is off) and adjusts the PDF array

pointer to erase the 'AC characters.

PCF/EPCF State X'67'4' (Received Data 1 and 2): The

scanner enters this state from state X'67'3'. In this state,

when Sequence bit 0 is on, the scanner has received the first

data or BCC character and expects as the next character the

second data or BCC character. Upon receiving that character,

sequence bit 0 is reset, the received character is written in

the PDF array, and BCC is accumulated. Following this,

the next character expected is a flag (for a supervisory frame)

or data (for an information frame).

Receipt of a flag character if ICW bit 13.1 is off causes

the PDF pointer to be decremented by two (this erases the

BCC characters from the PDF array) and sets sequence bit 2

(ICW bit 13.3). This bit causes checking of the BCC accumu-

lation at the next bit service time, writes an EOM control

byte with the BCC result into the PDF array, increments the

message counter, sets sequence bit 1 , and changes the

PCF/EPCF state to X'77'5'.

Receipt of a data character causes the scanner to write

the character into the PDF array, accumulate BCC, and

change to state X'7'/'4'.

Upon detecting an abort condition, the scanner enters

PCF/EPCF state X'7'/'3' if sequence bit 1 is on. If sequence

bit 1 is off, the scanner enters state X'57'0' and decrements

the PDF pointer to erase the characters received, beginning

with the 'A' character.

PCF State X'7' (Received Data): In this state, the scan-

ner is receiving information (I) frames. Data is stored

under cycle steal control. If the cycle steal byte count

reaches zero or the scanner detects a flag character in the

received data, the scanner generates a level 2 interrupt. The

scanner must receive an ending flag or detect a line idle con-

dition to leave this PCF state.

PCF/EPCF State X'7'/'3' (Received Abort): In this state,

the scanner has received an Abort character between the

starting and ending flags of a frame. The scanner remains

in this state until it detects either a flag character or a line

idle condition. If the scanner detects a flag character, the

PCF/EPCF state changes to X'7'/'5' (received ending flag);

if it detects an idle condition, the PCF/EPCF state changes

to X'57'0' (monitor flag). In either case the scanner also

sets end-of-message (ICW bit 0.5) and makes a level 2

interrupt. The abort bit (ICW bit 0.0) is also set and in the

case of an idle condition—ICW bit 14.1 is set.

PCF/EPCF State X'77'4' (Received Data): In this state, the

scanner is receiving message data (other than flag or abort

characters). The data is transferred from the SDF to the

PDF array and the BCC is accumulated. The PCF/EPCF
state does not change while consecutive data characters are

being received. If the scanner detects a flag character, the

state changes to X'77'5' (received ending flags) or X'6'/T

(received flag). In either case the scanner sets the EOM bit

(ICW bit 0.5) and makes a level 2 interrupt request. If the

scanner receives an abort character, the PCF/EPCF state

changes to X'7'/'3' (received abort).

PCF/EPCF State X'77'5' (Receive Ending Flag): In this state

the scanner has received an ending flag character. When the

character is assembled in the SDF, the scanner changes state

to X'6'/T (received flag) if a flag has been received or to

X'7'/'7' if an abort character has been received. If the

received character is neither a flag nor an abort character,

the state changes to X'6'/'2' (received address); in this case

the contents of the SDF are transferred to the PDF and the

BCC is accumulated.
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PCF/EPCF State X'7'/'7' (Receive Idle): This state is entered

by the scanner either when the scanner detects an abort char-

acter following a good message or when the control program

places the scanner in this state. The program uses this state

to monitor received data for flag or idle characters. Upon

detecting a flag, the state changes to X'6'/'l ' (received flag).

Upon detecting an idle character (when ICW bit 15.3 is on),

the scanner changes state to X'5'/'0' (monitor flag) and

requests a level 2 interrupt.

PCF/EPCF State X'87'0' (Transmit Initial): This state is set

by the control program to initiate text transmission. The

program must initialize the following ICW fields:

• Transmit control (ICW byte 1 5)

• LCD (ICW byte 2)

• PCF/EPCF (ICW bytes 2 and 16)

• The low order cycle steal address (ICW byte 9)

• The cycle steal control (ICW byte 6) and cycle steal byte

count (ICW byte 7). The cycle steal valid bit (ICW bit 6.5)

must be set in order for the scanner to initiate a text

transmission.

This state may also be used in transmitting a supervisory

frame by writing the 'AC characters into the PDF array with

an Output X'4D' instruction; the cycle steal address (ICW

byte 9) and cycle steal control (byte 6) need not be set.

PCF State X'9' (Transmit Data): This PCF state is used to

transmit message data and control characters, the specific

kinds of characters being specified by the EPCF states. The

scanner enters this state from PCF state X'87'0' when the

'clear to send' line of the modem becomes active.

PCF/EPCF State X*9'/'0' (Transmit Pad): In this state the

scanner serializes the leading Pad character from the serial

data field (SDF) to the line adapter. The address and con-

trol bytes are in the PDF array awaiting transmission. Any

data to be transmitted is also in the PDF array. At the time

the next character is transferred the scanner places a clock

sync or flag character in the SDF and changes the PCF/EPCF

state.

PCF/EPCF State X^'/'l ' (Transmit Clock Sync): In this

state the scanner serializes the clock sync characters from

the SDF to the line adapter. After the sync characters are

transmitted, the scanner places a flag character in the SDF
and changes the PCF/EPCF state.

PCF/EPCF State X'9'/'2' (Transmit Flags): In this state the

scanner serializes consecutive flag characters until a data

character is available in the PDF for transmission. The scan-

ner then places that character in the SDF, resets the BCC
accumulation, accumulates a new BCC for that character,

and changes the PCF/EPCF state. Zero bit insertion is

inhibited in this state.

PCF/EPCF State X'9'/'3' (Transmit Abort): This state is

entered if the scanner is to transmit an abort sequence. After

transmitting the abort sequence the scanner places a flag

character in the SDF, aborts transmission of the current

message, sets appropriate error flags in the ICW, changes the

PCF/EPCF state to X^'/^' to send consecutive flag char-

acters, and makes a level 2 interrupt request.

The scanner transmits an Abort sequence if the ICW con-

trol bits indicate that more data is to be transmitted but the

PDF array is empty. This condition also sets the underrun

bit (ICW bit 0.2). Zero bit insertion is inhibited in this state.

PCF/EPCF State X'9'/'4' (Transmit Data): In this state the

scanner transmits message text. The scanner transfers each

character from the PDF array to the SDF, from which it is

serialized to the line adapter. When the cycle steal byte

count reaches zero and the data chain flag (ICW bit 6.6) is

on, the scanner makes a level 2 interrupt request to obtain

the next buffer. If the data chain flag is not on (indicating

that no more data blocks are to be sent), the scanner con-

tinues to transfer characters from the PDF array to the SDF

until the PDF array is empty. At the next character trans-

fer time the scanner places the first BCC character in the

SDF and changes the PCF/EPCF state. Zero bit insertion

is active in this state.

PCF/EPCF State X'9'/'5' (Transmit Ending Flag): This state

is entered after the BCC characters are serialized, the ending

flag has been placed in the SDF, and the need for a line turn-

around is indicated by ICW bit 15.7. When leaving this state,

the scanner places a two- or eight-bit pad of 1 bits in the

SDF, as indicated by ICW bit 15.6. Zero bit insertion is

inhibited in this state.

PCF/EPCF State X'9'/'6' (Transmit BCC): In this state the

scanner serializes the two BCC characters from the SDF to

the line adapter. After this is completed, an ending flag

character is placed in the SDF and the PCF/EPCF state is

changed. Zero bit insertion is active in this state.

PCF/EPCF State X'9'/'7' (Transmit Idle): In this state the

scanner transmits continuous line idle characters (all one

bits) if line turnaround is not specified by ICW bit 1 5 .7 (line

turnaround after transmission). If ICW bit 15.7 does specify

line turnaround, the scanner transmits two or eight consecu-

tive one bits before changing its state to X'5V0'. The two

bits serialized from the SDF to the line set ensure that the

modem has transmitted an ending flag bit before a line

turnaround occurs. Zero bit insertion is inhibited in this

state.
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PCF/EPCF State X^'/'C (Transmit Diagnostic Mode): In
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corresponding to the data obtained from storage. When all

the data is transmitted, the scanner enters PCF/EPCF state

X'97'7' before performing a line turnaround. Zero bit

insertion is inhibited in this state.

PCF State X'A' (Transmit Initial with New Sync): This

state is identical to PCF state X'8' (transmit initial) except

that the new sync interface lead to the modem will be con-

trolled according to the setting of ICW bit 1 6.0. (The

scanner sets and resets this bit.) This state must be used

only with four-wire, duplex multipoint leased-line modems

where the associated interface is the master station. All of

the EPCF states described for PCF state X'8' are valid for

PCF state X'A'.

PCF State X'B' (Transmit Data with New Sync): This state

is identical to PCF state X'9' (transmit data) except that

the new sync interface lead to the modem is activated when

the address (A) character is transmitted and deactivated

when the second BCC character is transmitted. ICW bit 16.0

(set and reset by the scanner) controls the activation of the

new sync lead. This state must be used only with four-wire,

duplex, multipoint leased-line modems where the associated

interface is the master station. All of the EPCF states

described for PCF state X'9' are valid for PCF state X'B'.

PCF State X'C (Reserved)

PCF State X'D' (Reserved)

PCF State X'E' (Transmit Continuous): The control program

can use this state to transmit the same character continuously.

Before setting this state, the program must set the SDF via

an Output X'46' instruction and the PDF via an Output

X'44' instruction (bit 0.4 must be on to allow writing in the

PDF). The scanner activates the 'request-to-send (RTS) lead

to the modem. When the modem signals 'clear to send'

(CTS), the scanner sets sequence bit 0 and transfers the SDF
content serially by bit to the line set. At each character

transfer time, the character in the PDF is transferred to the

SDF to be serialized. The PDF pointer is not incremented.

The control program must change this state to end the con-

tinuous transmission.

PCF State XT' (Disable): The control program sets this

state to cause the Type 3 Scanner to turn off the 'data

terminal ready' lead to the modem. A disable command
resets all control information that was provided by the last

Set Mode instruction (PCF state XT). The scanner then

causes the interface to be placed in an interrupt pending

state when the 'data set ready' lead and the 'receive line

signal detect' lead are deactivated. For Auto Call applica-

tions, other conditions on the automatic calling unit must

be satisfied before another dial operation can be attempted

following the Disable. The scanner sets PCF state X'O'

(no-op) before requesting the interrupt. Because all con-

trol information in the line set is reset, the control program

must set the proper control information in the line set via a

Set Mode instruction (PCF state XT) issued after the

Disable command.

ICW Status Byte
The Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner uses the status indicators

in byte 1 5 of the ICW to determine the appropriate

control sequences to send during a transmit operation.

During a receive operation, the scanner uses these

indicators to inform the control program what control

characters were received.

ICW Status Indicators for BSC
The format of the status byte for BSC transmit operations

in network control mode is:

Bit: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
^ _ "

Final

Control

Sequence Sequence

Leading Graphics Flag

For BSC transmit operations in emulation mode, the initial

and final control sequences appear in the data stream

received from the host processor except for transparent

text ending sequences. For these sequences the program

sets the final status bits (ICW bits 15.3-15.6) in the same

manner as for BSC operations in network control mode.

Initial Control Sequence: These bits determine the control

characters to be sent at the beginning of message transmission

If no initial sequence is to be sent, the final control sequence

bits determine the response or control characters to be

transmitted.

Bit: 0 1 2 Initial Status (Control Sequence)

0 0 0 (none)

0 0 1 STX
0 1 0 DLE STX
0 1 1 SOH
1 0 0 Special

1 0 1 (reserved)

1 1 0 (reserved)

1 1 1 (reserved)

Final Control Sequence: These bits determine the control

characters to be sent at the end of a transmission. The

meanings of these bits depend on the initial control

sequence bits as described above.
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Bit: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

000

0 0 1 1

0 1 1 0

0 1 1
1
1

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 0

}
1 1 1

(0 0 1 1

0 0 H

10 0 1

10 10

110 1

1110

0011

0 10 0

0 1 ot

10 0 1

10 10

110 1

1110

/0 0 1 1

10 0 1

10 10
o l H

110 1

U i i o

fl 1 0 0
0 0 \

[l 1 1 0

Final Status (Control Sequence)

Transmit ENQ, then turn line around

Transmit ACK-0, then turn line around

Transmit NAK, then turn line around

Transmit RVI, then turn line around

Transmit ACK-1 , then turn line around

Transmit WACK, then turn line around

Transmit STX ENQ (TTD), then turn line

around; set byte count to 0

Transmit STX data ETX, then turn line

around; do not skip byte for ITB in data

Transmit STX data ETB, then turn line

around; do not skip byte for ITB in data

Transmit STX data ETX, then turn line

around; skip byte if ITB occurs in data

Transmit STX data ETB, then turn line

around; skip byte if ITB occurs in data

Transmit DLE STX data DLE ENQ, then

turn line around

Transmit DLE STX data DLE ITB (no

line turnaround)

Transmit DLE STX data DLE ETX, then

turn line around

Transmit DLE STX data DLE ETB, then

turn line around

Transmit data DLE ETX, then turn line

around (ITB sent previously via 010 0100

status byte)

Transmit data DLE ETB, then turn line

around (ITB sent previously via 010 0100

status byte)

Transmit SOH data ENQ, then turn line

around

Transmit SOH data ETX, then turn line

around; do not skip byte for ITB in data

Transmit SOH data ETB, then turn line

around; do not skip byte for ITB in data

Transmit SOH data ETX, then turn line

around; skip byte if ITB occurs in data

(Note: If DLE STX appears in data,

scanner ends data with DLE ETX.)

Transmit SOH data ETB, then turn line

around; skip byte if ITB occurs in data

(Note: If DLE STX appears in data,

scanner ends data with DLE ETB.)

Transmit EOT, then turn line around

Transmit DLE EOT, then turn line around
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The format of the status byte for BSC receive operations

is:

Bit: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Initial Final
|

Status Status Leading Graphics Flag

Initial Status: These bits are set in accordance with the

first control character or sequence received from the line

interface:

ICW Status Indicators for SDLC

0 1 2 Initial Status

0 0 0 Control mode status (no text was

received)

0 0 1 Text Mode status (first control character

is STX)

0 1 0 Transparent text mode status (DLE STX
first control characters)

0 1 1 Heading status (first control character is

SOH)

1 0 0 Special status (DLE EOT (Disconnect)

first control characters)

1 0 1 (reserved)

1 1 0 (reserved)

1 1 1 (reserved)

Final Status: These bits are set in accordance with the ending

control character or sequence received from the line interface:

Bit 3 4 5 6 Final Status/Character received

0 0 0 0 (Timeout occurred)

0 0 0 1 ITB received

0 0 1 0 (reserved)

0 0 1 1 ENQ received

0 1 0 0 EOT received

0 1 0 1 DLE x received (x = second character of

any valid DLE sequence)

0 1 1 0 Wrong ACK received

0 1 1 1 NAK received

1 0 0 0 (reserved)

1 0 0 1 ETX received

1 0 1 0 ETB received

1 0 1 1 (reserved)

1 1 0 0 (reserved)

1 1 0 1 RVI received

1 1 1 0 Positive ACK (ACK-0 or ACK-1)

received

1 1 1 1 WACK received

lllt; lUllliai w i uiv jiuiuj \jy iui ul/IjV/ iiuitoniii vjpviunuu it>.

Bit: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(reserved) Line turnaround

Line Pad/idle

Flag/idle

Bit 5: When set (1), this bit causes the scanner to transmit

continuous flag characters at the end of the frame if bit 7 is

not set to cause the line to turn around. When reset (0), this

bit causes the scanner to assume a line idle state after sending

the ending flag after a frame.

Bit 6: When set (1), this bit causes the scanner to send an

all-l's character (8 consecutive l's) before turning the line

around if bit 7 is set to cause line turnaround.

Bit 7: When set (1) this bit causes the scanner to turn the

line around (that is, change from a transmit to a receive state)

after it transmits the ending flag character.

The format of the status byte for SDLC receive operations

is:

Bit: 0 12 3

1_

4 5 6 7

I I I I (reserved)

Request L2 interrupt on line idle or

flag detect

(reserved)

(reserved)

Control exception—received data in control frame

Bit 0: The scanner sets this bit when a control (C) frame

was indicated by the C byte but the flag character was not

received three bytes afterward.

Bits 1 and 2: (reserved)

Bit 3: The control program sets this bit to request that the

scanner make a level 2 interrupt request if the receive line

assumes an idle state or a flag character is detected.

Interface Mode Set-SDF Values

The interface hardware latches are set and reset according

to the value in the SDF field during PCF state X'l '. The

SDF values for a set mode instruction are as follows:

Leading Graphics bit (bit 7): Bit 7 is set on a BSC receive

operation if the first character of the received message is not

a control character.

SDF bit 0: This bit is set by bit 0.0 of an Output X'46'

instruction. This bit is set to 1 to place the addressed line

in NRZI mode. ICW bit 5.4 is set or reset according to the

state of this bit when the set mode instruction is executed.

The control program should not set this bit if the ICW is

associated with a BSC line.
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SDF bit 1: This bit is set by bit 0.1 of an Output X'46'

instruction. This bit is set to 1 to place the addressed line

in diagnostic mode 0. ICW bit 5.5 is set or reset according

to the state of this bit when the set mode instruction is

executed.

SDF bit 2: This bit is set by bit 0.2 of an Output X'46'

instruction. This bit is set to 1 to place the addressed line

in diagnostic mode 1 . ICW bit 5 .6 is set or reset according

to the state of this bit when the set mode instruction is

executed.

SDF bit 3: This bit is set to 1 to place the addressed inter-

face in the line adapter wrap line diagnostic mode.

SDF bit 4: Data Terminal Ready-This bit controls the

data terminal ready lead to the modem; this lead must be

set to enable the line interfaces provided by all line sets

except those used for Auto Call operation (line set IE).

ICW bit 16.1 (data terminal ready) is also set when the

set mode instruction is executed.

SDF bit 5: Synchronous Bit Clock-This bit determines

whether synchronous or start-stop clocking is used for the

addressed interface when business machine clocking is

specified. If SDF bit 6 is 1 (external clocking), this bit is

ignored.

SDF bit 6: External Clocking-This bit determines whether

business machine or modem clocking is used for the

addressed interface; 1 indicates modem clocking and 0

indicates business machine clocking. ICW bit 5.7 (external

modem clocking) is also set when the set mode instruction

is executed.

SDF bit 7: Data Rate Selector-This bit selects a high speed

or low speed data rate for the attached modem. A 1 = high

data rate, and 0 = low data rate. If modem clocking is speci-

fied, this bit selects which of the two clock speeds in the

modem is to provide the clock pulses. The low rate usually

equals one-half of the high rate. In this case the business

machine clock selected by the oscillator select bits must

not exceed one-half the clock speed selected in the modem.

A feedback check occurs if this bit is on when the pro-

gram executes a set mode to a line interface provided by

line sets that allow only one data rate.

SDF bits 8 and 9: OSC Select Bits 1 and 2-The state of

these two bits selects the business machine clock to be used

by the addressed line interface. At least one business

machine clock must be installed in each Type 3 or Type

j
3HS Scanner. See the following section, Business Machine

Clocks.

Programming Note

The oscillator select bits can be changed without causing a

switched network connection to be broken if SDF Bit 4

(Data Terminal Ready) is set when the set mode is executed.

Business Machine Clocks
|
Each Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner must have at least one

business machine clock card installed and the Type 3

Scanner may have two. The required clock has oscillator

bit rates of 150, 600, and 1200 bps (designated by oscillator

select bit values 0, 1, and 2). (See Figure 8-6.) The option-

al clock for a Type 3 Scanner may have a bit rate of 2000

or 2400 bps (designated by oscillator select value 3).

Modems attached to 3705s must provide clock pulses for

line speeds above 2400 bps. Refer to the Introduction to

the 3704 and 3705 manual for a description of the individ-

ual LIB and line set types.

The installed business machine clock used for a given

line is selected under program control by executing a set

mode (PCF state XT) with SDF bits 8 and 9 set to indi-

cate the desired bit rate. Figure 8-6 shows the proper

setting of the oscillator select bits to assign an installed

oscillator to a given interface.

SDF Bits

8 9 Selected Business Machine Clock

0 0

0 1

1 0

1 1

150 bps (OSC0)

600 bps (OSCl)

1200 bps (OSC2)

2000 or 2400 bps (OSC3)

Figure 8-6. Type 3 and Type 3HS Communication Scanner

Business Machine Clock Selection

No business machine clock is selected if the oscillator

select bits are set to select an uninstalled oscillator (for

example, bits 8 and 9 set to 1 1 when only the required

clock is installed).

Every interface must have a business machine clock

assigned whether it is specified to be business machine-

or modem-clocked. For autocall interfaces and for line

interfaces that are to use modem clocking, the assigned

business machine clock is used to ensure that the inter-

face is periodically accessed. The lowest speed oscillator

must always be used for an autocall interface.

The oscillator select bits are set to 0 by a reset to the

scanner. Therefore, the lowest speed oscillator is initially

selected, and unless a set mode is executed to select another

oscillator for a given interface, the lowest speed oscillator

is used.

After a power-on-reset occurs, there is a warm-up period

associated with the different clocks. This period is less than

one second for each of the clocks available for the Type 3

or Type 3HS Scanner. During this warm-up period, a

business machine clock cannot provide service requests.
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Programming Notes

1 . The oscillator select bits for a line interface can be

changed without causing a switched network connec-

tion to be broken, if 'data terminal ready' is active

when the Set Mode instruction is executed.

2. The business machine clock selected for a modem-

clocked line interface must be less than one-half the

rate of the modem clock.

I/O Programming Considerations
As a general rule, input/output instructions should be

issued only when the status of the attachment buffer

address register (ABAR) and the particular scanner

ICW input register is known. An understanding

of how those registers are set or loaded is needed for

correct execution.

The ABAR is set under the following conditions:

1 . The interface address in the highest priority pro-

gram level 2 interrupt register located in the attachment

base is loaded into ABAR just before program level 2

becomes the current program level.

Therefore, if an Input X'40' is executed as the first

instruction in program level 2, the register specified by

the R operand contains the interface address for that

interrupt.

2. When the program executes an Output X'40', the inter-

face address in the register specified by the R operand

is placed in ABAR.

The ICW input register of the selected scanner

is loaded with the contents of the ICW associated with the

interface address in the ABAR when:

1 . The ABAR is loaded after a program level 2 interrupt

occurs.

2. The Output X'40' instruction is executed in program

level 3 or 4. This enables the level 3 or 4 routines to

access any portion of the selected ICW associated with

the interface address in the ABAR.

Figure 8-7 summarizes which program levels can set

the ABAR in the attachment base and set the ICW input

register in the selected scanner.

Program

Level ABAR
ICW Input

Register

1

2

3 or 4

Output X'40'

L2 Interrupts

Output X'40'

Cannot be set

L2 Interrupt

Output X'40'

Figure 8-7. Setting ABAR and ICW Input Register

The following considerations are recommended for

executing input/output instructions in the different

program levels.

Program Level 1 (Error Routines)

Input X'40' can be executed to obtain the interface address

from the attachment buffer address register (ABAR) in the

Type 2 Attachment Base. This old interface address should

be saved if a different address is required to select the

scanner that has its LI interrupt request set.

Output X'40' can be executed to select the appropriate

scanner if needed. Only the selected Scanner

can decode the input/output instructions. However, the

scanner input register is not changed if an Output X'40' is

executed at program level 1 or 2.

After the scanner is selected, other input and

output instructions may be executed as needed. Output

instructions may be executed in any order, but all output

instructions (Outputs X'41' through X'4F') that set a por-

tion of the ICW must be separated by at least one cycle.

This is required because the output register in the

scanner buffers the data from the general register and

requires time to execute the instruction.

Before exiting from program level 1 , the program may
execute an Output X'40' to place the old interface address

back in ABAR if it had been saved. However, one instruc-

tion cycle must separate it from any Output X'41 '—X'4F'.

The selected scanner ICW input register is not changed

as a result of Output X'40'.

At least one instruction cycle must separate the last

output instruction and an Exit instruction.

Program Level 2 (Character Service)

Input X'40' may be executed immediately to obtain the

interface address. When Input X'40' is issued while in

program level 2, the 'priority register occupied' latch

associated with the interface address in ABAR is reset.

This indicates that the character service request is being

serviced and that the program level 2 interrupt priority

register from which the ABAR was loaded is now available

for another level 2 interrupt of the same priority. If all

the 'priority register occupied' latches are reset, the Type 2

Scanner L2 interrupt request is reset. Inputs X'41'—X'4F'

may be executed whenever necessary to obtain a portion of

the ICW from the Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner ICW
input register. Outputs X'41'—X'4F' may be executed

whenever necessary to set a portion of the ICW.

Output instructions may be executed in any order, but

all subsequent Output X'41'-X'4F' instructions must be

separated by at least one cycle.

The control program should not issue an Output X'45'

instruction to change the LCD and PCF fields if the cycle

steal valid bit (ICW bit 6.5) is on, because the results will

be unpredictable. The program must issue an Output X'48'

instruction to set the cycle steal valid bit before issuing an

Output X'44' instruction that resets the SCF field. The

Output X'44' instruction should be the last Output instruc-

tion issued to the scanner before the Exit instruction is

executed.
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At least one instruction cycle must separate the last

output instruction and an Exit instruction.

Programming Note

Subsequent Input X'40' instructions within the same charac-

ter service interrupt do not reset the 'priority register

occupied' latches.

Program Levels 3 and 4 (Lower Level Routines)

Output X'7E' may be executed with a 1 in byte 1 , bit 2 of

the register specified by the R operand. This will 'mask off

program level 2 interrupts that could change the contents

of the attachment buffer address register (ABAR) in the

Type 2 Attachment Base by a character service L2 interrupt.

Output X'40' may be executed to load ABAR with the

interface address of a line to be acted upon. The contents

of the ICW associated with this interface address are placed

in that scanner ICW input register.

After the scanner is selected, (1) Output X'4T-

X'4F' may be executed (to alter the associated portion of

the ICW), followed by some other instruction, or (2) some

other instruction must be executed, followed by Input

X'41'-X'4F' (to obtain the associated portion of the ICW

that was loaded by Output X'40' into the ICW input register).

If Output X'4r-X'4F' was executed as in (1) above, the

ICW content was altered, but the ICW input register still

contains the contents of the ICW as it was before the

alteration.

Output instructions may be executed in any order, but

all subsequent Output X'41'-X'4F' instructions must be

separated by at least one cycle.

The control program should not issue an Output X'45'

instruction to change the LCD and PCF fields if the cycle

steal valid bit (ICW bit 6.5) is on, because the results will

be unpredictable. The program must issue an Output X'48'

instruction to set the cycle steal valid bit before issuing

an Output X'44' instruction that resets the SCF field. The

Output X'44' instruction should be the last Output instruc-

tion issued to the scanner before the Exit instruction is

executed.

It is recommended that all lines in the addressed Type 3

Scanner be disabled before executing an Output X'42' to

change the upper scan limit.

Output X'7F' may be executed with a 1 in byte 1 , bit 2

of the register specified by the R operand. This unmasks

the program level 2 interrupts. This output instruction must

be separated by at least one instruction cycle from the last

Output X'43\ X'44', X'45', X'46', X'47' X'41'- 'X'4F'

instruction.

Autocall Interface Operation (Type 3 Scanner Only)
The Type 3 Communication Scanner supports operation of

an autocall interface when the interface is attached to Line

Set IE and the line control definer (LCD) field of the

associated ICW is set to X'3'. The primary control field

(PCF) of the ICW is used to control the interface operation.

Whenever an autocall interface that has a service request is

scanned, the scanner interprets the PCF to determine

what communication should occur between the scanner and

the interface hardware. The scanner also determines, from

the PCF, whether the interface should be placed in a level 2

interrupt pending state. The lowest speed business machine

clock installed in each scanner (150 bps) is used to generate

service requests for all autocall interfaces installed in that

scanner. Service requests are generated at the same rate as

the clock speed.

Interface Control Word for Autocall Operation

The following bits/fields are used for autocall operation.

ICW bit 0.1

ICW bits 1 .4-

ICWbits2.0-

ICW bits 2.4-

ICW bits 3.0-

ICW bit 4.6

ICW bit 5.1

ICW bits 5.2-

1.7

2.3

2.7

3.7

5.3

Service Request

PDF bits 4-7

LCD
PCF

SDF bits 0-7

Display Request

L2 Interrupt Pending

Service Priority

Programming Note

A reset to the scanner sets the PCF state of each ICW to X'O'

and sets and resets the following bits:

Sets: 0.4 Resets: 2.4-2.7

4.5 4.2^4.4

12.0-12.7 4.6-4.7

5.0-5.1

5.5-5.7

6.5

However, when power is turned on in the controller, all

other ICW bits are unpredictable. Therefore the program

must ensure that during initialization ICW bits 0.0—0.3,

0.5, 14.1, 14.3, 14.4, 14.6, and 14.7 are reset.

PCF States for Autocall Operation

Five primary control field (PCF) states are available for auto-

call operation. Setting the PCF to an undefined value may

result in improper operation. Each time the control program

changes the PCF state, it should also set the LCD to X'3'.

The following PCF states are valid for autocall interfaces.
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PCF State X'O': Idle-This state resets the 'call request' and

'digit present' indications in the autocall interface each time

the interface is scanned and a bit service is present, if the

control program sets this state, no interrupt requests result

from that interface until the program changes the PCF to

one of the other valid states. If the scanner sets this state as

a result of ending a PCF state X'F' (disable), the interface is

placed in a level 2 interrupt pending state.

PCF State X'4': Monitor Call ACR, COS, PND— When the

Type 3 Scanner fetches an ICW for an autocall interface in

this PCF state, the autocall interface is monitored for the

active state of the following leads:

ACR-Abandon Call and Retry

COS-Call Originate Status

PND-Present Next Digit

When any of these leads are found to be active, the

appropriate SDF bit is set, and the interface is placed in

a level 2 interrupt request pending state.

PCF State X'S': Monitor Call ACR, COS-This state is the

same as PCF state X'4' except the active condition of

'present next digit' (PND) does not generate a level 2

interrupt request.

This PCF state can only be set by the control program.

Programming Note

The control program must ensure that the interrupt

remember bit (SDF bit 0) is reset when it places the inter-

face in this state. Otherwise no interrupt request can be

generated because of active control leads.

PCF State X'8': Digit Valid-This state is set by the control

routine after it has placed the next dial digit into the PDF.
This digit is continuously presented to the ACU interface

until PND falls; the scanner sets the PCF to X'4', and no
interrupt is requested.

PCF State XT': Disable-This state is used to reset the dial

interface at the end of the data transfer operation. After all

the control leads from the Autocall unit (ACU) have been reset,

the Type 3 Scanner sets the PCF to X'O' and places the inter-

face in a level 2 interrupt request pending state.

Serial Data Field for Autocall Operation

The control program can monitor the autocall interface by
interrogating the serial data field (SDF) in the interface

control word. The serial data field is updated with the

current status of the autocall interface each time the inter-

face is scanned and a bit service request is present. SDF
bits 1-9 reflect the state of certain autocall control signals

and have no effect on the interface operation. Bit 0 is the

only SDF bit that affects operation. The following para-

graphs describe each SDF bit and its meaning.

SDF Bit 0: Interrupt Remember (IR)-This bit is set by
the scanner to indicate a level 2 interrupt pending state.

In PCF state X'4' or X'5', the scanner monitors the

respective autocall interface leads for an active condition.

When one of the monitored leads becomes active, the

scanner sets the interrupt remember bit to prevent further

interrupts from that interface until the first interrupt has

been serviced. This bit must be reset by the control pro-

gram each time an interrupt is serviced in order to allow

the next interrupt to be recognized.

Programming Note

The program should not reset the interrupt remember bit

before changing the PCF state from X'4' or X'5' to some
other state because an unexpected interrupt request may
result.

SDF Bit 1 : Power Indicator (PWI)-When this bit is 0 the

automatic calling equipment is inoperative because of the

lack of power.

SDF Bit 2: Call Request (CRQ)-A 1 in this position indi-

cates a request to originate a call to the autocall interface.

The scanner sets the CRQ in the autocall interface whenever

(1) the interface is scanned, (2) a bit service request is

present, and (3) the PCF state is X'4', X'5', or X'8'. If the

condition of this bit does not agree with the state defined

for the active PCF state, the LCD is set to XT' to indicate

a feedback check.

SDF Bit 3: Data Line Occupied (DLO)-A 1 in this position

indicates that the autocall interface is in use. The program

should not attempt to originate a call until this lead becomes
inactive.

SDF Bit 4: Present Next Digit (PND)-A 1 in this position

indicates that the autocall unit is ready to accept the next

digit. The PND lead is used by the autocall unit to control

the presentation of digits to the unit during a dialing

operation.

When the 'present next digit' lead is active and the PCF
state is X'4', the scanner sets the interrupt remember bit

if it is not already on. If the PND lead is inactive and the

PCF state is X'8', the scanner changes the PCF state to X'4'.

SDF Bit 5: Digit Present (DPR)-A 1 in this position indi

cates that a valid digit is present on the digit leads to the

autocall unit. The scanner sets DPR via PCF state X'8'

after present next digit comes on and the next dial digit has

been placed into the parallel data field, bits 4-7. When the

autocall unit turns PND off, the scanner changes the PCF
state to X'4' and resets DPR. The scanner resets DPR when
the PCF state is changed to X'O', X'4', X'5', or X F'. If the

condition of this bit does not agree with the state defined

for the active PCF state, the LCD field is set to XT' to

indicate a feedback check.
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SDF Bit 6: Data Set Status (DSS)/Call Originate Status

(COS)~A 1 in this position indicates that a connection has

been established and that the modem is in data mode and

can be used for data communications. In PCF state X'4',

the scanner sets the interrupt remember bit when the

DSS/COS lead becomes active.

SDF Bit 7: Abandon Call and Retry (ACR)-A 1 in this

position indicates that a preset time interval in the autocall

unit has elapsed since the last change of the 'present next

digit' lead. This bit only alerts the control program to

the time-out condition; it does not automatically abandon

the call and retry. The control program is responsible for

abandoning the call and retrying. In PCF state X'4', the

scanner sets the interrupt remember bit when the ACR lead

becomes active.

SDF Bits 8 and 9: These bits are not used.

PDF for Autocall Operation

For autocall operation the parallel data field is used to

present the dial digits to the automatic calling unit. When

the autocall interface is in PCF state X'8\ the parallel

data field bits 4-7 must contain a valid digit. In any PCF

state other than X'8', the PDF is treated as if it contained

all zeros. The valid digits that can be loaded into the PDF

are from X'O' to X'9' and XT and X'D'. X'O' to X'9'

represent the value of the dial digit and X'C is an end of

number bit configuration used to inform the autocall unit

that the last digit of the called number has been provided.

X'D' is a separator bit configuration used to inform the

autocalling unit to wait for a second dial tone.

Note: The external automatic calling unit (ACUj must have

the appropriate features to use X'C and X'D'.

Input/Output Instructions
The Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner input/output instruc-

tions enable the program to communicate between line

interface bases (LIBs), program interrupt levels, interface

control words (ICWs), and scanner registers. Some of the

major functions of the I/O instructions are to:

• Determine the interface address that caused a program

level 2 interrupt.

• Determine the cause of a program level 1 interrupt once

the scanner causing the interrupt has been identified

(Input X'76' has been executed).

• Determine the status of a particular ICW.

• Determine the status of a scanner display register.

• Set the attachment buffer address register (ABAR) with

the interface address required for:

a) addressing a particular ICW in program levels 3 or 4.

b) restoring an old ABAR address that had been saved

while in the error routines of a program level 1 inter-

rupt. This allows the program to resume normal

operation with the same interface address in the ABAR
as when the program level 1 interrupt occurred,

c) addressing a particular scanner in program level 1 , 3,

or 4.

• Set and reset bits in a particular ICW.

• Set scan limits in a particular scanner,

• Set control bits in a particular scanner.

• Set or read the cycle steal controls (address and byte

count, ICW bytes 6-9) of a particular ICW.

• Access any of the parallel data field in the PDF array.

• Set the high speed select register in a particular scanner

while setting the substitution control register (SCR) in

the Type 2 Attachment Base.

Programming Note

Input/Output instructions are privileged instructions

executable only at program level 1 , 2, 3, or 4. Any attempt

to execute these instructions improperly causes a program

level 1 interrupt request by setting the 'input/output check

LI ' latch. Refer to Input/Output Check description in

Chapter 5 for the conditions that cause the check to be set.

Input Instructions

Input instructions in the range X'40'-X'4F* allow the pro-

gram to obtain the status of the ICW input register, display

register, and error register in the scanner, and the and the

interface address in the attachment base ABAR. (Appendix B

defines the bits within each input instruction.)

Input instructions should be executed only when the status

of the attachment buffer address register (ABAR) and the con-

tent of the ICW input register are known.

Programming Notes

1 . With Extended Addressing, byte X of all input instruc-

tions and external registers is set to zero.

2. When an autocall interface is used, some of the input

instructions have different bit definitions. Refer to the

individual instruction descriptions for these differences.

Input X'40' (Interface Address): This instruction is used to

obtain the line interface address from the ABAR in the

attachment base. Conditions that set the ABAR are

described in the I/O Programming Considerations section in

this chapter.

If Input X'40' is issued during program level 2, the

'priority register occupied' latch associated with the inter-

face address in the ABAR is reset. This indicates that the

character service request is being serviced and that the pro-

gram level 2 interrupt priority register from which the ABAR
was loaded is now available for another level 2 interrupt of

the same priority. If all the 'priority register occupied'

latches are reset, the scanner L2 interrupt request is

reset.
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Programming Note

Subsequent Input X'40' instructions within the same charac-

ter service interrupt do not reset the 'priority register occu-

pied' latches.

Input X'41' (High Speed Select): For Type 3 Scanner

operations, this instruction is used to obtain the settings

of the high speed select register bits 0 through 7 for the

scanner selected by the address in the ABAR.

Type 3HS Scanner Operations: This instruction is used

to obtain ICW bits 17.0 and 17.1 from byte 1, bits 0 and

1 of a selected general register. (Refer to Byte 1 7 (ICW

Controls Extended) earlier in this chapter.) An Output

X'40' instruction must be executed before issuing an Input

X'41' instruction to obtain byte 17, bits 0 and 1 of the

ICW.

Input X'42' (DBAR/Check Register): This instruction is used

to obtain the contents or value of the DBAR, the scan limit

select bits, (See Note), the PDF array parity error bit, and

the ICW parity error bits for the scanner selected by the

address in the ABAR. For any parity error, PDF array

error, or LIB select error, the content of the DBAR is the

binary address of the ICW selected at the time the error

occurred.

Note: Scan limit select bits are not significant to Type 3HS
Scanner operations.

Input X'43' (Check Register 1): This instruction may be

used to obtain the status of the check register of a Type 3

or Type 3HS scanner. Since it is possible for up to four

scanners to be installed in the controller, the check register

selected is determined by the interface address in the ABAR
at time of instruction execution.

Programming Note

If any of the check register bits in the scanner are

set to 1, the Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner LI interrupt

request is set.

Input X'44' (ICW Input Register - Bytes 0-1): This instruc-

tion may be used to determine the state of the secondary

control field (SCF) and the parallel data field (PDF) in the

ICW that is set in the ICW input register. The interface

address in the ABAR selects the proper scanner. Refer to

I/O Programming Considerations for conditions that set

the ICW input register. The SCF and PDF fields and bit

definitions are described in the Interface Control Word

Format section of this chapter.

Input X'45' (ICW Input Register - Bytes 2-3): This instruc-

tion may be used to determine the state of the LCD and

PCF fields and SDF bits 0-7 in the ICW that is set in the

ICW input register. The interface address in the ABAR

selects the proper scanner. Refer to I/O Programming Con-

siderations in this chapter for conditions that set the ICW
innnt rooictor TViP I fT> PTP an/1 Cnp fiolHc onrl Kit

definitions are described in the Interface Control Word

Format section of this chapter.

Input X'46' (Display Register): This instruction may be

used to determine the state of the display register in the

scanner selected by the interface address in ABAR.
The program, under control of the display request bit

(ICW bit 4.6), can cause status information for a particular

interface to be placed into the scanner display

register when the interface is scanned. Input X'46' can then

be used to examine this status information. The display

register normally contains the status of the clear to send,

ring indicator, data set ready, receive line signal detect,

receive data bit buffer, diagnostic wrap mode, bit service

request, and ICW diagnostic mode indicators for the line

interface (or contains the Autocall unit indicators, for an

Autocall interface). Alternatively, the display register con-

tains the status of the scanner-to-line set data out lines (if

the scanner is in diagnostic 0 mode [ICW bit 5.5 is on] ) or

the line set-to-scanner data in lines (if a feedback check has

occurred for the line Interface [LCD state is X'7' or

XT']).

Input X'47' (ICW Input Register - Bytes 4-5): This instruc-

tion may be used to determine the state of SDF bits 8-9

(ICW bits 4.04.1) display request bit (bit 4.6) L2 interrupt

pending bit (bit 5.1) and priority select bits 1-2 (bits 5.2-

5.3). The ones counter (4.2-4.4, 4.7, 5.0) the last line

state (4.5) the NRZI control bit (5.4) diagnostic 0-1 bits

(5.5-5.6), and external modem clock (5.7) can also be

examined by using this instruction. The interface address

in the ABAR selects the proper scanner and associated

ICW. See I/O Programming Considerations in this chapter

for conditions that set the ICW input register. For an

interpretation of these bits, see the Interface Control Word

Format section of this chapter.

Input X'48 ' (ICW Input Register-Bytes 6-7j: This instruc-

tion may be used to determine the state of the Cycle Steal

Address byte X and byte count field, and the ETB/ETX/ENQ-

in-data, cycle steal valid, data chain flag, and message chain

flag bits. The interface address in the ABAR selects the

proper scanner and the associated ICW. Refer to I/O Pro-

gramming Considerations in this chapter for conditions that

set the ICW input register. For an interpretation of the

bytes and bits mentioned above, see Interface Control Word

Format in this chapter.
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Input X'49 ' (ICW Input Register-Bytes 8-9): This instruc-

tion may be used to determine the contents of the cycle

steal address bytes 0 and 1 . The interface address in the

ABAR selects the proper scanner and the associated ICW.

Refer to I/O Programming Considerations in this chapter

for conditions that set the ICW input register.

Input X'4A ' (ICW Input Register-Bytes 10-11): This

instruction may be used to determine the state of the block

check character bytes 1 and 2 in the ICW. The interface

address in the ABAR selects the proper scanner and the

associated ICW. Refer to I/O Programming Considerations

in this chapter for conditions that set the ICW input

register.

Input X'4B ' (ICW Input Register-Byte 1 6): This instruc-

tion may be used to determine the state of the new sync,

data terminal ready, and OLTT diagnostic bits and the

extended PCF of the ICW. The interface address in the

ABAR selects the proper scanner and the associated ICW.

Refer to I/O Programming Considerations in this chapter

for conditions that set the ICW input register. For an

interpretation of the bits and extended PCF mentioned

above, see Interface Control Word Format in this chapter.

Input X'4C (ICW Input Register-Byte 1 and control bits):

This instruction may be used to determine the contents of

the PDF in the PDF array that is addressed by the PDF

pointer, including the control bits. The interface address

in the ABAR selects the proper scanner and the associated

ICW. For an interpretation of the control bits of the PDF,

see PDF Array Format in this chapter.

Input X'4E' (ICW Input Register-Bytes 12-13): This

instruction may be used to determine the contents of the

cycle steal-PDF array and PDF array pointers, (also see

Input X'41 ' if the Type 3HS Scanner is installed), the

sequence and cycle steal message count fields, and the state

of the request-to-send turnaround control bit. The interface

address in the ABAR selects the proper scanner and the

associated ICW. Refer to I/O Programming Considerations

in this chapter for conditions that set the ICW input

register. For an interpretation of the fields and bits men-

tioned above, see Interface Control Word Format in this

chapter.

Input X'4F' (ICW Input Register-Bytes 14-15): This

instruction may be used to determine the state of the

status fields and of the following bits: receive line signal

detect, format exception/idle detect, BSC flush, data check,

bad pad/flag off boundary, ACK expected, leading DLE

error, and length check, and leading graphics bits of the ICW.

The interface address in the ABAR selects the proper scan-

ner and the associated ICW. Refer to I/O Programming Con-

siderations in this chapter for conditions that set the ICW

input register. For an interpretation of the fields and bits

mentioned above, see Interface Control Word Format in

this chapter.

Output Instructions

Output instructions in the range X'40'-X'4F' allow the

program to set the status of the ICW and to set the upper

scan limit and certain other controls in the scanner.

The interface address in the ABAR and the substitution

control register in the Type 2 Attachment Base may also

be set. (Appendix B defines the bits within each output

instruction.)

Programming Note

With Extended Addressing, byte X of all output instructions

and external registers has no significance and can be ignored.

Output X'40' (Interface Address): This instruction may be

used to set an interface address in the attachment buffer

address register (ABAR) of the Type 3 Attachment Base.

When this instruction is executed, byte 0, bit 6 through

byte 1 , bit 6 in the register specified by the R operand are

placed in the ABAR.
The interface address placed in ABAR selects the

scanner and the ICW associated with that address. Each

CCU clock time, the 1 6 bytes of the ICW are placed in the

ICW work register. If Output X'40' is executed in program

level 3 or 4 the contents of the ICW work register are placed

in the ICW input register where it is available for Inputs

X'41'-X'4F'.

Output X'41' (Scan Substitution Control/High Speed

Select): This instruction is used to set the substitution con-

trol register in the Type 2 Attachment Base and the high speed

select registers in the selected Type 3 Scanner. See Address

Substitution and High Speed Select Option in this chapter

for the description and coding of the address substitution and

high speed select mask bits. The substitution control bits

(Byte 1, bits 2-5) must be set to 0 for Type 3HS Scanner

operations.

Programming Note

Use of address substitution for a 3705 having one or more

Type 3 Scanners installed is not recommended, because each

substitution control register (SCR) bit used causes one high

speed line position on each Type 3 Scanner to be unavailable

for use. The high speed select option should be used instead

because the high speed select mask affects only one scanner,

not all installed scanners. This independence allows more

flexibility in selecting addresses to receive the increased

scanning.
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Output X'42' (Upper Scan Limit Control): This instruction

must be used to set the upper scan limit in the selected Type 3

Scanner. At least one Output X'42' must be executed for

each Type 3 Scanner available. The scanner selected is

determined by the interface address in the attachment buffer

address register (ABAR) of the attachment base at the time

of execution. This instruction also sets the diagnostic buffer

address register (DBAR). Because upper scan limit control

|
is not used for Type 3HS operations, byte 1 , bits 6 and 7

should be set to 0.

Output X'43' (Control): This instruction may be executed

to set or reset various control functions in a Type 3 or

Type 3HS Scanner. The scanner is selected by the interface

address in the attachment buffer address register (ABAR)
of the attachment base.

Output X'44' (ICW Bytes 0 and 1): This instruction may be

used to reset secondary control field (SCF) bits 0-3 and 5,

to set or reset SCF bits 6-7, and to set SCF bit 4. It is also

used to set or reset the parallel data field (PDF) if bit 0.4 is

on in the register specified by the Output instruction or if

the LCD state is for an Autocall interface. This instruction

does not change the PDF array address specified by the PDF
pointer (ICW bits 17.1 and 12.4-12.7). For a detailed

description of these bits, see the Interface Control Word
Format section of this chapter. The interface address in the

attachment buffer address register (ABAR), located in the

Type 2 Attachment Base, selects the scanner and the ICW
associated with this address. Refer to the secondary con-

trol field of the ICW for an interpretation of the SCF bits

(ICW bits 0.0-0.7). See Interface Control Word Format
for the PDF format as it relates to various line control

definer states.

Output X'45 ' (ICW Bytes 2 and 16): This instruction may
be used to set the bits of the line control definer (LCD) and

the primary control field (PCF) of the ICW. The interface

address in the ABAR at execution time selects the proper

scanner and the associated ICW. This instruction is also

used to set the extended PCF and other control bits in ICW
byte 16.

For a detailed interpretation of these bits, see the Inter-

face Control Word Format section of this chapter.

Output X'46 ' (ICWByte 3 and Bits 4. 0-4. 1 ): This instruction

is used to set the bits (0-9) of the serial data field (SDF) and

ICW bits 5.4-5.7 and 16.1 from bits in the SDF when a Set

Mode PCF is executed. The interface address in the ABAR
at execution time selects the proper scanner and the asso-

ciated ICW. For a detailed interpretation of the SDF bits,

see the Interface Control Word Format section of this

chapter.

Output X'47' (ICWBits 4.2-4.5, 4. 7, 5. 0-5. 3): This instruc-

tion is used to set the state of the ones counter (bits 4.2-4,4,

4.7, 5.0), last line state/timeout control (bit 4.5), display

request (4.6), and priority select bits 1 and 2 (5.2-5.3). The
interface address in the ABAR at execution time selects the

proper scanner and its associated ICW. For a detailed inter-

pretation of these bits, see the Interface Control Word Format
section of this chapter.

Output X'48' (ICW Bytes 6-7): This instruction may be used
to set the bits of the cycle steal address byte X and the byte
count, and the ETB/ETX/ENQ-in-data, cycle steal valid, data

chain flag, and message chain flag bits. The interface address

in the ABAR selects the proper scanner and the associated

ICW. For an interpretation of the bytes and bits mentioned
above, see Interface Control Word Format in this chapter.

Output X'49 ' (ICWBytes 8-9): This instruction may be used
to change the contents of cycle steal address bytes 0 and 1.

The interface address in the ABAR selects the proper scanner

and the associated ICW. For an interpretation of the bytes
mentioned above, see Interface Control Word Format in

this chapter.

Output X'4A '(ICWBytes 10-11): This instruction may be
used to change the block check character bytes 1 and 2 in

the ICW. The interface address in the ABAR selects the

proper scanner and the associated ICW. For an interpreta-

tion of the bytes mentioned above, see Interface Control

Word Format in this chapter.

Output X'4C (ICWByte 1): This instruction may be used

to write a control byte in the PDF array at the address speci-

|
fied by the PDF pointer (ICW bits 17.1 and 12.4-12.7). The
PDF pointer is not changed by this instruction. The inter-

face address in the ABAR selects the proper scanner and

the associated ICW. For an interpretation of ICW byte 1

,

see PDF Array Format in this chapter.

Output X'4D ' (ICWByte 1): This instruction may be used to
write two bytes in the PDF array at the address specified by

j
the cycle steal PDF array pointer (ICW bits 17.0 and 12.0-

12.3) and at that address plus one. (This instruction is

normally used to start SDLC address (A) and control (C)

characters in the PDF array.) The instruction places byte

0 in the first address and byte 1 in the second address.

Execution of this instruction causes the cycle steal PDF
array pointer to be incremented by two. The interface

address in the ABAR selects the proper scanner and the

associated ICW. For an interpretation of the bytes

mentioned above, see PDFArray Format in this chapter.
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causes the cycle steal PDF array pointer to be incremented

by two. The interface address in the ABAR selects the proper

scanner and the associated ICW. For an interpretation of

the bytes mentioned above, see PDFArray Format in this

chapter.

Output X'4E' (ICW Bytes 12, 13, and 1 7): This instruction

may be used to set the contents of the cycle steal PDF

array pointer and the PDF array pointer, the sequence

and cycle steal message count fields, and the state of the

request-to-send turnaround control bit. The interface

address in the ABAR selects the proper scanner and the

associated ICW. For an interpretation of the fields and

bits mentioned above, see Interface Control Word Format

in this chapter.

Output X'4F' (ICW Bytes 14-15): This instruction may be

used to reset ICW bits 14.0, 14.1, 14.3, 14.4, 14.6, and 14.7.

The remaining bits of byte 14 and all bits of byte 15 can be

set or reset according to the state of the bits in the register

specified by the Output instruction. For an interpretation

of these bits, see Interface Control Word Format in this

chapter.

Diagnostic Functions

|
The Type 3 or Type 3HS Communication Scanner has three

diagnostic functions available to the control program: (1)

the diagnostic wrap test, (2) the IBM moderm wrap test,

and (3) the ICW diagnostic test. These tests are run under

the control of the scanner program and provide online

testing as described in the following sections. These

diagnostics cannot be executed for an autocall interface.

For line interfaces attached through any one scanner,

either a diagnostic wrap test or a modem wrap test can be

performed, but not simultaneously. However, these tests can

be performed on two different scanners simultaneously.

Diagnostic Wrap Test

|
The-Type 3 «r Type 3HS Scanner diagnostic wrap test

provides a means of locating defects in the line control

logic and line-interface transmit and receive logic. It also

provides a method of online program testing. Diagnostic

wrap tests can be performed online without affecting

the normal program operation or the lines not in diagnostic

mode. Three variations, or modes, of the diagnostic wrap

test are available; these are specified by the settings of the

diagnostic bits 0 and 1 (ICW bits 3.1 (5.5) and 3.2 (5.6),

and the diagnostic mode bit (ICW bit 3.3).

In normal diagnostic mode (ICW bit 3.3 on), test data is

transmitted from the scanner to one line interface and

returned over another line interface. This test requires one

installed line interface (line set) to act as the transmit line

and one or more other line interfaces (line sets) to act as

receive lines. Any line interface installed in the Type 3 or

Type 3HS Scanner can be a transmit or a receive line;

however, only one transmit line at a time in a scanner may

be engaged in transmitting diagnostic test data.

In diagnostic 0 mode (diagnostic bit 0 on), the test data

is wrapped internally within the scanner, instead of being

passed from one line interface to the other. A receive line

address and a transmit line address must be specified as in

the normal diagnostic mode test, but no line sets need be

installed at those addresses. The diagnostic 0 mode test

allows the control program to test the scanner data

out leads and to transmit data directly from one ICW to

another within the same scanner. After the lines have been

placed in diagnostic 0 mode, all normal line functions may be

simulated.

In diagnostic 1 mode (diagnostic bit 1 on), the scanner is

inhibited from modifying or reacting to the transmitted or

received data stream. That is, it does not insert SYN char-

acters, 0-bits, or SDLC flag characters into data it is trans-

mitting over the transmit line, does not delete any control

characters or 0-bits from data it is receiving over the receive

line, and does not perform character translation on either

transmitted or received data. Diagnostic 1 mode may be used

in combination with either normal diagnostic mode or diag-

nostic 0 mode.

Test is initiated under program control by executing Out-

put X'45' and Output X'46' instructions to all lines to be

tested. The Output X'45' instruction is executed with byte 1,

bits 0-3 set for proper line control and byte 1, bit 7 set to 1

to indicate PCF state XT (set mode). The remaining bits

of this Output instruction are set to 0. See PCF state XV
in this chapter for further information on set mode.

Output X'46' must be set as follows:

Byte 0, bit 0: NRZI (ICW bit 3.0): When set to 1, this bit

causes bit 5.4 to be set. This bit is used to select NRZI opera-

tion of an SDLC line.

Byte 0, bit 1: Diagnostic bit 0 (ICW bit 3.1): When set to 1,

this bit causes ICW bit 5.5 to be set, which in turn causes data

to be transferred (wrapped) from the transmit line to the

receive line at the scanner-LIB interface. (When the bit is

set to 0, the transfer occurs at the line set if byte 1, bit 1 is

set.) This allows the functioning of a line interface to be

tested even if no line set is installed at that interface.
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Byte 0, bit 2: Diagnostic bit 1 (ICW bit 3.2): When set to 1,

this bit causes ICW bit 5.6 to be set, which in turn causes the

scanner to assume a "do-nothing" state for transmit and
receive operations. Recognition of control characters and
insertion and deletion of zeros are inhibited when the scanner

is in this state, thus allowing the program to control the bit

stream when the scanner is in transmit mode.

Byte 0, bits 3-7: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 0: This bit is 0.

Byte 1, bit 1: Diagnostic Mode (ICW bit 3.3)-This bit must
be set to 1 for the normal diagnostic mode test.

Byte 1, bit 2: Data Terminal Ready (ICW bit 3.4)-This bit

must be set to 0.

Byte 1, bit 3: Synchronous Clock (ICW bit 3.5)-This bit

must be set to 1

.

Byte 1, bit 4: External Clock (ICW bit 3.6)-This bit must
be set to 0 to select a business machine clock.

Byte 1, bit 5: Data Rate Select (ICW bit 3.7)-This bit may
be either 1 or 0.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: Oscillator Select 1 & 2 (ICW bits

4.0-4.1)-These bits are set to select an available line oscil-

lator (business machine clock). For proper setting, see

Business Machine Clocks in this chapter. All wrap test

lines must select the same oscillator.

After the set modes are issued, the affected line inter-

faces can be exercised through any sequence of point-to-point

or multipoint operations.

During diagnostic wrap operations both the 'data set ready'

lead and the 'clear to send' lead are simulated active to prevent

the Type 3 Scanner from setting a modem check (ICW bit 0.3).

The control program should set ICW bit 13.2 (RTS turn-

around control) if half-duplex operation is required.

Programming Notes

1. Only one interface per Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner

may be in a transmit state at any given time during the

operation.

2. The line used for transmit should be the last line to be

issued the set mode instruction.

3. Diagnostic wrap tests cannot be executed on an autocall

interface.

4. During a diagnostic wrap operation, the line control

definer (LCD) of the line or lines in diagnostic receive

mode must agree with the LCD of the line in diagnostic

transmit mode regardless of the common-carrier or IBM
equipment physically attached to the line.

Modem Wrap Test

The modem wrap test checks the scrambler circuits of IBM
/ < -r, miu jo i j IHUUCIH5 unuci program control, i tie

modem test can be performed online without affecting the

normal operation of other lines, and may also be performed
simultaneously on any or all interfaces for which the test

function is defined.

To execute the modem wrap test, the control program
must execute an Output X'46' instruction to set the interface

control word SDF as follows:

SDF bit 0: When set to 1, this bit causes ICW bit 5.4 (NRZI
control) to be set. This bit can be set to 1 to cause the SDLC
line to operate in NRZI mode. For non-NRZI operation this

bit should be 0.

SDF bit 1: When set to 1, this bit causes ICW bit 5.5 (diag-

nostic bit 0) to be set. This bit must be 0 to conduct a

modem wrap test.

SDF bit 2: When set to 1, this bit causes ICW bit 5.6 (diag-

nostic bit 1) to be set. This bit should be set to 1 to conduct
a normal modem wrap test; it can be set to 0 for a wrap test

of a full-duplex modem.

SDF bit 3: This bit must be set to 1 to cause the 'diagnostic

mode' latch to be set in the line interface hardware, which
conditions the modem for testing.

SDF bit 4: This bit must be set to 1 to activate 'data termi-

nal ready'. When this is set, together with the diagnostic bit,

a modem wrap test can be performed instead of a diagnostic

wrap test.

SDF bit 5: This bit must be set to 1 to provide synchronous

clocking.

SDF bit 6: This bit must be set to 1 if the modem provides

the clocking and to 0 if the modem does not provide the

clocking.

SDF bit 7: This bit may be either 0 or 1.

SDF bits 8 and 9: These bits must select an internal oscil-

lator whose speed is less than one-half the clock speed if the

IBM modem provides the clocking. If the modem does not

provide the clocking, the bits must select an internal oscil-

lator whose speed matches that of the modem. For the

proper setting, see Business Machine Clocks in this chapter.
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After the set mode instruction is executed, the interface

should be put in PCF state X'8' (transmit initial) to cause

'request to send' to be raised. Before this is done, the control

program should set the RTS turnaround control (ICW bit

13.2) to allow a line turnaround to occur with the

'clear-to-send' lead active. Upon detecting 'clear to send,'

the scanner transmits one pad character and then (assuming

that the PDF array is empty) continuous marks, turns the

line around (the scanner enters PCF state X'5'), and makes a

level 2 interrupt request to the control program.

The program can now test the operation of the modem

scrambler circuits by setting the PCF to X'7' (receiving

in-phase) and checking the received data for all marks for a

period of at least one second.

ICW Diagnostic Mode Test

The ICW diagnostic mode test permits the ICW local store

to be exercised as a memory element. In this mode, the

ABAR is used an an address register to allow access to the

bits of a selected ICW; diagnostic programs may then set

and reset the ICW bits as desired.

To place the scanner in diagnostic mode, an Output

X'43' instruction in which bits 0.0 and 0.6 of the register

specified by the R field are on must be executed. This

instruction disables the scanner and places it in diagnostic

mode. Individual bits can then be changed by placing the

desired ICW address in the ABAR with an Output X'40'

instruction and then using appropriate Output instructions

to set and reset the bits. Figure 8-5 shows which Output

instructions are associated with various ICW fields.

To restore the scanner to normal mode requires an Out-

put X'43' instruction that sets the appropriate bits.
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Chapter 9: Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapters

This chapter gives the reader a basic understanding of the

operation of the Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapters

and the requirements necessary to program the adapter.

With the Type 1 or Type 4 Channel Adapter (CA),

the communications controller establishes and maintains

communications with the byte-multiplexer channel of an

IBM System/360 or System/370. With the Type 4 CA, the

controller may also communicate with a block multiplexer

channel or selector channel of a System/370 in native mode
only. With the proper programming support, the Type 1 or

Type 4 CA allows the controller to operate in a native

3704/3705 mode and/or in an emulation mode, emulating

the 2701, 2702, or 2703 transmission control units.

The Type 1 and Type 4 CA rely heavily on the program

to perform control operations. Data transfers across the

channel interface occur in multibyte bursts with program

intervention required before and after each burst. The
Type 1 CA allows bursts of up to 4 bytes. The Type 4 CA,
when operating in extended buffer mode, allows bursts of

up to 32 bytes; when operating in cycle steal mode, the

Type 4 CA allows bursts of up to 256 bytes. These modes
of operation are described below. Channel I/O command
decoding and interpretation, data transfers between the

channel adapter and storage, ending status generation,

and various other functions must generally be performed

by the program.

Because the Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapters are

similar in operation in most respects, only the differences

are identified as pertaining to one type or the other.

Otherwise, the term channel adapter (or CA) refers to

both types of adapter.

Operation and Data Flow
The channel adapter receives an address from the host pro-

cessor and determines whether the host wants to commu-
nicate with the controller in native mode or emulation
mode. The mode of operation (native or emulation) is

then set and initial selection completed. The CA then

requests an initial level 3 interrupt to make this informa-

tion available to the control program via input instructions.

Data from the host channel interface is received

into the data buffers where the control program must
retrieve it by executing input instructions and placing

the bytes in storage. Channel End and Device End are

generated by the control program when the complete
message or block of data is received.

When data transfer is from the channel adapter to

the host channel, the control program may request an
attention interrupt from the host processor. The host

processor must initiate an initial selection sequence,

and the control program must load the data buffers

with the byte to be transferred. Data from the data

buffers can then be transferred across the channel

interface. Channel End and Device End are generated
by the control program when the complete message or
block of data has been sent.

Type 1 and Type 4 CA Modes of Operation
The CA has two modes of operation—Native Subchannel
Mode (NSC) or Emulation Subchannel Mode (ESC). With
the proper programming support, the CA allows the con-

troller to operate in NSC and ESC modes concurrently or

separately.

Native mode permits servicing any number of lines

up to 352 (32 for a 3704), using only one host subchannel
address. The line address decoding is handled by the con-

trol program. Initial Program Load must always be han-

dled in NSC mode.

Emulation mode allows the controller to emulate the

2701, 2702, and 2703 transmission control units using

existing host programs and subchannel addresses.

Note: Most operations of the CA are identical whether
in native or emulation mode. Throughout this chapter,

the exceptions and/or differences in operation due to

native or emulation mode are noted by an NSC or ESC
heading on the paragraph that describes the particular

operation. All text that is not designated as eitherNSC
or ESC can be assumed to apply equally to both modes
ofoperation.

Extended-Buffer and Cycle Steal Mode of Operation: The
Type 4 Channel Adapter can operate in extended-buffer

(EB) mode or in cycle steal mode (but not in both at once)

instead of normal mode (non-EB, non-cycle steal mode).

Operation of the Type 4 CA in non-EB, non-cycle steal

mode is identical to that of the Type 1 CA.
When operating in normal mode (non-EB, non-cycle

steal mode), the Type 4 CA can transfer a maximum of

four bytes over the channel to or from the host processor

before interrupting the control program to obtain more
data. When operating in EB or cycle steal mode, the

Type 4 CA can (with proper control program support)

transfer up to 32 bytes (in EB mode) or up to 256 bytes

(in cycle steal mode) over the channel before interrupting

the control program. Two bits in the EB/cycle steal mode
control register determines whether the Type 4 CA is to

operate in EB or cycle steal mode. An Output X'6C
instruction must be executed to set or reset these bits.

An Output X'62' instruction in which bit 0.7 is 1 will

also reset the EB/cycle steal control bit.

Programming Note

For a Type 4 CA cycle steal operation, an Output X'6C
instruction in which bit 0.1 (cycle steal mode bit) is 1
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must be executed before data is placed in the cycle steal

address register or byte count register.

Channel Adapter States

The CA operates in one of three active states under direc-

tion of the control program: (1) initial selection state,

(2) data transfer state, or (3) status transfer state. When

not active, the CA is in a ready mode; that is, the adapter

can accept instructions but is not in one of the active states.

Initial Selection State

The initial selection state is entered when the host pro-

cessor begins an initial selection sequence. The CA con-

tinually monitors the channel interface for one of its

assigned addresses. If one of these addresses is detected,

the CA traps this address and proceeds with the initial

selection. If the command is received without error

(correct parity), an initial status of all zeros is returned

unless the command is a Test I/O or a No-Op. (See

Channel Adapter Status Presentation in this chapter for

Test I/O and No-Op exceptions.) If the command has bad

parity, the CA returns Unit Check status to the host

channel.

When the command from the host is a No-Op, the CA
returns Channel End, Device End, and performs no further

action.

During initial selection, the I/O device address and the

command are stored in their respective channel adapter reg-

isters (see below). A level 3 interrupt is then requested by

the initial selection hardware, and control is passed to the

level 3 interrupt program.

Data Transfer State

The data transfer state is entered when the control

program initiates a data transfer sequence. Data trans-

fer can be from the host processor to the controller or

from the controller to the host processor. The data is

transferred across the channel under hardware control.

When the data transfer ends, the channel adapter

hardware signals the control program with a level 3

interrupt request.

Status Transfer State

The status transfer state is entered when the control

program initiates a status transfer sequence. The sta-

tus information byte is transferred to the host during

this sequence.

Channel Adapter Registers

Various hardware registers are available to the control

program for interface between the CA hardware and

the levels 1 and 3 program routines. The following

sections briefly describe these registers and the

method of program access. See Appendix B for the bit

definitions of the I/O instructions and the registers.

Initial Selection Control Register (ISCR)

This one-byte register contains information identifying the

event that caused the CA Initial level 3 interrupt request.

The register is available to the control program with an

Input X'60' instruction.

Data/Status Control Register (DSCR)

This two-byte register contains control information

used when passing data and status bytes across the

channel interface. The bits in this register are set by

the control program (Output X'62') and the CA hard-

ware as a result of either a channel data or status

transfer. This register is available to the control pro-

gram with an Input X'62' instruction.

Initial Selection Address and Command Register

(ISACR)

This two-byte register contains the 1/O device address

and the command byte presented to the channel adap-

ter during initial selection. This register is available to

the control program with an Input X'61' instruction.

Initial Selection Status Register

This one-byte register contains the status byte gener-

ated and presented by the channel adapter hardware

during initial selection sequences except under the

following conditions.

NSC: The NSC status byte from the NSC status reg-

ister is presented instead of the hardware generated

status when ( 1 ) an initial selection sequence occurs

for the native mode subchannel and (2) the NSC
status byte provided by the control program has not

been accepted by the host (as in the case of stacked

status).

ESC: The ESC status byte provided by the control

program is presented instead of the hardware gener-

ated status when (1) an initial selection sequence

occurs for an emulation address (Test 1/O initial

selection and addresses compare) and (2) the con-

trol program has signaled that both an ESC status

transfer sequence is required and that ESC Test

1/O status is available.

NSC Status Register

This one-byte register contains the current status of

the NSC and is gated over the channel interface during

NSC status transfer sequences. The control program

should set the NSC status by executing an Output
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Error/Control/Condition Register

This one-byte register contains detected hardware errors

and asynchronous hardware control information. The

register can be accessed by an Input X'67' instruction.

Local Store Registers

These two-byte registers provide buffering for the I/O device

address used in all data and status transfer sequences initi-

ated by the controller, and up to four bytes of data for

inbound/outbound data transfer sequences in non-EB mode
(up to 32 bytes of data for a Type 4 CA in EB mode). In

EB mode a separate register stack is used to contain the

data. When the controller is in emulation mode, the ESC
final status is included along with the transfer address.

These registers are as follows.

Transfer Address/ESC Status Register: This register

can be accessed by executing an Input X'63' and load-

ed by executing an Output X'63'. The transfer ad-

dress portion (byte 0) contains the I/O device address

to be presented to the multiplexer channel when the

controller initiates any data/status transfer sequence.

The ESC status byte portion (byte 1) contains the

status byte to be presented to the multiplexer channel

on completion of an ESC command.

Data Buffer Byte 1 /Data Buffer Byte 2 Register: This

two-byte register contains the first and second data

bytes transfered across the channel interface during an

inbound or outbound data transfer sequence (in non—EB
mode). The register can be loaded by executing an

Output X'64' instruction or accessed by executing an

Input X'64' instruction.

Data Buffer Byte 3/Data Buffer Byte 4 Register: This two-

byte register contains the third and fourth data bytes trans-

ferred across the channel interface during an inbound or

outbound data transfer sequence in non-EB mode. The reg-

ister can be loaded by executing an Output X'65' instruc-

tion or accessed by executing an Input X'65' instruction.

Extended-Buffer Mode Local Store (Type 4 CA Only)

The local store register for operation of a Type 4 Channel

Adapter in extended-buffer (EB) mode provides buffering

for up to 32 bytes of data for both outbound and inbound

data transfer sequences in either NSC or ESC mode.

This register can be loaded by first executing an Output

X'6C instruction to place the CA in EB mode and reset

the EB mode address register, then executing a sequence

of Output X'6D' instructions, each of which loads two

bytes into the register. Thus 16 Output X'6D' instructions

(preceded by an Output X'6C) are needed to load the

maximum of 32 bytes into the register. (A delay of at

least one instruction time is required between the Output

X'6C and the Output X'6D' instructions, and between

successive Output X'6D' instructions.)

The EB mode local store can be accessed by executing

an Tnnilt X'^f" inKtm^tinn tr, r*»cet tVip FR mr*HA aHHraec— » — - -
J-
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register and then executing a sequence of Input X'6D'

instructions, each of which loads two bytes from the local

store into the register specified by the instruction. (The

first and second bytes are moved into bytes 0 and 1 of the

specified register. Thus 16 Input X'6D' instructions (pre-

ceded by an Input X'6C) are required to read 32 bytes

from the EB mode local store. (A delay of at least one

instruction time is required between the Input X'6C and

the first Input X'6D' instructions, and between successive

Input X'6D' instructions.)

Note: Powering on or resetting of the 3705 (via the controt

panel) does not ensure that the EB mode local store has

correct parity. The control program must do this before

accessing the local store by setting EB mode operation in

the CA with an Output X'6C instruction, executing 16
Output X'6D ' instructions, then resetting the EB mode
with an Output X'6C instruction.

Extended-Buffer Mode Control Register (Type 4 CA Only)

This register contains information that controls the opera-

tion of the Type 4 CA while it is operating in extended-

buffer mode. The register can be accessed by an Input

X'6C instruction while the CA is in this mode. When
servicing a Type 4 CA L3 interrupt, the control program

can execute Output X'6C instructions to set and reset

individual bits in the register.

Extended-Buffer Mode Counter Register

This register is a six-bit counter used to address the 32-byte

EB mode local store. The counter is incremented by two

bytes while the CA is in EB mode when an Output X'6D' or

Input X'6D' instruction is executed. It is reset to zero by an

Output X'6C instruction or (when the CA is in EB mode) by

an Output X'62' or Input X'6C instruction. An Input X'6C
instruction initially resets the counter and then increments

it by two. Each subsequent Input X'6D' or Output X'6D'

instruction increments the counter by two.

I/O Device Addresses
The channel adapter must determine whether to recog-

nize the 1/O device address presented when initial

selection occurs. It must also determine which I/O
device address to present when the control program
signals the channel adapter to perform a data/status

sequence. The following sections describe the me-
thods of determining initial selection and data transfer

addresses.

Initial Selection Address

The address byte presented during initial selection must have

correct parity, or the channel adapter will not decode the

address. The initial selection addresses that the channel
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adapter recognizes are determined by plug options wired by

the customer engineer from information supplied by the

user.

The address assigned for the native subchannel (NSC) of

a Type 1 CA or a single Type 4 CA can be within the range

of addresses assigned for ESC but cannot also be used for

emulation.

With a Type 4 CA, the following restrictions also apply.

1 . If a 3705 contains two Type 4 CAs running under the

standalone emulation program, the NSC address can be

assigned within the range of ESC addresses; but (a) the

NSC address cannot also be used for emulation, and

(b) the NSC address can be used only with the channel

that IPLs the 3705.

2. If a 3705 contains two or more Type 4 CAs and the

N-ROS specify feature, the NSC address can be assigned

within the range of addresses assigned for ESC but

cannot also be used for emulation.

1 3. If a 3705 contains an IPL Select switch with two Type

4 CAs running under the PEP extension of NCP/VS, the

NSC address cannot be within the range of addresses

assigned for ESC.

Note: For proper IPL Select switch operations procedures,

see Figure D-l in Guide to Using the IBM 3705 Communi-

cations Controller Control Panel, GA27-3087.

4. For 3705 containing a single Type 4 CA, the NSC

address can be assigned within the range of addresses

assigned for ESC but cannot also be used for emulation.

The assigned NSC address can be checked by executing

an Input X'67' when the channel is enabled.

When power is turned on, the channel adapter is placed

in such a state that it will not recognize any ESC addresses

until after the interface is enabled, the CCU is initialized,

and the control program executes an Output X'67' instruc-

tion with byte 1, bit 5 = 1 (Set ESC Operational).

When a CA Initial L3 interrupt request is caused by an

initial selection, the program can determine the I/O device

address by executing an Input X'61\ This interrupt

request can be caused by an initial selection sequence for

any operational ESC address or for the native mode sub-

channel address. The program should be prepared to handle

initial selection sequences for all operational addresses.

NSC: The NSC address can be assigned any value in

the range of 0-255. If the Two Channel Switch Fea-

ture is installed, the NSC addresses for interfaces A
and B are assigned separately and can be either two

different addresses or the same address used for

both interfaces.

Because the native mode uses only one subchannel

address, the terminal address must be transferred

from the host as data. The location and format of

these addresses must be coordinated between the

host program and the control program in the con-

troller.

ESC: The ESC addresses must be a group of contigu-

ous addresses. For the 3705, the lowest address (L)

in the group can be set to 0 or any multiple of 16

from 16 to 240. The highest address (H) in the

group can be set to any value greater than (L) that

is one less than a multiple of 4, from 3 to 255. The

range of recognizable ESC addresses can be set to

include a rm'nimum of 4 or a maximum of 256 ad-

dresses. For the 3704, the lowest address can be

any even number and the highest address can be

any odd number. The range of addresses can be a

minimum of 2 or a maximum of 32. This range

must be the same for both interface A and interface

B if the Two Channel Switch feature is installed on

the 3704 or 3705.

Note: // emulation is not required, the machine

can be wired (by the customer engineer) so that no

ESC addresses are recognized.

Transfer Sequence Addresses

When the control unit initiates a data/status transfer

sequence, it must present the I/O device address asso-

ciated with the transfer. Since this address is variable,

it must be provided by the control program. This is

done by executing an Output X'63'.

Since Output X'63' allows the control program to

provide any I/O device address in the range of 0-255,

and the channel adapter cannot determine if this is the

address that should be presented, the control program

must ensure that the address is correct. An incorrect

address results in improper channel operation.

Channel Adapter Interrupt Requests

The Type 1 or Type 4 Channel Adapter can initiate inter-

rupt requests for either level 1 or level 3 service. Level 1

requests are caused when the CA detects an error or check

condition. Two different level 3 interrupt requests can be

set for the purpose of controlling channel adapter opera-

tions: the CA Initial L3 and the CA Data/Status L3 inter-

rupt request.

Level 1 Interrupt Request

When one of the following checks occurs, a level 1 interrupt

request is set and the corresponding bit is set in error/con-

trol/condition register. This register is made available to

the control program by executing an Input X'67' instruc-

tion. See Appendix B for the placement of the bits within

this register.
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1. Channel Bus In Check: This error is set when the CA
hardware detects bad parity in the byte to be sent to

the host.

2. In/Out Instruction Accept Check: This error is set

when the CA hardware detects the execution of a valid

input/output instruction at an invalid time (that is, the

CA is actively handling a data or status transfer sequence

and any Input or Output instructions except X'67' is

executed).

3. CCU Outbus Check: This error is set when the CA
hardware detects bad parity on the CCU Outbus.

4. Local Store Parity Check: This error is set when the

CA hardware detects bad parity on data being read out

of the local store registers.

See the Error Indications section in this chapter for infor-

mation on how to handle these errors.

Level 3 Interrupt Request

Two different level 3 interrupt requests can be set: an

initial L3 and a data/status L3. These are identified to the

control program when Input X'77' is executed. Either one

or both of these requests can be set. Several different

events can cause either to be set.

If the CA initial L3 is the only interrupt request set, it

can be serviced without being concerned that a CA
data/status L3 interrupt request will occur. Any pending

data/status transfer sequence is inhibited until the CA
initial L3 request is reset. The level 3 interrupt can be

reset by either an Output X'60' or Output X'62' instruc-

tion except that when a system reset occurs, an Output

X'67' must be executed to reset the system reset. If an

Output X'62' is executed to reset the CA initial L3 request,

the control program must be prepared to re-initiate a

data/status transfer if one was pending at the time the

initial L3 interrupt was reset.

If just the CA data/status L3 interrupt request is set,

the program must be aware that a system reset sequence

can occur during servicing of the data/status interrupt

request. If the system reset occurs before the Input X'62'

is executed, the conditions that caused the interrupt are

lost to the program. A system reset causes an initial L3

interrupt request and resets all hardware latches except

the 'system reset' latch.

If both interrupt requests are set, the program must

service both requests before executing the output instruc-

tion to reset them. If both are set and the initial L3
interrupt request was caused by a system reset, the con-

ditions that caused the data/status L3 will be lost due to

the system reset.

Initial L3 Interrupt Request: A CA initial L3 interrupt

request is made when (1) an initial selection sequence

occurs, (2) a system reset sequence occurs, or (3) NSC
status is cleared because of an initial selection sequence.

When an initial L3 interrupt occurs, Input X'60' can be

executed to determine the cause.

Once the CA initial L3 interrupt request is set, the chan-

nel adapter automatically responds with a short control-

unit-busy status (Control Unit End, Status Modifier, Busy)

to all initial selection attempts. This status is indicated

until the control program signals the channel adapter to

reset the condition that caused the interrupt request to

be set. During this period, no channel command can be

accepted in either emulation or native mode. The control

program should therefore signal the channel adapter as

soon as possible to reset the cause of the interrupt request.

Once the CA initial L3 interrupt request is set, subse-

quent data/status transfer sequences are inhibited until

the interrupt request is reset. This means that the initial

L3 interrupt request and the data/status L3 interrupt

request can both be set only if the data/status request

occurs first, and only if the initial L3 interrupt request is

not the result of a system reset.

The CA initial L3 interrupt request can be reset by

executing an Output X'60', X'62', or X'67', depending on

the cause of the interrupt. (See the preceding section,

Level 3 Interrupt Request, for restrictions on resetting

level 3 interrupts.)

Data/Status L3 Interrupt Request: A CA data/status L3

interrupt request can be set by

• any of the five data/status transfer sequences

• a suppress-out monitor interrupt

• a program-requested interrupt

• a selective service reset

• A CCU Outbus check when the adapter is in one of the

five data/status transfer sequences (only during an

Output X'62' for a 3704)

• a channel stop or interface disconnect

• recognition of an ETB or ETX character when a Type 4

CA is in EB mode and the ESC mode is enabled

• recognition by a Type 4 CA of a number of consecutive

SYN characters (as specified in the Output X'62' in-

struction) when (1) the channel adapter is in EB or

cycle steal mode, (2) the ESC mode is enabled, and

(3) the 'monitor SYW latch (Input X'6C instruction

bit 0.4) is on.

Automatic Priority Selection for multiple Type 4 CAs:

If more than one Type 4 CA has a level 3 interrupt request

pending, communications controller hardware automat-

ically determines which CA is to be selected for handling

of its interrupt request. (This function applies only to

multiple Type 4 CAs. It is not available for other

combinations of channel adapters.)

The selection is based on which of the Type 4 CAs has

the higher-priority level 3 interrupt request pending. The

priority sequence is:

Priority outbound data transfer sequence (highest)

Outbound data transfer sequence

Initial selection interrupt
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Inbound data transfer sequence

Other data/status interrupts (lowest)

(Byte 1 , bit 5 of the Output X'62' instruction specifies

whether the outbound data transfer sequence has priority

status or not.)

The automatic selection occurs only when requested by

the control program. To do so, it must execute an Output

X'67' instruction in which all bits are 0. The next Input

X'77' instruction executed will then automatically select

and access the states of the CA currently having the higher-

priority interrupt request.

The control program can cause a data/status L3 inter-

rupt by executing an Output X'67' instruction with the

proper bits set for the operation desired. See Appendix B

for the output instruction bit definitions. The program

should not initiate another transfer sequence or monitor

for the inactive condition of the 'suppress out' line unless

the initial L3 or the data/status L3 interrupt has been set.

The control program can signal the channel adapter at any

time to cause a program requested interrupt when condi-

tions permit. When a data/status L3 interrupt occurs, Input

X'62' can be executed to determine the cause.

The data/status L3 interrupt request can be reset by

executing an Output X'62' with the appropriate bits set.

Refer to Appendix B, Output X'62' for bit definitions.

When a channel-stop or interface-disconnect condition

is detected during an outbound or inbound data transfer,

in EB mode, the number of bytes successfully transferred

can be obtained by executing an Input X'6C instruction

and examining bits 2-7 of byte 1 of the register loaded by

the instruction.

Channel Commands
The channel adapter recognizes any I/O command byte

combination as a valid command if odd parity is maintained

on the I/O channel interface and there is no pending activ-

ity on the channel. Except for those commands listed below,

the channel adapter hardware accepts the command, returns

an initial selection status of X'00' and causes a CA initial

L3 interrupt request. The channel adapter hardware initially

accepts the full range of commands (X'00' through X'FF').

It is the responsibility of the control program to decode the

command, determine its validity and respond accordingly.

The hardware recognizes the following commands and

takes the action listed.

NSC:

I/O No-Op (X'03 V-When this command is presented to

the NSC address, an immediate initial status of CE, DE is

presented by the hardware if the channel adapter is free of

commands. If the NSC has a pending status available (a

previous NSC status byte has been stacked), the hardware

presents it with the 'Busy' status bit as initial status to the

No-Op command.

Test I/O (X'OO')-When this command is presented to the

NSC address, the hardware presents the current status of

the NSC. If the NSC is free of commands, the hardware

responds with a X'00' status byte during the initial status

presentation to the Test I/O. If the NSC hardware has a

pending status available in the NSC status register, this

status is presented during the initial status presentation to

the Test I/O. The busy bit does not accompany this status.

If the NSC is currently executing a command, but no status

is available, the Busy status bit is presented as initial status.

Test I/O and No-Op must be recognized by the control pro-

gram if these immediate commands are stacked.

Write IPL (X'05')—When this command is presented to the

NSC address, the hardware accepts the command, returns

the initial status byte of X'00', and causes a CA initial L3

interrupt request. The hardware also notifies the CCU (Cen-

tral Control Unit) of the reception of this command by rais-

ing an internal interface line to the CCU. See Initial Pro-

gram Load in Chapter 5 for an explanation of the IPL

procedures.

ESC:

I/O No-Op (X '03)-When this command is presented to a

valid ESC address, the hardware presents an immediate

CE, DE initial selection status.

Test I/O (X'OO')-Refer to Emulation Mode Test I/O in

this chapter for an explanation of this operation.

The following commands are standard channel I/O com-

mands issued by the host access method for either native or

emulation mode. The control program has the responsibility

to decode the command and initiate the appropriate action.

Refer to Inbound Data Transfer and Outbound Data Trans-

fer in this chapter for the sequence of instructions that the

control program must execute for proper data transfer.

Write (X'01 7—The channel adapter hardware accepts this

command and returns an initial selection status of X'00'.

The purpose of the command is to transfer data from the

host processor to the communications controller. The data

may be either user data or control information to inform

the control program of a function to be performed.

Read (X'02')-The purpose of this command is to transfer

data from the communications controller to the host

processor. The channel adapter hardware accepts the com-

mand and returns an initial selection status of X'00).

Sense (X'04')—This channel command should result in the

transfer of one byte of sense data from the communications

controller to the host. The channel adapter hardware
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accepts the command and returns an initial status of X'OO'.

Normal ending status is CE, DE unless a Halt I/O is detected
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UC is returned to the channel. It is the responsibility of the

control program to recognize the command, load the sense

byte into a data register, and send it to the host. The trans-

fer is the same as a data transfer with one byte of data. The

sense byte for the Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapters are

the same as for the Type 2 Channel Adapter. See Input

X'53' in Appendix B for a definition of each bit.

Channel Adapter Status Presentation

Initial Selection Status

Initial Selection status is generated by hardware and

presented to the channel during the initial selection

sequence. The host processor must examine the status

byte to determine whether the command was accepted

by the channel adapter. If the command was not ac-

cepted, the status byte contains bits indicating the

reason.

The following paragraphs describe the initial selec-

tion status bytes that can be returned to the host proc-

essor channel and their meanings.

X'OO' (Zero Status):

NSC: The hardware accepts a command byte, other

than a No-Op, and the NSC is free of commands.

ESC: The hardware accepts a command byte other

than a Test I/O or No-Op command, and there is

no initial select L3 interrupt request or no program

requested L3 interrupt request pending.

X'02' (Unit Check): The hardware detects even parity

in the command byte.

X'OC (Channel End, Device End): This status is re-

turned by the hardware as an immediate response to a

No-Op command.

X'10' (Busy):

NSC: The NSC hardware is active with another command

and has not presented final status to that command or,

for the Type 4 CA only, an Output X'66' with bit 0.4

set to 1 was executed to place the CA in the 'long busy'

state.

X'70' (Status Modifier, Control Unit End, Busy): This

status is returned as a short control-unit-busy sequence

to any initiai selection sequence when any of the following

conditions are present:

• The CA has an initial selection L3 interrupt request

pending due to the acceptance of a previous command,

and the control program has not yet reset the interrupt

request.

• The CA hardware has previously detected a system

reset indication and caused a CA initial L3 interrupt

request, and the control program has not reset the

initial select L3 interrupt request.

• The CA hardware has previously detected a selective

reset during a service transfer and caused a CA data/sta-

tus L3 interrupt request, and the control program had

not reset this request.

• A program requested interrupt is pending, and the con-

trol program has not reset the request.

ESC: This is the normal initial selection status re-

turned by the hardware when a Test I/O is issued to

an ESC address.

Busy Bit and Status Information:

NSC: When an initial selection occurs for the NSC and

status is pending in the NSC status register, the Busy bit, in

addition to the pending status, is returned.

Pending Status:

NSC: When a Test I/O command is issued to the

NSC and status is pending in the NSC status regis-

ter, the pending status is returned without the Busy

bit.

Final Status

The final status is a control program generated status

and should be presented to the host processor upon
completion of a command. Bit definitions for the final

status byte must be coordinated between the control

program and the host program for proper operation.

Upon completion of a command, the control program

should load the appropriate register with the status

byte to be presented and initiate a final status transfer

sequence. Refer to Status Transfer Sequence in this

chapter for additional information.

Emulation Mode Test I/O

When a Test I/O command is issued to an ESC address, the

hardware responds with initial selection status and also
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causes CA initial L3 interrupt request. Although the initial

selection status presented to the host is X'70' (Status Mod-

ifier, Control Unit End, Busy), byte 0, bit 0 of the CA ini-

tial selection control register (X'60') is set to 1 (normal ini-

tial selection). The control program should recognize the

command and address and execute:

1. Output X'63'-To load the ESC address and the status

byte to be presented to this Test I/O command.

2. Output X'62'-To set ESC Final Status Transfer

Sequence, Reset Initial Selection, Reset Data/Status Con-

trol, and Set ESC Test I/O Status Available.

When the next initial selection sequence occurs, the hard-

ware compares the address presented to the adapter with the

address that had received the Test I/O command.

If these addresses compare and the subsequent command

is a Test I/O command, the hardware presents the status

byte that was loaded by the above instructions. The hard-

ware then causes a CA data/status L3 interrupt request.

When the control program executes an Input X'62', the

ESC Final Status Transfer Sequence bit is on, indicating a

successful completion of the Test I/O sequence.

The host access method must re-issue the Test I/O

whenever the initial selection status is X'70\

If the addresses do not compare during the initial selec-

tion sequence, or if the command is not a Test I/O, the hard-

ware resets out of the ESC Test I/O mode and handles this

sequence as a standard initial selection. If this occurs, the

control program must reset the ESC final status transfer

sequence by executing an Output X'62' instruction.

Between the time the Test I/O command is first issued

and the time the control program executes the above

Output X'62' and X'63' instructions, the hardware responds

with an initial status of X'70' to any initial selection

sequence from the host processor. In this case, an Out-

put X'60' should not be used to reset initial selection

because the address compare uses the address in the initial

selection address control register. Refer to Initial Selection

Status in this chapter for an explanation of X'70' status.

Native Mode Asynchronous Status

The control program initiates the presenting of asynchron-

ous status to notify the host processor of an unusual condi-

tion or a required action.

Note: The control program should not attempt to present

asynchronous status when the interface is disabled (that is,

byte 1, bit 4 ofan Input X'67' instruction is 0).

The control program initiates the action by requesting a

CA program interrupt. This is done by executing an Out-

put X'67' instruction. When the requested interrupt is

allowed, the hardware sets a CA data/status L3 interrupt

request.

The control program should then prepare to present the

asynchronous status by:

1. Loading the address of the NSC (Output X'63').

2. Loading the NSC status byte to be presented

(Output X'66').

3. Executing an Output X'62' with the NSC Final Status

Transfer set to 1 . Any Output X'62' instruction resets

the program requested interrupt.

After the control program executes the Output X'62'

instruction to present asynchronous status, it must execute

an Input X'67' instruction to determine if the interface is

enabled. If it is not, the program should then execute, in

sequence:

1. Output X'67' (bit 1.7 must be on) to allow the inter-

face to be disabled.

2. Output X'67' (bit 0.4 must be on) to reset the CA.

3. Output X'67' (bit 1 .4 must be on) to allow the inter-

face to be enabled.

Following these instructions, the control program must

then reexecute the asynchronous status presentation.

At the completion of the status transfer, the hardware

causes a CA data/status L3 interrupt to inform the control

program of the results of the transfer. The control pro-

gram should then execute an Input X'62' instruction. If

the status byte is accepted, the NSC final status transfer

sequence bit is one.

Stacked Initial Status

The host processor can stack all initial status responses

except zero status (X'00') to a Start I/O. When an

initial status is stacked, the hardware causes a CA initial

L3 interrupt request. The control program must deter-

mine what status was stacked by analyzing the contents

of the initial selection control register and the initial selec-

tion address and command byte register. This information

is obtained by executing an Input X'60' and X'61'. The

status and address of the stacked device must be presented

later in a final status transfer. The control program must

be able to distinguish between the NSC address and the

ESC addresses to be able to load and transfer the proper

status.

The following initial status is presented by the CA hard-

ware and is capable of being stacked.

Channel End/Device End (X'OC) - The initial status

is presented to an No-Op command. If the initial sta-

tus is stacked, the initial status byte stacked bit is on in

the initial selection control register (Input X'60'). The

address and command byte can be obtained by execut-

ing an Input X'61' instruction.
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Unit Check (X'02 ') - Unit Check is presented if the

hardware detects even parity in the command byte. If

this initial status is presented, the initial status byte

stacked bit and the channel out bus check bit is on in

the initial select control register (Input X'60'). The
device address may be obtained by executing an Input

X'61' instruction.

NSC: Zero or any pending status to a Test 1/O ad-

dressed to the NSC.

If a Test 1/O command is issued to the NSC and the

status is stacked, the initial status byte stacked bit is

on in the initial select control register (Input X'60').

The address and command may be obtained by ex-

ecuting an Input X'61' instruction. The control pro-

gram should not execute an Output X'66' to load

the stacked status in the NSC status register. The
NSC hardware maintains the stacked status from a

Test 1/O command in the NSC status register until

the host processor has accepted it.

ESC: Initial status byte to a Test I/O addressed to the

ESC.

If a Test I/O command is issued to the ESC and the

initial select status is stacked, the initial status byte

stacked bit is on in the initial selection control regis-

ter (Input X'60'). The address and command may
be obtained by executing an Input X'61'. The con-

trol program should treat this the same as a stacked

status while in an ESC final status transfer.

Stacked Final Status

When a final status or an NSC Channel End is stacked, the

CA hardware causes a CA data/status L3 interrupt request.

The control program should analyze the contents of the

data/status control register (Input X'62') to determine

which status was stacked. One of the following actions

may be taken:

1. Test the level of the 'suppress out' line at the time the

last Input X'62' was executed. If the 'suppress out' line

was inactive, the control program can now attempt

another transfer sequence. The suppressible status bit

must be on for the second transfer.

NSC: Since the NSC stacked status is maintained in

the NSC status register the stacked status should

not again be placed in the NSC status register with

an Output X'66' instruction.

ESC: The status byte along with the ESC address must
be loaded by an Output X'63' when preparing an
ESC final status transfer.

If the 'suppress out' tag line is active, the control

program can queue the stacked status; or if no data

services are required, it can set the suppress out moni-
tor as described below.

2. The suppress out monitor may be used to notify the con-

trol program when the 'suppress out' line falls and when the

status may be presented. To use this feature, the control

program should execute an Output X'62' to reset the CA
data/status L3 interrupt request and execute an Output

X'67' to set a suppress out monitor interrupt. The hard-

ware then causes a CA data/status L3 interrupt request

when the 'suppress out' line becomes inactive. When the

control program executes an Input X'62', the suppress out

monitor inter/upt bit is active. The stacked status can be

transferred by loading the subchannel address and status

(in the case of ESC final status) into a general register and
executing an Output X'63' with the type of transfer indi-

cated and reset suppress out monitor. The suppressible

status bit (byte 1 , bit 3) in Output X'62' must also be on.

A^C.-When operating in NSC mode only, the control

program can initiate another NSC status transfer

immediately after being notified of a stacked status

by executing an Output X'62' with the type of

transfer indicated and the reset data/status L3 in-

terrupt request bit on. The hardware does not at-

tempt to transfer the status until the 'suppress out'

line becomes inactive. It then transfers the status

across the channel to the host. The suppressible

status bit does not have to be on since the channel

adapter hardware monitors the channel 'suppress

out' tag line.

Programming Note

Whenever the channel adapter is in the ESC mode and the

control program is presenting suppressible status, the sup-

pressible status bit (byte 1, bit 3) must be on when an Out-

put X'62' is executed. Status is suppressible if 'stacked sta-

tus' is received for a particular line or when the line has been

issued an interface disconnect. Refer to IBM System/360

and System/370 I/O Interface Channel to Control Unit

Original Equipment Manufacturers Information (GA22-6974)

for further information on suppressible status.
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Status Transfer Sequences
Upon completion of a command, the control program

should present a final status associated with that com-

mand. The control program may choose to separate

the Channel End and Device End on an NSC com-

mand. This status is transferred by executing the fol-

lowing output instructions.

ESC Final Status

Output X'63'—Loads the I/O device address that is

presenting the status and the status byte that is to be

presented.

Output X'62'—Sets the following control bits: (1)

ESC final status transfer, (2) reset initial selection (if

this status transfer is being initiated because of a

stacked initial status), or (3) reset data/status inter-

rupt (for final status transfer).

NSC Final Status

Output X'63'—Loads the address of the NSC (must

be loaded only once at the beginning of the program if

operating in NSC mode only).

Output X'66'—Loads the NSC status byte to be

presented.

Output X'62'—Sets the following control bits: (1)

NSC final status transfer, (2) reset initial selection (if

this status transfer is being initiated because of a

stacked initial status), or (3) reset data/status inter-

rupt (for a final status transfer).

NSC Channel End Status

Output X'63'—Loads the address of the NSC (can be

loaded only once at the beginning of the program if

operating in NSC mode only).

Output X'62'—Sets the following control bits: NSC
channel end transfer sequence and reset data/status

interrupt.

When the NSC channel end transfer sequence bit is

active during the execution of an Output X'62', the

CA hardware loads Channel End Status (X'08') in the

NSC status register.

When the Output X'62' instruction is executed in

the above sequence, the CA hardware notifies the I/O

channel that it requires service. In a hardware-

controlled sequence, the CA hardware indicates that

status is being passed to the host and gates the status

byte out to the I/O channel. After this sequence is

completed, the CA hardware causes a data/status L3

interrupt to inform the control program of the results

of the status transfer.

The control program should react to the data/status L3

interrupt request by executing an Input X'62' instruction.

If the status byte is accepted by the host processor, the

related final status bit is on (that is, ESC or NSC final status

transfer or Channel End transfer sequence).

If any unusual condition occurred during this transfer

(that is, status stacked, selective reset, or interface discon-

nect), the related bits are on when the Input X'62' instruc-

tion is executed.

Data Transfer Sequences—Non-EB, Non-Cycle

Steal Mode
Outbound or inbound data through a Type 1 CA or through

a Type 4 CA that is not in extended-buffer mode or cycle

steal mode is transferred through input and output instruc-

tions executed by the control program. As described in the

following paragraphs, these I/O instructions must be in the

correct sequence for proper transfer operations.

Outbound Data Transfer

When reacting to a read type I/O command, which

requires data to be passed from the communications

controller to the host processor, the control program

must execute the following instructions.

Output X'63'—Loads the address of the I/O device

sending the data.

NSC: If the CA is operating in NSC mode only, it is

necessary to load this address only once. It remains

constant for subsequent NSC transfers.

ESC: When operating in ESC mode, this address may

change and must be updated when required.

Output X'64'-Places the first and second bytes of

outbound data in the CA data buffer byte 1/data

buffer byte 2 register.

Output X'65'—Places the third and fourth bytes of out-

bound data in the CA data buffer byte 3/data buffer

byte 4 register.

Output X'62'—Sets the following control bits: (1)

outbound data transfer sequence, (2) reset initial se-

lection (if this transfer is the first after an initial selec-

tion), or (3) reset data/status interrupt and the re-

quest byte count. A maximum of four bytes may be

transferred during one sequence.

When Output X'62' is executed, the CA hardware notifies

the I/O channel that it requires service. In a hardware-con-

trolled sequence, the CA then identifies itself by gating its

I/O device address onto the I/O channel and passes the

required data. The CA hardware then causes a CA data/

status L3 interrupt to inform the control program of the

completion of the transfer.

The control program should react to the CA data/status

L3 interrupt by executing an Input X'62'. Assuming a nor-

mal data transfer, the outbound data transfer sequence bit
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is on and the transferred byte count field reflects the num-

ber of bytes passed across the channel during this transfer

sequence.

If any unusual conditions occurred during this trans-

fer (that is, selective reset, interface disconnect or

channel stop), their related bits are on when the Input

X'62' was executed.

Inbound Data Transfer

When reacting to a write type I/O command, which

requires data to be passed from the host processor to

the communications controller, the control program

must execute the following instructions.

Output X'63'—Loads the address of the I/O device

that is transferring the data.

Output X'62'—Sets the following control bits: (1)

inbound transfer sequence, (2) reset initial selection

(if this is the first transfer after an initial select), (3)

Reset data/status interrupt, and (4) the transferred

byte count. A maximum of four bytes may be transfer-

red during one sequence.

When the Output X'62' instruction is executed, the CA
hardware notifies the channel that it needs service. In a

defined sequence, the CA then identifies itself by gating its

I/O device address onto the I/O channel and accepts the

required number of bytes of data. The CA hardware then

causes a CA data/status L3 interrupt to inform the control

program of the completion of the transfer.

The control program should react to this interrupt

by executing an Input X'62' instruction. Assuming

normal data transfer, the inbound data transfer se-

quence bit is on and the transferred byte count field

reflects the number of bytes of data passed from the

host processor to the controller during this sequence.

If any unusual conditions occurred during this trans-

fer (that is, selective reset, interface disconnect, chan-

nel bus out check, or channel stop), their respective

bits are active when the Input X'62' is executed.

Data Transfer Sequences-EB Mode (Type 4 CA)
Outbound or inbound data through a Type 4 CA operating

in extended-buffer (EB) mode is transferred via input and

output instructions executed by the control program in

the following sequences.

Outbound Data Transfer: When reacting to a read-type

I/O command, which requests data to be passed from the

communications controller to the host processor, the control

program must execute the following instructions.

Output X'63'—Loads the address of the I/O device sending

the data.

NSC: If the CA is operating in NSC mode only, it is neces-

sary to load this address only once. It remains constant

for subsequent transfers in NSC mode.

ESC: When operating in ESC mode, this address may
change and must therefore be updated when required.

Output X'6C—Places the CA in EB mode and requests the

number of bytes to be transferred. (Byte 0, bit 0 of the

instruction must be 1 to place the CA in EB mode; bits

3-7 of byte 1 specifies the number of bytes to be trans-

ferred. (00001 = 1 byte, 00010 = 2 bytes, . . .

11111 = 31 bytes, 00000 = 32 bytes). (A delay of at

least one instruction time must precede execution of the

Output X'6D' instruction.)

Output X'6D'—Loads two bytes into the EB mode local

store. This instruction may be executed up to 16 times,

one for each two bytes to be transferred to the CA
(maximum: 32 bytes). (A delay of at least one instruc-

tion time must elapse between successive Output X'6D'

instructions.)

Output X'62'-Sets the following control bits: (1) out-

bound data transfer sequence, (2) reset initial selection

(if this data transfer was the first after an initial selection),

or (3) reset data/status interrupt. In addition, bit 5 of

byte 1 must be set to indicate a priority outbound sequence

to the CA.

The control program should react to the CA data/status

L3 interrupt by executing (1) an Input X'62' instruction

(assuming a normal data transfer, the outbound data trans-

fer sequence bit is on), and (2) an Input X'6C instruction

to determine the number of bytes transferred. Bits 2-7

of byte 1 indicate the number of bytes (000000 = no bytes,

000001 = 1 byte, 100000 = 32 bytes) transferred.

Finally, the control program should execute an Output

X'6C instruction to reset the EB mode of the CA (bit 0

of byte 0 is 0 to perform this reset), if data transfer in

EB mode is no longer desired.

Inbound Data Transfer: When reacting to a write-type I/O

command, which requests data to be passed from the host

processor to the communications controller, the control

program must execute the following instructions.

Output X'63'—Loads the address of the I/O device that is

transferring the data.

Output X'6C'-Places the CA in EB mode, requests the num-

ber of bytes to be transferred, and activates the BSC control

character recognition logic of the CA. (Byte 0, bit 0 of the

instruction must be 1 to place the CA in EB mode, bits 3-7
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of byte 1 specify the number of bytes to be transferred

(00001 = 1 byte, 00010 = 2 bytes, ... 11111 = 31 bytes,

00000 = 32 bytes). Bits 4,5,6, and 7 of byte 0 activate

the control character recognition logic as follows:

bit 4 - SYN monitor control latch (1 = set, 0 = reset)

Note: Any non-syn character received during

the inbound sequence resets the 'syn monitor

control' latch.

bit 5 - DLE remember latch (1 = set, 0 = reset)

bit 6 - monitor for ASCII control characters (1 = yes,

0 = no)

bit 7 - monitor for EBCDIC control characters (1 = yes,

0 = no)

Output X'62'-Sets the following control bits: (1) inbound

data transfer sequence, (2) reset initial selection (if this is

the first transfer after an initial selection), (3) reset data/

status interrupt, and (4) set SYN count (if 'SYN monitor

control' latch was turned on with an Output X'6C instruc-

tion). The bits of an Output X'62' instruction define the

SYN count in the following manner.

Bit 1. 6 Bit 1. 7 Number ofSYNs

0 1 1

1 0 2

1 1 3

0 0 4

When the Output X'62' instruction is executed, the CA
hardware notifies the channel that it needs service. In a

hardware-controlled sequence, the CA then identifies itself

by gating its I/O device address onto the I/O channel and

accepts the required number of bytes of data. The CA hard-

ware then causes a CA data/status L3 interrupt to inform

the control program of the completion of the transfer.

The control program should react to this interrupt by

executing (1) an Input X'62' instruction (assuming a normal

data transfer, the inbound data transfer sequence bit is on),

and (2) an Input X'6C instruction to determine the number

of bytes transferred. Bits 2-7 of byte 1 indicate the number

of bytes (000000 = no bytes, 000001 = 1 byte, . .

.

100000 = 32 bytes) transferred. Bits 5, 6, and 7 of byte 0

indicate the state of the control character recognition

latches, as follows:

bit 4 — SYN monitor control latch

bit 5 - DLE remember latch

bit 6 - ASCII monitor latch

bit 7 - EBCDIC monitor latch

(A delay of at least one cycle must precede execution of the

instruction.)

Programming Note

Refer to "Data/Status L3 Interrupt Request" earlier in

this chapter for other means of setting a CA data/status

interrupt request.

Input X'6D'-Reads two bytes from the EB mode local

store. This instruction can be executed up to 16 times, once

for each two bytes to be read from the local store (maximun

32 bytes). (A delay of at least one instruction time must

elapse between successive Input X'6D' instructions.)

Finally, the control program should execute an Out-

put X'6C instruction to reset the EB mode of the CA (bit 0

of byte 0 is 0 to perform the reset, if data transfer in EB

mode is no longer desired.

Input/Output Instructions

The X'60' through X'6F' input/output instructions are used

to manipulate data, status, and control information in the

Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapters. (Not all values of X
are used for both types of CA.) Refer to Appendix B
for the definitions of the bits within the input and output

instructions.

Input Instructions

Eight input instructions are assigned to the Type 1 Channel

Adapter to monitor its operation and data flow; twelve are

assigned to the Type 4 CA. Appendix B defines the bits

within each input instruction.

Input X'60' (Initial Selection Control): This instruction

loads the contents of the initial selection control register

into the general register specified by R. The bits of the con-

trol register are set as a result of initial selection or system

reset and reflect the status of the operation when completed.

This should normally be the first instruction executed

after determining that the level 3 interrupt was caused by a

channel adapter initial selection or a system reset.

Input X'61' (Initial Selection Address and I/O Command
Byte): This instruction loads the initial selection address

and the I/O command into byte 0 and byte 1 respectively of

the general register specified by R.

The control program should normally execute an

Input X'61' instruction when servicing a CA initial L3 inter-

rupt request. If the cause of the interrupt (identified by

executing an Input X'60') is found to be an initial selection

sequence, the addressed subchannel and channel I/O com-

mand byte can be determined by executing an Input X'61'

instruction.

Input X'62' (Data/Status Control): This instruction loads

the contents of the CA data/status control register into the

general register specified by R. An Input X'62' should nor-

mally be the first instruction executed by the control pro-

gram when servicing a CA data/status L3 interrupt. It is

used to determine the cause of the interrupt.
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Input X'63' (Transfer Address and ESC Status Bytes): This
instruction loads byte 0 and byte 1 of the general register

specified by R with the I/O device address byte and ESC
status byte respectively. These are the address byte and sta-

tus byte given to the channel when the last Output X'63'
was executed. This instruction can be executed for checking
purposes immediately after Output X'63' is executed. When
servicing a CA data/status L3 interrupt request due to a

transfer sequence, the program can execute this instruction

either for checking purposes or to obtain the information if

not retained elsewhere.

Input X'64' (Data Buffer Bytes 1 and 2): This instruction

loads the contents of data buffer bytes 1 and 2 into bytes 0
and 1 of the general register specified by R. The control
program normally executes the Input X'64' instruction when
servicing a CA data/status L3 interrupt caused by the ending
of an inbound data transfer sequence in which one or more
data bytes were transferred. (For a Type 4 CA this instruc-
tion is used when the CA is not in extended-buffer mode.)

Programming Note

Input X'62' should be executed before the Input X'64'
instruction to determine the transferred byte count.

Data buffer 1 contains valid information if the transfer

count is greater than zero. Data buffer 2 contains

valid information if the transfer count is two or more.

Input X'65' (Data Buffer Bytes 3 and 4): This instruction

loads the contents of data buffer bytes 3 and 4 into bytes 0

and 1 of the general register specified by R. The control

program normally executes the Input X'65' instruction when
servicing a CA data/status L3 interrupt caused by the ending

of an inbound data transfer sequence in which three or four

data bytes were transferred. (For a Type 4 CA this instruc-

tion is used when the CA is not in extended buffer mode.)

Programming Note

Input X'62' should be executed before the Input X'65'

instruction to determine the transferred byte count. Data
buffer 3 contains valid information if the transfer count is

three or four. Data buffer 4 contains valid information if

the transfer count is four.

Input X'66' (NSC Status Byte): This instruction loads

the contents of the NSC status byte register into bytes

0 and 1 of the general register specified by R. These
bits reflect the status bits loaded into the NSC status

byte register when an Output X'66' instruction is exec-
uted. These bits are reset either when the channel ac-

cepts an NSC status byte presentation or when the

control program executes an Output X'67' instruction

with byte 1, bit 3 or byte 0, bit 4 set to one.

Programming Note

Reset of this instruction by the control program (output
X'67' byte 0, bit 4) should be only as a diagnostic aid and

should not be used during active communication over the

channel.

Input X'67' (CA Controls): This instruction loads a general

register with the NSC address byte and the state of various

check and control latches.

The control program should execute this instruction

when (1) an asynchronous status sequence is required (deter-

mined by the control program and initiated by executing an

Output X'67' with byte 1 bit 1 on) or (2) there is a CA LI

interrupt request and the control program wants to deter-

mine the cause of the interrupt.

This instruction can be used to determine which Type 4

CAs are selected, as follows:

Byte 0, bits 6-7 :00-First Type 4 CA (CA-1) is selected.

01 -Second Type 4 CA (CA-2) is selected.

10-Third Type 4 CA (CA-3) is selected.

1 1-Fourth Type 4 CA (CA-4) is selected.

Input X'6C (EB/Cycle Steal Mode Control Register): This

instruction loads the content of the CA control character

recognition latches, the EB and cycle steal mode control

bits and the transferred byte count into the general register

specified by R.

Input X'6D' (EB/Cycle Steal Mode Data Buffer): This in-

struction loads the content of the two-byte EB mode buffer

into the general register specified by R. The first (even)

data byte is placed in byte 0 of the general register; the

second (odd) data byte is placed in byte 1

.

Input X'6E' (Cycle Steal Mode Error Register and CSAR
Byte X) (Type 4 CA Only): This instruction loads the

contents of the cycle steal error register and byte X of the

CSAR into the general register specified by R.

Input X'6F' (Cycle Steal Mode CSAR Bytes 0 and 1) (Type

4 CA Only): This instruction loads the 16 low order bits

of the cycle steal address from the CSAR (bytes 0 and 1)

into the register specified by R.

Output Instructions

Seven output instructions are assigned to the Type 1 chan-

nel Adapter to control its operation and data flow; eleven

are assigned to the Type 4 CA. Appendix B defines the bits

within each output instruction.

Programming Note

If the control program executes an Output X'61' instruction,

(an assigned, but unused instruction) the hardware takes no
action unless execution occurs during a data/status transfer.

During data/status transfer, the hardware sets the in/out

instruction accept check and causes a CA level 1 interrupt

request.

Output X'60' (Reset Initial Selection): When this instruc-

tion is executed, the hardware resets both the initial selec-

tion hardware latches and the CA L3 interrupt request

resulting from an initial selection sequence. This output
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does not reset a system reset condition. See Output X'67'

to reset a system reset. Since this instruction performs a

function instead of an operation, the bit settings of the reg-

ister are ignored.

Output X'62' (Data/Status Control): This instruction sets

the data /status control register according to the contents

of bytes 0 and 1 of the general register specified by R. This

instruction, if bit 0.7 is 1, resets EB/cycle steal control mode.

Output X'63' (Transfer Address and ESC Status Bytes):

This instruction loads the transfer address and ESC status

registers with the contents of byte 0 and 1 respectively of

the general register specified by R.

This instruction should be executed before signaling the

CA that a data/status sequence is required. The I/O device

address provided by the last Output X'63' executed is pre-

sented to the channel in all subsequent transfer sequences.

The Output X'63' instruction must be executed each time a

transfer sequence is required for a different I/O device

address. This instruction must also be executed before sig-

naling the channel adapter that an ESC final status transfer

is required. This presents the I/O device address in addition

to the status byte to the host channel.

Programming Note

For compatibility, the program should ensure that the

bits of the ESC status byte that are set are consistent

with the bits set under similar conditions in the opera-

tion of the IBM 2701/2702/2703 transmission con-

trol units.

Output X'64' (Data Buffer Bytes 1 and 2): This instruction

loads data buffer bytes 1 and 2 with the contents of the gen-

eral register specified by R. This instruction should be exe-

cuted before signaling the CA that an outbound data trans-

fer sequence is required. When an outbound data transfer

sequence occurs, data buffer bytes 1 and 2 are the first and

second data bytes transferred. (For a Type 4 CA this

instruction is used when the CA is not in extended-buffer

or cycle-steal mode.)

Programming Note

The request byte count (Output X62', byte a, bits 6-7) must

be set with the total number of valid data bytes loaded into

data buffers 1-4 (by Outputs X'64' and X'65') to ensure

data integrity.

Output X'65' (Data Buffer Bytes 3 and 4): This instruction

loads data buffer bytes 3 and 4 with the contents of the gen

eral register specified by R. This instruction should be exe-

cuted before signaling the CA that an outbound data trans-

fer sequence is required. When an outbound data transfer

sequence occurs, data buffer bytes 3 and 4 are the third and

fourth data bytes transferred. (For a Type 4 CA this instruc-

tion is used when the CA is not in extended-buffer or cycle-

steal mode.)

Programming Note

The request byte count (Output X'62', byte 1, bits 6-7)

nust be set with the total number of valid data bytes loaded

into data buffers 1-4 (by Outputs X'64' and X'65') to ensure

data integrity.

Output X'66' (NSC Status Byte): This instruction sets bits

in the NSC status register according to the contents of the

general register specified by R. The Output X'66' instruc-

tion should be executed before signaling the CA that an

NSC final status transfer sequence is required.

When the NSC final status transfer sequence occurs, the

status byte provided by this output is presented to the chan-

nel. If the status byte has previously been given to the chan-

nel adapter (but was stacked by the channel), it need not be

given again. This output may be used to present an asyn-

chronous status (for example, Attention) or the final status,

ending a channel I/O command in the native mode.

For Type 4 CA only: By executing an Output X'66' instruc-

tion in which bit 0.4 is 1 (after requesting and receiving a

Type 4 CA program interrupt), the Type 4 CA will respond

with a 'busy' status (X'10') to complete initial selection

sequence and will not interrupt the control program. This

status is presented at the end of a complete normal initial

selection sequence. The control program must end this 'long

busy' state by requesting and receiving a program interrupt

and present 'device end' status via an NSC final status trans-

fer sequence.

Inhibition of level 3 interrupts does not occur in the case

of a system reset, an initial selection interface disconnect, or

an initial selection selective reset condition. In these cases

the Type 4 CA does request a level 3 interrupt.

Programming Note

For compatibility, the control program should ensure

that the bits of the NSC status byte that are set are

consistent with the bits set under similar conditions in

the operation of the Type 2 Channel Adapter.

Output X'67' (CA Controls): This instruction causes vari-

ous control latches to be set or reset in the channel adapter

according to the bits in the general register specified by R.

If a 3705 is equipped with from two to four Type 4

CAs, the control program uses this instruction to designate

which of the CAs is to be selected. Bits 5,6, and 7 of byte

0 are used for this purpose, as follows:

Bit 5 : 0 - Leave the currently selected CA active.

1 - Select the CA indicated by bits 6-7.

Bits 6-7 : 00 - First CA (CA- 1)

01 - Second CA(CA-2)
10 -Third CA(CA-3)

1 1 - Fourth CA (CA-4)
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Other functions specified by bit settings in the Output X'67'

instruction apply to the CA selected in accordance with the

value of bits 5,6, and 7 above.

Output X'67' may also be executed to set a program-

requested interrupt in a specific one of the multiple CAs,

without regard for whether that CA is the currently selected

one. Bits 3, 6, and 7 of byte 0 of the instruction are used

for this purpose, thus:

Bit 3: 1 - Execute instruction for CA indicated by

bits 6-7

Bits 6-7 : 00 - First CA (CA- 1)

01 - Second CA (CA-2)

10 -Third CA(CA-3)

11 - Fourth CA(CA-4)

Other functions specified by bit settings in the Output

X'67' instruction apply to the CA specified, regardless

of whether it or another CA is currently selected. Which-

ever one is selected remains so.

Programming Notes:

(1) Bits 3 and 5 of byte 0 of an Output X'67' instruction

must never both be 1 . (2) The CA Diagnostic Reset

(byte 0, bit 4) resets the channel adapter only if both

interface A and interface B are disabled.

Output X'6C (EB/Cycle Steal Mode Control Register):

This instruction sets the control character recognition

latches, the EB and cycle steal mode control bits and the

byte count bits of the Type 4 CA from the corresponding

bits of the general register specified by R.

Output X'6D' (EB Mode Data Register): This instruction

loads two data bytes from the register specified by R into

the Type 4 CA EB mode/cycle steal mode data buffer.

The first data byte (byte 0) of the general register is placed

in the first (even) byte of the buffer; the second data byte

(byte 1) of the register is placed in the second (odd) byte of

the buffer.

Output X'6E' (CSAR Byte X) (Type 4 CA Only): This

instruction sets the extended address bits of CSAR byte

X from the general register specified by R.

Programming Note

Before this instruction is executed, an Output X'6F'

instruction must be executed to set CSAR bytes 0 and 1

and reset CSAR byte X.

Output X'6F' (Cycle Steal Mode CSAR Bytes 0 and 1)

(Type 4 CA Only): This instruction sets into CSAR bytes

0 and 1 the storage address of the first data buffer byte in-

volved in a cycle steal data transfer. The address is updated

to the next sequential storage halfword address when the

cycle steal data transfer ends. This instruction also resets

CSAR byte X to X'0'. (Resetting byte X allows the control

program to set the storage address in the CSAR using only

the Output X'6F' instruction if the storage address is not

greater than 64K.

Error Indications

The programmer should decide what specific action to

take in attempting to recover from an error condition.

The various ways to handle errors depend on the appli-

cation and installation.

The following indications require error recovery

procedures.

Channel Bus In Check

When the CA hardware detects bad parity in the byte to be

sent across the I/O Channel Interface, it generates good par-

ity for that byte and gates it onto the 'I/O channel interface'

bus. The hardware than causes a CA level 1 interrupt. The
control program should interrogate the condition register by
executing an Input X'67' and record the error conditions

that occurred. The control program should then reset the

level 1 interrupt and end the command by presenting a CE,

DE, UC status.

Channel Bus Out Check in EB Mode: If a bus out check

occurs on an inbound data transfer sequence in EB mode,

bad parity may have been written into the EB mode local

store. The control program must re-estabjish good parity by
executing successive Output X'6D' instructions as described

in this chapter under Extended-Buffer Mode Local Store

(Type 4 CA Only). Failure to do so may cause a local store

parity check level 1 interrupt to occur when the local store

is next accessed.

In/Out Instruction Accept Check

An in/out instruction accept check is set when the control

program executes an Input or Output X'60', X'61', X'62',

X'63\ X'64', X'65', or X'66' instruction when the CA is in

the process of handling any data/status transfer sequence. A
level 1 interrupt request is also set, and the instruction is

prohibited from setting any hardware control latches. The
control program should interrogate the condition register by
executing an Input X'67' and record the error indication.

An Output X'67' should be issued to reset the LI interrupt

request and the 'in/out instruction accept check' latch.

I/O Check on Input or Output X'6D' Instruction in EB
Mode: If an I/O check occurs during execution of an Input

or Output X'6D' instruction while the CA is in EB mode,

the entire data transfer sequence must be re-executed. It is

not sufficient simply to re-execute the instruction on which

the error occurred. If the error occurred on an outbound

sequence, the Output X'6C instruction must be re-executed

and the EB mode local store re-loaded from the beginning

with successive Output X'6D' instructions.

If the error occurred on an inbound sequence, the

input X'6C instruction must be re-executed and the EB
mode local store re-accessed from the beginning with suc-

cessive Input X'6D' instructions.
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CCU Outbus Check

When the CA hardware detects bad parity on the CCU
Outbus, it sets the 'CCU Outbus check' latch, causes a LI

interrupt, and prohibits reselection on the channel interface.

The control program should interrogate the condition reg-

ister by executing an Input X'67' and record the error indi-

cation. The control program should then issue an Out-

put X'67' to reset the LI interrupt and the 'CCU Outbus

check' latches. If the CA was active on the channel in a

data/status state when the error occurred, the hardware ter-

minates the transfer and causes a CA data/status L3 interrupt

request. The control program must reissue the output

instructions to allow reselection to a channel interface.

CCU Out Bus Check on Output X'6D' Instruction in EB

Mode: If a CCU Out Bus Check level 1 interrupt occurs on

an Output X'6D' instruction when the CA is in EB mode,

the entire data transfer sequence must be re-executed. It is

not sufficient simply to re-execute the instruction on which

the error occurred. The Output X'6C instruction must be

re-executed and the EB mode local store reloaded from the

beginning with successive Output X'6D' instructions.

Local Store Parity Check

When the hardware detects bad parity on data bytes

being gated out of local store registers, it causes a level

1 interrupt. The control program should interrogate

the condition register by executing an Input X'67' and

record the error indication. The control program

should then issue an Output X'67' to reset the LI in-

terrupt request and end the command by presenting

CE, DE, UC status and equipment check sense.
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Chapter 10: Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapters

This chapter describes the basic operation of the Type
2 and Type 3 Channel Adapters and the requirements

necessary to program these adapters.

The Type 2 Channel Adapter (Type 2 CA) and the

Type 3 Channel Adapter (Type 3 CA) are high-

performance, cycle-stealing adapters that support in-

stantaneous channel data transfer rates of up to 276
kilobytes per second.

The Type 2 and Type 3 CAs are minimally depend-

ent on the control program. Data transfer and control

word chaining are handled without control program
intervention. The Type 2 or Type 3 CA notifies the

control program when a data transfer is complete with

an "I/O interrupt".

The Type 3 CA has all the capabilities of the Type
2 CA, and appears to the 3705 control program as a

Type 2 CA. In addition the Type 3 CA enables the

3705 to be attached to tightly-coupled multiprocessors

as a symmetrically shared I/O unit. This means that

the 3705 can be attached to two CPUs of a multipro-

cessor through one Type 3 Channel Adapter. The
3705 appears as the same I/O unit to each processor,

and can be sequentially accessed in exactly the same
manner by each processor. This feature allows the

CPU access methods for the 3705 to run in either

CPU without having to perform a "shoulder-tap" in-

terrupt to the alternate CPU in order to perform an
I/O operation to the 3705. The Type 3 CA can also

provide an alternate path capability for uniprocessors.

Both channel interfaces of the Type 3 CA can be
concurrently enabled, but concurrent data transfer is

not permitted.

Because the Type 2 and Type 3 CAs are similar in

operation, only the differences are identified as per-

taining to the Type 2 CA or Type 3 CA. Otherwise,

the term channel adapter or CA refers to both the

Type 2 and Type 3 CA.

Operation and Data Flow
A host processor channel command is received by the

CA, decoded, and placed into the command register.

If the operation is a data transfer type (Read or

Write), the CA checks the validity of the control word
(CW) address contained in the inbound or outbound
CWAR (control word address register). (See the

Channel Adapter Control Word section in this chap-
ter.) A valid control word address should have previ-

ously been placed into the CWARs by an output in-

struction from the control program.

If the address in the appropriate CWAR is not

valid, Unit Exception initial status is returned to the

channel, and no data transfer is attempted. If the

CWAR is valid, a cycle-steal operation places the in-

formation from the first halfword of the CW into the

CA. The information from this cycle-steal operation

loads the command and flag fields of the CW into the

CW command/flag registers and loads the count regis-

ter. In addition, the first two bits (four bits for 3705
Models J-L) of the starting address of the storage area

where data is to be read from, or written to, are placed

into the cycle-steal address register (CSAR). Another

cycle steal operation places the information from the

second (and final) halfword of the CW into the CA. The
second halfword, containing the remainder of the starting

data address, is placed into the CSAR.
For 3705-to-channel data transfer, a halfword is

transferred via cycle steal from storage to the data 1

and data 2 registers and then sent to the channel, a

byte at a time.

For channel-to-3705 data transfer, a byte at a time

is received from the channel and alternately loaded

into the data 1 and data 2 registers. The contents of

both registers (one halfword total) are then trans-

ferred to storage via a cycle steal using the CSAR ad-

dress.

Each byte tranferred to or from the channel causes

the count register to be decremented by one. Each
halfword transferred to or from storage causes CSAR
to be incremented by two in order to address the next

halfword storage location.

When the count register is equal to 0, the data

transfer for that CW is complete, and the next sequen-

tial CW is transferred to the CA if CW chaining is

indicated. Otherwise, the operation ends by causing a

level 3 interrupt after presentation of CE status.

On the byte-multiplexer channel, the CA discon-

nects from the host processor channel after two bytes

have been transferred in burst mode across the chan-

nel. After a CA-to-storage cycle-steal operation, the

CA reconnects to the channel to transfer another two
bytes.

On selector and block-multiplexer channels, the

total data transfer, from Initial Selection to Channel

End status, is in burst mode.

Note: The channel adapter should not be on line

if the controller is in a program stop state. The
code necessary to handle adapter interrupts is not

running when in this state and any interrogation of
the adapter across the channel interface will receive

Busy if an interrupt request is present.
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Cycle Steal Operation

To relieve the system control program of the responsi-

bility of transferring data and information between the

channel adapter and storage, the CA uses cycle steal.

Under hardware control, the CA "steals" machine

cycles from the Central Control Unit. Cycle steal

allows overlap of channel operations with control op-

erations. When the channel adapter needs data from

storage or has data to be stored, it requests a cycle

steal from the CCU. A CA cycle-steal request has the

highest priority in the controller. Therefore, the CCU,

at the end of the current machine cycle, permits the

CA cycle-steal request to be serviced. Two bytes of

information are transferred into or out of storage dur-

ing each cycle steal operation.

Channel Adapter States

Because of the problems associated with the handling

of two asynchronous communications—the Central

Control Unit communication and the host processor

channel interface—the CA must be in a certain state

with respect to one before access is allowed from the

other.

A thorough understanding of these states is required

to write or modify a CA control program or a host

processor access method. More than one of these

states may be present at the same time.

. CA Active State - The channel adapter is in the

process of transferring data or information across

the host processor channel. The active state exists

from the time the CA accepts a channel command

during initial selection until the channel accepts

Device End status for that command.

. CA Level 3 Interrupt State - This state may have

been initiated by the control program or by the

completion of either a control word or a channel

command. If the CA is not in the active state, the

control program can gain access to all CA registers

except the channel sense and status registers. If the

CA is in the active state, all registers are available

to the control program. See Output X'57' in Ap-

pendix B for an additional restriction on the channel

adapter mode register.

. CA Level 1 Interrupt State - The channel adapter

enters this state only when an error condition is

detected during the execution of an input or output

instruction directed at the CA, during a cycle steal

operation, or during transfer of information across

the channel interface. If the channel adapter is ex-

ecuting a channel command when a hardware de-

tected error occurs, the command is ended with a

hardware generated Channel End and/or Device

End, and Unit Check status. A level 1 interrupt is

requested by the adapter when the host processor

accepts the ending status.

. CA Busy State - This state refers to the 'busy' sta-

tus generation independent of the adapter's status

register. This state exists when the CA is both ac-

tive and engaged in an LI or L3 interrupt and the

channel attempts an initial selection sequence.

. Diagnostic Wrap State - This state is for diagnostic

purposes and is entered when the control program

executes an Output X'57' instruction with byte 1,

bit 7 set to 1. In the diagnostic wrap state, the CA
is forced to an offline status regardless of the posi-

tion of the control panel Enable/Disable switch.

All CA registers, including the IPL portion of Out-

put X'57', are available to the control program to be

used for test functions. Output instructions X'58'

and X'5B' can be used to simulate the channel in-

terface lines. The diagnostic wrap state remains in

effect until Output X'57' is executed with byte 1,

bit 7 off (0).

• Hard Stop State - This state is entered when the

'hard stop' latch is set in the Central Control Unit.

The hard stop state causes the adapter to go offline,

but the channel enable light on the control panel

remains on. The channel adapter attempts to com-

plete execution of any outstanding channel com-

mand by presenting CE-DE-UC, or DE-UC ending

status. If the 3705 hard stops while the CA is ac-

tive with a level 1 or level 3 interrupt request set,

the hardware generated status will not be presented

if the channel had 'suppress out' up. With a Type 3

CA, any initial selection attempt by the opposite

channel receives a Busy initial status. Once

'suppress out' falls, the adapter raises 'request in' to

present status, generated because of hard stop, to

the interface over which data transfer was taking

place, and goes offline when the channel accepts

the status.

Test I/O loops, to clear suppressible status, re-

ceive a continuous Busy if the 3705 has hard

stopped with the CA in the active state with an in-

terrupt pending. Once a 3705 hard stop occurs, the

adapter goes offline as soon as the using channel

accepts ending status for an outstanding channel

command. If there is a pending Device End due to

a previous Busy status offered to the opposite chan-

nel (Type 3 CA), it will be presented to that chan-

nel. When that channel accepts Device End status,

the adapter goes offline to it also.

Channel Adapter Registers

The CA contains 13 external registers that are used by

the control program for normal operations.

Input/output instructions (X'50' to X'5F') -
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are used to gain access to these registers. See Appendix B

for I/O instruction bit position assignments.

Channel Adapter Register Restrictions (Type 2 and 3 CAs)

The Type 2 and Type 3 channel adapter registers can be

accessed only when the CA is selected and (1) a level 1 or

3 interrupt request is set, or (2) the CA is in diagnostic

wrap mode. An input/output instruction issued to a Type

2 or a Type 3 CA under any other condition causes an

I/O check.

Inbound Data Control Word Address Register (INCWAR)
The INCWAR (inbound data control word address register)

contains the storage address of the control word (CW) to be

fetched by the CA cycle-steal hardware when a channel

Write, Write Break, or Write IPL command is being

executed.

The control program can load this register with an

Output X'50' instruction or use it as input by executing an

Input X'50' instruction. The CA recognizes this input/

output instruction only if channel adapter register restric-

tions are met. Refer to "Channel Adapter Register

Restrictions (Type 2 and 3 CAs)" earlier in this chapter.

The address in INCWAR is incremented by 4 (bytes)

each time a CW fetch is executed by the CA cycle-steal

hardware.

Programming Note

All CWs must begin on a halfword boundary and reside in

the lower 64K bytes of storage. Execution of a CW
chaining operation or a TIC (transfer in channel) control

word to an address above 64K causes a CW error condition

resulting in a CA level 1 interrupt with register X'56\

byte 0, bit 0 set to 1.

Outbound Data Control Word Address Register

(OUTCWAR)
The OUTCWAR (outbound data control word address

register) contains the storage address of the control word

(CW) to be fetched by the CA cycle-steal hardware when
a channel Read command is being executed.

The control program can load this register with an

Output X'51' instruction or use it as input by executing an

Input X'51' instruction. The CA recognizes this input/

output instruction only if channel adapter register restric-

tions are met. Refer to "Channel Adapter Register Restric-

tions (Type 2 and 3 CAs)" earlier in this chapter.

The address in OUTCWAR is incremented by 4 (bytes)

each time a CW fetch is executed by the CA cycle-steal

hardware.

Programming Note

All CWs must begin on a halfword boundary and reside in

the lower 64K bytes of storage. Execution of a CW

chaining operation or a TIC (transfer in channel) control

word to an address above 64K causes a CW error condition

resulting in a CA level 1 interrupt with register X'56',

byte 0, bit 0 set to 1.

Control Word Byte Count Register (CWCNTR)
At the completion of a control word fetch operation, the

byte count register (CWCNTR) contains the value of the

byte count that was loaded from the control word just

fetched. As each byte is transferred across the channel

interface, the CWCNTR is decremented by 1. When the

count reaches zero, either CW chaining or a CA level 3

interrupt is initiated, depending upon the state of the chain

flag and zero count override flag of the control word just

ended.

The count contained in CWCNTR is precise and should

be used by the control program to determine the location

of the end of data in storage when a channel data transfer

is complete.

The contents of CWCNTR are available to the control

program by executing an Input X'52' instruction (control

word byte count). The Input X'52' instruction can be

recognized by the CA only if channel adapter register

restrictions are met. Refer to "Channel Adapter Register

Restrictions (Type 2 and 3 CAs)" earlier in this chapter.

Channel Adapter Sense Register (CASNSR)

Byte 0 of the CA sense register (CASNSR) provides data

for the channel Sense command, and byte 1 provides CSAR
byte X data for 3705-11 Models J L only. Byte 0 of the

CASNSR conforms to the System/370 standard definition

of sense bits 0 through 4. Bits 6 and 7, however, are unique

to the 3705. All bits can be used as input to the control

program by an Input X'53' instruction (sense register).

With the exception of byte X in 3705 Models J—L, an

Input X'53' instruction loads zeroes into the specified

register and an Output X'53' instruction is ignored if the

selected channel adapter is inactive or not in the diagnostic

wrap state. Byte X data can be accessed with the channel

adapter in the inactive state but CA register restrictions

must be met. Refer to "Channel Adapter Register

Restrictions (Type 2 and 3 CAs)" earlier in this chapter.

CSAR byte X data is not available for output.

Programming Note

The setting of any CASNSR bit causes the Unit Check bit

to be set in the CA status register and thus causes the

termination of any data transfer that may have been in

progress. CASNSR, with the exception of the not-

initialized bit (bit 6), is reset during initial selection

whenever the CA accepts a command other than Sense,

Test I/O, or No-Op.
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Channel Adapter Status Register (CASTR)

The channel adapter status register (CASTR) contains the

standard System/370 status byte. The control program can

load this register by executing an Output X'54' instruction

(set status register bits) and can examine the register by

executing an Input X'54' instruction (status register). This

input/output instruction is recognized by the CA only if

channel adapter register restrictions are met. Refer to

"Channel Adapter Register Restrictions (Type 2 and 3 CAs)

earlier in this chapter. An Input X'54' instruction loads

zeroes into the specified register and an Output X'54'

is ignored if the selected channel adapter is inactive or not

in the diagnostic wrap state.

Channel Adapter Control Register (CACR)

The channel adapter control register (CACR) is a collection

of control latches to be used by the control program when

initiating or terminating a CA operation. The control

program can set three of the latches in this register with an

Output X'55' instruction (set control register bits) and can

use it as input by executing an Input X'55' instruction

(control register). These input/output instructions are

recognized by the CA only if channel adapter register

restrictions are met. Refer to "Channel Adapter Register

Restrictions (Type 2 and 3 CAs)" earlier in this chapter.

Channel Adapter Check Register (CACHKR)
The channel adapter check register (CACHKR) is a

collection of latches that cause the level 1 CA check inter-

rupt request to be set. By examining this register, the level

1 interrupt program can determine what caused the CA
level 1 interrupt. All of the latches in this register are

automatically reset when an Output X'57' instruction

is executed to reset the LI interrupt request. An exception

to this is the bus out check that is reset when a channel

command other than Sense, TIO, or No-Op is accepted

by the adapter. The control program can use this register

as input by executing an Input X'56' instruction (check

register). This input/output instruction can be recognized

only if channel adapter register restrictions are met. Refer

to "Channel Adapter Register Restrictions (Type 2 and 3

CAs)" earlier in this chapter.

Channel Adapter Mode Register (CAMR)
The channel adapter mode register (CAMR) can be loaded

by the control program via Output X'57' (channel adapter

mode register). Refer to "Output X'57' (Channel Adapter

Mode Register—CAMR)" in Appendix B for more details.

Channel Bus Out Diagnostic Register (CBODR)
The primary function of the channel bus out diagnostic

register (CBODR) is to simulate the channel interface

'bus out' when the CA is in the diagnostic wrap mode.

The control program can load this register by executing

an Output X'58' instruction (channel bus out diagnostic

register) and can use it as input by executing an Input

X'58' instruction. Byte 0, bits 0-7 and byte 1, bit 0

of this register are accessible only when the CA is selected

and in the diagnostic wrap mode. Byte 1 , bits 1-7 are

accessible following the setting of a CA level 1 or level 3

interrupt request or when the selected CA is in diagnostic

wrap mode.

Cycle Steal Address Register (CSAR)

This register is the interface to the 'cycle steal address

bus'. It contains the current data address while data

transfer is in progress. With each data halfword (two

bytes) transferred to and from the channel, this address

increases by two. The register is initially loaded with the

control word (CW) address at the beginning of a CW-fetch

operation and then is loaded with the starting data address

when the CW fetch is complete.

The control program can use this register as input by

executing an Input X'59' instruction. This input

instruction is recognized only if channel adapter register

restrictions are met. Refer to "Channel Adapter Register

Restrictions (Type 2 and 3 CAs)" earlier in this chapter.

The CSAR is not available for output.

Channel Adapter Data Buffer (CADB)
The channel adapter data buffer register (CADB) forms

the CA buffer for all channel data being transferred

through the CA for either normal or diagnostic operations.

This register physically shares a local store array with the

INCWAR and OUTCWAR. The control program can load

this register or use it as input by executing an Output or

Input X'5A' instruction. The control program should

ensure good parity in this register by executing an Output

X'5A' instruction before attempting an Input X'5A'

instruction. This input/output instruction can be

recognized only if channel adapter restrictions are met.

Refer to "Channel Adapter Register Restrictions (Type

2 and 3 CAs)" earlier in this chapter.

Channel Tag Diagnostic Register (CTDR)
The channel tag diagnostic register (CTDR) contains two

bytes used to simulate 'tag out' and interrogate 'tag in'

signals for diagnostic purposes. The control program can

load byte 0 of this register with an Output X'5B'

instruction, and it can use the entire register as input by

executing an Input X'5B' instruction. This register is

accessible only if the selected CA is in the diagnostic

wrap mode.

Channel Adapter Command Register (CMDR)
The CA command register (CMDR) indicates the current

channel command being executed by the CA. It

also indicates the current or last control word

executed.
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The control program can use this register as input by
executing an Input X'5C (command register) instruction.

The CMDR is not available for output. This input instruc-

tion is recognized only if channel adapter register restric-

tions are met. Refer to "Channel Adapter Register Restric-

tions (Type 2 and 3 CAs)" earlier in this chapter.

Channel Adapter Control Word
The channel adapter control word (CW) specifies the oper-

ation to be performed by the CA in conjunction with a host

processor channel operation. Control words are built by
the control program according to the operation to be

performed and are model dependent. See Figure 10-1 and
10-2 for Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapter Control

Words.

The following paragraphs describe the various fields

of the CA control word.

Command Code: Bits 0-1 (bits 8-9 for 3705, Models J-L)
specify the operation to be performed. See Control Word
Command Codes in this chapter.

Zero Count Override: Bit 2 (bit 10 for 3705, Models J-L)
is used with the command chain flag to determine what
action the CA should perform when the current CW count

FORMAT FOR IN, OUT AND OUT STOP:

Cmd Cd Flag Count

XX X X
|

XXXXXXXXXX
0 1 2 3 4 13

Address

XX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

14 31

• Number of bytes to be

transferred under this

CW. Max = 1023 bytes.

Data Address

Chain

Conf rol

0 = No Chain

1 = Chain

(This bit is ignored if Zero Count Override is on.)

Zero Count Override ». 0 = Present CE when count is

• Command Code for Data

Transfer CW Commands
0 0 = Out
0 1 = Out Stop

1 0 = In

exhausted and Chain Flag is off.

1 = Discontinue data transfer with the

channel without giving CE when
count is exhausted and wait until

CWAR Valid latch comes on before

resuming data transfer.

FORMAT FOR TRANSFER IN CHANNEL (TIC):

00 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 0

•Chain Command
Must be 1 with TIC Command

31

•Next CW Address

Ignored

Command Code for TIC Command

Figure 10-1. Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapter Control Word (Not applicable to 3705, Models J-L)
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FORMAT FOR IN, OUT AND OUT STOP:

Count Cmd Cd Flag Address

XXXXXXXX X X X X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

0 7 8 9 10 11 12 31

Chain

Control ' * Data Address

0 = No Chain

1 = Chain

(This bit is ignored if Zero Count Override is on.)

Zero Count Override

• Command Code for Data

Transfer CW Commands
0 0 = Out

0 1 = Out Stop

1 0 = In

= Present CE when count is

exhausted and Chain Flag is off.

= Discontinue data transfer with the

channel without giving CE when

count is exhausted and wait until

CWAR Valid latch comes on before

resuming data transfer.

. Number of bytes to be

transferred under this

CW. Max = 255 bytes.

During IPL mode only, two additonal high-order bits

are forced on by the adapter.

FORMAT FOR TRANSFER IN CHANNEL (TIC):

Cmd Cd Flags

1 1 1 0000 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXO

0 7
InnnraH

8 9 J 0 11 12 31

Next CW Address

Chain Command
Must be 1 with TIC Command

Ignored

> Command Code for TIC Command

Figure 10-2. Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapter Control Word (3705 Models J L only)

is exhausted. When this bit is on, the CA requests a level 3

interrupt and discounts from the byte-multiplexer channel

without giving Channel End or remains connected to the

burst channels without giving Channel End. The CA
resumes data transfer when an Output X'57' instruction

is executed to reset the channel adapter's level 3 interrupt

request. The purpose of this flag is to allow the CA to

transfer multiple buffers under a single host processor

channel command with a minimum assignment of buffers

to the CA.

| Chain Flag: Bit 3 (bit 1 1 for 3705, Models J-L) can cause

multiple CWs to be used for one operation. When this

bit is on, the appropriate 'CWAR valid' latch remains set

during the CW-fetch operation. When the CW count

reaches 0 while the CA is executing a Read, Write, Write

Break, or Write IPL channel command, control word

chaining to the next sequential CW occurs automatically.

This bit must be on for a TIC (transfer in channel) control

word.
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Count: BUS t-l-> (Dll u-/ ioi j /<jj, lvioucis j i-i) spccny

the number of bytes to be transferred across the channel

interface by the CW. The maximum count is 1023 bytes

(255 bytes for 3705-11, Models J-L). This field is ignored

for TIC control words.

Data Address: Bits 14-31 (bits 12-31 for 3705, Models

J-L) contain the starting storage address for a read or a

write operation, depending on the control word. For a

TIC control word, this field contatins the address of the

next CW to be executed.

Control Word Command Codes

The following four CW commands are recognized by

the CA. The first three are operational and indicate

the direction of data movement between the controller

and the host processor. The fourth is used for chain-

ing control words.

Out (B'00'): This control word command is used to

control data transfer from the communications con-

troller to the host processor via a channel Read com-

mand. If the count register decrements to 0, the zero

count override flag is not on, and CW chaining is indi-

cated, the CA immediately chains to the next CW
without ending the channel command. If CW chaining

is not indicated and the zero count override bit is not

on, the current channel command is ended with CE
status, and a level 3 interrupt request is set. If the zero

count override bit is on, a level 3 interrupt is requested

without presenting any status to the channel. If both

zero count override and CW chaining are on, a level 3

interrupt is requested and the chaining indication is

ignored.

Out Stop (B'01'): This control word command is also

used to control data transfer from the communications

controller to the channel. If the count register decre-

ments to 0, the zero count override flag is not on, and

CW chaining is indicated, the current channel com-

mand ends immediately with CE, DE. A level 3 inter-

rupt is not requested. If CW chaining is not indicated

and the zero count override flag is on, the current

channel command is ended with CE status, and a level

3 interrupt is requested. If both zero count override

and CW chaining are on, a level 3 interrupt is request-

ed before chaining is executed.

In (B'10'): This control word command is used to

control data transfer from the channel to the commu-

nications controller. If the count register reaches 0,

the zero count override flag is not on, and CW chain-

ing is indicated, the CA chains immediately to the next

CW without ending the channel command. If CW

chaining is not indicated and the zero count ovenide

bit is not on, a level 3 interrupt request is set after the

current channel command is ended with Channel End
status. If the zero count override bit is on, a level 3

interrupt is requested without presenting any status to

the channel. If both zero count override and CW
chaining are on, a level 3 interrupt is requested and the

chaining indication is ignored.

TIC (B'll'): The Transfer-In-Channel control word
causes the CA cycle-steal hardware to load the address

field of the CW into the appropriate CWAR. This

causes a transfer to another string of CWs. The CA
must complete another CW fetch request before re-

suming data transfer across the channel interface. The
zero count override flag is ignored for a TIC com-
mand.

Control Word Conventions

All control words must reside in the lower 64K bytes

of storage. CW chaining or a TIC (transfer in chan-

nel) to an address above 64K causes a CW error con-

dition resulting in a CA level 1 interrupt with register

X'56\ byte 0, bit 0 set on.

The data address portion of the control word can

specify an odd or even address. If an odd address is

specified by an Out or Out Stop control word, the data

transferred to the host begins with the second byte of

the halfword. If an odd address is specified by an In

control word, the first byte from the host is stored in

the second byte of the target halfword; the first byte

remains unchanged.

The address specified by the address field of a TIC
control word must be even.

The control word names include "In" or "Out" to

denote the direction of data transfer with respect to

the communications controller. Thus an In control

word must be coupled with a channel Write, Write

Break, or Write IPL command, and the Out and Out
Stop CWs must be coupled with a channel Read com-
mand.

Channel Adapter Interrupt Requests
The CA has two interrupt requests assigned to it: a

check interrupt request at level 1 , and a normal service

interrupt request at level 3. All programming opera-

tions for the CA are performed in these two interrupt

levels with the use of input/output instructions.

A level 1 interrupt request is caused when a CA
hardware or program error is detected. The error con-

dition is set in the channel adapter check register. This

register is available to the control program via an Input
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X'56' instruction, and error recovery may then be

attempted.

A level 3 interrupt request occurs whenever the

channel adapter requires service. Any of the following

conditions cause a level 3 interrupt.

1 . The In, Out, or Out Stop control word being exe-

cuted has ended because the data count has decre-

mented to zero and CW chaining is not indicated.

2. An In, Out, or Out Stop control word is being

executed, the count has decremented to zero, and

the zero count override flag is on.

3. All zeros initial status is accepted during executon

of a Write IPL command.

4. The CA is in the active state, not initialized, no

status is pending or stacked, and a program re-

quested interrupt is generated.

5. The CA is in the inactive state, chaining is not

indicated, or there is no stacked or pending status,

and one of the following occurred:

a. The 'program level 3 request' latch was set by

an output to register X'57' with byte 1, bit 0

on.

b. Program abort was set with an output to regis-

ter X'57' with byte 1, bit 1 on.

c. A selective or system reset was recognized on

the channel interface and is no longer indicat-

ed (Op Out is up again).

d. A channel stop or halt I/O indication was

recognized on the channel interface.

6. The channel adapter has received a nonstandard

command during an initial selection sequence and

has been enabled to accept these commands by an

output to register X'56' with byte 1, bit 7 on.

Channel Commands
Because the control program handles most of the func-

tions previously handled by the host access method,

the number of commands accepted by the controller

has been greatly reduced. Only Test 1/O and the fol-

lowing six commands are accepted. All others cause a

Unit Check initial status to be returned to the host

processor and the Command Reject sense bit to be set

in a subsequent Sense command unless the control

program has enabled the channel adapter to accept a

nonstandard channel command. See Nonstandard

Commands in this section.

Write (X'01')

This channel command executes a data transfer from

the host processor channel to the controller. The data

may be user data or a control message to inform the

control program of a function to be performed. The

data transfer is terminated by (1) a Channel Stop indi-

cated in response to a data service request, or (2) the

control word count becoming zero and no further CW
chaining being indicated.

Write Break (X'09')

This channel command causes the CA to perform the

same functions as a Write command (X'01'). The only

difference is that this command sets byte 1, bit 1

(Write Break command remember) in the CA control

register (Input X'55'). This permits the host processor

to inform the control program of the point it has

reached in the host CCW chain.

Write IPL (X'05')

This channel command transfers object code from the

host processor to controller storage. When all zeros

initial status is accepted by the host processor, the CA
presents a level 3 interrupt request and~causes the

Central Control Unit to initiate IPL phase 1 if the

controller is currently initialized. When the CCU
read-only-storage code resets the interrupt request, the

CA initiates a CW fetch and begins data transfer

across the channel. Each time two bytes are received

from the channel, a CA cycle-steal operation places

the data in storage and increments the CSAR by 2.

The communications controller ends this command
in the same manner as a normal Write command; that

is, Channel End is generated by the CA hardware, and

Device End is generated by interrupt-driven code.

This implies that the level 3 interrupt program must

have been loaded by the Write IPL command just con-

cluded. If a Halt I/O is received while a Write IPL

command is being executed, the host processor must

reissue the Write IPL command.

Refer to Chapter 5 for further information on IPL.

Read (X'02')

This channel command executes a data transfer from

the communications controller to the host processor

channel. The operation is normally ended when a

Channel Stop is indicated or the CW count register

reaches zero, and either of the following occurs:

1 . The CA is executing an Out Stop control word

that has CW chaining indicated. The CA presents

Channel End and Device End status to the channel

and does not request a level 3 interrupt.

2. The CA is executing either an Out CW or Out

Stop CW with no CW chaining indicated and with

the zero count override bit off. With this condi-

tion, the CA presents Channel End status to the
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host processor channel and requests a level 3 inter-

rupt. The control program must then signal the

CA hardware to present Device End and any other

appropriate status to the channel.

If the Read command is terminated by a Channel

Stop or Halt 1/O, the CA presents Channel End status

immediately. When the host processor accepts this

status, the channel adapter requests a CA level 3 inter-

rupt. The control program must signal the CA to

present Device End and other appropriate status.

Sense (X'04')

The Sense command transfers one byte of sense data

from the controller to the host processor channel. This

byte is described in the channel adapter sense register

(CASNSR). The normal ending status for the Sense

command is Channel End, Device End after the chan-
nel has accepted the sense byte. No interrupt request

is generated.

Except for the not-initialized bit, the sense byte is

reset during an initial selection when any host pro-

cessor command, other than Sense, No-Op, or Test

I/O, is accepted by the adapter.

No-Op (X'03')

The channel adapter responds to this command with

Channel End, Device End initial status. No further

action occurs, and no interrupt request is generated.

Test I/O (X'OO')

The channel adapter presents the following initial sta-

tus in response to a Test I/O:

1 . Zero status indicates that the CA is command-free,

and there is no pending or stacked status.

2. Busy status is indicated from the acceptance of a

command until the generation of Device End. If

CE or DE is pending, Busy and CE or DE are

presented together.

3. Device End (and any other status) is presented if

the ending status is pending or stacked from the

previous host processor command.
4. Busy status is indicated if the CA has a level 1 or

level 3 interrupt request set.

Once the initial status has been accepted, the Test

1/O operation is complete. An interrupt request is not

set, and no further action is taken.

Nonstandard Commands
The communications controller recognizes only Test

1/O and the above six commands as valid. All other

commands are considered nonstandard.

The control program can enable the channel adap-
ter to accept nonstandard commands by executing an
Output X'56' instruction to set byte 1, bit 7 on. The
CA then responds to a nonstandard command by
presenting Channel End rather than Unit Check initial

status. The CA also requests a level 3 interrupt, with
the CA in the active state, to allow the control pro-
gram to examine the command register (Input X'5C)
and the data buffer (Input X'5A'). A nonstandard
command is indicated by byte 1 , bit 4 being on in the
command register and all other command decode bits

being off. The channel command byte is stored in

byte 0 of the data buffer (register X'5A'). During this

level 3 interrupt, the program can set the command
reject bit in the sense register by executing an Output
X'53' instruction to turn byte 0, bit 0 on. This output
instruction also sets Unit Check in the status register

(X'54').

This ability of the channel adapter to accept non-
standard channel commands is reset whenever:

• The controller is powered-up.

• The LOAD or RESET buttons are pressed.

• A Write IPL (X'05') channel command is execut-
ed.

• An Output X'56' with byte 1, bit 6 on is executed.

Programming Note

The program must always set Device End in the status

register (X'54') during a level 3 interrupt. When the
level 3 interrupt is reset by the program, the CA pre-

sents the status to the channel.

Status Servicing

The status byte informs the host processor channel if

the channel adapter is available to communicate. This
status byte is generated by either the CA hardware or
the control program and is stored in the channel adap-
ter status register (CASTR).

The four acceptable status configurations for the
channel adapter are described below.

Initial Status

Initial status is always generated by the CA hardware
without control program intervention. The valid initial

status combinations are:

All Zeros: The channel command is accepted.

Channel End, Device End: This is an unconditional
response to a No-Op.
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Unit Check: An error condition has occurred, and the

channel command cannot be executed because:

a. The command is invalid.

b. The channel adapter is not initialized.

c. A bus-out parity error was detected in the com-

mand byte.

Further information on the error can be obtained

by examining the sense byte.

Unit Exception: When the appropriate control word

address register (CWAR) does not contain a valid

address, this status is indicated for a Read, Write, or

Write Break command. Also, in a controller contain-

ing two channel adapters, Unit Exception is returned

as initial status to a Sense command if an IPL is in

progress on the other channel adapter.

Busy: The controller is already in the process of

executing a channel command or the channel adapter

level 1 or level 3 interrupt request latch is set. If end-

ing status has been generated for the command cur-

rently being executed, this ending status is presented

along with Busy as initial status. The only exception

occurs when the channel command indicated in the

initial selection is a Test 1/O.

Ending Status

At the termination of a channel command, the CA
generates the following status bits to be passed to the

host processor.

Channel End: This status is hardware-generated under

normal circumstances for host processor Read, Write,

Write Break, and Write IPL commands. Whenever the

CA generates CE alone, it also requests a level 3 inter-

rupt. The control program is thus informed of the

circumstances that caused the Channel End and must

complete the channel operation by signaling the CA to

present Device End and any other appropriate status:

Channel End, Device End: This status is normally

generated as the ending status for a channel Read

command if combined with an Out Stop control word.

Channel End, Device End is also the normal ending

status for a No-Op or Sense command.

Channel End, Device End, Unit Check: This status is

generated by the CA when any one of the following

three conditions exists.

a. When a sense bit is set during the execution of a

Read, Write, Write Break, or Write IPL command.

The CA also requests a level 1 interrupt to inform

the control program of the error.

b. When a program abort is indicated by the control

program before Channel End status is set during

any data transfer command. CASNSR bit 6 (abort

sense) is also set, and a level 3 interrupt request is

generated.

c. When the controller is in a 'hard stop' state due

either to a hardware or program detected malfunc-

tion.

Channel End, Device End, Unit Exception: If the sense

unit exception latch is on when a sense command is issued,

a sense byte is transferred to the host processor followed by

a final status of Channel End, Device End, Unit Exception.

(See Output X'57' in Appendix B.)

Device End: This status is presented to the host

processor when the CA level 3 interrupt request latch

is reset after CE status has been presented. Only

those status bits generated by the control program,

including DE, are presented. Therefore, the control

program must never reset the level 3 interrupt request

without having set at least Device End in the status

register via Output X'54'.

Stacked Status

Stacked status occurs when the channel adapter has

status information to present to the channel, but the

channel cannot accept it at that time.

When the channel indicates stacked status, the

controller status is retained in the channel adapter

status register until accepted by the host processor

channel. All status except all zeros to a Start 1/O is

subject to being stacked by the channel.

Stacked ending status is handled in the same man-

ner as stacked initial status. All ending status condi-

tions can be stacked.

Asynchronous Status

The CA presents asynchronous status to the host

channel under one of four conditions:

1. The channel adapter receives an Output X'55'

instruction from the control program with byte 0,

bit 6 set to 1 (set program requested attention),

and the CA is not active. Attention status is pre-

sented to the host channel when the CA level 3

interrupt request is reset.

2. Execution of an Output X'57' instruction with

byte 0, bits 3 and 4 (Set IPL Device End and Unit

Check) set to 1 while in IPL Phase 3. This causes

the CA to present an asynchronous status of De-

vice End and Unit Check to the host channel and

indicates that the controller requires an IPL from

the host processor.
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3. An asynchronous Device End is presented to the

host channel when an interrupt is reset that caused

a Busy initial status to be presented in response to

an initial selection.

4. An asynchronous Device End is presented to the

host channel when the control program executes

an Output X'57' instruction with byte 0, bit 3 set

to 1.

The Type 3 CA can present asynchronous status to

either channel. If both channel interfaces are enabled,

the first channel to poll the Type 3 CA is offered the

status.

A channel receives a Busy status if it attempts an

initial selection sequence while the Type 3 CA is logi-

cally connected to the opposite channel. The CA
presents an asynchronous Device End to this channel

as soon as the opposite interface's connection is

terminated.

Multiple Channel Operation

A 3705 with more than one channel adapter installed is

capable of multiple channel operation. The channel

adapters can be installed only in the basic frame and first

expansion frame of a 3705. Figures 1-5 through 1-8 show

the available channel adapter configurations and the frames

in which the adapters must be installed. The control

program issues an Output X'57' instruction to select the

desired Type 2 or Type 3 CA and an X'67' instruction to

select the desired Type 4 CA. (Refer to Appendix B for

Output X'57' and Output X'67' bit definitions.)

If two type 2 CAs are installed, both can be at-

tached to the same channel or each to a separate chan-

nel. Both adapters operate independently and can be

enabled concurrently.

If a Type 3 CA is installed, its two interfaces can

be attached to a uniprocessor as an 1/O unit with an

alternate path capability, or they can each be attached

to a separate CPU of a tightly-coupled multiprocessor.

Both interfaces can be enabled concurrently, but

simultaneous operation is not permitted. When a

channel I/O operation over one interface is being

executed, an initial selection sequence attempt by the

channel associated with the other interface will cause a

busy status to be presented to that channel.

Either of the Type 3 channel interfaces can be

manually enabled or disabled by using the channel

enable/disable toggie switches iocated on the 3705

control panel. These toggle switches may be alternate-

ly located on a remote configuration console of a

multiprocessing system.

When both interfaces are enabled, the adapter is

selected by the first channel to initiate a selection se-

quence. If both channels simultaneously poll the Type

3 CA, the adapter logic breaks the tie. If the

enable/disable switch for either interface is moved to

the disable position, that interface can go offline sub-

ject to the following conditions:

• The channel adapter is not executing a command
on that interface.

• Command chaining is not being indicated for that

interface.

• A Device End status is not pending on that inter-

face.

• The CPU is in a wait state.

• An Input X'58' instruction is not being executed to

examine the state of the 'enable' latch.

• 'Select Out' is not up on that interface.

If the switch is moved to the enable position, the inter-

face can go online if the CPU is in a wait state and the

3705 is not executing an Input X'58' to examine the

state of the 'enable' latch.

Note: A pending asynchronous status, which is

available to either channel, does not inhibit manu-

ally disabling an interface. If the CA is presenting

asynchronous status to the channel when the disa-

bling switch is thrown, that sequence is completed.

Type 3 Channel Adapter-Channel Interface States

The Type 3 CA can be in one of three states in rela-

tion to the attached channel interfaces: disabled, neu-

tral, or switched.

Disabled: When an interface of the Type 3 CA is disa-

bled by the use of the enable/disable switch, the 3705

appears not-operational to the associated channel.
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Neutral: In this state the adapter is enabled and availa-

ble to both attached channels, but is not logically con-

nected to either channel.

Switched: The adapter enters the switched state when

it becomes logically connected to a channel when the

channel or the channel adapter attempts an initial se-

lection sequence. The adapter remains switched to a

channel after an initial selection sequence ends if the

channel accepts an all zero status from the adapter in

response to a command for which (1) subsequent com-

munication is required (data transfer and/or ending

status required to complete the command), or (2)

command chaining is indicated for a No-Op.

If the adapter remains switched after the initial

selection sequence is completed, it maintains the logi-

cal connection to the channel until one of the follow-

ing occurs:

• The channel accepts Device End status for the last

command of a particular Start 1/O that does not

indicate command chaining,

• Command chaining is suppressed after the

channel's acceptance of Device End status, but

before reselection occurs.

• System or selective reset is received over that in-

terface.

While in the switched state the adapter continually

monitors the opposite interface and responds to an

initial selection sequence over that interface in one of

two ways:

• The CA temporarily suspends the selection se-

quence if it is already involved in an initial selec-

tion sequence with the first channel. If the CA
returns to the neutral state as soon as the initial

selection sequence is completed (as would be the

case if the adapter had instigated the sequence to

present asynchronous status), the opposite channel

completes its initial selection sequence, which had

been delayed.

• The adapter responds with a Device Busy status.

In this case, the first channel has (1) already ac-

cepted an all-zero status from the CA in response

to a command for which subsequent communica-

tion is required, or (2) sent a No-Op instruction

for which command chaining is indicated.

The adapter does not remain in the switched state

after the initial selection sequence is completed if the

sequence was instigated by the Type 3 CA to present

asynchronous status to a channel and the channel has

accepted or stacked the status.

Error Condition: If the Type 3 CA ends a channel

command with Unit Check status indicating an error

condition, the adapter remains switched to that chan-

nel until one of the following occurs:

• The adapter decodes a command other than Test

I/O or No-Op.
• A system or selective reset is detected over the

channel to which the adapter is switched.

• A 3705 hard stop occurs.

In this way the Type 3 CA ensures the availability and

use of the same channel path to return sense data after

an I/O operation has ended with Unit Check status.

A halt 1/O presented over the channel to which the

adapter is logically connected does not cause it to

leave the switched state. Under any of these condi-

tions, any selection attempt by the opposite channel

will receive a Device Busy status.

Type 3 CA Response to Resets

There are several different reset combinations for the

Type 3 CA. The following paragraphs describe those

combinations.

System Reset Over the Interface To Which the

Adapter Is Switched: A system reset from the channel

to which the adapter is switched will always be recog-

nized, will reset the adapter (CA returns to neutral

state), and will cause a level 3 interrupt. Only a pend-

ing Device End due to a previous Device Busy over the

opposite interface is not reset.

Selective Reset over the Interface to Which The

Adapter Is Switched: A selective reset over the inter-

face to which the CA is switched performs the same

function as a system reset.

System and Selective Resets—Adapter Neutral: The

only interface activity which may be reset when the

adapter is neutral is a pending asynchronous status. A
pending Device End due to a previous Device Busy is

reset only if the reset indication is received over the

interface for which the Device End is intended.

System Reset over the Opposite Interface: A system

reset received over the channel opposite that to which

the interface is switched resets only a pending Device

End for the channel over which the reset is being sig-

naled. No further action is taken, no level 3 interrupt

is requested, and no further resetting of the adapter

occurs.

Input/Output Instructions'-

The channel adapter input/output instructions enable

the control program to communicate with the host
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processor 1/O channel. These instructions are availa-

ble to the control program only when the- CA is select-

ed and ( 1 ) a level 1 or level 3 interrupt has been re-

quested or (2) the CA is in the diagnostic wrap state.

Type 2 and Type 3 CA instructions are specified by
X'50' to X'5F'.

Input Instructions

Twelve input instructions allow the control program to

obtain the status of various channel adapter registers.

Listed below are the usable Type 2 and Type 3 CA
input instructions and the registers associated with

them. The register descriptions are found elsewhere in

this chapter. See Appendix B for the input instruction

bit definitions.

When the adapter is selected and a CA LI or L3
interrupt request is set, or the CA is in the diagnostic

wrap state, execution if Input X'57\ X'5D\ X'5E', or

X'5F', results in loading all zeros into the general reg-

ister specified by the R operand. If the CA is not se-

lected or an interrupt has not been requested, any
attempt to execute an Input X'50' through X'5E' re-

sults in an in/out check LI interrupt request.

Input X'50':

Inbound Data Control Word Address Register

(INCWAR).

Input X'51':

Outbound Data Control Word Address Register

(OUTCWAR).

Input X'52':

Control Word Byte Count Register (CWCNTR).

Input X'53':

Channel Adapter Sense Register (CASNSR).

Input X'54':

Channel Adapter Status Register (CASTR).

Input X'55':

Channel Adapter Control Register (CACR).

Input X'56':

Channel Adapter Check Register (CACHKR).

Input X'58':

Channel Bus Out Diagnostic Register (CBODR).

Input X'59':

Cycle Steal Address Register (CSAR).

Input X'5A':

Channel Adapter Data Buffer (CADB)

Input X'5B':

Channel Tag Diagnostic Register (CTDR)

Input X'5C:
CA Command Register (CMDR)

Output Instructions

Eleven output instructions allow the control program
to set the bits of various channel adapter registers.

Listed below are the usable CA output instructions

and the registers associated with them. The register

descriptions are found elsewhere in this chapter.

One of these instructions (Output X'59') is for

diagnostic purposes. It allows a diagnostic program to

make either interface or both interfaces Busy. See
Appendix B for output instruction bit definitions.

When the adapter is selected and a CA LI or L3
interrupt request is set or the CA is in the diagnostic

wrap state, the execution of an Output X'52', X'5C,
X'5D', X'5E\ or X'5F' instruction is ignored. If the

CA is not selected or an interrupt has not been re-

quested, any attempt to execute an Output X'50'
through X'5F' results in an in/out check LI interrupt

request.

Output X'50':

Inbound Data Control Word Address Register

(INCWAR).

Output X'51':

Outbound Data Control Word Address Register

(OUTCWAR).

Output X'53':

Channel Adapter Sense Register (CASNSR).

Output X'54':

Channel Adapter Status Register (CASTR).

Output X'55':

Channel Adapter Control Register (CACR).

Output X'56':

Channel Adapter Control Register (CACR).

Output X'57':

Channel Adapter Mode Register (CAMR).

Output X'58':

Channel Bus Out Diagnostic Register (CBODR).

Output X'59':

Type 3 CA Diagnostic Control (CADC).

Output X'5A':

Channel Adapter Data Buffer (CADB).

Output X'5B':

Channel Tag Diagnostic Register (CTDR).

Error Indications

When the channel adapter hardware detects an error

condition, a level 1 interrupt request is automatically

set. With this request, a bit is also set in the channel

adapter check register (X'56') to indicate the nature of

the error. The level 1 interrupt handling routine, using

an Input X'56' instruction, should then analyze the

contents of this register to determine the cause of the

error and execute appropriate recovery procedures.
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Refer to the channel adapter check register (CACHKR)

and Appendix B for the error bit definitions and register

reset.

The following are the valid CA error checks:

. Invalid CWAR Address

• Invalid Control Word Format (See Note)

• Data Address Error

• Buffer Parity Error

• Outbus Parity Error

• Inbus Parity Error

• Channel Bus In Parity Error

• Channel Bus Out Check

Note: An Invalid Control Word Format check may also

cause an Interface Control check on the system channel

and "hang" the CPU. Whether this will occur depends

upon the CPU and channel type.
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Chapter 1 1 : Remote Communications Controller

This chapter describes the requirements necessary to support

a 3704 or 3705 at a remote location. (See the Introduction

to the IBM 3704 and 3705 manual for introductory informa-

tion about the remote communications controller.) Through-

out this chapter, both the controller attached to the host

processor and the control program of that controller are

referred to as the local communications controller and the

local control program respectively. The 3704 or 3705 located

at a site away from the host processor and connected to the

local communications controller by a local/remote communi-
cation link is referred to as the remote communications con-

troller. The control program that resides in the remote

communications controller is called the remote control

program.

A 3705-11 can be equipped with both a remote program

loader and one to three channel adapters, thus allowing it to

function as either a local or a remote communications con-

troller. The program it contains determines which of the

two functions it performs. If the program can communi-
cate with an attached CPU over one or more channel

adapters, the 3705-11 is a local controller. If the program

cannot communicate with the CPU over a channel adapter,

the 3705-11 functions as a remote controller.

Local/Remote Communication Link
Communication between the local and remote control-

lers is over a local/remote communication link using

the synchronous data link control (SDLC) discipline.

Support of SDLC is required in both the local and
remote controllers.

For information on the SDLC line discipline, refer

to the Synchronous Data Link Control General

Information manual.

Data flow through the local controller is the same as

described in Chapter 1 . However, in support of a remote

controller, the data being transmitted to the remote unit

exits the local controller via a communication scanner SDLC
interface. The local/remote communication link attaches

to an SDLC interface of a remote communication scanner;

therefore, data enters the remote controller as a received

message and the control program must turn this data around

and transmit it to the proper communications line for the

intended destination. (Refer to Figure 11-1.)

Remote Program Loader
The remote program loader provides a remote communi-

cations controller with an independent IPL capability and

a source of resident diagnostics. The following functions

and hardware are provided with the remote program loader.

• A diskette storage drive and diskette controller that

provide a source for the load programs and diagnostic

programs.

• A register for storing the type of program load and
stimulus.

• A ROS bootstrap program and two load programs that

(1) test the instructions used to load programs from the

diskette, (2) perform a check of the diskette controller

and, (3) control the transfer of a load program from

diskette storage to main storage.

The diskette used in the diskette storage drive contains from
one to three physical records on each of its 77 tracks and has

a minimum access time of 1 50 milliseconds per track. The
diskette is the source of load and diagnostic programs for the

remote unit and therefore serves as read-only-storage. The
ability to write on this diskette is normally disabled so as to

provide file protection. The only time a write operation

can be performed on the diskette is when the controller is in

the not initialized state (for example, IPL Phase 2 or Phase

3), or when a jumper wire is placed on the write circuit for

maintenance purposes.

The following table lists the contents of the tracks.

Track

0

Content

Load Program 1

(LPG1)

1-3

14

4-5

5

6-7

8

9

(3705-1)

(3705-11)

Initial Test

(3705-1)

(3705-11)

(Reserved)

Load Program 2

(LPG2)

IFT Loader/CDS

Writer

Diagnostic Con-

trol Monitor

Description

(1) Program that is trans-

ferred to main storage

by the ROS boot-strap

to control further

loading of programs.

(2) Defines the local/

remote communica-

tion link for LPG2
(IPL configuration

data set)

.

A CCU diagnostic

exerciser.

Controls the local/remote

communication link for

loading and dumping.
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10 Hardware Con-

figuration Data

Set (CDS) for

Internal Func-

tional Tests (IFT)

1 1 Load Program 1

12-13 Load Program 2

14-18 (Reserved)

19-76 IFT

Defines the hardware con-

figuration for the internal

functional tests.

Duplicate of track 0.

Duplicate of tracks 6 and 7.

Internal Functional Tests.

Remote Program Loader Input Instructions

Four input instructions give the controlling program
access to the various remote program loader registers.

These instructions are listed below. For a description

of each bit used in these instructions, refer to the

Remote Program Loader section of Appendix B.

Input X'68' (Level 1 Status): This instruction allows

the controlling program to examine the contents of the

level 1 status register to determine the cause of a re-

mote program loader level 1 interrupt.

Input X'69' (Level 3 Status): This instruction allows

the controlling program to examine the contents of the

remote program loader level 3 status register after a

level 3 interrupt request or when the disk controller is

in a reset state.

Input X'6A' (Parallel Data Register): This instruction is

used to transfer data into main storage during a disk

data transfer. It is also used for diagnostic purposes.

Input X'6B' (Control Program Load Data Register):

This instruction is used to supply information required

during IPL and program load phases.

Remote Program Loader Output Instructions

Four output instructions are used to allow the control-

ling program to initiate disk read, write, and control

operations. Listed below are the remote program
loader output instructions. The bit positions are de-

scribed in the Remote Program Loader section of

Appendix B.

Output X'68' (Control): This output is used to prepare

the disk controller for subsequent read or write opera-

tions by controlling the access mechanism, engaging

the read/write head, setting and resetting latches, and
setting write current.

Output X'69' (Read/Write): This output commands
the disk controller to perform read or write operations.

A write operation can be performed only if (1) the

communications controller is not initialized, or (2) the

'write enable' back panel jumper is installed.

Output X'6A' (Parallel Data Register): This output is

used to load the register which holds data being trans-

ferred from the Central Control Unit (CCU) to the

disk storage. It is also used for diagnostic purposes.

Output X'6B' (Control Program Load Register): This

instruction is used to store information needed during

the IPL and program load phases.

Remote Program Loader CCU Instructions

Two additional bits are required within existing CCU
input instructions to support the remote program load-

er. They are byte 0, bit 7 of Input X'76', and byte 1,

bit 1 of Input X'77'. See CCU Input Instructions in

Appendix B for a description of these bits.

Disk Storage Controller
The disk storage controller is the logical connection
between the disk storage drive and the Central Con-
trol Unit. This controller, under control of the pro-

gram residing in main storage, controls all operations

(read, write, access, etc.) of the disk storage.

Track Access

The head for the disk can be moved only one track at a

time. Therefore, a move of multiple tracks must con-

sist of a multiple of single track moves. For each track

that the head is to be moved, the control program must
execute an Output X'68' instruction with byte 1, bit 1

set to 1 . This bit indicates to the controller that the

head is to be moved. In addition, byte 1, bit 2 of Out-
put X'68' must be set to indicate the direction of

movement. When byte 1, bit 2 is on, the head moves
in a forward direction (the next higher track number),
and when this bit is off, the head moves in a reverse

direction (toward track 0).

Each time the head is moved from one track to an-

other, a counter in the level 3 status register is up-

dated. By executing an Input X'69' instruction (level

3 status) and then examining byte 0, bits 2-5 of the

general register specified, the control program can
determine if the access mechanism has moved.Keep-
ing track of the head position is the responsibility of

the control program.

To recalibrate the disk head, the control program
must reset the access counter by turning byte 0, bit 3

of Output X'68' on and then executing 80 single track

moves in the reverse direction (Output X'68', byte 1,

bit 1 on and bit 2 off). When these moves are com-
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plete, the head is at track 0 (home position), and the

access counter is also 0.

To prevent undue wear on the surface of the disk,

the head should not be engaged during track to track

movement. The head will automatically disengage

after a read or write operation within two revolutions

of the disk (332 milliseconds) unless one of the opera-

tions is re-initiated. Therefore, the control program

should ensure that enough time has elapsed to disen-

gage the head prior to a move. Because of this auto-

matic disengage operation, a head engage (Output

X'68', byte 1, bit 4 on) should precede each read or

write operation.

Track Format

Because the disk used in the remote communications

controller is not interchangeable with other machines,

the format of the disk records does not follow any

previously established standards. The record format is

designed to meet the needs of the 3704/3705. The

format is as follows:

*„GI~VFO SYNC -DS--BH -DATA -CRC -GF-*

Index Index

GI = Initial Gap - 128 bytes of X'FF'

VFO SYNC = 8 bytes of X'00'

DS = Data Sync - 1 halfword X'0005'

BH = Block Header - 16 halfwords

DATA = Maximum of 4668 bytes - 1 physical

record with three logical records

CRC = Cyclic Redundancy Check Character -

2 bytes

GF* = Final Gap to Index - X'FF'

Block Header Format:

Half-word Description

1 Track ID (X'0000' through X'004C)

2 Control Information

3 Reserved

4 Reserved

5 Logical Record 1 Byte X Storage

Address (Extended Addressing)

6 Logical Record 1 Bytes 0 & 1

Storage Address

7 Logical Record 1 Count (Two's

complement)

8 Program Version Level

9 Logical Record 2 Byte X Storage

Address (Extended Addressing)

10 Logical Record 2 Bytes

0 & 1 Storage Address

11 Logical Record 2 Count

(Two's complement)

12 ZAP Count (Number OI lemporary

Fixes To This track)

13 Logical Record 3 Byte X Storage

Address (Extended Addressing)

14 Logical Record j Bytes u & l

Storage Address

15 Logical Record 3 Count

(Two's complement)

16 Block Header CRC Character

The logical record storage address is the main stor-

age address where the logical record is placed during a

read operation. Each of the logical records may vary

in length which is indicated by the count.

Note: The CRC is compatible with the SDLC
CRC. See the Cyclic Redundancy Check section

of Chapter 5.

Disk Read and Write Operations

The disk controller performs all read and write opera-

tions under the direction of the control program. Only

single read or write operations are permitted. Prior to

any read or write of the disk, the desired track must be

located and the head engaged. The following para-

graphs describe the read and write operations.

Read Operation: To initiate a read operation, the con-

trol program must execute an Output X'69' instruction

with byte 0, bit 2 set to 1. Following this output, the

next time the index is detected from the disk

(detection of index is a hardware function) , the con-

troller begins to shift bits from the disk through the

serializer/deserializer circuits and into the controller's

parallel data register. When the data sync pattern

(X'0005') is recognized by the sync decode circuits,

the controller is considered to be in sync with the in-

coming disk storage data. From this point on, the

controller requests a level 3 data service interrupt at

each 16-bit (halfword) interval until the index is again

detected. The second time the index is passed, the

read operation is terminated.

While this read operation is in progress, the control

program must service each level 3 interrupt to receive

the incoming data and place it in storage. Because the

information in disk storage is the IPL and diagnostic

programs, the controller will not be executing any

other program that would interfere with the processing

of incoming data.

Servicing the level 3 interrupt must consist of at

least the following sequence of instructions:

. Input X'77'—To determine the cause of the inter-

rupt.

. Input X'69'—To determine the status of the read

operation.
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• Input X'6A'—To load contents of the controller

parallel data register into a General register for sub-

sequent transfer to storage.

• Output X'68'—To reset the level 3 interrupt re-

quest and the controller status registers and to set

any other desired control information.

• Some type of store instruction to transfer the half-

word just received in the general register to the

proper storage location.

The read operation can be terminated by the con-

trol program with a controller reset (Output X'68',

byte 1, bit 5). This reset is recommended after the

CRC characters are read so as not to read the final gap

into main storage.

Write Operation: To initiate a write operation the con-

trol program must execute an Output X'69' instruction

with byte 0, bit 1 set to 1. Following this output, the

disk controller immediately requests a level 3 interrupt.

The control program can then transfer the first half-

word of information to the controller. One halfword is

transferred for each level 3 interrupt until the write

operation is terminated.

Before executing the Output X'69' to request the

write operation, the control program should have load-

ed a general register with the first halfword of inform-

ation to be written on the disk. Servicing the level 3

interrupt must consist of at least the following se-

quence of instructions.

• Input X'77'—To determine the cause of the inter-

rupt.

• Output X'68'—To set the proper control informa-

tion.

• Output X'6A'—To load the contents of the general

register (data to be written) into the controller par-

allel data register from which it is written on the

disk.

• Output X'68'—To reset the level 3 interrupt re-

quest.

• Some type of load instruction to place the next half-

word to be written into the general register speci-

fied in the Output X'6A' instruction.

The controller starts writing data on the disk at the

index and continues to write halfwords until the next

time the index is encountered. At this point the write

operation is terminated.

The control program is responsible for writing the

complete track on the disk. This includes the initial

gap, VFO sync, data sync, block header, up to 4668
bytes of data, the CRC character, and the all ones

field for the final gap. (See Track Format in this

chapter.) The controller assures proper serialization of

the data onto the disk as it is received from the control

program.

A write operation can be done only when the write

circuits are enabled. See Remote Program Loader in

this chapter. Attempting to do a write operation when
the write circuits are not enabled causes a level 1 inter-

rupt. Normally, the only time a write operation is

performed is when a dump is required during an IPL or

when the customer engineer has to write for mainte-

nance purposes.

Initial Program Load
The initial program load (IPL) mechanism controls the

loading of an initial program into main storage from
disk storage. Three phases of the IPL program (IPL
Phase 1-3) control the loading operation. IPL is ac-

complished by successful completion of all three phas-

es. These three phases are similar to the local IPL
operation described in Chapter 5. Therefore, this

chapter only points out the differences required for

remote operation.

IPL phase 1 and phase 2 are identical to phases 1

and 2 of the local controller's IPL program except that

the bootstrap program for the remote controller con-

sists of 1024 bytes. Phase 3 of the remote IPL pro-

gram is divided into three sections.

The first section performs the same checks and
saves the same registers as section one of the local IPL
program. The second section of the remote phase 3

tests the disk storage drive and the disk controller.

Section three of phase 3 controls the loading of load

program 1 from disk storage to main storage.

The remainder of the IPL operation is controlled by load

program 1 (LPG1) and load program 2 (LPG2). See Figure

11-2 for a flow chart description. LPG1 determines if a

dump of the remote controller's storage is required by
examining register X'6B' and the ADDRESS/DATA switches

(3705) or the Hexadecimal Readout Display (3704). If a

dump is required, LPG1

:

1. Turns on byte 0, bit 0 of register X'6B'.

2. Transfers contents of high 8K of main storage to

tracks 15 and 16 of the disk.

3. Transfers LPG2 from disk tracks 6 and 7 to the

high 8K of main storage.

LPG1 then passes control to LPG2.
If no dump is required, LPG1 transfers initial test

from disk tracks 1-5 to main storage. LPG1 loads the

internal function tests if they have been requested at

the control panel. If there is no request to load the

internal function tests, load program 2 (LPG2) is load-

ed and given control.

LPG2 controls loading the control program into

main storage from the local/remote communication
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Figure 1 1-2. IPL-Remote Communications Controller
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link; or, when a dump is required, it controls transferring

the contents of main storage and disk tracks 1 5 and 1 6 over

the local/remote communications link to the local com-

munications controller.

Register X'6B' is available to a remote communications

controller to store and pass information which may be

required by the IPL and LOAD programs. Refer to Appen-

dix B for a description of the bits of this register.

3705-11 Equipped with Both RPL and CA
A 3705-11 can be equipped with both a remote program

loader and one to three channel adapters. A controller

so equipped can be loaded either over the local-remote

communication link or over one of the channel adapters.

The conditions that determine which option is used are

as follows.

The controller is loaded over the local-remote link if

the control program executes (1) an Output X'6B' instruc-

tion in which the IPL source indicator bit (0.4) is 1 and (2)

an Output X'79' instruction that sets the Set IPL latch bit

(0.2), provided that:

• no CA Enable/Disable switch is in the Enable position;

and

• no CA is currently in the enabled state.

The controller is loaded over a channel adapter if the con-

trol program has not requested an IPL from the communi-

cation link (that is, an Output X'6B' instruction in which

bit 0.4 [IPL source] is 1 has not been executed), and:

• any CA Enable/Disable switch in the Enable position;

or

• any channel adapter is currently enabled (regardless of

the switch position).

Remote Power Off

This feature allows the user to power down the remote con-

troller by issuing a command from the host processor. The

command issued by the host causes the remote control pro-

gram to execute an Output X'79' instruction with byte 0,

bit 4 set to 1 . When power is turned off this way it can

only be restored manually at the control panel. (This

feature is not available in a 3705-II equipped with both a

remote program loader and one or more channel adapters.)
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Appendix A: External Register Addresses

Input Register Addresses

E Field Register/Function E Field Register/ Function

00

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09
OA
OB
OC
OD
OE

OF

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1A
IB

1C

1D

IE

IF

20 ~\

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29
2A
2B

2C
2D
2E

2F

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

3A
3B

3C
3D
3E

3F

Gen Reg, Group 0

Gen Reg. Group 1

Gen Reg. Group 2

Gen Reg, Group 3

See Note 1

Reg 0

Reg 1

Reg 2

Reg 3

Reg 4

Reg 5

Reg 6

Reg 7

Reg 0

Reg 1

Reg 2

Reg 3

Reg 4

Reg 5

Reg 6

Reg 7

Reg 0

Reg 1

Reg 2

Reg 3

Reg 4

Reg 5

Reg 6

Reg 7

Reg 0

Reg 1

Reg 2

Reg 3

Reg 4

Reg 5

Reg 6

Reg 7

40
41

42

43

44

45

46
47

48

49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E

4F

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

5A
5B
5C

5D
5E

5F

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E

6F

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

7A
7B
7C
7D
7E

7F

Type 2 Scanner

Interface Address

Unused

Unused

Check Register

ICW Input Reg 0-15

ICW Input Reg 16-31

Display Register

ICW Input Reg 32-45

See Note 1

Type 1 Scanner

Unused

Interface Address

CNTL A
CNTL B/C
Status

Unused

Unused

Unused

INCWAR
OUTCWAR
Control Word Byte Count

Sense Register

Status Register

Control Register

Check Register

See Note 2

Channel Bus Out Diag Reg
Cycle Steal Address Reg

Data Buffer

Tag Diagnostic Reg

Command Register

See Note 2

See Note 2

See Note 2

Initial Selection Control

Initial Selection Address & Command
Data /Status Control

Address and ESC Status

Data Buffer Bytes 1,2

Data Buffer Bytes 3,4

NSC Status Byte

Controls

Level 1 Status

Level 3 Status

Parallel Data Reg

Control Program Load Reg

See Note 1

Type 2 or Type 3 CA

J

Type ] or Type 4 CA

}
Remote
Loader

Storage Size Installed

Panel Address/Data Digits

Panel Function Select Controls

Insert Key

LAR

See Note 2

Adapter Level 1 Interrupt Requests

Adapter1 Level 2 or 3 Interrupt Requests

See Note 2

Utility

Cycle Utilization Counter Register

BSC CRC
SDLC CRC
CCU Check Register

CCU Level 1 Interrupt Requests

CCU Level 2, 3, or 4 Interrupt Requests

Note 1
: A constant of all zeros is loaded into R and the Input/Output check L1 request is set.

Note 2: A constant of all zeros is loaded into R.
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Output Register Addresses

E Field Register/Function E Field Register/Function

00 Gen Reg, Group 0 Reg 0

01 Reg 1

02 Reg 2

03 Reg 3

04 Reg 4

05 Reg 5

06 Reg 6

07 Reg 7

08 Gen Reg, Group 1 Reg 0

09 Reg 1

OA Reg 2

OB Reg 3

OC Reg 4

OD Reg 5

OE Reg 6

OF Reg 7

10 Gen Reg, Group 2 Reg 0

1

1

Reg 1

12 Reg 2

13 Reg 3

14 Reg 4

15 Reg 5

16 Reg 6

17 Reg 7

18 Gen Reg, Group 3 Reg 0

19 Reg 1

1A Reg 2

1B Reg 3

1C Reg 4

1D Reg 5

1E Reg 6

1F Reg 7

20
21

22

23

24

25

26
27

28

29

2A
2B
2C
2D
2E

2F
I

30 I See Note 1

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

3A
3B

3C
3D
3E

3F

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

4A
4B
4C
4D
4E

4F

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

5A
5B
5C
5D
5E

5F

60
61

62

63
64

65

66
67

68
69

6A
6B
6C
6D
6E

6F

70
71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

7A
7B
7C
7D
7E

7F

Type 2 Scanner

Interface Address

Address Substitution Control

Upper Scan Limit Control

Control

ICW 0-15

ICW 16-23

ICW 24-33,44

ICW 34-43

See Note 1

INCWAR
OUTCWAR
See Note 2

Set Sense Register Bits

Set Status Register Bits

Set Control Register Bits

Reset Control Register Bits

Channel Adapter Mode Reg

Channel Bus Out Diag Reg

Type 3 CA Diag Busy Reg

Channel Adapter Data Buffer

Tag Diagnostic Reg

See Note 2

See Note 2

See Note 2

See Note 2

Reset Initial Selection

Unused

Data/Status Control

Address and ESC Status

Data Buffer Bytes 1,2

Data Buffer Bytes 3,4

NSC Status Byte

Control

Control

Read/Write

Parallel Data Reg

Control Program Load Reg

I See Note 1

Hardstop

Display Reg 1

Display Reg 2

Set Key

See Note 2

See Note 2

See Note 2

Miscellaneous Control

Force CCU Checks

Utility

Cycle Utilization Counter Register Reset

See Note 2

Set PCI Level 3

Set PCI Level 4

Set Mask Bits

Reset Mask Bits

Type 1 Scanner
Set Mode Bit Override

Start Scanner & Reset Bit L2

CNTL A
CNTL B

General Control

Scanner Control

Set Char Service Pending

Force L2 Bit SVC Request

Type 2 or Type 3 CA

Type 1 or Type 4 CA

Remote
Loader

Note 1

:

The bits of R are ignored and the

Input/Output check L1 request is set.

Note 2

:

The bits of R are ignored.
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Appendix B: Input/Output Instruction Bit Definitions

Type I Scanner Input Instructions

Input X'41 ' (Interface Address)

When operating in the bit service mode, this instruction

causes a storage address associated with an interface to

be loaded into the specified general register. The selected

interface is where the scanner has stopped because of an

interrupt request. The storage address is a fixed location,

determined by the LIB position and the interface address

assigned to the line causing the interrupt. Figure 3-5

shows the storage addresses associated with each interface

address.

When operating in the character service mode, a fixed

address of X'06F0' is loaded into the specified register.

Input X'42' (Control A)

The Input X'42' instruction should be executed only

when the scanner is stopped on an interface. This

input instruction can be used to check the state of the

Output X'42' (control A) instruction. When executed

for a particular line, the result in the register specified

by the R operand is a bit-for-bit reflection of the con-

trol information set by the Output X'42' instruction

for that interface. Refer to the Output X'42' instruc-

tion for the definition of each bit position.

Input X'43' (Control B/C)
This instruction cannot be executed immediately fol-

lowing an Output X'43' for feedback checking.How-

ever, it can be executed after an Output X'43' to ob-

tain other status indications.

Byte 0, bit 0: Receive Data Bit Buffer—This posi-

tion indicates a mark or space condition received from
the line interface (1 = a mark, 0 = a space).

Byte 0, bit 1: Feedback Check—This bit is set on
if a bit to be transmitted is not transferred to the inter-

face correctly or if the interface bit service request

fails to reset.

Programming Note

After a feedback check occurs, the bit-service inter-

rupt request cannot be reset and the scanner cannot be

restarted until the control program has reset the check

indication with an Output X'44' with byte 1, bit 6 set

to 1.

Byte 0, bit 2: Interface Check Summary—This bit

is set on to indicate ( 1 ) the detection of a feedback

error, (2) bit overrun/underrun, or (3) 'data set ready'

line not active. It is a summary of these check condi-

tions and is set to 1 when byte 0, bit 1, or byte 1, bit 2

or bit 7 of this input is on.

Byte 0, bit 3: Received Data Lead—This bit indi-

cates the level of the 'receive data' signal from the

modem. A 1 indicates a space level and 0 indicates a

mark level.

Byte 0, bit 4: Transmit Mode—A 1 in this position

indicates that the line interface is set for transmit

mode; a 0 indicates that it is set for receive mode.

Byte 0, bit 5: New Sync—This position indicates

the state of the 'new sync' line to the modem. A 1

indicates that the line is active. A 0 indicates that the

line is inactive.

Byte 0, bit 6: Request to Send (RTS)—A 1 in this

position indicates that the 'request to send' line to the

modem is active. A 0 indicates that the line is inactive.

Byte 0, bit 7: Send Data Bit Buffer—This position

shows the setting of the line interface send data buffer.

A 1 indicates a mark, and a 0 indicates a space.

Byte 1, bit 0: Not Clear to Send—A 1 in this posi-

tion indicates that the 'clear to send' line from the

modem is inactive. A 0 indicates that it is active.

Byte 1, bit 1: Ring Indicator—If this bit is 1 , the

'ring indicator' line from the modem is active. A 0
indicates that it is inactive.

Byte 1, bit 2: Not Data Set Ready—When this

position is A 1 , the 'data set ready' line from the mo-
dem is inactive. A 0 indicates that it is active.

Byte 1, bit 3: Received Line Signal

Detector—When the 'receive line signal detector' line

from the modem is active, this bit is 1 . AO indicates

that the line is inactive.

Byte 1, bit 4: Telegraph Interface Echo Check—If

this bit position is 1, a TTY echo check has occurred.

Byte 1, bit 5: Diagnostic Mode—A 1 in this posi-

tion indicates that the line interface is set for the diag-

nostic wrap mode, and a 0 indicates that it is set for

the normal read/write mode. See Type 1 Scanner

Diagnostic Wrap in Chapter 6. If this bit is a 1, then

byte 1, bit 2 of this input is forced to 0 and byte 1, bit
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Type 1 Communication Scanner

3 of this input is forced to a 1. If this bit is 1 and byte

0, bit 6 is 1, byte 1, bit 0 is forced to 0.

Byte 1, bit 6: Bit Service—A 1 in this position

indicates that the scanned interface has requested a bit

service.

Byte 1, bit 7: Bit Overrun/Underrun—A 1 in this

position indicates that a bit overrun or underrun has

occurred.

Autocall Interface Bits for Input X'43'

Byte 0, bit 0: This bit is 0.

Byte 0, bits 1-2: These bits are the same as for line

interface.

Byte 0, bit 3: Digit Present (DPR)—A 1 in this

position indicates that the 'digit present' signal to the

autocall unit is active; a 0 indicates that the signal is

inactive.

Byte 0, bits 4-7: These bit positions represent the

autocall dial digit in BCD form.

Byte 1, bit 0: Not Abandon Call and Retry—A 1

in this position indicates that the 'abandon call and

retry' signal from the autocall unit is inactive. A 0

indicates that it is active.

Byte I, bit 1: Present Next Digit (PND)—A 1 in

this position indicates that the 'present next digit' sig-

nal from the autocall unit is active; a 0 indicates that

the signal is inactive.

Byte 1, bit 2: Not Data Line Occupied (Not

DLO)—A 1 in this position indicates that the 'data

line occupied' signal from the autocall unit is inactive.

A 0 indicates that it is active.

Byte 1, bit 3: Power Indicator (PWI)—A 1 in this

position indicates that the 'power indicator' signal

from the autocall unit is active; a 0 indicates that the

signal is inactive.

Byte 1, bit 4: Call Request (CRQ)—A 1 in this

position indicates that the 'call request' signal to the

autocall unit is active; a 0 indicates that the signal is

inactive.

Byte 1, bit 5: Call Originating Status (COS)—A 1

in this position indicates that the 'call originating

status' signal from the autocall unit is active; a 0 indi-

cates that the signal is inactive.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: These bits are the same as for a

line interface operation.

Input X'44' (Status)

Byte 0, bit 0: Mode Bit Override—When this posi-

tion is a 1 the 'mode bit override' latch is set. When
this latch is set, all interface mode settings, except 01

with high-priority, are overridden. See Interface

Modes of Operation in Chapter 6.

Byte 0, bit 1: This bit is 0.

Byte 0, bit 2: Override Remember—When this

position is a 1 , the 'override remember' latch is set.

See Interface Modes of Operation in Chapter 6.

Byte 0, bit 3: Scanner Enabled—When the scanner

is enabled, this bit is 1 . The bit is 0 when the scanner

is disabled.

Byte 0, bit 4: Character Service Pending—This

position indicates that the program has a character

service request pending.

Byte 0, bits 5-7: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bits 0-1: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 2: LIB 1 Bit Clock Check—This bit is a

1 if a LIB-1 bit clock parity check has occurred.

Byte 1, bit 3: LIB 2 Bit Clock Check—This bit is a

1 if a LIB-2 bit clock parity check has occurred.

Byte 1, bit 4: LIB 3 Bit Clock Check—This bit is a

1 if a LIB-3 bit clock parity check has occurred.

Byte 1, bit 5: LIB 4 Bit Clock Check—This bit is a

1 if a LIB-4 bit clock parity check has occurred.

Byte 1, bit 6: LIB Select Check—This bit is a 1 if

more than one LIB or more than one interface is ad-

dressed at the same time.

Byte 1, bit 7: CCU Outbus Check—This bit is a 1

when a CCU outbus parity check has been detected.
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Type 1 Scanner Output Instructions

Output X'40' (Set Mode Bit Override and Override

Remember)
This output is used to set the 'mode bit override' and
the 'override remember' latches. Setting these latches

causes the scanner to override all interface mode set-

tings except 01 with high-priority. This instruction

performs a function; and, therefore, the bit settings of

the register specified by the R operand are ignored.

See Interface Modes of Operation in Chapter 6.

Output X'41' (Start Scanner & Reset Bit Service L2
Request)

The Output X'41' instruction should be executed only

when the scanner is stopped on an interface.

This instruction starts the scanner at the completion

of the line interface servicing and resets the bit service

request for the interface the scanner is addressing. It

also resets the program level 2 bit service interrupt

request. This instruction performs a function; and,

therefore, the bit settings of the register specified by
the R operand are ignored.

Output X'42' (Control A)
The Output X'42' instruction should be executed only

when the scanner is stopped on an interface.

Byte 0, bits 0-5: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bits 6-7: Mode bits—Each interface may
be set to one of four level 2 interrupt modes as fol-

lows:

00 Disable level 2 interrupts—This mode disables all

level 2 interrupts for a given interface.

01 Monitor for ring indicator or data set ready—This

mode allows level 2 interrupts if 'ring indicator' or

'data set ready' becomes active for at least one bit

time.

10 Monitor for receive data space—This mode al-

lows a level 2 interrupt each time a space bit is

received. An interrupt also occurs if 'data set

ready' drops for at least one bit time.

1 1 Enable level 2 interrupts—This mode allows all

level 2 interrupts to be enabled for a given inter-

face.

For further discussion on the use of the mode bit

setting, refer to Interface Modes of Operation in

Chapter 6.

Type 1 Communication Scanner

Byte I, bit 0: Bit Service Priority—This bit deter-

mines the service priority for the interface the scanner

is addressing. A 1 in this position sets a low priority; a

0 sets a high priority.

Byte I, bit 1 : Diagnostic Mode—A 1 in this posi-

tion sets the line interface to the diagnostic mode, and
a 0 sets it to the normal read/write mode. See

Diagnostic Wrap and Modem Self Test in Chapter 6
for the description of operation in this mode.

Byte 1, bit 2: Data Terminal Ready (DTR)—This

bit activates or deactivates the 'data terminal ready'

line from the line interface to the modem. A 1 acti-

vates the line, and a 0 deactivates it.

Byte I, bit 3: Synchronous Bit Clock—A 1 in this

position sets the line interface for synchronous clock-

ing, and a 0 sets it for start-stop clocking.

Byte 1, bit 4: External Clock—This bit position

selects modem (data set) clocking,~or business ma-
chine (data terminal equipment) clocking. 1 = mo-
dem, and 0 = business machine.

Byte 1, bit 5: Data Rate Selector—A 1 in this posi-

tion selects the high data rate for the attached modem,
and a 0 selects the low data rate.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: Oscillator Select Bits—These two
bit positions select which one of the four internal bit

rates available in the Type 1 Scanner is to be assigned

to the line interface.

The internal bit rates available are determined by
the bit clocks that have been installed in the Type 1

Scanner in conjunction with the line interface base

types and line sets. See the description of Business

Machine Clocks in Chapter 6.

Autocall Interface Bits for Output X'42'

The Output X'42' instruction for autocall is the same
as for line interface except that byte 1, bits 1-7 are

ignored.

Note: The lowest speed oscillator is always assigned

to autocall interfaces.

Output X'43' (Control B)

The Output X'43' instruction should be executed only

when the scanner is stopped on an interface.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: These bits are unused.
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Type 1 Communication Scanner

Byte 1, bits 0-3: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bit 4: Transmit/Receive Mode—A 1 in this

position sets the line interface to transmit mode; a 0

sets it to receive mode.

Byte 1, bit 5: New Sync—A 1 in this position acti-

vates the 'new sync' line to the modem; a 0 deactivates

the line.

Byte 1, bit 6: Request to Send (RTS)—A 1 in this

position activates the 'request to send' line to the mo-

dem; a 0 deactivates the line.

Byte 1, bit 7: Send Data—A 1 in this position

sends a mark to the line interface 'send data buffer'; a

0 sends a space.

Autocall Interface Bits for Output X'43'

Byte 0, bits 0-7: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bits 0-1: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bit 2: CRQ—A 1 in this position activates

the 'call request' line to the autocall interface; a 0

deactivates the line.

Byte 1, bit 3: DPR—A 1 in this position activates

the 'digit present' line to the autocall interface; a 0

deactivates the line.

Byte 1, bits 4-7: These bit positions represent the

dial digit in BCD form.

Output X'44' (General Control)

Byte 0, bits 0- 7: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bit 0: Diagnostic Bit Service—A 1 in this

position sets a latch that causes continuous bit service

requests for all 64 line interfaces (used and unused).

A 0 resets the latch.

Byte 1, bit 1: This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bit 2: Reset Mode Bit Override—A 1 in

this position resets the 'mode bit override' latch as

described in the Interface Modes of Operation in

Chapter 6.

Byte 1, bit 3: Reset Override Remember—A 1 in

this position resets the 'override remember' latch in the

Type 1 Scanner. See Interface Modes of Operation

in Chapter 6.

Byte 1, bit 4: Reset Character Service Pending—

A

1 in this position resets the 'character service pending'

latch set by Output X'46'.

Byte 1, bit 5: Reset Level 1 Checks—A 1 in this

position resets all level 1 check conditions resulting

from the Type 1 Scanner.

Byte 1, bit 6: Reset Feedback Check—A 1 in this

position resets the 'feedback error' latch.

Byte 1, bit 7: Reset Bit Overrun/Underrun—A 1

in this position resets the 'bit overrun/underrun' latch

for the interface the scanner is addressing.

Output X'45' (Scanner Control)

This instruction may be used to disable one or more

LIBs. A LIB should be disabled only when it is caus-

ing solid errors or solid level 1 interrupts.

Byte 0, bit 0: This bit is unused.

Byte 0, bit 1: Set Scanner Enable—A 1 in this

position sets the 'scanner enable' latch, allowing nor-

mal operation of the scanner.

Byte 0, bit 2: Reset Scanner Enable—A 1 in this

position resets the 'scanner enable' latch. This disa-

bles the scanner, prevents any further interrupts,

forces all interfaces to be reset, and allows no bit

services.

A 1 in both bit 1 and bit 2 of this byte is invalid,

and the result is unpredictable. The scanner may be

either enabled or disabled.

Note: In a 3704, when this bit is on, all LIBs

are forced to and held in the enabled state as long

as the scanner is disabled, regardless of the setting

of the Output X'45' instruction.

Byte 0, bit 3: This bit is unused.

Byte 0, bit 4: Disable LIB 1—A 1 in this position

disables LI and L2 interrupts and bit service from LIB

1 . A 0 resets the disable condition.

Byte 0, bit 5: Disable LIB 2—A 1 in this position

disables LI and L2 interrupts and bit service from LIB

2. A 0 resets the disable condition.
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Byte 0, bit 6: Disable LIB 3—A 1 in this position

disables LI and L2 interrupts and bit service from LIB
3. AO resets the disable condition.

Byte 0, bit 7: Disable LIB 4—A 1 in this position

disables LI and L2 interrupts and bit service from LIB
4. A 0 resets the disable condition.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: These bits are unused.

Output X'46' (Set Character Service)

The Output X'46' instruction sets the 'character ser-

vice pending' latch. It also starts the scanner and re-

sets the level 2 bit service interrupt request. This in-

struction performs a function, and therefore, the bit

settings of the register specified by the R operand are

ignored.

Output X'47' (Force Bit Service Request)

This instruction is executed to force one level 2 bit

service interrupt request. The storage address associ-

ated with the interface that is to cause the interrupt

must be loaded into the register specified by the R
operand. When this instruction is executed, the scan-

ner determines the interface address from the storage

address and requests a level 2 interrupt for that inter-

face.

Programming Note

Forced bit service cannot be stacked. If an Output

X'47' is executed before the previous Output X'47'

has been serviced, the second address overlays the first

address.

Byte 0, bits 0-5: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bits 6-7, Byte I, bits 0-3: Interface

Address—These bit positions are loaded with the stor-

age address associated with the interface that is to

cause a bit service interrupt.

Byte 1, bits 4- 7: These bits are unused.
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Type 2 Scanner Input Instructions

Input X'40' (Interface Address)

This instruction obtains the line interface address from

the ABAR in the attachment base. Conditions that set

the ABAR are described in the I/O Programming

Considerations section in Chapter 7. When this in-

struction is executed, the interface address from the

ABAR is placed in byte 0, bit 6 through byte 1, bit 6

of the register specified by the R operand. Byte 0, bit

4 is always set to 1 . The other register bit positions

are set to 0.

Input X'43' (Check Register)

This instruction obtains the status of the check register

in the scanner. Since there can be up to four Type 2

scanners, the check register selected is determined by

the interface address in the ABAR at the time of in-

struction execution.

When this instruction is executed, the check regis-

ter bits are placed in the register specified by the R
field.

Programming Note

If any of the check register bits in the scanner are set

to 1, the Type 2 Scanner LI interrupt request is set.

Byte 0, bit 0: LIB 1 Bit Clock Check—This bit is

set to 1 if a LIB position 1 bit clock control check is

detected by the Type 2 Scanner; otherwise, it is set to

0.

Byte 0, bit 1 : LIB 2 Bit Clock Check—Same as

above.

Byte 0, bit 2: LIB 3 Bit Clock Check—Same as

above.

Byte 0, bit 3: LIB 4 Bit Clock Check—Same as

above.

Byte 0, bit 4: LIB 5 Bit Clock Check—Same as

above.

Byte 0, bit 5: LIB 6 Bit Clock Check—Same as

above.

Byte 0, bit 6: LIB Select Check—This bit is set to

1 if the Type 2 Scanner has detected a LIB address

parity check on either LIB string 1 (LIB pos 1, 2, or 3)

or LIB string 2 (LIB pos 4, 5, or 6); otherwise, it is

set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 7: ICW Input Register Check—This bit

is set to 1 if the Type 2 Scanner has detected a parity

error in the ICW input register; otherwise, it is set to

0.

Byte 1, bit 0: ICW Work Register Check—This bit

is set to 1 if the Type 2 Scanner has detected a parity

error in the ICW work register; otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 1, bit 1: Priority Register Available

Check—This bit is set to 1 if the Type 2 Scanner has

detected even parity on one of the four priority regis-

ter available lines; otherwise, it is set to 0. These four

lines from the attachment base are parity-checked in

the Type 2 Scanner.

Byte 1, bit 2: CCU Outbus Check—This bit is set

to 1 if the Type 2 Scanner has detected even parity on

the CCU Outbus. Otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 1, bit 3: Line Address Bus Check—This bit is

set to 1 if the Type 2 Scanner has detected a scanner

buffer address register bus parity error during program

addressing (refer to the Program Addressing section

in Chapter 7); otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 1, bits 4-7: These bits are 0.

Input X'44' (ICW Input Register-Bits 0-15)

This instruction determines the state of the 'secondary

control field' (SCF) and the 'parallel data field' (PDF) in

the ICW that is set in the ICW input register. The interface

address in the ABAR selects the proper scanner. When this

instruction is executed, the contents of the ICW input regis-

ter, bit positions 0-15, are placed in the register specified by

the R field. Refer to I/O Programming Considerations for

conditions that set the ICW input register. The Interface

Control Word Format and the SDLC sections of Chapter 7

describe the SCF and PDF fields and their bit definitions.

Input X'45' (ICW Input Register-Bits 16-31)

This instruction determines the state of the LCD and PCF

fields and SDF bits 0-7 of the ICW that is set in the ICW

input register. The interface address in the ABAR selects

the proper scanner. When this instruction is executed, the

contents of the ICW input register bit positions 1 6-3 1 are

placed in the register specified by the R field. Refer to I/O

Programming Considerations in Chapter 7 for conditions

that set the ICW input register. The LCD, PCF, and SDF

fields and bit definitions are described in the Interface

Control Word Format and the SDLC sections of Chapter 7.
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Programming Note

This input does not contain the complete serial data

field. Only bits 0-7 of the field are available with this

input. The remainder of the SDF (bits 8-9) are ac-

cessed by the Input X'47' instruction.

Input X'46' (Display Register)

This instruction determines the state of the display register

in the Type 2 Scanner selected by the interface address in

ABAR. When this instruction is executed, the contents of

the Type 2 Scanner display register are placed in the register

specified by the R field.

The hardware, because of the display request

(ICW bit 38), can cause status information for a par-

ticular interface to be placed into the Type 2 Scanner

display register when the interface is scanned. Input

X'46' can then be used to examine this status informa-

tion. Refer to Output X'43', which must be used to

set/reset the display request bit in the ICW.
Before accessing the display register with an Input

X'46', the program must ensure that enough time has

elapsed to guarantee that the interface has been scan-

ned at least once after it set the display request bit in

the ICW.

Byte 0, bit 0: Clear To Send—This bit is set to 1 if

the 'clear to send' line from the modem is on, or if the

diagnostic wrap forces 'clear to send' on; otherwise, it

is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 1: Ring Indicator—This bit is set to 1 if

the 'ring indicator' line from the modem is on; other-

wise, it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 2: Data Set Ready—This bit is set to 1

if the 'data set ready' line from the modem is on, or if

the diagnostic wrap forces 'data set ready' on; other-

wise, it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 3: Receive Line Signal Detector—This

bit is set to 1 if the 'receive line signal detected' line

from the modem is on, or if the diagnostic wrap state

forces 'receive line signal detected' on; otherwise, it is

set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 4: Receive Data Bit Buffer—This bit is

set to 1 if the line interface receive data buffer con-

tains a mark (1). If the buffer contains a space (0),

this bit is set to 0.

Type 2 Communication Scanner

Byte G, bit 5 : Diagnostic Wrap Mode—This bit is

set to 1 if the line interface is in diagnostic wrap state;

otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 6: Bit Service Request—This bit is set

to 1 if the line interface 'bit service request' is on;

otherwise, it is set to 0. Normally, bit service must be

on before the Type 2 Scanner can access the line asso-

ciated with the interface address or initiate transmit or

receive operations.

Byte 0, bit 7: This bit is 0.

Byte 1, bits 0- 7: These bits are 0.

Autocall Interface Bits for Input X'46'

Byte 0, bit 0: Abandon Call and Retry—This bit is

set to 1 if the autocall unit 'abandon call and retry'

(ACR) is active; otherwise it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 1: Present Next Digit—This bit is set to

1 if the autocall unit 'present next digit' (PND) is ac-

tive; otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 2: Data Line Occupied—This bit is set

to 1 if the autocall unit 'data line occupied' (DLO) is

active; otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 3: Power Indicator—This bit is set to 1

if the autocall unit 'power indicator' (PWI) is active;

otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 4: This bit is 0.

Byte 0, bit 5: Call Originating Status—This bit is

set to 1 if the autocall unit 'call originating status'

(COS) is active; otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 6: Bit Service Request—This bit is the

same as for line interface.

Byte 0, bit 7: This bit is 0.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: These bits are 0.

Input X'47' (ICW Input Register-Bits 3245)
This instruction determines the state of SDF bits 8-9, the

ones counter (SDLC), the last line state bit (SDLC), the dis-

play request bit, the L2 interrupt pending bit, priority bits

1-2, and the NRZI control bit (SDLC). The interface
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address in the ABAR selects the proper scanner and associ-

ated ICW. When this instruction is executed, the contents of

the ICW input register, bit positions 32 through 45 , are

placed in the register specified by the R operand. Byte 0,

bit 7 and byte 1 , bits 0, 6, and 7 are set to 0. See I/O Pro-

gramming Considerations in Chapter 7 for conditions that

cause the ICW input register to be set. For an interpretation

of these bits, see the Interface Control Word Format and

SDLC sections in Chapter 7.

Type 2 Scanner Output Instructions

Output X'40' (Interface Address)

This instruction sets an interface address in the attachment

buffer address register (ABAR) of the Type 2 Attachment

Base. When this instruction is executed, byte 0, bit 6

through byte 1 , bit 6 in the register specified by the R
operand are placed in the ABAR.

The interface address, placed in ABAR, selects

the Type 2 Scanner and the ICW associated with that

address. When accessed, the ICW is placed in the

ICW work register by the scanner hardware. If Out-

put X'40' is executed in program levels 3 or 4, the

contents of the ICW work register are placed in the

ICW input register where they are available for access

by Inputs X'44', X'45', and X'47'.

Output X'41' (Address Substitution Control)

This instruction sets the substitution control register in the

Type 2 Attachment Base. See Address Substitution in

Chapter 7 for a description and coding of the substitution

control bits.

Execution of Output X'41' causes byte 1, bits 2-5

from the register specified by R to be placed into the

substitution control register.

Programming Note

If address substitution is not used, Output X'41' must

be executed with byte 1, bits 2-5 off in the register

specified by R.

Output X'42' (Scan Limit Control)

This instruction sets the 'scan limit' in the selected Type 2

Scanner. At least one Output X'42' must be executed for

each Type 2 Scanner available. The scanner selected is

determined by the interface address in the attachment

buffer address register (ABAR) of the Attachment Base at

the time of execution.

When this instruction is executed, byte 1 , bits 6

and 7 in the register specified by the R operand are

placed in the 'scan limit' latches of the scanner.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bits 0-5: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: Scan Limit Select Bits 0 and

1—These bits are set as follows to indicate the desired

scan limit for each Type 2 Scanner.

Bit Scan

6 7 Limit

0 1 8

1 1 16

1 0 48

0 0 96

Output X'43' (Control)

This instruction sets or resets various control functions in a

Type 2 Scanner. The Type 2 Scanner is selected by the inter-

face address in the attachment buffer address register (ABAR)

of the Attachment Base. When this instruction is executed,

the bit configuration in the register specified by the R field

determines which control functions are set or reset,

Byte 0, bit 0: Set Function—A 1 in this position

causes the functions of byte 0, bits 2-7 and byte 1, bits

0-7 of this output to be set when the corresponding bit

is 1. This bit should not be 1 if byte 0, bit 1 is 1.

Byte 0, bit 1: Reset Function—A 1 in this position

causes the functions of byte 0, bits 2-7 and byte 1, bits

0-7 of this output to be reset when the corresponding

bit is 1. This bit should not be 1 if byte 0, bit 0 is 1.

Byte 0, bit 2: Display Request—A 1 in this posi-

tion causes the display request (ICW bit 38) to be set

or reset according to byte 0, bits 0 and 1

.

Byte 0, bits 3-6: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 7: Disable LIB Position 1—A 1 in this

position causes LIB position 1 of the addressed scan-

ner to be disabled or enabled. When this bit is on and

byte 0, bit 0 (set function) is on, the LIB position is

disabled. When this bit is on and byte 0, bit 1 (reset

function) is on, the LIB position is enabled.

Byte 1, bit 0: Disable LIB Position 2—This bit is

associated with LIB position 2 and functions the same

as byte 0, bit 7.
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Byte 1, bit 1: Disable LIB Position 3—This bit is

associated with LIB position 3 and functions the same

as byte 0, bit 7.

Byte 1, bit 2: Disable LIB Position 4—This bit is

associated with LIB position 4 and functions the same

as byte 0, bit 7.

Byte 1, bit 3: Disable LIB Position 5—This bit is

associated with LIB position 5 and functions the same

as byte 0, bit 7. This bit should be set for a Type 2

Scanner- 1.

Byte 1, bit 4: Disable LIB Position 6—This bit is

associated with LIB position 6 and functions the same

as byte 0, bit 7. This bit should be set for a Type 2

Scanner- 1.

Byte I, bit 5: Type 2 Scanner Level 1

Request—This bit is for diagnostic purposes. A 1 in

this position along with the set function (byte 0, bit 0)

causes a level 1 interrupt request and sets the follow-

ing check latches.

• LIB positions 1-6 Bit Clock Checks.

LIB Select Check.

• ICW Input Register check.

ICW Work Register check.

• Priority Register Available check.

CCU Outbus check.

. LINEADDBUS check.

A 1 in this position along with the reset function

(byte 0, bit 1 ) resets the level 1 interrupt request and

resets the above check latches.

Byte 1, bit 6: Disable Interrupt Requests—This bit

is for diagnostic purposes. A 1 in this position along

with the set function (byte 0, bit 0) sets the

'power-on-reset' latch and resets the scanners and

LIBs. A 1 in this position along with the reset func-

tion (byte 0, bit 1 ) resets the 'power-on-reset' latch,

thereby ending the reset state.

Programming Note

During any 'power-on' sequence, the POR latch is set

in each Type 2 Scanner. The program must reset this

latch with an Output X'43' instruction for each Type 2

Scanner before the scanner can be initialized. Also, a

minimum of two scan periods (307.2 microseconds) is

required between setting and resetting this bit to en-

sure completion of the reset function.

Byte 1, bit 7: This bit is unused.

Type 2 Communication Scanner

Output X'44' (ICW Bits 0-15)

This instruction resets secondary control field (SCF) bits 0-3

and 5 (bit 5 is for SDLC use only), and sets or resets bits

6-7 of the SCF. It is also used to set or reset the parallel

data field (PDF). The PDF field is used as a character buffer.

The interface address in the attachment buffer address regis-

ter (ABAR), located in the Type 2 Attachment Base, selects

the Type 2 Scanner and the ICW associated with this address.

When this instruction is executed, the bit configu-

rations in the register specified by the R field deter-

mine what bits are to be set, reset, or left unchanged in

ICW bits 0-3 and 5-15. Refer to the Secondary Con-

trol Field of the ICW (in Chapter 7) for a description

of SCF bits (byte 0, bits 0-7). See ICW Format for

the PDF as it relates to various LCD states. See the

SDLC section of Chapter 7 for Synchronous Data

Link Control descriptions of the SCF bits.

Byte 0, bit 0: When this bit is a 1, ICW bit 0 (stop

bit check, receive break, or SDLC abort) is reset to 0;

otherwise, it is unchanged.

Byte 0, bit 1: When this bit is a 1, ICW bit 1

(service request) is reset to 0; otherwise, it is un-

changed.

Byte 0, bit 2: If this bit is a 1, ICW bit 2 (character

overrun/underrun) is reset to 0; otherwise, it is un-

changed.

Byte 0, bit 3: If this bit is a 1, ICW bit 3 (modem
check) is reset to 0; otherwise, it is unchanged.

Byte 0, bit 4: This bit is unused.

Byte 0, bit 5: If this bit is a 1, ICW bit 5 (SDLC
flag detection/disable zero-insert remembrance) is

reset to 0; otherwise, it is unchanged.

Byte 0, bit 6: If this bit is a 1, ICW bit 6 (program

flag) is set to 1; otherwise, it is reset to 0.

Byte 0, bit 7: If this bit is a 1, ICW bit 7 (pad flag

or SDLC disable zero-insert control) is set to 1 ; other-

wise, it is reset to 0.

Byte 1, bits 0- 7: The settings of these bits are

placed into the ICW bit positions 8-15 (PDF bits 0-7).
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Output X'45' (ICW Bits 16-23)

This instruction sets the bits of the line control definer (LCD)

and the primary control field (PCF) in the ICW. When this

instruction is executed, byte 1 , bits 0-7 in the register speci-

fied by the R field are placed in the LCD and PCF fields. The

interface address in the ABAR at execution time selects the

proper scanner and the associated ICW. For a detailed

description of these bits, see the Interface Control Word

Format section in Chapter 7. For a description of these

bits when used for SDLC, refer to the SDLC section of

Chapter 7.

Byte 0, bits 0- 7: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bits 0-3: The settings of these bits are

placed into the ICW bit positions 16-19 (LCD bits

0-3).

Byte 1, bits 4-7: The settings of these bits are

placed into the ICW bit positions 20-23 (PCF bits

0-3).

Output X'46' (ICW Bits 24-33)

This instruction sets the bits of the serial data field (SDF) in

the ICW. When this instruction is executed, byte 0, bits 6-7

and byte 1 , bits 0-7 in the register specified by the R field

are placed in the SDF of the ICW. The interface address in

the ABAR at execution time selects the proper scanner and

the associated ICW. For a detailed description of these bits,

see the Interface Control Word Format section in Chapter 7.

Byte 0, bit 0: NRZI Control (SDLC only)—The

setting of this bit is placed into ICW bit position 44,

which is used by SDLC to control the mode of data

transmission. See the SDLC section of Chapter 7 for

a description of NRZI mode.

Byte 0, bits 1-5: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bits 6- 7: The settings of these bits are

placed into the ICW bit positions 24-25 (SDF bits 0

and 1).

Byte I, bits 0- 7: The settings of these bits are

placed into the ICW bit positions 26-33 (SDF bits

2-9).

Output X'47' (ICW Bits 34-37 and 39-43)

This instruction sets the state of ICW bits 34-37 and

39-43. Execution of this instruction places bits from

the register specified by R into the appropriate ICW
bit positions. The interface address in the ABAR at

execution time selects the proper scanner and the asso-

ciated ICW. For a detailed description of these bits,

see the Interface Control Word Format section in

Chapter 7. For a description of these bits when used

for SDLC, refer to the SDLC section of Chapter 7.

Byte 0, bits 0-5: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 6: Ones Counter 0—The setting of this

bit is placed in ICW bit position 34. ICW bit positions

34-36 form the SDLC ones counter.

Byte 0, bit 7: Ones Counter 1—The setting of this

bit is placed in ICW bit position 35.

Byte 1, bit 0: Ones Counter 2—The setting of this

bit is placed in ICW bit position 36.

Byte 1, bit 1: Last Line State (SDLC)—This bit is

set by hardware, but it can be set and reset by this

output.

Byte 1, bit 2: This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bits 3-4: The settings of these bits are

placed into the ICW bit positions 39-40. (These bits

are reserved and should be 0.)

Byte 1, bit 5: L2 Interrupt Pending—A 1 in this

position sets ICW bit 41, which forces an interrupt for

a particular interface without requiring the interface to

have a service request set. A 0 leaves the ICW bit

unchanged.

Byte 1, bits 6- 7: The settings of these bits are

placed into the ICW bit positions 42-43 (priority bits 1

and 2).
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Type 3 and Type 3HS Scanner Input Instructions

Input X'40' (Interface Address)

This instruction obtains the line interface address from the

ABAR in the attachment base. Conditions that set the

ABAR are described in the I/O Programming Considerations

section in Chapter 8. When this instruction is executed, the

interface address from the ABAR is placed in byte 0, bit 6

through byte 1 , bit 6 of the register specified by the R oper-

and. Byte 0, bit 4 is always set to 1 . The other register bit

positions are set to 0.

Input X'41' (High Speed Select)

Type 3 Communication Seamier: This instruction deter-

mines the setting of the high speed select register. The

contents of this register are placed in the register specified

by the R field. Refer to Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner

Addressing in Chapter 8 for the meanings of the high speed

select bits.

Type 3HS Communication Scanner: This instruction ob-

tains ICW bits 17.0 and 17.1 from byte 1, bits 0 and 1 of a

selected general register. Bits 17.0 and 17.1 of the ICW are

an extension of the ICW controls field. These bits increase

the number of elements in the PDF array from 8 to 16.

ICW bits 17.0 and 12.0-12.3 represent, respectively, cycle

steal PDF array pointer weights of 16, 8, 4, 2, and 1. ICW
bits 17.1 and 12.4-12.7 represent, respectively, PDF array

pointer weights of 16, 8, 4, 2, and 1. An Input X'41'

instruction must be preceded by an Output X'40'

instruction to obtain the contents of the ICW.

Input X'42' (DBAR/Check Register 0)

This instruction determines the state of check register 0, the

diagnostic buffer address register (DBAR) and the upper

scan limit bits. The contents of these registers and bits are

placed in the register specified by the R field. For a Type

3HS scanner, byte 1 , bits 6 and 7 are insignificant and

unpredictable.

Input X'43' (Check Register 1)

This instruction obtains the status of the check register 1 in

the scanner. Since there can be up to four Type 3 scanners,

the check register selected is determined by the interface

address in the ABAR at the time of instruction execution.

When this instruction is executed, the check register bits

are placed in the register specified by the R field.

Programming Note

If any of the check register bits in the scanner are set to 1

,

the Type 3 Scanner LI interrupt request is set.

Byte 0, bit 0: LIB 1 Bit Clock Check-This bit is set to 1 if

a LIB position 1 bit clock control check is detected by the

Type 3 Scanner; otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 1: LIB 2 Bit Clock Check-Same as above.

Byte 0, bit 2: LIB 3 Bit Clock Check-Same as above.

Byte 0, bit 3; LIB 4 Bit Clock Check-Same as above.

Byte 0, bits 4 and 5: These bits are 0.

Byte 0, bit 6: LIB Select Check—This bit is set to 1 if more

than one LIB was selected or more than one line (or no line)

was accessed on the selected LIB, or a line was accessed on

a LIB that was not selected.

Byte 0, bit 7: ICW Input Register Check-This bit is set to

1 if the Type 3 Scanner has detected a parity error in the

ICW input register; otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 1, bit 0: ICW Work Register Check 1 -This bit is set

to 1 if the Type 3 Scanner has detected a parity error in

the ICW work register; otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 1, bit 1: Priority Register Available Check-This bit is

set to 1 if the Type 3 Scanner has detected even parity on

one of the four priority register available lines; otherwise, it

is set to 0. These four lines from the attachment base are

parity-checked in the Type 3 Scanner.

Byte 1, bit 2: CCU Outbus Check-This bit is set to 1 if the

Type 3 Scanner has detected even parity on the CCU Outbus.

Otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 1, bit 3: Line Address Bus Check-This bit is set to 1 if

the Type 3 Scanner has detected a scanner buffer address

register bus parity error during program addressing (refer to

the Program Addressing section in Chapter 8); otherwise, it

is set to 0.

Byte 1, bit 4: Bad Inbound CS Data-This bit is set to 1 if

the CCU detects a parity check on the data being transferred

to storage via a cycle steal operation.

Byte 1, bit 5: CSAR Check-This bit is set to 1 if the CCU
detects an even parity check in the CS address register.

Byte 1, bit 6: Address Exception-This bit is set to 1 if the

CCU detects that the address in the CSAR exceeds the CCU
storage size . The bit is set to 0 if byte 1 , bit 5 is 1

.

Byte 1, bit 7: ICW Work Register 0 Check-This bit is set

to 1 if the CCU detects an even parity check from the ICW
work register for byte 0 or 14.
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Input X'44' (ICW Byte 0 and PDF Array)

This instruction determines the state of the secondary con-

trol field (SCF) and the parallel data field (PDF) from the

PDF array. The interface address in the ABAR selects the

proper scanner. When this instruction is executed, the con-

tents of the ICW input register, byte 0, and the PDF input

register are placed in the register specified by the R field.

Refer to I/O Programming Considerations in Chapter 8 for

conditions that set the ICW input register. The Interface

Control Word Format section of Chapter 8 describes the

SCF and PDF fields and their bit definitions.

Input X'45' (ICW Bytes 2 and 3)

This instruction may be used to determine the state of the

LCD, basic PCF, and SDF fields of the ICW that is set in

the ICW input register. The interface address in the ABAR
selects the proper scanner. When this instruction is executed

the contents of the ICW input register bit positions bytes 2

(LCD, PCF) and 3 (SDF) are placed in the register specified

by the R field. Refer to I/O Programming Considerations in

Chapter 8 for conditions that set the ICW input register.

The LCD, PCF, and SDF fields and bit definitions are

described in the Interface Control Word Format section of

Chapter 8.

Programming Note

This input instruction does not contain the complete serial

data field. Only bits 0-7 of the field are available with this

input. The remainder of the SDF (bits 8-9) is accessed by

the Input X'47' instruction.

Input X'46' (Display Register)

This instruction may be used to determine the state of the

display register in the Type 3 Scanner selected by the inter-

face address in ABAR. When this instruction is executed,

the contents of the scanner display register are placed in

the register specified by the R field.

The hardware, because of the display request (ICW bit

4.6), can cause status information for a particular interface

to be placed into the Type 3 Scanner display register when

the interface is scanned. Input X'46' can then be used to

examine this status information. Refer to Output X'43',

which must be used to set/reset the display request bit in

the ICW.

Before accessing the display register with an Input

X'46', the program must ensure that enough time has

elapsed to guarantee that the interface has been scanned at

least once after it set the display request bit in the ICW.

Line Interface Bits for Input X'46'

Byte 0, bit 0: Clear to Send-This bit is set to 1 if the

'clear to send' line from the modem is on, or if the diag-

nostic wrap forces 'clear to send' on; otherwise, it is set

toO.

Byte 0, bit 1: Ring Indicator-This bit is set to 1 if the

Ving indicator' line from the modem is on; otherwise, it

is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 2: Data Set Ready-This bit is set to 1 if the

'data set ready' line from the modem is on, or if the diag-

nostic wrap forces 'data set ready' on; otherwise, it is

set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 3: Receive Line Signal Detector-This bit is

set to 1 if the 'receive line signal detected' line from the

modem is on, or if the diagnostic wrap state forces

'receive line signal detected' on; otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 4: Receive Data Bit Buffer-This bit is set to 1

if the line interface receive data buffer contains a mark (1).

If the buffer contains a space (0), this bit is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 5: Diagnostic Wrap Mode—This bit is set to 1

if the line interface is in diagnostic wrap state; otherwise,

it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 6: Bit Service Request-This bit is set to 1 if

the line interface 'bit service request' is on; otherwise, it is

set to 0. Normally, bit service must be on before the Type 3

Scanner can access the line associated with the interface

address or initiate transmit or receive operations.

Byte 0, bit 7: ICW Test Mode-This bit is set to 1 if the

diagnostic mode latch is set by an Output X'43' instruction

or by an TCW and array reset.'

Byte 1, bits 0-7: These bits are 0.

Autocall Interface Bits for Input X'46'

Byte 0, bit 0: Abandon Call and Retry—This bit is set to 1

if the autocall unit 'abandon call and retry' (ACR) is active;

otherwise it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 1: Present Next Digit-This bit is set to 1 if the

autocall unit 'present next digit' (PND) is active; otherwise,

it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 2: Data Line Occupied-This bit is set to 1 if the

autocall unit 'data line occupied' (DLO) is active; otherwise,

it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 3: Power Indicator-This bit is set to 1 if the

autocall unit 'power indicator' (PWI) is active; otherwise, it

is set to 0.
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Byte 0, bit 4: This bit is 0.
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if the autocall unit 'call originating status' (COS) is active;

otherwise, it is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 6: Bit Service Request—This bit is the same as

for line interface.

Byte 0, bit 7: ICW Test Mode-This bit is the same as for a

line interface.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: These bits are 0.

Input X'47* (ICW Bytes 4 and 5)

This instruction is used to determine the state of the bits of

ICW bytes 4 and 5: SDF bits 8 and 9, interval timer/ones

counter, timeout control/last line state, display request,

level 2 interrupt pending, priority select 1 and 2, transparent

text/NRZI control, diagnostic 1 and 2, and external modem
check bits. The interface address in the ABAR selects the

proper scanner and the associated ICW. This instruction

places the contents of the ICW input register, bytes 4 and 5,

in the register specified by the R field. See I/O Programming

Considerations in Chapter 8 for conditions that cause the

ICW input register to be set. For an interpretation of these

bits, see Interface Control Word Format in Chapter 8.

Input X'48' (ICW Bytes 6 and 7)

This instruction is used to determine (1) the contents of the

cycle steal byte count and cycle steal extended address bits

X.4, X.5, X.6 and X.7, (2) the setting of the cycle steal con-

trol bits, and (3) whether ETB, ETX, or ENQ characters are

present in data. This instruction places the contents of ICW
input register bytes 6 and 7 in the register specified by the

R field.

Input X'49' (ICW Bytes 8 and 9)

This instruction is used to determine the contents of the

cycle steal address register (CSAR). The instruction places

the contents of ICW input register bytes 8 and 9 in the reg-

ister specified by the R field.

Input X'4A' (ICW Bytes 10 and 11)

This instruction is used to determine the contents of the old

block check characters (BCC). The instruction places the

contents of ICW input register bytes 10 and 1 1 , containing

the 16-bit accumulation for SDLC or BSC data, in the reg-

ister specified by the R field.

Input X'4B' (ICW Byte 16)

This instruction is used to determine the state of the

extended PCF and the new sync, data terminal ready, and

OLT diagnostic bits. The instruction places the contents of

ICW input register byte 16 in the register specified by the R
field.

Type 3 and Type 3HS Communication Scanners

Input X'4C (PDF Array Bits 0-10)

This instruction is used to determine the contents of bits

0-10 of the PDF currently selected by the PDF array pointer

(ICW bits 12.4-12.7). The instruction places the contents of

the PDF input register (previously loaded from the PDF) in

the register specified by the R field. Refer to PDFArray

Format in Chapter 8 for the meanings of the PDF array bits.

Input X'4E' (ICW Bytes 12 and 13)

This instruction \s used to determine the PDF array address

pointed to by the cycle steal PDF array pointer and the PDF
array pointer, and to determine the state of the sequence 0,

1, and 2, RTS turnaround control, and cycle steal message

counter bits. The interface address in the ABAR selects the

proper scanner and the associated ICW. The instruction

places the contents of the ICW input register bytes 12 and

13 in the register specified by the R field. For ICW con-

trols extended (ICW bits 17.0 and 17.1), used for Type
3HS Scanner operations, refer to Input X'41 ' (High Speed
Select) earlier in Appendix C.

Byte 0, bits 0-3: Cycle Steal PDF Array Pointer-These bits

contain the address of the current PDF from which or to

which data is being transferred via cycle steal operation.

Byte 0, bits 4-7: PDF Array Pointer-These bits contain the

address of the current PDF from which or to which data is

being transferred by the control program.

Byte 1, bits 0-1: Sequence 0 and 1—These bits are used by
the scanner in determining the appropriate action to perform

upon receiving or transmitting BSC and SDLC control

sequences within message data.

Byte 1, bit 2: Request-to-Send Turnaround Control-This

bit is set or reset by the control program to determine

whether the RTS lead in the modem interface is to remain

active or be deactivated when a line turnaround from trans-

mit state to receive state occurs.

Byte 1, bit 3: Sequence 2—This bit is used by the scanner

(1) in determining the action to take upon receiving an

SDLC flag character under certain conditions, or (2) to indi-

cate that character phase has been entered, for a BSC line.

Byte 1, bits 4-5: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: Message Counter—These bits are used by
the Type 3 Scanner in keeping track of multiple SDLC mes-

sages that may be queued in the PDF array during a receive

operation.
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Type 3 and Type 3HS Communication Scanner

Input X'4F' (ICW Bytes 14 and 15)

This instruction is used to determine the state of the status

exception and BSC/SDLC control status fields of the ICW.

Refer to Interface Control Word Format in Chapter 8 for the

meanings of the bits of these fields. The instruction places

the contents of the ICW input register bytes 14 and 15 in

the register specified by the R field.

J
Type 3 and Type 3HS Scanner Output Instructions

Output X'40' (Interface Address)

This instruction is used to set an interface address in the

attachment buffer address register (ABAR) of the Type 2

Attachment Base. When this instruction is executed, byte 0,

bit 6 through byte 1 , bit 6 in the register specified by the R
operand are placed in the ABAR.

The interface address, placed in ABAR, selects the Type 3

Scanner and the ICW associated with that address. When

accessed, the ICW is placed in the ICW work register by the

scanner hardware. If Output X'40' is executed in program

levels 3 or 4, the contents of the ICW work register are

placed in the ICW input register where they are available for

access by Inputs X'44', X'45', and X'47'.

Output X'41' (Scan Substitution Control)

This instruction must be used to set the substitution control

register in the Type 2 Attachment Base. See Address Sub-

stitution in Chapter 8 for a description and coding of the

substitution control bits.

Execution of Output X'4F causes byte 1, bits 2-5 from

the register specified by R to be placed into the substitution

control register.

Programming Notes:

1. If the Type 3HS Communication Scanner is used,

Output X'41' must be executed with byte 1, bits 2-5

off in the register specified by R. Byte 0, bits 0 - 7 and

byte 1, bits 0, 1, 6, and 7 of the Output X'4E' register

are ignored.

2. If address substitution is not used for a Type 3 Com-

munication Scanner, Output X'41' must be executed

with byte 1 , bits 2-5 off in the register specified by R.

Output X'42' (DBAR/Scan Limit Control)

This instruction must be used to set the diagnostic buffer

address register (DBAR) and the scan limit in the selected

Type 3 Scanner. At least one Output X'42' must be exe-

cuted for each Type 3 Scanner available. The scanner

selected is determined by the interface address in the attach-

ment buffer address register (ABAR) of the Attachment

Base at the time of execution.

When this instruction is executed, byte 0, bits 1-5 of the

register specified by the R field are placed in the DBAR, and

byte 1, bits 6 and 7 of that register are placed in the scan

limit latches of the scanner. (See Not under Byte 1,

bits 6-7).

Byte 0, bits 0-7: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bits 0-5: DBAR bits-These bits (0-5) are placed in

bit positions 5-0, respectively, of the DBAR.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: Scan Limit Select Bits 0 and 1-These bits

are set as follows to indicate the desired scan limit for each

Type 3 Scanner (see note).

Bit Scan

6 7 Limit

0 1 8

1 1 16

1 0 48

0 0 96

Note: Scan limit control is not used by the Type 3HS

Communication Scanner. Byte 1 , bits 6 and 7 have no

effect on Type 3HS scanner operations and should be

set off when Output X'42' is executed.

Output X'43' (Control)

This instruction may be executed to set or reset various con-

trol functions in a Type 3 Scanner. The Type 3 Scanner is

selected by the interface address in the attachment buffer

address register (ABAR) of the Attachment Base. When this

instruction is executed, the bit configuration in the register

specified by the R field determines which control functions

are set or reset.

Byte 0, bit 0: Set Function—A 1 in this position causes the

functions of byte 0, bits 2-7 and byte 1 , bits 0-7 of this out-

put to be set when the corresponding bit is 1. This bit

should not be 1 if byte 0, bit 1 is 1

.

Byte 0, bit 1: Reset Function—A 1 in this position causes

the functions of byte 0, bits 2-7 and byte 1 , bits 0-7 of this

output to be reset when the corresponding bit is 1. This bit

should not be 1 if byte 0, bit 0 is 1.

Byte 0, bit 2: Display Request—A 1 in this position causes

the display request (ICW bit 4.6) to be set or reset according

to byte 0, bits 0 and 1.

Byte 0, bits 3-5: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 6: Diagnostic Test Mode-A 1 in this position

sets the diagnostic latch of the scanner.
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Type 3 and Type 3HS Communication Scanners

Byte 0, bit 7: Disable/Enable LIB Position-A 1 in this posi-

tion causes LIB position 1 of the addressed scanner to be

disabled or enabled. When this bit is on and byte 0, bit 0

(set function) is on, the LIB position is disabled. When this

bit is on and byte 0, bit 1 (reset function) is on, the LIB

position is enabled.

Byte 1, bit 0: Disable/Enable LIB Position 2-This bit is

associated with LIB position 2 and functions the same as

byte 0,bit7.

Byte 1, bit 1: Disable/Enable LIB Position 3-This bit is

associated with LIB position 3 and functions the same as

byte 0, bit 7.

Byte 1, bit 2: Disable/Enable LIB Position 4-This bit is

associtated with LIB position 4 and functions the same as

byte 0, bit 7. This bit should be set for a Type 3 Scanner

in scanner position 1

.

Byte 1, bits 3 and 4: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bit 5: Type 3 Scanner Level 1 Request-This bit is

for diagnostic purposes. A 1 in this position along with the

set function (byte 0, bit 0) causes a level 1 interrupt request

and sets all latches in the control register.

A 1 in this position along with the reset function (byte 0,

bit 1) resets the level 1 interrupt request and resets all latches

in the control register.

Byte 1, bit 6: Disable Interrupt Requests-This bit is for

diagnostic purposes. A 1 in this position along with the set

function (byte 0, bit 0) sets the 'power-on-reset' latch and

resets the scanners and LIBs. A 1 in this position along with

the reset function (byte 0, bit 1) resets the 'power-on-reset'

latch, thereby ending the reset state.

Programming Note

During any 'power-on' sequence, the POR latch is set in

each Type 3 Scanner. The program must reset this latch

with an Output X'43' instruction for each Type 3 Scanner

before the scanner can be initialized. Also, a minimum of

one scan period (153.6 microseconds) is required between

setting and resetting this bit to ensure completion of the

reset function.

Byte 1, Bit 7: This bit is unused.

Output X'44' (ICW Bytes 0 and 1)

This instruction (1) resets secondary control field (SCF) bits

0-3 and 5 (5 is for SDLC use only), (2) sets or resets SCF

bits 6-7, (3) sets SCF bit 4, and (4) places data in the paral-

lel data field (PDF) of the selected scanner. The PDF field

is used as a character buffer. The interface address in the

ABAR selects the Type 3 Scanner and the ICW associated

with this address.

When this instruction is executed, the bit configuration in

the register specified by the R field determine which bits are

to be set, reset, or left unchanged in ICW bytes 0 and 1

.

Refer to the Secondary Control Field of the ICW in Chap-

ter 8 for a description of the SCF bits and Interface Control

Word Format in that chapter for a description of the PDF
as it relates to various LCD states.

Byte 0, bit 0: When this bit is a 1, ICW bit 0.0 (SDLC abort)

is reset to 0; otherwise, it is unchanged.

Byte 0, bit 1: When this bit is a 1, ICW bit 0.1 (normal ser-

vice request interrupt) is reset to 0; otherwise, it is

unchanged.

Byte 0, bit 2: If this bit is a 1, ICW bit 0.2 (character over-

run/underrun) is reset to 0; otherwise, it is unchanged.

Byte 0, bit 3: If this bit is a 1 , ICW bit 0.3 (modem check)

is reset to 0; otherwise, it is unchanged.

Byte 0, bit 4: If this bit is a 1 , ICW bit 0.4 (not level 2 bit)

is set to 1; otherwise, it is unchanged.

Byte 0, bit 5: If this bit is a 1 , ICW bit 0.5 (end of message)

is reset to 0; otherwise, it is unchanged.

Byte 0, bit 6: If this bit is a 1, ICW bit 0.6 (program flag) is

set to 1; otherwise, it is reset to 0.

Byte 0, bit 7: If this bit is a 1, ICW bit 0.7 (line trace active)

is set to 1; otherwise, it is reset to 0.

Byte I, bits 0-7: The settings of these bits are placed into

the ICW positions 1.0-1.7 (PDF bits 0-7).

Output X'45' (ICW Bytes 2 and 16)

This instruction is used to set the bits of the line control

definer (LCD), primary control field (PCF), and extended

PCF of the ICW, and the new sync, data terminal ready, and

OLT diagnostic bits of ICW byte 16. When this instruction

is executed, byte 1, bits 0-7 of the register specified by the

R field are placed in the LCD and PCF fields, byte 0, bits 0-3

of the register are placed in ICW bits 16.0-16.3, and byte 0,

bits 4-7 of the register are placed in the extended PCF (ICW
bits 16.4-16.7). The interface address in the ABAR selects

the proper scanner and the associated ICW. For a detailed

description of these bits, see Interface Control Word Format
in Chapter 8.
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Byte 0, bits 0-3: The settings of these bits are placed in ICW

bit positions 16.0-16.3.

Byte 0, bits 4-7: The settings of these bits are placed in ICW

bit positions 16.4-16.7 (extended PCF).

Byte 1, bits 0-3: The settings of these bits are placed in ICW

bit positions 2.0-2.3 (LCD).

Byte 1, bits 4-7: The settings of these bits are placed in ICW

bit positions 2.4-2.7 (PCF).

Output X'46' (ICW Bits 3.0-4.1)

This instruction is used to set the bits of the serial data field

(SDF) of the ICW and indirectly to set or reset bits 5.4-5.7

of the ICW via a set mode operation subsequently executed

by the scanner. When this instruction is executed, byte 0,

bits 6-7 and byte 1 , bits 0-7 of the register specified by the

R field are placed in the SDF. Byte 0, bits 0-3 of the register

are placed in ICW bit positions 3.0, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.6, respec-

tively. The interface address in the ABAR at execution time

selects the proper scanner and the associated ICW. For a

detailed description of these bits, see Interface Control Word

Format in Chapter 8.

Byte 0, bits 0-3: The settings of these bits are placed in ICW

bit positions 3.0, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.6, respectively.

Byte 0, bits 4-5: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bits 6-7: The settings of these bits are placed in ICW

bit positions 3.0-3.1, respectively (SDF bits 0 and 1).

Byte 1, bits 0-7: The settings of these bits are placed into

ICW bit positions 3.2-4.1, respectively (SDF bits 2-9).

Output X'47' (ICW Bits 4.2-4.5, 4.7-5.3)

This instruction sets the state of ICW bits 4.2-4.5 and 4.7-

5.3. Execution of this instruction places bits from the reg-

ister specified by the R field into the corresponding ICW bit

positions. The interface address in the ABAR at execution

time selects the proper scanner and the associated ICW. For

a description of these bits, see Interface Control Word

Format in Chapter 8.

Byte 0, bits 0-5: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bits 6-7, byte 1, bit 0: Ones Counter/Interval Timer

Bits 0, 1, and 2-The settings of these bits are placed in ICW

bit positions 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, respectively.

Byte 1, bit 1: Last Line State/Timeout Control-This bit is

set by the scanner hardware, but it can be set and reset by

this instruction.

Byte 1, bit 2: This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bits 3-4: Ones Counter/Interval Timer Bits 3 and 4-

The settings of these bits are placed in ICW bit positions 4.7

and 5.0, respectively.

Byte 1, bit 5: Level 2 interrupt Pending-A 1 in this bit

position sets ICW bit 5 .1 , which forces an interrupt for a

particular interface without requiring the interface to have

a service request set. A 0 in this bit position leaves the ICW

bit unchanged.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: Priority Select Bits 1 and 2-The settings of

these bits are placed into ICW bit positions 5.2-5.3,

respectively.

Output X'48' (ICW Bytes 6 and 7)

This instruction sets the bits of the cycle steal address, cycle

steal control and cycle steal byte count fields. When this

instruction is executed, bytes 0 and 1 of the register speci-

fied by the R field are placed in bytes 6 and 7, respectively,

of the ICW. The interface address in the ABAR at execution

time selects the proper scanner and the associated ICW.

Byte 0, bit 0: Cycle Steal Address bit X.4.

Byte 0, bit 1: Cycle Steal Address bit X.5.

Byte 0, bit 2: Cycle Steal Address bit X.6.

Byte 0, bit 3: Cycle Steal Address bit X.7.

Byte 0, bit 4: This bit is 0.

Byte 0, bit 5: Cycle Steal Valid-This bit is set to 1 to allow

a cycle steal operation.

Byte 0, bit 6: Data Chain Flag-This bit is set to 1 to indi-

cate data chaining.
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Byte 0, bit 7: Message chain flag—This bit is set to 1 to

indicate message chaining.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: Cycle Steal Byte Count-These bits contain

the byte count for the cycle steal operation.

Output X'49' (ICW Bytes 8 and 9)

This instruction places into the CSAR (ICW bytes 8 and 9)
the storage address of the first data byte to be stored or

accessed by a cycle steal operation. The storage address is

obtained by combining the extended addressing bits (ICW
bits 6.0-6.3) and the bits of the CSAR.

Output X'4A' (ICW Bytes 10 and 11)

This instruction sets the contents of the block check char-

acters (BCC) in ICW bytes 10 and 1 1 . This is not a normal
action used by the control program, because the scanner

hardware accumulates the BCC as it accesses or stores data.

The interface address in the ABAR at execution selects the

proper scanner and the associated ICW.

Output X'4C (ICW Byte 1)

This instruction loads the PDF array with the 1 1-bit data

from the register specified by the R field. The PDF pointer

is not changed by this instruction. The interface address in

the ABAR at execution time selects the proper scanner and
the associated ICW. For a description of the PDF bits, see

PDFArray Format in Chapter 8.

Output X'4D' (ICW Byte 1)

This instruction loads the cycle steal PDFs with two data

bytes from the register specified by the R field. The line

address in the ABAR selects the proper scanner and the

associated ICW and PDF array for the line interface. The
cycle steal pointer selects one of the eight PDFs in the PDF
array. Execution of this instruction causes the cycle steal

PDF array pointer (ICW bits 12.0-12.3) to be incremented
by two.

Output X'4E' (ICW Bytes 12, 13, and 17)

This instruction sets the contents of the ICW control bytes

(12, 13, and 17) from the register specified by the R field.

The interface address in the ABAR at execution time

selects the proper scanner and the associated ICW, (See

Note under "Byte 1 , bits 4-5"). For a detailed description

of these bits, see Interface Control Word Format in

Chapter 8.

Type 3 and Type 3HS Communication Scanners

Byte 0, bits 0-3: Cycle Steal PDF Array Pointer-These bits

contain the address of the current PDF from which or to

which data is being transferred via cycle steal operation.

Byte 0, bits 4-7: PDF Array Pointer-These bits contain the

address of the current PDF from which or to which data is

being transferred by the control program.

Byte 1, bits 0-1: Sequence 0 and 1-These bits are used by
the scanner in determining the appropriate action to perform

upon receiving or transmitting BSC and SDLC control

sequences within message data.

Byte 1, bit 2: Request-to-Send Turnaround Control-This

bit is set or reset by the control program to determine

whether the RTS lead in the modem interface is to remain

active or be deactivated when a line turnaround from trans-

mit state to receive state occurs.

Byte 1, bit 3: Sequence 2-This bit is used by the scanner

(1) in determining the action to take upon receiving an

SDLC flag character under certain conditions, or (2) to indi-

cate that character phase has been entered, for a BSC line.

Byte 1, bits 4-5: These bits are 0 when executing an

Output X'4E' instruction on a Type 3 Scanner (see Note).

Note: The following statements apply only to a Type 3HS
Communication Scanner.

1. ICW bits 13.4 and 17.0 are both set to "1" when
byte 1 , bit 4 of the Output X'4E' register is on.

2. ICW bits 13.5 and 17.1 are both set to "1" when
byte 1 , bit 5 of the Output X'4E' register is on.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: Message Counter-These bits are used by
the Type 3 Scanner in keeping track of multiple SDLC mes
sages that may be queued in the PDF array during a receive

operation.

Output X'4F' (ICW Bytes 14 and 15)

This instruction (1) resets ICW bits 14.0, 14.1, 14.3, 14.4,

14.6, and 14.7 from the corresponding bits of the register

specified by the R field, and (2) sets or resets ICW bits 14.2,

14.5, and 15.0-15.7 from the corresponding bits of the reg-

ister. For a detailed description of these bits, see Interface

Control Word Format in Chapter 8.
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Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapters

Type I and Type 4 CA Input Instructions

Input X'60' (Initial Selection Control)

This instruction loads the register specified by R with the

contents of the initial selection control register. The bits of

this register are normally set at the completion of initial

selection and identify the cause of a Type 1 or 4 CA initial

L3 interrupt request.

Programming Note

The control program should not execute an Input X'60'

while the channel adapter is enabled unless a Type 1 or 4 CA

Initial Selection L3 Interrupt is present. If this input instruc-

tion is executed prior to an initial selection interrupt, an

I/O parity check may occur because the data can be chang-

ing while the register is being accessed.

Byte 0, bit 0: Initial Selection Interrupt—This bit is

set by hardware and causes a Type 1 CA initial L3

interrupt request when a Start I/O command is accept-

ed by the adapter and clear initial status is presented to

the host channel. This bit is also set when a Test 1/

O

command is received for an emulation subchannel

address and a status of X'70' is returned. If this bit is

zero, the interrupt request was caused by an unusual

condition and can be further defined by the remaining

bits of this input. An Output X'62', byte 0, bit 5 or an

Output X'60' resets this bit.

Byte 0, bit 1: Interface Disconnect—This bit is set

by hardware when an interface disconnect condition

(Halt I/O command) is detected during an initial se-

lection sequence. An Output X'62', byte 0, bit 5 or an

Output X'60' resets this bit.

Byte 0, bit 2: Selective Reset—This bit is set by

hardware when a selective reset condition is detected

during an initial selection sequence. An Output X'62',

byte 0, bit 5 or an Output X'60' resets this bit.

Byte 0, bit 3: Channel Bus Out Check-This bit is set by

hardware when incorrect parity is detected in the channel

command byte during initial selection. This causes the CA
to automatically respond with Unit Check (UC) initial status.

An Output X'62', byte 0, bit 5 or an Output X'60 resets

this bit.

Byte 0, bit 4: This bit is 0.

Byte 0, bit 5: Stacked Initial Status—This bit is set

by hardware when a stacked status condition is detect-

ed during initial selection. An Output X'62', byte 0,

bit 5 or an Output X'60' resets this bit.

Byte 0, bit 6: NSC Status Byte Cleared-This bit is set to

indicate that a status byte for the native mode subchannel

(NSC) has been transferred as the initial status byte in an

initial selection. Therefore, the NSC status byte has been

cleared, and this resulted in the setting of the CA initial

level 3 interrupt request. An Output X'62', byte 0, bit 5 or

an Output X'60' resets this bit.

Byte 0, bit 7: System Reset—This bit is set by

hardware and causes a level 3 initial selection interrupt

when a system reset is detected on the channel inter-

face. An Output X'67', byte 1, bit 3 resets this bit.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: These bits are 0.

Input X'61' (Initial Selection Address and Command)

Programming Note

The control program should not execute an Input X'61'

while the channel adapter is enabled unless a CA Initial

Selection L3 Interrupt is present. If this input instruction

is executed prior to an initial selection interrupt, an I/O par-

ity check may occur because the data can be changing while

the register is being accessed.

Byte 0, bits 0- 7: Initial Selection Address—These

bits are set during an initial selection sequence and

contain the address of the line selected.

Byte 1, bits 0- 7: Initial Selection

Command—These bits are set during an initial selec-

tion sequence and contain the command as presented

to the channel adapter from the channel interface.

Input X'62' (Data/Status Control)

This input loads the register specified by R with the con-

tents of the data/status control register. The bits of this reg-

ister identify the cause of a CA data/status L3 interrupt

request.

Byte 0, bit 0: Outbound Data Transfer

Sequence—This bit indicates that the channel adapter

hardware is transferring data to the host processor

channel. The control program can set or reset this bit

with an Output X'62' instruction.
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Byte 0, bit 1: Inbound Data Transfer

Sequence—This bit indicates that the channel adapter

hardware is transferring data from the host processor

channel. The control program can set or reset this bit

with an Output X'62' instruction.

Byte 0, bit 2: ESC Final Status Transfer

Sequence—This bit indicates that the channel adapter

is transferring a 2701/2702/2703 type status byte to

the host processor channel. The control program can

set or reset this bit with an Output X'62' instruction.

Byte 0, bit 3: NSC Channel End Status Transfer

Sequence—This bit indicates that the channel adapter

is transferring NSC Channel End status to the host

processor channel. The control program can set or

reset this bit with an Output X'62' instruction.

Programming Note

If the host channel accepts the NSC Channel End
status byte, the channel adapter automatically gener-

ates a Busy initial status. This occurs in all subsequent

initial selection sequences on the native mode sub-

channel until the control program initiates an NSC
final status transfer by executing Output X'62'.

Byte 0, bit 4: NSC Final Status Transfer

Sequence—This bit indicates that the channel adapter

is tranferring final status to the host processor channel.

The control program can set or reset this bit with an
Output X'62' instruction.

Byte 0, bit 5: Channel Stop or Interface

Disconnect—This bit indicates that a channel stop or

interface disconnect was detected when the channel
adapter was in a data transfer sequence. This bit is set

by hardware and reset by an Output X'62', byte 0, bit

6.

Byte 0, bit 6: Suppress Out Monitor Interrupt—This bit is

set by hardware and causes a CA data/status L3 interrupt

request when the 'suppress out monitor' latch (see Out-

put X'67') is on and the 'suppress out' tag line drops. This

bit is reset by executing an Output X'62' instruction.

Byte 0, bit 7: Program-Requested Interrupt-This bit indi-

cates that the program has requested a CA data/status L3
interrupt by executing an Output X'67' instruction. Execu-

tion of an Output X'62' instruction with any bit combina-
tion resets this bit.

Byte 1, bit 0: Channel Bus Out Check—This bit is

set by hardware to indicate incorrect parity on the

channel interface during a Write command. This bit is

reset by an Output X'62', byte 0, bit 6.

When this check occurs, the byte with incorrect

parity is placed in the data buffer, and data transfer is

terminated. The transfer byte count (byte 1, bits 5-7)

reflects the byte that caused the check.

Byte 1, bit 1: Selective Reset-This bit is set by the CA
hardware to indicate the detection of a selective reset when
the CA was in a service transfer sequence. This bit is reset

by an Output X'62', byte 0, bit 6.

Byte 1, bit 2: Suppress Out—This bit is set to indi-

cate that the 'suppress out' tag line on the channel
interface is active.

Byte 1, bit 3: Stacked Ending Status—This bit is

set to indicate that the ending status has been stacked

by the host processor channel during a status transfer

sequence. This bit is reset by an Output X'62', byte 0,

bit 6.

Byte 1, bit 4: I/O Command Chaining—This bit

indicates command chaining when the CA is in a status

transfer sequence. This bit is reset by an Output
X'62', byte 0, bit 6.

Byte 1, bits 5-7: Transferred Byte Count Bits 0-2 (Non-EB/

Non-Cycle Steal mode)-These bits are set by the CA hard-

ware and reflect the number of bytes transferred across the

channel in the current data transfer operation or the last-

completed data transfer operation (if none is in progress).

Up to four bytes can be transferred in one data transfer

sequence.

Bit Number of Bytes

5 6 7 Transferred

0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1

0 1 0 2

0 1 1 3

1 0 0 4

Input X'63' (CA Address and ESC Status Bytes)

This instruction loads a general register with the CA line

address and the status bits for the line that were set by the

last Output X'63' instruction.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Address Byte—These bits contain

the address of the last communication line to be ser-
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viced by the channel adapter for data or status trans-

fer.

Byte 1, bit 0: ESC Attention.

Byte 1, bit 1: ESC Status Modifier.

Byte 1, bit 2: ESC Control Unit End.

Byte 1, bit 3: ESC Busy.

Byte I, bit 4: ESC Channel End.

Byte 1, bit 5: ESC Device End.

Byte I, bit 6: ESC Unit Check.

Byte 1, bit 7: ESC Unit Exception.

Input X'64' (Data Buffer Bytes 1 and 2)

This instruction loads a general register with the contents of

the data buffer bytes 1 and 2 as received from the channel

interface. It can also be used to verify the contents of the

data buffers following an Output X'63' instruction.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Data Buffer Byte 1—These bits

represent the first byte of data received from the chan-

nel during a channel Write command.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: Data Buffer Byte 2—These bits

represent the second byte of data received from the

channel during a channel Write command.

Input X'65' (Data Buffer Bytes 3 and 4)

This instruction loads a general register with the contents of

the data buffer bytes 3 and 4 as received from the channel

interface. It can also be used to verify the contents of the

data buffers following an Output X'64' instruction.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Data Buffer Byte 3—These bits

represent the third byte of data received from the

channel during a channel Write command.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: Data Buffer Byte 4—These bits

represent the fourth byte of data received from the

channel during a channel Write command.

Input X'66' (NSC Status Byte)

This instruction loads a general register with the contents of

the NSC status register. These bits reflect the status bits

loaded into the status register by the last Output X'66'

instruction. This instruction should be used only as a diag-

nostic aid.

Byte 0, bit 0: Attention

Byte 0, bit
i .

1 . Status Modifier

Byte o, bits 2-3: These bits are 0.

Byte o, bit 4: Channel End.

Byte o, bit 5: Device End.

Byte 0, bit 6: Unit Check.

Byte o, bit 7: Unit Exception.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: These bits are 0.

Input X'67' (CA Controls)

This instruction loads a general register with various kinds of

CA control information. Byte 1, bits 0-3 (check indications)

are reset by an Output X'67', byte 1, bit 2.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: These bits are set to the NSC ad-

dress for the enabled A or B interface.

Byte 1, bit 0: Channel Bus In Check—This bit

indicates that incorrect parity was detected on the

channel bus in. When this is detected, the hardware

generates good parity and causes a level 1 interrupt.

Byte 1, bit 1: In/Out Instruction Accept

Check—This bit indicates that the control program

executed an Input or Output X'60', X'61', X'62',

X'63, X'64', X'65', or X'66' instruction when the CA
was in the process of handling a data/status transfer.

Detection of this condition also causes a level 1 inter-

rupt request.

Byte 1, bit 2: CCU Outbus Check—This bit indi-

cates that the CA hardware detected incorrect parity

on the CCU outbus. When this is detected, the hard-

ware causes a level 1 interrupt request and prohibits

reselection on the channel interface until this bit is

reset.

Byte 1, bit 3: Local Store Check—This bit indi-

cates that the CA hardware detected incorrect parity

on data bytes gated out of local store. The control

program should place good parity in local store by

executing an Output X'63', X'64', or X'65' instruction.
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Byte 1, bit 4: Channel Interface Enabled—This bit indicates,

that either interface A or interface B is enabled. When no

interface is enabled, the bit is 0.

Byte 1, bit 5: NSC Address Active-Thls bit indicates that

the native subchannel has been selected and is active. The
bit is reset when the host channel accepts the final status

from the CA.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: (Type 1 CA) These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: Type 4 CA Selected-These bits indicate

which of up to four Type 4 CAs is currently selected:

00-Type 4 CA-1, 01-Type 4 CA-2, 10-Type 4 CA-3,

ll-Type4CA4.

Input X'6C (EB Mode/Cycle Steal Mode Control Register)

(Type 4 CA)
This instruction loads the contents of the channel adapter's

control character recognition latches, the EB mode /cycle

steal mode control bits, and the EB mode/cycle steal mode
byte count into the register specified by the R field.

Byte 0, bit 0: EB Mode-This bit indicates whether the CA
is in extended buffer mode (bit=l) or in non-extended

buffer mode (bit=0).

Byte 0, bits 1-4: (Type 1 CA) These bits are 0.

Byte 0, bit 1: (Type 4 CA) Cycle Steal Mode-This bit

indicates whether the Type 4 CA is in cycle steal mode
(bit=l) or in non-cycle steal mode (bit=0).

Byte 0, bits 2-3: (Type 4 CA) These bits are 0.

Byte 0, bit 4: (Type 4 CA) SYN Monitor Control Latch-
A 1 indicates that the SYN monitor control latch is set, a

0 indicates that the latch is reset.

Byte 0, bit 5: DLE Remember Latch-A 1 indicates that

the DLE remember latch is set, a 0 indicates that the latch

is reset.

Byte 0, bit 6: ASCII Monitor Latch-A 1 indicates that the

ASCII monitor latch is set, a 0 indicates that the latch is

reset.

Byte 0, bit 7: EBCDIC Monitor Latch-A 1 indicates that

the EBCDIC monitor latch is set, a 0 indicates that the

latch is reset.

Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapters

Byte 1, bits 0-7: Register Byte Count (EB Mode/Cycle
Steal Mode)-These bits contain the byte count of data
transferred by the Type 4 CA in extended buffer mode or
cycle steal mode.

Input X'6D' (EB Mode/Cycle Steal Mode Data Buffer)
(Type 4 CA)
This instruction loads the contents of the two-byte EB
mode/cycle steal mode buffer into the register specified by
the R field. The first (even) data byte is placed in byte 0 of
the register; the second (odd) byte is placed in byte 1 of the
register.

Input X'6E' (Cycle Steal Mode Error Register and CSAR
Byte X) (Type 4 CA)
This instruction loads the contents of the cycle steal error

register and byte X of the CSAR into the register specified

by the R field. Byte 0, bits 0-3 are reset by an Output X'67'
instruction in which bit 1 .2 is set to 1

.

Byte 0, bit 0: Cycle Steal Outbus Error.

Byte 0, bit 1: Cycle Steal Inbus Error.

Byte 0, bit 2: Cycle Steal Address Bus Error.

Byte 0, bit 3: Cycle Steal Address Exception Error.

Byte 0, bits 4-7: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bits 0-3: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 4: CSAR byte X bit 4.

Byte 1, bit 5: CSAR byte X bit 5.

Byte 1, bit 6: CSAR byte X bit 6.

Byte 1, bit 7: CSAR byte X bit 7.

Input X'6F' (Cycle Steal Mode CSAR Bytes 0 and 1) (Type

4 CA)

This instruction loads the contents of the CSAR bytes 0

and 1 into the register specified by the R field.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: CSAR byte 0, bits 0-7.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: CSAR byte 1, bits 0-7.
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Type 1 and Type 4 Output Instructions

Output X'60' (Reset Initial Selection)

This instruction resets the CA initial selection latches and

the level 3 interrupt request resulting from an initial selec-

tion. Since this instruction performs a function, the bit set-

tings of the register specified by the R operand are ignored.

Output X'62' (Data/Status Control)

This instruction unconditionally resets the CA program-

requested interrupt and the 'suppress out monitor' latch. It

also is used to set the following bits in the data/status con-

trol register.

Programming Note

If the suppress out monitor interrupt (Input X'62', byte 0,

bit 6) is active, this instruction should be executed when

initiating the next transfer sequence.

If the suppress out monitor and the program requested

interrupt requests are both set, resetting one of them also

resets the other. Therefore, if one of the interrupts is still

desired, it must be requested again by an Output X'67' with

the appropriate bit set.

Byte 0, bit 0: Outbound Data Transfer

Sequence—This bit is set by the control program to

initiate an outbound data transfer sequence. For ex-

ample, a channel Read or Sense command should initi-

ate an outboard data transfer sequence that sends data

to the host processor.

Byte 0, bit 1: Inbound Data Transfer

Sequence—This bit is set by the control program to

initiate an inbound data transfer sequence. For exam-

ple, a channel Write command should initiate an in-

bound data transfer sequence that receives data from

the host processor.

Byte 0, bit 2: ESC Final Status Transfer

Sequence—This bit is set by the control program and

signals the hardware to initiate an ESC status transfer

using the address and status information previously

loaded into the address and status register by an Out-

put X'63'.

Byte 0, bit 3: NSC Channel End Status

Transfer—This bit is set by the control program and

signals the CA hardware to present Channel End only

for the associated NSC address.

Byte 0, bit 4: NSC Final Status Transfer—This bit

is set by the control program and signals the CA hard-

ware to initiate an NSC final status transfer sequence.

Byte 0, bit 5: Reset Initial Selection-This bit is set by the

control program to reset byte 0, bits 0-6 of the initial selec-

tion control register (Input X'60'). This reset allows the CA
to accept an initial selection. The bit position is reset to 0

at the completion of the Output X'62' instruction.

Note: This bit resets the CA initial L3 interrupt request

unless the interrupt was caused by a system reset.

Byte 0, bit 6: Reset Data/Status Interrupt-This bit is set

by the control program to reset the CA data/status L3 inter-

rupt request and the following data/status service register

bits.

• Interface disconnect

• Selective reset

• Bus out check

. Monitor for circle B and 2848 ETX
• Channel stop

• Stacked status

When this bit is on along with one of the transfer

sequence bits (byte 0, bits 0-4), the CA hardware

raises the 'request in' tag line on the channel interface,

except when ESC Test I/O Status is available

(Output X'62', byte 1, bit 4).

This bit position is reset to 0 at the completion of

the Output X'62' instruction.

Byte 0, bit 7: Type 4 CA—Reset Extended Buffer Mode or

Cycle Steal Mode. Type 1 CA-This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bit 0: Set Monitor for an IBM Type I or II

Circle B—When this bit is set to 1, the channel adap-

ter hardware circuits monitor the inbound data charac-

ters for a circle B (X'3D' or X'BD'). When the circle

B is detected, the CA causes a channel stop condition

and sets byte 0, bit 5 of Input X'62' to 1 (Channel

Stop/Interface Disconnect). This monitor bit is reset

by Output X'62', byte 0, bit 6 (Reset data/status in-

terrupt).

Byte 1, bit 1: This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bit 2: Set Monitor for IBM 2848 or 2845

ETX—When this bit is set to 1, the channel adapter

hardware circuits monitor the inbound data characters

for a 2848 or 2845 ETX (X'03'). When the ETX is

detected, the CA causes a channel stop condition and
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sets byte 0, bit 5 of Input X'62' to 1 (Channel
Stop/Interface Disconnect). This monitor bit is reset

by Output X'62', byte 0, bit 6 (Reset data/status in-

terrupt).

Byte 1, bit 3: Set Suppressible Status—This bit

should be set when the control program is presenting

suppressible status to the host channel when ESC
mode is enabled. Status is suppressible if 'stacked

status' is received for a particular line or when the line

has been issued an interface disconnect. Refer to

IBM System/360 and System/370 I/O Interface

Channel to Control Unit Original Equipment
Manufacturers Information (GA22-6974) for further

information on suppressible status.

Byte I, bit 4: Set ESC Test I/O Status

Available—When this bit is set to 1, the controller

hardware responds to a Test I/O command given to a

2701/2702/2703 address. The control program must
have previously loaded the correct address and status

byte into the CA address and emulator status byte
register (Output X'63') before setting this bit. This bit

is reset by the emulator hardware when it presents this

status to the channel.

When this bit is set to 1, byte 0, bit 2 of this instruc-

tion must also be set to 1

.

Byte 1, bit 5: Type 4 CA-Set Priority Outbound Data
Transfer Sequence. Type 1 CA-This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: Request Byte Count 1 and 2-These bits

are set according to the number of bytes to be transferred

during inbound or outbound data transfer. (Type 4 CA:
These bits apply to data transfer in non-EB or non-CS

mode.)

In EB or CS mode, bits 6 and 7 are set as indicated to

monitor the number of consecutive SYN characters

(maximum of 4). The 'syn monitor control' latch must be

set with an Output X'6C instruction (byte 0, bit 4 = 1)

before issuing the Output X'62' instruction.

Bit Number of Bytes

6 7 Transferred*

0 1 1

1 0 2

1 1 3

0 0 4

*In extended buffer mode or cycle steal mode, the

number ofby tes transferred represents the number

of consecutive SYNS to be monitored.

Output X'63' (CA Address and Emulator Status Bytes)
The control program can set this output to indicate the
line address (NSC or ESC) and the status of the line to
be serviced next by the CA in emulation mode.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Address Byte-These bits are set by the

control program to indicate the I/O device address to be
serviced. The bits are used only when Output X'62' bit

0.2 is set to '1'.

Byte 1, bit 0: Set ESC Attention status.

Byte 1, bit 1: Set ESC Status Modifier.

Byte 1, bit 2: Set ESC Control Unit End status

Byte 1, bit 3: Set ESC Busy status.

Byte 1, bit 4: Set ESC Channel End status.

Byte I, bit 5: Set ESC Device End status.

Byte 1, bit 6: Set ESC Unit Check status.

Byte 1, bit 7: Set ESC Unit Exception status.

Output X'64' (Data Buffer Bytes 1 and 2)
This instruction is used only for outbound data transfer.

(Type 4 CA: This instruction applies only to data transfer

in non-EB mode/non-cycle steal mode.)

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Data Buffer Byte 1—These bits

represent the first data byte to be sent across the chan-
nel during a channel Read command. This buffer must
be loaded by the control program.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: Data Buffer Byte 2—These bits

represent the second data byte to be sent across the

channel during a channel Read command. This buffer
must be loaded by the control program.

Output X'65' (Data Buffer Bytes 3 and 4)

This output instruction is used only for outbound data
transfer.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Data Buffer Byte 3—These bits

represent the third data byte to be sent across the

channel during a channel Read command. This buffer
must be loaded by the control program.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: Data Buffer Byte 4—These bits

represent the fourth data byte to be sent across the

channel during a channel Read command. This buffer

must be loaded by the control program.
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Output X'66' (CA NSC Status Byte)

This instruction loads the native mode status byte with the

bits that are set in the register specified by R. The control

program sets these bits to indicate the status to be presented

across the channel interface when the CA is in the NSC

status transfer sequence. Hardware resets these bits when

the status byte is accepted by the channel.

Byte 0, bits 0-3, 5-7: Type 4 CA-These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 4: Type 4 CA: Set NSC Long Busy.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Type 1 CA-These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bit 0: Set Attention status.

Byte 1, bit 1: Set Status Modifier.

Byte 1, bits 2- 3: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bit 4: Set Channel End.

Byte 1, bit 5: Set Device End.

Byte 1, bit 6: Set Unit Check.

Byte 1, bit 7: Set Unit Exception.

Output X'67' (CA Controls)

This instruction causes various control latches to be set

or reset in the channel adapter according to the states

of the bits in the register specified by R.

Byte 0 (Type 1 CA)

Byte 0, bits 0-3: (Type 1 CA) These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 4: (Type 1 CA) Diagnostic Reset-This bit

resets the channel adapter when the 'channel interface

disable' latch is set. This bit should be set only by a diag-

nostic program and not by inline code.

Byte 0, bits 5-7: (Type 1 CA) These bits are unused.

Byte 0 (Type 4 CA)

The control program must execute an Output X'67' instruc-

tion to enable the channel adapter before the CA can

ransfer data to or from the channel. This instruction first

selects the Type 4 CA specified by CCU Outbus bits

0.5-0.7 and resets the 'selected' latch on the Type 4 CAs not

specified; thus only one Type 4 CA at a time can be

selected. The instruction then sets the control latches in

the selected CA.

Programming Notes: (1) Outbus bit 0.5 must not be a 1

for subsequent Output X'67' instructions unless a currently

non-selected CA is to be selected. (2) The control program

can execute this instruction for a non-selected CA by set-

ting Outbus bit 0.3 to 1 . The status of the 'selected' latch

in each Type 4 CA is not altered, but the Output X'67' in-

struction is executed for the non-selected CA. Bits 0.3 and

0.5 must never both be set to 1 during the same Output

X'67' instruction.

Byte 0, bit 0: (Type 4 CA) Diagnostic Force Initial Selec-

tion Interrupt.

Byte 0, bit 1: (Type 4 CA) Diagnostic Force Byte Transfer

in Cycle Steal Mode.

Byte 0, bit 2: (Type 4 CA) This bit is unused.

Byte 0, bit 3: (Type 4 CA) Perform Output X'67' on

Type 4 CA specified by bits 0.6-0.7.

Byte 0, bit 4: (Type 4 CA) Diagnostic Reset-This bit

resets the channel adapter when the 'channel interface

disable' latch is set. This bit should be set only by a diag-

nostic program and not by inline code.

Byte 0, bit 5: Type 4 CA Selection Indicator-This bit,

when set to 1 , causes the control program to select the

Type 4 CA specified by bits 0.6 and 0.7. The instruction

is then executed for the selected CA. This bit, when set to

0, causes the control program to execute the instruction for

the currently selected Type 4 CA.

Byte 0, bits 6 and 7: Selected Type 4 CA-These bits

specify in which of up to four Type 4 CAs the output

X'67' instruction is to be executed:

00 - Type 4 CA #1

01 - Type 4 CA #2

10 - Type 4 CA #3

11 -Type4CA#4

Byte 1, bit 0: Suppress Out Monitor Interrupt-A 1 in this

position causes the CA to monitor the 'suppress out' tag line

for the inactive state. When this is detected, the CA data/

status L3 interrupt request is set. After servicing the request,

the control program should execute an Output X'62' instruc-

tion to reset the request.

Programming Note

Following a stacked status condition, the control pro-

gram can use this bit to cause the channel adapter to

signal when the suppress status indication is removed.
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Byte 1, bit 1: Set Program-Requested Interrupt A 1 in this

position indicates that a CA data/status L3 interrupt is

requested. If a data/status transfer or initial selection is in

progress, the interrupt request is held until the sequence is

complete.

Byte 1, bit 2: Reset Level 1 Checks—A 1 in this position

resets the CA level 1 check latches and interrupt requests.

Byte 1, bit 3: Reset System Reset and NSC Address

Active—A 1 in this position resets the level 3 interrupt

request caused by a system reset. It also resets the NSC
address active indication and the NSC status register.

Byte 1, bit 4: Allow Channel Interface Enable—

A

1 in this position causes the 'channel interface enable'

latch to be set. This enables the CA to communicate
with the host processor. The bit must be 0 if byte 1,

bit 7 of this output is 1

.
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bit, and the EB mode byte count from the corresponding

bits of the register specified by the R field.

Byte 0, bit 0: Set/Reset EB Mode-A 1 specifies that the

CA is to operate in extended buffer mode; a 0 specifies that

the CA is to operate in non-extended buffer mode.

Byte 0, bits 1-4: These bits are 0. (Bit 1 is reserved for

future use.)

Byte 0, bit 5: DLE Remember Latch-A 1 sets this latch; a
0 resets it.

Byte 0, bit 6: ASCII Monitor Latch-A 1 sets this latch; a 0
resets it.

Byte 0, bit 7: EBCDIC Monitor Latch-A 1 sets this latch; a
0 resets it.

Programming Note

The channel interface cannot be enabled following a

power-off to power-on-reset until an Output X'67 is

executed with this bit on. The IPL Bootstrap program
performs this operation in IPL Phase 3.

Byte 1, bit 5: ESC Operational—A 1 in this posi-

tion sets the emulator subchannel (ESC) addresses to

an operational mode. The channel interface must be
enabled before the emulator subchannels can become
operational.

Byte 1, bit 6: ESC Command Free—A 1 in this

position resets the 'ESC command active' latch. The
'ESC command active' latch is set by initial selection.

Programming Note

The CA cannot be disabled until it is free of commands;

therefore, the control program must ensure that the 'ESC

command active' latch is reset before a disable attempt is

made.

Byte 1, bit 7: Allow Channel interface Disable—A 1 in this

position sets the 'channel interface disable' latch. This latch

overrides the I/O Channel 1 Enable/Disable switch on the

control panel and allows the channel to become disabled if

(1) the channel adapter is free of commands, (2) commands
are not chained, and (3) the adapter is not in initial selection.

The 'channel interface disable' latch is reset by Out-

put X'67', byte l,bit4.

Output X'6C (EB Mode Control Register) (Type 4 CA)
This instruction sets the contents of the channel adapter's

Byte 1, bits 0-7: Register Byte Count (EB Mode)-These
bits contain the byte count of data to be transferred by the
Type 4 CA in extended buffer mode.

Output X'6D' (EB Mode/Cycle Steal Data Buffer) (Type
4 CA)
This instruction loads two data bytes from the register spec-

ified by the R field into the EB mode/cycle steal data buf-

fer of the Type 4 CA. The first data byte (0) of the register

is placed in the first (even) byte of the buffer; the second

data byte (1) of the register is placed in the second (odd)

byte of the buffer.

Note: This instruction has no effect unless the Type 4 CA
is in EB mode or cycle steal mode.

Output X'6E' (CSAR Byte X) (Type 4 CA)
This instruction sets the extended address bits of CSAR
byte X from the register specified by the R field.

Programming Note

Before this instruction is executed, an Output X'6F' in-

struction must be executed to set CSAR bytes 0 and 1 and

reset CSAR byte X.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bits 0-3: These bits are unused.

I
Byte 1, bits 4-7: CSAR byte X bits 4-7.
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Output X'6F (Cycle Steal Mode CSAR Bytes 0 and 1)

(Type 4 CA)
This instruction sets into CSAR bytes 0 and 1 (16 low-

order bits only) the storage address of the first data buffer

byte involved in a cycle steal data transfer. When the cycle

steal data transfer ends, the address is updated to the next

sequential storage halfword address. This instruction also

resets CSAR byte X to 0.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: CSAR byte 0, bits 0-7.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: CSAR byte 1, bits 0-7.

Type 2 and Type 3 CA Input Instructions

Input X'50' (Inbound Data Control Word Address Register

INCWAR)
This instruction loads a general register with the contents of

the INCWAR. The INCWAR contains the storage address of

the first control word to be used when the channel adapter

receives a Write, Write Break, or Write IPL command. The

CA recognizes this instruction only after setting a CA inter-

rupt request.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: INCWAR bits 0-7.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: INCWAR bits 8-15.

Input X'51' (Outbound Data Control Word Address

Register-OUTCWAR)

This instruction loads a general register with the contents of

the OUTCWAR. The OUTCWAR contains the storage

address of the next control word to be used when the chan-

nel adapter receives a Read command. The instruction is

recognized by the CA only following the setting of a CA

interrupt request.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: OUTCWAR bits 0-7.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: OUTCWAR bits 8-15.

Input X'52' (Control Word Byte Count Register-CWCNT)

This instruction loads a general register with the number of

bytes remaining to be transferred under the last control

word that was fetched. See Control Word Byte Count Reg-

ister in Chapter 10. The CA recognizes this instruction only

after setting a CA interrupt request.

Byte 0, bits 0-5: These bits are 0.

Byte 0, bits 6-7: CWCNT bits 0-1. (For 3705-11 Models

J-L, bits 6 and 7 of byte 0 are used as CWCNT bits in IPL

mode only.)

Byte 1, bits 0-7: CWCNT bits 2-9. (When 3705-11 Models

J—L are in non-IPL mode, the CWCNT field is reduced to

8 bits. Byte 1 , bits 0-7 represent bits 0-7 of the CWCNT
field.)

Input X'53' (Channel Adapter Sense Register-CASNSR)

This instruction loads a general register with the contents of

the channel adapter sense register and byte X of the CSAR.

The sense register is accessible for input only when

the CA is active, selected, and has a level 1 or level 3

interrupt request set, or the CA is in the diagnostic

wrap state. If these conditions are not met, an Input

X'53' causes a CCU Inbus parity check. If an inter-

rupt request is set and the CA is not active, an Input

X'53' causes the general register to be loaded with

zeros. If restrictions that apply to the Input X'53' instruc-

tion are met, CSAR information is accessible from the

CASNSR register with the selected channel adapter active

or inactive.

Byte 0, bit 0: Command Reject—This bit is set

when the host processor channel command presented

to the CA during initial selection is not a valid com-

mand for the controller.

Byte 0, bit 1 : Intervention Required—This bit

indicates programming errors detected by the CCU or

CA hardware, or the control program. It is set under

hardware control for any one of the following condi-

tions:

1. The CCU 'hard stop' latch is set while the CA is

transferring data under a Read, Write, or Write

Break command.

2. An addressing exception or a protection check was

caused by the address used by the CA for a cycle-

steal operation.

3. A TIC command or command chaining to a control

word address above 64K has been detected during a

CW fetch cycle steal.

4. An OUT or OUT STOP control word was decoded

when executing a channel Write, Write Break, or

Write IPL command during a CW fetch cycle steal.

5. An IN control word was decoded when executing a

channel Read command during a CW fetch cycle

steal.

6. An IN, OUT, or OUT STOP control word was de-

coded with a byte count of zero during a CW fetch

cycle steal.

Programming Note

Condition 3 above also sets byte 0, bit 0 (invalid

CWAR address) of the channel adapter check register.

Conditions 4, 5, and 6 above also set byte 0, bit 1
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(invalid control word format) of the channel adapter

check register.

Byte 0, bit 2: Bus Out Check—This bit is set when
a parity error is detected on the channel bus out during

the initial selection command transfer or during host

processor-to-controller data transfer. The control

program cannot set this bit.

Byte 0, bit 3: Equipment Check—This bit is set

any time the CA detects an internal hardware error or

a parity error on the Inbus or Outbus between the

Central Control Unit and the CA.

Byte 0, bit 4: Data Check—This bit can be set on

by the control program only during a level 3 interrupt.

Byte 0, bit 5: This bit is 0.

Byte 0, bit 6: Not Initialized—This bit is on when
the controller has not been initialized. The channel

adapter hardware sets the not-initialized condition

when the CA goes offline. This condition is reset by
the ROS program via an Output X'77' with byte 0, bit

Oon.

Byte 0, bit 7: Abort—This bit indicates that the

channel adapter has halted its channel operation ab-

normally.

Byte 1, bits 0-3: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 4: CSAR byte X bit 4.

Byte 1, bit 5: CSAR byte X bit 5.

Byte 1, bit 6: CSAR byte X bit 6.

Byte 1, bit 7: CSAR byte X bit 7.

Input X'54' (Channel Adapter Status Register-CASTR)
This instruction loads a general register with the contents of
the channel adapter status register. The bits of the status
register can be set by the control program and/or the CA
hardware. See Output X'54' in this appendix for the
method of setting each bit.

Byte 0, bit 0: Attention—This bit indicates that

Attention has been set.

Byte 0, bit 1: Status Modifier—This bit indicates
that the Status Modifier has been set.

Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapters

Byte 0, bit 2: This bit is 0.

Byte 0, bit 3: Busy—This bit indicates that Busy
status has been set.

Byte 0, bit 4: Channel End—This bit indicates that

Channel End status has been set.

Byte 0, bit 5: Device End—This bit indicates that

Device End status has been set.

Byte 0, bit 6: Unit Check—This bit indicates that a

Unit Check has occurred.

Byte 0, bit 7: Unit Exception—This bit indicates

that Unit Exception status has been set.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: These bits are 0.

Input X'55' (Channel Adapter Control Register-CACR)
This instruction loads a general register with the status of

various control latches in the CA. This instruction is recog-

nized by the CA only following the setting of a CA select

and a CA interrupt request. The CA need not be in the CA
active state.

Byte 0, bit 0: Diagnostic Wrap Mode—This bit

indicates that the controller is offline and in the diag-

nostic wrap state.

Byte 0, bit 1: Zero Count Override—This bit indi-

cates the condition of the zero count override flag in

the control word just executed. It is reset either when
a control word is fetched with zero count override off,

or when Channel End is generated for the current

command.

Byte 0, bit 2: INCWAR Valid—This bit indicates

that the control word address register for inbound data
transfer (channel Write command) points to the stor-

age location containing the control word to be used for

controlling this type of data transfer.

The control program sets this bit during a CA-
requested level 3 interrupt via an Output X'55' in-

struction. However, once data transfer across the

channel begins, this bit is controlled as follows.

After an IN-CW fetch operation, the bit reflects the

status of the chain flag of the IN-CW fetched for the

CA. During the CW fetch operation, the address in
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the INCWAR register is incremented by 4 (fullword

address). The chain flag in the fetched CW indicates

whether or not the updated INCWAR points to a valid

CW. If the chain bit is off in the fetched CW, the

'INCWAR valid' latch is reset.

Byte 0, bit 3: OUTCWAR Valid—This bit indi-

cates that the control word address register for out-

bound data transfer (that is, a channel Read com-

mand) points to the storage location containing the

control word to be used for controlling this type of

data transfer. The control program sets this bit during

a CA-requested level 3 interrupt by an Output X'55'

instruction. However, once data transfer across the

channel has started, this bit is controlled as follows.

After an OUT-CW fetch operation, this bit reflects

the status of the chain flag in the OUT or OUT STOP
control word fetched for the CA. During the CW
fetch operation, the address in the OUTCWAR is

incremented by 4 (fullword address). The chain flag

in the fetched CW indicates whether or not the updat-

ed OUTCWAR points to a valid CW. If the chain bit

is off in the fetched CW, the 'OUTCWAR valid' latch

is reset.

Byte 0, bit 4: Program Requested Level 3

Interrupt—This bit indicates that the CA L3 interrupt

was initiated because the control program set the CA
mode register byte 1, bit 0 (set CA L3 request).

Byte 0, bit 5: Program Requested Abort/Level 3

Interrupt—This bit indicates that the current level 3

interrupt was caused by executing an Output X'57'

with byte 1 , bit 1 on. This bit is reset when Output

X'57' is executed with byte 1, bit 3 on (reset L3 re-

quest).

Byte 0, bit 6: Program Requested Attention—This

bit indicates that the program has requested Attention

by executing an Output X'55' instruction with byte 0,

bit 6 on. It is reset when the host channel accepts the

status byte containing Attention.

Byte 0, bit 7: Channel Adapter Active—This bit

indicates that the CA is currently executing a channel

command. It is set by completion of the initial selec-

tion for the command and is reset when the host chan-

nel accepts Device End status for that command.

Byte 1, bit 0: Command Chaining—This bit is set

by the Type 2 CA hardware when the 'suppress out'

tag line is up at the time the channel accepts ending

status from the CA. It is reset at the end of the first

level 3 interrupt to occur after the latch has been set

each time a valid command is decoded during initial

selection, or when suppress out fails and the CA is not

active.

Byte 1, bit 1: Write Break Command Remember-This bit

is set by the channel adapter when a Write Break command

(X'09') is received. It is reset when the host channel accepts

Device End status for that command.

Byte 1, bit 2: Channel Stop/Interface

Disconnect—This bit is set by the channel adapter

when a Channel Stop or an Interface Disconnect is

detected on the channel interface. This bit is reset by

an Output X'57', byte 1, bit 6.

Byte 1, bit 3: Selective/System Reset—This bit is

set by the CA hardware when a system reset or a se-

lective reset is detected on the interface. It is reset by

Output X'57', byte 1, bit 5.

Byte 1, bit 4: This bit is 0.

Byte 1, bit 5: Channel Read Command Remember-This

bit is set when a Read command is accepted by the CA
during initial selection. It is reset when the CPU accepts

the Device End status for this command.

Byte 1, bit 6: CA-2 Selected—This bit indicates

that the second channel adapter (CA-2) has been se-

lected for operation by an Output X'57'. This bit is

always 0 if only one channel adapter is installed.

Byte 1, bit 7: CA-1 Selected—This bit indicates

that the first channel adapter (CA-1) has been select-

ed for operation by an Output X'57'.

Input X'56' (Channel Adapter Check Register-CACHKR)

This instruction loads a general register with the contents of

the CA check register. All the bits of the check register set

a level 1 interrupt request. By executing this input, the

level 1 interrupt check routine can determine the exact

cause of the CA level 1 check. Except for the bus out

checks, all the latches in this register are automatically reset
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when an Output X'57' is executed to reset the adapter's LI

interrupt request. This input instruction is recognized only

after a CA interrupt request is set.

Byte 0, bit 0: Invalid CWAR Address—This bit is

set when the CWAR associated with the current chan-

nel operation points to a storage address above 64K
bytes.

Byte 0, bit 1: Invalid Control Word Format—This

bit is set when (1) an OUT STOP control word is

fetched when executing a channel Write command, (2)

an IN control word is fetched when executing a chan-

nel Read command, or (3) an IN, OUT, or OUT STOP
control word containing a data count of zero is

fetched.

Note: A programming error in the 3705 that causes this

hardware error may result in an Interface Control check on
the system channel and "hang" the CPU. Whether this will

occur depends on the CPU and channel type.

Byte 0, bit 2: Cycle Steal Address Check—This bit

is set when the CCU signals the channel adapter that

an address error has occurred during a cycle steal op-
eration. It indicates that the cycle steal address (1) is

beyond the storage capacity of the machine, (2) is of

incorrect parity, or (3) points to a protected area of
storage.

Byte 0, bit 3: CWAR/Data Buffer Check—This
bit indicates that either the INCWAR, OUTCWAR,
data 1, or data 2 register contained incorrect parity

when access was attempted for either an input instruc-

tion or data transfer to the channel during a Read
command.

Byte 0, bit 4: CCU Outbus Check—This bit is set

(1) when data from an output instruction to the CA
has incorrect parity on the CCU Outbus, or (2) when,
during a cycle steal, the data from storage contained

incorrect parity.

Byte 0, bit 5: CCU Inbus Check—This bit indi-

cates that incorrect parity was present on the Inbus
during a CA cycle steal operation or input instruction.

Byte 0, bit 6: Channel Bus Out Check—This bit

indicates that a parity check was detected on the chan-
nel bus out lines during initial selection or data trans-

fer.

Byte 0, bit 7: This bit is 0.

Byte 1, bits 0-3: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 4: Channel Bus In Check (Interface

A)—This bit indicates that the sense, status, data, or

address byte presented to interface A did not have

correct parity.

Byte I, bit 5: Channel Bus In Check (Interface

B)—This bit indicates that the sense, status, data, or

address byte presented to interface B did not have the

correct parity.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: These bits are 0.

Input X'58' (Channel Bus Out Diagnostic Register-CBODR)
This instruction loads a general register with the current

state of the host processor 'bus out' lines. However, byte 0
and byte 1, bit 0 are accessible only in the diagnostic wrap
mode, and byte 1, bits 1-7 are accessible when the adapter
is selected and in a level 1 or level 3 interrupt state.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Channel Bus Out bits 0-7.

Byte 1, bit 0: Channel Bus Out Parity Bit—This bit

may be used in diagnostic mode to check the CA
error-detection circuits.

Byte 1, bit 1: This bit is 0.

Byte 1, bit 2: Transfer Byte 1—This bit indicates

that the CA is currently transferring an odd numbered
byte across the channel interface.

Byte 1, bit 3: Transfer Byte 2—This bit indicates

that the Type 2 CA is currently transferring an even
numbered byte across the channel interface.

Byte 1, bit 4: Interface A Enabled—This bit is 1

when channel interface A of the Channel Adapter is

currently enabled.

Byte 1, bit 5: Interface B Enabled—This bit is 1

when channel interface B of the channel adapter is

currently enabled.

Byte 1, bit 6: CSAR Byte X, Bit 6—This bit is 1 when
byte X, bit 6 of the cycle-steal address register (with

|
Extended Addressing on 3705 Models A-H only) is 1

.

Byte 1, bit 7: CSAR Byte X, Bit 7—This bit is 1 when
byte X, bit 7 of the cycle-steal address register (with

|
Extended Addressing on 3705 Models A-H only) is 1.
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Input X'59' (Cycle-Steal Address Register-CSAR)

This instruction loads a general register with the current

storage data address from the cycle-steal address register

while data transfer is in progress.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: CSAR byte 0, bits 0-7.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: CSAR byte 1, bits 0-7.

Input X'5A' (CA Data Buffer-CADB)

This instruction loads a general register with incoming data

from the channel adapter data buffer.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Data buffer byte 0, bits 0-7. Any
nonstandard channel command is available in this byte

for level 3 program interrogation.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: Data buffer byte 1, bits 0-7.

Input X'SB' (Channel Adapter Tag Diagnostic Register)

This instruction loads a general register with a combination

of bits to indicate the state of the channel tag lines for diag-

nostic purposes. This input can be used only when the

adapter is in diagnostic mode.

Byte 0, bit 0: Select Out/Hold Out—This bit indi-

cates the state of the diagnostic 'select out/hold out'

tag line.

Byte 0, bit 1: Address Out—This bit indicates the

state of the diagnostic 'address out' tag line.

Byte 0, bit 2: Command Out—This bit indicates

the state of the diagnostic 'command out' tag line.

Byte 0, bit 3: Service Out—This bit indicates the

state of the diagnostic 'service out' tag line.

Byte 0, bit 4: Operational Out—This bit indicates

the state of the diagnostic 'operational out' tag line.

Byte 0, bit 5: Suppress Out—This bit indicates the

state of the diagnostic 'suppress out' tag line.

Byte 0, bits 6-7: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 0: Select Out—This bit indicates the

state of the diagnostic 'select out' tag line.

Byte 1, bit 1 : Request In—This bit indicates the

state of the diagnostic 'request in' tag line.

Byte 1, bit 2: Operational In—This bit indicates

the state of the diagnostic 'operational in' tag line.

Byte 1, bit 3: Address In—This bit indicates the

state of the diagnostic 'address in' tag line.

Byte 1, bit 4: Status In—This bit indicates the state

of the diagnostic 'status in' tag line.

Byte I, bit 5: Service In—This bit indicates the

state of the diagnostic 'service in' tag line.

Byte 1, bit 6: This bit is 0.

Byte 1, bit 7: Generate Busy—This bit indicates

that the channel adapter is busy.

Input X'5C (CA Command Register—CMDR)
This instruction loads a general register-with the cur-

rent channel command being executed. Byte 1 indi-

cates the current or last control word type executed.

Byte 0, bit 0: Test I/O—This bit is 1 when the

command received from the host processor was a Test

I/O (XW).

Byte 0, bit 1: Write—This bit is 1 when the com-

mand received from the host processor was a channel

Write (X'01') command.

Byte 0, bit 2: Read—This bit is 1 when the com-

mand received from the host processor was a channel

Read (X'02') command.

Byte 0, bit 3: No-Op—This bit is 1 when the com-

mand received from the host processor was a No-Op
(X'03').

Byte 0, bit 4: Sense—This bit is 1 when the com-

mand received from the host processor was a Sense

(X'04') command.

Byte 0, bit 5: This bit is 0.

Byte 0, bit 6: Write Break—This bit is 1 when the

command received from the host processor was a

Write Break (X'09') command.

Byte 0, bit 7: This bit is 0.
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Byte 1, bit 0: OUT Control Word—This bit is 1

when the current or last control word in use was an

OUT control word.

Byte 1, bit 1: OUT STOP Control Word—This bit

is 1 when the current or last control word in use was
an OUT STOP control word.

Byte 1, bit 2: IN Control Word—This bit is 1 when
the current or last control word in use was an IN con-

trol word.

Byte 1, bit 3: TIC Control Word—This bit is 1

when the current or last control word in use was a TIC
control word.

Byte 1, bit 4: Nonstandard Command—A 1 in this

position indicates that a nonstandard command was
issued. The command byte is available for examina-

tion by the 3705 control program, in byte 0 of register

X'5A'.

Byte 1, bit 5: Interface A—A 1 in this position

indicates that the Type 3 CA currently is switched to

interface A.

Byte I, bit 6: Interface B—A 1 in this position

indicates that the Type 3 CA currently is switched to

interface B.

Byte 1, bit 7: Write IPL—This bit is 1 when the

command received from the host processor was a

Write IPL (X'05') command.

Type 2 and Type 3 CA Output Instruc-

tions

Output X'50' (Inbound Data Control Word Address

Register-INCWAR)

This instruction loads the INCWAR with the storage address

of the control word (CW) to be fetched by the CA cycle-

steal hardware when a channel Write, Write Break, or Write

IPL command is decoded. The CA recognizes this instruc-

tion only after setting a CA interrupt request.

Programming Note

All CWs must begin on a halfword boundary and re-

side in the lower 64K bytes of storage. CW chaining

or a TIC (transfer in channel) to an address above
64K causes a CW error condition resulting in a CA
level 1 interrupt.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: INCWAR bits 0-7.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: INCWAR bits 8-15.

Output X'Sl' (Outbound Data Control Word Address

Register-OUTCWAR)

This instruction loads the OUTCWAR with the storage

address of the control word (CW) to be fetched by the CA
cycle-steal hardware when a channel Read command is

decoded. The instruction is recognized by the CA only

following the setting of a CA interrupt request.

Programming Note

All CWs must begin on a halfword boundary and re-

side in the lower 64K bytes of storage. CW chaining

or TIC (transfer in channel) to an address above 64K
causes a CW error condition resulting in a CA level 1

interrupt.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: OUTCWAR bits 0-7.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: OUTCWAR bits 8-15.

Output X'53' (Channel Adapter Sense Register

—

CASNSR)
This output instruction is used to set the abort indica-

tion in the CA sense register. The CA recognizes this

instruction only after setting a CA interrupt request

while the CA is in the CA active state. If Output
X'53' is issued while in a CA interrupt state and the

I CA is neither active nor in the diagnostic wrap state,

the output is ignored, and no indication of this is

returned to the control program. The control program

should always determine the active/inactive state of the

CA before issuing this output instruction.
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Programming Note

The setting of any CASNSR bit causes the Unit Check

bit to be set in the CA status register and also causes

the termination of any data transfer that may have

been in progress. CASNSR is reset during initial se-

lection whenever the CA accepts a command other

than Sense, Test I/O, or No-Op.

Byte 0, bit 0: Command Reject—This output al-

lows a level 3 interrupt program to set the Command
Reject sense bit. Execution of this output also causes

Unit Check to be set in the status register.

Byte 0, bit 1 : Intervention Required—This bit

should never be set by the control program during

normal operation.

Byte 0, bits 2-3: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 4: Set Data Check—This bit is set to 1

by the control program during a level 3 interrupt. The

CA must be in the active state or in diagnostic mode.

Byte 0, bits 5-6: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 7: Abort—This bit can be set by the

control program during a CA interrupt if the CA ac-

tive state exists. Abort indicates to the host processor

that the control program has halted its channel opera-

tion abnormally.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: These bits are unused.

Output X'54' (Channel Adapter Status Register

—

CASTR)
This instruction sets the channel adapter status register

bits. The instruction is recognized by the CA only

following the setting of a CA level 1 or level 3 inter-

rupt request while the CA is in the CA active state or

in the diagnostic wrap state.

Byte 0, bit 0: Attention—When the CA is both

active and has either its level 1 or level 3 interrupt

request latch set, a 1 bit in this position is used to in-

clude Attention along with other ending status such as

Device End.

Byte 0, bit 1 : Status Modifier—This bit may have

special applications in controlling channel data trans-

fers. Status Modifier should convey to the host pro-

cessor a unique indication for the particular command
being executed.

Byte 0, bit 2: This bit is unused.

Byte 0, bit 3: Busy—This bit is presented as initial

status to all host processor channel commands if ( 1

)

initial selection is attempted before Device End status

has been signaled to the host processor for the com-

mand currently being executed, or (2) the channel

adapter has its level 1 or level 3 interrupt request latch

set.

If status is available at this time, it is presented

along with Busy status. If status has been stacked,

that status is also presented along with Busy.

Byte 0, bit 4: Channel End—This bit is set to indi-

cate that the controller has completed the data transfer

portion of the channel command in progress. Channel

End is set by the CA hardware for each host processor

channel command. It may also be set when the CA is

in an active state with a level 1 or level 3 request pend-

ing and Channel End has not already been presented

to the channel for the command being executed.

Byte 0, bit 5: Device End—This bit is set to indicate that

the controller has finished with the current host processor

channel command and is ready to accept another command
from the channel. CE and DE are not always presented

together. The conditions under which they are presented

separately are discussed under Status Servicing in Chapter 10.

When CE and DE are presented separately, the CA requests

a level 3 interrupt after the channel accepts CE. When the

interrupt request is reset (Output X'57'—channel adapter

mode register), the CA sends DE and any other status

(Attention, Status Modifier, Unit Exception) that may have

been set during execution of the interrupt handling routine.

Byte 0, bit 6: This bit is unused.
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Byte 0, bit 7: Unit Exception—This bit is set dur-

ing initial status to notify the channel that the control

routine has not set up a CA control word to handle

this particular host processor channel command. UE is

presented with DE to more efficiently notify the chan-

nel that a CW is invalid. Unit Exception can be used

in this manner to break host processor channel com-

mand chaining without going through another selec-

tion sequence when the controller no longer needs

service.

When two channel adapters are installed in the con-

troller, and an IPL command is in progress to one of

the CAs, Unit Exception is presented as initial status

to all commands, except Write IPL, issued to the other

CA.

Byte 1, bits 0- 7: These bits are unused.

Output X'55' (Channel Adapter Control Register-CACR)

This instruction sets the CA control register bits. The
instruction is recognized by the CA only following the

setting of a CA select and a CA interrupt request. The CA
need not be in the CA active state.

Byte 0, bits 0-1: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 2: INCWAR Valid—This bit is set by
the control program when the control word address

register for inbound data transfer (channel Write com-
mand) points to the storage location containing the

control word to be used for controlling this type of

data transfer.

To initialize the CA, the control program sets this

bit during a CA-requested level 3 interrupt.

Byte 0, bit 3: OUTCWAR Valid—The control

program sets this bit when the control word address

register for outbound data transfer (that is, a channel

Read command) points to the storage location con-

taining the control word to be used for controlling this

type of data transfer. To initialize the CA, the control

program sets this bit during a CA-requested level 3

interrupt.

Byte 0, bits 4-5: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 6: Program Requested Attention—When
this bit has been set, the Attention status is presented to

the channel as soon as the CA's level 3 interrupt request

latch has been reset provided the 3705 is not executing

a selection sequence or has not come to a hard stop. The

bit is reset when the channel accepts the status byte con-
taining the attention bit. The Type 3 CA presents the

Attention status to both channels.

Byte 0, bit 7: This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: These bits are unused.

Output X'56' (Reset Control Register-CACR)
This instruction is executed to reset the TNCWAR valid' and
the 'OUTCWAR valid' latches.

Byte 0, bits 0-1: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 2: Reset INCWAR Valid—A 1 in this

position causes the TNCWAR valid' latch to be reset.

Byte 0, bit 3: Reset OUTCWAR Valid—A 1 in

this position causes the 'OUTCWAR valid' latch to be
reset.

Byte 0, bits 4-7:, These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bits 0-5: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bit 6: This bit being on disables the CA
from accepting nonstandard channel commands.

Byte 1, bit 7: This bit being on enables the CA to

accept nonstandard channel commands by responding
to the channel with a Channel End initial status, and
requesting a level 3 interrupt.

Output X'57' (Channel Adapter Mode Register-CAMR)
This instruction loads the channel adapter mode register

with the bits set in the general register. Byte 1 of this

register can be loaded at any time to initialize or halt the

CA.

Byte 0, Bit 0: Set IPL Attention (Models A-H without

IBM Engineering Change 318882 installed-check with

your IBM Service Representative)—A 1 in this position

causes the channel adapter 'attention' latch to be set

(see Note). This is done as soon as the adapter hardware

determines that the channel is not examining the status

register. The Type 3 CA offers Attention to both

channels. Acceptance of the status byte by either channel

causes the bit to be reset.

Note: This bit is ignored unless the channel adapter is in

diagnostic mode, or the 3705 is in IPL Phase 3 (not

initialized).
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Byte 0, bit 0: Set Sense Unit Exception Latch (Models

A—H with IBM Engineering Change 318882 installed or

Models J—L—check with your IBM Service Representa-

tive)—With this bit set to 1 , a Sense Command ends with

CE, DE, and UE final status (after the sense byte transfer).

The 'Sense Unit Exception' latch cannot be set unless the

3705 is in the initialized state (IPL Phase 3 reset). The

latch resets automatically if the 3705 enters the not

initialized state. The IPL Unit Exception' latch, if set by

Output X'57', bit 0.6, overrides the 'Sense Unit Exception'

latch.

Byte 0, bit 1: Set IPL Channel End—A 1 in this position

causes the channel adapter 'channel end status' latch to be

set once the adapter hardware determines that the 'channel

end remembrance' latch is not on. (See Note.)

Byte 0, bit 2: This bit is reserved.

Byte 0, bit 3: Set Asynchronous Device End—A 1 in this

position causes the channel adapter 'device end status' latch

to be set. The Type 3 CA offers Device End to both

channels. Acceptance of the status byte by either channel

causes the bit to be reset.

Byte 0, bit 4: Set IPL Unit Check—A 1 in this position

causes the channel adapter 'unit check status' latch to be

set (see Note). This indication should not be set without

setting byte 0, bit 7 (IPL not initialized).

Byte 0, bit 5: Reset Sense Unit Exception—In diagnostic

mode only, setting this bit to "1" resets the 'Sense Unit

Exception' latch.

Byte 0, bit 6: Set IPL Unit Exception—A 1 in this posi-

tion causes the selected CA to present Unit Exception

initial status to all Sense commands (see Note). This bit

is set by the ROS program to prevent two host processors

from simultaneously trying to IPL the controller when two

channel adapters are installed. A 0 in this position causes

a reset of the channel adapter 'IPL Unit Exception' latch.

However, it is the responsibility of the loader program to

turn this bit off.

Byte 0, bit 7: Set IPL Not-Initialized—A 1 in this posi-

tion causes the channel adapter not-initialized sense bit to

be set when the channel is not executing a Sense command
(see Note). The not-initialized sense bit is reset when the

ROS program executes an Output X'77' instruction with

byte 0, bit 0 set to 1.

Note: This bit is ignored unless the channel adapter is in

diagnostic mode, or the 3705 is in IPL Phase 3 (not

initialized).

Byte 1, bit 0: Set CA Level 3 Interrupt

Request—A 1 in this position causes the CA to re-

quest a level 3 interrupt once the CA is in the inactive

state, with no outstanding status and no channel chain-

ing indicated. The latch is reset at the end of the first

level 3 interrupt to occur after it has been set.

Byte 1, bit 1 : Set Program Abort—When an Out-
put X'57' is executed with a 1 bit in this position while

a channel operation of 'Write', 'Write Break', 'Write

IPL', or 'Read' is in progress, the operation is termi-

nated with an ending status of CE, DE, UC, and the

abort sense bit is set. Once the status is accepted by
the channel, a level 3 interrupt is requested. If other

than one of the mentioned channel operations is in

progress, the level 3 interrupt is requested at the com-
pletion of the operation. If no channel operation is in

progress, the level 3 interrupt is requested immediate-

ly. Program abort is reset when the level 3 interrupt is

reset.

Programming Note

The interrupt program should invalidate the CWARs,
if necessary, by resetting the CWAR-valid flags with

an Output X'56' instruction. If the program does reset

the CWAR-valid flags, they must be restored by an

Output X'55' before another channel data transfer can

be initiated.

Byte 1, bit 2: Reset CA Level 1 Interrupt

Request—A 1 in this position resets the CA 'level 1

interrupt request' latch. This should be the last action

the control program takes before leaving a CA-
initiated level 1 interrupt. All check latches, except

'bus out check', contained in Input X'55' are reset

when this output occurs.

Byte 1, bit 3: Reset CA Level 3 Interrupt

Request—A 1 in this position resets the CA 'level 3

interrupt request' latch. However, it does not neces-

sarily reset the cause of the interrupt request.

Byte 1, bit 4: Select CA—A 1 in this position se-

lects CA-1. A 0 in this position selects CA-2. The

control program must ensure that the state of this bit is

correct any time an Output X'57' is issued.

Byte 1, bit 5: Reset Selective/System Reset—A 1

in this position resets the selective system reset condi-

tion. However, byte 1 , bit 3 of this output must also

be 1 to reset the resulting level 3 interrupt request.

Byte 1, bit 6: Reset Channel Stop/Interface

Disconnect—A 1 in this position resets the Channel
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Stop or Halt I/O indication set when either of these

sequences is received from the channel interface.

However, byte 1 , bit 3 of this output must also be 1 to

reset the resulting level 3 interrupt request.

Byte 1, bit 7: Diagnostic Wrap Mode—A 1 in this

position forces the channel adapter to go offline and

places it in the diagnostic wrap state. A 0 places the

CA back online.

Output X'58' (Channel Bus Out Diagnostic

Register—CBODR)
The channel bus out diagnostic register (CBODR) is

used to simulate I/O 'bus out' when the CA is in diag-

nostic wrap state. Byte 0, bits 0-7 and byte 1, bit 0 of

this output are available only when the adapter is in

the diagnostic wrap mode.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Channel Bus Out bits 0-7.

Byte 1, bit 0: Channel Bus Out Parity bit. This bit

may be used in diagnostic state to check the CA error-

detection circuits.

Byte 1, bits 1-6: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bit 7: Reset CA—A 1 in this position caus-

es the CA currently selected to be reset. Its intended

use is for diagnostic programs, and it is not necessary

for normal channel adapter operation.

Output X'59' (Type 3 Channel Adapter Diagnostic Busy)

This instruction makes either or both Type 3 Channel

Adapter interfaces Busy for diagnostic purposes.

Byte 0, bit 0: Set Interface A Busy—This bit is set

on to cause Interface A to respond with an initial sta-

tus of Busy to all channel initiated selection sequences.

Byte 0, bit 1: Set Interface B Busy—A 1 in this

position causes Interface B to respond with a Busy
status to all channel-initiated sequences.

Byte 0, bits 2-3: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 4: Reset Interface A Busy—A 1 in this

position resets Interface A Busy (if previously set by
an Output X'59')- If the Interface A Busy condition is

already reset, the output performs no operation and is

ignored.

Byte 0, bit 5: Reset Interface B Busy—A 1 in this

position resets Interface B Busy (if previously set by

Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapters

an Output X'59'). If Interface B Busy condition is

already reset, the output performs no operation and is

ignored.

Byte 0, bits 6-7: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: These bits are unused.

Programming Note

Do not execute Output X'59' with both the set and

reset bits on for either interface. An Output X'59'

with either bits 0 and 3 or 1 and 4 on in byte 0 causes

the respective hardware latch to reach an indetermi-

nate state.

Output X'SA' (Channel Adapter Data Buffer-CADB)

This instruction loads the CA data buffer with the data to be

sent to the host processor channel for either normal or diag-

nostic operations.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Data Buffer byte 0, bits 0-7.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: Data Buffer byte 1, bits 0-7.

Output X'SB' (Channel Adapter Tag Diagnostic Register)

This instruction loads the CA tag diagnostic register with a

combination of bits from a general register to raise channel

tag lines for diagnostic purposes. The characteristic of this

register is such that a 1 sets the corresponding bit, and a 0
resets it. Therefore, care should be taken when issuing this

output to ensure the register's integrity.

This output is accessible only when the CA is in the

diagnostic wrap mode.

Byte 0, bit 0: Select Out/Hold Out—A 1 in this

position raises the inbound 'select out/hold out' tag

line.

Byte 0, bit 1: Address Out—A 1 in this position

raises the 'address out' tag line.

Byte 0, bit 2: Command Out—A 1 in this position

raises the 'command out' tag line.

Byte 0, bit 3: Service Out—A 1 in this position

raises the 'service out' tag line.

Byte 0, bit 4: Operational Out—A 1 in this posi-

tion raises the 'operational out' tag line.

Byte 0, bit 5: Suppress Out—A 1 in this position

raises the 'suppress out' tag line.

Byte 0, bits 6-7: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bits 0- 7: These bits are unused.
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Remote Program Loader Input Instructions

Input X'68' (Level 1 Status)

This instruction allows the control program to examine

the contents of the level 1 status register to determine

the cause of a remote program loader interrupt.

Byte 0, bit 0: This bit is set 0.

Byte 0, bit 1: Outbus Parity Error—This bit is set

to 1 when a parity error is detected on the Outbus

from the CCU to the disk controller. This is an error

condition that causes a program level 1 interrupt re-

quest.

Byte 0, bits 2-7: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bits 0-2: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 3: This bit is set to 1 when a Write com-
mand is issued to the disk and the write operation is

not enabled. This is an error condition that causes a

program level 1 interrupt request.

Byte 1, bits 4-7: These bits are 0.

Input X'69' (Level 3 Status)

This register can be accessed only after an interrupt

request or when the disk controller is in the reset state.

Byte 0, bit 0: Index—This bit is set to 1 when the

index is detected and the interrupt on index bit

(Output X'68', byte 1, bit 7) is set.

Byte 0, bit 1 : Read Sync—This bit is set on when
the disk controller is in sync on a read operation (for

diagnostic purposes).

Byte 0, bits 2-5: Head Access Counter—These bits

form a counter that controls the head access stepping

motor. The bits are named access 0 through access 3

respectively. They are used by the control program to

determine if the head has moved after execution of an

Output X'68' with byte 1, bit 1 on.

Byte 0, bit 6: Head Engage—This bit is set on
when the 'head engage' latch is set on.

Byte 0, bit 7: I/O Data Service Request—This bit

is set on when a data service request is present for an
input/output operation.

Byte I, bit 0: Head Disengaged— This bit is set on

when the disk head is disengaged and the current is

dropped from the disk motor.

Byte 1, bits 1-3: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 4: Overrun—This bit is set on when an

I/O overrun is detected during a data transfer from

the disk controller to the CCU.

Byte 1, bits 5-7: These bits are 0.

Input X'6A' (Parallel Data Register)

This instruction places the contents of the disk controller's

parallel data register on the CCU Inbus. This instruction is

used to read data into storage during an I/O data transfer

and for diagnostic purposes.

Input X'6B' (Control Program Load Register)

This instruction is used to provide information re-

quired by the IPL and program load phases. The bits

in this register are reset to 0 when the Reset push but-

ton is pressed or when a power-on reset occurs.

Byte 0, bit 0: Preserve Storage—Al in this position

indicates that the contents of storage are to be pre-

served until a storage dump is taken.

Byte 0, bit 1: Control Program IPL—This bit

should be on when an IPL is initiated by the control

program.

Byte 0, bit 2: This bit is set to 0.

Byte 0, bit 3: Host Initiated IPL—This bit should

be on when an IPL is initiated by a host processor

command.
The remaining bits of this register are not present in

the controller.

Remote Program Loader Output Instruc-

tions

Output X'68' (Control)

This instruction prepares for subsequent read or write opera-

tions by controlling the access arm.

Byte 0, bit 0: Low Current—This bit sets the cur-

rent level to the disk for a write operation. When writ-

ing on tracks 45 through 76, this bit must be set to 1

(low current). The bit must be 0 (high current) when
writing on tracks 0 through 41. Tracks 42, 43, and 44

can use either high or low current.
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Byte 0, bit 2: Reset Low Current—A 1 in this pos-

ition causes the low current indication (byte 0, bit 0 of

this output) to be reset.

Byte 0, bit 3: Reset Access Counter—A 1 in this

position resets the head access counter (byte 0, bits

2-5 of Input X'69') to Access 0.

Byte 0, bits 4-7: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bit 0: Reset L3 Interrupt Latch—A 1 in

this position resets the 'interrupt on index' latch that is

set as a result of byte 1, bit 7 of this output being on.

Byte I, bit 1: Head Move Enable—A 1 in this

position allows the head to be moved. A 0 inhibits all

head movement.

Byte I, bit 2: Head Direction—A 1 in this position

indicates that the head is to be moved in a forward

direction and a 0 indicates a reverse direction.

Byte 1, bit 3: Set Status Latches—A 1 in this posi-

tion sets the diagnostic status latches in the disk con-

troller.

Byte 1, bit 4: Head Engage—A 1 in this position

sets the 'head engage' latch, which allows the disk

head to become active for a read or write operation.

Byte 1, bit 5: Disk Controller Reset—A 1 in this

position resets the disk controller. All registers, latch-

es, and counters in the disk controller except the head

access counter are reset.

Byte 1, bit 6: LI and L3 Interrupt Reset—A 1 in

this position resets the 'level 1 interrupt' and the 'level

3 interrupt' latches in the disk controller and all the

controller status latches.

Byte 1, bit 7: Set L3 Interrupt on Index—A 1 in

this position causes the disk controller to request a

level 3 interrupt on index.

Output X«69' (Read/Write)

Byte 0, bit 0: This bit is unused.

Byte 0, bit 1: I/O Write—A 1 in this position initi-

ates an input/output write operation to the disk.

Byte 0, bit 2: I/O Read—A 1 in this position initi-

ates an input/output read operation to the disk.

Byte 0, bits 3-7: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bits 0- 7: These bits are unused.

Output X'6A' (Parallel Data Register)

This instruction loads the parallel data register in the disk

controller with the information on the CCU Outbus. This

instruction is used to write data on the disk during an I/O

data transfer or for diagnostic purposes.

Output X'6B' (Control Program Load Register)

This register is used to pass information required by

the IPL and program load phases. The bits of this

register are reset to 0 when the Reset push button is

pressed or when a power-on reset occurs.

Byte 0, bit 0: Preserve Storage—This bit must be

set to 1 by the control program if the contents of stor-

age are to be preserved so that the load program can

dump the remote storage contents back to the host

processor.

Note: This bit does not initiate a dump operation.

It only informs the load program to preserve

storage until a dump is complete.

Byte 0, bit 1: Control Program IPL—This bit must

be set to 1 by the control program to inform the load

programs that an IPL operation was initiated by the

control program.

Byte 0, bit 2: This bit is unused.

Byte 0, bit 3: Host Initiated IPL—This bit must be

set to 1 by the control program to inform the load

programs that an IPL operation was initiated by a host

processor command.

The remaining bits of this register are not present in

the controller.
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CCU Input Instructions

Input X'70' (Storage Size Installed)

This instruction causes the register specified by R to be

loaded with a bit combination that indicates the amount of

storage installed in the controller.

The register bits are set to one of the values shown below

to indicate the amount of storage installed in the controller.

3705-11 Bit Settings

Storage Byte 0, bit Hex value

Size 23456 of byte 0

32K 0000 1 X'02'

64K 000 1 0 X'04'

96K 000 1 1 X'06'

128K 00 100 X'08'

160K 00101 X'OA'

192K 00110 X'OC

224K 00111 X'OE'

256K 0 1000 X'10'

320K 0 10 10 X'14'

384K 0 1100 X'18'

448K 0 1110 X'lC
512K 1 0000 X'20'

Over 256K sets bit 1-7 to 1.

3705-1 Bit Settings

Storage Byte 0, bit Hex value

Size 0 1 2 3 of byte 0

16K 0 0 0 1 X'10'

48K 0 0 1 1 X'30'

80K 0 1 0 1 X'50'

112K 0 1 1 1 X'70'

144K 1 0 0 1 X'90'

176K 1 0 1 1 X'BO'

208K 1 1 0 1 X'DO'

240K 1 1 1 1 X'FO'

3704 Bit Settings

Storage Byte 0, bit Hex value

Size 0 1 2 3 of byte 0

16K 0 0 0 1 X'10'

32K 0 0 1 0 X'20'

48K 0 0 1 1 X'30'

64K 0 1 0 0 X'40'

All bit positions of byte 1 of this register are 0.

Input X'71' (Panel Address/Data Entry Digits)

This instruction causes the register specified by R to be

loaded according to the setting of the Address/Data switches

on the control panel.

The action taken for each register bit position is given

below.

Byte X, bits 4-7: Address/Data A—On a 3705

with Extended Addressing, these bits are loaded with

the information from switch A on the control panel.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: Address/Data B & C—These bits

are loaded with the information from switches B and C
on the control panel.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: Address/Data D & E—These

bits are loaded with the information from switches D
and E on the control panel.

Input X'72' (Panel Display/Function Select Switch Controls)

This instruction causes the register specified by R to be

loaded with information indicating the position of the

Display/Function Select switch on the control panel.

Byte 0, bits 0-2: These bits are 0.

Byte 0, bit 3: Storage Address—This bit indicates

that the Display/Function Select switch is in the

STORAGE ADDRESS position.

Byte 0, bit 4: Register Address—This bit indicates

that the Display/Function Select switch is in the REG-
ISTER ADDRESS position.

Byte 0, bits 5-7: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 0: This bit is 0.

Byte 1, bit 1: Function Select 1—This bit indicates

that the Display/Function Select switch is in the

FUNCTION 1 position.

Byte 1, bit 2: Function Select 2—This bit indicates

that the Display/Function Select switch is in the

FUNCTION 2 position.

Byte 1, bit 3: Function Select 3—This bit indicates

that the Display/Function Select switch is in the

FUNCTION 3 position.
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Byte 1, bit 4: Function Select 4—This bit indicates

that the Display/Function Select switch is in the

FUNCTION 4 position.

Byte 1, bit 5: Function Select 5—This bit indicates

that the Display/Function Select switch is in the

FUNCTION 5 position.

Byte 1, bit 6: Function Select 6—This bit indicates

that the Display/Function Select switch is in the

FUNCTION 6 position.

Byte 1, bit 7: This bit is 0.

Input X'73' (Insert Key)

This instruction is associated with storage protectioa It

causes the key addressed by the last Output X'73' to be

inserted into byte 1, bits 5-7 of the register specified by R.

All other bits of the register are set to 0. See Storage Protect

in Chapter 5.

Input X'74' (Lagging Address Register)

This instruction causes the contents of the lagging address

register to be transferred to the register specified by R.

If this instruction is executed at program levels 2, 3, or 4,

the address from the LAR is that of the last instruction

executed before the input instruction. If this instruction

is executed in program level 1, the address from the LAR is

that of the last instruction executed before entering level 1

.

Input X'76' (Adapter Level 1 Interrupt Requests)

This instruction is associated with program level 1 interrupt

requests. It loads the register specified by R with a combina-

tion of bits to indicate the origin of an adapter level 1 inter-

rupt request.

Byte 0, bit 0: Type 4 CA-1, CA-2, CA-3, or CA-4 LI -This

bit indicates that Type 4 CA-1 , CA-2, CA-3, or CA-4 has

requested a program level 1 interrupt.

Byte 0, bit 1: Type 2 or 3 Scanner- 1 (or Type 1 Scanner)

LI—This bit indicates that a Type 1 Scanner or a Type 2 or

3 Scanner- 1 has requested a program level 1 interrupt.

Byte 0, bit 2: Type 2 or 3 Scanner-2. LI—This bit indicates

that a Type 2 or 3 Scanner-2 has requested a program level 1

interrupt.

Byte 0, bit 3: Type 2 or 3 Scanner-3 LI -This bit indicates

that a Type 2 or 3 Scanner-3 has requested a program level 1

interrupt.

Byte 0, bit 4: Type 2 or 3 Scanner-4 Ll-This bit indicates

that a Type 2 or 3 Scanner-4 has requested a program level 1

interrupt.

Byte 0, bit 5: Type 1, 2, or 3 CA-1 LI or Selected Type 4
CA Ll-This bit indicates that a Type 1 CA, a Type 2 or

Type 3 CA-1 , or a selected Type 4 CA has requested a pro-

gram level 1 interrupt. An Input X'67' instruction deter-

mines which Type 4 CA is selected.

Byte 0, bit 6: Type 2 or 3 CA-2 Ll-This bit indicates that

a Type 2 or Type 3 CA-2 has requested a program level 1

interrupt.

Byte 0, bit 7: Remote Loader LI Request-This bit indicates

that the disk controller has requested a program level 1

interrupt.

Byte 1, bits 0-7: These bits are 0.

Input X'77' (Adapter Level 2 or 3 Interrupt Requests)

This instruction is associated with program level 2 and

level 3 interrupt requests. It loads the register specified by
R with a combination of bits to indicate the origin of an

adapter level 2 or 3 interrupt request.

When priority selection is required with more than one

Type 4 CAs, this instruction sets or rests the selected latch

in each Type 4 CA according to the state of the "CA4 has

priority" latch. It also resets the "prime priority select"

latch.

Byte 0, bit 0: This bit is 0.

Byte 0, bit 1: Type 1, 2, or 3 Scanner L2-This bit indicates

that a Type 1, Type 2, or Type 3 Scanner has requested a

program level 2 interrupt.

Byte 0, bits 2-7: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 0: Type 4 CA L3-This bit indicates that a

Type 4 CA-1
,
CA-2, CA-3, or CA-4 has requested a program

level 3 interrupt.

Byte 1, bit 1: Remote Loader L3 Request-This bit indi-

cates that the disk controller has requested a program level 3
interrupt.
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Byte 1, bit 2: Type 2 or 3 CA-2 L3-This bit indicates that

a Type 2 or Type 3 CA-2 has requested a program level 3

interrupt.

Byte 1, bit 3: Type 1 or Selected Type 4 CA Data/Status

L3—This bit indicates that a Type 1 or selected Type 4 CA
has requested a program level 3 data service interrupt.

Byte 1, bit 4: Type 1, 2, or 3 CA-1 or selected Type 4 CA
L3-This bit indicates that a Type 2 or Type 3 CA-1 has

requested a program level 3 interrupt, or a Type 1 or

selected Type 4 CA has requested a program level 3 initial

selection interrupt.

Byte 1, bits 5 and 6: Type 4 CA Selected-These bits indi-

cate the Type 4 CA that has been selected:

00- CA#l 10-CA#3
01- CA#2 11-CA#4

Byte 1, bit 7: This bit is 0.

Input X'79' (Utility)

This instruction causes the register specified by R to be

loaded with information indicating (1) the state of the pro-

gram level 5 C and Z condition latches, (2) the last program

level to be active before a level 1 interrupt, and (3) the state

of the IPL escape control.

Byte 0, bits 0-4: These bits are 0.

Byte 0, bit 5: 900 nanosecond cycle time.

Byte 0, bit 6: Program Level 5, C Condition-This bit indi-

cates that the 'C condition' latch for program level 5 is on.

Byte 0, bit 7: Program Level 5, Z Condition—This
bit indicates that the 'Z condition' latch for program
level 5 is on.

Byte 1, bit 0: Program Level 2—This bit indicates

that program level 2 was interrupted by level 1. (See
note below.)

Byte 1, bit 1: Program Level 3—This bit indicates

that program level 3 was interrupted by level 1. (See
note below.)

Byte 1, bit 2: Program Level 4—This bit indicates

that program level 4 was interrupted by level 1. (See
note below.)

Byte 1, bit 3: Program Level 5-This bit indicates that pro-

gram level 5 or the "wait" state was interrupted by level 1

.

(See note below.)

Byte 1, bit 4: 1 indicates that the 3705 has FET storage

(3705-11); 0 indicates that the 3705 has bridge storage

(3705-1).

Byte 1, bit 5: Remote 3704-0 indicates 3705; 1 indicates

3704. This bit is required for timing purposes in the test

section of the ROS bootstrap program of a remote communi-

cations controller.

Byte 1, bit 6: Type 1 or 4 CA Installed-This bit indicates

that a Type 1 or 4 CA is installed in the basic module of the

controller. When the bit is off, a-Type 2 or Type 3 CA is

implied. However, this bit will be on only when the program

being executed is running in level 1.

Byte 1, bit 7: IPL Escape Control-This bit is 0 as a result of

a jumper wire installed by a Customer Engineer. By forcing

a branch to storage location X'06FC', this jumper causes a

bypass of the part of the bootstrap program that actually

controls the initial program load. This is a diagnostic facility

for read-only-storage maintenance.

Note to byte 1, bits 0-3: One of these bits is 1

when an Input X'79' is executed in program level

1. The bit that is set indicates the program level

that was operating when control was passed to pro-

gram level 1. All other positions are set to 0.

These bits are all 0 if Input X'79' is executed

when not in program level 1.

Input X'7A' (CUCR)
This instruction accesses the cycle utilization counter

register (CUCR). The CUCR consists of a flag bit and

1 5 data bits. The flag bit, if set to 1 , indicates that the

CUCR is installed in the 3705. The 15 data bits comprise

a 15-position binary counter that accumulates a count

of the total number of utilized machine cycles. Utilized

cycles are defined as cycles taken for instruction execu-

tion, cycle steal operations, and maintenance operations.

Notes:

1 . The CUCR is a standard feature on 3705-11 Models

J-L only. The counter is available for 3705-H Models

E-H, but only on an RPQ basis.

2. To determine if a 3705-11 Model E—H contains the

CUCR RPQ and clear the register of random data:

a. Execute a Load Halfword instruction (storage =

X'0000').
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b. Execute an Output X'7A' instruction. The register

specified must contain X'0000'.

c. Execute an Input X'7A' instruction to determine

if bit 0.0 of the CUCR is set to 1 . If bit 0.0 equals

1 , the CUCR RPQ is installed. All other bit positions

in the CUCR are zero.

3. Actual utilized cycle count is eight times the value in

the CUCR because the counter advances by 1 each

time eight cycles are utilized.

Byte 0, bit 0. (Flag): A 1 in this position indicates that the

CUCR RPQ is installed (3705-11 Model E-H only).

Byte 0, bit 1: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 16,384.

Byte 0, bit 2: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 8,192.

Byte 0, bit 3: A 1 in this poisiton indicates a utilized

cycle count of at least 4,096.

Byte 0, bit 4: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized

cycle count of at least 2,048.

Byte 0, bit 5: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 1 ,024.

Byte 0, bit 6: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 512.

Byte 0, bit 7: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 256.

Byte 1, bit 0: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 128.

Byte 1, bit 1: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 64.

Byte 1, bit 2: A 1 in this poisiton indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 32.

Byte 1, bit 3: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 16.

Byte 1, bit 4: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 8.

Byte 1, bit 5: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 4.

Byte 1, bit 6: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 2.

Byte 1, bit 7: A 1 in this position indicates a utilized cycle

count of at least 1

.

Input X'7B' (BSC CRC Register)

This instruction causes the old CRC character and the

data character to be added to the CRC accumulation

to be combined and loaded into the BSC CRC regis-

ter. Then bytes 0 and 1 of the general register speci-

fied by R are loaded with the new BSC CRC accumu-

lation character from the BSC CRC register. With

Extended Addressing, byte X of the general register is

set to 0. See Cyclic Redundancy Check in Chapter 5.

Input X'7C (SDLC CRC Register)

This instruction combines the old CRC character with the

data character to be added to the SDLC CRC and loads the

new character into the CRC register. The new SDLC CRC
is then stored in the specified general register.

Input X'7D' (CCU Check Register)

The bits of this instruction are set when the Central Control

Unit detects an error condition. This instruction sets the

bits in the general register specified by R to correspond to

the CCU check register.

Byte 0, bit 0: Byte X Check—This bit indicates a

byte X parity error (for Extended Addressing only).

Byte 0, bit 1: Byte 0 Check—This bit indicates a

byte 0 parity error.

Byte 0, bit 2: Byte 1 Check—This bit indicates a

byte 1 parity error.

Byte 0, bit 3: LI Program Check—This bit indi-

cates that a program check occurred while in level 1

.

Byte 0, bit 4: SAR Check—This bit indicates a

storage address register parity check. Byte 0, bit 0, 1,

or 2 is also 1 to indicate which byte of the SAR caused

the check.

Byte 0, bit 5: SDR Check—This bit indicates a

storage data register parity check. Byte 0, bit 0, 1 , or

2 is also 1 to indicate which byte of the SDR caused

the check.
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Byte 0, bit 6: Op Reg Check—This bit indicates an

operation register parity check. Byte 0, bit 0, 1 , or 2 is

also 1 to indicate which byte of the Op Reg caused the

check.

Byte 0, bit 7: Indata Bus Check—This bit indicates

an indata bus check. Byte 0, bit 0, 1, 'or 2 is also 1 to

indicate which byte of the indata bus caused the check.

Byte 1, bit 0: Cycle Counter Check—This bit indi-

cates that the CCU cycle counter signaled an even

number of time slots to the CCU. This check is one of

three that set the Clock Check light on the control

panel.

Byte 1, bits 1-4: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 5: CCU Checks—This bit indicates the

presence of a CCU check. The CCU check bit is a

summary type bit that is set to 1 whenever any one or

more of the CCU check bits of this input are on.

When checking for a CCU check condition, this bit

should be tested first.

Byte 1, bit 6: Type 2 Attachment Base Clock

Check—This bit indicates a Type 2 Attachment Base

clock check. This check indicates that the Type 2

Scanner clock has signaled an incorrect number of

time slots. The check is one of three checks that set

the Clock Check light on the control panel.

Byte 1, bit 7: CCU Clock Check—This bit indi-

cates a Central Control Unit clock check. A CCU
clock check indicates that the CCU clock has signaled

an incorrect number of time slots. This check is one of

three checks that set the Clock Check light on the

control panel.

Input X'7E' (CCU Level 1 Interrupt Requests)

This instruction sets the bits in the register specified by R to

indicate which level 1 interrupt request is set. Byte 1, bits

1-4 are set as the result of a program check in any level and

cause an interrupt to level 1

.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 0: Address Compare Interrupt

LI—This bit indicates a level 1 address compare inter-

rupt.

Byte 1, bit 1: Address Exception LI—This bit

indicates that an addressing exception has occurred.

Byte 1, bit 2: In/Out Check LI—This bit indicates

that an input/output check has occurred.

Byte 1, bit 3: Protection Check LI—This bit indi-

cates that a protection check has occurred.

Byte 1, bit 4: Invalid Op Check LI—This bit indi-

cates that an invalid op-code check has occurred.

Byte 1, bit 5: This bit is 0.

Byte 1, bit 6: IPLL1—This bit indicates that pro-

gram level 1 has requested an IPL.

Byte I, bit 7: This bit is 0.

Input X'7F' (CCU Level 2, 3, or 4 Interrupt Requests)

This instruction is used to set bits in the register specified by

R to indicate which level 2, 3, or 4 interrupt request is set.

Byte 0, bit 0: Diagnostic L2—This bit indicates a

diagnostic level 2 interrupt request.

Byte 0, bits 1-5: These bits are 0.

Byte 0, bit 6: Panel Interrupt Request L3—This bit

indicates an interrupt request from the Interrupt push

button on the control panel.

Byte 0, bit 7: PCI L4—This bit indicates a level 4

program-controlled interrupt (PCI L4) request.

Byte 1, bits 0-4: These bits are 0.

Byte 1, bit 5: Interval Timer L3—This bit indicates

a level 3 interval timer interrupt request.

Byte 1, bit 6: PCI L3—This bit indicates a level 3

program-controlled interrupt (PCI L3) request.

Byte 1, bit 7: SVC L4—This bit indicates a level 4

supervisor call interrupt (SVC L4) request.

CCU Output Instructions

Output X'70' (Hardstop)

This instruction causes the 'hardstop' latch to be set. This

causes the controller to come to a complete stop and requires

an IPL to continue processing. Since this instruction per-

forms a function, the bit settings of the register are ignored.
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Output X'71' (Display Register 1)

This instruction transfers the contents of the register speci-

fied by R to display register 1. The Program Display light

on the control panel is also turned on.

Output X'72' (Display Register 2)

This instruction transfers the contents of the register speci-

fied by R to display register 2. The Program Display light

on the control panel is also turned on.

Output X'73* (Set Key)

This instruction is associated with the storage protect

mechanism. Refer to Storage Protect in Chapter 5. It is

normally used to set either a storage key or protect key with

the contents of byte 1, bits 5-7 of the register specified by R.

Byte 1, bit 3 (key select) controls the selection of either

a storage key or protect key. If byte 1, bit 4 (set key) of the

register is on, the addressed key is set according to byte 1,

bits 5-7. If byte 1, bit 4 is off, the addressed key is not set.

In either case, the key addressed with the last Output X'73'

executed can be accessed with a subsequent Input X'73'.

For the 3704 and Models A-H of the 3705

:

Byte 0, bits 0-3: Key Address—If byte 1, bit 3 of

this output is 1, these bits, along with byte 0, bits 4-6

are set to the storage block number to be referenced

when setting a storage key. If byte 1, bit 3 is 0, these

bits are ignored.

Byte 0, bits 4-6: Key Address—If byte 1, bit 3 of

this output is 1, these bits along with byte 0, bits 0-3

form a storage block number. If byte 1, bit 3 is a 0,

these bits are set to the protect key address of the

desired user.

Byte 0, bit 7: This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bits 0-2: These bits are unused.

For 3705 Models J-L:

Byte 0, bits 0-2: Reserved

Byte 0, bits 3-7: Key Address—If byte 1 , bit 3 of this

output is 1 , these bits, along with byte 1 , bits 0-2 are set to

the storage block number to be referenced when setting a

storage key. If byte 1 , bit 3 is 0, byte 0, bits 4-6 are set to

the protect key address of the desired user; byte 0, bits 3

and 7, and byte 1 , bits 0-2 are ignored.

Byte J, bits 0-2: Key Address—If byte 1, bit 3 of this

output is 1 , these bits along with byte 0, bits 3-7 form a

storage block number. If byte 1, bit 3 is a 0, these bits

along with byte 0, bits 3 and 7 are ignored.

Byte 1, bit 3: Key Address Select—This bit is used to

indicate which key this instruction will be used for. If this

bit is 1 , a storage key is set, and the storage block number

should be in byte 0, bits 0-6 (byte 0, bits 3-7 and byte 1,

bits 0-2 for 3705 Models J-L). If this bit is 0, a protect

key is set, and the address of the user should be in byte 0,

bits 4-6.

Byte 1, bit 4: Set Key—If this bit is set to 1, the

key set in bits 5-7 is inserted for the addressed key. If

this bit is 0, no keys are changed.

Byte 1, bits 5-7: Key—These bits contain the stor-

age key or protect key as indicated by byte 1, bit 3 to

be assigned to the storage block or user addressed by

byte 0, bits 0-6 (byte 0, bits 3-7 and byte 1 , bits 0-2 for

3705 Models J-L). If byte 1, bit 4 is zero, theses bits are

ignored.

Output X'77' (Miscellaneous Control)

This instruction contains miscellaneous controls used to set

or to reset various interrupt requests.

Byte 0, bit 0: Reset IPL LI—This bit is set to 1 to

reset the level 1 IPL request and the CA not-initialized

state (Output X'57', byte 0, bit 7).

Byte 0, bit 1: Reset CCU Checks—This bit is set

to 1 to reset all CCU checks.

Byte 0, bit 2: Reset Panel Interrupt Request

L3—This bit is set to 1 to reset the external interrupt

request at program level 3.

Byte 0, bits 3-4: These bits are reserved for diag-

nostic use. A 0 is the inactive state of these bits. The

active state is allowed only in the test mode.

Byte 0 bit 5: This bit is unused.

Byte 0, bit 6: Set Diagnostic L2—If this bit is set

to 1 and the CCU is in test mode, the diagnostic inter-

rupt request at program level 2 is set. This bit should

not be 1 if the CCU is not in test mode because the

level 2 interrupt may be taken and there will be no

indication that it is a diagnostic level 2 interrupt re-

quest (byte 0, bit 0 of Input X'7F').
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Byte 0, bit 7: Reset Diagnostic L2—This bit is set

to 1 to reset the level 2 diagnostic interrupt request. It

is ignored if the CCU is not in the test mode,

Byte 1, bit 0: This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bit 1: Reset Interval Timer L3—This bit is

set to 1 to reset the program level 3 interval timer in-

terrupt request.

Byte 1, bit 2: Reset PCI L3—This bit is set to 1 to

reset the level 3 program-controlled interrupt request

(PCI L3) set by Output X'7C\

Byte 1, bit 3: This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bit 4: Reset Address Compare LI—This

bit is set to 1 to reset the program level 1 address com-

pare interrupt request.

Byte 1, bit 5: Reset Program Checks LI—This bit

is set to 1 to reset all program check interrupt requests

to program level 1.

Byte J, bit 6: Reset PCI LA—This bit is set to 1 to

reset the level 4 program-controlled interrupt request

(PCI L4) set by Output X'7D'.

Byte 1, bit 7: Reset SVC L4-This bit is set to 1 to reset the

level 4 supervisor call (SVC L4) request.

Output X'78' (Force CCU Checks-3705)

This instruction provides a means for testing the CCU check

circuits under diagnostic control by forcing checks in the

CCU data flow. This output instruction is ignored if the

CCU is not in the test mode.

Programming Note

Although the action specified by this instruction is taken

only once, the result may be 'permanent' until corrective

action is taken to store data with the correct parity into

the affected register or storage location.

Byte 0, bits 0- 7: Complement Bits 0-7—A 1 in any

of these positions causes the corresponding bit posi-

tions of each byte (byte X, 0, and 1 ) of the input to

the ALU check detection circuits to be complemented.

Byte 1, bit 0: Complement Storage Parity—A 1 in

this position causes incorrect parity in both byte 0 and

byte 1 of the halfword accessed in storage on the next

instruction cycle.

Byte 1, bit 1: Complement Z Bus Parity—A 1 in

this position causes incorrect parity to be stored into a

general register. A load or store instruction should

then follow this output to place the data from the gen-

eral register on the Z bus to exercise parity checking

circuits.

Byte 1, bit 2: A-Register Check—A 1 in this posi-

tion causes incorrect parity in the A-register.

Byte 1, bit 3: Indata Bus Check—A 1 in this posi-

tion causes the Indata parity bits to be complemented.

This results in a B-register parity check when an Input

X'70\ X'73'-X'75\ or X'78'-X'7F' instruction is exec-

uted. Input instructions X'71' and X'72' do not give

checks.

Byte I, bits 4-7: These bits are unused.

Output '78' (Force CCU Checks-3704)

This instruction provides a means of testing the CCU check

circuits under diagnostic control by forcing checks in the

CCU. This output is ignored if the CCU is not in test mode.

Programming Note

Although the action specified by this instruction is taken

only once, the result may be 'permanent' until corrective

action is taken to store data with the correct parity into the

affected register or storage location.

Byte 0, bits 0-4: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bits 5-7: Instruction Cycle Select—A bina-

ry decode of these three bits determines the cycle in

which the selected error will occur, as follows:

001 = Select next II cycle

010 = Select next 12 cycle

011 = Select next 13 cycle

100 = Select next 14 cycle

101 = Select next 15 cycle

Byte 1, bit 0: Complement Storage Parity—This

bit causes improper parity to be stored in both main

storage bytes addressed during the next selected cycle

(selected by byte 0, bits 5-7 of this instruction). This

can be used to exercise either SDR or Op Reg parity

checks at a later time. For the expected results, the

selected cycle must coincide with an actual storage

write operation.
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Byte 1, bit 1: Complement Z Bus Parity—This bit

is used to store even parity into a local store register or

an external register.

Byte 1, bit 2: A-Reg Check—This bit causes the

A-reg parity bits to be complemented during the next

selected cycle.

Byte 1, bit 3: B-Reg Parity Error—This bit causes

the B-reg parity bits to be complemented during the

next selected cycle.

Byte 1, bit 4: SAR Parity Error—This bit causes

the SAR parity bits to be complemented during the

next selected cycle.

Byte 1, bit 5: Op Reg Parity Error—This bit causes

the Op reg parity bits to be complemented during the

next selected cycle. The selected cycle must be II.

Byte 1, bits 6- 7: These bits are unused.

Output X'79' (Utility)

This instruction is used to set or reset various CCU latches.

Byte 0, bits 0-1: These bits are unused.

Byte 0, bit 2: Set IPL—This bit is set to 1 to initi-

ate an IPL operation.

Byte 0, bit 3: Set FET Storage Diagnostic Mode-This bit

sets the 'allow set memory diagnostic register' latch.

Byte 0, bit 4: Remote Power Off—Using this bit allows the

remote communications controller (if equipped with the

Remote Power Off feature) to be powered off by the control

program. Power must be restored manually.

Byte 0, bit 5: Inhibit Prog Level 5, C & Z
Replacement—If this bit is set to 0, the program level

5 C and Z condition latches are set according to byte

0, bits 6-7. If this bit is 1, no action is taken.

Byte 0, bit 6: Program Level 5, C Condition—If

byte 0, bit 5 of this output is 1, the 'C condition' latch

for program level 5 is set according to the state of this

bit.

Byte 0, bit 7: Program Level 5, Z Condition—If

byte 0, bit 5 of this output is 1, the 'Z condition' latch

for program level 5 is set according to the state of this

bit.

Byte 1, bit 0: Reset CCU Check Hard Stop

Mode—This bit is set to 1 to reset a CCU check hard

stop.

The 'check stop mode' latch is set during IPL phase

1. As long as the Diagnostic Control switch on the

control panel is in the PROCESS or CLOCK STEP
position, the controller operates as if the switch is in

the CCU CHECK HARD STOP position. This state

can be overridden by the bypass CCU check stop

state.

Byte 1, bit 1: Reset Load Indicator—This bit is set to 1 to

reset the Load light on the control panel and to reset the

'load' latch to indicate the completion of IPL. The 'load'

latch is set and the Load light is turned on during IPL.

Byte 1, bit 2: Set Test Mode—This bit is set to 1 to

set the CCU in the test mode. This bit turns on the

Test light on the control panel and enables the follow-

ing diagnostic functions to be performed:

(1) Force CCU checks—Output X'78'.

(2) Set/reset Diagnostic Level 2.

(3) Set/reset Bypass CCU Check Stop.

(4) Set/reset adapter level 1 interrupt request mask.

See the CCU Diagnostic Facilities section in

Chapter 5. This bit should not be 1 if byte 1, bit 3 of

this output is 1

.

Byte 1, bit 3: Reset Test Mode—This bit is set to 1

to reset the test mode. The Test light on the control

panel is turned off if the Mode Select and the Diagnos-

tic Control switches are both in the PROCESS posi-

tion. Any of the test functions allowed by the test

mode are also reset. This bit should not be 1 if byte 1,

bit 2 of this output is 1

.

Byte 1, bit 4: Set Bypass CCU Check Stop

Mode—This bit is set to 1 to bypass the CCU check

stop. When this bit is set, the operation is the same as

if the Diagnostic Control switch on the control panel

were in the BYPASS CCU CHECK STOP position.

This bit should not be 1 if byte 1 , bit 5 of this output is

1. It is ignored if the CCU is not in the test mode.

Byte 1, bit 5: Reset Bypass CCU Check Stop

Mode—This bit is set to 1 to reset the bypass CCU
check stop. This bit should not be 1 if byte 1 , bit 4 of

this output is 1. It is ignored if the CCU is not in the

test mode.
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Byte 1, bit 6: Scope Sync Pulse 1—This bit is set to

1 to generate the scope sync pulse 1 . This is an oscil-

loscope synchronization pulse of 1 00 ns for mainte-

nance purposes.

Byte 1, bit 7: Scope Sync Pulse 2—This bit is set to

1 to generate the scope sync pulse 1 . This is an oscil-

loscope synchronization pulse of 100 ns for mainte-

nance purposes.

Output X*7A' (Reset the CUCR)
This instruction resets the bits of the cycle utilization

counter register. When the Output X'7A' instruction is

issued, all of the bits in the CUCR are set to 0. Since this

instruction performs a function, the bit settings of the

register are ignored.

Output X'7C (Set PCI L3)

This instruction sets the program-controlled interrupt

request for level 3. Since this instruction performs a

function, the bit settings of the register are ignored.

Output X'7D' (Set PCI L4)

This instruction sets the program-controlled interrupt

request for level 4. Since this instruction performs a func-

tion, the bit settings of the register are ignored.

Output X'7E' (Set Mask bits)

This instruction sets mask bits that prevent interrupts to a

certain program level during processing. See Masking Pro-

gram Level Priorities in Chapter 5.

Byte 0, bits 0- 7: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bit 0: This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bit 1: Adapter Requests LI—A 1 in this

position sets a mask to prevent CA and Scanner inter-

rupts to program level 1 (for diagnostic test mode
only).

Byte 1, bit 2: Program Level 2—A 1 in this posi-

tion sets a mask to prevent interrupts to program level

2.

Byte 1, bit 3: Program Level 3—A 1 in this posi-

tion sets a mask to prevent interrupts to program level

3.

Byte 1, bit 4: Program Level 4—A 1 in this posi-

tion sets a mask to prevent interrupts to program level

4.

Byte 1, bit 5 : Program Level 5—A 1 in this posi-

tion sets a mask to prevent instruction execution in

program level 5.

Byte 1, bits 6- 7: These bits are unused.

Output X'7F' (Reset Mask bits)

This instruction resets the mask bits for program level

interrupts. See Masking Program Level Priorities in

Chapter 5.

Byte 0, bits 0-7: These bits are unused.

Byte 1, bit 0: This bit is unused.

Byte 1, bit 1: Adapter Requests LI—A 1 in this
position unmasks CA and scanner interrupts to level 1

(for diagnostic test modes only).

Byte 1, bit 2: Program Level 2—A 1 in this posi-
tion unmasks interrupts to program level 2.

Byte 1, bit 3: Program Level 3—A 1 in this posi-
tion unmasks interrupts to program level 3.

Byte I, bit 4: Program Level 4—A 1 in this posi-

tion unmasks interrupts to program level 4.

Byte 1, bit 5: Program Level 5—A 1 in this posi-

tion unmasks program level 5 to allow instruction ex-

ecution at that level.

Byte 1, bits 6-7: These bits are unused.
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Appendix C. Input/Output Instruction Summary Charts
GENERAL REGISTERS

X'OO'-X'IF'

INPUT X'OO' GENERAL REGISTERS

thru X'lF'

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BIT 4 BYTE X, BIT 4
BIT 5
BIT 6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 7

BITO BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

BIT 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

with 18 or

20-bit EA

EA = Extended Addressing

GENERAL REGISTERS (Note)OUTPUT X'OO'

thru X'lF'

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BIT 4 BYTE X, BIT 4'

BIT 5 BIT 5
B IT 6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 7

BIT 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

BIT 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

\ with 20-bit

/ EA only

Note: If R field-O, data in addressed reg is not changed but parity is regenerated.

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.
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TYPE 1 SCANNER
X'40'-X'47'

OUTPUT X'40' TYPE 1 SCANNER - SET MODE BIT OVERRIDE
and OVERRIDE REMEMBER

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 *

BIT 1
*

BIT 2
*

BIT 3 *

BIT 4 *

BIT 5 *

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 *

BIT 1
*

BIT 2
*

BIT 3
*

BIT 4 *

BIT 5
*

BIT 6 *

BIT 7 *

INPUT X'41' TYPE 1 SCANNER-INTERFACE ADDRESS OUTPUT X'41

'

TYPE 1 SCANNER-START SCANNER and RESET

(Note) L2 BIT SERVICE REQUEST

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0 *

BIT 1 0 BIT 1
*

BIT 2 0 BIT 2
*

BIT 3 0 BIT 3
*

BIT 4 1 BIT 4 *

BIT 5 0 BIT 5
*

BIT 6 Interface Address BIT 3 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 4 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 5 BYTE 1, BIT 0 *

BIT 1 BIT 6 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 7 BIT 2
*

BIT 3 BIT 8 BIT 3
*

BIT 4 0 BIT 4

BIT 5 0 BIT 5

BIT 6 0 BIT 6

BIT 7 0 BIT 7

Note : Bytes 0 & I

,

l=X'06F0' For Char Serv

INPUT X'42' TYPE 1 SCANNER-CNTRL A— LINE INTERFACE OUTPUT X'42' TYPE 1 SCANNER-CNTRL A— LINE INTERFACE

(Autocall Interface shown below) (Autocall Interface shown below)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0
*

BIT 1 0 BIT 1
*

BIT 2 0 BIT 2
*

BIT 3 0 BIT 3
*

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 *

BIT 5 0 BIT 5
*

BIT 6 Mode Bit 1 BIT 6 l=Set; 0=Rst Mode Bit 1

BIT 7 Mode Bit 2 BIT 7 l=Set; 0=Rst Mode Bit 2

BYTE 1, BIT 0 1 =LO;0=HI Bit Svc Priority RVTC 1 R1T DD T 1 L \ f D 1 1 U 1-1 H-ftHI Rit ^ui- Prinritv
I
—LUJ u n i dit jvc r n or i ry

BIT 1 Diagnostic Mode BIT 1
1=^st- ft Ret Dinnn/Klir KAnAo

BIT 2 Data Terminal Ready (DTR) BIT 2 l=Set; 0=Rsr Data Terminal Ready (DTR)

BIT 3 Synchronous Bit Clock BIT 3 1-Set; 0=Rst Synchronous Bit Clock

BIT 4 External Clock BIT 4 l=Ser; 0=Rst External Clock

BIT 5 Data Rate Selector BIT 5 l=Set; 0=Rst Data Rate Selector

BIT 6 OSC Select Bit 1 BIT 6 l=Set; 0=Rst OSC Select Bit 1

BIT 7 OSC Select Bit 2 BIT 7 l=Set; ORst OSC Select Bit 2

INPUT X'42' TYPE 1 SCANNER-CNTRL A—AUTOCALL INTERFACE OUTPUT X'42' TYPE ) SCANNER-CNTRL A—AUTOCALL INTERFACE

(Line Interface shown above) (Line Interface shown above)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0
*

BIT 1 0 BIT )
*

BIT 2 0 BIT 2
*

BIT 3 0 BIT 3
*

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 *

BIT 5 0 BIT 5 *

BIT 6 Mode Bit 1 BIT 6 1=Set; 0=Rst Mode Bit 1

BIT 7 Mode Bit 2 BIT 7 1 "JCT^ v "\jT rvlQae D r 1 £.

BYTE 1, BIT 0 1=LO;0=HI Bit Svc Priority BYTE 1, BIT 0 1 = LO;0=HI Bit Svc Priority

BIT 1 0 BIT 1

BIT 2 0 BIT 2 *

BIT 3 0 BIT 3

BIT 4 0 BIT 4

BIT 5 0 BIT 5

BIT 6 0 BIT 6

BIT 7 0 BIT 7

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.
* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 1 SCANNER
X'40'-X'47'

INPUT X'43' TYPE 1 SCANNER-CNTRL B/C-LINE INTERFACE UU 1 rU 1 A J T
1 1

TYPE I SCANNER-CNTRL B-LINE INTERFACE
lAutocoil interface shown below) (Autocoll Interface shown below)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Qe>n Ran tf>\ Keg/ function {£}

BYTE 0 BIT 0 Psmiua rVi+n Rift Rh(Fbii\eceive Ltira dit QUTTer BYTE 0, BIT 0
BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 hterface Check Summa r (note

)

BIT 2
BIT 3 Received Data Lead (I—SPACE) BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4
BIT 5 New Sync B IT 5
BIT 6 Req ues t |Q Send (RTS) BIT 6
BIT 7 Send Data Bit Buffer B IT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Not Clear to Send (CTS) BYTE 1, BIT 0
BIT 1 Ring Indicator (Rl) BIT 1

*

BIT 2 Not Data Set Ready (DSR) BIT 2

BIT 3 Received Line Signal Detector BIT 3 *

BIT 4 Telegraph Interface Echo Check BIT 4 l=Transmit Mode; 0=Receive Mode
BIT 5 Diagnostic Mode BIT 5 New Sync
BIT 6 Bit Service BIT 6 Request to Send (RTS)
BIT 7 Bit Overrun/Underrun BIT 7 Send Data (l=mark)

Note: OR of Byte 0 Bit 1 , Byte 1 Bits 2 & 7

INPUT X'AV
1 1 n r vj I /\ *to 1 TTC 1 IN IN C l\

— ^-IN 1 KL D/\_—AU 1 \J\~A LL llNltKhAt.t OUTPUT X'4Vuirui a *f

o

TVPP I C/—ANIMFD f~KITDI R A 1 IT/~ir~ A I 1 IKITCDCAf"

r

(Line Interface shown above) (Line Interface shown above)
uvn wg (ft/ Reg/ Function (E) ("ion Ron (Q\ i\eg/ runct ion [c)
dvte n BIT nD 1 It HI 1 U 0 a vt F n dit nBT It U, DM U

B IT 1 Feedback L.heck BIT 1

BIT 2 Interface Check Summary (note) BIT 2
BIT 3 Digit Present (DPR) BIT 3
BIT 4 Digit NBR 8 BIT 4
BIT 5 f"\" " i KIDD A

Digit NBR 4 BIT 5
BIT 6 F*\" * a KIDD ODigit NBK I BIT 6 t

BIT 7 Digit NBR I BIT 7
BYTE 1, BIT 0 Not Abandon Call & Retry (ACR) BYTE 1, BIT 0 .

BIT 1 Present Next Digit (PND) BIT 1

BIT 2 Nnt Dniri lino f"Vr i ir. !»n! {fit (~)\
i **cm isu Iu Line ky^^upicLi \\s L j BIT 2 Call Request (CRQ)

BIT 3 Power Indicator (PWI) BIT 3 Digit Present (DPR)
BIT 4 Call Request (CRQ) BIT 4 Digit NBR 8
BIT 5 Call Originating Status (COS) BIT 5 Digit NBR 4
BIT 6 Bit Service BIT 6 Digit NBR 2
BIT 7 Bit Overrun/ Underrun BIT 7 Digit NBR I

Note: OR of Byte 0 Bit 1, Byte 1 Bits 2 8. 7

INPUT X'44' TYPE 1 SCANNER-STATUS OUTPUT X'44' TYPF 1 Sf~AMMF P-fXFMFPA. 1 rnMtBOl
1 irt 1 J\_«IN INC n—ur INC RAL V_I^INII\^>L

Gen Reg (R) Reg/ Funet ion (E

)

Gen Reg (R) Keg/ runct ion \tj

rytf n R it nD I 1 C \J f oil U mode Bit Uvernde BVTF fi DIT HBY It U, DM V *

BIT I U P.IT 1DM 1

BIT 2 Override Remember BIT 2

BIT 3 Scanner enabled BIT 3
BIT 4 Char Svc Pending B IT 4
BIT 5 0 BIT 5

BIT 6 0 BIT 6
BIT 7 0 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0 l=Set; ORst Diagnostic Bit Svc
BIT 1 0 BIT 1

BIT 2 LIB Posl Bit Clock Check BIT 2 Rese t )^ode Bit C^ve rride
BIT 3 LIB Pos2 Bit Clock Check BIT 3 Reset Override Remember
BIT 4 LIB Pos3 Bit Clock Check BIT 4 Reset Character Service Pending
BIT 5 LIB Pos4 Bit Clock Check BIT 5 Reset Type J Scan LI Checks
BIT 6 LIB Select Check BIT 6 Reset Feedback Check
BIT 7 CCU OUTBUS Check BIT 7 Reset Bit Overrun/Underrun

A
1 ITD 1 IT V 1 > £ 'UUIrUI A 40 TYPt 1 SCANNER-SCANNER CONTROL

don Ron f P"lv7c n rveg w Keg/ function (fc)

RYTF n RIT nTit \Jf Oil U

BIT 1 bet Scanner enabled

BIT 2 Reset Scanner Enabled

BIT 3

B IT 4 i —oet; LRKst Disable Lib ros P

BIT 5 l-iet; (J=Kst Disable LIB ros I

B IT 6 1 —Ca f\— D_a Pi* _L 1 _ 1 ID D _ 1
1 -bet; U-Kst Uisable LIB ros J

.BIT 7 1 C

«

a A D- a rv i ~ 1 ID D j|l=iet; U-Kst Disable LIB ros 4
BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 1 SCANNER
X'40'-X'47'

OUTPUT X'46' TYPE I SCANNER SET CHAR SVC PENDING,
START SCANNER, RST L2 BIT REQUEST

uen Keg \f\f Rb q/ Funct i on
QVTC n OITQT it U, DM 0

BIT '

BIT 2 t

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1
*

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

OUTPUT X'47' TYPE 1 SCANNER-FORCE BIT SERVICE L2 REQUEST

Gen Reg (R) Reg/ Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4 *

BIT 5

BIT 6 Interface Address BIT 3

BIT 7 BIT 4

BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 5

BIT 1 BIT 6

BIT 2 BIT 7

BIT 3 BIT 8

BIT 4 *

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

TYPE 2 SCANNER
X'40'-X'47'

INPUT X'40' TYPE 2 SCANNER - INTERFACE ADDRESS OUTPUT X'40" TYPE 2 SCANNER - INTERFACE ADDRESS

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Functian (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0
BIT 1 0 BIT 1

BIT 2 0 BIT 2

BIT 3 0 BIT 3
BIT 4 1 BIT 4
BIT 5 0 BIT 5
BIT 6 Interface Address BIT 0 BIT 6 Interface Address BIT 0
BIT 7 BIT 1 BIT 7 BIT 1

BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 2 BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 2

BIT 1 BIT 3 BIT ) BIT 3

BIT 2 BIT 4 BIT 2 BIT 4

BIT 3 BIT 5 BIT 3 BIT 5

BIT 4 BIT 6 BIT 4 BIT 6
BIT 5 BIT 7 BIT 5 BIT 7
BIT 6 BIT 8 BIT 6 BIT 8
BIT 7 0 BIT 7

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.
* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 2 SCANNER
X'40'-X'47'

uuirui A-ir

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

I ret i scAMNtK
CONTROL
Reg/Function (E)

AUUKtib bUBblllUMON

BYTE 1

SUB CTRL REG BIT I

SUB CTRL REG BIT 2

SUB CTRL REG BIT 3

SUB CTRL REG BIT 4

OUTPUT X'42'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT I

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

TYPE 2 SCANNER •

CONTROL
Reg/Function (E)

UPPER SCAN LIMIT

BYTE 1

Scan Limir Select BIT 0 (note)

Scan Limit Select BIT 1 (note)

Note: 00=96; 01=8; 10=48; 11=16

PUT X'43 1 TYPE 2 SCANNER - CHECK REGISTER OUTPUT X'43' TYPE 2 SCANNER - CONTROL

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 LIB Pos 1 Bit Clock Check BYTE 0, BIT 0 Set Function

BIT 1 LIB Pos 2 Bit Clock Check BIT 1 Reset Function

BIT 2 LIB Pos 3 Bit Clock Check BIT 2 ICW Bit 38 (Display Request)

BIT 3 LIB Pos 4 Bit Clock Check BIT 3

BIT 4 LIB Pos 5 Bit Clock Check (Note) BIT 4

BIT 5 LIB Pos 6 Bit Clock Check (Note) BIT 5

BIT 6 LIB Select Check BIT 6

BIT 7 ICW IN Reg Check BIT 7 Disable LIB Pos 1

BYTE 1, BIT 0 ICW Work Reg Check BYTE 1, BIT 0 Disable LIB Pas 2

BIT 1 Priority Reg Avail Check BIT 1 Disable LIB Pos 3

BIT 2 CCU OUTBUS Check BIT 2 Disable LIB Pos 4

BIT 3 LINEAOBUS Check BIT 3 Disable LIB Pos 5 (Note)

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 Disable LIB Pos 6 (Nate)

BIT 5 0 BIT 5 Type 2 Scan LI Request

BIT 6 0 BIT 6 Disable Interrupt Requests

BIT 7 0 BIT 7

Note: Not applicable for Type 2 Sconner-1 Note: Not applicable for Type 2 Scanner-l

INPUT X'44'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

TYPE 2 SCANNER-ICW Input Reg Bits 0-15

(Note)

Reg/Function (E)

ICW BIT 0 Stop Bit Check/Receive Break

Service Request

Char Over/Underrun

Modem Check

Rcvd Line Sig Det (PWI)

BYTE 1

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BIT 8

BIT 9

BIT 10

BIT 11

BIT 12

BIT 13

BIT 14

BIT 15

Program Flog

Pad Flag

PDF BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

Note: Autocall Interface Lines are shown En parenthesis.

OUTPUT X'44'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

TYPE 2 SCANNER-ICW Bits 0-15

Reg/Function (E)

RST ICW BIT 0 Stop Bit Check/Receive Break

RST ICW BIT 1 Service Request

RST ICW BIT 2 Char Over/Underrun
RST ICW BIT 3 Modem Check

BYTE 1

ICW BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BIT 8

BIT 9

BIT 10

BIT 11

BIT 12

BIT 13

BIT 14

BIT 15

(must be 0)

Program Flag

Pad Flag

PDF BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 2 SCANNER
X'40'-'47'

INPUT X'44' TYPE 2 SCANNER - ICW Input Reg Bits 0-15 OUTPUT X'44' TYPE 2 SCANNER - ICW Bits 0-15

SYNCHRONOUS DATA LINK CONTROL (SDLC) SYNCHRONOUS DATA LINK CONTROL (SDLC)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 0 Abort BYTE 0, BIT 0 RST ICW BIT 0 Abort

BIT 1 BIT 1 Service Request Interlock BIT 1 RST ICW BIT 1 Service Request Inerlock

BIT 2 BIT 2 Character Overrun/Underrun - Flag BIT 2 RST ICW BIT 2 Character Overrun/Underrun - Flag

Not on Boundary Not on Boundary

BIT 3 BIT 3 Modem Check BIT 3 RST ICW BIT 3 Modem Check

BIT 4 BIT 4 Receive Line Signal Det. BIT 4 *

BIT 5 BIT 5 Flag Detection/Disable Zero BIT 5 RST ICW BIT 5 Flag Detection/Disable

Insert Remembrance Zero-Insert Remembrance

BIT 6 BIT 6 Program Flag BIT 6 ICW BIT 6 Program Flag

BIT 7 BIT 7 Disable-Zero Insert Control BIT 7 BIT 7 Disable Zero—Insert Control

BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 8 PDF BIT 0 BYTE 1 , BIT 0 BIT 8 PDF BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 9 BIT 1 BIT 1
QIT Q BIT 1di i y Dili

BIT 2 BIT 10 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 10 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 11 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 11 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 12 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 12 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 13 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 13 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 14 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 14 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 15 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 15 BIT 7

INPUT X'45' TYPE 2 SCANNER-ICW Input Reg Bits 16-31 OUTPUT X'45' TYPE 2 SCANNER-ICW Bits 16-23

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R; Reg/ Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 16 LCD BIT 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 17 BIT 1 BIT I

BIT 2 BIT 18 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 19 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 20 PCF BIT 0 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 21 BIT 1 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 22 BIT 2 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 23 BIT 3 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 24 SDF BIT 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0 ICW BIT 16 LCD BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 25 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 17 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 26 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 18 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 27 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 19 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 28 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 20 PCF BIT 0

BIT 5 BIT 29 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 21 BIT 1

BIT 6 BIT 30 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 22 BIT 2

BIT 7 BIT 31 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 23 BIT 3

INPUT X'46' TYPE 2 SCANNER DISPLAY REG OUTPUT X'46' TYPE 2 SCANNER-ICW Bits 24-33 & 44

(Note)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Clear to Send (ACR) BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 44-NRZI Control (SDLC)
BIT 1 Ring Indicator (PND) BIT 1

BIT 2 Data Set Ready (DLO) BIT 2
*

BIT 3 Rev Line Sig Det (PWI) BIT 3
*

BIT 4 Receive Data Bit Buffer BIT 4

BIT 5 Diagnostic Wrap Mode (COS) BIT 5

BIT 6 Bit Service Request BIT 6 ICW BIT 24 SDF BIT 0

BIT 7 0 BIT 7 b 1 1 ZD Dill

BYTE 1, BIT 0 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 26 BIT 2

BIT 1 0 BIT 1 BIT 27 BIT 3

BIT 2 0 BIT 2 BIT 28 BIT 4

BIT 3 0 BIT 3 BIT 29 BIT 5

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 BIT in RITAD 1 1 JU D 1 1 O

BIT 5 0 BIT 5 hit n bit 7DM o 1 Dl J /

BIT 6 0 BIT 6 BIT )) BIT Qb 1 1 OV 01 I 0

BIT 7 0 BIT 7 O IT 11 bit OD 1 1 Jo Dl I 7

Note: Autocall Interface Lines are shown in parenthesis.

INPUT X'47' TYPE 2 SCANNER-ICW Input Reg Bits 32-45 OUTPUT X'47' TYPE 2 SCANNER-ICW Bits 34-43

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 32 SDF BIT 8 BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 33 SDF BIT 9 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 34 Ones Counter 0 i BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 35 Ones Counter 1 SDLC BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 36 Ones Counter 2 1 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 37 0- Unused BIT 5

BIT 6 ICW BIT 38 Display Request BIT 6 ICW BIT 34

BIT 7 BIT 39 0-Unused BIT 7 BIT 35

BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 40 0- Unused BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 36

BIT 1 BIT 41 L2 Interrupt Pending BIT 1 BIT 37

BIT 2 BIT 42 Priority Bit 1 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 43 Priority Bit 2 BIT 3 ICW BIT 39

BIT 4 BIT 44 NRZI Mode (SDLC) BIT 4 BIT 40

BIT 5 BIT 45 0-Unused BIT 5 BIT 41 Set- L2 Interrupt Pending

BIT 6 0 BIT 6 BIT 42 Priority Bit 1

BIT 7 0 BIT 7 BIT 43 Priority Bit 2

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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IKIDtIT VMfl" TVDC T /TVDC 1UC Cl^AMMCD = IMTCDCt

TYPE 3/3HS SCANNER
X'40'-X*4F'

uuirui a""w

Kjen Keg Reg/Function (E)

Dr IC u r Oil u u

BIT 1 o

BIT 2 Q

BIT 3

BIT 4 ]

BIT 5 o

BIT 6 Interface Address BIT 0

BIT 7 BIT 1

BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 2

BIT t BIT 3

BIT 2 BIT 4

BIT 3 BIT 5

BIT 4 BIT 6

BIT 5 BIT 7

BIT 6 BIT 8

BIT 7 0

Gen Reg (R)

I TKfc J/ I YKfc JM5 SUANNtK - IN I fcHhAUfc ADDRESS

Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 1,

BIT 0 *

BIT 1
*

BIT 2 *

BIT 3 *

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6 Interface Address BIT 0

BIT 7 BIT 1

BITO BIT 2

BIT 1 BIT 3

BIT 2 BIT 4

BIT 3 BIT 5

BIT 4 BIT 6

BIT 5 BIT 7

BIT 6 BIT 8

BIT 7 *

INPUT X'41'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

BYTE I, BIT 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER - HIGH SPEED SELECT

Reg/Function (E)

High Speed Select Reg 0

1

2

3 I .Not applicable to

4 I
the Type 3HS Scanner

5

6

7

Bit 16 (ICW 17.0)

Bit 16 (ICW 17.1)

OUTPUT X'4 P TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER - SCAN SUBSTITUTION CONTROL

Cy Stl PDF Array Ptr

PDF Array Ptr

0

0

o

o

0

0

I
Type3HS

» Scanner

' Only

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE I

Reg/Function (E)

High Speed Select Reg 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

SUB CTRL REG BIT 1

SUB CTRL REG BIT 2

SUB CTRL REG BIT 3

SUB CTRL REG BIT 4

Not applicable to

the Type 3HS Scanner

These bits must be

set to zero when
using a Type 3HS
Communication Scanner

INPUT X'42' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER - DBAR/CHECK REGISTER 0

Gen Reg (R) Reg/ Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Work Reg Ck 2 Par. Err KW Byte 3/13

1 3 4/12

2 4 5/11

3 5 6/8
4 6 7/9

5 7 15/16

6 PDF Array Parity Error

7 0

BYTE 1, BIT 0 DBAR 25

1 24

2 23

3 22

4 2'

5 20

6 Scan Limit Select BIT 0 (note)

7 1 (note)

Note: 00=96; 01=8; 10=48; ll = 16

(Bits 1 .6 and 1 .7 are not applicable to a Type 3HS Scanner.)

OUTPUT X"42' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER • DBAR/SCAN LIMIT
CONTROL

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 0

BIT 1 0

BIT 2 0

BIT 3 0

BIT 4 0

BIT 5 0

BIT 6 0

BIT 7 0

BYTE 1, BITO DBAR 25

BIT 1 24

BIT 2 23

BIT 3 22

BIT 4 2l

BIT 5 20

BIT 6 Scan Limit Select BIT 0 (note)

BIT 7 Scan Limit Select BIT 1 (note)

Note: 00=96; 01=8; 10=48; 11 = 16

(Bits 1 1B and 1 .7 are not applicable to a Type 3HS Scanner.)

INPUT X'43' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER - CHECK REGISTER 1

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 LIB Pos 1 Bit Clock Check

BIT 1 LIB Pos 2 Bit Clock Check

BIT 2 LIB Pos 3 Bit Clock Check
BIT 3 LIB Pos 4 Bit Clock Check

BIT 4 0

BIT 5 0

BIT 6 LIB Select Check
BIT 7 ICW IN Bus Check

BYTE 1, BIT 0 ICW Work Reg Check 1 Par. Err ICW Byte 2/10

BIT 1 Priority Reg Avail Check
BIT 2 CCU OUTBUS Check
BIT 3 LINEADBUS Check
BIT 4 Bad Cycle Steal Data Inbound

BIT 5 CSAR Check
BIT 6 Address Exception

BIT 7 ICW Work Reg Check 0 Par. Err ICW Byte 0/14

OUTPUT X'43'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BITO

BIT I

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE I

TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER • CONTROL

Reg/Function (E)

Set Function

Reset Function

ICW Bit 4.6 (Display Request)

ICW Diagnostic Mode
Disable/Enable LIB Pos 1

Disable/Enable LIB Pos 2

Disable/Enable LIB Pos 3

Disable/Enable LIB Pos 4

Type 3 Scan L 1 Request

Disable Interrupt Requests

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions/ ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER
xw-xw

INPUT X'44' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Reg Bytes 0 and 1

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg(R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT U.U Abort Detect (,jL>L\.J BYTE 0, BIT 0 i/~w hit 0 0 Reset Abort Detect (SDLC)

BIT 1 BIT n iU- I Service Request BIT 1
RITDl 1 0 1 Reset Norm Service Request Int.

BIT 2 BIT 0.2 Character Overrun/Underrun BIT 2 BIT n 9 Reset Char Overrun/Underrun

BIT 3 BIT 0.3 Modem Check BIT 3 BIT u.o rteset Modem \_necK

BIT 4 BIT 0.4 Not Level 2 Sid BIT 4 ftIT n & ie" INsT —— D!G

BIT 5 BIT 0.5 End of fvlessoge BIT 5 BIT 0.5 Reset End of Message

BIT 6 BIT 0.6 Program Flag BIT 6 BIT 0.6 Set/reset Program Flag

BIT 7 BIT 0.7 Line Trace Control BIT 7 BIT 0.7 Set/reset Line Trace Control

BYTE 1 , BIT 0 BIT 1.0 PDF BIT 0 BYTE 1, BITO BIT 1.0 PDF BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1.1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1.1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 1.2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 1.2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 1.3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 1.3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 1.4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 1.4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 1.5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 1.5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 1.6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 1.6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 1.7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 1.7 BIT 7

OUTPUT X'44' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Reg Bytes Oand 1

INPUT X'45' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Reg Bytes 2 and 3

BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 2.0 LCD BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 2.

1

BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2.2 BIT 2

BIT 3 Bit 2.3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 2.4 PCF BIT 0

BIT 5 BIT 2.5 BIT 1

BIT 6 BIT 2.6 BIT 2

BIT 7 BIT 2.7 BIT 3

BITO BIT 3.0 SDF B1T0

BIT 1 BIT 3.

1

BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 3.2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3.3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 3.4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 3.5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 3.6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 3.7 BIT 7

OUTPUT X'45'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Reg Bytes 2 and 16

Reg/Function (E)

l-Set/0-Do not set byte 16

ICW BIT 16.1 Data Termirial Ready

OLTT Diagnostic

(reserved)

EPCF BIT 0

BYTE 1 ICW

BIT 16.2

BIT 16.3

BIT 16.4

BIT 16.5

BIT 16.6

BIT 16.7

BIT 2.0

BIT 2.1

BIT 2.2

BIT 2.3

BIT 2.4

BIT 2.5

BIT 2.6

BIT 2.7

LCD

PCF

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 0

BIT I

BIT 2

BIT 3

BITO

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

INPUT X'46' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-DISPLAY REG
(Note)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, Bit 0 Clear to Send (ACR)/DO- 1/D1-

1

BIT 1 Ring Indicator (PNDJ/DO-2/DI-2

BIT 2 Data Set Ready (DLO)/DO-3/DI-3

BIT 3 Receive Line Signal Detect (PWI)/DO-4/DI-4

BIT 4 Receive Data Bit Buffer/DO-5/DI-5

BIT 5 Diagnostic Wrap Mode (COS)/DO-6/DI-6

BIT 6 Bit Service Request/DO-7/DI-7

BIT 7 ICW Diag Mode

BYTE 1, BIT 0 0

BIT 1 0

BIT 2 0

BIT 3 0

BIT 4 0

BIT 5 0

BIT 6 0

BIT 7 0

Autocall Interface Lines are shown in parentheses; DO-x refers to Scanner

Data Out line to LIB; this bit meaning effective when ICW bit 5.5 is on;

Dl-x refers to Scanner Data In line to LIB; this bit meaning effective

when LCD state is X'7' or X'F'

OUTPUT X'46'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Byte 3 and Bits 4.0, 4.1

Reg/Function (E)

ICW BIT 3.0 (Set Mode)

BIT 3. 1 (Set Mode)

BIT 3.2 (Set Mode)

BIT 3.6 (Set Mode)

ICW BIT 3.0

BIT 3.1

BIT 3.2

BIT 3.3

BIT 3.4

BIT 3.5

BIT 3.6

BIT 3.7

BIT 3.8

BIT 3.9

SDF BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BIT 8

BIT 9

INPUT X'47' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Bytes 4 and 5 OUTPUT X'47'

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 4.0 SDF BIT 8 BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 4.

1

BIT 9 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 4.2 Ones Counter Bit 4 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 4.3 Ones Counter Bit 2 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4.4 Ones Counter Bit 1 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 4.5 Lost Line Stote/Timeout CH BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 4.6 Display Request BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 4.7 Ones Counter Bit 16 BIT 7

BYTE 1 , BIT 0 BIT 5.0 Ones Counter Bit 8 BYTE 1, BITO

BIT 1 BIT 5.1 L2 Interrupt Pending BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 5.2 Priority Bit 1 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 5.3 Priority Bit 2 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 5.4 NRZI Mode/Transp. Text BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5.5 Diagnostic Bit 0 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 5.6 Diagnostic Bit 1 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 5.7 External Clock BIT 7

TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Bytes 4 and 5

Reg/Function (E)

ICW BIT 4.2 Ones Counter/lnt. Timer Bit 4

BIT 4.3 Ones Counter/lnt. Timer Bit 2

BIT 4.4 Ones Counter/lnt. Timer Bit 1

BIT 4.5 Last Line State/Timeout Ctl

*

ICW BIT 4.7 Ones Counter/lnt. Timer Bit 16

BIT 5.0 Ones Counter/lnt. Timer Bit 8

BIT 5. 1 L2 Int. Pending

ICW BIT 5.2 Priority Sel Bit 1

BIT 5.3 Priority Sel Bit 2

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions:, ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit positions unused may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER
X'40'-X'4F'

IKJDMT VMQi TVPC T/TVPF 1HR QPAMMCR.irUl R,,*.... C 1 -i OUTPUT X'48' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNbH-IUW Bytes b and /

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 6.0 Cycle Steal Addr Bit X.4 BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 6.0 Cycle Steal Addr Bit X.4
BIT 1 BIT 6.1 Cycle Steal Addr Bit X.

5

BIT 1 BIT 6.1 Cycle Steal Addr Bit X. 5
BIT 2 ICW BIT 6.2 Cycle Steal Addr Bit X.6 BIT 2 ICW BIT 6.2 Cycle Steal Addr Bit X.6
BIT 3 BIT 6.3 Cycle Steal Addr Bit X.7 BIT 3 BIT 6.3 Cycle Steal Addr Bit X.7
BIT 4 BIT 6.4 ETB/ETX/ENQ in data BIT 4 (reserved)

BIT 5 BIT 6.5 Cycle Steal Valid BIT 5 ICW BIT 6.5 Cycle Steal Valid

BIT 6 BIT 6.6 Data Chain Flag BIT 6 BIT 6.6 Data Chain Flag

BIT 7 BIT 6.7 Message Chain Flag BIT 7 BIT 6.7 Message Chain Flag

BYTE 1, BITO BIT 7.0 Cy Stl Byte Ct Bit 128 BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 7.0 Cy Stl Byte Ct Bit 128

BIT 1 BIT 7.

1

Bit 64 BIT 1 BIT 7.

1

Bit 64

BIT 2 BIT 7.2 Bit 32 BIT 2 BIT 7.2 Bit 32
BIT 3 BIT 7.3 Bit 16 BIT 3 BIT 7.3 Bit 16

BIT 4 BIT 7.4 Bit 8 BIT 4 BIT 7.4 Bit 8

BIT 5 BIT 7.5 Bit 4 BIT 5 BIT 7.5 Bit 4
BIT 6 BIT 7.6 Bit 2 BIT 6 BIT 7.6 Bit 2

BIT 7 BIT 7.7 Bit 1 BIT 7 BIT 7.7 Bit 1

INPUT X'49' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Bytes 8 and 9 OUTPUT X'49' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Bytes 8 and 9

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 8.0 Cycle Steal Address Byte 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 8.0 Cycle Steal Address Byte 0
BIT 1 BIT 8.1 BIT 1 BIT 8.

1

BIT 2 BIT 8.2 BIT 2 BIT 8.2

BIT 3 BIT 8.3 BIT 3 BIT 8.3

BIT 4 BIT 8.4 BIT 4 BIT 8.4

BIT 5 BIT 8.5 BIT 5 BIT 8.5

BIT 6 BIT 8.6 BIT 6 BIT 8.6

BIT 7 BIT 8.7 BIT 7 BIT 8.7

BYTE 1, BITO BIT 9.0 Cycle Steal Address Byte 1 BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 9.0 Cycle Steal Address Byte 1

BIT 1 BIT 9.1 BIT 1 BIT 9.1

BIT 2 BIT 9.2 BIT 2 BIT 9.2

BIT 3 BIT 9.3 BIT 3 BIT 9.3

BIT 4 BIT 9.4 BIT 4 BIT 9.4

BIT 5 BIT 9.5 BIT 5 BIT 9.5

BIT 6 BIT 9.6 BIT 6 BIT 9.6

BIT 7 BIT 9.7 BIT 7 BIT 9.7

INPUT X'4A' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Bytes 1 0 and 1

1

OUTPUT X'4A' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Bytes 10 and 1

1

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 10.0 BCC BITO BCC-1 BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 10.0 BCC BIT 0 BCC-

1

BIT 1 BIT 10.

1

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 10.1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 10.2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 10.2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 10.3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 10.3 BIT 3
BIT 4 BIT 10.4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 10.4 BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 10.5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 10.5 BIT 5
BIT 6 BIT 10.6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 10.6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 10.7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 10.7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 11.0 BIT 8 BCC-2 BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 11.0 BIT 8 BCC-2
BIT 1 BIT 1 1.1 BIT 9 BIT 1 BIT 11.1 BIT 9

BIT 2 BIT 11.2 BIT 10 BIT 2 BIT 11.2 BIT 10

BIT 3 BIT 1 1.3 BIT 1 1 BIT 3 BIT 1 1.3 BIT 1

1

BIT 4 BIT 1 1.4 BIT 12 BIT 4 BIT 1 1.4 BIT 12

BIT 5 BIT 1 1.5 BIT 13 BIT 5 BIT 11.5 BIT 13

BIT 6 BIT 1 1.6 BIT 14 BIT 6 BIT 11.6 BIT 14

BIT 7 BIT 11.7 BIT 15 BIT 7 BIT 11.7 BIT 15

INPUT X'4B' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Bytes 16

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

*

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5
*

BIT 6 *

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 ICW BIT 16.0 New Sync

BIT 1 BIT 16.1 Data Terminal Ready

BIT 2 BIT 16.2 OLTT Diagnostic

BIT 3 BIT 16.3 (reserved)

BIT 4 BIT 16.4 Extended PCF Bit 0

BIT 5 BIT 16.5 Bit 1

BIT 6 BIT 16.6 Bit 2

BIT 7 BIT 16.7 Bit 3

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER
X'40'-X'4F'

INPUT X'4C

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0,

TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-PDF Array Address

Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 1,

BIT 0 0

BIT 1 0

BIT ? 0

BIT 3 0

BIT 4 0

BIT 5 PDF Array Bit 0 5

BIT 6 Bit 0 6

BIT 7 Bit 0 7

BIT 0 Bit 1 0

BIT 1 Bit 1 1

BIT 2 Bit 1 2

BIT 3 Bit 1 3

BIT 4 Bit 1 4

BIT 5 Bit 1 5

BIT 6 Bit 1 6

BIT 7 Bit 1 7

OUTPUT X'4C

Gen Reg (R)

TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-PDF Array Address

Reg-'Function (E)

BYTE

BIT 0 0

BIT 1 0

BIT 2 0

BIT 3 0

BIT 4 0

BIT 5 PDF Array Bit 0.5

BIT 6 Bit 0.6

BIT 7 Bit 0.7

BIT 0 Bit 1.0

BIT 1 Bit 1.1

BIT 2 Bit 1.2

hit "3
Bit 1.3

BIT 4 Bit 1.4

BIT 5 Bit 1.5

BIT 6 Bit 1.6

BIT 7 Bit 1.7

OUTPUT X'4D' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Cycle Steal PDF

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Cycle Steal PDF Bit 0.0

BIT 1 Bit 0.1

BIT 2 Bit 0.2

BIT 3 Bit 0.3

BIT 4 Bit 0.4

BIT 5 Bit 0.5

BIT 6 Bit 0.6

BIT 7 Bit 0.7

BYTE I, BIT 0 Bit 1.0

BIT 1 Bit 1.1

BIT 2 Bit 1.2

BIT 3 Bit 1.3

BIT 4 Bit 1.4

BIT 5 Bit 1.5

BIT 6 Bit 1.6

BIT 7 Bit 1.7

INPUT X'4E'

Gen Reg (R)

TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Bytes 12 and 13 (Note)

Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 12.0 Cy Stl PDF Array Ptr Bit 8

BIT 1 BIT 12.1 Bit 4

BIT 2 BIT 12.2 Bit 2

BIT 3 BIT 12.3 Bit 1

BIT 4 BIT 12.4 PDF Array Ptr Bit 8

BIT 5 BIT 12.5 Bit 4

BIT 6 BIT 12.6 Bit 2

BIT 7 BIT 12.7 Bit 1

BYTE 1, BITO BIT 13.0 Sequence 0

BIT 1 BIT 13.1 Sequence 1

BIT 2 BIT 13.2 RTS Turnaround Control

BIT 3 BIT 13.3 Sequence 2

BIT 4 BIT 13.4 (reserved)

BIT 5 BIT 13.5 (reserved)

BIT 6 BIT 13.6 Cycle Steal Message Ctr 0

BIT 7 BIT 13.7 Cycle Steal Message Ctr 1

Note: See Input X'4T in this section of Appendix C

for (1) ICW BIT 17.0 Cy Stl PDF Array Ptr Bit 16,

and (2) ICW BIT 17.1 PDF Array Ptr Bit 16. These

bits are used only with Type 3HS Scanner operations

OUTPUT X'4E'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BITO

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Bytes 12, 13, and 17

Reg/Function (E)

ICW BIT 12.0 Cy Stl PDF Arroy Ptr Bit 8

Bit 4

BYTE

BIT 12.1

BIT 12.2

BIT 12.3

BIT 12.4

BIT 12.5

BIT 12.6

BIT 12.7

BIT 13.0

BIT 13.1

BIT 13.2

Bit 2

Bit 1

PDF Array Ptr Bit 8

Bit 4

Bit 2

Bit 1

Sequence 0

Sequence 1

RTS Turnaround Control

BIT 13.3 Sequence 2

BIT 13.4 *

BIT 13.5
*

BIT 13.6 Cycle Steal Message Ctr 0

BIT 13.7 Cycle Steal Message Ctr 1

Note: If a Type 3HS Scanner is installed, these bits represent:

ICW BIT 17.0 Cy Stl PDF Array Ptr Bit 16

ICW BIT 17.1 PDF Array Ptr Bit 16

Otherwise, the bit positions are unused and may be O or 1

.

INPUT X'4F'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Bytes 14 and 15

Reg/Function (E)

ICW BIT 14.0 Receive Line Signal Detect

BIT 14.1 Format Excep/ldle Detect

BIT 14.3 Flush (BSC)

BIT 14.4 Data Check

BIT 14.4 Bad Pad/Flag Off Bdry

BIT 14.5 0=ACK-0, 1=ACK-1 Expected

BIT 14.6 DLE Seq. Error (BSC)

BIT 14.7 Length Check

BIT 15.0 Int. Stat 0 Control Exception

BIT 15.1 1 (reserved)

BIT 15.2 2 (reserved)

BIT 15.3 Final Stat 3 Pgm Req Int on line idle

detect or flag

4 (reserved)

5 Transmit flag or idle

6 Transmit pad before turn

OUTPUT X'4F' TYPE 3/TYPE 3HS SCANNER-ICW Bytes 14 and 15

Reg/Function (E)

BIT 15.4

BIT 15.5

BIT 15.6

BIT 15.7 Ldg graph. Line turn after transmission

BYTE 0, BIT 0 ICW BIT 14.0 Reset Receive Line Signal Detect

BIT 1 BIT 14.1 Reset Format Excep/ ldle Detect

BIT 2 BIT 14.2 Flush (BSC)

BIT 3 BIT 14.3 Reset Data Check

BIT 4 BIT 14.4 Reset Bad Pad/Flag Off Bdry

BIT 5 BIT 14.5 0=ACK-0/ 1=ACK-1 Expected

BIT 6 BIT 14.6 Reset DLE Seq. Error (BSC)

BIT 7 BIT 14.7 Reset Length Che :k

BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 15.0 Init. Stat 0 Control Exception

BIT 1 BIT 15.1 1 (reserved)

BIT 2 BIT 15.2 2 (reserved)

BIT 3 BIT 15.3 Final Stat 3 Pgm req int on line idle

detect

BIT 4 BIT 15.4 4 (reserved)

BIT 5 BIT 15.5 5 Transmit flag or idle

BIT 6 BIT 15.6 6 Transmit pad before turnaround

BIT 7 BIT 15.7 Ldg Graph. Line turn after transmission

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit positions unused may be 1 or 0,
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TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CHANNEL ADAPTER
X'SO'-X'SC

INPUT X'501 TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-INCWAR (For Channel Write, OUTPUT X'50' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-INCWAR (For Channel Write,
1

Write Break, & Write IPL) Write Break, & Write IPL)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 INCWAR BITO BYTE 0, BIT 0 INCWAR BIT 0
BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT B BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 8

BIT 1 BIT 9 BIT 1 BIT 9

BIT 2 BIT 10 BIT 2 BIT 10

BIT 3 BIT 11 BIT 3 BIT 1

1

BIT 4 BIT 12 BIT 4 BIT 12

BIT 5 BIT 13 BIT 5 BIT 1

3

BIT 6 BIT 14 BIT 6 BIT 14

BIT 7 BIT 15 BIT 7 BIT 1

5

INPUT X'51' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-OUTCWAR OUTPUT X'51' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-OUTCWAR
(For Channel Read) (For OKo n nc 1 Rco d)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Rsq/' Func t i on (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 OUTCWAR BIT 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0 OUTCWAR BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 8 BYTE 1, BIT 0 BIT 8

-BIT 1 BIT 9 BIT 1 BIT 9

Bit 2 BIT 10 BIT 2 BIT 10

BIT 3 BIT 11 BIT 3 BIT 11

BIT 4 BIT 12 BIT 4 BIT 12

BIT 5 BIT 13 BIT 5 BIT 13

BIT 6 BIT 14 BIT 6 BIT 14

BIT 7 BIT 15 BIT 7 BIT 15

INPUT X'52'

(See Note)

Gen Reg (R)

TYPE 2,TYPE 3 CA CONTROL WORD BYTE
COUNT (CWCNT)

BITO 0
BIT 1 0
BIT 2 0
BIT 3 0
BIT 4 0

BIT 5 0
BIT 6 CWCNT BITO
BIT 7 BIT 1

BITO BIT 2
BIT 1 BIT 3
BIT 2 BIT 4
BIT 3 BIT 5
BIT 4 BIT 6
BIT 5 BIT 7
BIT6 BIT 8
BIT 7 BIT 9

iMoie. i-or j/uo models J, K, and L, this bit configuration is applicable during
mode only. Bits 6 and 7 of BYTE 0 are set to 1 each time the field is loaded.

INPUT X'52' TYPE 2/3 CA-CONTROL WORD BYTE
(See Note) COUNT (CWCNT)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BITO 0

BIT 1 0

BIT 2 0

BIT 3 0
BIT 4 0
BIT 5 0

BIT 6 0

BIT 7 0

BYTE 1, BITO CWCNT BIT 0

BIT1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

Note: This bit configuration is applicable_only for 3705 Models J. K, and L in non-IPL mode.

With Extended Addressing. Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.
* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CHANNEL ADAPTER
X'50'-X'5C

INPUT X'53' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-SENSE REGISTER OUTPUT X'53' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-SENSE REGISTER

(CASN5R) (CASNR)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)
Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Command Reject BYTE 0, BIT 0 Set CMD Reject and Unit Check

BIT I Intervention Required BIT 1 Set Intervention Required

BIT 2 Bus Out Check BIT ?

BIT 3 Equipment Check BIT 3 *

BIT 4 Data Check BIT 4 Set Data Check

BIT 5 0
BIT 5

BIT 6 Not Initialized BIT 6 *

BIT 7 Abort BIT 7 Set Abort

BYTE 1, BIT 0 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1 0
BIT 1

*

BIT 2 0
BIT 2

BIT 3 0
BIT 3

*

BIT 4 PSAR ftuto X Rit 4 \IjOM It DyiB A, Oil** I
BIT 4 *

BIT 5 CSAR Byte X, Bit 5 1
[

BIT 5
*

BIT 6 CSAR Byte x] Bit 6 |

2°-bit EA onlV BIT 6
*

BIT 7 CSAR ByteX, Bit 7
j

BIT 7 *

INPUT X'54' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-STATUS REGISTER fCASTR) OUTPUT X'54' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-STATUS REGISTER (CASTR)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/ Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Attention (ATT) BYTE 0, BIT 0 Set Attention (ATT)

BIT 1 Status Modifier (SM) BIT 1 Set Status Modifier (SM)

BIT 2 0 BIT 2
*

BIT 3 Busy BIT 3 Set Busy

BIT 4 Channel End (CE) BIT 4 Set Channel End (CE)

BIT 5 Device End (DE) BIT 5 Set Device End (DE)

BIT 6 Unit Check (UC) BIT 6 *

BIT 7 Unit Exception (UE) BIT 7 Set Unit Exception (UE)

BYTE 1, BIT 0 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1 0 BIT 1

BIT 2 0 BIT 2
*

BIT 3 0 BIT 3

BIT 4 0 BIT 4
*

BIT 5 0 BIT 5
*

BIT 6 0 BIT 6
*

BIT 7 0 BIT 7 *

INPUT X'55' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-CONTROL REGISTER (CACR) OUTPUT X'55' TYPf: 2/TYPE 3 CA-CONTROL REGISTER (CACR)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Diagnostic Wrap Mode BYTE 0, BIT 0
*

BIT 1 Zero Count Override BIT 1
*

BIT 2 INCWAR Valid BIT 2 Set INCWAR Valid

BIT 3 OUTCWAR Valid BIT 3 Set OUTCWAR Valid

BIT 4 Prog Requested L3 Interrupt BIT 4 *

BIT 5 Prog Requested Abort/L3 Interrupt BIT 5
*

BIT 6 Prog Requested Attention BIT 6 Set Prog Requested Attention

BIT 7 CA Active BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Command Chaining BYTE 1, BIT 0 *

BIT 1 Write Break Command Remember BIT 1

BIT 2 Channel Stop/lntf Disconnect BIT 2
*

BIT 3 Selective/ System Reset BIT 3

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 *

BIT 5 Channel I/O Read Command Remembrance BIT 5

BIT 6 Type 2/Type 3 CA 2 Selected BIT 6
*

BIT 7 Type 2/Type 3 CA 1 Selec'ed BIT 7 *

INPUT X'56' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-CHECK REGISTER (CACHKR) OUTPUT X'56' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-RESET CONTROL REGISTER

Gen Reg (R) Reg/ Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Invalid CWAR Address BYTE 0, BIT 0 *

BIT 1 Invalid CW Format BIT 1
*

BIT 2 Cycle Steal Address Check BIT 2 Reset INCWAR Valid

BIT 3 CWAR/Data Buffer Check BIT 3 Reset OUTCWAR Valid

BIT 4 CCU OUTBUS Check BIT 4 *

BIT 5 CCU INBUS Check (cycle steal) BIT 5
*

BIT 6 Chan Bus Out Check (Sense Bit 2) BIT 6

BIT 7 0 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 0 BYTE 1 , BIT 0

BIT 1 Q BIT 1

BIT 2 0 BIT 2

BIT 3 0 BIT 3

BIT 4 Channel Bus In Check (Intf A) BIT 4

BIT 5 Channel Bus In Check (Intf B) BIT 5

BIT 6 0 BIT 6 Command-Reject Invalid Commands

BIT 7 0 BIT 7 Accept Invalid Commands

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* - Bit positions unused-may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CHANNEL ADAPTER
X'50'-X'5C'

I OUTPUT X'57' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-CHNL ADAPTER MODE REfilSTFR

1 (CAMR)
Gen Reg (Ft) Ren/Function (El

BYTE 0, BITO Set IPL Attention (Note)

Set Sense Unit Exception Latch (initialized state only)

BIT 1 Set IPL Channel End (Note)

BIT 2

BIT 3 Set IPL Device End (Note)

BIT 4 Set IPL Unit Check (Note)

BITS Rest Sense Unit Exception Latch (diagnostic mode only)

BIT 6 1 B Set IPL Unit Exception (Note), 0 Reset IPL Unit Exception
BIT 7 Set IPL Not— Initialized (Note)

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Set Type 2/Type 3 CA L3 Interrupt

BIT 1 Set Program Abort

BIT 2 Reset Type 2/Type 3 CA LI Reg

BIT 3 Reset Type 2/Type 3 CA L3 Reg
BIT 4 1 - Select Type 2/Type 3 CA- 1 , 0 - Type 2/Type 3 CA-2
BIT 5 Reset Selective/System Reset

BIT 6 Reset Channel Stop/lnf Disconnect

BIT 7 1 - Set; 0 = Rst Diagnostic Wrap Mode
Note: This Bit is meaningful only if the 3705 is not initialized or if the channel

J adapter is in diagnostic wrap mode.

INPUT X'58' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-CHANNEL BUS OUT D1AG
/~\ 1 |TD 1 IT VICOIOUTPUT X 5o 1 Yrt £/ 1 Yrt J A—•—rlAININCL BU3 vju 1 LM AOIN'Jj 1 1*«

REG (CBODR) REG ICBCJUK)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/runction (tj Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Channel Bus Out BIT 0 BYTE 0, Dl T 0 r"i i d _ i~\ A dit nChannel bus Out DM U

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 B IT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Parity Bit BYTE 1, BIT 0 Parity Bit

BIT 1 0 BIT 1

BIT 2 Transfer Byte 1 BIT 2

BIT 3 Transfer Byte 2 BIT 3

BIT 4 Channel Intf A Enabled BIT 4 *

BIT 5 Channel Intf B Enabled BIT 5

BIT 6 CSAR Byte X, Bit 6\
18.bit EA oni

BtT 6 *

BIT 7 CSAR Byte X, Bit 7/ BIT 7 Reset CA

INPUT X'59' lYrt 1/ 1 Y rt J l_A-<_YV_Lt iltAL AUUKC33
KCOlJltK saakj

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Keg (R) Da a* /C . i ha- *! AH /HKeg/runcrion [t)

BYTE 0, BITO rcxb awtc n bit nf-SAR BYTt 0, BITO ovTr n niT nIt U, DM u Set Interface A Busy

BIT 1 BIT 1 Bl T 1 Set Interface B Busy

BIT 2 BIT 2 BtT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3
*

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 Keset Interface A Busy

BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 Reset Interface B Busy

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 *

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BITO CSAR BYTE 1, BITO BYTE 1 , BIT 0 *

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 *

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 *

BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 *

INPUT X'5A' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-DATA BUFFER (CADB) OUTPUT X'5A' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-DATA BUFFER (CADB)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function {E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BITO Data Buffer BYTE 0, BITO BYTE 0, BIT 0 Data Buffer BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT I BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Data Buffer BYTE 1 , BITO BYTE 1, BIT 0 Data Buffer BYTE 1, BIT 0
BIT 1Dl 1 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 2/ TYPE 3 CHANNEL ADAPTER
X'50'-X'5C

INPUT X'5B' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-TAG DIAGNOSTIC REGISTER
(CTDR)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Select Out/Hold Out Inbound

BIT i Address Out
BIT 2 Command Out
BIT 3 Service Out

BIT 4 Operational Out

BIT 5 Suppress Out

BIT 6 0

BIT 7 0

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Select Out Outbound

BIT 1 Request In

BIT 2 Operational In

BIT 3 Address In

BIT 4 Status In

BIT 5 Service In

BIT 6 0

BIT 7 Generate Busy

....

OUTPUT X'5B' TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-TAG DIAGNOSTIC REGISTER

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Select Out/Hold Out Inbound

BiT i Address Our
BIT 2 Command Out

BIT 3 Service Out

BIT 4 Operational Out

BIT 5 Suppress Out

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

4
INPUT X'5C TYPE 2/TYPE 3 CA-COMMAND REGISTER (CMDR)

Gen Re£ (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Test I/O X'OO'

BIT 1 Write Command X'GT

BIT 2 Read Command X'02'

BIT 3 No-op Command X'03'

BIT 4 Sense Command X'04'

BIT 5 0

BIT 6 Write Break Command X'09'

BIT 7 0

BYTE 1, BIT 0 OUT Control Word

BIT 1 OUT STOP Control Word

BIT 2 IN Control Word
BIT 3 TIC Control Word

BIT 4 Nonstandard Command

BIT 5 Interface A (Type 3 CA Only)

BIT 6 Interface B (Type 3 CA Only)

BIT 7 Write IPL Command X'05'

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit positions unused may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE t CHANNEL ADAPTER
XW-XW

rw~r, ^*_n (-rr T , k ,.T.., rr, r^-r.
iiNrui a ou TYPE 1 CA-INITIAL SELECTION CNTRL OUTPUT X'60' irrc i v." iiNiii«L3r:Lr:v_injiN

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Initial Selection Interrupt BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1 Interface Disconnect BIT 1

»

BIT 2 Selective Reset BIT 2

BIT 3 Channel Bus Out Check BIT 3

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 *

BIT 5 Stacked Initial Status BIT 5

BIT 6 NSC Status Byte Cleared BIT 6

BIT 7 System Reset BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0 *

BIT 1 0 BIT 1

BIT 2 0 BIT 2

BIT 3 0 BIT 3

BIT 4 o BIT 4
RIT ^01 1 0 0 BIT 5

BIT 6 0 BIT 6

BIT 7 0 BIT 7

INPUT X'61' TYPE 1 CA-INITIAL SELECTION ADDRESS and

COMMAND
Gen Reg (R) Rcq/Func t i on (E

)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Address Byte BIT 0 (Initial Sel)

BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 I/O Cmd Byte BIT 0 (Initial Selection Cmd.)

BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

INPUT X'62' TYPE 1 CA-DATA/STATUS CNTRL OUTPUT X'62' TYPE 1 CA-DATA/STATUS CNTRL (Note)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Req/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Outbound Data Transfer Sec] BYTE 0, BIT 0 ] = Set; 0 — Rst Outbound Data Transfer Seq

BIT 1 Inbound Data Transfer Seq BIT 1 1
— Set; 0 Rst Inbound Data Transfer Seq

BIT 2 ESC Final Status Transfer Sea, BIT 2 1 = Set; 0 = Rst ESC Final Status Transfer Seq

BIT 3 NSC Chan End Status Transfer Sea BIT 3 1 = Set; 0 = Rst NSC Chan End Status Transfer Seq

BIT 4 NSC Final Status Transfer Seq BIT 4 1 ~ Set; 0 = Rst NSC Final Status Transfer Seq

BIT 5 Channel Sfop/lntf Disconnect BIT 5 Reset Initial Selection

BIT 6 Suppress Out r^onitor Interrupt BIT 6 Reset Data/Status Interrupt

BIT 7 Prog Requested Interrupt BIT 7

BYTE 1, BITO Channel Bus Out Check BYTE 1, BIT 0 Set Monitor for Circle B

BIT 1 Selective Reset BIT 1

BIT 2 Suppress Out BIT 2 Set Monitor for 2848 ETX

BIT 3 Stacked Ending Status BIT 3 Set Suppressible Status

BIT 4 I/O Command Chaining BIT 4 Set ESC Test I/O Status Available

BIT 5 Transferred Byte Count BIT 0 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 1 BIT 6 Request Byte Count BIT 1

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 2

Note: This output resets a program requested interrupt and Suppress out monitor

INPUT X'63' TYPE 1 CA-ADDR. & ESC STATUS BYTES OUTPUT X'63' TYPE 1 CA-ADDR. & ESC STATUS BYTES

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Addr. Byte BIT 0 (Data/Status Transfer) BYTE 0, BIT 0 Addr. Byte BIT 0 (Data/Status Transfer)

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 ESC Status Byte BIT 0 (Attn) BYTE 1, BIT 0 ESC Status Byte BIT 0 (Attn)

BIT 1 BIT 1 (SM) BIT 1 BIT 1 (SM)

BIT 2 BIT 2 (CUE) BIT 2 BIT 2 (CUE)

BIT 3 BIT 3 (Busy) BIT 3 BIT 3 (Busy)

BIT 4 BIT 4 (CE) BIT 4 BIT 4 (CE)

BIT 5 BIT 5 (DE) BIT 5 BIT 5 (DE)

BIT 6 BIT 6 (UC) BIT 6 BIT 6 (UC)

BIT 7 BIT 7 (UE) BIT 7 BIT 7 (UE)

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 1 CHANNEL ADAPTER

'
' INPUT X'64' TYPE 1 CA-OATA BUFFER BYTES 1,2

r* mi

OUTPUT X'64' TYPE 1 CA-DATA BUFFER BYTES 1,2

—

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Req/FW m (E)

BYTE 0, BITO Data Buffer Byte 1, BIT 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 1, BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BII 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT a BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1 , BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 2, BIT 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 2, BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1
BIT 1Dl 1 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT S BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

INPUT X'65' TYPE 1 CA-DATA BUFFER BYTES 3,4 OUTPUT X'65' TYPE 1 CA-DATA BUFFER BYTES 3,4

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BITO Doto Buffer Byte 3, BIT 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 3, BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1 , BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 4, BIT 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 4, BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 Bit 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT S BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

INPUT X'66' TYPE 1 CA-NSC STATUS BYIb r~lt ITPI IT V 'AA' TYPE 1 CA-NSC STATUS BYTE

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) \jtn neg ttty neg/ runcnon \t-f

BYTE 0, BIT 0 NSC Status Byte BITO (Attn) fiVTP n RIT ft

BIT 1
KICf* Ck.i * Q..«<t BIT t (CutN3v_ status Byte Dl 1 I W"V BIT 1

BIT 2 0 BIT 2
*

BIT 3 0 BIT 3

BIT 4 NSC Statu! Byte BIT 4 (CE) BIT 4 *

BIT 5 NSC Status Byte BIT 5 (DE) BIT 5 *

BIT 6 NSC Status Byte BIT 6 (UC) BIT 6 *

BIT 7 NSC Status Byte BIT 7 (UE) BIT 7 *

BYTE 1, BIT 0 0 BYTE 1, BITO Set NSC Status Byte BIT 0 (Attn)

BIT 1 0 8IT 1 Set NSC Status Byte BIT 1 (SM)
BIT 2 0 BIT 2

BIT 3 0 BIT 3

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 Set NSC Status Byte BIT 4 (CE)

BIT 5 0 BIT 5 Set NSC Status Byte BIT 5 (DE)

BIT 6 0 BIT 6 Set NSC Status Byte BIT 6 (UC)
BIT 7 0 BIT 7 Set NSC Status Byte BIT 7 (UE)

INPUT X'67' TYPE 1 CA-CONTROLS OUTPUT X'67' TYPE 1 CA-CONTROLS

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Req/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 NSC Address Byte BIT 0 (Hdw) BYTE 0, BITO *

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1
*

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 *

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 CA Diagnostic Reset

BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 *

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 *

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Channel Bus In Check BYTE 1, BIT 0 Set Suppress Out Monitor Interrupt

BIT 1 In/Out Instruction Accept Check BIT 1 Set Prog Requested Interrupt

BIT 2 CCU OUTBUS Check BIT 2 Reset Type 1 CA LI Checks
BIT 3 Local Store Check BIT 3 Reset System Reset/NSC Address Active/NSC Status Register

BIT 4 Channel Interface Enabled BIT 4 Set Allow Chonnel Interface Enable

BIT S NSC Address Active BIT 5 Set ESC Operational

BIT 6 0 BIT 6 Set ESC Command Free

BIT 7 0 BIT 7 Set Allow Channel Interface Disable

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* * Bit positions unused • may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 4 CHANNEL ADAPTER
xw-x'jf 1

INPUT X'60' TYPE 4 CA-INITIAL SELECTION CNTRL OUTPUT X'60' TYPE 4 CA-RESET INITIAL SELECTION

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Initial Selection Interrupt BYTE 0, BIT 0 *

BIT 1 Interface Disconnect BIT 1

*

BIT 2 Selective Reset BIT 2
*

BIT 3 Channel Bus Out Check BIT 3 *

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 *

BIT 5 Stacked Initial Status BIT 5
*

BIT 6 NSC Status Byte Cleared BIT 6

BIT 7 System Reset BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0 *

BIT 1 0 BIT 1

*

BIT 2 0 BIT 2 *

BIT 3 0 BIT 3
*

BIT 4 0 BIT 4

BIT 5 0 BIT 5
*

BIT 6 0 BIT 6 *

BIT 7 0 BIT 7
*

INPUT X'61' TYPE 4 CA-INITIAL SELECTION ADDRESS and
COMMAND

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Address Byte BIT 0 (Initial Selection Addr)

BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 I/O Cmd Byte BIT 0 (Initial Selection Cmd)

BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

INPUT X'62' TYPE 4 CA-DATA/STATUS CONTROL OUTPUT X'62' TYPE 4 CA-DATA/STATUS CONTROL (Note 11

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Outbound Data Transfer Seq BYTE 0, BIT 0 1 = Set; 0 = Rst Outbound Data Transfer Seq

BIT 1 Inbound Data Transfer Seq BIT 1 1 = Set; 0 = Rst Inbound Data Transfer Seq

BIT 2 ESC Final Status Transfer Seq BIT 2 1 = Set; 0 = Rst ESC Final Status Transfer Seq

BIT 3 NSC Chan End Status Transfer Seq BIT 3 1 = Set; 0 = Rst NSC Chan End Status Transfer Seq

BIT 4 NSC Final Status Transfer Seq BIT 4 1 = Set; 0 = Rst NSC Final Status Transfer Seq

BIT 5 Channel Stop/lnff Disconnect BIT 5 Reset Initial Selection Interrupt

BIT 6 Suppress Out Monitor Interrupt BIT 6 Reset Data/Status Interrupt

BIT 7 Prog Requested Interrupt BIT 7 Keser to mode

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Channel Bus Out Check
fl\/TC 1 BIT ABYTE 1 / Bit 0 iei /vioniror Tor circle D

BIT 1 Selective Reset BIT 1

BIT 2 Suppress Out BIT 2 Set Monitor for 2848 ETX

BIT 3 Stacked Ending Status BIT 3 Set Suppressible Status

BIT 4 I/O Command Chaining BIT 4 Set ESC Test I/O Status Available

BIT 5 Transferred Byte Count BIT 0 (Non-EB Mode) BIT 5 Set Priority Outbound Data Transfer Seq.

BIT 6 BIT 1 BIT 6 Request Byte Count BIT 1 \ Non-EB or Non-CS Mode

BIT 7 BIT 2 BIT 7 BIT 21 (Note 2)

Notes:

1. This Output resets a program requested interrupt and Supress out monitor interrupt.

2. In EB or CS mode, bits 6 and 7 represent SYN count.

INPUT X'63' TYPE 4 CA-ADDRESS & ESC STATUS BYTES OUTPUT X'63' TYPE 4 CA-ADDRESS & ESC STATUS BYTES

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Addr. Byte BIT 0 (Data/Status Transfer) BYTE 0, BIT 0 Addr. Byte BIT 0 (Data/Status Transfer)

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BITO ESC Status Byte BIT 0 (Attn) BYTE 1, BIT 0 ESC Status Byte BIT 0 (Attn)

BIT 1 BIT 1 (SM) BIT 1 BIT 1 (SM)

BIT 2 BIT 2 (CUE) BIT 2 BIT 2 (CUE)

BIT 3 BIT 3 (Busy) BIT 3 BIT 3 (Busy)

BIT 4 BIT 4 (CE) BIT 4 BIT 4 (CE)

BIT 5 BIT 5 (DE) BIT 5 BIT 5 (DE)

BIT 6 BIT 6 (UC) BIT 6 BIT 6 (UC)

BIT 7 BIT 7 (UE) BIT 7 BIT 7 (UE)

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero fro input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit Positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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TYPE 4 CHANNEL ADAPTER
XW-MP

INPUT X'64 1 TYPE 4 CA-DATA BUFFER BYTES 1 and 2 OUTPUT X'64' TYPE 4 CA-DATA BUFFER BYTES 1 and 2

(Non-EB Mode) (Non-EB Mode)
Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 1, BIT 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 1

,

BIT 0
BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BiT 3
BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5
BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 2, BIT 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 2, BIT 0
BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3
BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5
BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

INPUT X'65' TYPE 4 CA-DATA BUFFER BYTES 3 and 4 OUTPUT X'65' TYPE 4 CA-DATA BUFFER BYTES 3 and 4
(Non-EB Mode) (Non-EB Mode)

Gen Reg (R> Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 3, BIT 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 3, BIT 0
BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT I

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5
BIT 6 BiT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7
BYTE 1

,

BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 4, BIT 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0 Data Buffer Byte 4, BIT 0
BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5
BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

INPUT X'66' TYPE 4 CA-NSC STATUS BYTE OUTPUT X'66' TYPE 4 CA-NSC STATUS BYTE

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 NSC Status Byte BIT 0 (Attn) BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1 NSC Status Byte BIT 1 (SM) BIT 1

BIT 2 0 BIT 2

BIT 3 0 BIT 3 *

BIT 4 NSC Status Byte BIT 4 (CE) BIT 4 Set NSC Long Busy

BIT 5 NSC Status Byte BIT 5 (DE) BIT 5 *

BIT 6 NSC Status Byte BIT 6 (UC) BIT 6

BIT 7 NSC Status Byte BIT 7 (UE) BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0 Set NSC Status Byte BIT 0 (Attn)

BIT 1 0 BIT 1 Set NSC Status Byte BIT 1 (SM)
BIT 2 0 BIT 2

BIT 3 0 BIT 3

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 Set NSC Status Byte BIT 4 (CE)

BIT 5 0 BIT 5 Set NSC Status Byte BIT 5 (DE)

BIT 6 0 BIT 6 Set NSC Status Byte BIT 6 (UC)

BIT 7 0 BIT 7 Set NSC Status Byte BIT 7 (UE)

INPUT XW TYPE 4 CA-CONTROLS OUTPUT X'67' TYPE 4 CA-CONTROLS (Note 1)

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT0
BIT I

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

Note: 00=CA-

Reg/Function (E)

NSC Address Byte BIT 0 (Hdw)

BIT I

BIT2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6
BIT 7

Channel Bus In Check
In/Out Instruction Accept Check
CCU OUTBUS Check
Local Store Check
Channel Interface Enabled

NSC Address Active

Type 4 CA Selected (Notel

Type 4 CA Selected (Note)

1,01=CA-2, 10-CA-3, 11-CA-4

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

Reg/Fun Jli
Diag Force Initial Select Interrupt

Diag Force Byte Transfer in Cycle Steal Mode

Note 1:

Note 2:

Note 3:

Execute Output X'67' on Type 4 CA indicated by bits

0.6-0.7 (Note 2)

BIT 4 CA Diagnostic Reset

BIT 5 Select Type 4 CA indicated by bits 0.6-0.7

BIT 6 Type 4 CA Selected (Note 3)

BIT 7 Type 4 CA Selected (Note 3)

BIT 0 Set Suppress Out Monitor Interrupt

BIT 1 Set Prog Requested Interrupt

BIT 2 Reset Type 4 CA L1 Checks

BIT 3 Reset System Reset/NSC Address Active

BIT 4 Set Allow Channel Interface Enable

BIT 5 Set ESC Operational

BIT 6 Set ESC Command Free

BIT 7 Set Allow Channel Interface Disable

Executing this Output instruction with all bits 0
primes the Type 4 CA priority selection circuit.

Type 4 CA selection is not changed.

00=CA-1,01=CA-2, 10=CA-3, 11=CA-4

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instruction,

* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.

ignored for output instructions.
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TYPE 4 CHANNEL ADAPTER
X'oO'-X'oF 1

INPUT X'6C TYPE 4 CA-Extended Buffer/Cycle Steal Mode Ctl Reg

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Extended Buffer Mode

BIT 1 Cycle Steal Mode

BIT 2 0

BIT 3 0

BIT 4 SYN Monitor Control Latch

BIT 5 DLE Remember Latch

BIT 6 ASCII Monitor Control Latch

BIT 7 EBCDIC Monitor Control Latch

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Transferred Byte Count Bit 0

BIT 1 (EB/Cycle Steal Mode) Bit I

BIT 2 Bit 2

BIT 3 Bit 3

BIT 4 Bit 4

BIT 5 Bit 5

BIT 6 Bit 6

BIT 7 Bit 7

OUTPUT X'6C

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT I

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE

TYPE 4 CA-Extended Buffer/Cycle Steal Mode Ctl Reg

Reg/Function (E)

l=Set, 0=Reset EB Mode
1-Set, OReset Cycle Steal Mode

0

0

1=Set, 0=Reset SYN Monitor Control Latch

l^Set, 0=Reset DLE Remember Latch

l=Set, 0=Reset ASCII Monitor Control Latch

l=Set, 0=Reset EBCDIC Monitor Control Latch

Reg Byte Count Bit 0
(EB/Cycle Steal Mode) Bit 1

Bit 2

Bit 3

Bit 4

BitS

Bit 6

Bit 7

INPUT X'6D'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

TYPE 4 CA-Extended Buffer/Cycle Steal Mode

Data Buffer

Reg/Function (E)

Data Buffer Even Byte Bit

OUTPUT X'6D' TYPE 4 CA-Extended Buffer/Cycle Steal Mode
Data Buffer

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

Data Buffer Odd Byte

BitO BYTE 0, BIT 0 Data Buffer Even Byte BitO

Bit 1 BIT 1 Bit 1

Bit 2 BIT 2 Bit 2

Bit 3 BIT 3 Bit 3

Bit 4 BIT 4 Bit 4

Bit 5 BIT 5 BitS

Bit 6 BIT 6 Bit 6

Bit 7 BIT 7 Bit 7

BitO BYTE 1, BITO Data Buffer Odd Byte Bit 0

Bit 1 BIT 1 Bit 1

Bit 2 BIT 2 Bit 2

Bit 3 BIT 3 Bit 3

Bit 4 BIT 4 Bit 4

Bit 5 BIT 5 Bit 5

Bit 6 BIT 6 Bit 6

Bit 7 BIT 7 Bit 7

INPUT X'6E'

Gen Reg (Rl

BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4
BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

TYPE 4 CA-Cycle Steal Error Register

and CSAR Byte X
Reg/Function (E|

Cycle Steal Outbus Error

Cycle Steal Inbus Error

Cycle Steal Address Bus Error

Cycle Steal Address Exception Error

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
CSAR Byte X bit

4

1

CSAR Byte X bit 5 f
w 'tn 20-bit EA only

CSAR Byte X bit 6 1

CSAR Byte X bit 7 J

with 18or2r>bit EA

OUTPUT X'6E'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6
BIT 7

BYTE 1, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6
BIT 7

TYPE 4 CA-CSAR Byte X

Reg/Function (E)

CSAR Byte X bit 4 1 .„.,„_..„
bit 5 f

20-bit EA onlyCSAR Byte X bit

CSAR Byte X bit (

CSAR Byte X bit :

with 18 or 20-bit EA

TYPE 4 CA-Cycle Steal Mode CSAR Bytes 0 and 1 OUTPUT X'6F'
(See Note)

TYPE 4 CA-Cycle Steal Mode CSAR Bytes 0 and 1

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BITO CSAR Byte 0, Bit 0 BYTE O, BIT 0 CSAR Byte 0, Bit 0

BIT 1 Bit 1 BIT 1 Bit 1

BIT 2 Bit 2 BIT 2 Bit 2

BIT 3 Bit 3 BIT 3 Bit 3

BIT 4 Bit 4 BIT 4 Bit 4

BIT 5 BitS BIT 5 BitS

BIT 6 Bit 6 BIT 6 Bit 6

BIT 7 Bit 7 BIT 7 Bit 7

BYTE 1, BITO CSAR Byte 1, BitO BYTE 1, BITO CSAR Byte 1, BitO

BIT 1 Bit 1 BIT 1 Bit 1

BIT 2 Bit 2 BIT 2 Bit 2

BIT 3 Bit 3 BIT 3 Bit 3

BIT 4 Bit 4 BIT 4 Bit 4

BIT 5 Bit 5 BIT 5 Bit 5

BIT 6 Bit 6 BIT 6 Bit6

BIT 7 Bit 7 BIT 7 Bit 7

| Note: Executing this instruction causes reset of CSAR Byte X.

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

•Bit position unused — may be 1 or 0.
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REMOTE PROGRAM LOADER
X'68'-X'68'

INPUT X'68' REMOTE PROGRAM LOADER-LEVEL 1 STATUS OUTPUT X'68' REMOTE PROGRAM LOADER -CONTROL

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0 BIT 0 *
BYTE 0 BIT S Jet Low Current For Vv'rite

BIT 1 Outbus Parity Error BIT 1

BIT 2 *
BIT 2 Reset Low Current For Write

BIT 3 BIT 3 Reset Head Access Counter to Access 0
BIT 4 *

BIT 4 *

BIT 5 *
BIT 5

»

BIT 6 BIT 6 *

BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1 BIT 0 BYTE 1 BIT 0 Reset Interrupt On Index Latch

BIT I BIT 1 Move Head
BIT 2 BIT 2 0 = Reverse, I = Forward
BIT 3 Write Command Issued When Write Not Enabled BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4 Set Head Engage Latch

BIT 5 BIT 5 Disk Controller Reset

BIT 6 *
BIT 6 Reset LI, L3 Interrupt and Disk Controller Latches

BIT 7 BIT 7 Set L3 Interrupt On Index

INPUT X'69' REMOTE PROGRAM LOADER-LEVEL 3 STATUS OUTPUT X'69' REMOTE PROGRAM LOADER-READ/WRITE

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Req/Function (E)

BYTE 0 BIT 0 Index and Interrupt on Index BYTE 0 BIT 0 *

BIT 1 In Sync on Read Operation (diagnostic) BIT 1 Input/Output Write
BIT 2 Access 0 Active BIT 2 Input/Output Read
BIT 3 Access 1 Active BIT 3
BIT 4 Access 2 Active BIT 4
BIT 5 Access 3 Active BIT 5
BIT 6 Head Engage Latch is set BIT 6 *

BIT 7 Data Service Request Input/Output Operation BIT 7

BYTE 1 BIT 0 Head Automatical ly Disengaged or Motor Current Dropped BYTE 1 BIT 0
BIT 1 BIT 1

:BIT 2 BIT 2
BIT 3

BIT 4 I/O Overrun Condition BIT 4 *

BIT 5 BIT 5
BIT 6 *

BIT 6 *

BIT 7 *
BIT 7 *

INPUT X'6A' REMOTE PROGRAM LOADER-PARALLEL DATA REGISTER OUTPUT X'6A' REMOTE PROGRAM LOADER-PARALLEL DATA REGISTER

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Req (R) Req/Funcfion (E)

BYTE 0 BIT 0 PDR BYTE 0 BIT 0 BYTE 0 BIT 0 PDR BYTE 0 BIT 0
BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT I

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2
BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3
BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5
BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1 BIT 0 PDR BYTE 1 BIT 0 BYTE 1 BIT 0 PDR BYTE 1 BIT 0
BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 2
BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 3
BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 5

r!t 7
BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 7 BIT 7

INPUT X'6B' REMOTE PROGRAM LOADER-CONTROL PROGRAM OUTPUT X'6B' REMOTE PROGRAM LOADER-CONTROL PROGRAM
LOAD REGISTER LOAD REGISTER

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function {El Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0 BITO Preserve Storage Contents for Dump BYTE 0 BITO Preserve Storage for Dump
BIT 1 Control Program Initiated IPL BIT1 Control Program Initiated IPL
BIT 2 Reserved BIT 2 Reserved
BIT 3 Control Program Initiated IPL Via Host Command BIT 3 Control Program Initiated IPL Via Host Command
BIT 4 Control Program Initiated IPL from Remote Program BIT 4 tPL source: 1 = IocaI—remote link, CNchannel

BIT 5

Loader (Bit-1 ) or from Channel (Bit=0) BIT 5 •

BIT 6 • BIT 6

BIT 7
BIT 7

*

BYTE 1 BIT 0 BYTE 1 BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 5
BIT 6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 7

* = Bit positions unused may be 1 or 0.
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ecu

INPUT X'70' STORAGE SIZE INSTALLED

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 144,176,206,240

BIT I 64,80,112,208,240
BIT 2 32,48, 112,176,240,512
B IT 3 16, 48. 80. 1 1 2, 1 44, 1 76, 208, 240, 256, 320, 384, 448
BIT 4 128,160,192,224.384.448

BIT 5 64, 96, 192, 320, 448

BIT 6 32,96,160,224
BIT 7 0

BYTE I, BIT 0 0

BIT 1 0

BIT 2 0

BIT 3 0

BIT 4 0

BIT 5 0

BIT 6 0

BIT 7 20-bit Extended Addressing installed

OUTPUT X'70'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

HARDSTOP

Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0,

INPUT X'71'

Gen Reg (Rl

BYTE X, BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT
BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

BIT

EA

PANEL ADDR/DATA ENTRY DIGITS
Reg/Function (E)

with 20-bit EA only
DIGIT A, BITO

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

DIGIT B, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

DIGIT C, BIT 0
BIT 1

BIT 2
BIT 3

DIGIT D, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

Extended Addressing

OUTPUT X'7V
Gen Reg (R)

BYTE X. BIT 4

BITS

with 18 or 20-bit EA

DIGIT E,

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5
BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2
BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5
BIT 6

BIT 7

Note: Sets Program Display Light

with 20-bit EA only

with 18 or 20-bit EA

DISPLAY REGISTER 1 (DR II (Note!

Reg/Function (E)

DR1 BYTE X, BIT 41

BIT 51
BIT 6

J

BIT 7 I

DR1 BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

OR1 BYTE 1, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5
BIT 6

BIT 7

EA * Extended Addressing

INPUT X"72'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

PANEL DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT SWITCH
CONTROLS
Reg/Function (E)

0

0

0

Storage Address

Register Address

0

0

0

0

Function Select 1

Function Select 2

Function Select 3

Function Select 4

Function Select 5

Function Select 6

0

with 18 or 20-bit EA

OUTPUT X'72' DISPLAY REGISTER 2 (OR 21 (Note)

Reg/Function (E)

DR2 BYTE X. BIT 41 ..„..
,

B|T 5
1 with 20-bit EA only

BIT 61
BIT 7 )

*

DR2 BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3
BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

DR2 BYTE 1, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5
BIT 6

BIT 7

Note: Sets Program Display Light EA - Extended Addressing

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE X, Bit 4

BIT 5

BIT 6
BIT 7

BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3
BIT 4
BITS
BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0
BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3
BIT 4

BITS
BIT 6
BIT 7

INPUT X'73' • INSERT KEY OUTPUT X'73'

(Part 1)

SET KEY (For 20-bit EA

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0 ska B.nr

—

BIT 1 0 BIT 1 SKA Bit 1

BIT 2 0 BIT 2 SKA Bit 2

BIT 3 0 BIT 3 SKA Bit 3

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 SKA Bit 4 or PKA Bit 0
BIT 5 0 BIT 5 SKA Bit S or PKA Bit 1

BIT 6 0 BIT 6 SKA Bit 6 or PKA Bit 2

BIT 7 0 BIT 7 *

BYTE 1, BITO 0 BYTE I, BIT 0 *

BIT 1 0 BIT 1
*

BIT 2 0 BIT 2 *

BIT 3 0 BIT 3 Key Address Select 1
=

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 Set Key

BIT 5 Key Bit 0 BIT 5 Key Bit 0
BIT 6 Key Bit 1 BIT 6 Key Bit 1

BIT 7 Key Bit 2 BIT 7 Key Bit 2

i OUTPUT X'73' Part 2)

' SKA; 0 - PKA

With Extended Addressing. Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

• = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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ecu
X'70'-X'7F

OUTPUT X73'
(Part 21

Gen Reg f R)

BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4
BIT 5

BIT 6
BIT 7

EA = Extended Addressing

SET KEY (For 3705s with 20-bit EA only)

Reg/Function (E)

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

SKA Bit 3
SKA Bit 4 or PKA Bit 0
SKA Bit 5 or PKA Bit 1

SKA Bit 6 or PKA Bit 2

SKA Bit 7

SKA Bit 8

SKA Bit 9
SKA Bit 10

Key Address Select 1 = SKA; 0 • PKA
Set Key
Key Bit 0

Key Bit 1

Key Bit 2

INPUT X'74' LAGGING ADDRESS REGISTER (LAR)

BYTE X, BIT 4 LAR BYTE X, BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 5
BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 0, BITO LAR BYTE 0, BITO
BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3
BIT 4 BIT4
BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BITO LAR BYTE 1, BITO
BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT2
BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4
BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6
BIT 7 BIT 7

EA = Extended Addressing

with 20-bit EA only

with 18 or 20-bit EA

BYTE 0, B

INPUT X'76' ADAPTER LEVEL 1 INTERRUPT REQUESTS

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

TO Type 4 CA LI

T I Type 1/2/3 Scan-1 LI

T 2 Type 2/3 Scan-2 LI

T3 Type 2/3 Scan- 3 LI

T4 Type 2/3 Scan-4 LI

T5 Type 2/3 CA-1, Type 1 CA, or Selected
Type 4 CA Li

T6 Type 2/3 CA-2 LI

T 7 Remote Program Loader LI Request

TO 0

T I 0

T 2 0

T 3 0

T 4 0

T 5 0

T 6 0

T 7 0

BYTE I, B

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions except where noted.

* - Bit positions unused - may be I or 0.
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ADAPTER LEVEL 2 or 3 INTERRUPT REQUESTS
(Note 1)

Reg/Function (E)

0

Type 1/2/3 Scon L2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Type 4 CA L3

Remote Program Loader L3 Request

Type 2/Type 3 CA-2 L3

Type 1 or Selected Type 4 CA Data/Status L3

Type 1/2/3 CA-1 or Selected Type 4 CA L3

Type 4 CA Selected (Note 2)

INPUT X'77 1

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE I, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5
|

BIT 6 I

BIT 7 0

Note 1 : Executing this instruction following an Output X'67'

instruction in which all bits=0 automatically selects the

Type 4 CA having highest L3 priority.

Note 2: OO-CA- 1, 01-CA-2, 10=CA-3, 11'CA-4

OUTPUT X'77'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT I

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL

Reg/Function (E)

Reset IPL LI and not-initialized bit

Reset CCU Checks

Reset Panel Interrupt Reg L3

0

0
*

Set Diagnostic L2

Reset Diagnostic L2 (note)
*

Reset Interval Timer L3

Reset PCI L3

Note:

Reset Address Compare LI

Reset Program Checks LI

Reset PCI L4

Reset SVC L4

Ignored if not in Test Mode.

OUTPUT X'78'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT I

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE I, BIT 0

BIT I

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

FORCE CCU CHECKS (3705)

(Ignored if not in Test Mode)
Reg/Function (E)

Complement Byte 0, 1 — Bit 0

Complement Byte 0, J — Bit 1

Complement Byte 0, 1 — Bit 2

Complement Byte 0, 1 — Bit 3

Complement Byte 0, 1 — Bit 4

Complement Byte 0, 1 — Bit 5

Complement Byte X.0,1 — Bit 4

Complement Byte X,0 1 -- Bit 5

Complement Storage Parity

Complement Z Bus Parity

A-Reg Check
INDATA Bus Check

OUTPUT X'78' FORCE CCU CHECKS (3704)

(Ignored if not in Test Mode)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5 Instruction Cycle Select

BIT 6 Instruction Cycle Select

BIT 7 Instruction Cycle Select

BYTE 1 , BIT 0 Complement Storage Parity

BIT 1 Complement Z Bus Parity

BIT 2 A-Reg Check

BIT 3 B-Reg Parity Error

BIT 4 SAR Parity Error

BIT 5 Op Reg Parity Error

BIT 6

BIT 7

UTPUT X'79' UTILITY

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 *

BIT 1

BIT 2 Set IPL

BIT 3 Set FET Diagnostic Mode
BIT 4 Remote Power Off

BIT 5 Inhibit Prog Level 5 C, Z Replacement

BIT 6 Prog Level 5 C Condition

BIT 7 Prog Level 5 Z Condition

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Reset CCU Check Hard Stop Mode

BIT 1 Reset Load Light

BIT 2 Set Test Mode
BIT 3 Reset Test Mode
BIT 4 Set Bypass CCU Check Stop Mode (note)

BIT 5 Reset Bypass CCU Check Stop Mode (note

BIT 6 Scope Sync Pulse I

BIT 7 Scope Sync Pulse 2

INPUT X'79'

Gen Reg (R)

BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT0

BIT I

BIT 2

BIT 3

BIT 4

BIT 5

BIT 6

BIT 7

Note: This bit=0 if not Level 1 01

after exiting Level 1

UTILITY

Reg/Function (E)

0

0

0

0

0

900 nanosecond cycle time

Prog Level 5 C Condition

Prog Level 5 2 Condition

Prog Level 2 Interrupted (note)

Prog Level 3 Interrupted (note)

Prog Level 4 Interrupted (note)

Prog Level 5 Interrupted (note)

FET memory

0

0

IPL Escape Control

f entered immediately
NOTE: Ignored if not in Test Mode.

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

* = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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X'TO'-X'TF'

IftlOl IT VTA' CYCLE UTILIZATION COUNTER fiUTPI IT VIA' CYCLE UTILIZATION COUNTER RESET

uen neg In) Reo/runction (E) Gen Reg (R) Red/Function IE)
Br It U, 01 1 U CUC Flag DVTt n bit nBYTtO, BITO

BIT 1 16384 BIT 1

BIT 2 - 8192 BIT 2

BIT 3 — 4096 BIT 3

BIT 4 - 2048 BIT 4
BIT 5 - 1024 BIT 5

BIT 6 - 512 8 IT 6
BIT 7 - 256 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BITO - 128 BYTE 1, BIT 0 •

BIT 1 - 64 BIT 1

BIT 2 - 32 BIT 2

BIT 3 - 16 BIT 3 •

BIT 4 8 BIT 4

BIT 5 4 BIT 5 •

BIT 6 — 2 BIT 6
BIT 7 1 BIT 7

INPUT X'7B' BSC CRC REGISTER

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 BSC CRC BIT 0

BIT 1 BIT 1

BIT 2 BIT 2

BIT 3 BIT 3

BIT 4 BIT 4

BIT 5 BIT 5

BIT 6 BIT 6

BIT 7 BIT 7

BYTE 1 , BIT 0 BIT 8

BIT 1 BIT 9

BIT 2 BIT 10

BIT 3 BIT II

BIT 4 BIT 12

BIT 5 BIT 13

BIT 6 BIT 14

BIT 7 BIT 15

OUTPUT X'7C SET PCI L3

INPUT X'7C SDLC CRC REGISTER

Reg/Function (E)

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

Gen Reg (R) BYTE 0, BIT 0

BYTE 0, BIT 0 SOlCCRC BITO BIT 1
*

BIT 1 BIT 1 BIT 2

BIT 2 BIT 2 BIT 3
BIT 3 BIT 3 BIT 4
BIT 4 BIT 4 BIT 5
BIT 5 BIT 5 BIT 6
BIT 6 BIT 6 BIT 7
BIT 7 BIT 7 BYTE 1, BIT 0

*

BYTE 1 , BIT 0 BIT 8 BIT 1
*

BIT 1 BIT 9 BIT 2

BIT 2 BIT 10 BIT 3
BIT 3 BIT 11 BIT 4 *

BIT 4 BIT 12 BIT 5
BIT 5 BIT 13 BIT 6
BIT 6 BIT 14 BIT 7 *

BIT 7 BIT 15

INPUT X'7D' CCU CHECK REGISTER OUTPUT X'7D' SET PCI 14

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Byre X Check BYTE 0, BIT 0 *

BIT 1 Byte 0 Check BIT 1
*

BIT 2 Byre 1 Check BIT 2 *

BIT 3 Proqram Check in Level 1 BIT 3
*

BIT 4 SAR Check BIT 4 *

BITS SDR Check BIT 5 *

BIT 6 OP Reg Check BIT 6 *

BIT 7 INDATA Bus Check BIT 7

BYTE 1 , BIT 0 Cycle Counter Check BYTE 1 , BIT 0 #

BIT 1 0 BIT 1

BIT 2 0 BIT 2

BIT 3 0 BIT 3
*

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 *

BIT 5 0 = No CCU Checks; l-CCU Check(s) BIT 5 *

BIT 6 TYPE 2 Attach Base Clock Check BIT 6 *

BIT 7 CCU Clock Check BIT 7 *

With Extended Addressing, Byte X is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

" = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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INPUT X'7E' CCU LEVEL 1 INTERRUPT REQUESTS OUTPUT X'7E' SET MASK BITS

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Ger Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 0 BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1 0 BIT 1
*

BIT 2 0 BIT 2 *

BIT 3 0 BIT 3 *

BIT 4 0 BIT 4

BIT 5 0 BIT 5 *

BIT 6 0 BIT 6

BIT 7 0 BIT 7 *

BYTE 1, BIT 0 Address Compare Interrupt LI BYTE 1, BIT 0 *

BIT 1 Address Exception (note) BIT 1 Adapter Requests LI (note)

BIT 2 In/Out Check (note) BIT 2 Program Leve 1 2

BIT 3 Protection Check (note) BIT 3

Pr^ram Level 4BIT 4 1 IIJ l 1 •* r*ltn^LInvalid up *»neck \nore) BIT 4

BIT 5 o BIT 5 Pr°
9
ram Level 5

BIT 6 (PL LI BIT 6

BIT 7 0 BIT 7

Note: Prog Check Note * Ignored if not in Test Mode

INPUT X'7F' CCU LEVEL 2, 3, or 4, INTERRUPT REQUESTS OUTPUT X'7F' RESET MASK BITS

Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E) Gen Reg (R) Reg/Function (E)

BYTE 0, BIT 0 Diagnostic L2 BYTE 0, BIT 0

BIT 1 0 BIT 1
*

BIT 2 0 BIT 2 *

BIT 3 0 BIT 3
*

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 *

BIT 5 0 BIT 5

BIT 6 Panel Interrupt Request L3 BIT 6

BIT 7 PCI L4 BIT 7

BYTE 1, BIT 0 0 BYTE 1, BIT 0

BIT 1 0 BIT 1 Adapter Requests Level 1 (note)

BIT 2 0 BIT 2 Program Level 2

BIT 3 0 BIT 3 Program Level 3

BIT 4 0 BIT 4 Program Level 4

BIT 5 interval Timer L3 BIT 5 Program Level 5

BIT 6 PCI L3 BIT 6

BIT 7 SVC L4 BIT 7

Note: Ignored if not in Test Mode

With Extended Addressing, Byte X Is set to zero for input instructions, ignored for output instructions.

• = Bit positions unused - may be 1 or 0.
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Glossary

Asterisked (*) definitions ate reproduced with permission from

the American National Dictionary for Information Processing,

copyright 1977 by the Computer and Business Equipment Manu-

facturers Association, copies of which may be purchased from the

American National Standard Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York,

N.Y. 10018.

Access method. A data management technique for transfer-

ring data between storage and an input/output device.

Addressing. The means whereby the originator or control

unit selects the teleprocessing device to which it is going to send

a message.

Address substitution. A Type 2 Attachment Base feature

that modifies the scan counter output to replace certain pairs of

interface addresses with one other address.

Attachment base. A communications controller hardware

feature that provides the interface controls to the Central Con-

trol Unit for the 3705 adapters.

Bit service. The process of character assembly or disassem-

bly.

Buffer. A temporary storage area for data.

Central Control Unit. The communications controller hard-

ware unit that contains the circuits and data flow paths needed

to execute the instruction set and to control storage and the

attached adapters.

Channel adapter (CA). A communications controller hard-

ware unit that provides attachment of the controller to a

System/360 or System/370 channel.

Channel-attached controller. Equivalent to local controller.

Character assembly. The process by which bits are put

together to form characters as the bits arrive on a communica-

tion line. In the communications controller, character assembly

is performed either by the control program or by the communi-

cation scanner, depending on the type of scanner installed.

Character disassembly. The process by which characters are

broken down into bits for transmission over a communication

line. In the communications controller, character disassembly

is performed either by the control program or by the communi-

cation scanner, depending on the type of scanner installed.

Character service. The process by which a character is

moved to a buffer from the storage area where it was assem-

bled.

Clock. A device that generates periodic signals used for

synchronization.

*American National Standard Definition

Communication line. The means of connecting one location to

another for the purpose of transmitting and receiving data. In

this publication, the term refers to any communication facility of

the communications common carrier, whether it is actually a wire

or some other means of communication, such as radio or satellite.

Communication scanner. A controller hardware unit that pro-

vides the connection between line interface bases and the central

control unit. The communication scanner monitors the com-

munication lines for service requests.

Communication unit. A unit of data communications equip-

ment linked to the controller via a communication line and

identified as a cluster, terminal, or component at the time the

control program is generated.

Component. An independently addressable part of a station

that performs either an input or an output function for the

terminal, but not both.

Control character. (See line control character.)

Cycle steal. The process by which a type 2, a type 3, or a type 4

channel adapter acquires machine cycles from the" 3705 control

program for data transfer.

*Data communication. The transmission and reception of data.

Data communication network. The stations that are controlled

by a single access method (or, in controllers, by a single control

program), and the communication lines by which they are linked

to the communication control unit.

Data communication subsystem. The part of a data processing

system devoted to the transfer of data across communication

lines. The subsystem consists of the stations, modems (data sets),

communication lines, and the communication control unit.

Device. (See Teleprocessing device.)

Extended Addressing. The addition of two or four high order

bits to the basic addressing scheme to permit installation of larger

storage capacities.

Hard Stop. Immediate termination of controller operation

without the execution of orderly closedown procedures.

Hardware check. A failure in a hardware unit that halts

operation.

Host processor. The central processing unit to which the

communications controller is attached by a channel and that

executes the teleprocessing access method that supports the

controller.

Interrupt. A break in the normal sequence of instruction

execution. It causes an automatic transfer to a preset storage

location where appropriate action is taken.

IBM 3704 and 3705 Communications Controllers Principles of Operation Glos-1



Interrupt priority. The order in which the control program
processes interrupts received sumultaneously from two or more
communication lines.

| Line. Equivalent to communication line.

Line control character. A special character that controls

transmission of data over a communication line. For example,

line control characters are used to start or end a transmission,

to cause transmission-error checking to be performed, and to

indicate whether a terminal has data to send or is ready to

receive data.

Line group. A group of communication lines by which sta-

tions supported by the same line-control discipline are connect-

ed to the communications controller.

Line interface base (LIB). A communications controller

hardware unit that provides for the attachment of up to 16

communication lines to the controller.

Line scanner, (see Communication scanner.)

Line set. A communications controller hardware unit through

which one or two lines are attached to a line interface base.

Multiprocessor. A computer employing two or more process-

ing units under integrated control. A tightly-coupled multipro-

cessor is a computer employing two or more processing units

that are controlled by the same operating system and share all

of main storage and most of auxiliary storage.

Program check. An error in a program that suspends execu-

tion.

Shoulder-tap interrupt. A multiprocessing technique that

enables one central processing unit to communicate with anoth-

er multiprocessing unit.

Subchannel. The channel facility required for sustaining a

single I/O operation.

Symmetrical I/O unit. A unit that is attached to two pro-

cessors, appears as the same I/O unit to each processor, and
can be accessed in the same manner by each processor.

Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC). A discipline for

the management of synchronous, transparent, seriai-by-bit

information transfer over a communications channel. SDLC
includes comprehensive detection and recovery procedures for

transmission errors introduced by the communications channel.

Teleprocessing. A form of information handling in which a

data processing system utilizes communication facilities.

Teleprocessing device. A unit of teleprocessing equipment
connected to the communications controller via a communica-
tion line and identified as a cluster, terminal, or component.

Teleprocessing network. The stations that are controlled by
a single access method and the communication lines by which

they are connected to the transmission control unit.

Terminal. A teleprocessing device capable of transmitting or

receiving data (or both) over a communication line.

Transmission code. The character code used for data trans-

missions across a communication line.

Transmission control unit (TCU). A unit that provides the

interface between communication lines and a computer. The
TCU interleaves the transfer of data from many lines across a

single channel to the computer.

Two-channel switch. A feature that allows the communica-

tions controller to be attached to two channels through one

channel adapter.

Uniprocessor. A computer employing one processing unit.

Upper scan limit. A Type 2 Communication Scanner feature

that allows the control program to limit the maximum number
of lines that a particular scanner addresses.
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Index

A
Afield 4-1

ABAR (see attachment buffer address register)

abort 7-20, B-34
detected 8-10

access method, definition Glos-1

ACK expected 8-15

active state, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-2

adapter checks, masking 5-3

adapter interrupt requests

program level 1 B-39
program level 2 B-39
program level 3 B-39

adapters 1-5

combinations of 1-8,1-10

add instructions

Add Character Register (ACR) 4-7

Add Halfword Register (AHR) 4-7

Add Register (AR) 4-7

Add Register Immediate (ARI) 4-7

address constants, base register 4-4

address exception 3-1,5-10

address substitution 7-4,8-6,B-8
definition Glos-1

Address/Data switches B-38
addressing

boundaries 3-1

communication lines 3-2

definition Glos-1
extended 3-1

interface 3-2

storage 3-1

allow interrupt mode, Type 1 Scanner 6-6

AND instructions

AND Character Register (NCR) 4-14

AND Halfword Register (NHR) 4-14

AND Register (NR) 4- 1

4

AND Register Immediate (NRI) 4-1

5

asynchronous status

Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-8

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-10

attachment base 1-8

definition Glos-1
attachment buffer address register (ABAR) 7-2, 8-1

setting 7-15,8-27

used in program addressing 7-5, 8-7

attachment to host system 1-1

autocall interface operation
Type 1 Scanner 6-7

Type 2 Scanner 7-16

interface control word 7-16

parallel data field (PDF) 7-18

primary control field (PCF) 7-16

serial data field (SDF) 7-17

Type 3 Scanner 8-28

interface control word 8-28

parallel data field (PDF) 8-28

primary control field (PCF) 8-28

serial data field (SDF) 8-29

B
B field 4-4

background program level 2-2

bad pad 8-15

base register 4-4

address constants 4-4

basic frame 1-3, 1-4

bit clock check
Type 1 Scanner B-2

Type 2 Scanner B-6

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner B-l 1

bit clocking (see business machine clocks)

bit overrun/underrun 6-9

bit positions, external registers B-l

bit service
definition Glos-1

forced 6-5

interrupt 6-3

priority 6-2

bit service request, resetting 6-3, B-3
block check characters (BCC) 8-14

block header format, remote controller 1 1-4

bootstrap program
execution 5-7

loading 5-7

branch instructions

Branch (B) 4-5

Branch and Link (BAD 4-6

Branch and Link Register (BALR) 4-7

Branch on Bit (BB) 4-6

Branch on C Latch (BCD 4-5

Branch on Count (BCT) 4-6

Branch on Z Latch (BZD 4-5

displacement 4-5

BSC monitor phase 7-1

1

BSC receive data, Type 2 Scanner 7-1

1

BSC-CRC register 5-1

loading B-39
buffer, definition Glos-1

business machine clocks
Type 1 Scanner 6-6

selection 6-7

Type 2 Scanner 7-14

selection 7-14
Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-26

selection 8-26

busy state

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-2

Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-7

Busy status

Type 1 and Type 4 CA initial selection 9-7

Type 2 and Type 3 CA initial selection 10-10

bypass CCU check stop B-45

byte count
channel adapter control word 10-5

Type 2 and Type 3 CA register 10-3

byte X 3-1

C
C condition latch 4-5

CBAR (see cycle steal buffer address register)

CCU (see Central Control Unit)
CCU outbus check, Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-16

Central Control Unit (CCU) 1-5

checks 5-1

0

during IPL 5-8

definition Glos-1
diagnostic facilities 5-11

test mode 5-11

input instructions (see input instructions)

interrupt requests
level 1 B-42
levels 2, 3, & 4 B-42

output instructions (see output instructions)

program checks (see program checks)
purpose 1-2, 5-1

reset 5-7

test mode B-44
Central Control Unit registers 5-1

check register B-41

CRC data register 5-1

CRC registers 5-1, B-41

display register 1 5-1

display register 2 5-1

lagging address register 5-1

old-CRC register 5-2

operation register 5-2

storage address register 5-2

temporary address register 5-2

chain flag, channel adapter control word 10-6

channel adapter 1-5

(see also Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapter;
Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapter; Type 3 Channel
Adapter; Type 4 Channel Adapter)
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channel adapter (continued)

definition Glos-1
status presentation 9-7

channel adapter check register (CACHKR) 10-4

channel adapter command register (CMDR) 10-4

channel adapter control register (CACR) 10-4

channel adapter control word 10-5

byte count 10-7

chain flag 10-6

command codes 10-5, 10-8

InB'10' 10-7

Out B'00' 10-7

Out Stop B'01' 10-7

TICB'll' 10-11

conventions 10-7

data address 10-5,10-7
format 10-5, 10-6

zero count override 10-5

channel adapter mode register (CAMR) 10-4

channel adapter sense register (CASNSR) 1 0-3

channel adapter status register (CASTR) 10-4

channel addresses, number required 1-1

channel bus in check, Type 1 and Type 4 CA
in EB mode 9-15

channel bus out diagnostic register (CBODR) 10-4

channel commands
No-Op

Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-6

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-9

Read
Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-6

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-8

Sense
Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-6

Type 2andType3CA 10-9

Test I/O
Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-6

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-9

Write
Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-6

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-8

Write Break .10-8

Write IPL 5-6

Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-6

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-8

Channel End
Type 1 and Type 4 CA native subchannel mode 9-8

Type 2 and Type 3 CA ending status 10-10

channel interface

disable B-25
enable B-25
states, Type 3 CA 10-11

channel tag diagnostic register (CTDR) 10-4

character assembly, definition Glos-1
character disassembly, definition Glos-1

character overrun/underrun 7-6, 7-20, 8-1

1

character service, definition Glos-1
character service pending latch 6-3

reset B-4
character service request

Type 1 Scanner 6-3

Type 2 Scanner 7-6

check conditions IPL 5-8

check register

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-4

Type 2 Scanner B-6
check registers 0 and 1 (Type 3 Scanner) B-l 1

command codes
channel adapter control word 10-5

InB'10' 10-7

OutB'OO' 10-7

Out Stop B'01' 10-7

TICB'll' 10-7

command register, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-4

communication scanner 1-6

definition Glos-1
initialization, Type 1 Scanner 6-5

(see also Type 1 Communication Scanner; Type 2
Communication Scanner; Type 3 and Type 3HS Communication
Scanner)

compare instructions

Compare Character Register (CCR) 4-14
Compare Halfword Register (CHR) 4-13

Compare Register (CR) 4-13

Compare Register Immediate (CRI) 4-14

Test Register Under Mask (TRM) 4-17

component, definition Glos-1
Communications Controller

description 1-1

models 1-1, 1-3

purpose 1-1

condition latches 4-5

control exception 8-16

control program 1-1

control register, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-4

control unit busy (short) 9-7

control word byte count register 10-3

control word chain flag 10-6

CRC (cyclic redundancy check) 5-6

CRC data register 5-1

CUCR (see cycle utilization counter register)

cycle steal 10-2

definition Glos-1
cycle steal address byte 8-13, 8-14

cycle steal address register 10-4

cycle steal buffer address register (CBAR) 8-2

cycle steal byte count 8-14

cycle steal control 8-13

cycle steal valid 8-13

cycle utilization counter register 5-2

cyclic redundancy check 5-6

D
D field 4-4

data address, channel adapter control

word 10-7

data buffer, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-4

data buffer byte 1 & 2
loading B-23
Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-3, B-20

data buffer byte 3 & 4
loading B-23
Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-3 , B-20

data check 8-15

data flow, system 1-13

data rate selection

Type 1 Scanner B-3
Type 2 Scanner 7-14
Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-26

data terminal ready (DTR) 8-26

data transfer
host to Type 1 Channel Adapter 9-10

Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-2, 9-10

Type 1 and Type 4 CA to host 9-1

0

data/status control register (DSCR) 9-2, B-18
setting B-21

data/status L3 interrupt request 9-5

reset B-21
DBAR (see diagnostic buffer address register)

determining amount of storage B-37
device end ending status

Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-8

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-10

diagnostic bit 8-13

diagnostic bit service 6-10

diagnostic buffer address register (DBAR) 8-2, B-l 1

diagnostic facilities

Central Control Unit 5-1

1

Type 1 Scanner 6-10

Type 2 Scanner 7-23

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-24

diagnostic, OLTT 8-16
diagnostic wrap

Type 1 Scanner 6-10

Type 2 Scanner J7_-23

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-24

disable
channel interface B-25
storage protect 5-4

Type 1 Scanner 6-5

Type 2 Scanner 7-13

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-23

zero insert control 7-21

disk storage controller 11-3
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display register

Type 2 Scanner 7-2

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-2

display register 1 5-1

loading B-43

display register 2 5-1

loading B-43

display request 7-8 , 8- 1 2, B-7

Display/Function Select switch, 3705

DLE sequence errors 8-1

5

general registers 2-1
_: . c -i 1

used with instruction set 4-5

B-38

8- ll

9-6, 9-8

10-10

9-15

10- 12, 10-13

4-16

E
E field 4-1

EB mode control register 943^9-15
EB mode data buffer 9-13,9-15

echo check 6-10

emulation subchannel mode 9-1

channel commands 9-6

I/O device addresses 9-3

status transfer 9-8

enable
channel interface B-25

line interface 6-5

storage protect 5-4

end-of-message interrupt

ending status

Type 1 and Type 4 CA
Type 2 and Type 3 CA

ENQindata 8-13

error checking
Type 1 and Type 4 CA
Type 1 Scanner 6-9

Type 2 and Type 3 CA
error summary, Type 1 Scanner 6-9

error/control/condition register 9-2

ETBindata 8-13

ETXindata 8-13

exclusive OR instructions

Exclusive OR Character Register (XCR) 4-16

Exclusive OR Halfword Register (XHR) 4-16

Exclusive OR Register (XR) 4-16

Exclusive OR Register Immediate (XRI)

Exit instruction 4-17

execution at program level 5 2-4

resetting interrupt entered latch 2-4

expansion frame 1-3

extended addressing 3-1

definition Glos-1

extended buffer mode, Type 4 CA 9-1 ,
9-3

control register 9-3

counter register 9-3

local store 9-3

external modem clock 8- 1

3

external registers 2-2

addresses A-l

bit definitions B-l

summary charts C-l

feedback check
Type 1 Scanner 6-9, B-l

Type 2 Scanner 7-10,7-14

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-17

fields, operand (see instruction operand fields)

final control sequence 8-23

final status, Type 1 CA 9-7

flag bit 8-16

flag detection/disable zero insert remembrance 7-2

1

flag off boundary 8- 1

5

flush, BSC 8-15

force bit service B-5

force CCU checks 5-11, B-44

format exception, BSC 8-15

frames
basic 1-3

expansion 1-3

Function Select push buttons, 3704 B-37

H
1-4

11-5

halfword, definition

hard stop
definition Glos-1
setting B-42

hard stop state, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-2

hardware check, definition Glos-1
high priority bit service 6-2

high speed select option 8-6

host processor, definition Glos-1

host system attachment 1-1

I field 4-1

ICW (see interface control word)
ICW input register 7-1, 7-15, 8-2, 8-27

ICW work register 7-1

idle detect, SDLC 8-15

inbound data control word address register

(INCWAR) 10-3

inbound data transfer, Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-9

in EB mode (Type 4 CA) 9-1

1

priority (Type 4 CA) 9-5

INCWAR valid B-26, B-33
latch B-26

initial control sequence 8-23

initial L3 interrupt request 9-5

initial program load
check conditions 5-8

completion 5-7

initiating 5-7

local controller 5-6

phase 1 5-7

phase 2 5-7

phase 3 5-7

remote controller

request for 5-7

status presented by bootstrap
initial selection

reset B-22
Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-1

reset B-22
initial selection address, Type 1 and Type 4 CA
initial selection address and command register

(ISACR) 9-2, B-l 8

initial selection control register (ISCR) 9-2, B-l

8

initial selection status

Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-7

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-9

initial selection status register 9-2

initialization

Type 1 Scanner 6-5

interface 6-5

in/out check 5-10

in/out instruction accept check, Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-13

Input instruction, format 4-17

input instructions

Central Control Unit 5-8

bit definitions B-38
InputX'7A' 5-9, B-40
Input X'7B' 5-9, B-41

5-9, B-41

5-9, B-41
5-9, B-42
5-8, B-42
5-8, B-38
5-8, B-38
5-8, B-38
5-8, B-39
5-8, B-39
5-8, B-39
5-8, B-39
5-8, B-40

5-7

9-4

Input X'7C
Input X'7D*
Input X'7E'
Input X'7F'
Input X'70'
Input X'71'
Input X'72'
Input X'73'
Input X'74'
Input X'76'
Input X'77'
Input X'79'

Remote Program Loader
bit definitions B-36

11-3
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Remote Program Loader (continued)

Input X'6A' 11-3, B-36
Input X'6B' 11-3, B-36

Input X'68' 11-3, B-36
Input X' 69' 11-3, B-3

7

Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapter 9-1

2

bit definitions B-18
Input X'6C 9-13, B-21

Input X'6D' 9-13, B-21
Input X'6E' 9-13, B-21

Input X'60' 9-12, B-18
Input X'61' 9-12, B-18
Input X'62' 9-12, B-18
Input X'63' 9-13, B-l

9

Input X'64' 9-13, B-20
Input X'65' 9-13, B-20
Input X'66' 9-13, B-20
Input X'67' 9-13, B-20

Type 1 Scanner 6-7

bit definitions B-l

Input X'41' 6-7, B-l

Input X'42' 6-8, B-l

Input X'43' 6-8, B-l
Input X'44' 6-8, B-2

Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapter 10-13

bit definitions B-25
Input X'5A' 10-13, B-30
Input X'5B' 10-13, B-30
Input X'5C 10-13, B-30
Input X'50' 10-13, B-26

Input X'51' 10-13, B-26

Input X'52' 10-13, B-26

Input X'53' 10-13, B-26
Input X'54' 10-13, B-27
Input X'55' 10-13, B-27
Input X'56' 10-13, B-28
Input X'58' 10-13, B-29
Input X'59' 10-13, B-30

Type 2 Scanner 7-18

bit definitions B-6
Input X'40' 7-18, B-6
Input X'43' 7-19, B-6
Input X'44' 7-19, B-6
Input X'45' 7-19, B-6
Input X' 46' 7-19, B-6
Input X'47' 7-19, B-6

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-30

bit definitions B-l 1

Input X'4A' 8-32, B-l

3

Input X'4B' 8-32, B-l

3

Input X'4C 8-32, B-13
Input X'4E' 8-32, B-13
Input X'4F 8-32, B-14
Input X'40' 8-30, B-l 1

Input X'41' 8-30, B-l 1

Input X'42' 8-30, B-l 1

Input X'43' 8-31, B-l 1

Input X'44' 8-31, B-l 1

Input X'45' 8-31, B-12
Input X'46' 8-31, B-12
Input X'47' 8-31, B-13
Input X'48' 8-31, B-13
Input X'49' 8-32, B-13

input register addresses A-l
input/output instructions 1-13

(see also input instructions, output
instructions)

bit definitions B-l
Central Control Unit 5-8

Input (IN) 4-17

Output (OUT) 4-17

summary charts C-l
Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-12
Type 1 Scanner 6-7

Type 2 Scanner 7- 1

8

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-11

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-30

Insert Character and Count instruction (ICT) 4-9

Insert Character instruction (IC) 4-9

instruction address register 2-1

instruction base register 4-4

instruction displacement 4-4, 4-5

instruction format 4-1
1 i^ctfiii^tt Art /-\ f-x ri r1 nn f « /i 1 /I « A 1OpClallU IlCiUb *+-!

A field 4-1

B field 4-4

D field 4-4

E field 4-1

I field 4-1

M field 4-4

N field 4-4

Nl field 4-4

N2 field 4-4

R field 4-1

Rl field 4-4
R2 field 4-4

T field 4-4

instruction operands 4-1

instruction set 4-1

Add Character Register (ACR) 4-7

Add Halfword Register (AHR) 4-7

Add Register (AR) 4-7

Add Register Immediate (ARI) 4-8

AND Character Register (NCR) 4-14
AND Halfword Register (NHR) 4-14
AND Register (NR) 4- 1

4

AND Register Immediate (NRI) 4-15
Branch (B) 4-5

Branch and Link (BAD 4-6

Branch and Link Register (BALR) 4-7

Branch on Bit (BB) 4-6

Branch on C Latch (BCL) 4-5

Branch on Count (BCT) 4-6
Branch on Z Latch (BZL) 4-5

Compare Character Register (CCR) 4-14
Compare Halfword Register (CHR) 4- 1

3

Compare Register (CR) 4-13
Compare Register Immediate (CRI) 4-14
Exclusive OR Character Register (XCR) 4-16
Exclusive OR Halfword Register (XHR) 4-16
Exclusive OR Register (XR) 4-16
Exclusive OR Register Immediate (XRI) 4-16
execution time 4-1

Exit (EXIT) 4-17
Input (IN) 4-17

Insert Character (IC) 4-9

Insert Character and Count (ICT) 4-9

Load (L) 4-9

Load Address (LA) 4-1

1

Load Character Register (LCR) 4- 1

1

Load Character with Offset Register (LCOR) 4-12
Load Halfword (LH) 4-10
Load Halfword Register (LHR) 4- 1

1

use with CRC 5-6

Load Halfword with Offset Register (LHOR) 4-12
Load Register (LR) 4-10
Load Register Immediate (LRI) 4-11

Load with Offset Register (LOR) 4-1

1

operation codes 4-1

OR Character Register (OCR) 4-15
OR Halfword Register (OHR) 4-15
OR Register (OR) 4-15
OR Register Immediate (ORI) 4-16
Output (OUT) 4-17
Store (ST) 4-12
Store Character (STC) 4- 1

3

Store Character and Count (STCT) 4- 1

3

Store Halfword (STH) 4-12
Subtract Character Register (SCR) 4-8

Subtract Halfword Register (SHR) 4-8

Subtract Register (SR) 4-8

Subtract Register Immediate (SRI) 4-9

Test Register Under Mask (TRM) 4-17
interface addresses 3-2

associated storage addresses 3-2, 3-4

Type 1 Scanner 3-2, 3-3

for bit service 6-3

for character service 6-3

Type 2 Scanner 3-2, 3-3

interface addressing
Type 2 Scanner 7-5

Type 3 Scanner 8-7

interface check summary 6-9

interface control word (ICW) 7-5, 8-7
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access to 7-5, 8-7

control fields (Type 2 Scanner)
autocall operation 7-16

display request 7-8

level 2 interrupt pending 7-9

line control definer (LCD) 7-8, 7-9

parallel data field (PDF) 7-8

primary control field (PCF) 7-8, 7-10

priority select bits 7-9

secondary control field (SCF) 7-6

serial data field (SDF) 7-8, 7-13

control fields (Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner)

autocall operation 8-28

block check character (BCC) 8-14

BSC/SDLC control status 8-15

cycle steal address 8-13

cycle steal byte count 8-14

cycle steal control 8- 1

3

display request 8-12

extended primary control field (EPCF) 8-16, 8-17

final status 8-25

ICW controls 8-14

initial status 8-25

level 2 interrupt pending 8-12

line control definer (LCD) 8-11

parallel data field (PDF) 8-11

primary control field (PCF) 8-12, 8-17

priority select bits 8-12

secondary control field (SCF) 8- 1

0

serial data field (SDF) 8-12

status exception 8-15

format
Type 2 Scanner 7-6

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-8

modification
Type 2 Scanner 7-6

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-8

program flag 7-7

interface errors

Type 1 Scanner 6-9

summary bit B-l

interface initialization, Type 1 Scanner 6-5

interface mode
Type 1 Scanner 6-5

Type 2 Scanner 7-13

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-25

interface scanning
Type 1 Scanner 6-2

Type 2 Scanner 7-3

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-5

interface to host system 1 -

1

internal bit clocking (see business machine
clocks)

interrupt, definition Glos-1

interrupt entered latch 2-4

interrupt priority, definition Glos-1

interrupt program levels 2-2, 2-3

interrupt requests 2-2, 2-4

determining requesting adapter B-38

determining the cause of 5-3

example of 2-4, 2-5

priority 2-4

program controlled 5-2

setting/resetting 5-2

Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-4

Type 1 Scanner 6-3

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-7

interval timer 5-4, 8-12

intervention required, Type 2 and Type 3 CA B-26

invalid op code check 4-1,5-10

invalid op codes 4-1

IPL (see initial program load)

IPL escape control B-40

IPL Phase lights 5-6

IPL Select switch 9-4

K
key

address B-43
selection B-43

protect 5-3

storage 5-4

lagging address register (LAR) 5-1

input to the program B-39
last line state 7-21,8-12
LCD (see line control definer)

length check 8-15

level 1 interrupt request, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 1 0-8

level 1 interrupt state, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-2

level 2 interrupt pending
Type 2 Scanner 7-9

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-12

level 3 interrupt request, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-7

level 3 interrupt state, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-2

LIB {see line interface base)

licensed and nonlicensed central programs 1-1

line address bus 7-3, 8-5

line attachment capability 1-1

line control character, definition Glos-1

line control definer (LCD) 7-8

for BSC/start-stop operation 7-9

for SDLC operation 7-21

states 7-9, 7-21, 8-17

line group, definition Glos-1

line interface base (LIB) 1-12

addressing 3-2

definition Glos-1
number of 1-12

line set 1-12

definition Glos-1
line trace active 8-11

load instructions

Insert Character (IC) 4-9

Insert Character and Count (ICT) 4-9

Load (L) 4-9

Load Address (LA) 4-1

1

Load Character Register (LCR) 4- 1

1

Load Character with Offset Register (LCOR) 4-12

Load Halfword (LH) 4-10

Load Halfword Register (LHR) 4-1

1

Load Halfword with Offset Register (LOHR) 4-12

Load Register (LR) 4-10

Load Register Immediate (LRI) 4-11

Load with Offset Register (LOR) 4-1

1

Load light, resetting 5-7

local store

extended buffer mode (Type 4 CA) 9-3

Type 1 and Type 4 CA (see Type 1

and Type 4 Channel Adapter registers)

Type 2 Scanner 7-1

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-1

local store parity check, Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-16

local/remote communication link 11-1

'long busy' status (Type 4 CA) 9-7

low priority bit service 6-3

M
M field 4-4

masking program level 1 adapter checks 5-3

masking program levels 5-3, B-46

message counter 8- 1

5

mode bit override 6-6

mode register, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-4

mode set

Type 2 Scanner 7-8, 7- 1

3

Type3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-12, 8-25

model designation 1-1, 1-2

modem check
Type 2 Scanner 7-6

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-11

modem wrap test

Type 1 Scanner 6-10

Type 2 Scanner 7-24

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-35

modes of operation, Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-1

monitor data set ready
Type 2 Scanner 7-11

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-17

monitor flag-allow DSR error 7-22

monitor flag-block DSR error 7-22

monitor phase, BSC
Type 2 Scanner 7-11

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-18
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monitor receive data space, Type 1 Scanner 6-6

monitor ring indicator or data set ready
Type 1 Scanner 6-5

Type 2 Scanner 7-1

1

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-17

multiple channel operation 10-11

multiprocessor 10-1, 10-11

definition Glos- 2

N
N field 4-4

native subchannel mode 9-1

channel commands 9-6

Channel End status 9-10

I/O device addresses 9-3

status transfer 9-10

new sync bit 8-16

nonlicensed and licensed control programs 1-1

non-return-to-zero-inverted (NRZI) mode 7-21, 8-12, 8-35

nonstandard command 10-9

no-op
Type 2 Scanner 7-10

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-17

No-Op command
Type 1 and Type 4 CA

emulation subchannel mode 9-6

native subchannel mode 9-6

return status 9-7

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-9
return status 10-9

normal service request interlock 8-10

not level 2 bid 8-10

NRZI control 8-12

NRZI mode 7-21,8-12,8-35
NSC status register 9-2, B-20

setting B-23
Nl field 4-4

N2 field 4-4

O
old-CRC register 5-1

on-line test diagnostic 8- 1

6

ones counter, SDLC 7-21

operand fields (see instruction operand fields)

operation codes 4-1

operation register 5-2

OR instructions
OR Character Register (OCR) 4-1

5

OR Halfword Register (OHR) 4-15

OR Register (OR) 4-15

OR Register Immediate (ORI) 4- 1

6

oscillator select bits

Type 1 Scanner 6-7

Type 2 Scanner 7-14

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-26

outbound data control word address register

(OUTCWAR) 10-3

outbound data transfer, Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-1

0

in EB mode (Type 4 CA) 9-11

priority (Type 4 CA) 9-5

OUTCWAR valid B-28, B-33
latch B-28

Output instruction, format 4-17

output instructions
Central Control Unit 5-9

bit definitions B-41
5-9, B40
5-9, B-46
5-10, B-46
5-10,.B-46
5-10, B-46
5-9, B-42
5-9, B-43
5-9, B-43
5-9, B-43
5-9, B-43
5-9, B-44
5-9, B-45

Output X'6A'
Output X'6B'
Output X'68'
Output X'69'

11-3.

11-3,

11-3,

11-3,

B-37
B-37
B-36
B-37

Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapter
bit definitions B-21

9-10

Output X"6C
Output X'6D'
Output X'6E'
Output X'6F'
Output X'60*
Output X'62'

Output X'63'
Output X'64'
Output X'65'

Output X'66'
Output X'67'

Type 1 Scanner
bit definitions
Output X'40'
Output X'41'
Output X'42'
Output X'43'
Output X'44'
Output X'45'
Output X'46'
Output X'47'

9-15, B-25
9-15, B-25
9-15, B-25
9-15, B-26
9-13, B-22
9-14, B-22
9-14, B-23
9-14, B-23
9-14, B-23
9-14, B-24
9-14, B-24

6-8

B-3
6-8, B-3

6-8, B-3

6-8, B-3
6-8, B-3

6-8, B-4
6-8, B-4
6-9, B-5

6-9, B-5
Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapter

bit definitions B-31

10-13

Output X' 5
A'

Output X'5B'
Output X'50'
Output X'5f
Output X'53'
Output X'54'
Output X'55'

Output X'56'
Output X'57'
Output X'58'
Output X'59'

Type 2 Scanner
bit definitions

Output X'40'
Output X'41'
Output X'42'
Output X'43'
Output X'44'
Output X'45'
Output X'46'
Output X'47'

10-13, B-35
10-13, B-35
10-13, B-31
10-13, B-31
10-13, B-31
10-13, B-32
10-13, B-33
10-13, B-33
10-13, B-33
10-13, B-35
10-13, B-35
7-19
B-8

7-19, B-8
19, B-8
19, B-8
20, B-8
20, B-9
20, B-10
20, B-10

7-20, B-10
Type 3 and Type 3HS Scanner 8-32

bit definitions B-17
Output X'4A'
Output X'4C
Output X'4D'
Output X'4E'
Output X'4F'
Output X'40'
Output X'41'

Output X'42'
Output X'43'
Output X'44'
Output X'45'
Output X'46'
Output X'47'
Output X'48'
Output X'49'

8-33, B-17
8-33, B-17
8-33, B-17
8-34, B-17
8-34, B-17
8-32, B-14
8-32, B-14
8-33, B-14
8-33, B-14
8-33, B-15
8-33, B-15
8-33, B-16
8-33, B-16
8-33, B-16
8-33, B-17

Output X'7A'
Output X'7C'
Output X'7D'
Output X'7E'
Output X'7F'
Output X'70'
Output X'71'
Output X'72'
Output X'73'
Output X'77'
Output X'78'
Output X'79'

Remote Program Loader
bit definitions B-36

11-3

output register addresses A-2

pad flag 7-7

parallel data field (PDF)
Type 2 Scanner 7-8, 7-2

1

for autocall operation 7-18,7-21

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner
address 8- 1

4

array 8-2, 8-3

format 8-3

reset 8-5

for autocall operation 8-30
PDF-empty condition 8-4. 8-5

PDF-full condition 8-4, 8-5
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PCF (see primary control field)
PCI L3 B-46
PCI L4 B-46
PDF (see paraiiei data field)
pending status, Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-7
primary control field (PCF) 7-8, 8-12, 8-17

for autocall operation 7- 1 6, 8-28
for BSC/start-stop operation 7- 1

0

for SDLC operation 7-22
states 7- 1 0, 7- 1 6, 7-22, 8-17, 8-29

priority, bit service 6-2
priority counter 6-3

priority register occupied latch
Type 2 Scanner 7-1

5

Type 3 Scanner 8-27
priority select bits

Type 2 Scanner 7-9

Type 3 Scanner 8-12
priority selection, automatic (Type 4 CA) 9-5
program abort, Type 2 and Type 3 CA B-34
program checks 5-1

0

address exception 3-1,5-11
with extended addressing 3-1

definition Glos-1
in/out check 5-10
invalid op code check 5-1

1

protection exception 5- 1

1

program controlled interrupts 5-2
set PCI L3 B-46
set PCI L4 B-46

program flag 8-1

1

program level 1

interrupt request
determining prior active level B-40
Type 1 Scanner 6-3

program level 2
bit service request 6-3
character service request 6-3
interrupt request, Type 1 Scanner 6-3

program levels 2-2

masking 5-3

number of 2-2

priority 2-2

starting addresses 2-4
1 2-2

2 2-2

3 2-2

4 2-2

5 2-2

program requested interrupt
Type 1 CA B-25
Type 2 and Type 3 CA B-28

programmed reset B-43
programming support 1-1

protect key 5-3

addresses 5-4

setting B-43
protection exception 5-10

cause of 5-3

R
R field 4-1

Read command
Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-6
Type 1 and Type 4 CA response to 9-9
Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-8

receive abort 7-20, 8-10
receive break 7-6
receive BSC

Type 2 Scanner 7-1

1

Type 3 Scanner 8-19
receive control sequence 8-18
receive data 8-18
receive data bit buffer

Type 1 Scanner B-l
Type 2 Scanner B-7

receive diagnostic mode 8-19
receive ending 8-18
receive idle 8-22
receive information-allow interrupts 7-22
receive information-inhibit interrupts 7-22
receive leading graphics 8- 1

8

receive line signal detected 7-6
receive start-stop, Type 2 Scanner 7-1

1

receive synchronous idle 8-19
receive text 8-18
register addresses, external A-l
register save areas 5-7

register zero 2-1

saving of 2-2
registers (see external registers, general

registers)

remote communications controller 11-1
remote power off 11-7
Remote Program Loader 1 1-1

reset

bit service request 6-3, B-3
character service request 6-5
Type 3 CA response to resetting 10-12
CCU checks 5-9, B-43
interrupt entered latch 2-4
interrupt requests 5-2

Type 1 and Type 4 CA level 3 9-4, 9-5
program level masks B-46

RTS turnaround control 8-14
Rl field 4-4
R2 field 4-4

SAR (storage address register) 5-2
saving registers

during IPL 5-7

group zero 2-2

register zero 2-2

scan address register 8-2
scan addressing

Type 2 Scanner 7-2

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-5
scan counter

Type 1 Scanner 6-1. 6-2
Type 2 Scanner 7-3
Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-5

scan limit (see upper scan limit)
SDF (see serial data field)

SDLC 7-20
SDLC CRC register 5-1, B-41
secondary control field (SCF)

Type 2 Scanner 7-6, 7-20
Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-10

send data, Type 1 Scanner B-4
Sense command

Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-6
Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-9

sense register, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-3
sequence 0, 1 , 2 bits 8-14
serial data field (SDF) 7-8

Type 2 Scanner 7-8

for autocall operation 7-17
Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-12

for autocall operation 8-29
service request interlock

Type 2 Scanner 7-6, 7-20
Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-10

service requests, special 5-2
set character service, Type 1 Scanner B-5
set mode 8-17.

SDF values for 8-25
setting

character service interrupt request for
Type 1 Scanner 6-3

interface mode
Type 1 Scanner 6-5
Type 2 Scanner 7-13
Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-25

interrupt requests 5-2

program level masks B-46
protect keys 5-3, B-43
storage keys 5-4, B-43

short control unit busy, Type 1 and Type 4 CA initial
selection 9-6

shoulder-tap interrupt 10-1

definition Glos-1
special service requests 5-2
stacked final status, Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-9
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stacked initial status, Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-8

stacked status, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-10

start scanner instruction B-3
start-stop receive, Type 2 Scanner 7-1

1

status

final (Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner) 8-25

initial (Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner) 8-25

presented during IPL 5-7

Type 1 and Type 4 CA initial 9-7

Type 1 Scanner B-2
status byte, Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-15, 8-25

status presentation
Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-7

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-9

status register, Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-3

status transfer, Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-2, 9-10

stop bit check 7-6

storage 1-3

addressing 3-1

cycle time 1-3

determining amount of B-37
range of 1-3

storage address register (SAR) 5-2

storage addresses, associated with interface

addresses 3-2, 3-4

storage key 5-2

setting B-43
storage protect 5-3

disable/enable 5-4

keys 5-3, 5-4

restrictions 5-3

storage blocks 5-4

storage wrap 3-1

with extended addressing 3-1

store instructions

Store (ST) 4-12

Store Character (STC) 4-1

3

Store Character and Count (STCT) 4-13

Store Halfword (STH) 4- 1

2

subchannel, definition Glos-2
substitution control register 7-4

subtract instructions

Subtract Character Register (SCR) 4-8

Subtract Halfword Register (SHR) 4-8

Subtract Register (SR) 4-8

Subtract Register Immediate (SRI) 4-9

supervisor call interrupt request 2-4

suppress out monitor 9-9

suppressive status 9-9

setting B-22
SVC L4 2-4

symmetrical I/O unit 10-1

definition Glos-2
Synchronous data link control (SDLC) Glos-2
system data flow 1-13

T
T field 4-4

teleprocessing, definition Glos-2
teleprocessing device, definition Glos-2
teleprocessing network, definition Glos-2
temporary address register (TAR) 5-2

terminal, definition Glos-2
Test I/O command

Type 1 and Type 4 CA
emulation subchannel mode 9-7

emulation subchannel mode status 9-8

native subchannel mode 9-7

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-9

test mode, CCU B-46
Test Register Under Mask instruction (TRM) 4-17
timeout control 8-12

track access, remote 11-3

track format, remote 1 1-4

transfer address/ESC status register 9-3, B-19
setting B-23

transfer sequence addresses, Type 1 CA 9-3

transmission code, definition Glos-2
transmission control unit, definition Glos-2
transmit abort 8-22

transmit BCC 8-20, 8-22

transmit break 7-12
transmit clock sync 8-19, 8-22

transmit continuous 8-23

transmit control 8-19
transmit data

Type 2 Scanner 7-12

Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-19, 8-22

transmit data chain flag 8- 1

3

transmit diagnostic mode 8-20, 8-23

transmit ending flag 8-22

transmit ending sequence 8-20

transmit final pad 8-20

transmit flags 8-22

transmit initial 7-11, 7-22
Type 2 Scanner 7-12
Type 3 or Type 3HS Scanner 8-19, 8-22

transmit initial with new sync 8-23

transmit message chain flag 8-13

transmit normal 7-22

transmit pad 8-16,8-19, 8-22

transmit SYN 8-20

transmit SYN idle 8-20

transmit text 8-19

transmit turnaround
BSC 7-13

SDLC 7-23
start-stop 7-13

transmit with new sync, Type 2 Scanner 7-12

two channel switch 1-6

definition Glos-2
Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapter

asynchronous status 9-8

channel commands 9-7

data flow 9-1

data transfer 9-10

error checking 9-15

error indications 9-15
input instructions (see input instructions)

interrupt requests 9-4

I/O device addresses 9-3

initial selection address 9-4

transfer sequence addresses 9-4

level 1 interrupt request 9-4

level 3 interrupt request 9-5

data/status 9-5

initial 9-5

modes of operation 9-1

ESC 9-1

NSC 9-1

operation 9-1

output instructions (see output instructions)

purpose 1-4, 9-1

stacked final status 9-9

stacked initial status 9-8

states 9-1

data transfer 9-2

initial selection 9-1

status transfer 9-2

status 9-7

status transfer 9-10
Type 1 and Type 4 Channel Adapter registers 9-

data/status control 9-2, B- 18
error/control/condition 9-2

initial selection address and command 9-2, B
initial selection control 9-2, B-18
initial selection status 9-2

local store 9-2

data buffer byte 1 & 2 9-2, B-13
data buffer byte 3 & 4 9-3, B-13
transfer address/ESC status 9-2

NSC status 9-2, B-20
Type 1 Communication Scanner

autocall operation 6-7

bit service request 6-3

bit transmission 6-5

business machine clocks 6-6

character service request 6-3

dataflow 6-1

description 6-1

diagnostic functions 6-10
diagnostic bit service 6-10
diagnostic wrap 6-10
modem wrap test 6- 1

0
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error checking 6-9

initialization 6-5

input instructions (see input instructions)

interface addresses 3-2

interface check summary B-l
interface scanning 6-2

interrupt requests 6-3

modes of operation 6-5

operation 6-1

output instructions (see output instructions)
purpose 1-7

receive data bit buffer B-l
send data B-4
send data bit buffer B-l
set character service B-5

Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapter
(see also Type 3 Channel Adapter)
channel commands 10-8

control word (see channel adapter control
word)

cycle steal 10-2

dataflow 10-1

error checking 10-10

error indications 10-13, B-28
input instructions (see input instructions)
interrupt requests 10-7

multiple channel operation 10-11
operation 10-1

output instructions (see output instructions)
purpose 1-3, 10-1

selection B-28

states 10-2

active 10-2

busy 10-2

diagnostic wrap 10-2

hard stop 10-2

level 1 interrupt 10-2

level 3 interrupt 10-2

status 10-9

Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapter registers 10-2
channel adapter check register (CACHKR) 10-4, B-28
channel adapter command register (CMDR) 10-4, B-30
channel adapter control register (CACR) 10-4, B-27

loading B-33
reset B-33

channel adapter data buffer (CADR) 10-4
channel adapter mode register (CAMR) 10-4

loading B-33
channel adapter sense register (CASNSR) 10-3, B-26

loading B-31
channel adapter status register (CASTR) 10-3, B-27

loading B-32
channel bus out diagnostic register (CBODR) 10-4,

B-21, B-29
channel tag diagnostic register (CBODR) 10-4, B-21, B-30
control word byte count register (CWCNTR) 10-3
cycle steal address register (CSAR) 10-4
INCWAR 10-3, B-31
OUTCWAR 10-3, B-31

Type 2 Communication Scanner
additional capability (3704) 7-1

autocall operation 7-16
business machine clocks 7-14
character buffer (see parallel data field)

dataflow 7-1

description 7-1

diagnostic functions 7-23
diagnostic wrap 7-23
modem wrap test 7-24

input instructions (see input instructions)
interface addresses 3-2

interface scanning 7-3

mode of operation 7-13
operation 7-1

output instructions (see output instructions)
programming considerations 7-15

program level 1 7-15

program level 2 7-15

program level 3 7-16
program level 4 7-16

purpose 1-5

receive data bit buffer B-7

scan counter 7-3

support of two LIBs (3704) 7-1

' /pv \^ulilllluillvailULl LJVlillllW LVglJl^lJ l~l

check register B-6
display register 7-2, B-7
ICW input register 7-1

bits 0-1 5 B-6
bits 16-31 B-6
bits 32-45 B-7

ICW work register 7-1

local store 7-1

Type 3 Channel Adapter
(see also Type 2 and Type 3 Channel Adapter)
attachment to multiprocessor 10-11

channel interface states 10-1

1

disabled 10-11

error condition 10-12

neutral 10-12

switched 10-12

response to resets 10-12
Type 3 or Type 3HS Communication Scanner

autocall operation 8-28

business machine clocks 8-26
character buffer (see parallel data field)

data flow 8-1

description 8-1

diagnostic functions 8-34
diagnostic wrap test 8-34
ICW diagnostic mode test 8-36
modem wrap test 8-35

input instructions (see input instructions)
interface addresses 3-2

interface scanning 8-2

mode of operation 8-25

operation 8-1

output instructions (see output instructions)
programming considerations 8-27

program level 1 8-27

program level 2 8-27

program level 3 8-28

program level 4 8-28

purpose 1-6

scan counter 8-5

Type 3 or Type 3HS Communication Scanner Registers 8-1

attachment buffer address register (ABAR) 8-2

cycle steal buffer address register (CBAR) 8-2

diagnostic buffer address register (DBAR) 8-2, B-l 1, B-14
display register 8-2

ICW input register 8-2

ICW work register 8-1

local store 8-1

scanner output register 8-2

Type 4 Channel Adapters (see Type 1 and
Type 4 Channel Adapter)

U
uniprocessor Glos-2
Unit check

Type 1 and Type 4 CA initial selection 9-9

Type 2 and Type 3 CA initial selection 10-10
Unit exception, Type 2 CA initial selection 10-10
unmasking program levels B-46
upper scan limit 7-3, 8-5, B-8, B-14

definition Glos-2

V
vector table, interface addresses 3-4

violation (exception), protection 5-10

W
word, definition 1-2

Write Break command, Type 2 CA 10-8

Write command
Type 1 and Type 4 CA 9-6

response to 9-1

1

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-8
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Write IPL command 5-7

Type 1 and Type 4 CA, native subchannel mode 9-6

Type 2 and Type 3 CA 10-8

X
X'06F0' B-1

Z
Z condition latch 4-5

zero count override 10-5

Zero status

Type 1 and Type 4 CA initial selection 9-7

Type 2 and Type 3 CA initial selection 10-9
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